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Undergraduates Vote For Informal Weekend

Dance As Main Happenings
The Student

Summer

third

Session of

Bowdoin College

will be-

gin on Klonday, June 12. Virtually all
during the Fall and Spring Trimesters will be given, despite
the fact that individual members of the faculty will teach only

vacation.

Summer

.

\

May

cision to keep the

STOWE COLLECTION IS
SHOWN IN LIBRARY

days a week. Two double courses
will be the number taken by the
average student, but three double
courses may be taken with the
Dean's permission. Dean Nixon
also points out that students entering the Armed Forces will receive credit for a full semester's
work if they have completed four
weeks of one of the speeded-up

John F. Mac.Morran

on the

Two

WILL HOPKINS SPEAKER IN
MacMORRAN
ORGAN RECITAL JUNE 24 EXERCISES

giving an organ recital tomorrow.

WIN BRIDGE TOURNEY

April Fool's Day witnessed a
bridge tournament sponsored by
the White Key, with Charles W.
Curtis '47 and George H. Griffin
'47 raking in 70 points to win the
contest and a carton of cigarettes.
A hard-fought 2nd went to Joe
Last Saturday a meeting of the
executive committee of the Govern- LaCasce '46, and Bill Smith '47,
ing Boards was held, with all the who bar ely topped Farrell and

Tomorrow evening, at 8 15 p.m.,
John M. MacMorran '46 will preIsent a program of organ music in
jthe Bowdoin College Chapel. The
Program will be as follows:
Minor
Air from Suite in

Commencement Moved
To Anniversary Date
By College Board

j

D

I

J. S.

.

that unless the College received a new Army Unit by next
Fall, the students would be moved
into the dormitories for the Fall
Trimester. Thus the move of the
student body into the dormitories
next fail, and the closing of the
chapter houses, depends on whelh-

Curtis

.

[

LADD MAKES SURVEY
FOR SERVICE BUREAU

j

would

taken. In this poll,

now

is

visiting

throughout

the

in the lQUn gc of Moulton Union,
Cokes an d cigarettes were served

66 men voted

it.

various

I

j

whose

country

Placement Services have been successful in order to determine the
best set-up for his office here at
Bowdoin. This office will consist of
an elaborate system of card-series
so arranged that the needs of re-

l

j

will,

made

for

an

however, be held in

Moulton Union.

the

colleges

The dance

Dates are not to come before
Friday noon and they must leave Alumni Contributions
by noon Sunday. Dates will be
Total $25,000
housed at the Chi Psi, A.D.? T.D.
and Beta Houses.
The Student Council, though apContributions from all ov^r the
pointing no general chairman for world are filling the
coffers of the
the dance has formed committees Alumni Fund,
Mr. Marsh, the
covering the various phases of or- Alumni Secretary, has
announced.

Now

ganization

for

the

affair.

Committees are as follows:

The So

—Cliff Bourgois
Publicity — Mai Chamberlain
Band

far over $25,000 has been given
towards the goal set at $10,000, by
1300 contributors of an expected

three

The

thousand.

1943-1944

Tickets— Branche
Alumni Fund will of course help
is announced that rates for commemorate
Bowdoin's first 135
the weekend will be the same as years.
the last one.
The Directors of the Alumni
It

Boston University, ColumFund hope not only to continue
and Colgate where Placement
Alumni Fund scholarships, which
Bureaus are in operation and hopes
REVISES LIST thus far have assisted 55 men, to
lhe tournament was well-or- to establish his office system so
continue steady support of the reg anized b >' Don Lancaster, mana- as to be an amalgamation of these
cently organized College
ger of the Moulton Union. A fee sc.iools offices.
Placement Bureau, and of the '•Alumof 25 cents was charged of each
He plans upon returning to send
nus", but to make a substantial
contestant.
Other teams were letters to each of the Bowdoin
Has 2,083 gift to the unrestricted funds of
Tom Sawyer '46 and Bob Morrell graduates in the Service telling College
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
the College.
'47, George Kern
'45
and Fred them of Bowdom's Placement
In Service, .6 Are
Great numbers of Bowdoin men
J. Gregory '45, Austin Hogan '45, Service and its opportunities for
in the service have contributed to
Sawyer Asks Students and Bob Miller *47, Pete Curran aiding them in getting employment Missing, 26 Casualties
the Fund. President Sills has re'46 and James Ellis '44, Tom Chad- when they return. This letter asks
iterated that the College is relywick '47 and Bob Burroughs '47. each graduate what his plans in
To Support White Key
The Bowdoin Alumni Secretary ing more and more on the Alumni
'47
iSlan Frederick
and Lew general are and then gives a list of announced Monday that to date
i\
and the Aiumni Fund to help lt
iFickett '47.
occupations, asking him to express 2,083 Bowdoin men have taken
Tom Sawyer, speaking at chapel
stay open, especially during the
a preference for one of them. Some part in World War II. Of this
last Thursday, accused the student
next few years.
of the jobs listed are: Production total, 1,207 are listed as belongbody of failing to give their comMr. Dwight Sayward 16, Chairand Management, Sales Work, Of- ing to the nation's land forces. The
Boston Alumni Dinner
plete support to White Key.AcUvi>
man of the Directors, does not befice Work, and work in the line of .Navy
claims
743,
while
Bowdoin
ities.
lieve the goal of 3000 contributor*
some
Science.
has 97 representatives in the lone-half of 6000 living Bowdoir,
During the" course of his talk, Held Last Thursday
Mr. Ladd then plans to canvass Marine Corps. Twelve alumni are
men) is too high, bqt is hopeful of
Sawyer stated that the White Key
the Bowdoin Alumni who are not doing their part in the American
achieving success by June 30. when
was originally founded as a welLast Thursday, April 13, at the
in the Service to find out what par- Field Service, while the remaining
the drive closes, in time for the
coming committee and,' second- Hotel Statler in Boston, the Bosticular jobs they can line" up or
arily, to organize and direct inter- ton Alumni Association
held its have contact with for Bowdoin twenty-four graduates are serving Sesquicentennial Celebration.
fraternity athletics.
He asserted annual dinner. 275 were present graduates returning. All this infor- other United Nations' forces in
various capacities.
that the secondary function has
one of the largest attendances
mation will be listed and filed in
Thus far during the course of
SERIES
now become the primary function. in recent years.
this new filing set-up and when the the war twenty-six Bowdoin SerSawyer stated that the White Key
Governor Leverett Saltonstall
letters come back from the Serv- vice Men has been killed in achad organized as complete and va- of Massachusetts was the first
icemen, stating their preferences tion, six are missing, and four are
ried an athletic program as it speaker. He extended the greetfor certain types of work, each prisoners of war.
thought it could efficiently carry ings of the Commonwealth to all
On Wednesday evening, April
serviceman's name will be listed
The list as compiled by the
out and one which would give present and discussed the relathe Moulton Union was the
aside of the job available that he Alumni Office follows: Fifty-one 12,
everyone an opportunity to partici- tions of Bowdoin College and
scene of the first Bowdoin showhas shown a preference for.
citations
have
been
awarded
Bowpate in sonic sort of athletics. He Massachusetts, and in particular
ing of last year's World Series
doin men. Thirty-one men have
stated that some of the achieve- the education program lor removies which showed the conclubeen cited. (See attached sheet for sive victory
ments of the White Key had been turning soldiers after the war.
of the New York Yannames.) 1,013 Bowdoin men have
the organization of two basketball Governor Saltonstall received n Friedmann Will Solo
kees.
48'y
been commissioned. (Over
ol
leagues, an interesting house track Doctor of Laws degree from Bow
Also shown were Castle Films
men in Service.) Army :494— 2nd about the Marine landing at TaIn All-String Program
tournament, a bowling league, and doin in 1940.
Lt., 164; 1st Lt., 126; Capt., 117;
Hon. Harold H. Burton, U. S.
a bridge tournament (with the aid
rawa and the jungle fighting of
Major, 36; Lt. Col. 27; Col.. 19; the
senator from Ohio and frequently
Americans and the Aussies on
[ Continued on Page 4 J
John Friedmann '47, 'cellist will Bri.g. Gen. 5. Navy: 472— Ens., New Guinea.
mentioned darkhorse presidential
Lt. (j.g.) 153; Lt., 102; Lt.
175;
perform
in
student
recital
be
a
to
candidate, spoke in advocation of
The first showing was at 6.15
an association of nations to pre- given Sunday afternoon. May 23, Comdr.. 21; Comdr., 13; Capt., 6; p.m.
for the Army and the secComing Events
vent aggression, by force if nec- at the Moulton Union. Friedmann Vice-Adm., 1; Adm., 1. Marines: ond at 8.15 for the students and
47— 2nd Lt., 26; 1st. Lt. 11; Capt.,
essary,
to maintain peace and will be assisted by the Bowdoin
the general public. Neil Mahoney
Wed.,
Apr.
19—Chapel, The stability.and He
Major,
Lt.
Col.
Total
1;
3,013.
1;
Trio.
This program is 8;
stated
that
the String
served as between the films oraPresident.
Patriot's
Day.
Bowdoin Service Dead (26)
Prayers for Bowdoin men in" United States cannot be secure unique in that it is the first stutor.
Charles F. Houghton '15, Col.
and prosperous without world se- dent performance in the history of
service.
,
curity.
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. MasIt is interesting to note
the college devoted entirely to USA. Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., Mar.
FICKETT AND LYONS WIN
que and Gown Smoker.
that this address, statesmanlike in string music. Students are invited 11. 1942.
George W. Ricker 15. Col. USA, ACHORX DEBATE
8.30 p.m. Memorial Hall, Masimport and delivered with all ear- to the recital and to the tea folON LEAGUE
plane accident in Jan Joaquin Valque and Gown Room. Tryouta nestness and force, contained not
Lewis I\ Fickett '47 and John
lowing the performance.
with the Sesquicentennial Exercises. It was also decided to award the six or eight
bachelor's degrees together with
the honorary degrees. This change
indate will make it possible to hold'
Committee meetings as usual, and

I

M.I.T.,
bia,

to Participants,

MARSH

|

I

OF BOWDOIN HEROES

Now

Men

various local churches.

Walsh Talks About Bowdoin Football
Of Pre-Pearl Harbor Good Old Days

Samuel Ladd '29, head of the
Placement Service Bureau, established at Bowdoin a few weeks ago

j

in connection

.

i

]

was

Final arrangements have not as yet been

members present and President R°undy. Abbott and Dale were
Sills presiding. It was decided to close behind in fourth place. The
change the date of Commencement r "nners-up were awarded pack- turning Servicemen can quickly be
from June 3, as announced in the a S es of cigarettes. The teams en- discerned. He has visited such colcatalogue, to Saturday, ,June 24, tered the contest which was held leges as Dartmouth, Yale. Harvard,

America.
doin Commencement Exercises in
was 1943, and has frequently particiAlthough the
exhibit
planned for the general
reader, pated in Bowdoin-on - 1 h e - A r
broadcasts. He has also played at
[ Conlinued on Page 3 ]
Brunswick High School and at

i

2

Is

CURTIS AND GRIFFIN

GIVE

Bach
Prelude and Fugue in D Minor
J. S. Bach
Largo
Handel
Andantino
Franck
exhibit opened on the very day Triumphal March from "Aida"
her
that Helen Hayes
ended
Verdi
triumphant run of "Harriet" at Lamentation
Guilmant
the Henry Miller Theatre in New Peace Be With You
Edmuson
the Marche Heroique
York. Long runs belong to
Cadman
Stowe tradition: the stage -veision
MacMorran, who came to Bowof "Uncle Tom's Cabin" remained doin from Calais,
Maine, is a
on the boards from 1852 unti. French Major.
A member of
1931. The novel upon which the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, Johp has
play was based was written
in served as student organist, accomBrunswick at what is now
63 panying the College Choir, for the
Federal Street; it is
the
most past two years. He was selected
popular novel ever published in as special organist for the Bow-

ever,

Continued on Page

who

W.

—

Moore Hall and Winthrop Hall,
being closed down during the summer. The President stated, how-

[

bridge winners and student

Charles

orchestra for the dance.

—

of

officers,

dance informal was made after a student

subject

against formal dance while fifty voted for

George H. Griffin

'46

Stowe deHarriet
Beecher
scribed by Araham Lincoln as the
little lady who made the 'big war
is the subject of an exhibition
which is attracting the attention
of the college community in Hunbard Hall this month. Easily the
most notable item in the assembly of books, documents, and piccourses.
tures is the unique autograph
t
Examinations covering the first sheet containing Mrs. Stowe's exterm of the Summer Session are planation of the "moral" of "Uncle
The
August
4
and
5.
for
scheduled
Tom's Cabin." a recent gift. 'of
second term of the Summer Ses- Mr. Thomas W. Williams '10.
sion begins on August 7, with exBy a curious coincidence, the
aminations on September 28-29.
President Sills reveals that the
fraternity chapter houses are to
be kept open during the summer,
the dormitories, with the exception

7th and that the Dance would be informal;

A

poll
ing in *June is still problematical;
though 75 applications have been
received to date. All courses given
will be double courses, meeting five

May

open both nights of the weekend.
picnic may be held Saturday afternoon with the main dance Saturday night. The de-

Session, taking the other half off as a

Freshmen enter-

of

5th to

All fraternities, except those housing naval

No schedule has been worked out as yet.

The number

Council, at a meeting held April 17, 1944,

decided that the forthcoming weekend would be held from

the courses offered

during half the

5-7

Council Schedules Picnic,

College Draws Up Summer
Plans; 75 Frosh Applied
The

1

Announces Death
Of Faithful Employee

Sills

'•

:

'

By Richard

made famous

A. Roundy, Jr.

men

as the "Four Horseand the Seven Mules." Adam

To interview the man well- graduated from Notre Dame
known and admired by every Bow- June of 1925student from '33 to 4he. pros' eftt Was your
reporter's assignment
Now
for this week's ORIENT.
Adam, well known for being better
fitted at forty-two to do forty
pushups than any of his seventeen
and eighteen year old pupils in the
prime of their life, won't talk much
about himself but a few carefully
chosen questions did bring forth
some interesting observation-

Many

of us, coming to

Bowdoin

years S. F. B. (Since football
Adam merely
as a cal instructor who's trying tc
kill us with "squat kicks to the
count of four," grass drill, stomach
in the

at

Bowdoin) think of

exercises and "six inches raise."
However, a little probing beneath

the surface assures us that

Adams

was and

Adam

first

love

is

football.

has put Bowdoin College on the
small-college

football

map

called to Bowdoin to mould a
football team. In the season of

•

1934 Bowdoin had scored but one
touchdown and had gone without

a victory.

Asked if any particular players
or teams had stood out, Adam said
that every one who'd ever played
for him had been a great boy but
that he did have a particular fond
spot in his memory for that famous
^rst team, composed largely of
greenhorns had struggled with and
overcome the defeatist complex
which had been their inheritance
and went on to be the first team
to win the state series in some
years, after a series of hard-fought,
thrilling

^n

coming here nine years ago wher
Of from
Bowser departed.

coincidentally Adam has
built a name for himself as just
about the finest small college foolball coach in the country.
Adam himself was a great football player in his day playing center on that team Grantland Rice

course,

Frank Johnson, veteran college
employee, in Chapel' President
Sills stated that "Frank Johnson
was employed here for 24 years.
He was a very familiar figure on
campus, both a driver of the
black horse in winter, and the
college truck in summer. He was
a real member of the Bowdoin
family, and always ready to give
more than he was asked for."

was

since

Charlie

in

Bowdoin's football fortunes w ere
at a low ebb under the tutelage of
Charlie Bowser in 1935 when Adam

.dofr)

line

games.
with

Adam

this,

announcing the death of

In

—

-

Last Chamber Concert

Planned For
The

final

May

1

concert for this sea-

by the Brunswick Chamber
Music Society will be held at
Memorial Hall on Monday evening. May 1, at 8.30. Featured on
this program
will
be
Alfred
Zighera, 'cellist
Nobert Lauga.
departed
violinist; and Frederic Tillotson,
1

son

I

I

i

;

his usual light vein to philospianist.
ophize that it is always easier to
The program consists of a Trio
give your best on a winning team.
;Clementi, a Sonata in E minor for
The boy who plays for a team like
'cello and piano by Brahms, and
the New York Yankees knows that
a Romantic Schumann Trio.
he must work, but hard, to deserve
Zighera is one of the first 'cella place on that team. On the other
ists of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and Lauga is the first vio[ Continued on Page 3 ]
linist of the same organization.
!

|

'

i

Morran

SUN RISES
H. Farrell

Firmly believing

in

the

maxim

"A word
and

to the wise is sufficient"
feeling it our duty to warn

the noble (or ignoble* reader of
our opinion of this column, let us
say the following: Since we have
not, nor will not have until later
in the column, decided the topic
of this discussion, the wise reader
will omit the first and possibly the
second paragraphs of this worthy
(

?) exposition.

8—R
As we

nit

here calmly munch-

ing on a Moulton I'nion grilled
cheese sandwich and intermittently partaking of small portions of our fingernail*, several

(or in A.D. slanguage "numerous cubed") Ideas pass through
our mind, i.e. head. Should we
the
fradiscuss houscparties,
ternity situation, extra-curricular activities, or should we be
original T Finally deciding on
the latter aa our policy, we
to attempt a defease of

Misor—

OBJECT.

THE BOWDOIN

8—

Recently this staid old journal
has been the subject of much
criticism which, although it is not
entirely unjustified, is, we think,

we

feel certain that

the principal

cause of the comparative inferiority of recent issues is the present
conflict. The critic of this periodical might point out that we have

true_yt remains to be seen that
the staff is inferior in experience
to crews "employed" in the happier days of peace. For example,
we now have no one capable, in

terms of experience at least, of
being an associate editor;
the
managing editors are fully acquainted with the intrecacies of

newspaper (here's
where everyone agrees); the colpublishing a

umnists are weak— in experience;
nor are the reporters well-trained.

S—R
The reader may

ask,

"How do

you correlate the war with this
lack of experience ?" This query
is easily answered: mea entering college have no long ex1

pectancy rate In these days;
aome are here for a semester,
some tor a few years; In such a
brief time as a semester it Is
Impossible to learn adequately
[

Continued on Page 4

tournament.
Apr. 22 -Chapel, The Dean.

Sat.,
'45,

who graduated from Bowdoin

last

February, returned to his almn
mater as an Cnsign in the Naval
Radar School. While at Bowdoin.
John majored in Math and Physa staff comparable in size to those
ics,
becoming an assistant in
of pre-war ORIENTS. While this
is

'46.

3.30 and 8.30 p..m
The Bowling Bowl, Intramural bowling

RETURNS TO CAMPUS
Last week, John Caulrield

Sun., Apr. 23
j

j

Physics during his last trimester.
also participated in Interfraternity Athletics, the Masque and
Gown, and the White Key. A
member of Delta Upsilon Fraternity while in college, John served
as president of that group during
his final trimester here.
After graduating from Bowdoin
on Saturday, February 5th, John
left for .Notre Dame University,
where he entered a Naval Midshipman School the following-

He

Monday. At Notre Dame, he

fol-

lowed the regular Midshipman's
course, studying seamanship, damage control, and ordinance. After

play,

It."

Fri, Apr. 21 Chapel, The President, Stanley N. Altman '47
baritone, will sine.

ENSIGN CAULFIELD '45

a bit severe. It is admittedly an
hackneyed procedure to at tribute
one's shortcomings to the war, hut

sesquicentennial

"As You Like

Thurs., Apr. 20 Chapel. Holden
Findlay '44, Psi Upsilon.
8.15 p.m. The College Chapel.
Organ Recital by John M. Mc-

|

By John

the

tor

i

—2.45 p.m.

Union. Student
will be served.

Maul*, on
Recital.
Tea
The public is

cordially invited.
4.30
p.m.
Chapel, President
William E. Park of the Nortnfield Schools. The
choir will
sing "O How Cheating,
How

O

Fleeting" by Bach.
- 8.00 p.m. Moulton Union
Student panel
discussion
on
post-war problems.
8.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. First
reading of the sesquicentennial
6.30

play.

—

Mon., Apr. 24 Chapel, Professor Korgen.
Meeting of the Washington, D.

C

Alumni Association.

Presi-

dent Sills will speak.

Adams

Hall, the Band
Room. Weekly rehearsal.
The student panel for the discussion of post-war problems will
include: Donald N. Koughan '45,
Clayton F. Reed '46. Lewis P
Fickett, Jr. "47. Clement A. Hie-

7.00 p.m.

two months of study, John was bert '47. Raymond A. Paynter, Jr.
'47, and Nathan T. Whitman '47.
commissioned an
Ensign
on
The Harriet Beecher Stowe Ex-

March

31st.

hibit in the Library will continue
When interviewed upon his ar- through April.
rival, John said,
The final concert of the Bruns"I'm certainly
glad to get back, especially with wick Chamber Music Society
scheduled for May 1st with Alfred
summer coming. I can't think of Zighera
'cellist; Norbert Luaga,
a better place to spend the sum* violinist; and Frederic Tillotson.

'."»

,

}
[

Continued on Page

2 ]

pianist.

MM

WORLD
SHOWN
AT MOULTON UNION

a hint of politics.
The third speaker

ley.

ture.

Professor Tillotson and
Lloyd
Knight, representing the undergraduate body, led the singing be-

tween

courses.

According

Divertimento No.
First
in

II

.

Haydn

-

USN, Action

The Bowdoin String Trio
movement from the Sonata

G
[

minor

Beethoven

Continued on Page 4

12, 1941.
'21, Lt. Comdr.
at Pearl Harbor, De-

[

Continued on Page 4

]

Lyons. Jr. *47, the affirmative
team, won the Ac horn debate
last night 2-1. (lenient Hiebert
'47 was chosen best speaker,
Kiokett second.

Bridge Tourney Masterminds Reveal

]

Regime Responsible For Wizardry

*to

President Sills, this was the best
singing of Bowdoin songs he has
ever heard at an Alumni dinner.
Lloyd alo sang a few solos.
Much chedit is due the President of the Association and to his
hard-working committee. At the
business meeting Don Edwards '16
was elected president for the following year.
Many of you have undoubtedlyseen the article and cartoons in
the Boston Herald the day after
the dinner. Cartoons were printed of each of the principal speak-

December

John E. French,

PROGRAM

was President

who spoke on

the state of
the college and plans for the fu-

Sills,

Tryouts For 16 Parts
Will

Be Held Tonight

By

GEORGE H. GRIFFIN and
charles w. curt is

Try-outs for the Masque and
Gown's annual Shakesperian production, "As Ycu Like It," will be
held tonight at 8.30 in Memorial

incipient

,

WiU Be
Adams

yMM

form

of

mental

bridge ptayer at

following the organization's
spring smoker in the Moulton Union at 7.30.
Professor George H. Quinby, Di- fin and Curtis. Esq., who maniprector of Dramatics, invites anyone ulated a sparking victory in the
ers, and drew much interest from who is interested in participating recent tournament.
Despite the
the Bowdoin students who have in the play to the reading, which findings of the B.B.I. which have
includes the casting of sixteen been treated elsewhere
seen them.
this
in
t President Sills remarked
that it male roles. The play will be per- issue, it cannot be denied that the
was as fine an alumni meeting as formed in connection with the col- winners exhibited exemplary rehe has seen. It must have been lege's Sesquicentennial Celebration sourcefulness and ability. For the
good, for President Sills has been on Saturday. June 25.
benefit of the inexperienced playAt the smoker tonight plaques er the flawless technique of the
present at the last 27 consecutive
will be awarded to new members, aforementioned winners will now
meetings.
and honorary memberships will be be analyzed in detail.
distributed to certain individuals.
Perhaps the principal factor in
Class Elections
Professor Quinby plans to discuss their triumph was their conservathe main purpose and aim of the tive style of bidding, which will b_
Held Thursday In
June production following the dis- discussed in more detail later.
tribution of awards. "It is fitting,"
The beginner's bidding although
AH members of the classes of Professor Quinby stated, "That 'As unorthodox, was highly efficient,
1946 and 1947 are to be at Adams
You Like It' should be presented even more so than the more elabHall at 7 p.m., Thursday, April
during Bowdoin's Sesquicentennial orate systems devised by such ac30. The temporary secretary of
Celebration; for the first Shake- complished players as Ely and
the Class of '46 will be elected.
spearian play which was presented Mrs. Culbertson. The whole seThe whole slate of officers will at Bowdoin consisted of scenes cret of their success lies in their
be elected for the class of 1947.
from As You Like It.* "
intense concentration on the hand,
Hall,

some

for by

telepathy they miraculously arcable to discover the contents of
Bowdoin, after months of kibitz- their partner's hands. Such amazing on the puerile efforts of such ing synchronization of minds, repsuedo-players as the winners of sulting of course, from their onethe Fall Tourney, has at last had ness of purpose while perfectly
in- legal, is often misinterpreted by
the opportunity to gain real
Curtis
spiration and skill from the bril- the layman. Griffin and
liant exhibition displayed by those scrupulously avoided such "faux
masters of the art, Messrs. Grif- pas" as the singing of a ditty like

The

mmt

"Bury me Out

on

Lone

The

Prairie" to indicate strength in the
spade suit. Signals such as 'his.
and kicking one's partner under
the table, etc., are reputed as al-

most unpardonable crimes by such
Messrs.
high caliber players as
Curtis and Griffin.'
As decisive a victory as theirs
comes only from a long and exhausting program of physical and

mental

training.

weeks

For

previous to the match the winners
stuck to a rigid schedule, includnightly
ing daily workouts and
consultations. A typical day :s as
follows: up at sun-rise for finger
exercises, followed by an invigorating oil bath to lubricate the
thj
in
numerous muscles used
rugged tasks of dealing, and the
other quaint practices indulged lr«
[

Continued on Page 3
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SPRIHG HOUSECLEAHIHG
Walking under the Bowdoin Pines

LXXIV

of This Ismie

.

we

thought

could almost hear a distant

echo of the mighty cheers which used to

go up from 600 throats at football rallies.
True tho&e prewar college days seem

Bowdoin

spirit still lingers.

Houseparty plans and preparations
arouse the same animated discus-

Soon the snow and mud will pass
and soon we can welcome these beautiful
and disturbing creatures to a rejuvenated

Waariaca

No.

1944

19,

Yet there are

signs that remnants of the old

sions.

H. Lindemann, Jr.

.

Wednesday, April

we

near Whittier Field the other day

campus. Enthusiastic drives are already

under
Vol.

albeit

Will someone please pass the arsenic?

still

HMIIINTID f<s* NATIONAL »OVtKTI»INO «T
National Advertising Service, Inc.
ijailrge PukH&tn Repretennttvt
420 MADISON A Vf
NKW YO*K. N. Y.

—

ly unprintable.

very far removed now.
when

bi-weekly

I'ul<li»tie«l

—

admittedly well chosen, they were usual-

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Director*:

minimum

to a

of 153 per issue. Everyone has

had a good word for the paper

Hoffman
Dana Ar Little

Philip H.

Rditor-ln-C hU'f

down

have been kept

1

way

COMMUNICATION

at least in time for trie

Mistakes and inaccuracies

issue.

minimum

Dole

to "get the house in shape for

houseparties." Verily, verily, Ivy House-

March

To the

editor of the

Mustard
31.

to lose

consequently

By Bernard

we

If

BACK TO SPARTA

this

campus

face lifting,

we

should de-

cide something about the paths. Either

We

believe that the

war-born policy

an innovation of great merit and one which deserves to be made permanent.

of compulsory athletics for

all is

The Greeks were a wise people from
whom we still can learn much. Physical
was an

training

integral part of their

youth's education. Such a system as the

one which existed here before the war
would have seemed ridiculous to them,
as indeed

it

was.

we ought

recognize

to

good
full
of
intentions,
amounted to in practice was
that the athletically superior went out
for the varsity and got splendid training
and supervision, while the great mass of
the physically indifferent were allowed
to get away with three hours per week
Even this mild
of unsupervised play.
it

war-

certain

created tracks across the middle of grassy

we ought

stretches or

to stick to the old

The

ones and give the lawns a chance.

"wave of the future" seems

to point to

new rights of way.
During the war undergraduates and
radar men have been beating paths to the
the creation of

door of the Searles Science Building.
Some of these paths have become so
deeply entrenched that

Altho

what

on

are going to follow thru

would seem

it

The

them.

like folly to try to reclaim

E. Gorton

Students of Zoology 1-2 will
doubtless be Interested to hear
that Malphigian tubules are
available at Chandler's. When we

does not apply to erasers; per-

c

-

"fait accompli."

y

,.

-.,

•

THE HOPE OF THE FUTURE

—

"Formal!" "Informatl"
these
were the rallying cries of two op-

Just

what theory

exercise rule for seniors

Perhaps

it

was thought

no
not known.

justified the
is

that after three

years bent over a desk the senior

was

no longer capable of withstanding even
three hours a week in the out of doors.
In any case, the adroit, the skillful, the
wellcoordinated were given intensive
practice and guidance. Those who lacked
all these qualities were ignored.
We do not mean to imply that there
was a great clamor among the unathletic
undergraduates for training and exercise
which was steadfastly and coldly denied
by the college. Far from it. Left to
themselves,

asthenic

these

individuals

were perfectly content to become what
was popularly known as "lounge
lizards." This is a case where compulsion to obtain a worthwhile end would
seem to be not only justifiable but de-

as

permitted to exist in wartiWie Russia?

Unthinkable

isn't it?

The

average individual should be able

come away from

with an education

but with a lighter step, a firmer abdomen,
greater endurance, and increased phys-

of total war,

America has seen

fit

to per-

mit, even to encourage the existence of
colleges

its

and

But

universities.

not forget that

it

let

us

has done so with a

reason and with a hope.

America believes in education, believes
it helps to make better, more usefulcitizens. While it fights a global war the
hope of a happier, peaceful postwar
world is the bolstering support of milthat

ions of

its citizens.

Like

all

things of the

future the realization of this dream de-

pends

in large

measure on coming gen-

from the young minds
which are being stretched and toughened
erations.

It

is

America's schools that the "know

in

to help put postwar

things to rights.

Wearied and wounded by

and

a long

cruel conflict, the nations of the world,

when

the "cease fire" order comes, will

turn to their youth for help in reconstruction.

ical poise.

Then

the questions and prob-

lems will come in a flood. People will

74TH TEAR
only natural in this

new volume, at the

issue of a

first

beginning of the 74th

year of continuous publication, to stop

it

will

privilege of a

tion will

these questions, at least

us do not graduate into the ranks of the

have to be a brief one, be-

world's leaders but only into the ranks

cause, as everyone knows, eyes that are

of the middle class,

accustomed to the dimness of the editorial room and lungs used to the dust of

pected that

the "morgues" cannot stand too
light or

At

an overdose of fresh

first

bright.

all

air.

closer inspection they look

absolutely black.

tough

much

glance things don't look too

Upon

know how to go
If many of

about solving the problems.

To

>and take a look around the horizon.
be sure

who have
wartime educahave the answers to many of

expect, with reason, that those

had the
It is

But then things are

over. In this past year

we have

we

it

can at

will vote

least

with

be ex-

gence. It can at least be expected that

we

mold public opinion into
channels marked out by reason, experience and knowledge.
It is with this hope and for this reason,
we believe, that the United States has
will help to

seen

fit

to allow colleges such as

Bow-

doin to carry on. For students here today

pass into coed hands, where such hands

these are days of opportunity

and elsewhere just pass.
But here at Bowdoin, what a contrast!

The paper xhas

continued to come out

regularly every once in a while.

The staff

[

Trustees

the

» .W.L

to

Continued from Page

than

tner

will

the Sesquicentennial Exercises. It
is announced that President Hop-

In the engagement in question,
Lt. Ireland was unable to land his
company because of a shortage of
tractors, and he was further incapacitated by his being unable to
communicate with his battalion
commander. Lt. Ireland decided
to contact the latter by means of
a small boat. Following successful completion of his mission, he
then volunteered to land on one
of the islands seized the preceding
day, and secure enough tractors
for the transportation of his own

stay

when he
|

i

j
1

vomplete

aration.

When

and prepthe day comes we must

be ready to deliver the goods just as
ciently, just as

competently as

men

ready at the front are doing today.
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effi-
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He

Bowdoin."

plans

here until August
1,
will transfer to
to
his course.. He lives now

MIT

at the Psi Upsilon House, and he
cordially invites all of his old
Bowdoin pals to come over and
see him, that is except on Friday

i

i

1

.

'

,

hour

evenings before his four
"quizes" on Saturdays.

——————

— ———

kins of Dartmouth
main address.

1

will

give the

.j^. ju^jjj^;.»jj..,. ^|»^ja
i

i

f

posing factions last Monday night.
It seems that the Informals won
by a narrow margin. Seems too bad
that the guy who makes a living
of hiring tuxedos should be left to
starve, but we for one can't see company.
the point of introducing such unBoth of these tasks were comnecessary complications as formal pleted, so that Lt. Ireland landed
attire to a war-time houseparty.
on Namur Island soon after the
Retaining his leadfirst echelon.
m-c
A much more Important ques- ership, he moved forward to the
initial objective under heavy ention is that of finding a suitable
in-chief shake up his staff a bit
gathering scattered,
fire,
orchestra. Unfortunately both filade
and toss the present writers of
elements of his company together
the choice of bands and the gold
"Mustard and Cress" and "Vaas he went, and reorganizing them
in the coffers of the Student
riety" into some obscure corner.
Council seems to be limited. under fire. Discovering that his
The complete and unmitigated It'll probably be Lenirie Lltotte company commander and a few
tripe that
has been appearing
who did all right last Fall. Still, men were in "extreme peril and
lately in those columns is indeed
something sensational may yet cut off from retreat," he succeedsomething to consider.
Bernle
be unearthed by the capable ed, with the aid of a runner. In
Groton's meaningless chatter
leading them at night to an isoInsleuths of the Council.
seems to reverberate the classic cidentally, it is to be hoped that lated strong point.
dissertations which find their way
"By his devotion to duty, metithe Union lounge will not prove
Into high school gossip sheets. If
as small as it did last house- culous planning, and purposeful
friend Gorton
has reached the
he landed reindetermination,
party. Ninety couples are rather
delivered orders, and
point where he has to hide his
above the capacity of the Union, forcements,
line company
identity under such a handle as
which resembled a sardine tin organized his front
cirJasper Q. Featherstone (what a
upon one occasion. The chances under fire and other difficult
cumstances beyond the call of
beaut!) it might be just as well It
are, however, that we won't have
Jasper take the hint from th?
the recommendation read.
as many couples this time—or duty,"
known to his
Ireland,
Arab and as silently steal away.
Lt.
«
will we?
And if there is room for anotherfriends at college as "Chick" gradm-c
Bowdoin Summa Cum
to hide around
here,
and we
The much-discussed move of uated from
should certainly make room, VaLaude in May, 1942. While at
the students to the dorms has alriety Organ-stops Littlehale might
Bowdoin, he won the state interready become a certainty next
championship,
tennis
just as well pack up and join Muscollegiate
Fall unless the College should
was editor-in-chief of the
tard and Cress Gorton.
and
receive
be fortunate enough to
a
The ORIENT, naturally, has its new Army Unit. Meanwhile, ORIENT during his senior year.
fine points which
He was a member of the Theta
are extremely
things will remain much the
Fraternity. Following
enlightening as well as entertain
same during the summer. Classes Delta Chi
ing.
The editorials, lately, have will only be held five days a his graduation. Chick took his
been brilliantly written and repMarine training at the officers'
week, which should leave plenty
resent the clear thinking of an
candidate school at Quantico, Va.
of room for swims and bike rides
alert and keen mind. They seem
In addition to this, he received
over the weekends. That is, if the
to be in keeping with the overall
special training at Ohio State Uniweary student will have enough
1 1 .h
r f
policy of the paper, the students
versity.
»
energy left over for such things
and the college. The feature arChick Ls 23 years old, and is,
after a trifle of sixteen hours of
ticles do not as a rule maintain
married to the former Alice M.
decide
spend
lab.
he
might
to
Or
the high standards of literary
Hinds, a student at Gorham Norhis weekend in the lab, too.
ability generally predominant in
mal School.
m-c
the editorials. They seem to reAn interesting hobby, apparently
flect rather
immature
youthful,
not
known
is
that
of
takto
many,
thinking on the part of the individual writers, which cannot be ing out the files of old Final Excondemned since the college now aminations and attempting to deconsists of so many of these duce what one will get on one's
Plans
youthful fellows 16, 17 and 1& own final. Some consider such time
well spent, but perhaps the same
[ Continued from Page r }
years old.
one's
applied
to
amount
of
time
Being a math major with little
,

'

.

.
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Battle Talk!

u n

.

.

.

that

it

what he handles on

this portable

switchboard. Close behind our advancing troops, he holds
the

life lines

of

men

in combat.

Through these

reports from outposts, orders from

'

lines, flow

command: posts — help-

'

ing to win objective after objective on the road to Victory,

Home

and Peace.

As the

nation's largest producer of electronic

and com-

munications equipment for war, Western Electric

is

sup-

plying vast quantities of telephone and radio apparatus

for use on land, at sea and in the air. Many college gradubooks'might be even better. Still,
ates—both men and women are playing important roles
there's always the chance that you er the College will receive a new
like
shooting
right
just
am
Army Unit to replace the ASTP
in this vital work.
ified to criticize the overall make- craps, if you: know what we mean. and the Meteorologists. The Presiup of the ORIENT What the padent said that he was unable to
Buy War Bonds regularly— all you cant
per seems to lack, however, Is
give any definite statement as to
personality;
the
articles
and
whether Bowdoin would take part
columns are altogether too cut
in the Army program of training
and dried and seem to be compos17-year olds, adding that the whole
ed under pressure of meeting a
The finals of the Twelfth An- question was still "problematical.
deadline rather than desire to
Registration for Summer Sesnual Interscholastic Drama Tourproduce a polished product.
nament were held in Memorial sion courses will begin as soon as a
in PCACC.soutcc or supply rot thc ecu systim.
What do I propose for the Hall last Saturday. April 15. The definite schedule of courses has
IN •«*... ARStKAL Of COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
ORIENT? Not being a journalist. five schools representing the been drawn up.
I can only offer a reader's sugSouthwestern Section of the Statr
gestions.
In adition to the preof Maine in the finals were Rockviously mentioned housecleaning.
land High School, Westbrook
it would seem that some of the
High School, Brunswick High
140 students making their daily
School, Cony High School, and St.
trips through the snow and mud
Francis College Preparatory
of -the campus might have ideas
School. The plays presented by
and pet theories which would be
the various schools respectively
worthwhile to print.
Such stu- were "Grenachika" by Merle Boudents might not care to be inton Young, "The Bishop's Candle
volved as staff members of the
by Norman McKimnel,
ORIENT but would consider mak- Sticks"
"The Weatherman's Secret" by
spontaneous
ing an
occasional
John Kirkpatrick. "Gray Bread"
contribution. By all means let's
by Jean Lee Latham, and "Rehave a little action in view of this
fund" by Fritz Karinthy.
suggestion.
The judges of the contest were
During Bowdoin's 150 years as
Mrs. David Graham of South
an institution of learning there
Freeport, Miss Lavinia M. Schaefhave been untold incidents and
fer, Director of Drama, Bates Colanecdotes, indicative of the cuslege, and Prof. Cecil A. Rollins,
toms and events which have given
Director of Drama, Colby College.
Bowdoin during these 150 years
The winning play, "Gray Bread,"
which
she
the glorious heritage
was presented by the Cony High
may today boast. Such stories School of Augusta which will repwould indeed lend themselves faresent the Southwestern Section
vorably to the pages of the
the New England
of Maine in
ORIENT.
Drama Festival at Middlebury
There are countless other sourCollege, Vermont, on April 29.
material which
ces of excellent
Bowdoin acted as host to the
could undoubtedly be exploited
the visitwith a little resourcefulness on the players and directors of
ing schools by providing a lunch
part of the entire ORIENT -staff.
and
Union,
by havMoulton
at
the
-personality,
These factors, thening the stage set by members of
OFFICE
originality, resourcefulness, will, I
the Masque and Gown. The plays
feel, elevate the ORIENT to a deBENEFIT
both townsgree of brilliance not displayed for were well attended,
people and members of the college
many months.
Hand Blown Tumblers
These glasses make a fine addition to
•

ability in
that
less
subject,
in
literarv pursuits, and practically

none

in journalism, I

not quat

—

guess

—

COLLEGE HOST TO
STATE ONE-ACTERS

Western Electric

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE.
SOLD BY THE ALUMNI
FOR THE
OF THE ALUMNI FUND

Very truly yours,
GEORGE J. IGSRN.

being present in the audience.

'45

BEVERAGE DISCUSSES
WAR AND PEACE AIMS

intelli-

seen the publications of our sister colleges

existed,

]

i

light this institution is a luxury, its stu-

his college experience

in the future not only

at in this

dents privileged characters. In the midst

how" must come

sirable.

Looked

t

meet on the afternoon of Thursday,
June 22. The Overseers of the College will meet Thursday evening,
and both beards will meet on Friday. The annual meeting of the
general Alumni Association will be
held on Friday, June 23. as will
the annual meeting of Phi Beta
Kappa, leaving Saturday free for

Summer

Can you imagine a college life such
we are pursuing here and now being

pcrclassmen and was consequently fore-

by

Captain Charles C. Berkeley. Jr.,
following an exploit at Namur
Island February 1 of this year.

haps we'd try the Central Biological Supply House,

m

made

was

recommendation

attempted to purchase some in
the 5 & 10 we were referred to
the above establishment with
the remark, "Chandler's has
everything." Unfortunately this

Dick Hornberger, Jim Hig-

The

determination."

purposeful

•

Committee on Grounds and Buildings
might just as well chart, trim, and regularize them accepting the thing as a

form of exercise was not required of upgone.

•First Lieutenant Charles T. Ireland '42, after serving overseas
with the Marine Corps since December, 1943, has been recommended for the Navy Cross for
"devotion to duty, meticulous, and

Caulfield

Continued from Page

[

Cress

ORIENT:

gins and a few other characters
who so delightfully filled tho
ORIENT with their quaint personalities and made reading a pleasure. As they replaced others before them, where are the men to
replace them ? Is it to be assumed
that as soon as Hornberger and
Higgins left an irreparable loss
occurred? I do not think so—
somewhere on campus there must
be men who have ideas, suggestions, or entertaining balderdash
which will liven up the pages of
the declining ORIENT.
I might suggest that the editor-

Commencement

MAY

'42

RECEIVE NAVY CROSS

1944

With all due personal respect to
the editor-in-chief in his difficult
task of preparing the bi-weekly
editions of the ORIENT with its
war-depleted staff. I wish to voice
a few of the thoughts which pasr,
through my mind as I have painfully read
some of the receni
ORIENTS, with particular refer
enoe to the issue of March 29, and
then compare them with some of
the more colorful issues of one or
two years ago.
As others have often mentioned,
so I will re-echo— too bad we had

IRELAND

an d

.

parties are a wonderful tonic.

to

•

'

In an informal meeting at the
Conference A Room of the Moulton Union on April 13, Rev. Albion Beverage discussed some of
the fundamental requirements of
a peaceful world.
He declared
that at the present time our post-

war aims do not contain those
elements necessary for lasting
peace.
Believing

a.

to accomplish this.
will be important

Secondly,

actively in some
he advocated
league.
Finally,
multilateral disarmament as an
essential key to universal har-

mony.
Rev. Beverage comes from
Washington, D. C, as Legislative
Secretary for the Prevention of
War. At the present time he is
campaigning to end the war as

Bowdoin man or

with Bowdoin Seal
Black and White

fine gift for a

seal stands

for his bride.

out clearly and

is

in

The

guaranQuantity

teed to be permanent.

$3-6y doz

'

Prepaid east of the Mississippi; otherwise please add 25 cents.

14

oz.

12

oz

10

oz

$2 .95 doz

/2 °*

$2.95 doz

7

Sold only in one dozen lots of

:

$3.35 doz

l

$2.95 doz

3V2 oe

lize

quickly as possible.
Glasses for

President Reports

On

all

leading colleges and

Card

universities in authentic colors at the

same

*

it is up to the American people to assume the leadership in post-war enterprise, Rev.
Beverage outlined three necessary
courses of action. First, in the
treatment of Germany after the
war we must differentiate between the German people and the
Nazi party. The real problem, according to the speaker is just how

Bowdoin Home and a

it

participate
kind of world
to

prices.

Write

order.

for information.

Boston Alumni Dinner
President Sills, in reporting on
the Bowdoin -Alumni meeting held
in Boston in Monday's Chapel,
stated the crowd of 250 alumni
members at the gathering was one
of the largest and most enthusiastic meetings he had ever attended.

enclosed to be sent with

Payment

i$

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY. BOWDOIN COLLEGE. BRUNSWICK, MAINE
Please ship

Bowdoin Glasses

as

noted above to:

Name
Address
Signed

Address
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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POLAR BEARINGS
By

to Wo**

In the presence of approximate25 people, the second InterDining Club track meet was held.
Among the spectators were Pres.
Sills, a few members of the faculty and oh yes, ten students. In
fact, the majority of the people
not in a track uniform were the

Baseball

10 Games For Spring

Map* Will

Use Mete,
Navy Men To Round
Out Young, Green Team

ly

to their best performance. The relay race was the most thrilling as
the lead changed hands twice.
Jack Friedmann came back after
suffering a 'defeat in the 800 to
run a smashing leg in the one-lap
relay to give his team the lead.
He encountered difficulty on ths
pass to Holmes while Grant and
Dunn executed a perfect one end
Dunn held Holmes behind him for
the remainder of the lap to give
the Chi Psi's the win. Some fellow named Woods offered a little
excitement in the 1000 as he
passed Auten with a lap and onehalf to go, but Auten picked up his
feet and flew past him before the
end of the race.

Continued from Page
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perienced

its

men and

it

necessary

is

to do some experimenting in order
to determine the position best
suited for each.

exhibition.

The intimate ties between the
Stowe family and Brunswick are
illustrated by a number of items

13.

including an early photograph of
the Federal Street house in which
"Uncle Tom" was written, a contemporary view of the First Parish Church where Mrs. Stowe had
her "vision," and several first ediE.
tions of the work of Calvin
day's game."
weather.
Stowe, of the Class of 1824, who
There will be a game of the B
Coach Magee was somewhat disreturned to Bowdoin in 1850 as classes; then luncheon of half red
appointed at the number of men squad with Brunswick High School Collins Professor of Natural and meat and half black meat, thui the boys have learned some of their
greatest leessons.
that turned out. but says that he en Wednesday April 26. Coach Ma- Revealed Religion.
keeping with the color scheme
has the nucleus of a team in Dunn, honey has released a list of A
Asked how he kept in such magThe exhibit also contains first used in. the more popular decks;
Holmes, Jones, and Friedmann. squad men and they are as follows^
then
after
lunch
brief
contest
a
nificent physical shape, (if you
He hopes to employ the services Kimball '47, Bourgeois '46, Norton editions of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," with other enthusiasts (in the case don't believe it put the gloves on
Uncle
Tom's
"Dred,
Key
to
A
'46.
'47.
'46.
Dewar
SilsMichelson
of several Army as well as Navy
of Griffin and Curtis such games with him some day) Adam replied
men along with the civilian stu- by '47, Boucher '45. Knight *45, Cabin." "Sam Lawson's Fireside were rarely beneficial, as
there that given somewhat near normal
Tales." "Lady Byron Vindicated,"
dents. Among the meteorologists Toscani '47. Clark '47, Nowlis '46,
was no adequate
competition) sleeping and eating habits that
Tyranny.
White
"Pink
and
and
'46.
'45,
'47,
Day,
Griffin
Page
Gregory
who hope to compete are
more classes and a few hours ot With fifteen minutes spent exercisplanbeing
exhibitions
are
Other
Aubrey, Welloughby, Buirtt. From Holt' *47, and Findlay '44. The
study; a dihner^.of
nourishing ing each day in the week was the
ned as a part of the commemorathe ,Navy, Jones and Kelley will pitchers are Knight, Clark, Findvictuals such as one will surely rerequired formula. Of course this is
tion of the 150th anniversary of
probably perform.
lay.
ceive at any one of the eating
the founding of the College. A dis- houses; the rest of the evening old news to many of us but coming
The following is a complete list
Possibly Silsby will be used play of old
an-1
photographs
devoted to a study of the mechanof men out for track and their against Bates on Wednesday or prints of Brunswick will be
on
broad Saturday. Knight and Clark will be view in May; an elaborate exhi- isms of the telepathy that makes
Holmes sprint,
events:
their phenominal bidding possible.
Dunn sprints; Jones
jump;
used in the outfield and Silsby in bition" of items illustrating the
University
Plenty of vigorous
exercise
j.n
middle distance; Friedmann mid- the infield in order to determine history of the College is in prepaneeded in order for the dummy to
dle distance and broad jump; Au- the positions best suited to these ration for Juhe. The present ex«
be in condition to tilt the chairs
discus;
NEW
YORK
Kelly
vault;
pole
of
the
games
schedule
brey
players. A
will
rehibit of Stowe material
(especially such heavy ones as.
Buirtt— middle distance; Day- follows:
present
the
main throughout
those at the Union) in order to
Thr*«-Y*ar Day Caarst
middle distance; Willoughby
Wednesday. April 19— Bates
month.
discreetly peak at his opponent's
Knar-Year Evening ( <mr»»
sprint and broad jump; Travis—
hand, and by the same telepathy,
CO-EDUCATIONAL
to inform his partner of its conMember Amk. of Aneriran La* Schools
tents in order that he may prop- Under Accelerated Flan Day C'aarse Mar
erly finesse.
be completed in Two Years; Eveninr
shot put; Rice shot put, discus; Saturday. April 22— at Bates
ourae, in Twa Year* and K.ig-ht Month*.
pole Tuesday. April 25—Colby
The
discus,
foregoing
suggestions
tion of a Softball League. The de- Hanson, shot
put.
tails will be left to the White vault; Harvey
shot put; Hughes Saturday, April 29 Naval Air should suffice to make exce'lent
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
Base
Grant sprint,
bridge players even of men ot
Key, but the interest is up to the —shot
put;
F.
average intelligence.
students, so see your White Key Hunter mile; Philoon mile; Au- Tuesday. May 2—at Colby
The final
FIRST YEAR CLASSES BEGIN
Saturday. May 6— Fort Williams
exhortations of the champions Is On June 2th and Sept. 25th, 1944 and
representative today, won't you? ten mile and two mile; Reed—
February 5th. 1945
to disregard entirely any uttertwo mile; Curtis middle dis- Wednesday. May 10—at Maine
Bates
13—
at
May
Saturday,
disance
middle
whatever
of
the
obviously
broad jump; Curtis
For further information addre**
18— Maine
mediocre players, F. J. Gregory Registrar Kordhaaa Unit. School of Law
Why is remorse so often the se- tance; Zollo— sprint; R. C. Miller Thursday, May 20—
Bates
and G. J. Kern.
Saturday. May
S«t Broadway. New Yard T, N. Y.
—sprint; Jordan— high jump.
uence of a memorable evening?
|

—

Incidentally anyone is welcome
to compare the results with the
predictions which I made in a
previous ORIENT as I don't have
to apologize to many persons.
Rifle

[

Bad weather has handicapped
The weather has prevented the the squad in its workouts and lack
team from practicing on Whittle* of experience may hinder the team
but all have faithfully in its game Saturday, but Coach
Field
worked out in the cage and am Mahoney stated that "the team
hoping for a good turn in the will be more settled after Satur-

wm

Everyone that
there agreed
it
was a very fine meet.
Holmes and Knight were in top
form for this occasion. Branch
and Dunn definitely were not up
that

The

May

on

tionals

And

Stowe

recent
the
specialists will find
Thompson
Dr.
contribution of
baseball seaAshby, who determined for the
son today playing Bates at Pickard
first time the exact date and hour
Field. There are two men on the
of Mrs. Stowe's "vision" of the
squad who were Varsity men last
death of Uhcle Tom. Of chief inyear. They are Lloyd Knight,
terest is Mrs. Stowe's own acpitcher, and Mort Page, catcher.
count of the most important of
There is one man from the SumIn
lessons"
the many "moral
mer baseball team. Bill Clark. "Uncle Tom." This unique docuCoach Neil Mahoney's team, is ment is being shown to the pubcomposed of practically all inex- lic for the first time in the current

Bowdoin opens

With the small squad of inexmen,
interested
perienced but
Coach Jack Magee officially opened the Spring Track Season. Jack
has one meet With Bates planned
on April 29 and he plans to pick
out three or four of his best men
to represent Bowdoin in the Na-

judges. I can distinctly remember
the interest expressed In a track
meet at a White Key meeting.
The final list of actual contestants
greatly diminished
from
those that originally signed up. I
certainly hope this Is hot a typical
example of undergraduate interest in their own affairs.

Team Plans

Bowdoin Track Mat

Ready For Bates Meet

example Of a competitive sport need can be filled
Thorndikes
Sills'
Walsh
body as has through the medium of the intraman with
Adam Walsh, your reporter at mural games planned by the White
Hold Discussion Group
least is convinced there's some- Key. In the forth-coming softball
[ Continued from Page i ]
thing in it.
tournament there should be a
hand it's easy to fall into the "we
Queried about the benefits to be chance for every boy in college not
On Sunday evening. April 2nd, won't win anyway'* complex of the derived from "cal" here at Bow- out for a varsity sport to get out
Pres. and Mrs. Sills were guests Phillies, and give something less doin. Adam's reply was that his there and do or die for the glory
of the Thorndike Club at the sec- than one's best. So, Adam has this only regret is that the boys of thir- of his team. Competitive sport to
ond of a series of group discus- special place for those boys who teen and fourteen were not bein? Adam's way of thinking is Amersions on problems of interest to- not only had a terrific physical battrained the same way. He had but ica's heritage and the fact that in
day. The
topic
chosen
was tle to fight oh the ball field but to remind your reporter of the ap- all Competitive sport the desire to
"should eighteen year-olds be al- more important a mental attitude
palling number of rejections from win is the motivating factor is akin
lowed to vote?" This question un- to be overcome.
the services to indicate that our to the fact that America must win
der discussion for a number of
When queried about the team country would have been far read- in her battle against Nazi and Jap.
years, has been brought to the
forefront during the present yeah this fall, Adain stated that even ier In December 1941 to combat the
though it would mean playing high Jap if our youth had long had comMr. and Mrs. Wong had a baby
school and prep school teams that pulsory cal. Adam, of course, does
They
he and the college were heartily ih not believe in cal for cal's sake, —which turned out white.
couldn't understand it. but little
favor of such a move If it could be but Is all for working it in with
and
laughed
and
Audrey
laughed
Bridge
arranged. He felt that It was folly some competitive sport.
laughed, and then lisped: "Two
to play teams like Bates with vast
[ Continued from Page I ]
For the average student this Wongs couldn't make a white."
stores of V-12 boys to draw oh for
he never minded too greatly to see
a team of his beat once a year or
at the bridge table by the more
so, but he would hate to see a team
ambitious player. Then comes a
"beat-up." Fot that matter Adam
hearty breakfast of
tripe
and feels that in the occasional defeats
other brain food, a morning
of
Bowdoin nas suffered in his regime

—

—

—

living
as fine a

Fordham

SCHOOL OF LAW

—

—

from a

direct

"He

—

Club has been reor-

ganized, but needs more members.
Certainly anyone that can shoot a
rifle (with reasonable accuracy)
will desire to join. Cliff Travis informs me that he is waiting for a
minor detail to clear up. namely,
the arrival of the ammuniton.
The snow has left the ground (1
hope), and spring is here (I won*
der). there should
certainly
be
some interested in the organiza-

—
—
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or handsome—
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but he smokes Sir Walter Raleigh!
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International Opinion Poll

6.

(a)

Would you

be willing to have your food and shoes rationed for a period after the war, and would you

be willing to put up with shortages of other things to provide for:

Name of college

M.

Sex:

. .

.

F.

.

.

Association member?
1.

After

this

.

....

.>

.

Under 18

Student's age:

(

18-24

)

(

College class (F,

.

Yes.

.

.

.

No.

.

S,

Jr.,

Sr.)

.

.

.

•

is

2

.

50.6

Unlikely?

50.4

Impossible

12.6

,

)

Major subject

.

.

.

.

i

!••...

On

its

(b)

9.0

Undecided

10.8

be willing to pay taxes to send such aid

to:

Allied and liberated nations?

Yes 50.4

No.

32.4

Undecided

16.2

Defeated nations?

Yes

No. 45.0

Undecided

2

32.4

1

.6

Comments:

Do

and whether small countries (like Latvia)
.should be independent, which of these factors
should have the most weight:
set,

Security of victorious powers?

12$

Both Indispensable

you think that these steps are an essential part
if you think they

are)

(2)

Independence for India?

b.

Defeated nations to have no colonies or sub-

( 1 )

its

(3)

a, job

side

by

doing work you
side

with satisfactory hours and

like,

and on an equal

salary,

basis w'ith people such as those listed

would you

below?

Would yqu take the job i{ your immediate superior was one of these
Suppose you

own

a business or factory after the

war

people?

— would you

hire these people

on an equal

basis

with other applicants?

27.0

ject territories?

Subject territories of the victorious

pow-

IMPORTANT NOTE:

In

all

parts of the question,

it is

assumed that

all

of the people are equally qualified to do

<

Be sure

the work, required.

19.8

ers?

50.4

Undecided?

you had to Work

Independence or international control over:

23.4

neighbors?

it if

25.2

a.

c.

and

Suppose you were offered
take

9.0

territory

(1)

of the peace settlement? (Check

Wishes of the peoples concerned, based on nationalism and historic rights to the territory?

Economic welfare of the

i

27.0

Undecided

7.

6.

Undecided

27.0

Would you

14.4

On an international organization? 45.0

In deciding where postwar boundaries are to be

c.

12.6

No.

OR

Why?

b.

No.

Yes 61.2

armaments and on bases throughout

the world?

Why?

a.

Yes 77.4

.

To assure our future peace, do you tfiink the United

*

Allied and liberated nations?

Defeated nations

.

States should rely mainly:

5.4

Possible?

Location

.

(

.

war, do you think lasting peace

Probable?

Over 25

)

to

answer "yes" or "no" for each space and chcc\

column the spots where you yourself

m the last

fit:

(2) Territory reconquered from Japan? 46.8

16.2

Why?

(1)

Comments:
1.

Married

Work

Yes

„

women

with

(2)

No
1

7.2

/

Wor\

Yes

T
|

under

(3) Hire

No.

(4)

lam one

No.

Yes

27.0

23.4

*
2.
5.

Here are a number of things that might be done with Germany

after victory.

Do you

3.

Should
Abolish the Nazi party?

b.

Completely demobilize the German
from having any army again?

c.

Govern Germany with an occupation

d.

88.2

Break Germany up into small states?

10.8

«.

Undecided
0.0

41.4

39.6

18.0

57.6

23.4

18.0

77.4

12.6

«

Q
19.0

Prevent the Germans from rebuilding their
automotive industries?

f

Make German labor rebuild devastated areas in other countries
at the rate usually paid prisoners of

war?

steel,

4.

5.

who

don't need to

work

1

14.4

|

5.4

i

14.4

|

1

Catholics

Jews

7.

Negroes

8.

7.2

83.8

9.0

18.0

72.0

9.0

9.

1

1.8

1

Protestants

6.

1

1

21.6

52.2

|

I

1.8

0.0

[

1.8

1

0.0

T

1.8

1

1

7.2

I

23.4

|

.

1

1

7.2

American Indians

0.0

Japanese-American citizens

10.

Chinese-American

1 1.

Mexican- American

1

23.4
|

1

18.0

-

1

chemical and

I

1

7.2

|

5.4

10.8

31.6

23.4

3.6

14.4

9.0

7.2

21.6

10.8

1.8

9.0

3.6

12.6

21.6

19.8

citizens

1

I

-

(Used by permission of Fortune Survey, January 1944)

citizens

Why?

BBBBBBBBBl

1.8

BBBBBW

c.

.

Should not

People

Army and keep them
force for several years?

1

1

think the United Nations

.should or should not:

a.

Physically handicapped people

BBBBBBBBBBBl

12.

Foreign-born citizens

13.

Aliens

haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaM

„.

aaaaaaaaaaaaftaaaaaaaaaa.
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FIGHT

PROBE
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F. Lltttohale, Jr.

Mr. Friedmann
7, 1941.
Schubert
Robert T. Phillips '24, Major. Serenade
MC USA Japanese prison camp,
books going on
The Bowdoin String Trio
By Al Wehren
Due to certain nefarious rumors June 11, 1943.
Martini
Gavotte
clearance, or something of the sort. One of the tables was spread about campus
George P. Reed, Jr. '26, Sea- Swan
by certain
Some recently released re-issues
Kreider
marked "Famous Works of Fiction." The book on top of the unprincipled participants in the man Tanker lost at sea. March, Minuet
Marx of old tunes have sold so well and
recent bridge tourney, namely F. 1942.
have come into such good favor
nearest pile was What Every Business
Should Know.
J. Gregory and G. J. Kern, whose
Edwin W. Parsons '28, Flying
Mr. Friedmann
that I think they're worth menhigh-flying egos ingloriously plum- Officer, RCAF, Plane crash, May Rondo from the Suite in C major
tioning as records you'd do well
-vQuite a while ago after a math meted to earth when they dropped 29, 1942.
i
Dohnany to have in your collection. The
from
first
class,
the
professor
had
wake
place
John
to
in
the
'32.
fall
Creighton
tourChandler's has a copy of
Lt. USNR,
popular "Darktown Strutter's
ever
The Bowdoin String Trio
Chaucer which says on the up one of the students and tell nament to fifth place in the re- Denver, Col. hospital, Nov. 1, 1943.
Ball" is a Goodman masterpiece
him that the class was over. Then cent one, Don Lancaster, head of
Stuart K. Davis '35. Pvt. USA, Minuet
Squire
cover, "Lusty Htoria*. by the
and is backed by a hep version of
another professor slept through the B.B.I. Bowdoin Bureau of In- Camp Wheeler, Ga., June 26, 1942. Clair de lun'e
Faure
English Rabelais." That would
"After You've Gone" by the same
part of one of his midsemester fi- vestigation) has appointed a comW. Ashby Tibbetts '35, Cadet Hungarian Rhapsody
Popper
ever do In Boston.
B. G. Glenn Miller's "String of
nal exams. The students had to mittee consisting of Mrs.
Sills, RCAF, Plane crash at Dunville,
-VPearls" is back on the market, the
Mr. Friedmann
Dean Nixon, and Professors Ma- Ont., June 11, 1941.
Evidently the College has dis- wake him up.
tune being 'Tuxedo
accompanying
after
the
proserved
will
be
Tea
son, Coffin and Kirkland, all memRussell C. Dell '36. Lt. USNR,
-Vcovered a new type of peculiarly
Junction." From the catalogue of
ber of the B.B.I., to investigate Battle of Java. March, 1942.
It was the custom of one large
gram.
gummy, viscous glue. Samples can
Woody Herman favorites the two
the activities of Griffin and Curbank in Chicago to clear the
J. Donald Dyer '37. Lt. AAF.
he obtained for testing from any
jump tunes "The Jersey Bounce"
tis, thrillingly victorious in the re- Plane crash in Southwest Pacific,
public out of the vault at closof the inkwells on the first floor
and "String of Pearls" are again
cent tourney.
ing time just by shouting. One
February 10, 1943.
Judging
of Massachusetts Hall.
juke boxes,
These rumors spread by the
Maxwell A. Eaton '37, Lt. AC Heart awards) have been earned gracing the country's
from what it does to the pens, it day a woman had come in,
while "Main Stem" and "Johnny
These
include
men.
Bowdoin
by
downtrodden twosome consisted USNR, Air operations in North
probably to clip a few coupons,
has great possibilities.
not only several Distinguished Come Lately" are gaining the favwho dozed off at the little desk mainly of the accusations that the Africa, April 17, 1943.
-Vpractically
where she was sitting Just be- champions used an illegal system
Stanley W. Allen '39, Ens. US Flying Cross and Distinguished orable recognition that
A few questions have shown
of bidding. Upon interviewing the iNR, Action at Pearl Harbor, De- Service Medal presentations but all Duke Ellington records get.
fore closing time. They did not
that the most popular slide at
It's interesting, now and then, to
also citations given by the Free
realize she was there,
and victors, and after many nocturnal cember 7, 1941.
the lecture oh cosmic rays last
through some old songs and
forays to the T. D. House in the
locked up the vault for the night
C. MacGregor Thornquist '39. French and British governments. browse
week was the one of the mountFollowing are the thirty-one compare them with the pop tunes
and went home.
When they wee hours of the morning to in- Ens. USNR, Crash of Navy bombtains. Next most popular was
vestigate their activities, the in- er in Iceland, November
men to whom these honors were of today. In doing so I noticed
found her after they opened up
the scene in Germany showing
2, 1941.
vestigating committee has not as
that the so-called crack-pot songs
the next morning, she was still
Edward A. Dunlap, 3d '40 A/C. given:
the balloons preparing to take %
of today were just as prevalent, if
yet been able to reach a decision. USNR. Plane accident at
Lt. Thomas J. Abernethy, Jr.
sitting there asleep, none the
off.
JacksonHowever the consensus of opinion ville. Fla., August 12. 1941.
not more so, in the days of knickLt. Stetson C. Beal.
worse for her adventure, and
-Vseems to be that the champions
ers and bustles. The "Girl of The
Major Richard H. Beck.
completely Ignorant of What
Clifford J. Elliott '41, Lt. AAF.
were scrupulously honest in every Plane crash in Nevada, January
Period" written in the late '60s
Lt. Robert S. Clark.
had happened.
gives us an opportunity to survey
respect and that they used only 2, i943.
Clark.
Lt. Rufus
-Vthe fillets of an earlier age. The
Col. Philip Cole.
There should be a stoplight or their superior ability to effect
Arthur W. Littlehale, Jr., '41.
chorus begins:
Capt. Roger D. Dunbar.
something on the back door of the their triumph. Most members of Ens. AC USNR, Plane crash at
Lt. Harold E. Dyment.
Union. No matter how carefully the committee plan to enter the Jacksonville. Fla.. April 12. 1943.
"I
am just sixteen and from Mama,
Lt. Maxwell A. Eaton.
you sneak up on it from the out- forthcoming faculty-student bridge John R. Banks '42. Lt.. USA, AcWith little poodle and cigar,
Lt. Claude R. Frazier.
side, the minute you open it some- tournament in order to further tion in Sicily, October 8. 1943.
I strut the street with a flourishtest
the
allegedly
Freese.
devious
Comdr.
John
B.
methods
Lt.
one falls out on top of you.
William D. Bloodgood '42. Lt.
April 30
Thurs.
ing cane.
of Curtis and Griffin.
AAF European theater, March, Lt. Comdr John E French
-VAnd the girl of the period is my
Jeep
Ens. Jack D. .Goldman.
Four Jills In
The only evidence against the 1943.
Thls week's pet peeve: the
name."
Hacking.
Albert
with
Capt.
E.
person who takes the shower
pair is the fact that the investiRufus C. Clark '42. Lt. AC US
Kay Francis - Carole Landls
Lt. Bruce T: Haley
gating committee,
next to you and then turns the
after
much NR. South Pacific action (Battle
The rest, is fighting its way
also
Cpl. Williams S. Hawkins.
cold water all the way on and
skullduggery, has disclosed that of Santa Cruz) November, 1942.
through the Hayes Office. ContinuShort Subjects
splashes it happily all over
Lt. Raymond 3. Janney, II.
they are secreting food and water
George W. Beal '43. Ens. AC
ing we dug up a gem to rival some
Lt. Philip M. Johnson.
everyone else. Those showers
in a certain invulnerable spot near USNR, Plane crash
at Quonset,
of Ogden Nash's rarest. Dig this:
in
Lt. Roy W. MdNiven.
the gym are discouraging
to campus. The victors, however, R. I., March 24, 1943.
April 31-22
Frl.-Sat.
"Her front name was Hannah,
Capt. Donald M. Morse.
enough without other hazards stand upon their high honor ana
Henry G. Summers '43, Lt. AAF
Her father was a tanner
Lt. Converse Murdoch.
added to them.
Song Of Russia
integrity and state that these pre- Plane accident in European theaShe thumped the pianner
Capt. John D. Nichols, Jr.
with
parations are to be used only in ter. May 7, 1943.
In an artistic manner
Norman
Nickerson.
Major
H.
the case of the direst
Robert Taylor Susan Peters
necessity.
John M. Walker '44. Lt. AAF.
Lt. Edward L. O'Neill. Jr.
also
After consulting a certain well- Plane crash in South Dakota.
RISES
Cartoon
Brig. Gen. Paul H. Prentiss.
Paramount News
known lawyer, Griffin and Curtis Aug. 26. 1943.
Major Robert N. Smith.
[ Continued from Page i ]
say that when the committee fiRandolph C. Eaton '45, AFS.
nally vindicates them
of
these Bomb explosion near Mareth Line,
Lt. Col. Alexander Standish.
even the barest rudiments of
Sun.-Mon.
April 23-24
dastardly charges, they are pre- Tunisia, March, 1943.
Arthur M. Stratton.
Journalistic technique. When a
The Desert Song
Lt. Col. Philip E. Tukey, Jr
John
Lally "45, Pvt. USMC,
man leaves the ORIENT and a pared to prosecute Gregory and
with
Kern on charges of slander.
Capt. John H. Wilson.
South Pacific action, 1943.
new
man
takes
his place, this
Dennis Morgan - Irene Manning
Henry W.»Leete '46. Sgt. Para.
new
man
must
learn
from
also
USA. Automobile accident. Ft.
scratch. Thus we have a conParamount News
staff. This was the practice when Benning. Ga.. December 26, 1943.
tinually changing family. Those
Short Subjects
who stay for a year or two and the student body numbered 600
Biwdoin Missing (6)
work seriously for the paper and it was easy to replenish the
William H. Davis '39, AAF. AcYes, We're Interested In
men dropped. Today it is a difshould make progress and enApril 25
Tues.
tion over African
front,
Sept.,
ferent story; we must be thankful
able the production of a mare
1942.
Your
Her Primitive
publication.
acceptable
How- for each man regardless of the
Carl E. Boulter 40. Ens. USNR
with
quality of his produce. What then
ever, working with inexperiencOverdue plane off coast of Brazil,
Louise Allbrittnn - Robert Paige
is the solution to this problem?
ed members is enough to reduce
"

Last week Jordan

a large sale of second-hand by Charles W. Curtis and
George H. Griffin
in their book department. It was a warehouse

c ° nt

[

cember

Marsh had

been successful except the bowling
league.

Sawyer

Friedmann

Casualties

i

'

nued

>™ ro Pd*>e

j

'

of the Moulton Union). He said
that at present a soft ball league

was being organized and another
interesting house track tournament
was being planned for late spring
or summer. He remarked that
everyone of these activities had

Man

Eileen Alanna
she fainted we'd fan her."

When

That ditty was one of the sensations of the '80s. Moving on to the
gay '90s we dug up this one by
one of the most popular song writers of the day William Delaney:

(

.

—

satisfy their desires."

Sawyer went on to assert that
the White Key was not an organapart from the student
body but was made up of representatives from that body.
He said
that it was under their direct con*
trol and could do nothing without
the fUll support and cooperation of
every member of the student body.
Sawyer closed his speech with
the following: "Support and cooperation is the essence of the life of
ization

Oh, how she could hammer
The Star-Spangled Banner

And

"The bowling league has been
rapidly going on the rocks. It was
organized in the first place for the
dead heads that group of social
parasites and liabilities which has
taken part in no other extracurricular activities. Perhaps wo can
organize a tiddly winks league to

—

"Oh," thou empty bottle, standing
all alone.
What miseries to many you un-

any democratic committee. Wc
must have this support and we intend to get

fold.

it."

Oh, thou dreadful tempter, causing many a moan.
From the hearts of both the young

These songs reveal something of
old.
the spirit (and spirits) of days
your baneful shadow casts gone by and yet. with all my reits glance on me.
search. I have not found anything
Bright day seems turned to bitter in those days like "Mairzy Doats."
night;
That last honorable bit of research
Then I glance in sadness, and be- I shall have to leave to the great
hold, I see
dramatic and song critic "Horsey"
Empty is the bottle, father's Burroughs.

and the

When

—

{

fight."

C
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Short Subjects.

the value of the progress
others have made.

.

the

Obviously

S—
Wed.-Thurs.

Indubitably some of the fault
for the existing condition lies witn
the ORIENT itself. More of it is
due to lack of interest on the part
of the staff members. In days of
yore .when a reporter showed inefficiency or fading interest or any
other symptom leading to ineffectiveness, he was dropped from the

April 26-27

The Hour Before
The Dawn
with .
Veronica Lake - Franchot Tone
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Fox News
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have a

system is at fault. But this
matter for the ORIENT to

Brunswick, Me.

Is

a

set-

tle itelf. We are primarily concerned with the views of the undergraduates and the interest of
the staff members. Our suggestion is that If some of the

who have
knowing how to

the attitude of

run a newspaper were to offer their aid the
whole think would be solved in
a minute. This is just as true
as saying that if the home town
quarterbacks who creticize a
football coach Were to volunteer
their services the team would be
greatly improved. We do not
mean to be bitter; we are grateful for interest in our paper
shown by the critical undergraduate. After all, it's your paper;
if you are not interested In it,
who will be? Criticism—con*

—

Maine

Brunswick

of Brunswick,

we

June, 1943.

;

better system of providing traininn for our reporters, columnists, and editors if the present

critics

i

Steaks

S— K

structive criticism is the best
thing for any organization.
need it as much as any other,
but it should be constructive to
be of any value. Why not, instead of merely
generalizing,
speak up and voice specific
points; tell us what it is that
your don't like about the paper,
what you would like to see
changed. In this issue there ap-

Harold E. Dyment

Charles Stepanian
Missing in
action

March 19.
Edward

USA

PRINTING

AAF.

Feb.

"41. Lt.

AAF.

We Have

over

Italy,

1944.
Howard
R.

'42.

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

Cpl.

South Pacific plane overdue,
1,

action.

March

'45.

f

FRATERNITY FORMS

1944.

Fred T. Clive

North African

22. 1943.

Ask Us For Quotations

Bowdoin Prisoners (4)
Campbell Keene '17, Lt. Comdr.
USN. Taken at Wake Island.
Lawrence Whittemore '29. Pvt.
AAF. Taken at Bataan.
John F. Presnell. Jr.. '36. Lt.
Col. USA. Taken at Corregidor.
John E. Orr '40. Lt. AAF. Taken
by Germans, Feb. 10, 1944.
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Have a Coca-Cola = Meet a new

can bet

Guy-Popular at mail-call. Those
folks of his never slip on sending
plenty Chesterfields
and of

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Citations
Fifty-one citations (exclusive of
the posthumously awarded Purple

We

pears a communication from a
prominent student Who speaks
specifically and to
the point.
The ORIENT does not fe.r the
lashings of a critical tongue.

"40. Lt.

Missing over Bay of Biscay, July
20. 1943.
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eekend Dance Band
Carl Broggi Replaces Russell As
WEEI And WGAN Will Broadcast Sesquicentennial Exercises
Secret Degree Recipient s

ELLIS TELLS FROSH

Casson, Noted Scholar,

Make Leading Addresses

OF BOWDOIN LEGENDS

Killed In Plane

By

Edward

J.

Five Men Participate
In Piper Prize Contest
Five

Ellis '44

British Officer

WGAN,

Next June, with Bowdoin
Stations WEEI, Boston, and
Portland, will
broadcast Bowdoin's Sesquicentennial celebration on Saturday, brating her 150th birthday,

cele-

be flooded with all
Here In 1933-34
June 24, beginning with an academic procession from the Li- sorts of men returning to the colbrary to the First Parish Congregational Church, followed by lege to celebrate with her. There By Paul W. Moran
Bowdoin that
Stanley Casson, M.A., F.S.A.,
divine service at 10.30 A.M.. The invocation will be delivered is something to
makes her an ever-present home
by the Reverend Schroeder of the Yale Divinity School, a for- a home away from home so to Hon. A.R.I.B.A., who was a Tallman Professor here at Bowdoin in
speak that seems to hold a mag- 1933-34, died recently in an airmer member of the Bowdoin faculty.
netic force over her sons. It seems plane
crash. A Lieutenant-Coloappropriate
therefore
that we nel in the British Army at the
He wiU be followed by the
should, before that time arrives, time of his death, he led
main speaker, Ernest M. Hopkins,
an interdo a little serious thinking about esting and distinguished life, inPresident of Dartmouth College
our college: what she is, what she cluding service in the last war, as
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin will
'95 IN
means to her sons, and what she well as this one.
read a poem. Honorary degrees will
stands for.
be awarded together with the deHe was born on May 7, 1889, and
To some, the College is some- since ten was educated in many
grees of undergraduates graduatHatch's
Compilation
Of
thing of splendor and
tradition;
ing this spring. Among the receivschools, among
which are the
and to others, Bowdoin is a mere Merchant Taylors' School,
History
Bowdoin
ers of honorary degrees will be
Linstopping place a wide space in
some of the speakers; the names of
coln College, Oxford
University,
Receives
High
Praise
the road of life. I like to think of
these men are kept secret by the
St. John's College, Oxford, and
her as a real person. Like all peo- the British School
College until the day of the celeat Athens.
Louis C. Hatch s "History of ple we must learn her history and
bration.
He served in the World War
A dinner will be given for the Bowdoin College" was published background before we can appre- from August 6, lrl4 to April, 1919
Alumni and guests in the gym- in 1927. Dr. Hatch, who graduat- ciate her. If a poet writes in a with the 1st Battalion of the East
melancholy mood, we
nasium. The guests will include ed from the College in 1895 and solemn,
Lancashire Regiment in Flanders
representatives of the secondary died in 1931, was a trained his- generally look into his past to see in 1915; British Salonika force
schools which have sent boys to torian, a doctor of philosophy from what episode in his life so in- 1916-1918; General Staff 1918. and
that
strain.
So
Ifluenced
him
along
Bowdoin in the past. More than 600 Harvard, the author of a history
in Constantinople and Turkestan
secondary of the American Army in the Rev- should we know Bowdoin to see (despatches) in 1919.
to
such
invitations
schoolmen have been sent out. olutionary War and of a history of what has made her what she is
Mr. Casson was Assistant Direcis to you, who will L»2
today.
It
There will be a special delegation the State of Maine. His life is a
British
School at
tor of
the
here for only one semester or
of representatives from other col- triumphant testimony to what an
Athens from 1919 to 1922, and beless, that I would especially like
indomitable
1800.
spirit
can
accomplish
before
founded
leges
came a fellow of New College,
worth
thinking
give
something
to
A special feature of the Sesqui- against great physical odds; for about, but think that we can all Oxford, in 1920. He won the ConI
centennial celebrations will be he was a lifelong invalid. With a
ington Prize in 1924.
little pondering over it, no
framed replicas of the original small, shrunken, twisted frame, so do a
He was Director of the British
matter how long we have been
charter of Bowdoin whi^h will be near-sighted that he did not rec[ Continued on Page 2 ]
here, nor how long we expect to
sent to those secondary schools ognize people he passed and was
here.
be
obliged,
in
permanent
working
with
books
or
in
a
who are interested
litinformal
gathering
a
an
At
documents, to use a powerful
memento of the occasion.
several February
tle while ago,
President Sills and Mrs. Sills will reading-glass, diabetic and forced
to
introduced
freshmen
were
be at home to the guests of the col- throughout life to observe the
older members of the college and
lege from four to six on the after- most rigorous restrictions in diet,
the faculty, and nearly always the
noon of Saturday, June 24. The exercise, and social activity, he
asked,
college
veteran of
the
Masque and Gown play "As You might well, like the poet Alexan"Well, how do you like BowNews of four Bowdoin men has
Like It" will be performed on the der Pope, have spoken of "this
doin?" and the answer was al- been received at the Alumni office.
evening of the same day. On Sun- long disease, my life." Inevitably,
ways, "Fine!" and I could only Frederick T. Clive '45, and Lt,
his
limitations
and
his
conloneliness
be
a
day. June 25, there wili
think how much more one can ap- iNewell E. Gillette '29 have been
cert by Professor Frederic E. T. developed or confirmed in him ecpreciate the college and enjoy life killed in action.
Ensign Joseph
centricities of
speech,
behavior,
Tillotson in Memorial Hall.
and outlook. Among graduates of here, if he but tries to get ac Sewall '43 has been honored and
with the college itself. It Capt j Hoyt Griffith '40 has
the 'nineties, he would not have quaintcd
is along that line that I want to
spent a sno rt leave at home.
been singled out as conspicuously
Local Music Society
Joseph! Sewall,, from Old Town,
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
successful or popular.
Yet few
Miiine. in 1943 was a member of
Bowdoin men of his' generation
a Northeast Airlines transport
Closes 7th Season
left behind
them so large an

campus

will

—

-

.

—

'

ALUMNI OFFICE GETS
NEWS OF SERVICE MEN

i

,

,

achievement of enduring work; of
few the Recording Angel enumer-

Featuring Norbert Lauga, Alfred Zighera, and Professor Fred-

ated so many "little, nameless, unremembered acts of kindness";
the Brunswick Chamber Music So- and none, of his generation or any
on Monday other, have loved this College
city was presented
evening at 8.30 p.m. in Memorial more whole-heartedly.
By those of us who knew Louie
Hall. With Mr. Lauga on the vioHatch, all this should be, and is,
lin. Mr. Zighera at his 'cello, and
Professor Tillotson at the piano, kept in mind when we make certain strictures upon the book. I
this program brought the Society's
seventh season to a close. The say no more than I wrote to meet
his eye when I observe that, in deprogram follows:
tails of literary execution, as in
some larger matters of choice of
Clementi (1752-1832)
Trio in D major material, proportion, and point of
view, the "History
Allegro amabile
of
Bowdoin
Polonese
College" is not quite all that we
Rondo
could wish the standard history of
the College to be. But these deBrahms (1833-1897)
Sonata No. 2 in F major fects are of slight moment in view
of the really admirable achievefor Violincello and
Pianoforte
ment in bringing all this material
together in one volume and giving
Allegro vivace
the completed work the solid
Adagio affettuoso
merits its possesses: faithfulness
Allegro passionato
of research; a refreshing clarity
Allegro molto .
Intermission
in the handling of complex legal
and administrative matters; much
Schumann (1810-1856)
Trio Opus 63 in D minor agreeable and vivacious writing on
affairs trivial or important;
Mit Energie und Leidenschaft
a
sense of life and movement in the
Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch
successive parts of the narrative.
Langsam, mit inniger Empfineric Tillotson, the final concert of

[

Continued on Page 4

[

]

Continued on Page
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Happy Adam Walsh Saves Eagle Bar;
Stirs Scribes 'To Philosophic
E. Gorton
and Charles W. Curtis

A holocaust of enormous proporexceeding even the famed
Beta blaze, has rendered the Eagle
Hotel unfit for further human
tions,

habitation.

The

first

intimation of

the catastrophe were rumors of a
Japanese air raid at lunch time
"A second Pearl Harbor!" apparently substantiated by clouds of
smoke emanating from the vicinity
of the Railroad Station. Notwithstanding these tangible signs, your

—

Department

reporters disregarded the affair.
not placing much credence in
grapevine information. A disappointing experience connected with
a small fire at Prince's Point last

week was the

reason.

Your corre-

spondents were informed by a fireman that the blaze had "destroyed
the house of a German Professor at
Bowdoin called Korgen." When
confronted with this gem of infor-

mat inn. Professor Korgen helpfully
suggested, "Why. that must have

j

|

happened after they put out that
little grass fire at the Point."

Being scientifically minded, we
decided to investigate the matter

Tears

personally. After battling our way
through the milling mob surrounding the Hotel, we saw that there
really was a fire going on. Too bad
a census of the Brunswick population was not taken then there; it
would have been 200 per cent accurate. Just to show how irresistible the fascination of the tragedy
was, a large number of Bowdoin
students and faculty had torn
themselves away frcm their luncheon plates to gaze their fill of the
once-in-a-lifetime spectacle. The
gymnastical exertions of the Fire

By Bernard

1

were

indeed worth
watching. Intrepid firemen scaled
the smoke-wreathed roof of the
flaming building, dragging tangled
masses of hose behind them, and
using up-to-date extension ladders
in futile attempts to save some of
the vast stock of liquor rumored to
be hidden in the lofts of the tottering edifice. Some of the more impetuous students had to be restrained forcibly from dashing
themselves into the flames. That
all efforts to save valuable property
were not in vain is indicated by the
fact that one fireman's eloquent
[ Continued On Page 2 ]

College Arranges

wmmm

Rooms

For Eagle "Refugees"
In order to relieve the bousing shortage caused by the fire
at the Hotel Eagle, the college

has arranged a temporary

home

at Appieton Hall for those who
need a place to stay. Inquiries
should be made to Don Lancaster at the Moulton Union or
to Glenn Mclntire, Bursar.

Findlay Stresses

Happiness In Life

had named.
Later Findlay asked:
"But what of ourselves? We
are just ordinary mortals starting
out in life. However, here at Bowdoin we are getting the equipment for happy and useful lives.
Our background may be literature, chem, or English, and some
of us might even consider our four
years of math I of some value, but
the main thing is we choose our
a
life's work here at Bowdoin,
life work which will be worthy of
our fellow men."
"I think it is very true that
nothing belongs to you until you
give it away. A doctor's knowledge of medicine is of no value
unless he can give it to someone.
A musician is never recognized
until we have heard some note^
from his violin or piano. The
criterions which he

same

true of a golf pro, a salesman or any professional man. Unless you
can give away your
knowledge, you've buried it and
thereby forfeited all your learnis

ing."

"So all I would like to say th;s
morning is that Bowdoin prepare*
us to choose a

life

work

—a

life

which we can give something away a life work in which
we can be useful and happy.

work

in

wm

—

have
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CLASS OF '47 ELECT

,

I

1

j

j

I

Officers for the Class of '47 and
secretary for the Class of '46 were
installed in the election held on
April 20. Lee J. Dunn, Jr., was
chosen president of the Class of
'47, while Richard A. Roundy, Jr.
and Charles W. Curtis were elected to the offices of vice-president
and secretary respectively. Morton F. Page was chosen as secretary of the Class of '46.
Leo Dunn is a member of the
Delta Upsilon Fraternity and has
been an outstanding member of
the varsity track squad. Dunn's

1

,

I

j

1

|

j

|

j

home

is

West Roxbury, Massa-

in

THAYER ANNOUNCES
STUDENT WORK

I

chusetts.

Richard Roundy. a member of
LIST
the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, has
been active with the ORIENT,
Masque and Gown, and The White
Professor Thayer has announcKey. He is from Beverly, Massa- ed there are many opportunities
chusetts.
for Bowdoin students who wish to
Charles Curtis, member of the work this summer. Numerous outTheta Delta Chi Fraternity has door jobs are open around Brunsbeen prominent in numerous cam- wick for part-time workers. The
pus activities: the ORIENT, the pay for such jobs range from 50
Bugle, the Student Council and to 60 cents an hour.
the swimming team. Curtis comes
Full summer jobs are available
from Pawtucket, Rhode Island
in Connecticut
hospitals.
These
Mort Page, Chi Psi, is catcher hospitals especially desire stuon the Varsity baseball team, as dents interested in soical work
well as a member of the Student such as pre-theological students.
Council.
Page hails from Win- The pay is 67 dollars a month plus
throp, Massachusetts.
board and room. Many openings
for students who wish to be counsellors in summer camps are to be
c
kKP and
I

j

|

'

i

!

1

[

i

I

Koughan

'45

!

Charles

to
Professor Thayer posts notices
work on the bulletin
board. He cannot, however, supuly work within a few hours,
"Students must
file
intentions

!

1

an-

John Friedmann '47 is managing
and Al Long '44, Nathan
Whitman '47. and Bernard Gorton

are editors. Anyone wishing
to contribute to the magazine, or
desiring information concerning it
should apply to any of the above
persons.

I

Revise Handbook For

j

1

June Entering Class
Clayton F.
chief of the
j

'

j

:

|

Wh
or the

Reed

'46 is editor-in-

new

frosh handbook

„ m „„^
summer

P.

On Saturday, June 24, at 9 p.m.
the Masque and Gown will present "As You Like It" as its pari,
in the Sesquicentennial
celebration. The play will be performed
under the trees in the center 01
the campus with a grandstand for
the audience placed between the
acting space and the Art Museum.
The acting version used in 1913
and 1916 by Mrs. Arthur r.
Brown, then director of Commencement plays, will be used, li
rearranges
scenes slightly
the
and speeds up the action. Professor George Roy Elliott, then the
Shakespeare scholar of the faculty, preferred the rearrangement
of the climatic scene to the original version. The play will last
about an hour and a half.
Playing the female roles will be
Marcelle Drapeau as Rosaline,
Florence Smith as Celia, Patricia
Means as Phetoe, and Donna Trufant as Audrey.
Miss Drapeau
played in "Goodbye Again" and
t'The Winter's Tale" for the Masque and Gown during the past
year, and Miss Smith and Miss
Trufant played important parts n?
the last High School play.
William S. Lamparter '47 is cast
as Orlando, George H. Griffin '47
as Jaques. Stanley B. Weintein
'47 as Touchstone, Frank HL Gordon '46 as Oliver, Robert W. Burroughs '47 as the Duke in banishment, Albert S. Long '44 as
]

May

Chapel,- Professor

5

M. Brown. John R. P. Fried'47 will play a 'cello solo.

mann

Senior Week-End.

May 6 Chapel, The Dean.
Senior Week-End.
2.30 p.m. Pickard Field, Baseball vs. Fort Williams (tenta-

Sat.,

tive).

Moulton Union. SenWeek-End Dance.

8.15 p.m.
ior

Suik,

May

4.30 p.m. Chapel,

7

The President of the College.
The choir will sing "Father by
Thy Light and Power" by
Bach.
M»n., May 8

Chapel,

The Pres-

.

1

,

edition

the Bowdoin Christian Association
few changes over thej

will present
last book.

Because of war time restrictions it will not be possible to obtain the imitation leather with

which the volume was covered in
former years. White cardboard will

i

\

i

AAFTTD

6

68:

sketch of the college will appear
the forthcoming sesquicentennial
celebration in June.
Dr. Henry C. Russell, faculty advisor of the Bowdoin Christian Association, and Professor Athern P.
Daggett are assisting in the capacity of faculty directors. Raymond
A. Paynter '47 is business manager.

in

Committee

Chicago.

May 8-May

18

Campaign of the

Brunswick Chamber Music Society for
concerts.

its

1944-1945 series of

Rooms at the Moulton Union
are available for overnight guests.
They should be engaged* in advance. Rate, one dollar and a half.
The Kennebec Alumni

Associa-

A

large

number

of undergradu-

and friends of

week heard John

.

MacMor-

ran '46 give a recital on the College pipe-organ. The concert took
place in the College Chapel Thursday evening at 8.15. The program
included bath familiar and unfamiliar music:

Prelude and Fague

i

in

D

in

D

minor
Each

major

Verdi
The BOWDOIN - ON-THE-AIR Lamentation
Guilmant
program originally scheduled for Peace
Be With You
Edmunson
April twenty-seventh will be given
Marche Heroique
Cadman
on Mafr fourth. A Harriet BeecheiThe music was enthusiastically
Stowe program is scheduled for received by the
audience. Mac-

May

eleventh.

.

Morran, who

is the student organthe past two years,
has
pupil of Alfred Bnnkler,
F. A. G. O., Portland City Organ-

The Brunswick Choral Society ist for
Sunday service of been a

will sing at the

the Church-©n-The-HiH on June
25th.

"09,

and

at

which Sen-

.

,

ett,

of the Association for the next
year. During his stay in Washing-

at the

Board

'

st -

'47,

Nathan

particularly fcr the

T.

Whitman

Young People's

Fellowship Groups of Brunswick,
the discussion was also attended by
several undergraduates and faculty

ton, President Sills had luncheon
with the Senators Burton '09,
Brewster '09, White '99, and Congressman Hale '10 in the Senate
Restaurant.
Back in New York on April 27,

Continued on Page 3

Jr.

'47, Donald N. Koughan '45, and
Clayton F. Reed '46, respectively.
Clement A. Hiebert '47 acted as
chairman of the panel. Intended

:

spoke briefly. The Hon. Sumnei
T. Pike '13 was elected President

members.

A week later on April 29, 1941
the same group went to St. Luke's
Episcopal Church
in
Portland,
Maine, for a discussion of the same

anof

[

]

Continued on

t'agc 4

J

'

men of a high stage of inebriation prothese troubled days, ceeded calmly to hold up the
approaching "Eagle" with a water pistol. It
especially since the
week-end will see the advent of could have used some of that
this spring's pseudo Houseparty. water Monday.
Those were the days when men
Many of us in college at this time
have never participated in the really were men, even to the exBowdoin Houseparty of storied tent of the remarking of a
fame. However, there still linger thoroughly plastered student to
sober
Dean,
thoroughly
on campus, now particularly as the
the formerly traditional Ivy Day "Whoops, boy, this is some party!"
draws near, tales of those lubri- Ah, yes those happy hours mus;
cated brawls of yesteryear, when return when you could blister
the
to
the lads would twist their wrist from Westbrook Junior
for a brew or several from Wed- College in twenty minutes flat tot
nesday of one week to Tuesday of put shame these recent quiet
the next.
Senior Week-ends when notniug
Some of these tales are still more exhilerating happens than'
laughable enough to be worth the the 'Head" falling through a hatc.i
reading such as the annal of the at the Beta House and his dc 11
This attempting to perforate people s
passion
punch."
"purple
punch is allegedly concocted, of skulls with a baseball bat. You
and grape could hardly expect to find even
gin, grapefruit juice
From the ingredients this the most rabid of us donning a
juice.
mixture may not sound too po- "Tux" on the first day of Housetent, but try quaffing two milk parties and neither wearing anycans full and note whether or not thing else nor taking it off for the
you are animated to crawl about next week, meanwhile collecting a
campus as the A.D.'s and Psi U.'s separate date for each night from
schools
were one joyous night. From here the innumerable girl's
on, however, the tale becomes too scattered over the New England
degenerately lurid to be printed in count rvside.
these hallowed columns.
Still, we might be able to conThere is also the anecdote of pure up a little action at the
the sleepwalkers on the Beta ram, nearing festivities ii the Student
of course the girls were dormed Council's mountain music-makers
elsewhere, and the one about a should by chance import a little
character called the "Gipper." It "moonshine" with them.
in

i

J. S.

Air from Suite

.

!

Marsh

Congressman
ator Brewster 09,
,-.
,, n
,j »f „»« ii _
,,
Hale
10, and Donald MacMillan

—

v

j

Sunday evening, April 23, 1944,
the Bowdcin Christian Association
presented a panel discussion on the
general topic of "Education for
World Peace." At that time the
political, historical, economic, and
religious aspects of world peace
were discussed by Ix>wis P. Fick-

of Foreign

Bowdoin

„

;

The President attend-

sachusetts.

ed a meeting of the AmericanCanadian Committee of the Coun-

night
the
seems one flowing
By George H. Griffin
Wine, women and song these "Gipper" had been .-ampling botwords bring pleasant connotations tles numerous and alter reaching

the. College

F.

2 ]

Acclaimed As Success

W

Pipe-Organ Concert

last

Continued on Page

Reporter Recalls Rare Ivy Pranks
hen "Men W ere Men
In Gay Days
*

J. S. Bach
tion will meet
at the Augusta
Handel
House on Thursday, May 18th, at Largo
Andantino
Franck
six in the evening. President Sills
Triumphal^March from "Aida"
will speak.

j

[

ed from a trip which took him to
New York, Washington, and Mas-

[

MacMorran Presents

ates

Brown-

*

even to the draft-minded

Ex-

aminations set by the University Meteorological

•

The principal change will be to
bring the material up to date. the President presided
Noteworthy under the historical nual meeting of the

ident.

May 4-May

1

old

, rr
trimester. This
olst

.

j

Fri.,

\r

Relations held In
New York City on April 22. -Monday, April 24, found him in Washington at a meeting of the Alumni
which was presided over by Har-

be used instead this time.

Several Students

Returns From New
j
mt
m
01% WaSlUngtOn i Tip

Sills

cil

i

Justin

Stanley Wein<tem, Irma Miller,

B.C.A. Discussion Panel

j

i

Given Parts In Play To
Be Presented June 24

»

President Sills has just return-

early."

'47

Coming Events

i

Cohen.

stone. Lewiston, Maine.

;

of available

an

The final broadcast of the tri- dance jointly. The Thorndikes are
mester will feature a trumpet duet to travel to Old Orchard on Friday evening; they plan to have a
by Stanley A. Frederick. Jr. '46 and hay ride following
the dance on
William Clark '47. Professor of Saturday.
Dances,
hayri d e s.
Music, Frederic E. T. Tillotson will splash parties in the pool.
and
collaborate on the piano, with softball games seem to be the
Clement A. Hiebert '47 announc- major attractions offered for Friday evening. However, the traing.
ditional "tours of the campus"
On June 8, 1944, between trimes- from
house to house will probably
ters. Professor Athern P. Daggett,
be employed as means of amuseprofessor
associate
of government, ment by many of the houses.
will talk on two famous Bowdoin
The following is a list of students
graduates. Chief Justice Fuller, and and their guests for the Weekend
,.
House Speaker Thomas B. Reed. Dance:
Leonard Bell, Barbara Bond,
Student Director Lewis P. Fickett
Louisville, Kentucky.
Jr.* '47 wiir announce.

j

» ^SSf*"

Special "Quill" Planned

It

Continued on Page 2

1

j

editor,

at

1

j

tion. The issue is to contain 70
pages of material, and it is hoped
that the student body will cooperate by contributing either
poems, short stories, or essays.

3 ]

I

I

issue
of
the
"Quill", college literary magazine,
is planned for publication in time
for the Sesquicentennial "Celebra-

)

[

BOWDGIN-ON-THE-AIR

DUNN, ROUNDY, CURTIS

** ,

[)l

who

i

Quinby Arranges* Cast
<

Weekend

'

Donald N.
nounces that

Continued on Page

1

ARRANGES SCHEDULE

they delivered needed supplies to
outposts above the magnetic pole.
They also brought back an ill government meteorologist. As Sewall
is now an officer in the .Naval Air
Transport Service stationed at
Banana River in Florida, he was
unable to be at the presentation
ceremony of air medals.
Captain J. Hoyt Griffith (Marine Corps), the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Griffith of Longmeadow, recently spent a short leave
at home. A participant of six separate amphibious operations, two

[

Guests Arriving Today;
Houses Make Friday plans

175

Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., director of
the newly founded Placement BuCulminating the Senior
which begins today,
reau, announces that a mailing is
being prepared which will be sent there will be an informal -dance in the Moulton Union Saturout to all Bowdoin men in the] day night from 8.15 to 12. Carl Broggi and his orchestra was
Armed Services. The mailing. signed to play when it was learned that Russell,
had been
|
which will be sent out next week,
engaged originally, could not fulfill the contract.
will contain a letter from the President explaining the purpose of the
The picnic which was originally
Placement Bureau, which is to be
set for Saturday
afternoon
at
of assistance to the men after the
Pickard Field has been cancelled
because of the conflict with the
reveal the post-war plans of the!
Fort Williams
baseball
game
men will be included in the mailstarting early in the afternoon at
two-thirty. Friday evening
the
ing.
Tomorrow evening, May 4, 1944, pool will be open from 7 to 9 for
The Placement Bureau will have
will present all those who wish to swim.
its penmanent office in room 302 of Bowdoin-on-the-Air
'46, head of the
George
Branche
Massachusetts Hall, Mr. Ladd an- the Bowdoin String Trio in a proticket committee, announced that
nounces. Mr. Ladd came to Bow- gram of modern string music. The tickets for the dance will
be on
doin from the J. L. Hammet Com- trio now composed of David De- sale Thursda-- and Friday in the
pany of Cambridge, where he was maray '47, Robert Hunter '47, and gymnasium for $2.40 per couple,
a member of the sales staff cover- John Friedmann '47, will be unac- students should give their prefering the states of Maine and New companied. "Al" Wehren '47, soon ence for rooms for their week-end
Hampshire. In a recent issue of the to leave for the Navy, will be the guests at that time. Naval officers are invited to the affair. No
"Hammet Herald." company publi- student announcer.
stags will be admitted to the
The following Thursday, Bow- dance.
cation, Mr. Ladd's resignation was
announced in the following words, doin-on-the-Air will feature a speWeek-end guests will stay in
"We wish you the best success in cial program, honoring the col- the Beta. A. D, and Chi Psi
••
your new work, 'Sam.' Our loss is lege's recent acquisition of the houses.
The various fraternities and the
Bowdoin's gain and we know you Harriet Beecher Stowe papers.
Thorndike Club have separate
will do a grand job for them, as Professor Herbert R. Brown wil
plans
for
Friday
evening's
entergive a brief talk of acceptance.
you have for us.'.'
tainment.
The swimming pool
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin will
will be open to* members of the
read a poem appropriate for the college and their guests.
Members
occasion. The program will close of the Kappa Sig, Theta Delt. and
with a rendition of Lloyd Knight Chi Psi fraternities are planning
'45 of the national anthem.
Stan hay rides for that evening. The
ATO's and DU's are planning a
Weinstein '47 will announce.

'47.

For Sesquicentennial

them major engagements

Sends Queries

announced

crew of five members. The crew
were honored for a 10,000 mile
flight into the Arctic on which

of

The usefulness of, the wofk and
the degree of happiness to be had'
in its pursuit were named as the
two principal tests which college
men should apply to their prospective careers by Holden Findlay '44 in his chapel talk, Thursday, April 20.
"Too many of us are satisfied to
seek positions in %life where we
can make a lot of money, positions
of power, and positions of high
social standing. But are we happy
we
in seeking such positions, do
feel that we are being useful?"
Findlay went on to name President Eliot of Harvard, Pasteur,
Lincoln, and Sir Wilfred Grenfell
as examples of men who had given
greater weight to the first two

J

mmmrn

Magee

CHASE EULOGIZES
HATCH
CHAPEL
Of

men

their intentions to participate
in this year's Horace Lord Piper
Prize Contest: The manuscript!)
are to be presented to (Professor Athern P. .Daggett before
May 24th. The five men who
will
write on the Atlantic
Charter are: Harry Llndemann,
Jr. '46; John R. P. Fried ma nn
'47; Lewis P. Flckett '47; Bernard E. Gorton '47; and John P.

Was

Tallman Professor

the

Udd

To CoIlegeSemce Men

Crash

1

,

j

^mmm
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TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin

Orient

COMMUNICATION

might refuse to

It

and

allot the coal

necessary to run the fraternity houses.
Brunswick, Maine

A

compromise might be achieved by
combining several fraternities thereby

btaMlafcei 1891

some of the houses open.

leaving at least

PMUp

RaUter-ln-Chief
Managing Editors

The

H. HolTnuM '45
A. Little *46

Dm

Harry Lindemann
John H. Farrell

would make

'46
'46

this highly desirable.

All the forces discussed above as tending to bring about

the college to

Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Philip H. Hoffman
Advertising Manager
Judson R. Merrill '46
Circulation Manager
John W. Holt, Jr. '47

its

Leonard D. Bell '47, Stanley F.
Dole '47, Byron E. Keene '47, J. Frank Kimball
'47. Albert C. Mc Henna '47, Charlea H. Whitmore,

Union. That at the moment

noted above

AovcarteiMe wi

we have seen, can be obtained upon request from the Dean's office in
envelopes ready to be mailed as second

i'Mkgf Pwkli+trt ftirrnwusii
Cmc«ee

•

mm

New

tee a.m...,

Managing Editor for

Yonk. M. V.

Ma

•

this Issue

.*.

raaaenca

.

class matter.

John H. Farrell

.

and Sep-

a variable factor and one

literature as

National Advertising Service, Inc.

420 M AOiaoN Ave

is

served in this connection that copies of
the latest catalog, which is as good sales

Brunswick, Maine.

at

the entrance of unusually

is

over which the present undergraduates
can have some control. It might be ob-

Published bi-»«*kly when daaaaa axe held by the Student* of

Kouilxln Oillfire. Addrem new* communication* to the Editor
and »ub»fri|)ti..« nmimuniraiioiM to the Buaineaa Manager of the
Bowijom I'ublishintf Company at the Orient Office ia the afoulton Lnion. Bowdoin Coll*tn>. Brumwirk. Maine. Katared a*
office

a sub-

No

no bother, no rub

fuss,

in.
Vol.

I.

XXIV

Wednesday,

May

1944

S,

No. 2

We

should

appeal for more

like to

frank and open discussion of the

two

problems discussed above by college authorities with the undergraduates before

WELCOME

We

Rightly or wrongly the paper's editorial

final action is taken.
have a repugnance for overnight decrees.

it

devolved upon them

at houseparty time to issue official wel-

comes to the
forbade

it,

Even

fair guests.

if

THE SES^UICEHTEMHIAL

logic

News

our inclination would not per-

mit us to shrink from so pleasant a duty.
Therefore, you lovely creatures, suffer
us to exclaim,

"Welcome,

thrice wel-

come!"

that Boston

and Portland radio

stations will broadcast the Sesquicenten-

on June 24th arouses new
that forthcoming event which

nial exercises

interest in

was already looked forward

to with eager

anticipation.

Another

factor

which stimulates our
day is the reticence

curiosity about that

college authorities manifest in discussing

THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

certain parts of the plans, notably just

who will

Two

prospects hang over these ivied

walls like a pall, or thereabouts.

and perhaps

first,

the.

The

most imminent,

is

sion

is

Moulton Union. This would mean closing the three existing dining rooms at the
Chi Psi, T.D., and A.D. houses. The

ing like a

little

all students to the dorms with a consequent closing of the fraternity houses.

The grapevine schedules the Moulton
innovation for. this summer, the dorm
treat for the

Let us discuss these in
order of scheduled appearance rather

than

in the

We base the weight of our objections
Union

to the

a gustatory level.

would

get

fraternity

and simply on

idea purely

We

think that

the better. There

is

thing

we

One

are hoping to get.

of the

and most respected colleges is celebrating its 1 50 years of existence. That fact and the festivities connected thereto are worthy of the nation's
nation's oldest

notice.

Union, therefore we should like to see
the former kept open.
base our opinion on a comparison of past Union meals
with meals had at all three eating houses.

even conceivable that the Sesqui-

mean

centennial will

as

much

publicity

for the college as the January 9,

The

issue of Life.

1940

While

airing personal prejudices, let

we

dislike the cafeteria style

of eating. For some reason we prefer
reaching across the table to reaching
across a counter while a line of traytotting individuals presses us firmly to-

ward the cash

subject

is

at least

is

the one advanced as making the

move

imperative.

quire

why

it

We should

would not be

possible to

raise the rates sufficiently to

penses and

still

Union

like to in-

meet ex-

leave us at the fraternity

houses? Perhaps there would be a cost
differential

between the houses and the

Union. Let us

know how much

it is. Let
us see whether the undergraduates are
not willing to shoulder it if it means pre-

serving the fraternity dining places. Perhaps it might be necessary to close one

of the dining rooms. This would certainly
be preferable to the Union idea.
•

As

for the dorms, the problem

more complicated. Again

there

may be
may be a

cost differential involved.

have the facts

Again let us
and figures, and let the

students decide whether, they consider it
worth the difference to stay in the

.

—

—
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I

'

NUMBER

—

;

^v

I
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enjoy reading

certainly don't

paper

made

at college."

"Sun Rises," "Mustard

Cress," "Variety," "Polar Bearings" and even "Hot Licks" were

THE RIFLE CLUB

articles well-worth reading; written by feature writers devoted to

It is especially

to

see

an old

encouraging at this time

once again

institution

blooming in our midst along with the
flowers of

May. The

Rifle Club,

which

has just been reconstituted, has an established history.

However, the fortunes of

war, which have caused undergraduates
to stream in

and out of here so

fast that

resembles a quick lunch stand, account-

ed for the temporary suspension of the
club's activities at the

end of the 1943

who had something
and knew how to say it.
don't have

that column
to say

Today those writers
anything td say and

in

addition

don't know how to say it. There
certainly must be more news on
the campus than to permit three

on a bridge tournament.
Having spent three years on ^he
staff and having a definite belief in its importance on
the campus, I wrote this as much
articles

ORIENT

defense of the college paper as
in criticism. I do hope, however,
that George Kern's communication will be taken seriously
and
his
suggestions considered and
in

applied.
J.

EDWARD

ELLIS

'44

April 20, 1944

spring term.

We well remember Dick Saville '44 as
its last

able president.

ing battle against the

He

fought a

many

obstacles

thrown in his path by the war. The fatal
blow naturally was the very tight ammunition situation.

Now,

apparently, the

government has a few cartridges to spare.

The

16 fellows

who form

the charter

membership of the newly revived organisation can start shooting

at will, but at least
Cliff

—perhaps not

more than somewhat.

Travis '45, the newly-elected

president, well deserves the honor. His

driving enthusiasm

was

largely responsi-

ble for the outfit's re-creation.

We

can

look forward confidently to a successful
future for his group at least to the extent

A more formidable obstacle than

that able leadership will

higher

rents might be the ration board.

ble.

make

Masque & Gown

los-

that possi-

t

Continued from Page

i
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Amiens. Clifford K. Travis

"45 as
Frederick, Nathan
J».
'47 as Adam, Donald N.
'45 as Silvius, Dana A.
Little '46 as Corin, Holden Find,lay '44 as Charles, Robert B.
Hunter '47 as LeBeau, Richard A.
Roundy, Jr., '47 as Jaques de Bol*.
and James B. Hall '47 as William. Robert L. Richter
'47
is
stage manager, assisted by Francis W. K. Smith '47. The production will be managed by Robert J.
Sperry '44, with John T. Caulfield '45. now an Ensign
in
the
Radar Unit. Rolfe E. Glover, 3rd

the Duke
Whitman
Koughan

'46, and Byron E.
ling the lighting.

T

Keene '47 handThe action will

be followed by spotlights. Costumes are being ordered from
iNew York.
Director of Dramatics George

H.

has planned a rehearschedule which will lay the
foundations of the action and, interpretation before the start of
sal

Quinfcry

a change in plans, a change
favor of some other, and
perhaps more Important, theato

I

Bowdoin's

any longer. What stupid stuff."
Such opinions are expensive to
Bowdoin for they certainly do not

&

houses.

MMMMMM

Brunswick, Maine.

NUMBER ONE

situation.

it

of economic necessity

In All-String Recital

Field, Miss.

.

Kern's term "high school gossip
sheet" is a good one and unfortunately seems to apply to the

equally important.

register.

The argument

Cress

'

strengthen "the binding ties

We

us add that

<

commentators

believe just that.
It is

we

more and better food at the
dining rooms than at the

Hq. Hq, Sq. A.A.F.F.G.S.
Gulfport Army Air

Wolfgang Rosenberg, Lois Bower, Arlington, Mass.
Assisted by the Bowdoin String
March 26, 1944
Gene Bernardin, Jeanne Way,
Trio, John R. P. Friedmann '47 Melrose, Mass.
To the Editor of the ORIENT:
written and timely comment on
I want to thank you for sending presented a program of 'cello muFred Auten, Betty McDermott,
what has become an increasing By Bernard E. Gorton
me the ORIENT. The pleaiure sic in the Moulton Union Lounge West Roxbury, Mass.
plague on the campus. UnfortuNow that great events are be- one receives from reading the on Sunday. April 23. The string
John Archer, Ruth Martin, Andnately it applies not only to the
ing shaped in the history of the ORIENT is tremendous. Many of trio is composed of Friedmann, over, Mass.
ORIENT, hut I believe it applies world, it seems a pity to let the
the fellows in my barracks are Robert Hunter '47, and David DeAl Martin, Barbara Auer. Welgenerally to the undergraduate opportunity for a few
prediction*
maray '47, viola. The program lesley, Mass.
body and undergraduate activities. pass. No amount of false predic- reading the ORIENT and enjoying follows:
Kim Kyle, Marian Jackman,
Two years ago when the college tions has ever hurt such noted it as much as I do. Many of them
have never heard of Bowdoin but Divertimento No. II
Haydn Bradford, Mass.
foresaw a smaller college during
and column- still they love it!
Bowdoin String Trio
Dcnald Koughan, Dorothy Dunn,
the war years, it was prophesied ists as Major George Fielding
Westport Island, Maine.
Since you are editor-in-chief First movement from the
that the reduced numbers at Bow- Eliot, Dorothy Thompson, Walter
Sonata in E minor
Beethoven
Ralph Hughes, Margery Totman,
doin would eliminate some of the Winchell, et al. Perhaps we will maybe you could put in just a little of what I have said concernBrunswick, Maine.
Mr. Friedmann
less agreeable factors of fraternity be able to indulge in a few
specu- ing the paper in the next issue. Serenade
Schubert
Frank Rochon, Priscilla Crosby,
life,
such as cliquishness, and lations without impairing our
Dexter, Maine.
Some of your companions may folBowdoin String Trio
promote greater companionship reputation.
low your example. I'm sure that Gavotte
Martini
Guy W. Leadbetter, Katrina
and unity. That, to date, has
m-e
their friends in the service would The Swan
Kreider Kern, Portland. Maine.
failed.
On the other hand, our
THE
MYS- get great enjoyment out of it!
Warren Court, Eri Isenlierg. DeMinuet
Marx
small undergraduate body has lost
TERY is of course the date or
troit, Michigan.
I don't know if you were tryMr. Friedmann
much of its enthusiasm, "school ttie invasion of Europe. It ia
ing to sell me Bowdoin or not Rondo from the Suite in
spirit," and has evolved into a sitone of the best-guarded secret* when you sent me
Dohnanyl
C major
your school pauation greatly resembling a busiin the world, and no more than
per. If so, you have done a splenBowdoin String Trio
ness school with as much vitality
fifty men are said to know the
Squire Cas-son
and enthusiasm as a piece of raw exact where and when, of D- did job. Through reading your pa- Minuet
per and what I have seen of Bow- Clair de Lune
Faure
liver.
Day. We do not pretend to bo
[ Continued from Page i
No one can put their finger on one of the above-mentioned doin, I definitely feel as if I have Hungarian Rhapsody .... Popper
—
missed something of life.
Mr. Friedmann
the cause specifically. Rather it is
fifty, but we believe that It la
No kidding, Phil, I now feel that
Academy of Excavations at Cona general degradation in every
possible to make an intelligent
a school of Bowdoin's size, backstantinople
from
1928 to J929, and
undergraduate affair.
Nancy Price,
Cliff Bourgeois,
However,
prediction baaed on known facts.
ground, and spirit is essential
a special lecturer in art aj Bristol
the ORIENT, with its vital role in
Onr prediction is that the in- the early life of a student. I in Worcester, Mass.
University in 1931.
feel
Elizabeth
Ryan,
NewAl
Query,
undergraduate
activities,
vasion of Europe from the
is
a
as if I have cheated myself out ton, Mass.
As mentioned before, he was a
good point at which to start reWest will take place within the of a
valuable experience by startDuncan Dewar, Patricia Disney, Tallman Professor at Bowdoin in
construction. It has long been my
next two weeks. Why? Because
ing at Harvard first.
Worcester, Mass.
1933-34. He gave course to those
belief that the ORIENT has been
the air war against Germany
Anson Olds, Carol Hall, Rock- majoring in Greek on Greece.
It may surprise you. but I have
"left out in the cold" among stuand the Occupied Countries has
decided to transfer to Bowdoin for land, Maine.
Always interested in archaeolodent extracurricula activities for
reached a point where it has
Judd Merrill. Jane Butcher, gy, he was known as a popularimy
B. S. after the war. And then
the simple reason that it offers
become an all-or-nothing effort.
Needham, Mass.
back to Harvard.
zer of archaeology.
nothing but hard work and a "byIt is inconceivable that there
Wallace Philoon, Laura Tapia.
Sincerely yours,
He saw service in the Second
**
line."
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Athletics award numerals,
will be any slackening in this
PVT. EDW. M. LAMBERT. JR.
Robert Morrell, Elizabeth Ander- European War from September,
letters and sweaters; the Masque
greatest of air offensives; if a
1939 as a General Staff Officer
son, Bath, Maine.
and Gown members are awarded
slackening occurs, it can only
Jim Cutler, Caroline Nash, Provi- (2nd grade). He was then a mascrolls; White Key members are
mean one thing: the beginning represent the forest. A distindence, R. I.
jor.
guished cast appeared, most
awarded keys; and so on. If a
of the Invasion. It Is our guess
oi
John Grant, Eloise Woods, LewisHe has excavated and traveled
whom played in both perform- ton,
student works two or three years
that the Allies won't be able to
Maine.
in Macedonia and
Thrace, and
on the ORIENT and leaves, what
keep up their concentrated and ances:
John D. Toeller. Marie Crowley, was
a member of the German
Julian
Grey
has he in reward? Several issues
18
now of Grand University of Maine.
increasing raids for much more
Rapids, Mich., was only a freshof the ORIENT (old issues at
than two more weeks. A hill
Rolfe E. Glover, 3rd. Jackie Mac Archaeological Institute and the
Bulgarian Archaeological
Instiman when he first played Orlando, Alcon, University of Maine.
that), the same as those who don't
would permit the Germans to rePhilip H. Hoffman. Dorothy Rog- tute. He was a member of the
and J.
even know what an "ear" is. If on
pair the damage, and defeat the
Churchill '16. the RosaGreek Order of the Redeemer.
lind, is now Managing Director of ers, Saratoga Springs. N. Y.
purpose of the attacks, which it
the other hand a reporter were
Nathan Whitman. Edwina MonThe late Stanley Casson has
the Springfield branch of Norththe softening up of Europe pregiven a simple printed scroll upon
written many
books,
including
eastern University. Also in the tague. Hyannis, Mass.
becoming a Sub-editor and a key paratory to the Invasion. ThereJack Claffey, Patricia O'Neil, several on sculpture and archaelcast were the late Forbes Rickard,
fore the only logical sequel to
on becoming a managing editor or
Biddeford, Maine.
ogy, some on Greece and regions
Jr., '17, the Bowdoin poet who
the air attacks is the Invasion
feature editor, wouldn't more stuFred Willey, Sue Lesieur, Biddeof the eastern Mediterranean, a
gave his life in the last war; Wil- ford, Maine.
itself.
dents be attracted by the merits
liam Ireland "16 of the Board oi
of journalism
William Clark, Phyllis Hoffman, murder mystery ("Murder by
m-c
for
journalism's
Burial"), "The Discovery of Man"
PREDICTION
sake rather than because they are
TWO: Trustees; S. M. Brown '16, form- Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
many articles for
Bill Silsby, Alice Stevens, Sulli- in 1939, and
The next few weeks will see addi- erly of the Lehigh University
lonesome,
homesick,
and have
archaeological journals.
tional landines by the Allies in the faculty and now a specialist 2nd van, Maine.
nothing to do anyway?
Austin Hogan. Janette Leighton,
He had there hobbies or recreaLet we quote a few lines from Central Pacific, coupled with a class in the Navy; J. W. Thomas Portland, Maine.
tions
travleing, riding, and moNew '18. formerly of the Colby faculty
a letter from Lieut. Tom Har- mopping-up campaign on
Don Maxson, Cynthia Draper, toring, and enjoyed al! three exroeks '44 who expresses a general Guinea. Further extensive raids and now a Lieutenant in the Navy
Lancaster, Pa.
opinion I believe: "The Feb. 16th by carrier task forces may also be and W. G. Tackaberry '15, Don
Bob Miller, Carol Wildes, Mel- tensively.
He was a member of the AuORIENT came today and inciden- expected. The Russians, who have White '16, Eric Achorn '17, and H. rose, Mass.
Ray Paynter, Barbara Bruce, thors' Club.
tally I find it a rather silly and borne the brunt of the land fight- T. Mooers '18 are all in GovernAll in all. this prolific writer,
to ment service. An amusing photo- Portland, Maine.
stupid issue. Perhaps it is because ing so far, may be expected
wait for the Allies to take the graph in the 1917 Bugle
Donald Jordan, Ruth Hunt, profound student and thinker, unI have been away from Bowdoin
shows
Brewer, Maine.
selfish soldier, and educator has
for almost two years that a copy initiative, and to keep "holding them in action before the tree
Dick Eames, Ann Hudson, Port- performed a great service for the
of her paper seems quite out-of- their horses" until the Invasion while a straw-batted audience en- land, Maine.
human race which will not be soon
In other joys the play, then given in the
place with the times, but I do not actually takes place.
William Augersoh, Jean Shaw, forgotten. His life might
well he
think that is quite the answer. words, we must look for synchro* day time. A scene from the cur- Portland, Maine.
nised action between Russia ana rent production
may be shown in
After all, one of her classes, '44,
James Bagshaw, Gail Griffin an inspiration to those who think
the Anglo-Saxon powers, which Is the outdoor
they are not versatile and will
theatre on the Presi- Damariscotta. Maine.
has left, and did so considerably
neveP
£e
generally conceded to be the only dent's grounds
successful
in
more
than
Bill Smith. Caroline MacPherson,
during the afterbefore its time.
,
Since we were way
one field,
for here is a man who
of bringing Germany to her noon reception
Portland, Maine.
on June 24th.
not due to graduate until
this knees.
has really seen -and changed
Leo
Dunn,
Jeanne
Sullivan,
West
coming June, why is there no news
more than one feature of life.
Roxbury, Mass.
m-e
of '44. As a matter of fact, why
We do not venture to predict Eagle
does not the ORIENT throw out
anything concerning the lightthat ASTP news and devote it to
[ Continued from Page i ]
ing following the landings on
the classes that have gone into
the coast of Europe. Wtiat hapthe service. You must admit that
pened in Italy indicates that the
reply
was "Hie!11*
the ORIENT is read more by
coming battle will not be as
Much of the pathos of the situathose out of Bowdoin than in due
easy as many people hopefully
tion was due to the fact that many
to the small enrollment these war
believe it to be. Yet it would
of the spectators had visited the
years. It is not right for any colbe unwise to show undue pessiEagle the night before. To see
lege to crawl behind its thick wall
mism because the Italian Cam- scene of joyous festivity go up ina
of tradition and attempt to keep
paign has—quite admittedly—,
flames is an experience that will
things as they have always been,
gone more slowly than expectmove even the most hard-boiled
and the present policy of the
ORIENT staff would lead one to ed; this may well have been due reprobate to philosophical reflecI believe George
Kern's communication published in the last
issue of the ORIENT was a well-

j

mo-

noth-

mystery to arouse Americans' interest and that, after all, is the

fall.

order of distastefulness.

impres-

to be revealed at the appropriate

much

a removal of

The

screening some startling developments

is

ment. So

is

ORIENT:

Pete Curran, Polly Perkins, Holyoke, Mass.
Ens. John Caulfield, Pat Means,

I

speak on that day.

inescapable that a veil of secrecy

the creation of a central dining hall in the

other unpleasant prospect

Editor__»f the

Friedmann Performs

D

squib writers have always thought

in the past that

To the

COMMUNICATION

an d

-

tember. That

MtWMi

is

Another factor

large freshman classes in June

Jr. '47.

f*«

dormitories and

its

which might tend to reverse the trends

Buftines* Asnistants:

matter at the post

up

fill

ject of speculation only.

'.

MmttNTto

if

a large unit of some sort were assigned to

AMOdate

rla*»

what we consider un-

fortunate changes might be removed

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

•econd

You

can't have a houseparty in the dorms.

Hub-Editors: Ckarlea W. Curtis '47, Boy F. IJttlehale '46, Paul W. Moran '47, Bernard E. Gorton
'47. George H. Griffin '47. Clement A. Heibert '47,
Lewts P. Pickett '47, Wolfgang H. Rosenberg '47.

Directors:

advantages of the houses

social

Mustard

oil

In

tre of operations. The one conclusion that can be drawn from
the Italian Campaign is that

the

German Army

how

to fight, that

still

knows

has become
numbers,
morale may be
it

somewhat reduced
and that its
lower than it was

in

four

years

ago. If the Germans fight so
tenaciously to defend Italy, how
will they fight to defend their
homeland? The answer is obvious. The Invasion may weft
cost the Allies a million casualties, which, when compared to
the losses suffered by the- Russians and the Germans on the
Eastern Front, is not an excessive price to pay for the liberation of Europe. In short, we are
likely to see the heaviest fighting yet engaged in by England
,

and America within the next
few weeks. There are bound to
be many ups and downs as the
battle progresses, and it will be
well not to become either too
optimistic or pessimistic, aa the
case may be, because of tem.

tion and tears. Much concern was
expressed as to the fate of the
cocktail bar in which, according
to the expert George Griffin "the
seats are covered with red plush,
and the walls lined with Vermillion." Tlie bar is of course irreplaceable, but our readers will be
happy to hear that it is in fairly
good shape, and that life in Brunswick will be worth living in the

future.

The cause of the fearful holocaust is not yet known. The only
information as to the origin of the
fire were mutterings of "Kitchen
roast
fats
grease
ceiling," which mystic words
we leave to the Sherlock-Holmesian minds of our readers for interpretation. It would only be fair to all
aspiring sleuths to point out that
the possible causes of the fire are
a pyromaniac, sabotage by enemy
agents, or a tune bomb, planted by
agents of the Women's Anti Saloon*
League disguised as beer salesmen.
Last, but not least, we must
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mention Bowdoin's participation in
the great event. Adam Walsh, in
the capacity as Volunteer Fireman,
was one of the first to arrive at the
porary successes or defeats.
What must be kept In mind scene of the fire. For several hours
he helped subdue
the
blaze,
here at home is the ultimate
drenched to the skin, and even
goal and the firm determination
missed 2.30 P.M. Cal. Anyone seenecessary for complete "unconing Adam wade through pools of
ditional" victory.
water with a big smile on his face
could see that this was even more
the final examinations. Rehearsals fun than putting the boys through
will resume with the start of the their paces. It must have
been
summer session, and the perform- pretty good!
ance on the 24th should be a notable one, weather and War Department permitting.
Weekend
This will be the first Commencement Play ever scheduled
[ Continued from Pjgc i }
off the Art Building terrace. Since
all the scenes are laid in the open
Lewiston, Maine.
air and most of them are in the
John Holt, Cynthia Tonebuson,
Forest of Arden. a setting of West Hartford, Conn.
Cliff Travis, Romaine Rodgers,
trees forms a much better backWest
Hartford, Conn.
ground than a building. Although
Bert McKenna, Doris Webster,
the lack of a sounding board for
the actors' voices may cause West Hartford, Conn.
Louis Hills, Kay Fenn, Newton,
acoustical difficulty, it will be posMass.
sible to
place
the
grandstand
Dick Lawlis, Jane Trott, Newmuch closer to the stage than port, R. I.
usual. It is hoped that bombe»
Bob Schonland, Phyllis Eldridge,
formations may be
kept
away South Portland, Maine.
Dana Little, Drusilla Congdon,
from the campus during the perBrunswick,
Maine.
formance.
Bob Richter, Jean Crane, BridgeThe performance of "As You
Like It" in 1915 and 1916 were
played on the Art Building Terrace, and a tree thirty feet high
was "planted" on the bricks to

water, Mass.
Phil Smith,
Maine.

Nancy

—

**Community" public telephones some even in
outside booth locations—are serving residents in
war-born neighborhoods.

Many such
calls

telephones handle several hundred

every month.

the available

It*s

a

facilities,

way more persons can use
now by wartime

limited

material shortages.

The nation-wide

.

resources of the Bell System

are enlisted in maintaining dependable

communi-

cation services— vital in war, essential in peace.

War call* keep hong Distance tines busy
That's tchy your call may be delayed.
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John Friedmann, Janet Colbey,
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS
By Jo* Wood*
A new high was reached

initiative

of Cliff Travis.

Cliff

Third Defeat By Metes

Gift

Miller

A. Roondy, Jr.

Recently the College received a
check for $166 to be disbursed to

the swimming team to cover their
expenses on the .trip to New Haven last March 23-25. It is the
custom of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association to keep onetenth of the gate receipts of the
National
Intercollegiate
Championships, and to send out the remainder pro-rata to the various
was rushed in to pitch. The dam- colleges competing, amount deage was done, however, and the fending upon number of entries
Metes had jumped into a four-nun and distance traveled.
lead.
Last week a photograph for the
Although not evident at the official records was taken of the
time, this was the ball game as nucleus of the swimming team,
Karukstis set the Bowdoin men those who received letters. In the
down in order in the first six in- picture were Capt. George Kern,
nings with the single exception of Kim
Kyle,
Mai , Chambelaln,
a triple by , Lloyd Knight who Charlie Curtis, Guy Leadbetter,
moved into left field after being and Paul Moran. This was a
lifted as pitcher. The Army club triumph for the team, for accordscored once in the second, twice ing to the rules first set up, this
in the fourth, once in the seventh,
"informal team" was to make no
and twice more in the ninth.
more than three trips away from
Karukstis weakened slightly in campus, none beyond Boston, and
the eighth and ninth as Bowdoin whatever they did would not be
pushed across three runs largely included in the college records.
as a result of bases on balls and However, their amazingly successsingles by Knight and Gregory.
ful season caused the College to
For the Army team Batesoe i"elent and change all these rules.
After the picture of the team
got four of his team's ten hits, and
Vines got two hits. Batesoe scor- was taken, Capt. "Head" Kern
ed three runs and King and Sut- presented Coach Bob Miller with
ton scored two runs each. A re- a suitcase on behalf of the team.
The same afternoon, Charlie
turn game is to be played at an
early date h* it can be arranged Curtis and Guy Leadbetter were
and it is expected that Coach Ma- elected co-captains for next year.
honey
will
have brought his Last year there were also two cocharges along so that
close, captains, and none survived to
a
hard-fought game can be ex- -this. year. It is hoped that one or
both of these men will .be here
P° c,ed
j'i. A
next ifinjter tq lead the team with
expfripn^b.gaindd Hhis past year,

t—u,
(

I

Chase

If
first

-

Continued from Page
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you don't already know the
I would suggest for your
hasty sampling of it some of
.

3

the following episodes:
1

The

competition of eight
for the honor of

Maine towns

—

Temptations of Dissipation,
Extravagance, Vanity, and
various Vices to which great
seaport towns are subject."

The description
Commencement,

of the

with

coaching party come from
Boston to attend the festivities, and everything spoiled
by a torrential downpour.

The ceremony

itself

was held

a church-building as yet
unfinished
and
unroofed.
President McKeen presided
in the pulpit holding an umbrella over his head. "What
the audience did," comments
in

'

,' •

*

!

:

'

Professor. Packard, "in that
shower-bath has not been
recorded."
The story of the Commencement of 1824, when General
Lafayette was expected to
appear, but cancelled the engagement at the last mo-

inhabitants.

(The

incident

was dramatized

first

the

'

[

ment, and was impersonated
before an unsuspecting public by one John Cleaveland,
and undergraduate, who rode
into town in an open chaise,
to the ringing of bells, the
booming of cannon, and the
enthusiastic applause of the

nurturing the infant Bowdoin one more than claimed
the honor of giving birth to
Homer. Portland, it appears
having at the time 2500 inhabitants was under suspicion because of the "many

2

—

4

unanimously

President Travis then appointed

Swimmers Present

In a practice game at Pickard
Field on Sunday, April 29, the meteorological unit here at the college sent iNeil Mahoney's charges
down to their third straight defeat by a score of 10 to 3. Knight
started on the mound for Bowdoin, but the wildness which has
steadily plagued him quickly got
him into hot water end Bill Clark

was

Ralph Glover and himself to act

Polar Bears Dealt

To Bob

Travis

elected president. Other officers
Bernadin,
viceincluded Gene
president, and Joe Woods, secretary, treasurer.

Polar Bearings
In a bare three weeks Jack Magee has shaped his inexperienced
track team into a well-balanced winning college combination. The boys
look good as any track enthusiast will verify. The teams were evenly
matched enough to provide real excitement, though Bowdoin had a few
points margin throughout the entire meet.
Polar Bearings
Many thanks go to Ensign Johnny Jones, whose
clans left Saturday morning, but who remained to run
for Bowdoin. His presence meant six points, and the
spectators' enjoyment of seeing a line fellow and real
runner In action. Our appreciation goes to Ensign
• Lyons, who arrived for Radar training a few days
early, and donned a Bowdoin track uniform to run the
hurdles and collect eight points for the team. Though
he hadn't seen a hurdle In three years, be looked
mighty good.
Polar Bearings
Our sympathies are with the meteorologist Aubrey, who consistently vaulted eleven feet in the past week, but who, by some curse of
bad luck, was eliminated at ten feet four inches in the meet Saturday.

book,

HOLMES, KNIGHT STAR Nine 154, Opening Day

In the first meeting of the recently reorganized Bowdoin Rifle
Wednesday, April 26,

for the

quite disgusted.

[

AJ). WINS TRACK MEET; Bobcats Defeat Local

Polar Bears, 7-3

and direction Club, on

Polar Bearings
BUI SIHby must kavo ratified the Colby pitcher
murk discomfort aa ha nonchalantly stepped up to the
ptoto and belted a triple and a double for two times at
bat. The pitcher made up for It though by beaatng
Ray Boueber twice, and on the third time Ray grew

-

Bates Again Whacks

BOWDOIN RIFLE CLUB

By Richard

member* turned out

as sixteen

newly organized Bowdoin Rifle Club under the

By Richard

TRAVIS REORGANIZES

last year by
Paul Eames '46 and presented in a Bowdoin-on-the-Air
program.
Best of all, the account of
the great "student rebellion"
of the *70's, which must be
one of the first undergradu-

ate strikes in the history of
American collegiate education, and
which gave the
final blow to the then required course in military
training. In the recounting
of this episode Dr. Hatch's
narrative gifts are seen at

as range officers. He expressed
the hope that the range would be
open to club members every week
night. He continued that the club
would hold its weekly meetings
every Wednesday at 7 p.m.
He

A. Roundy, Jr.
Final team scores at the secIn a return practice game ond inter-dining club track meet
played at Bates on Saturday af- Friday evening, March 31 were
ternoon, April 22, Bowdoin again A. D: 51; Chi Psi: 30; andfT. D.:
went down to defeat but were 14. Mac Holmes and Lloyd Knight
very much in the ball game until stood out particularly.
Knight, A.D., flung the discus
The final
the seventh inning.
score showed Bates with 7 runs 103 feet to win first place, while
on 8 hits and two errors, while Hanson and Travis, T.D., followBowdoin had 3 runs on 7 hits, and ing for second and third honors in
3 errors. Again the wildness of this event.
Harvey, A.D., heaved the shot
Bowdoin pitchers was a contributing factor with ten free trips 33 feet, 4 inches, to better Knight,
to first being given by Bowdoin's A.D., and Clark, Chi Psi, by a few

two pitchers. Knight and Findlay. inches.
Holmes raced out the 40 with
Opposing Knight as starting
ammunition would be fur- pitcher was Newt Pendleton, a Dunn, Chi Psi, one foot behind,
nished by the college, but advised Bowdoin man, now at Bates in and Bourgeois third. The
time
said all

to show discretion in its the (Navy training program. Bow- was 4.8 sec.
Branche, T.D., and Dunn, Chi
use because of the difficulty ot doin got only a base on balls in
procuring it.
her half of the first but Bates Psi, leaped out ahead in the GOO
Though most college shooting pushed across a run as HJennessy to take first and second places in
seasons are over, the college hopes reached on an error by shortstop this event -with Friedmann closetwo or three postal Ray Boucher, and scored on a long ly following. The time 1:21.6.
to have
Holmes, A.D., lacking the fimatches sometime in the near fu- triple to right by Rehl. One a fine
ture. If new matches are avail- relay
throw from Boucher to nesse, but maintaining the speed,
able perhaps intramural shooting catcher Mort Page,
Rehl was won the hurdles over Knight, A.
can be arranged.
nailed trying to stretch his hit D, and Bourgeois, A.D. Time 5.9
sec.
very into a home run.
Travis was
President
Auten, Chi Psi, sprinted to the
much pleased by the large turnIn the first of the second Bowout of 16 members, and emphasiz- doin got right hack into the ball finish to leave behind Woods, Chi
ed the value of this shooting ex- game as Mort Page, Dune Dewar, Psi, and Claffey, Chi Psi, in the
perience in regard to future mili- and Lloyd Knight singled in suc- thousand yard run. Time 2:33.7.
Holmes won the fhree hundred
tary connections. The members cession. In the last half of the secare C. Travis, R. Glover, E. Ber- ond Bates went down in order, as in 34.2 with Miller second, and
nadin, J. Woods, F. Spaulding, R. did Bowdoin in the first half of Branche, T.D., third. This event
Eames, W. Augerson, J. Bagshaw, the third. In the last half of the was run in heats, the winners
however,
Bates pushed based on time.
C. Whitmore, A. Olds, B. Keene, third,
Holmes took one leap to win in
After two
across another run.
J. Merrill, A. Hogan, D. Maxon,
men had been retired Knight went the broad jump at 20 ft. 5 inches,
R. Richter, and A. Dolloff.
inexplicably
wild
and walked while Knight» and Friedmann, A.
three men in a row., With
the D, landed closely behind.
Knight flew over the bar in the
count three balls and no strikes
he was lifted, and Holden Find- high jump to out-leap Auten and
lay came in to pitch. He walked Curran at the heigth of 5 ft., 4
that man to force in a run but inches.
The Chi Psis won the one-lap
then forced the next batter to
relay. The A.D. contingent <took
ground out ending the inning.
By Al Webren
In the fourth Bowdoin went second and the T.D.'s were last.
Back in the roaring days of down in order, and while Stone of The time was 1:06.6.
vaudeville when you could get a Bates doubled in the Bates' half
ham with no red points and when he died on second. In the first of
men blushed upon seeing a woman's the fifth Bowdoin tied the game will be given intensive military,
ankle, Chicago was viewed as the up on singles by Bill Clark, and physical, and academic training.
basest of the base and the vilest of Bill Silsby, a sacrifice hit by Cliff The Eastman family resides
at
the vile American cities, of which
Bourgeois, and an error by the 122 Federal Street. Salem, Masthere were supposed to be many.
Songs were written in a similar Betes infield. In the last half of sachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Giltone, plodding along with the ob- the inning, however, Bates scored
scenities of the period. Bar-rooms again as a base on balls to Hen- lette of Worcester have received
resounded with the boisterous car- nessy was followed by another word that their son, Lt. Newell E.
olling of popular songs, such as triple by Rehl to right field. As Gillette, was killed in action on
"Chicago in Slices" by Frank Lum. Rehl overs] id third base Bill Sils- Los Negros Island in the AdPart of the first verse follows:
by tagged him out after a fine miralties on March 4. After he
"If you never have altered your relay from
Ray Boucher.
graduated from Bowdoin in '40,
name in your life,
In the sixth
Findlay walked he started graduate studies in geOr never did up to a bar go,
Or never run away with another and Bill Clark singled but Bow- ography at Clark University undoin was .unable to score either til he entered the army in '42.
man's wife.
Psi Upsilon received a
They won't let you live in Chic- man, Bates went down in order in
report
their half of the sixth as did Bow- that Frederick T. Clive from MarThose four lmCs give a rather doin in their half of the seventh. blehead, a member of the AAF
compact description of the metrop- Bates, however, counted twice In ground crew, was killed in action
olis of Chicago in the 90's. "Purher hajf of the seventh. Two' sin- in North Africa in the spring of
dough ing"- through some more
gles ofi ithei scratchy variety and a last year. His father then said he
books, I dug* up the ancestor of a
recently popular song. This was solid double accounted for these had been missing in action since
Frank Linn's "My Girl, In Kalama- two tallies. In the first of the March 25. The War Department
as now considers him dead.
zoo." It pictures a girl flirting with eighth Bowdoin rallied again
anyone in sight and is similar to Boucher walked, Page reached on
A total of 28 Bowdoin boys (inthe- man-wishes-to-meet-glrl "Per- art itror by the Bates centerfield- cluding
one faculty member)
sonals" (which are a history in er, and Findlay advanced his own have now been killed in the serthemselves.)
cause by beating out an infield hit. vices. The total number of serOne of the great songs of the The rally
died 'here as Bowdoin vicemen is 2102.
,90's was: "I'm the Man Who Broke
could get no* mare hits.
Announcement has been made
'the Bank at Monte Carlo." This is
In the last half of the eighth by Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Rayinternational
of
example
an
team
committed mond of 461 East Sixteenth St.,
changeability showing that a song the Bowdoin
with a catchy tune and a bouyant three errors which, coupled with Brooklyn and Jamesport, L. I., of
lyric has no barriers. This one is of two bases on balls produced two the
engagement of Mrs. Raystrictly British origin, introduced more runs for Bates. In the first mond's daughter, Miss
Jane Elizaolis of Chicago in the 90's. "Bur- of the ninth Silsby walked to open beth Lockitt,
tq Aviation Cadet
William (Old Hoss) Hoey bought it the inning but his mates were unWilliam Alexander Macfarlane,
tory of "Ta Ra Ra Boom Der E"
able to advance him and that was AAF, son of Mrs. Justus DoeOcean." As a songwriter he is unnecke, of Brooklyn, and at late
came successful. It had been a fail- the ball game.
Alexander William Macfarlane.
ure in England reversing the hisMiss Lockitt if the daughter of
tory of "Ta aR Ra Boom Der E" years from '91 to '95 had been the
which was an outcast until Lonthe late Charles J. Lockitt. She is
great emotional experience of his
don's insane acceptance.
a graduate of Adelphi Academy
And so new songs were born, life. He attended every Com- and is attending Maryland Colmany with intriguing histories mencement after his own except lege for Women.
which are too long and complicated one, and that one time he was
Cadet Macfarlane is also a gradto be mentioned nere. But as the very ill. Walter Whitney "23, in a
songs took firm root in America's beautifully conceived and executed uate of Adelphi Academy, and atheart, a sustaining factor— the or- "profile" of him published in the tended Bowdoin and Bard Colthree
of
Instead
evolved.
chestra
"Alumnus" for June, 1935, says: leges. He is a member of the ATO
or four singing "In The Shade of
"On an old pincushion in his bed- fraternity.
the Old Apple Tree" you had organized bands playing "Alexander room he had stuck the Commencethe Swoose" and "Intermezzo" (to ment badges a double row of
them- that marked his return to
illustrate two different type songs)
Then came Irving Berlin with Bowdoin. He felt sorry about the SILLS
such hits as: "Alexander's Rag- one that was missing
We who
[ Continued from Page I ]
time Band" (1911), "Always," "A have families or businesses will
Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody,* fail to understand what Bowdoin
•Easter Parade," "God Bless AmerTrustees
of
Athens
College,
meant
to
him
last
...His
gift
(to
The
In
ica," and "I Threw A Kiss
Athens, Greece. Athens College is
Ocean." As a congwriter he is un- the College) was but the culmina- one of the .Near East colleges supWith the era of big tion of many this time the ob- ported by American money.
surpassed.
The
bands came Goodman, Barnet, jects of art that he had collected
President reports that Athens ColArmstrong, and a host of others and loved."
lege at present has an enrollment
who have helped make the "pop"
of 450 boys, despite the war consong an American institution. Deditions. One of the Greek teachspite the war. America still wants
ers left the college as late as the
its music. Here is something purely Servicemen
American reflecting the confidence
middle of last summer; it is from
Continued
Page
from
j ]
[
"nop"
The
of a powerful nation.
his report that the above facts are

members

'

HOT LICKS

A HINT
for Houseparties

.
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song is something to be proud of,
drawn.
along with "barrelhouse boogie- Cape Gloucester and Guadalcanal,
On Sunday, April 30, President
woogie, and Basin Street." It has Captain Griffith has been in the
had an interesting past; let's hope Southwest Pacific two years. A Sills spoke at a Vesper Service at
the Governor Dummer Academy,
that its future is as bright.
graduate of Longmeadow's Classi- South Byfield, Masachusetts. The
cal High School, he was a member President announces that he will
lowed through from start to of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity here attend a meeting of the Executive
finish (pp. 132-148).
at Bowdoin. He is a graduate of Committee
of
the
Carnegie
Such passages are a good in- the Officers Training School at Foundation in New York on May
their best. It should be fol- Quantico, Va. His bride of a few 5. On Sunday, May 28, President
Flaone
course
Mary
Helen
weeks
is
Miss
of
but
troduction,
Sills will give
a Baccalaureate
must do more sustained reading to herty of Rockville, Vermont.
Address for the graduating SenIn a recent release from the iors who will receive their degrees
gain what the book has to give of
Turner
upon
the
Relations
Office
of
Public
enlightenment
real
on June 24.
changing intellectual conditions, of Field, Albany, Georgia, it was anany general view of the course of nounced that John W. Stanley, Jr.
higher education in America in '45 had been commissioned a Secthe last century and a half. And ond Lieutenant in the Army Air
that is too large a matter for a Forces. Stanley is the son of Mr.
University
and Mrs. John W. Stanley, Sr. of
chapel talk. mental pitcure of 84 School Street, Concord, New
I have a
Hatch in his later years, when he Hampshire. Turner Field is one
NEW YORK
was often at the College, engaged of the Air Bases to which Aviaupon his book. I see a small. tion Cadets are sent for their final
crooked figure with brown beard, training which culminates in comThree- Year Day Course
dark glasses, and a cane, leaning mission as Second Lieutenant and
UyrYnr Evtning Caarw
perhaps upon the arm of a sym- the presentation of their much
CO-EDUCATIONAL
pathetic undergraduate, proceed- coveted wings.
across the campus.
The Public Relations Office of Member Am. of American Law Schools

By Richard

Take Your Date To

J

can hear his hearty greeting, Maxwell Field, Alabama announcupon recognizing me, in a high, ed on April 12th that Aviation
voice, embel- Cadet Kimball Eastman '43 was
I

ARVI

112 Maine Street

somewhat rasping

lished with the student slang of

Brunswick

the 'nineties. For Louis Hatch,
despite his doctorate and his publications, remained to the end at

heart a Bowdoin

The

__

-----

a«aM

fellowship

of

undergraduate.
those

golden

school
there. Eastman, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. K. Eastman, attended Bowdoin from 1940 until 1943
when he received his Bachelor of
Science degree. He will be at
Maxwell for nine weeks where ha

enrolled in the

pre-flight

L»4er Arre4eratH Pla» Day

b*>

completed

Course,

m

Two

CnfM

Nv

Two Years; Kveninc
Yeor» and Bight Month*.

in

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
FIRST

On June

YEAR CLASSES BEGIN

12th

and Sept.

26th.

1944 and

February 6th, 1945

For further information addreas
Kordhaoj Univ. School of Law
St* Broadway. Now York T, N. Y.

Retiatrar

MMMi

A. Roundy, Jr.

Under ideal weather conditions
the well-balanced Bowdoin* track
team ran over the Bates Squad
with a score of 79 to 56 in -a meet
on Saturday, April 29. Bowdoin
runners garnished eleven of the
while Bates track
first places,
men cropped nine of the fifteen
second honors.
Willoughby and Auten turned In
outstanding
performances ' for
Bowdoin, collecting fifteen and ten
points respectively, while Parker
of Bates excelled earning twelve

Bowdoin
Tuesday, April 25.
crossed bats with Colby in the first
of the state series games. It was
a cold, dark afternoon with intermittent rain as Holden Findlay
walked out to the mound to face
the Colby batters. Things started
out rather inauspiciously as Colby
jumped away to a two run lead in
the opening inning on two bases on
balls, two errors, one by Dewar
and one by Boucher and a single by
Bruckheimer.
However, Bowdoin got one back
neither team had had much out- in their half of the first as Bourdoor work and in this expectation geois walked, went to second on a
wild pitch, to third as Silsby reachthey were entirely correct.
ed on an error, and scored on DeIn spite of an error by Frank
war's single after Knight had
Kimball, a single to right
by
grounded out. Boucher walked to
Rehl of Bates, and an intentional
fill the bases but Page grounded
pass to Bowdoin's own Joe Flanout and Clark was set down on
agan, now at Bates in the V-12
strikes to end the threat. Gloom
program, Knight got out of the
was deep in the Bowdoin camp as
first inning without a
run being
Colby scored again in the first half
scored. Bowdoin went down one,
the second on successive singles
two, three, in her half as Moe of
Leshone and Currier, and a long
Densmore, another Bowdoin boy by
now at Bates, made an auspicious fly to center field.
This gloom gave way to undebut against bis old teammates.
bounded joy a short moment later
In the first half of the second as Bowdoin pushed across four big
the roof fell in as Bates pushed
runs in the last half of the second.
across five big runs on four bases
on balls, three hits, including a Kimball and Findlay walked, and
long double by Dieffenbach, and an Bourgeois laid down a perfect bunt
bases and set the stage
error by Dune Dewar at second. to fill the
In her half of the second Bowdoin
got one run back on a single by
Ray Boucher, a balk by Densmore
and a hit by Dewar.
In the

first

half of

the

third

Bates scored again as Stone, first
man up was hit by a pitched ball
and scored on three subsequent
bases on balls. In the last half

Bowdoin made what was destined
to be her only real offensive surge
of the game, scoring three runs.

Three bases on balls, and hits by
Silsby, Morton, and Dewar accounting for the scores. This ended Bowdoin's offensive threat for
the day and except for hits by

Mort Page, Bernie Toscanni, Dune
Dewar, and Fred Gregory all in
different innings no Bowdoin boy
reached first base and none went

points.

Both Bowdoin men

won

the events, in which they entered,
while Parker took seconds in the
four events in which he participated.
Cliff Travis, supposedly manager, tossed the hammar 105 feet
to capture first place in this 35
lb. weight event.' "Mac" Holmes

ran a beautiful
overtaking the

Dunn

in

the

three
hundred,
underconditioned

final

Holmes nosed Hazel

yards.
of Bates by

fifty

The AutenFayer combination was very suca matter of inches.

cessful in the distance events, as
these two runners finished first
and second in that order for both

the three quarter and the mile
and a half event. Fred Auten had
the necessary stamina, and in both

events exhibited a thrilling sprint.

Angelo Santi of Bates exhibited
which clear- great finesse as he heaved the
Dewar had javelin 160 feet to better by far
grounded out Lloyd Knight singled the distance of any other thrower.
scoring Silsby. Ray Boucher then
The Summary:
doubled but Mort Page fouled out
Three-quarter mile run Won
and Bill Clark was set down on by Auten, Bowdoin; second, Foyer,
strikes to end the threat.
Bowdoin; third, Hutton, Bates.
Both teams went down in order Time, 3 minutes, 20.6 seconds.
in the third. In the first half of the
75-yard dash Won by Willoughfourth, Nardozi, first up for Colby- by, Bowdoin;
Parker,
seeond,
singled but was promptly picked Bates; third,
Holmes, Bowdoin.
off first base after a fine throw Time, 8.1 seconds.
fremfcateher Mort Page and a sup75-yard high hurdles— Won by
sequent rundown play by Kimball Lyons, Bowdoin; second, Andreatand Dewar. In the last of the ta, Bates vthird, Hinkley, Bates.
fourth Bowdoin threatened again Time, 9.9 seconds.
as Knighf singled and Boucher was
660-yard run Won by Jones,
hit by a pitch after two were out Bowdoin; second,
Davis,
Bates;
but that was the end of the threat, third, Friedmann, Bowdoin. Time,
In the first of the fifth Colby 1 minutes, 29.4 seconds.
gave a momentary scare as the
110-yard dash— Won by Wilfirst man singled and went to sec- loughby, Bowdoin;
second, Paronti on an error and the next man ker, Bates; third. Holmes, Bow»
walked. Findlay however, proved doin. Time, 15.6 seconds.
equal to the emergency by retiring
1% mile run Won by Auten,
the next three batters in order. In Bowdoin; second, Foyer, Bowdoin;
the last half of the fifth Kimball third, Wason. Bates. Time, 7 minand Clark walked and Findlay utes, 41.5 seconds.
pushed the pair along with a neat
120-yard low hurdles Won by
sacrifice.
After Bourgeois had Andreatta, Bates; second, Lyons,
out
struck
Bill
Silsby
came Bowdoin; third, McLean, Bates.
through with another timely hit to Time, 14.3 seconds.
score two more runs for Bowdoin.
300-yard run Won by Holnr»s,
In the first of the sixth Colby Bowdoin; second,
Hazel, Bales;
.went down in order. Bowdoin came third, Jones, Bowdoin. Time, 33.4
up with another run in their half seconds.
of the sixth to take a commanding
High jump—Won by Ilinkloy,
8 to 3 lead. After one was out Bates; second,
Parker,
Bates;
Boucher was hit in the ankle for third, Aubrey, Bowdoin. Height, 5
the second time in a row, went to feet, 8 inches.
Shot put Won
second on Bill Clark's single, and
by
Lukens,
scored easily as Frank Kimball, Bates; second. Kelly,
Bowdoin;
who had been saving a hit for just third, Harvey, Bowdoin. Distance,
such an occasion, doubled into right 37 feet, 3 inches.
Pole vault -Tied by Day, Bowfield. The rally ended here as Finddoin, and Hinkley, Bates;
third,
lay flied deep to the centerfielden
In the seventh inning both teams Aubrey, Bowdoin. Height, 10 feet,
went down in order and although 9 inches.
Hammar throw- -Won by Traboth teams got men en base in the
second, Hellman,
eighth inning' neither team pro- vis, Bowdoin;
duced a score. In the ninth inning Bates; third. Dyer, Bowdon. Disfor Bill Silsby's triple
ed the sacks. After

—

—

—

[

j

|

I

I

beyond that

station.

j

In the fourth as Lloyd Knight
exhibited signs of increasing wildness capped by hitting Stone, the
Bates catcher for the second time,
he was removed in favor of Holden Findlay. In the fifth, on a
series of bad throws and an infield single Bates pushed across

another run.

Then

in

the sixth

came

a play

which will probably long live in
the minds of. those who saw ihe
game. After an error, a base on
balls, and a sacrifice had put men
on second and third with only
one out Neil Mahoney ordered the
dangerous Newt Pendleton, third
of the ex-Bowdoin men now playing for Bates passed. Then Findlay made the sad mistake of lobbing the ball over the heart of the
plate and the ever-alert Pendleton
smashed the ball into right field
where its sudden arrival was such
a shock to the right fielder that
it went for three bases.
The side
was then retired on two flies but

j

—

j

-

—

Have

tance, 104 feet, 8 inches.

Discus throw—Won by Kelly,
Bowdoin; second, Hanson, Bowdoin; third. Heritage, Bowdoin.
Distance. 121 feet. 5*4 inches.
Javelin throw Won by Angelosante, Bates; second,
Niegelsky,!

—

Bates; third, Heritage, Bowdoin.
Distance, 259 feet, 11 inches.

drawing several expres>ions
of admiration from the faithful
shivering few who were on hand
for the encounter.
Clark, Kimball. Bourgeois, and Dewar had one hit each. No one man
was particularly effective at the
afield

Philosophers Of Maine
Colleges Hold Meeting

A

meeting of phil. rsophy professors representing all Maine
colleges was held in the Motilton Union on Saturday, April 30.
During the meeting several papers were read, among ttiem one
by Associate Professor Koelln
on "The History of Philosophy."

a "Coke" = Sakabona
(

• •

—

j

damage was done and Bates
had pushed her total to nine.
Wright, a pinchhitter, singled after
Bill Clark came in to pitch in one was out. The next batter hit a
the ninth and three bases on baits harsh grounder to Kimball who
and two hits gave Bates three threw quickly to Ray Boucher covmore runs. Bates went down In ering second and who then got the
order in the eighth, but in the ball back to first to complete a
ninth counted thrice more and the fast twin kill and put the olincher
Big White had gone down to one on a Bowdoin victory in her first
of its worst defeats under Coach state series game. This gives BowMahoney.
dcin a flying start in her defense of
Dune Dewar, with three hits the State title which she won last
was the only Bowdoin man to hit year in Neil Mahoney's first year
safely more than once. Rehl with as "coach.
two hits, and Dieffenbach and
Findlay pitched an excellent
Spruill with three hits apiece were game for Bowdoin giving up seven
the, outstanding stickers for Bates. hits and three bases on balls. Four
Densmore, with the exception of errors behind him were not very
one bad inning pitched excellent helpful but "Fin" was seemingly
ball for Bates
and struck out unshaken by them. Silsby with five
twelve Bowdoin men in the pro- runs batted in on his triple and
cess. Except for his poor pitch to single was the hitting star of the
Pendleton, Findlay showed to the game with Lloyd Knight a close
best advantage of the three Bow- second. Knight batted in one run,
doin pitchers. The summary finds and had three singles. Ray Boucher
Bates with 15 runs, 10 hits, and no had a double and a single, and
errors where Bowdoin had 4 runs plate for Colby with seven different
on 9 hits and 5 errors. Bowdoin men getting the hits all of which
hurlers also gave up 15 bases on were singles. In addition to his fine
balls and struck three batters.
hitting Silsby played brilliantly
the

SCHOOL OF LAW

ing unsteadily

By Richard

A. Roundy, Jr.

Play Ball! Lloyd Knight, Bowdoin's hurler, drew back his arm
and hurled the ball platewards.
Crack! The ball skittered down to
Dune Dewar at second base who
came up with the ball, threw accurately over to Frank Kimball at
first base and the ball game was
on. Allithis took place at Pickard
Field the afternoon of April 19
as Bowdoin and Bates ushered in
their respective seasons
with a
practice game. The spectators expected a loosely played game as

Fordham

,

FINDLAY PITCHES BIG Bowdoin Track Men
WHITE TO 8-3 VICTORY Capture Bates Meet

WHADDYA

SAY?)

^
.from Bloemfontein

In Sooth Africa, as in the U.

to

Buffalo

S. A., the greeting

helps the American sailor to get along..

home when you have Coca-Cola

And

it

j

Havt a Md«V*

helps, too, in your

in your icebox. Across the Seven

I

Seas, Coca-Cola stands for the pout* that refreshes,— the friendly

gesture of good-natured folks;

"Coke" » Coca-Cola

•OTTUD UNDO AUTHOWTY OF THE COCA-COLA COATANY IY

THE 'COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
171 Park Street

INC.
LewLston, Maine

natural for popular names
to acquire friendly abbreviations. That's why you heat
Coca-Cola called *'Coke".
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FICKETT AND LYONS

.

.

WIN ACHORN DEBATE

'

By Roy

F. Litt IHialr, Mr.

May
j

hows

that the dafe

the guests

had

The Day

1944,

1,

just

had nothing to do with the

smelled the smoke

first

burned ahother

roast,

of the kitchen yelling for the

was

the Eagle Burned: Investigation

it

blaze.

was assumed

When

that the- chef

but soon he came rushing out

fire

department.

Then

the

show

I

I

on.
j

The Achorn Prize Debate held
April 18, at 8:15 p.m., in the Theta
Detla Chi House, on the question
Resolved: that the :United States
should join in reconstituting a
League of Nations was won on a
close 2 to 1 decision by an affirmative team composed of Lewis P.
Fickett, Jr. '47 and, John Lyons, Jr.

Clement A. Hiebert '47 of the
negative won best speaker honors,
while Fickett placed a close second.
James HalJ '48 was the other negative speaker.
Prof. Albert Rudolph Thayer was
the presiding officer. The judges
were Prof. Athern P. Daggett,
'48.

Minor llAfiroun

in for

matlim:

The telephone company truck
cum rushing up while things
were getting spectacular and
dragged the telephone booth
from the midst of the blaze and
'Phones are
it
off.
carted
scarce now. Apparently cigarette machines are valuable too,
because that device was courageously rescued about the same
time as the telephone. Fortunately the cocktail lounge was
reasonably unharmed.

Chesterfields Sponsor
Nesbitt's

New Program

These four men were elected to fill class offices: Morton F. Page '46, Chi Psi, Secretary; Leo Dunn '47, Delta Upsilon, President; Richard A. Roundy, Jr., '47, Kappa Sigma,
Harry James has had to lay Vice President; and Charles W. Curtis '47 Theta Delta Chi, Secretary.
that red-hot trumpet down and
Prof. Herbert R. Brown, and Prof.
shoulder a gun, but Swingville
days the war and accelerated pro* George H. Quinby. Gerald R. NowSCHEDULE
1944
tions, rare copies, rtc.
TRI.MESTER
gets a break in having John NesInsists
gram were not upon us as they lls '46 served as sergeant-at-arms.
All examinations will be held in the Gymnasium, unless otherI think that it is safe for me to
step
bitt's PASSING
For placing first in the speaker
say also that the Assistant Li- are today, and he left because of
wise indicated. Examinations in courses not listed will be
right up and take over. John is
Disciplined
barian Mr. Boyer, would be glad financial difficulties, or the work ratings, Mr. Hiebert will receive
arranged by the instructors.
no trumpeteer, at least, he wasn't
In a Chapel talk on Monday,
to let you see Bowdoin's literary too hard for him rather than for $20. Second prize of $15 goes to
1:S0P.M.
8:30 A.M.
at the time we went to press (you
April 24, Associate Professor kortreasurers if any of you are in- the reasons we now accept. With Mr. Fickett, while Mr. Fickett and
never can tell about that guy) but
24
WEDNESDAY,
his check a note thanked me for Mr. Lyons received the winning
gen spoke on the subject "Toterested in rare.old books.
V
that marvelous voice of his has
Comparative Literature 2
English 1
my letter to him and stated that
ward
More Disciplined Speech."
A spectator remarked that the more stops than e console organ Stressing
And so there are many % nooks he was glad he was still consider- team prize of $10.
English 2
French
6
the importance of not
Ordinarily a debate between
two men who climbed up the fireand corners for anyone interested
4B
and he uses them all.
Philosophy
ed a son of Bowdoin, for he had Sophomores and Freshmen, this
being misled by mere words, Proescape couldn't be members of the
in Bowdoin to investigate. There
Chesterfield figures that Fred
THURSDAY,
25
certainly accepted Bowdoin as his year eacTi Achorn team was comfessor Korgen pointed out
that
Brunswick Fire Department. Won- Waring and his gang, with Pleasis, of course,
the Art building
Economics
Astronomy
2
1C
Alma Mater. And so I leave the posed of a member from each class,
words are often used to deceive.
der if the man who wandered ure Time and Victory Tunes, will
which is worth many visits and re- decision
Economics 2
English 14
up to you. You can for- upon consideration of the experi"We are living at a time
when
along the ridgepole watching the take care of the music on
visits, the
Zoology museum In
Economics 12
Latin 2
get the college the day you step ence of the individual participants,
millions die in war at least partly
flames under him was from the in time for the fans to switch
Searles Science building, the ObPsychology
2
Physics
4
off the campus for good
if
you in order to achieve better balance.
because men like Hitler have
insurance company. If so, he haa over to CBS and catch the PASSservatory
which
I confess that I
Psychology 4
choose, or you can take a great
acted irresponsibly in the way
saw for the first time just this part of it with
no reason to look so unconcerned. ING
program, which
Zoology 6
you wherever you
they have chosen to tailor lansemester; and so on all over the
It must have been the owner in- follows immediately. As you may
go
if
you
make
the
attempt.
guage as clothing for a given set
FRIDAY,
26
campus. Each building is a butstead.
have heard, Fred Waring's Ches- of facts." This
technique of "anChemistry 4
Art 2 (Walker)
[ Continued from Pa^e i ]
tress: serving like a bookend with
V
been
just
terfield program has
gling" words, however, is not used
Economics 4
Physics 1
volumes of legend and color standSunday night at the Pastime voted the most popular fifteen
by the Axis propagandists alone,
English 10
Zoology 1-2
war has
ing behind it.
True,
the picture was delayed and did
minutes on the air for the fifth Professor Korgen
Mit Feuer
dung
"Men
stated.
History 11
[ Continued from Page I ]
changed Bowdoin a lot, but only
not go on until about nine. It
consecutive year.
.|
At the conclusion of the prowho write advertising for the ra27
SATURDAY,
would take
It
on the surface.
was "Watch on the Rhine", and
John Nesbitt with his PASSING dio make too much use of the pubTillotson
gram.
Professor
anGerman 2
Latin B
many wars, earthquakes, torna- subject. Both panels served as a nounced that the following stuworth waiting for although one PARADE has made himself a
lic
ignorance of semantics
German 4
Sociology 1
erase concluding summary for the series dent recitals would be held: Frito
does, and houseparties
of those standing in line was
reputation, too... in the movies.
they debauch the language of
Russian
2
Spanish 2
the prestige of her age denotes.
of discussion groups on the same day, May 5th
afraid the Rhine would go dry
Remember that short subject you science and marshal facts in such
John Friedmann,
Zoology 2
before the picture started.
applauded and remembered long
In closing let me give you a liv- topic held earlier this trimester un- 'cellist;
Thursday,
May 11th,
a way as to distort them." But
20
V
MONDAY,
ing proof that at Bowdoin there is der the auspices of the Bowdoin Thomas H. Chadwick, saxophonfater the feature picture? Chances
these methods are self-defeating,
Chemistry 6
Mathematics
The trouble was not in the fact are it was the work of John Nes- as is evidenced
a home, if you but accept it. As Christian Association. Clayton F. ist; Friday, May 19th— The Bowby the growing
French 4
Mathematics 1
that someone had broken in and bitt. There was that
uncanny
Class Agent for the Alumni Fund Reed '46, president of the B. C. A., doin String Trio.
skepticism of the public towards
Government 1A
and F. W. Spaulding '47, chairman
Mathematics 2
stolen most of the seats as rumoi study in contracts built around
it is my duty to write each memcolourful advertising blurbs. "The
Government 2
had it. The truck that was bring- the life of Alfred Bernhard Nobel,
bef or the class of '44 asking for of the World Relatedness Commis- Spaulding said that he was espeSpudding
proof of the
lies in the
History 10
ing the films was delayed by en- donor of the Nobel peace prizes
contributions for that Fund. One sion of the same organization, ex- cially glad to observe the enthusieating" is more and more becomPhilosophy 1
gine trouble. The seats seemed to and inventor of dynamite.
of the most generous contributions pressed great pleasure at the re- astic interest which the student
ing the criterion for the average
vas from a boy who spent but one sults of both the discussion groups body had expressed in regard to
be all there inside.
Then in entirely different vein listener.
TUESDAY,
SO
V
year here at Bowdoin. In those and the summarizing panels. Mr. post-war problems.
came "Of Pups and Puzzles" and
Chemistry 8
Chemistry 2
Passing from propaganda and
the
one
of
Didn't Georgette (
"Main Street on the March," both radio advertising to everyday
French B
Government 3
nurses at the Infirmary to those
of which were honored with MoGovernment 4
History 2
speech,
Professor Korgen emwho have never felt the urge to tion Picture Academy Awards.
Greek 2
phasized that "there is a lesson
cut cal) have dark hair last
those coveted "Oscars" the stars
Music 2
for all of us in this." Professor
winter? It has been turning
rate tops in applause.
31
WEDNESDAY,
Korgen
asked for a return to honquite light lately. Ain't nature
Nobody can tell a story like est and straightforward speech,
French 2
French 14
grand?
John Nesbitt can
and nobody and deplored the excessive use of
English 26
Physics 2
has such amazing stories to tell. such
Mathematics 4
Physics 8
"pithy" idoms as "OK", "So
With all due personal respect Most of his material is picked up What?", and
"Let's go," assertto the students with practically no from the drama of real life... for
ing that "language
confined
to
the President and a mass meeting
may we instance, there was his
journalism,
ability in
story 'OK, •KO,' and 'Oh
yeah* can Ellis
with his excellency as host. He
point out that although there may about the English woman who dehardly be said to reveal an atimmediately asked for those not
Continued
Page
from
i ]
[
daily
their
making
students
140
veloped a phobia against ever
be
tractive richness of
mind."
He
to
connected with the prank
trips through the snow and mud leaving her house.'
hoped that after the war there
leave; and, quite the contrary to
of the campus and all filled with
Sometimes
giving two examples of the
John
Neshitt's would
be a return to "honest lan- speak,
those
what
might
be expected,
which
It
theories
pet
and
ideas
PASSING
marches into guage, language free from
legends that are a part of Bowobthat were innocent up and left,
would be worth while to' print, the dim and misty past. Some- scurities
doin, hoping to incite
your enof involved rhetoric, free
leaving the handful of chagrined
they seem to have considerable times it is projected far into the
from extravagances. .then, when thusiasm enough to make you culprits to get out of it the best
themselves
expressing
difficulty in
future, giving us a glimpse of the
want to know more.
a man says 'marvelous," you will
they could. The conclusion was
in time for the seven o'clock dead- world that is to be. He makes hisDid any of you ever inspect the
know that he means "marvelous."
that the Class was ordered to -reline Sunday nights. Any who cat. tory, scientific discoveries, literaProfessor Korgen concluded with outer doors of this chapel ? If you place the doors, or else, and now
do so will be welcomed.
ture, art and social problems the
have you may have noticed a
the words, "This is just a sermon
we are reminded of their fate by
subjects of intimate chats with his
small bronze plaque just by the
with a few truths in it."
that small bronze plaque, and the
"Variety" Is now waiting for
audience. .garnished with gags
door handle station: "These doors
fact that the doors now open out,
anyone willing to bat Hit ten or
and anecdotes.
presented to Bowdoin College by
fingertips.
IN.
twelve inches every two weeks.
John iNesbitt is the world's rovJohn Nesbitt is an amazing man the Class of 1900 By Bequest."
There is another httle episode
resourcefulness,
Perhaps
the
ingest rbving reporter, although he who has had an amazing career. What would you imagine that "by
which -I would call of vital interoriginality and quaint personalspends most of his time digging He is only 33 but he's been all request"
signifies?
Well,
the
est that lies awaiting any student
Beta house
ity of the entire
Into his trunk and surrounded by over the map. .worked as a bell- story behind it, as it came to me,
at Bowdoio,,who is ready to strike
could exploit the countless other
tiers of files on every conceivable hop... worked
in
a cannery... was this: Back in 1897 when the up an acquaintance with
"the
sources of excellent material or
subject. That trunk was left him covered a police beat for a Frisco Class of 1900 was enjoying its
fairest Mother 'neath the sun."
the untold (and it's probably
by his father and in it was the newspaper. .dabbled in art in carefree Sophomore year, they
This episode is connected with
hist as well ) Incidents and anecmiscellaneous collection of a man Paris ... became an instructor In wanted to make "Rising Day"
I wondotes, indicative of Bowdoin's
who had been a lecturer, editor of college. .has been the guest in the day that Freshman Rules be- Hubbard Hall, the library.
"Tojo Sinker". . . he
der how many of you know that
glorious heritage, and
elevate
a newspaper in India, member of the
palace of a maharaja... came invalid a day for the Freshthere lies within those austere
never misses a thing... except
"Variety" to a degree of brilthe British Intelligence service, thumbed his way from California men to remember. A few, actually
walls a suite of rooms; a private
liance not displayed for months.
professor at Yale and the Paris to New York and dined at the only a handful, of the Sophomores
of course his Chesterfields.
The complete and unmitigated Sorbonne and finally, a Unitarian Captain's table on the liner Nor- decided that there should be no apartment built there for a special
guest of the college. Years ago
But
he has 'em he shares
tripe which Is indeed something
minister. In
it
John Nesbitfs mandie. He has served 4iot dogs Chapel services that day. So say- college planned the building, and
to cuMisMer will no. longer have
PASSING
in a Hollywood drive-in and has ing, there began a plan of attack
was born.
'em right
the line.
offered to
to be considered. The writer of
To get material for his PASS- won three of Movietone's coveted on these hallowed walls, for in the when General Hubbardcollege,
the
library for the
build
a
It has taken the hint from the
ING PARADE, John Nesbitt sub- "Oscars."
dead of night they stole into the
Chestersending
as a return for his generosity, indraft board and
as
silently
scribes to the two biggest teleJohn has the
background
to char^andproceeded to barricade
t hree -room
duded in tne plans
fields and he'll keep sinking
steals away to an obscure corgraphic wire services, to daily keep the PASSING PARADE on the front doors which at that
apartment
consisting of a sitting
ner. After us the deluge.
papers in fifty American and for- the march and that.coupled with time, opened into the building.
Tojo . . . that's a winning comroom with fireplace, a bedroom
eign cities and carries on an ex- a lively imagination and a mar- Chairs, crates, boxes, and all sorts
and bath, for General Hubbard to
bination for everyone.
tremely large national and inter- velous speaking voice, make him of junk were piled in between the
have at his convenience any time
national correspondence. Once he an ideal storyteller. Just as his two sets of doors, completely fillhe chose to visit the campus. TJv?
gets on the scent of an interesting shorts are the bright spots on the ing the vestibule of this chapel.
remember Chesterfield's
although
and usual story he never gives movie program, his PASSING When the doors were well -block- apartment still is there,
wouldn't
better add that
I
up till he has all the facts at his PARADE. Chesterfield believes, ed they still had not satisfied their I'd
count on it for your next week-end
will sparkle on the air.
thirst for vengence, so they comdate, for there now are treasured
pleted the job by pouring molasses
only the most valuable books that
over the whole assemblange. This
. . .
.
. .
belong to the college; first ediaccomplished, they made their
way out of the chapel by going
5 Key-words
up into the balcony there in the
back, dropping down
into
this
For Mildness Better Taste
Alvin Settle, Proprietor
Yes,
Interested In
part of the chapel, and out the
and Cooler
Complete Printing Service door in the back. And what about
TownBldg. Tel. 89-W Brunswick the re*ult? Well, next morning
bright
and
early
the
trie«l
janitors
Fri.-Sat.
May 5-6
to get in to clean, etc., and of
Heavenly
course found
the doors
closea
Visit the
with
solidly. They loo therefore had to
Hedy Lamarr
William Powell
make their way in through the
have had long experience in
does
the
cookalso
back door, into the chapel, up inproducing for Bowdoin men:
Sound Act
Paramount News
to the balcony by
ladder wheri
ing best
they found that the doors right
STATIONERY
POSTERS
at the end here were also blocked,
LETTERS
TICKETS
200
Street
Sun.-Mon.
May 7-8
and down the balcony stairway.
FRATERNITY
It is amazing that these walls do
not still echo their censored exOther
Printing
And
with
pressions of emotion when
they
Ginger Rogers • Robert Ryan
viewed the unholy sight. If one
Ask Us For Quotations
also
ambitious man attempted to reQuality
Cartoon
Paramount News
move the debris, he withdrew his
DOGS
hand hastily covered with mola. Steaks
May 9
sses. Quite disgusted, the janitors
Tues.
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Paramount News

Short Subjects

the doors, and Chapel
held as usual that da >- and
,
> you may be
K asking
of the culprits
yourself as I did. The usual thing
A note to all the Sophomores fro.n

Student

Patronage

Solicited

— Telephone S —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

Brunswick, Me.

College

Book Store

THE RAZOR'S EDGE—By Somerset Maugham '....,
HOW WELL WILL THE BETTER WORLD BE?
—By Cart Becker
D DAY—By John Gunther
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I

146 Maine St.

The RECORD OFFICE

Maine

with
Betty Jane Rhodes

Fox News

down came

TL

Phone 328-M for delivery
J

Brunswick

Can't Ration Love

Kay Kyser

j

weren't to be outdone by any
ignorant group o* revolting Sophomores, so out came the axes and

Frank Albcrtson
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The

men

election of twelve

May

Council will be held Friday,

For the

1:30 and 5:30 p.m.
to

all

the

men

to this summer's Student

NO. 3

Program For This Summer

19,

between the hours of

time the elections are open

first

Sayward If Announces
Alumni Fund Program

On New

Seward Marsh, Alumni SecreDwight

Sawyard '16, chairman
Alumni Fund Directors
fund
ress
that

present in college regardless of class, and fur-

of
said,

The Summer Trimester will officially open at 8:00 Monday morning, June 12. It will run for 16 weeks and will be
divided up into two terms of eight weeks each. Practically all
the same courses that were offered last Summer will be given
Adam Walsh will leave next __•
*•
-..u *.k
r
r
1.1
r
month for his Alma Mater, Notre a8ain Wlth the exception of a few minor changes. Each course
Dame, where he will be the assis- will meet five times a week and there will be no Saturday
tant to Coach Ed McKeever. He

Teams
Returns To Alma Mater
State Titlist

is showing encouraging progand the Fund Directors hope
on June 24 fhey can report

A week ago Sunday, after a the objectives, three thousand
men who have been in busy and entertaining week-end, contributors and $40,000, has been
>
Bowdoin undergraduates sleepily reached or exceeded?'
of trimesters but the election will be

number

basis for

The men nominated

bid their fair guests farewell. In
general, blind dates were frequent
at this wartime houseparty. And,

all.

for

under such

elec-

Bowdoin-On-The-Air

Eugene Bcrnadin '47 who comes
from Andover. Mass., is a mem-

Plans Three Programs

ber of the Delta Upsilon Fraternand has been active on the
rifle
the
team.

'who

a member of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity
and is on the baseball team.
coming
Clifford Bourgeois '46
from Lowell, Mass., is a member
of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
and has been act ive on the track
and baseball teams.

George Branche

'46

is

broadcasts.

The first program in the series,
to be' presented on Thursday eve25, 1944, will feature

ning,

Bowdoin
"What
subject
Stands For." Lewis P. Fickett, Jr.,
the

who comes

announce.

'47 will

During the brief trimester vacation, on June 8, 1944, Bowdoin-onthe-Air will present the 2nd in the
Sesquicentennial Series. Professor
Athern Park Daggett of the Gov-

.

Warren Court

May

an address by one of America's
foremost educators. Dean Paul
Nixon. The Dean will speak on

from Roxbury. Mass., is a member
of the Thorndike Club, has been
tenn's
active on the track and
teams, and was on the Student
*
Council.
'47

coming from

Haverhill, Mass., is a member of ernment Department will recall
the Thorndike Club and was on three famous Bowdoin graduates,
the basketball team and is one of who were contemporary national
the managers of the baseball figures of a half-century ago
team.
Chief Justice Fuller of the U. S.
Charles Curtis *47 who comes Supreme Court, Speaker T. B.
from Pittsburgh, Penq., is a mem- Reed of the House of Representaber of the Theta Delta Chi Fra- tives, and U. S. Senator Frye,
on the Student Director Fickett will
ternity, has been active
Swimming and tennis teams, is a again announce.
The final broadcast of the series
member of the ORIENT and
will be presented on
June 22,
"Bugte" .staffs.
Peter Curran '46 coming from 1944, just previous 4o the Sesqut•

centennial Celebration itself, 'to be
held on the following Saturday.
Designed to represent the activities of the college, this
program
will offer the college's dramatic
society, the Masque and Gown in
a special pre-commencement preview of "As You Like It." Professor George H. Quinby, Bowdo'n
Director of Dramatics, will supervise and announce.

is a member of
the Delta ypsilon Fraternity, has
been active on the track and tennis teams and was a member of
the Student Council.

Waltham, Mass.,

Duncan Dewar

'47

— passionate

comments

from

the

who comes

from Worcester, Mass., is a member of the baseball team, and belongs to the Alpha Delta Phi Fra[ Continued on Page 4 ]

Nation-wide In Scope
Miss Barbara Frost has', been
appointed by the College to the

regularly competed in polo matches

managing

editor, do
historic policies.
On the question of how to fill up
space, it is well to keep in mind

change our

—

broadcasts on national "hookups"
have been planned. Also a "playby-play" account of the sesquicentennial dinner will be broadcast over station
in Portland and station
in Boston.
Miss Frost, a
graduate
of
Smith College, has had previous
experience in publicity work in the
Lippincott Publishing Company.
She is now associated temporarily
with the McCann-Erickson Ad-

WGAN
WBZ

No one slaving over a hot copy
deak can fall to learn much of
Hie philosophy, ethics, and miscellaneous rules necessary for
the operation of a publication
such as the wB.O."|The follow-

s-r
One should never expect work
to come in on time. Always suspect a prompt reporter of trying
to get votes. There are, after all
only two ways to get a sub editor
l-e. to get him to do some work.

s-r
It should

be remembered

of
11 that the object of the editorial
staff of the "Orient" is to fill up the
blank spaces between advertisements. Another primary rule that
first

These methods are
stantly
[

to

praise

m*

first,

his

Continued on Page 4

I

mmmmmmmmtmm

Jr.,

Bowdoin's

placement director, will represent
(

I

I

I

Bowdoin at a discussion of
war employment problems

postto

M

con-

feature

vertising Agency of New
City, where she is working on the
publicity. Miss
Frost came to

held at Princeton University
on
19 and 20. Representatives
sixteen colleges will meet at
Princeton University on
Friday
and Saturday to discuss post-war
of

which will appear in
magazines which have national
thorities

circulations.

Miss Frost
has
entertained
hopes that Bowdoin Alumni
all
over the country will hold luncneons on June 24 if unable to appear at the Brunswick celebration.

H. K. McCann of the McCannErickson Advertising Agency for
which Miss Frost works, is a

Bowdoin Alumnus, as are several
other

men connected

with

the

Agency.

)

body

and

Houses close.
Because of a smaller
ment, two eating houses

with first-hand

information about the demobiliza-

sented at the conference include
Amherst, Bowdoin, Brown, Chicago. Colgate, Columbia, Cornell,
Dartmouth, Harvard,. Michigan,
M.I.T..
Pennsylvania,
Rutgers,
Wcsleyan, Williams,
and
Yale.
Bowdoin is one of the four small

New

England colleges asked

to at-

tend the conference.
Mr. Ladd
stop in Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia on his way to
Princeton. He expects to contact
Bowdoin men at conferences to be
held in those cities; alumni, including leaders in business and finance, will be asked to establish
contacts which will be useful to
Bowdoin men returning from the
will

armed

mittees of Alumni will seek to aid
Bowdoin graduates in finding jobs.
It is hoped
that committees of
Alumni may be established in all
the
cities
containing Bowdoin
men, so that the greatest possible
assistance may be rendered in the
placement of graduates.
The program at Princeton will
include a discussion of "The Col[ Continued on Page 4
~]

8:80 A.M.

1:30 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, MAY
Comparative Literature 2
French 6
-

THURSDAY, MAY

24
English 1
English 2
Philosophy
25

Economics 10

4B

the townspeo-

Psychology 2

FRIDAY,

MAY

26

Chemistry 4

Art 2 (Walker)

Physics 1

Economics 4

Zoology 1-2
Latin B
Sociology 1

English 10
History 11
27
German 2
German 4
Russian 2

SATURDAY, MAY

Spanish 2

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

As Summer Dining Rooms

MONDAY, MAY

Chemistry 2

enroll-

,

s.

...

,

;

,

will

|

i

i

the students.

)

I

occur while the College

is in

an enrollof about 2400
men.
Of
these, 600 are civilians and 1800
are in the navy or marine corps.
In peacetime, Notre Dame has an
enrollment of about 3,000. Notre
Dame is noted today as V college
possessing one of the best football
teams in the country.

We

Bowdoin regret

see

to

1944

Government 1A
Government 2

B

French

History 2

Government 4
Greek 2
Music 2
81

French 14

French 2

Physics 2
Physics 8

English 26

'

m
Wartime
* j.

and help to. keep it at the top as
he has done here. Anyway, we
wish him a hearty farewell and
we will patiently wait until the
war is over and Bowdoin will
again be formidable on the gridiron under Adam Walsh's guidance.

May

Wed.

17—Chapel,

The

Saturday.
3.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Intra-

mural
House

Softball.
T.D. Eating
vs.
Chi
Psi
Eating
House.
Thu. May 18—Chapel. A/S 1-C
Ervin Huether, USNR.
3.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Baseball
vs.
Maine; Tennis vs.
Maine.
6.00 p.m.—The Augusta House.

Meeting of
the
Kennebec
Alumni Association. President
Sills will speak.
Fri.
19^—Chapef,

May

Professor

'47 will sing.

Moulton Union. Graduation dinner for 3512th AAF

7.00 p.m.

Base Unit.
Sat.
May
30—Chapel, The
President. Last daily chapel
service of the spring trimester.
12.00 m. Massachusetts Hall.
Close of registration for the
summer trimester.
2.30 p.m.
Pickard Field, Baseball vs. Bates.

22-May

2S

-

READING

May 22—Last day for the
submission of manuscripts for
the Pray English Prize.
Wed. May 2#—Last day for th'e
submission of applications for
graduate scholarships.
They
should be submitted in writing
to the President.
Thu. May 25—7.45 p.m. Station
Mon.

[

Continued on Page

3 ]

from

cola,

Florida.

Bill played blocking back for
the Polar Bears on the two teams
previous to the abandonment of
that sport for the duration.* He
was to have been captain the next
fall, but he left college in March,
1943 for Navy pre -flight service
while in college he was also a
member of the track and hasketball teams, was elected to the St ufc nt Council, and was Vice-Preslden i f the class of '44

ses-

ORIENT ANNOUNCES

/</%_ .,,„ .„.,,

UUlH

Will

NEW SUMMER STAFF
The summer

staff
of
the
announced at the
regular meeting of the editorial board for the trimenter on
Thursday evening. The means by
which the various editorial position are filled was explained and
the duties of the different editors
were reviewed. -Dates have been

ORIENT was

day of the sesquicencelebration, will be the
day on which the special wartime
Bowdoin "QUILL" is issued. The
QUILL, the only literary publication on the campus, will contain
select essays, poems, and short
stories f rom past issues. The. editors are S ,ad to accept any selecns ° f
c
ber from the
24,

last

*L°
pr
entt

set for six

^

T

fi

ular intervals, usually three or
four a year. Necessary wartime
restrictions and difficulties have
crippled
any
such
ambitious
schedule. However wartime editors have managed to plan a issue
of 70 pages.

present

issues.

Little '46, Harry Lindemann. Jr.,
and John H. Farrell 16, who have
been managing editors ^jfor
the
past year, were promoted to associate editors. Charles W. Curtis '47, George H. Griffin '47, and
Bernard E. Gorton '47 were promoted from sub-editors to man-

..

^.

then issues have come out at reg-

The future of the only literary
publication on the campus .is in
doubt for a lack of funds and editors, is a serious hamper. The

summer

Philip H. Hoffman '45 will continue as editor-in-chief. Dana A.

t

aging editors.

From tht? ranks of reporters the
following were appointed sub-editors: Robert R. Schonland, Chas.
A. Cohen, James B. Hall, Thomas
H. Chadwick, Frederick W. Wil-

sues are President Sills, Professor Coffin, and Professor Quinby.

President.
8.30 a.m. Massachusetts Hall.
Registration for the
snmmer
trimester, continuing
through

Bill's last flight

,

Members of the present faculty
who have contributed to past is-

Coming Events

was

have left the following day
for advanced training at Pensato

Appear June 24th

\

}

was

'.

i

.

Mathematics 4

!

it

Wellington Naval Air Station; he

sion.

June

!

on

Tenn; base.

fj* f^
^" de5j?d >' ITTT
Adam go hut we know that such; The first
Bowdoin QUILL apa man as he will do credit
*** Since
college of Notre Dames caliber ff*"? *** **
at

killed

yan University,

tennial

j

was

He received training at Wesletook
primary
training at Athens, Georgia, and
then moved to the
Wellington,

On June 24, the Sesquicentennial Anniversary of
the College
will be celebrated and it is worthy
of mention that this festivity will

has.

May 24- May SI—FINAL EXAMINATIONS.

History 10
Philosophy 1
80
Chemistry 8

WEDNESDAY, MAY

Dame now

Notre

PERIOD.

29

Government 5

student din-

'

:

again
lease
Simpson's Point and the bathing
facilities there will be available to

ment

May

Chemistry 6
French 4

TUESDAY, MAY

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
announced in Chapel Monday that
the D.U. and T.D. Houses had been

ically
;

:

sistant coach.

.

—

Zoology' 2

its local activities."

„
The (ollege

t"/

Bill Elliott '44

Saturday, May 6. in a training
flight near Memphis, Tenn. Iron-

|

te

ing and popular nine years here
at Bowdoin. Since his arrival herein 1935, Adam put Bowdoin on lop
in the state series football
by
coaching a team which has won or
tied for the State Championship
seven out of eight years.

Kamerling. Stanley N. Altman

Astronomy 2
Economics 2
Economics 12

English 14
Latin 2
Physics 4
Psychology 4
Zoology 6

Fate caught up with one of
Bowdoin's recent football greats

when

will' be
used instead of the present three.
The Moulton Union will remain
open but no meals will be served
except light lunches in the can-

ple will
certainly
miss Adam.
With his instruction in football
and cal and his hand in all the
local fires, Adam has led an excit-

Voluntary com-

services.

All examinations will be held in the Gymnasium, unless otherwise indicated.
Examinations in courses not listed will be
arranged by the instructors.

ing a small chapel for the people
below Brunswick on the Mere
Point road has been canceled because* the Association has been unable to secure a priority for the
building material. The group has
had to pass up several invitations
for Christian conferences throughout the country, since war-time
traveling conditions make it inexpedient to send a Bowdoin representative. In the words of one
member of the group, however,
"Despite war-time handicaps BCA
will carry on, attempting to in-

ELLIOT '44 MEETS
UNTIMELY DEATH

ity

'

SCHEDULE OF TRIMESTER EXAMINATIONS— MAY

just

summer

benefit himself as well as a larger
number of college men by coaching where there are more of them.
He said that he was grateful to
the president and board for the
chance to coach at Notre Dame
and he will be away on a leave of
absence until the college resumes
its
football activities. The
stu-

1

last

Photographs are being taken of
the campus and prominent figures
of the College.
The systematic
coverage of news and feature
stories on
the celebration will
reach a peak in the week just preceding the ceremony. The main
exhibition room of the iNew York
Public Library on 42nd Street will
display photographs and other
material on the
College.
Of
articles
special interest are the
concerning the Bowdoin faculty
and interviews with College au-

ELECTED

Details on this change will be
found on page two.

The Student enrollment for the
trimester is estimated by
Professor Edward S. Hammond,
Director of Admissions, to be between 35 and 40 students.
The
figures are uncertain however, because several of the boys may be
planning to take the Army 17year-old ProgramThe Fraternity Houses will remain open during the Summer trimester but the outlook is grave
for their remaining open during
the Fall. Hyde,
Appleton,
and
Maine halls will be closed during
the Summer, but may be opened
in the Fall providing the Fratern-

Summer

I

tion plans of the army and navy
Tuesday and Wed- and post-war needs
of industry
nesday for conference with the which will
be useful in developpublicity committee for the'eereing programs to assist alumni to
mony. She will again come to obtain
employment.
Brunswick in the final week of the
Colleges which will be reprepublicity campaign.

Brunswick

most of the guests

chosen as the
ing rooms.

be

May

D.U., T.D. Houses Picked

j

lug rules, though presented for
the edification of no one, are
ones that the writer believes
helpful to anyone taking over
Ike task of managing editorship.

world
can

employment problems with industrial executives and demobiliOf course Adam himself used to
zation officers of the armed ser- be a great fooball player when h$J
was the captain and center on the
vices.
''Four Horsemen" eleven at Notre
This conference has been called
D:une. Now, he is heading back to
by the Princeton Personnel Index
York to provide colleges
that same college to act as the as-

.

that such publications as the Student Directory and the College
Catalogue are created for the express purpose of filling up your
back page. When these old standbys run out, reach into the overflowing basket always kept in readiness in the Orient Office and print
the first thing that comes up.
Please do not use jokes as they tensify
would then become the only readable part of the paper.

nobody

tween Bowdoin and Notre Dame.
It is'certainly hoped that he will
resume his .coaching here after the
war. However, with the war going on at full swing and a limited
enrollment,
Bowdoin has been
forced to drop football and Adam
does not believe it would be wise
for him to stay around and '>get
rusty", No, he believes that he can

dent

.

per is that nobody believes what
they read in the Bowdoin Orient.
Please, dear

Conference

Samuel A. Ladd,

Bowdoin the College,
Alumni
and faculty. One or two radio

SUN RISES
not'

War Job

many other means of pubSyndicated feature stories
will appear in newspapers about

re

This Sun Rises is a sort of swan
it is the last to be written by one of the three present
managing editors. This summer we
are being kicked upstairs to occupy the exceedingly pleasant positions as associate editors. (Nobody,
at this writing, knows what, if anything, are the duties of an associaate editor.)

Ladd To Attend Post

ing for

TO HEAD B.CA

song, since

fcr

licity.

The dance in the evening was
particularly good. All agreed that
the student council
should be
heartily
commended for their
splendid work in securing such a
fine replacement for Russell's orchestra in Karl Broggi's.
Miss
Marjorie Rice, talented Radcliffe
vocalist, certainly did her part in
adding to everyone's entertainment with her clever performance
during a dance intermission. As to
what happened after twelve P.M.,
your writer would prefer to guess
silently rather than to conjecture
openly, but at least he is Certain
everyone had a wonderful time.

HIEBERT

.

summer.

&

Saturday, though overcast in
the morning, (Who was up then?)
cleared off just in time to see our
love-sick "sluggers" sleep through*
a no-hitter, tossed at them by
Dow Field. Practically everyone
spent Saturday afternoon seeing
the campus, sleeping, or moaning
down at Pickard Field.

Bowdoin's footis leaving next

who

Notre Dame, as he appeared assisting the Brunswick
Fire Department at the Hotel
Eagle fire on May 1.

rowed" from the J. B. Lippincott
Company, Publishers, is arrang-

house.

with schools and hunt clubs
throughout Massachusetts. This
unexpected information on the athletic activities of the Big White in $10,000 apiece." We did the cheap
and obvious thing and opined that
the era of the "golden glow" was that wasn't hay.
given us in the course of a chat
The Psi U field wasn't the only
Sunday afternoon, after chapel,
:with Clarence D. Bartlett of 3
Thompson Street who then, as practice area, the Topsham Fair the Bowdoin Christian Associanow, owned a School of Horseman- Grounds being better suited. At tion held Us regular weekly meetthis juncture we resisted the temp- ing. The special business at hand
ship where Bowdoin men could
tation to go into a long disserta- was the election of officers for the
(then) satisfy their athletic retion on how we wuz robbed at the Summer trimester.
Clement A.
quirement.
The Psi U's, Dekes. and Betas last two Topsham- affairs. So the Hiebert '47 was elected president;
were particularly strong for polo shows weren't what the barker Frederick W. Spaulding '47, vice
during the 20's, but all houses were said they were, so maybe' we just president; Nathan Whitman '47,
W.
K.
interested and interfraternity com- came to college too late. Upper- secretary; and Francis
petition was keen. The teams which classmen told us that in the Good Smith '47, treasurer. Hiebert remained as chairman of the Comthe Bowdoin polo club most often Old Days.
mission for the Interpretation of
played were Norwich, a Vermont
To get back to the 20's, and the Christian Faith, as did Spauldmilitary college, and the Danvers,
don't we wish we could: Mr. Sart- ing as chairman of the World ReDedham, and Myopia hunt clubs in
latedness Commission. Whitman
Continued on Page 3 ]
Massachusetts. Asked how we
was selected to replace Clayton
Reed '46 as chairman of the Community
Responsibility Commission. The
incumbent president,
Clayton R. Reed '46, is leaving in
late June for Yale Divinity School.
is used to a large extent by the paBy H. Lindemann, Jr.
The original pkin of construct.

ball coach,

month

A main feature of this program
ATO's, and Thorndike's took hayrides. In general,
few will be the displaying of Bowdoin
though,
couples stayed anywhere
very College material in the principal
long, following the old Bowdoin exhibition room of the New York
custom of going from house to Public Library. Miss Frost, "•bor-

-

Polo ponies used to pound across
the field in back of the Psi U
House, and Bowdoin up until 1932

ADAM WALSH,

post 01 supervision of the program
publicizing
the
sesquicentennial
celebration on the 24th of June,
this

—Adam

definite plans." He said that
he planned to divide his time be-

Apt At Publicity Work,
She Plans A Program

house, early in the morning? Friday, afternoon and evening, was
a perfect early summer day. After dinner, Chi Psi, D.U., and A.D.
sponsored "Vic" dances for the
campus
jitterbugs,
while the

—

after

make

sighs

Sunday broke cheerless and
cloudy over Bowdoin's Pines, but
left
on the
10:17 train, sleepy, but contented.
Those remaining until later heard
President Sills deliver a worth
while chapel talk on the impor•
for
made out, Mr. Bartlett, who tant problem of preparing
coached the outfit, if that's what marriage. By six P.M. that eve-,
you do to a polo team, said we of- ning the campus was bare, and
most of Bowdoin was asleep.
ten got beaten.
"You've got to remember," Mr.
Bartlett observed, "that the boys
were often competing against
'47
teams with horses worth $8,000 to

Lush Twenties Saw Bowdoin Polo
Ponies Maneuvering On Psi U Field

but

turned inside out

PUBLICIZE 150th

subdued

fortunate,

remain there through Decern- cI asseS.

ber

that well
says, "With the
whole

the

The weather was generally faIn honor of the Sesquicentenvorable. But anyway, who cares
nial Anniversary of the founding
particularly about the weather in
of the college, Bowdoin-on-the-Air
has planned a special series of* a cozy corner of some fraternity

swimming team and

'44

usual

»

will

:

j

groans from the unlucky.

ity

Raymond Boucher
comes from Brunswick,

circumstances,

1

f

j

MISS FROST WILL

.usual percentage of good times resulted. There were, of course, the

tion are:

.

'

[

college a certain

Fraternity Houses Will
Remain Open Until Fall

Coach Producing Seven

the

"The

thermore there will be no quota for

on the same

Trimester Basis

BOWDOIN WILL LOSE
WALSH FOR DURATION

tary, stated recently that

Traditions Revived
In Wartime By 105
Enthusiastic Couples

SO LONG AND GOOD LUCK,
S512th AAF UNIT

1944
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This Friday's Student Council Elections First
BOWDOIN SURVIVES
HOUSEPARTY ORGY

~

ORIENT

College Scheduling Active
Twelve Men Will Be Chosen
From A Ballot Of Thirty

wmmmmmmmmmmmmummmmmm

^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

'

j

I

!

ley, Richard A. Roundy, Jr., Joseph W. Woods, and Robert W.
Burroughs, all from the Class of

Donald 1947.
It was pointed out that the cdiJohn Friedmann. Members of tor-in-chief and associate editors
the board are Nathan Whitman, are elected by the directors of
Al Long, and Bernard Gorton.
[ Continued on P«jge 4 ]
editor-in-chief

is

|

Koughan and

the managing editor

is

',

Reporter Learns About Birds And
Bees Interviewing Professor Copeland
By Bernard

E. Gorton

a

We met Professor Copeland
while walking across the Delta.
Pointing to the numerous small
brown heaps all over the Delta,
Professor Copeland
commented,
"The bees appear to be
much
more scattered this year
than
they used to be. I have a photo-

summer home

at

Woods

Hole,

Massachusetts.
When we arrived at' Profesor
Copeland's house, he showed us
into a large sun-porch containing
numerous plants and flower pot>,
a fact well explained by Professor Copeland's love of Botany.
What surprised us, "however, was
graph showing that their hive* a -doll of Charlie McCarthy sitwere much closer together a few ting on one of the ch»irs. "One
specimens,"
Dr.
years ago." When we asked Pro- of my latest
ferros Copeland whether we might Copland informed us. We had
interview him for the ORIENT, originally intended to start our inhe cordially invited us to his house terview by asking about Professor Copeland's work on the reon Federal Street.
Professor Manton
Copeland. production of the honey bee, but
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.,
has been at he told us about his numerous
Bowdoin since 1905, and is Josiah hobbies instead, the other being
Little
Professor
of
Natural "Much too technical." "I am a
Science. Before coming to Bow- man of numerous hobbies," Prodoin he was Instructor at Harvard fessor Copeland began, "but hortiand Radcliffe, and he still lik?s to culture is my favorite hobby." He
hurried on to explain that he did
tell his Zoology classes about his
experiences with "The female of most of his gardening down at his
where
the species." During houseparties* place near Woods Hole,
when some students asked wheth- there is a large Oceanographic Iner they might bring girls to class, stitute and a research laboratory.
Dr. Copeland opined
"all
the Professor Copeland spends every
young ladies I ever know would
much prefer to stay in bed until summer down there, dividing his
time between his garden and ex10 a.m." Professor Copeland is
perimental work in the laboramarried and has three sons and
one daughter. He lives at 88 Fed- tory'. His garden is no ordinary
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
eral Street in Brunswick, and has
'

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoiii

Orient

fihaie

4

the time of year

when under-

graduates sometimes say,

"This year

This
Brunswick, Main*

1871

is

"

seemed to go by very

do say
Bdltnr in-Chief
Managing Editor*

Hoffman

Philip H.

Dana

Harry Llndemann
Joan H. Farrell

W.

Charles

Snl>-r:dlt«.r>:

Curtis

Roy

'47,

'46

good

a

it i&

'45

A. Little '4«

That they

fast."

probably indi-

sign. It

were not so dull and unaround here as we occasional-

cates that things
interesting

'4«

F. Little-

U. Moran '47, Bernard B. Gorton
George H. Griffin '47, Clement A. Helbert '41,
Lewi* P. Pickett '47, Wolfgang H. Rosenberg '47.
hale '!«. i'anl

out.

'47.

has been unlike any other." In this case
statement

the

BOWDOIN

COMPANY

PlJBLISIfINO

Associate Professor At hern P. Daggett
Assistant Profeaaor Philip M. Brown
Philip H. Hoffman
Advertising Manager
Judson R. Merrill '46
Directors:

Manager

Circulation

John W.

Holt, Jr. '47

Business Xssistants: Leonard D. Bell '47, Stanley F.
Dole '47. Byron E. Keene '47, J. Frank Kimball
•47. Albert C. McKenna '47. Charie* H. Whltmore,

football since

I'ul li-iio.1

more

is

was

usual. This fall

the

when

|.i-v><''kly

rlaiwes are held by

tha Student* of

first

one without

World War L Such an in-

to replace the convenient French models
serves in itself to distinguish this acad-

rooming of

perhaps,

the mush-

is

naval radar school to pro-

the*

own

We

enrollment.

cannot but think that

sciousness

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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Managing Kditor For Thin Issue

Dana

A. Little

the country, most of whom admittedly
had never heard of the place before,
cannot do us any harm. If correct, the re-

we have

heard which assert. that
classes trained here stand high at M. I. T.

ports
Vol.

LXXIV

Wednesday, May

No. 8

1944

17.

Bowdoin into the conof young men from all over

this forcing of

^

up of

point to the building

a valuable

prestige factor for the college in a very

ADAM WALSH
Adiim Walsh

in his nine years here

which

the fabric

unpleasant news indeed.

we may
.

However much
many factors

which lead him to his decision, the fact
remains that we would he could stay,
that

hard indeed to say good-

will be

it

-bye. Let us not forget that
to

Dame

Notre

Football

day of
very

goes

Coach of

as Assistant

We

can look forward tp the

his return.

The

fact

little

Adam

•

when he

an- leave of absence from

is

it

Bowdoin.

man

here today to hold a

go back to

is

like

natural that he should

It is

alma mater at

his

this

time

where he can be so useful to so many

{t>.

his favorite field of football.

One
place

holds in

Bowdoin

warm

hearts

is

in

There

service.

watched or played

is

in a football

game on

Whittier Field will never forget the man
gave Bowdoin the state champion-

who

ship year after year. Similarly, there will

be no dispute over the assertion that
their

hope and wish that he

back to the Big Wnite

will

when

played again and Phi Chi

is

filled

Yet students in general mania commendable grit and determi-

fested

make

nation to

the best of the opportun-

presented them, to uphold the tra-

ities

ditionally high scholastic standards of the

would have been so easy to
down, to say "what's the difference,"

college. It
let

war

to use the

as an alibi for laziness in-

lessening of

competition inherent in a s*$air enroll-

ment and small

classes is a factor

The

makSig

that this

fact,

weakening influence has been resisted
a credit to the students.

your best on your
acteristic of the

The ability

own

is

is

to do

usually char-

graduate schddt.lejvel.

a pleasant thought that

Bowdoin

successful in attracting

wartime freshman

As for

classes

program, Becker felt.
realist the' author states
the concept of nationalism and the
sovereign state is here to stay.

it

this de-

we difwho in a

the spirit of the college,

in the last issue

raw

to "a piece of

it

was hot

P8I UP8ILON
Feundrd at In ion Collage. 1S3S
Eitab. at Bowdoin 1843

(hapten

Holden Findlay

BETA THETA

t

Russian..
Similarly,

Pounded at Miami
87 Chapters

EataJa. at

Bowdoin 1844

1M5
None

IMS

Jr.

Richard Sewall Norton
Earle Winalow Rica
Reginald Ferguson Spurr

IMS

1M7

Howard Grant
Morton Fletcher Patre
J)avid Merton Towte
Francis

«

1M7

Guv Whitman Leadbetter,
Alan Roland Martin. Jr.
Francis Joseph Rochon
David Tower Stark

William Floyd Clark
Maurice Donald Jordan. Jr.
Robert Conudon Miller

Becker foresees the
dominance of power

Earl Dorchester Hanson

Ralph Arthur Hughes
Robert Bruce Hunter
Kim Kyle

Claffey

and imperialism. On this Raymond Andrew Paynter, Jr.
subject Professor Hormell quoted William Sands Silaby. Jr.
Frederick William Willey. Jr.
Becker thus:

SIGMA

peace

"If

Richard Paul

to be maintained

is

—

(war discarded) by a proper balance of power the balance must be
in favor of those countries that de-

No,

liver."

1*47

None
the power to do so."
IMS
.
Professor Hormell said .that
Becker saw the United States, Donald Loekwood Fiaher
Richard Cottrill Lawli*
Great Britain, Russia, and China as
Dana Anton Little
the "trustees" of the future peace
1947
and the molders of any internation- Geortre Ashley Erswell, Jr.
al order which may be evolved.
John Francis Matree
Becker stressed the importance Robert Renker Schonland, Jr.
of the economic basjs of the peace.
Hormell attributed to the author
THETA DELTA CHI
Founded at Union, 1M7
a great deal of faijh in such measKstab. at Bowdoin
28 Charges
ures as the following:
1945
"To prevent war and aggression,
Frederick Jrfmea Grejcory
to abolish fear and want it will be
Clifford Kenneth Travis
necessary
eliminate
their
to
IMS
Becker suggests such Malcolm Chamberlain
causes."
means as: (1) "reciprocal trade Clayton Frederick Reed

agreements"

1947
Charles LeRoy Abbott. Jr.
Charles Whittleney Curtis

(2) stabilization of in-

Arthur Dean Dolloff
James Bryant Hall
Robert Lincoln Morrell

ftM

30

by

football

and houseparty escapades.

It

football

sung after

and a good one

spirit,

there
it

Perhaps

Nathan Thomas Whitman

.

THE THORXDIKE
"

«7M.'R

n;

Harold Lifshitz
Morrill Shapiro

In these columns in the last issue

we

lems "by college authorities, with the undergraduates before

action

final

is

taken."

it

commented on the editorial in chapel the following Monday.
He wanted to be sure that students did
President

Sills

not get the impression that information

was being withheld. He

stated that as

soon as such information was available

would be announced.
This Monday it was announced that
the eatirlg places for the summer would
be the L). U. and T. D. Houses. We are

know

and wise

it.

No doubt

decision.

member hearing

But

it is

we

a sound

cannot re-

the slightest echo of any

discussion of the subject by college authorities

1943-44.

able." What

we

are interested, in

discussion end of the thing.

time

made

when problems

availis

the

There was a

meetings of the fraternity presidents and

Are we
now?

before the Student Council.

young

for such things

•

III

•»"

1M7
Stanley Nathaniel Altaian
Irving Barkman

Leonard David

too

NSmmmmmmmmmmmtSmtl

^

•wv>v.w^!w>W(>>^'v.:'/y

Bell

James Guy

Leonard Myrl Htrach
John McDougald Holmes
Carl Henry Lebovlti

Shepard Lifshits
Myer Nor ken
Stanley Daniel Weinstein
George Gerald Younger

194S
Stanley Arthur Frederick, Jr.

Joatpk Henry LaCasce

^

was

"""

*
fare c*tt

was
was

the* o**

"School

spirit"

* aP

-tic

rd*»6
e rec0

'

V

•

*»"
Western

in

What was

spirit that

the nature of the

remained?

two

Its

chief char-

were a breaking down of class
and fraternity distinctions with an. accompanying
greater
"camaraderie"
acteristics

among

Bowdoin

BOWDOIN GLA55WARE.
SOLD BYTHE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

There was
a realization that Bowdoin's numbers
were becoming pitifully small and a

These

natural desire to "stick together."

a

all

students.

Cal
and central dining rooms brought

classes

large segments of the student body, up-

perclassmen
close contact

and freshmen

—often caused them

fer in common. An
was bound to result.

We

would

cheering at the

cite the

basketball

seal stands

of

the

college,

talk

and,

of

examples of a Bowdoin
a

slightly
real

more

soberer, a

little

earnest, but

»»
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oz
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10 oz
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all

Card

leading colleges and

Write

enclosed to be sent with

order.

for information.

the

nonetheless

oz

wise please add 25 cents.

universities in authentic colors at the

spirit
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Prepaid cast of the Mississippi; other-

on the

quieter,

with Bowdoin Seal
and White

in Black

guaran-

Glasses for

under the Whispering Pines in 1944.

atm«m«B*Baa«Baa«aaa«mm1

.

Quantity

Payment

5-7, as

which

little

is

Secre-

yes,

May.

isolated
is

out clearly and

The

teed to be permanent.

same

future

fine gift for a

for his bride.

c

Hand Blown Tumblers

fine addition to

Bowdoin Home and a

Bowdoin man or

game last Jan-

Alumni

Seward Marsh's informal

Weekend Houseparty

make a

to suf-

du corps"

"esprit

uary, the attendance at
tary

into

alike

glasses

is

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

of interest to the

students were discussed at round table

.

In any case that change oc-

Bowdoin-Maine

with the undergraduates.

We have no doubt and never did have
that "information will be

I

m

Charles Allen Cohen
Warren Laskey Court

body which accounted for the

it

glad to

college.

was the war, the absence of

changed Bowdoin
curred.

m -c

For those interested, the following are some of the counts
which may be (and have been)
slapped upon members of this

IMS

upperclassmen, and the drastic lowering
uate

it.

connection with Bowdoin's
wartime status is about the £<r\
from out of town who asked one of
the Army sergeants, ''Which way
to the girls' dorm?". We are expecting enquiries about the kindergarten in the near future.
in

"Creating a Public Outrage"
"Disturbing the Peine"
misunderstanding
had
"Consorting with persons of
answered "Yes" to Fred's question! low moral character"
whether he was responsible for]
THE CRIME? Singing on the
The '^oap-shampoo. When our chief street at night.
protagonist found out who had
THE PrXISHMENT.' Thr.
been the true cause of the insidious
hours in Jail.
and treacherous Blitzkrieg, he
THE MORAL? Cave (art«ni.

George Clayton Branrhe. Jr.
I^eonard Leo Brass
Eric' Ernest Hlrshler
Maurice Allen Lehrman
Alan Lawrenre Mirhel'vnn

of the average age level of the undergrad-

appealed "for more frank and open discussion" ci the rooming and eating prob-

m -c
THE BEST STORY we haw
heard

*

different.

DISCUSSlOn

Still

too, but

ful!!!

- c
pass to lighter matters still,
a battle royal took place in the Chi
Psi kitchen last Saturday night.
The event being nothing less than

not the rollicking, stormy, noisy, devilish,

may they come again soon.

George Branche, who prudently
remained locked in the office.
Oh yes, before we forget, one
more student was present. Those
were the guardians of morality
opposed to the Cohorts of Evil.
.May they have been success-

To

enthusiastic spirit of those gay days
is

AAF

seems that Bowdoin's campus is
indeed a grove of presidential
timber which promises to produce more men like Senator Burton, who received the grind total
of two votes. "A vote for Burton
is a Vote for Bowdoin"
as some

proc

rallies,

m -c
At the dance held for members
of the
unit last Saturday
night, the only chaperone visible
from midnight till 3 A.M. was

through

CtwJr«.H«^V.W«fWrft.ft%

Basil

Founded at X. Y. U.. 1847
Kttab. at Bowdein 18S7

pursued by Marie who finally succeeded in ripping both his shirt and
underwear at one fell swoop. Believe it or not, a great time was had
by all during this fight, le^sl of all
by Fred. Just ask him.

Dewey, and Dana Little all
with a vote apiece. A close race
indeed. Judging by the number of
votes received by students, it

David Demaray
Robert Stephenson Doughty
Bernard Emmanuel Gorton
Leonard Solomon Gottlieb

Chapten

1

.

in the best slapstick tradition
when one of the women smeared
Fred's hair with soap. Frederick,
nothing loath, retaliated against
the innocent Carl Lebovit/, who

Robert Lmeoln'RIchter

IMS

trimester.

tossed
a
"Floating
Island" at Marie, the lady concerned. A Rot chase ensued, in which
Spaulding was driven all over the
Chi Psi house, and finally cornered,
to be dragged ignominicusly to the
sink. Just as he was about to l>e
immersed, he tossed a second dessert, scoring again on Marie's di
He was forced to flee once more,

ed

Robert Walter Burroughs

I

summer

promptly

SPAULDING VS. THE FEMALE
KITCHEN HELP. The bout start-

Thomas Edwin Chadwick
Byron Edwin Keene

1945

Michael Anthony Anthonakes
I'Jin Rembert Peter Kriwlmann
William Smith Lampartcr

John Hinton Farrell
Frank Hardy Gordon
Harry LJndemann. Jr.
Judson Roop Merrill
Corwin Anson Old*

1M7

None

1947

In contrast to the serious
event of t'he Sesquicentennial, an
•vent planned to be serious turned out to be funny. Someone had
the brilliant idea of organizing a
poll of the student body with a
view to And out who would be
the next president. This grave
and serious issue rapidly degenerated into a farce. The nominations of our politically conscious
students ranged from Little Lord
Fauntleroy (1 vote) to. Shirley
Temple, Dick Tracy, Willkle,

m

IMS

Bswdein 192*

IMS
18S4

ZETA PSI

TelW-r.

Inst..

IMS

WolfKantf Husseri Rosenberg
Frederick William Spauldinic
Bernard Michael Toscani

KotxTt Carleton Ericson

Kstab. at

Lloyd Robbins Knight

Henry DeWitt Page

Alfonso Barilla

—

public relations genius put

ALPHA TAl OMEGA

Leo Joseph Dunn, Jr.

James Emerson Herrick
Mearl Kenneth Jumps

.

—

Founded at Va. Military
95 Chapters

ternational currencies and exchange, (3) supplying capital for
George Hathaway Griffin
the development of the economic Clement Arthur Hiebert
life of backward nations, (4) agree- John Woicott Holt. Jr.
ments relative to labor conditions Jay Frank Kimball
and standards of living.
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Summarizing the author's ecoDELTA UPSILOX
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economic order geared to the prin- None
194S
ciple of production for consump- John Potter Archer, Jr.
tion and human need rather than Peter Arthur Curran
^
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for profit alone, but space preventFrederick Bodine Auten
ed a full development of the sub- EuKene Arthur Bernardin, Jr.
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interviews of members of the
.
faculty are to appear in popular
the New York
Public Library is devoting two
cases to exhibits of Bowdoinianan
"Space that can't be bought for
money" in the words of a member
of the faculty.

magazines

Philip A. Richenburir
Richard Arthur Roundy, Jr.
Alfred Fielding Wehren

I'nion College, 1841

Harry Burton Walker,

John

.

1M7

Austin Francis Hoftan

"

McCann-Er- the number of men returning to
college;
applications should be
rickscn advertising agency
"Time" and "Newsweek" are said made to Mr. Lancaster at Ihe
the*
of
to be devoting space to the event Union at the beginning

IMS

IMS
in

Special

"He points out," said Professor
Hormell, "that even in Russia today
'the emotional allegiance of the
workers to the nation is stronger
than their allegiance to the SocialThey deist International ideal.
fend their government not because
it is communist but "because it is

in the building of the

Robert Jay Sparry

Harry Daniel McNeil. Jr.
John Folsom MarMorran

»

CHI PSI
at

1*44

.

Rolfe Eldrldxe 'Glover,

Raymond Boucher

House. The D.U. house has been
chosen as a dining club because*

. .

.

Bowdoin Barnes
Philip Horn Hoffman. 3rd

1M4

celebra-

I
af Va.. 18S9
Eat**, at Bowdoia 1895

Jr.

the spirit of prewar "days,

highlighted
nights,
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The A.D. and Chi Psi dining
clubs will be closed this summer,
it is announced
by Donovan D.
Lancaster, manager of the Moulton Union, and all students will
eat at either the T.D. or the Dr.

a talking of Us large capacity (up to one
newsreel by the "Eyes and Ears of hundred), and the T.D. house is
the World" ... a poem about being kept open because of its
Bowdoin by Professor Robert P. 1". central location.
The distribution of students' to
Coffin is to be set to music by a
talented composer in time fcr pre- the two dining clubs will be according to walking distance from
sentation during the ceremony
a very efficient lady is in charge their respective houses. Jobs 'aa
of publicity. .she even has a desk waiters will be open according to

KAPPA SIGMA
Founded at
1*8 Chapters

.

doin's
Sesquicentennial
tions will be filmed in

Jr.

Francis Kaan Smith
Joseph Willcutt Woods
Jr.

Alohonse William Query. Jr.
Phili]> Sidney Smith, Jr.

Founded
25 Alphas
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communication printed
likened

James John Bagshaw
Corydon Bushnell Dunham.
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with one correspondent,

fer

William Sinclair Aua-eraon

John Gorman Lyone.
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Edwin Burton Cutler
DU.'ican Henry Dewar.
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Lewis Perley Fickett, Jr.
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rumor has it that Bovv-

it is

come

touchdowns.

IHFORMATIOH

on.

'

no

who ever

question about the fact anyone

carried

in years.

the flood of correspondence he receives

from alumni

college

Advanced courses
with men who were young

may have been

obvious evidence of the

Adam

the

for lower standards.

of course, that there

is,

Walsh.

were

word of his
campus is very

understand the

of

Classes were small.

friend, that

IMS
Wallace Copeland Philqon. Jr.

named as the two chief evils of the
existing world, the provisions of None
1M7
the Atlantic Charter conscientiousDonald Ray Blanchard
ly applied as the best remedy. The Louis Lenville Hills
idea that we can return to norm- Roland DeWolf Mann
alcy and isolation is a threat to Arthur Charles Sewall, Jr.

sire

minds not only as a splendid athlete,
coach, and athletic instructor, but as a

warm and good

reduced enrollment, however,

activities

ates'

early departure from the

year of

this

was the smoothly efficient manner in
which ranks were reformed and the basic

Bowdoin undergradu-

to firmly fixed in

Chasten

27
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this

Cress

Gerald Robert Nowlia

Hamilton (ollcse. 1832
Beta*, at Bowduin HH.1

politics

characteristic of

sharply

Bowdoin, has become

is

at

,

Most

has woven himself so inextricable into

'How new

asks,

world be?' Not very
new, for 'making a new and better
world after the war will be what it
has always been, a slew and dearly
earned conquest of some additional
and better secured freedoms^the
very freedoms which for countless
generations men have longed for
and with immense effort have in
part won. If we can vindicate the
dead and provide hope for the living,; we
shall
have done our
will the better

continuing
influential quarter.
i

ALPHA DELTA PHI
Founded

T.D. And D.U. Will Be
Summer Dining Halls

Mustard and

Paper Steals Coming Frosh Bible's
Stuff In Order To Fill Up Columns

/IMS

I

NATIONAL »OV««Ti»iN<J ST

Carl Becker's new
book "How New Will the Better
World Be?" Professor Orren C.
Hormell pointed out that it willtiot
be radically different from the old
in his chapel talk last Friday.
Summarizing the spirit of the
book. Professor Hormell said:

War and unemployment were

portions which almost double our

tVrantoin

MratWNTID ro«

Houses Expect Back In June

Discussing

share.*

emic year from any other.

More significant,

Bowdoia College. Addr»» H w-ws communication,, to the Editor
and -ul.-i ri|iti<« ci.inr/iuniralionx to the Buidneaa Manager of the
PuMiahlnx Company at the Orient Office in the MoulI'nioii,
toa]
Bowdoin ColltK''. Brunnwirk. Maine. Entered aa
rlasn n. alter at the post office at Brunxwick. Maine.

than

justified

novation as the installation of pay phones

Jr. '17.
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"The historian

always true to say that "this year
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MAHONEY HEN DOWN

NAM

Five Of Bowdoin's Varsity Baseball

NINE, 15-5

By Richard

A.

Round y,

T.D.

Team

The

Jr.

weeks ago and the schedule of
this
completed
games will be
week. The T. D. team won their
first two games, and the A. D.
team was successful against the
Chi Psi squad

In the last of the sixth Maine

Morton F. Page

S. Silbsby, Jr. '47

William

COLBY VICTORIOUS
OVER BOWDOIN NINE

Lloyd R. Knight

'46

their

first

en-

POLAR BEARINGS

Dow's Roe Tosses No

Tops Big White, 8-3

By Joe Woods
By Richard A. Roundy,

Jr.

After starting out in their defense of the state baseball crown
with a fine victory in the first

Fans

For

Ivy
Hitter
with Hegel's definition of the
state as a livfng organism superior to the individuals of which
A. Roundy, Jr.
On Saturday, May 6, the Big
it is composed. He maintains that
Fresh from their 15-5 -triumph White ball club came up against
society is as good as the indiviat Maine Bowdoin journeyed to a combination cf too much houseduals of which it is composed, and
Bates to tackle the powerful V-12 party and some excellent pitchOn Sunday, April 30th, Dr. no better.
aggregation there. Findlay start- ing on the part of Dow Field's
TemLiebm&n
the
of
Professor Burnett, who
introed for Bowdoin, but
the
old Roe. The net result was a no- Joshua Loth
trouble of poor support afield, hitter for Roe and a 9-0 defeat for ple Isreal of Boston delivered the duced Rabbi e Liebman, expressed
His talk con- satisfaction with the increasing
chapel address.
coupled with the fact that he tired the Mahoneymen.
.Findlay and
serenity
of
inner
the
lack
cerned
number of Catholic-Jewish-Protrapidly in the late innings was Silsby pitched for Bowdoin and
inHthe minds of the people today. estant conferences that are being
enough to beat him.
both did a creditable job with the
pointed out that be- held today in order to ereate a
Bowdoin jumped away to a two exception of two poor innings in Dr. Liebman
hope to establish better
fore we can
understanding
between
run lead in their half of Xi\e third, which the Dow Field Bombers
with our members of each of these relipeaceful relationships
as Findlay drew a walk after one sc'ored seven 'of their nine runs.
we must
establish gions.
neighbors
was 'out, went to second as Tos- Bowdoin made six errors in the
peaceful relationships with ourThe choir sang "The Heavens
eanni was grounding
out,
and field which did not help the cause
selves. Proper self-regard is necProclaim Him" by Beethoven.
scored as Silsby singled to right. and there were four bases on balls
essary so that we will not comSilsby went to third as the throw which combined with ten hits to
pensate for out faults by making
trying to catch Findlay
scoring account for Dow Fields nine runs.
scapegoats out of our neighbors.
was wild and
on
scored
Ray
Roe made three hits to lead his The importance of making the
Boucher's single to center. Bates team at the bat as well as turnproper attachments and detachtied the ball game up in their half ing the Bowdoin
batsmen back
ments was stressed by Dr. Liebof the fourth as Hennessy singled, with monotonous regularity. OnlyResults of the ORIENT poll
man. Anti-Semitism was menFlannagan walked, and s«ored on three Bowdoin
men reached. tioned as an example of a typical of students on the fall elections
a series of wild
are as follows:
throws
after Knight and Silsby reaching on erimproper attachment, especially Roosevelt
37
Newt Pendleton had
advanced rors and Toseanni being hit by a
as it manifests itself in 'Germany
SO
Dewey
both runners with a sacrifice hit.
pitch. An idea of Roe's effectiveLiebman disagreed
today. Dr.
12
Willkie
.j
Hates scored twice more in the
S
Burton
fifth on two infield hits, the in- Field on Saturday, May 20,
and
S
T. Sawyer
evitable has* on balls,
^nd
the Mahoney's charges will be trying ness may be gained from the fact
2
E. Roosevelt
equally inevitable error. In the a little extra hard for a victory that he did not issue a single base
1
Little Lord Fauntleroy .....
on balls, while striking out eight
first of the seventh the Mahoney7
Miscellaneous
in this, the last of a four game
men came within one of tying the series.
men.
95
score as Findlay singled, Silsby
singled, but was called out by the
.

Colby game, the Mahoney men received a severe jolt in the return

that starting pitcher Holden Findlay did not receive any too good
support with four errors being

1

changed against the
Bowdoin
team. In addition to these errors
which appear in the scorebook
there were several errors
omission and of judgement

.

The University

well.

The

inning started out well

first

enough

with

Bourgeios

Cliff

Polar Bearings
of Maine's cordial hospitality must

have turned to a "Glad to see you leave!" attitude
when both our baseball and tennis teams topped
theirs. Nell's boys were really on the ball as they set
the league-leaders back to the score of 15 to 5. Holden
Findlay deserves a great deal of credit, not only for
this game, but for his consistently fine pitching;
throughout the season. All in all, I should say this was
a very successful day for Bowdoin.

of
as

a base on balls, going

to second on an infield hit by Bin
Silsby, to third on a poor throw

ROOSEVELT LEADS
POLL

IN ELECTION

bock

in the
score twice

•

umpire sliding into second base,
and Boucher and Page walked to
load the sacks. Here Lloyd Knight
came up and hi! a sharp grounder
to the first baseman which proved
too hot for him to handle, and one
run came in.
However,
Stone
made a nice cnlch of a foul pop
by Rill Clark to end 1hr>, Bowdoin

'

]

,

•

BABBI LIEBMAN TALKS
ON "INNER SERENITr

By Richard

Congratulations /to coach Johnny Magee and his track team who
captured 16 points at the New Englands held down at M.I.T. last Saturday, to place Bowdoin fifth among the ten colleges competing for
the crown. Magee figured that Bowdoin* could have netted third place
if the College had alloted the team enough money to pay the expenses
of more than the three men that they did back. Don Kelley and Roy
Fehr both had to go down on their own, and these men scored eight
points for the college. Two boys were left here because they lacked
funds, and both were potential scorers, as Jack soon found out. It
doesn't seem quite right tome, and I am sure that the students hemselves would have willingly contributed something to see Bowdoin in
third instead of fifth place. If other colleges can afford to send their
teams to different meets, why can't Bowdoin?

Last week the T.D.'s met their
firsj defeat from the A-D.'s, which
tied the T.D. and A.D. tfcams at
first place in the league. But last
Friday the Chi Psi ttam defeated
the A.D.'s. The T.D. team onlyneeds to win over the Chi Psi
squad in the final game to capture
the league crown.
The league standing at the
present is:
Won Lost Pot.
T.D.
2
1
.667
•
AD.
.500
2
2
Chi Psi
1
2
.333

Clifford R. Bourgeois '46

Bates Navtraunit

Bowdoin, however, came right
Polar Bearings
first of the seventh to by the Colby shortstop, and scorThe Softball League has turned out to be one of the most exciting
more to take a 9-4 ing as Ray Boucher forced Silsby
lead. These runs were scored on at second. Colby went down in leagues ever adopted by the White Key. At present, the A.D. and T.D.
singles by Dewar, Toseanni, and order in her half of the second as dining clubs are tied for first place with the Chi Psi house back in third
place. The chances are it will end up a three-way tie, but then we'd
Siliiby. Bowdoin added another in did Bowdoin in the first
of the
the eighth as Frank Kimball drew second. In the last of the second have to stay after Finals to play them off! The White Key should keep
a walk, went to third on two suc- though Colby won the ball game this Lague going throughout the summer, but each team should have
cessive passed balls and scored on as Bowdoin did just about every- more games per week to keep a more active interest predominant.
a wild pitch by Doe the second thing wrong that could be done
Polar Bearings
Maine hurler.
and Colby took
advantage
We. shall all miss Adam Walsh, but know that he
of
will enjoy coaching football much more than telling us
The first of the ninth found Fihdlay's wildness, two errors by
to keep our little Angers straight while doing squat
Bowdoin counting five times more first baseman Frank Kimball, two
jumps. I am sure that I speak for all the students
to take a commanding 15-4 lead. scratch hits in the infield, and a
when I say that we have not minded doing a few exerFindlay opened the inning
by long double by Foster to score
cises every day, and many of us look forward to his
beating out an infield hit. Tosean- four big runs.
Cal classes each day. We wish him the very best of
ni singled to center and after Bill
Neither side threatened seriousluck and knou that he and Kd McKeever will keep the
SiLsby had been called out for ly in the third but in the first of
football team ot Notre Dame up to Its usual high
stepping across the plate in at- the fourth Colby scored again on
standard.
«
tempted sacrifice, Ray Boucher a walk, a double, and a well exewas hit by a pitch to load the cuted squeeze play. The first half
Scenes and songs from
As
bases. Lloyd Knight then hit what of the fifth found Bowdoin again
.ii
i.
You Like It."
must be considered the best Bow- going down in order before the Coming Events
doin hit of the season as he tripled baffling slants of Wright, the ColSesquicentennial Program
to deep left center with only fast by hurler. In the last of the fifth,
f Continued from Pane I J
Thu. June 22 -Meetings of ihe
fielding by the centerfielder rob- with a man on second and only one
Governing Boards.
bing Lloyd of a home run. Clark out, Frank Kimball came racing
WGAN. Bowdoin - on-the-Air.
'FrLi June 2^ -Alumni Luncheon
then singled to left
to
score over from his first base position
Dean_ Nixon will speak.
and meetings of the Alunint
Knight from third but the rally to make a fine running catch of a
Sat. May 27— Last day for the
Association, Council, and Fund
ended as Kimball and Dewar went foul ball and throwing .quickly
submission of manuscripts for
Directors. The Phi Beta Kapout. That Maine scored a' fifth doubled the runner off second ir>
the Horace Lord Piper' Prize.
pa, Alpha of Maine, will hold
run in the last of the ninth made what was the fielding gem of the
Smb. May 28—4.30 p.m. Chapel.,
its annual meeting in the afi< rlittle difference as the ball game day.
The President of the College.
ror.

'45

•

came up with two more runs on reaching on
three of their six hits and an er-

in

counter.

The second inning proved un- game with the Waterville outfit,
eventful but a double by Boucher; going down to a six to four defeat.
a long triple by Mort Page, a sin- Without detracting from the Colgle by Lloyd Knight, a wild throw by victory it must be observed

to first by the pitcher and an error by the third baseman on a
hard hit ball by Bill Clark accounted for three more Bowdoin
runs in the first half of the third.
In the fifth Bowdoin picked up another run as Dune Dewar reached
on an error, went to second on a
wild pitch and scored as Findlay
singled into right field.

inter-dining house softball
way a couple of

league got under

In a complete reversal ot form
over their previous start Neil M»honey's charges
Journeyed
to
Orono, Maine on Wednesday, May
10 and unleashed an eighteen hit
IwrragV to win the game 15-5.
Holden Findlay pitched for Bowdoin and did a fine job giving up
just six hits. There were four errors committted behind him which
did much to account for the five

Maine runs. Lloyd Knight was
the heavy hitter for the Big
White having three singles and a
triple to drive in five runs, and
scoring three himself. Ray Boucher had three singles to drive in
iwo runs.
In the first inning after two
were down, Boucher singled. Page
drew a base on balls, and when
the second baseman never did get
near a high pop-up
by
Lloyd
Knight, two runs scored. Knight
went to second on the resulting
throws and scored as Clark beat
out an infield hit. Not to be outdone in giving out runs, Bowdoin
proceeded to throw the ball all
over the field in the Maine half of
the first and the score was 3-2 at
the end of this inning.

TEAM LEADS

SOFTBALL LEAGUE

,

|

Ora
Have a Coca-Cola =Kia
(GOOD LUCK)

scoring Jhreat for the day.
In the last of the seventh, with
Fmdlay noticeably
weakening
Bates counted four times to put
the game on ice Bill Silsby came
in from third b.ase to 'nd the scoring and Bill Clark
the
pitched
eighth innin;;. This was featured
by a fine running catch by Cliff
Bourgeios In center field and he
then threw quickly to second base
to double Moo Densmore off that
base. Final score 8-3.

,

was

In the first of the sixth Bowdoin
scored three runs to come within
Bowdoin's record in the state
one of tying the game up as
series now reads
two victories Boucher
started
things off by
with but a single defeat and as
working Wright for a free trip to
the University of Maine has alfirst.
Mort Page then singled
ready beaten Colby
twice
the
sharply to center, and both runstate series outcome depends on
ners scored easily on
a
long
the return game with Maine to be
double by big Bill Clark. Clark
played here on Thursday, May 18.
then scored
as
Dune Dewar
Bowdoin by winning can take unsingled and the tying run was on
disputed possession for the second
first base. However, the rally died
year in a row under the able tutethere as Dewar was picked off
lage of Coach Neil Mahoney.
over.

first

and Nowlis popped

out.

In the last of the seventh Colby
scored again as the
first
man
Polo
reached on an error and scored
on two singles. Bowdoin threaten[ Continued from Page i ]
ed again in the eighth as Bourgeois walked after one was out,
lett not enly provided instruction
remained there
while
Silsby
and ponies for the horsy crowd, he
popped out and raced around to
also provided opportunities for the
third as Kimball singled. Kimball
upstanding 507, who work their
stole second
and Ray Boucher
way through college. If you were a drew
a walk filling
the
bases.
likely rider with a "good seat,"
Mort Page then made a fine bid
whatever that ambiguous phrase
for a hit but was denied of a
may mean, and good common horse chance for fame
as Foster '""the
sense, you could secure a summer
Colby shortstop made a fine stop
job with the Bart lett School. First
and got a force play on Boucher
summers' averaged $75, by the at second
to choke off the rally.

Team

.

time you were a senior, $300. When
you got through you had not only
helped pay your way through college you were a polished equestrian
with wide contacts among the
horsy set. How does that compare
with waiting on?
In talking with Clarence Bartlett. who is known to habitues as
"Skipper," the, first impression you
get is that this tanned wiry man
with greying hair is not only thoroughly devoted to his avocation, he
is

a master of his

art.

Your

first

impression is correct. He has been
riding 25 years and had Army cavalry experience in 1919. So far as
his specialty, the saddle horse, is
concerned, he is an authority.

Two

things one learns immedi-

ately upon visiting Mr. Bartlett's
neatly painted establishment with
its 12 to 16 horses and its large
fenced off "ring." The first is "No
running of horses." All the steeds
are gaited, and if you are not competent to walk, trot, and canter,
you'll have to learn that's all. The
object is not to jump on a horse
and ride "hell bent for leather."
That brings up point two this is a
School of Horsemanship or Equitation, not a livery stable. And please
don't ask for a western saddle.

h

Baccalaureate

The

service.

Maris

choir will sing "Ave,
Stella" by Grieg.

— 7.45

Thu. June 8

p.m. Sation

WGAN.

Bowdoin - on-the-Air.
Professor Daggett will speak.
Mon. June 12—8.00 a.m. Opening of the

summer

Thu. June 22

WGAN.

trimester.

—7.45 p.m.

Bowdoin

Station

on-the-Air.

-

The ninth proved uneventful and
that was the ball game.
Dune JDewar's two singles and

noon.

Sat June 24—10.00 a.m. Hubbard Hall. Academic Procession forms.
Parish
10.30 a.m.—The First
Church. Convocation Exercises.
4.00-6.00 pan.— The President's
House. Reception by the Presi-

dent and Mrs.
tation of "As

cert.

the
to

pitcher
pitched
well
win a good many ball
at

the right time would have won.
Colby, however, played a> hustling,
heads-.up game all the way. and as
a result went off the field with a
well-deserved victory.
Bowdoin
must now win her remaining two

games with Maine;

if she is to be
her defense of the
state championship.

successful

in

p.m.—Memorial

like to
like to

Would you

have your girls get acquainted with
toms and doings on the campus T
There la an easy and inexpensive way.

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere to the world.
charge tor foreign delivery.
-

The

ORIENT is

cus-

girls

and

No
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On June

YEAR CLASSES BEGIN
and Sept,
February .".th,
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For further information address
Registrar Fordham I'niv. School of Law
302 Broadway, New York 7. N. Y.
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The Orient

Commanding

Bugler Carroll gets 'em up faster with

fragrant Sir Walter Raleigh "

w.»

Smokes as sweet
,

\

.

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

i

Officer of Marine

Charles O. .Mello,

U.S.M.C.

And

Moulton Union

t

Alderman, U.S.N.
Officer, Brunswick

Barracks

l

Office,

C.

Air Station
MaJ. John W. Arnold, U.S.M.C,

as

ness than he can handle, thank you.

J.

Commanding

The "Skipper" in his quiet, earn;
est fashion expressed the hope that
someday Bowdoin would again have
a polo club and riding would again
become a Big White sport. In the
meantime he is not advertising in
the ORIENT; he has more busi-

CocavCoIa called "Coke".

of the Hotel Eagle wish to
publicly express their sincere appreciation for the splendid cooperation and help of the many persons who helped with the efforts of the various fire fighting agencies in their work on Monday, May 1, 1944.
Fire Chief Harold E. Niokerson
Personnel of the Brunswick Fire
Dept.
Naval Air Station Chief Walter
Strout
Fire Dept. of the Harding Plant.
Bath Iron Work*
Bath Fire Dept.
I'. S.N. Shore Patrol Detachment
Kenneth C. M. Sills, President of
Bowdoin College
Lancaster,
Donovan D.
Mgr.
Moulton Union, Bowdoin College
Dean Paul Nixon, Bowdoin College
Adam Walsh, Bowdoin College
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for popular names
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extra
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THE COOA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

NEW YORK

Con-

New Zealand

New Zealsnder to

wish you well. Have a "Coke"
is the way the Yank says it and he's made a friend. It says Welcome
neighbor from Auckland to AIbue>ierque. 'Round the globe,
Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes,— h*s become the
high-sign between friendly-minded people. So, of course,
Coca-Cola belongs in your icebox at home.
ora, says the

-

SCHOOL OF LAW

and Reporter

—

be another
Pickard

will

\±&

Mm

for the

here'.*"*

have your friends knew what you are dotnr?
bear of your athletic achievements-.'

like to

Remember

stickers

or sealing friendships in
Kia

Three-Year Day Course
Tour-Year Evening Course

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do you
no you

Hall.

There

Batesmen.

game with Bates

.

3.00

games and with a few breaks

the outstanding

brance.

Bill Clark's lusty double proved to
be the outstanding bit of stick-

enough

Bowdoin hits. Densmore and
Orr with two singles apiece and
Adair who hit a long triple* with
some help from the umpire were
six

First Parish Church. Service of
Thanksgiving and
Remem-

work by the Mahoneymen. Findlay

Sills.

The Camphs. PresenYou Like It" by
the Masque and Gown.
Sun. June 25—11.00 a.m. The
.9.00 p.m.

Rill Silsby with three hits, Ray
Boucher with two, and Holden
Findlay with one accounted for all

". '.

it niieus

th* q Mali ty pipe
tobacco of America"
.

.

All Others

Walter Higgins, State Police

Normand Vermette, State
Pfc.

Police

Henry T. Bergen, U.S.M.C.
Chief Warren Purington,

Police

Brunswick
Joseph Flynn, State Fire Insurance
Inspector

Howard

'

Sylvester,

Brunswick

Fireman
Charles Derocher, Brunswick

Fireman
Theodore E. Stimpson, Brunswlrk-

Topsham Water District
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr.
First Parish Church
Members of the Brunswick Rotary
Club
Members Brunswick Lions Club
Mrs. Edward S.
Mr. Jean Poulin

Hammond

Employees of the Hotel Eagle
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Skinner,
Mgr. Hotel Eagle

1

,

Civilian Defense Personnel
John W. Riley, Insurance

Who

Helped

We take this opportunity to announce to the people of Brunswick and the patrons, service clubs and guests of the Hotel Eagle
that plans are now in the process of completion which will enable
the present owners to rehabilitate the structure, and when completed, the Hotel Eagle will again provide the high excellence in
service and food for which it has tieen famous for many years.

HOTEL EAGLE,

Inc.

BRUNSWICK
Sydney Claman, Pre*.
S.

Wm,

Richard, Gen. Mgr.

,

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUft

VARIETY
By Leonard L. Bras*
In accordance With Bowdoin's program of progressive
education, increasing use

signed

being

is

made of sound

is

only

our readers to point out, however, that it is the kind
cooperation of a squadron of Corsair fighters from the Air
fair to

An

The

elderly matorn had been
requested to nerve as a chaperone during hofoeparties. When
•be aaked, roguishly, "Doe* that
mean I keep my eyes closed?",
the reply was, "No, not neces-

Make

you can keep your eyes
open so long as you don't see

Change

— V—
Requirement: Hence-

In

only prerequisite for
Chemistry 7-8 will be a liberal
dose of "Ch««mische Gefuehle."
For further information consult
Professor Kamerling, 43 HarpsweH Street; Telephone 348-W.

the

forth

how

Hw«rd of Damocles is suspended over the heads of those rash
enough to take Sociology 1-2,
Mr. Korson once threatened, "If
you boys don't behave, I might
even give you a qulzlet one of
these days."

—V—

All those interested in excelling
in the Final Examinations should
apply to Professor Burnett or fiis
assistant, Mr. Harold Q. Lifshitz,
for a brochure of Two Easy Lessons In Self-Hypnosis. We have
been especially authorized to give
our readers an abstract of this
valuable monograph. Lesson Number One: Put your books under
your pillow. Lesson Number Two:
Keep falling forwards and back-

wards

in

—

of the features of the garden is a specially constructed
waterfall "You can tell it's a
waterfall before you see it") with
a three foot drop designed to
create a Niagara-like roar. But
the garden also has a financial aspect, foliy as
Dr. Copeland relates, "I practically had to buy
the waterworks to keep my pond
at a decent level." Later a watermeter was installed which, surprisingly, proved only half as expensive as "buying the waterworks." Just the other day, mem-,
bers of Zoology 2 helped col lee
toads that went to stock Professor Copeland's pond. "I just had
news that they arrived safely, but

"No
The

when we

Men

German 100

1

3
7

Delta Kappa Epsilon
iNo-Fraternity

2
o
5

Zeta Psi

2

•

22
6 Classes

animals amidst the strange, colorful atmosphere
of
this
underground "tomb" was quite unforgettable. Pointing to one of the
walls, Professor Copeland said,
"We hope to dig there after the
war. Who knows what we might
find?" Seeing the splendor around
us, we wondered too. An interesting anecdote connected with this
oriental den was told us by Professor Copeland. Pointing
to a
Chinese •bell made of wood, he

added, "This was given me by
Professor Parker of Harvard, the

famous

zoologist.

He came down

here one day, and I happened to
have incense burning. His com-

ment was, "You've got

and

visal

olfactory stimuli here, but how
about .auditory and gustatory
ones?' A few weeks later I receved this Chinese bell, together with
a parcel of oriental foodstuffs."
ic

Having returned from this magunderworld, we were
shown

comment Professor

Copeland's
booklined
study, in which there was hardily
enough room to turn around.
"This used to be the kitchen," he
added, "But I had Jhe architect
make it into a study. Now you

discussed the varieties of

wick.

When we asked Professor Copeland about his collection of but*
terflies, which is
famed around
campus, he assumed a mysterious
manner. "I keep that in an excavation I and my sons made of the
ancient tomb of an Indian king,
directly beneath the house. Just
follow me,** he added, descending
into a hole about two feet square
n one of the corners of the liv
ing room. Amazed, we followed

why I have to keep my
weight down." His books include
a collection of several hundred
volumes dealing with Cape Cod
and Martha's Vineyard, many of
see

them

There were

editions.

first

many

also

labelled

files

"Cilia,"

!

j

|

—
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ATTENTION

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SERVICE

MEN

Jam

also

Fox News

Short Subjects

May

Fri.-Sat.

19-20

AMUSEMENT CENTER
200 Maine Street

Brunswick

The Bridge of San Luis

Ray
Aklm TanurolT

-

also

Always Top Quality

Paramount News

Chops

Steaks
May

Sun. Mon.

.

.

21-22

Follow The Boys

.

.

.

STUART PRINT SHOP
Alvin Settle.' Proprietor

does the cook-

May

Tues.

-

BrunswickHardwareCo.

Johnny Downs

FIRST NATIONAL

in interfraternity
''47

from Washington,

member
ternity,

who comes
C,

D.

is

a

Beta Theta Pi Fraand was on the swimming
of the

team.

-

OeraMhM FltageraM
Short Subjects

fine

Issue

of Brunswick,

after the paper has been issued to

the reading public. (All personal

enemies from your point of view.)
Beware of English majors who
have counted up the precise number of typographical errors to be
found in your issue. The end of a
happy issue comes when you hear

agency.
s - r

The educated young managing the

shrieks of the editor-in-chief

always compliments the inspecting your front page makeup, preparatory to his heading to
columnists on their latest creations.
Vic's to drink it off.
This strategem prevents them from
telling you what they thought of
Captain: "Do your men get up
your last Sun Rises.
editor

early."
s

-

r

Sergeant: "No,

sir;

they get up

"Jive

and

is

remarked furiously:
just a trickling abstract,

senseless

melody

pounded

along and smothered by a dominating rhythm, all of which gives
the vivid impression of a freight
train piling up at a junction."
and "Always In My Heart."
3) Fats Waller: "Honeysuckle
Rose."

,

ing editors have complete charge
of their respective issues, which
they take in rotation. Besides assigning stories, seeing that they
are written, and supervising the
headline writing of the sub-editing
staff,
managing editors
mdst
"make-up" the paper in the composing room of "The Brunswick
Record," where the ORIENT is
printed.

At this display of
jump appeal a critic of clas-

quartet).

sical records

4)

Duke

Ellington:

"Take The

Flame"

and

Of

"Woodchopper's

these, three

were selectod as

the best. They wore: Ellington's
Wallers
Dorsey: "Night and "Take The 'A' Train".
Day" and "Getting Sentimental. "Honeysuckle Rose", and Vaughn
Over You."
Monroe's "On The Street of Re8) Gene Krupa: "Drumboogie" gret", ranking in that order. Here
and "Blue Rhythm Fantasy."
results
of
you have seen the
9) Harry James: "Flight of the three to four hours of bitter disBall."
7)

Tommy

Bumble Bee", and

"Strictly
tru mental."
10) Vaughn Monroe: "On
Street of Regret."
11) C,ab Calloway:
"Blues

Ir.-

f

In

Some

cussion.

of you, like
not agree with all

will

self,

The

The Night."

however,

12 > Charlie Spivak: 'My Devotion and "White Christmas."
"Jersey
13) S hep Fields:

article 15.

-

'

that everyone favored
That, at least, shows
there was some sanity amongst
the assembled music maulers.

i

Subeditors' functions are twofold: first, they write the headlines, second, they rewrite stortes

'

Bangor, Maine, is a member df
the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and has been active on the
basketball and baseball teams.

Judd Merrill '46 who come*
from Portland, Maine, is a menf
ber of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, is a member of the Student Council, and is on the baseball team.
Robert Morrell '47 coming fro*i
Brunswick, Maine, is a member "Of
the Sigma Nif Fraternity, and k
on the baseball team.

1 here's a character who's got a
heart like his name. To him a Nip

Dana

A. Little '46 will take personal charge of this issue. It was
announced that one of the functions
of
the associate editors
would be to instruct the new managing editors in the mysteries of
their craft. The individual associate editors will supervise the
managing editors in the order of
their appointment and in the order of their respective issues.

wm

of the

'47
is

Kappa Sigma

coming
a member

Fraternity,

is a member of the Masque. and
Gown and a manager of the baseball team, and is a member of the

ORIENT

staff.

Earl Rice '47, who comes from
Worcester, Mass., is a member of
the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, and
has participated in track and inter-fraternity athletics.

is

member

also a

of the

staff.

William Silsby

"47,

from Ellsworth, Maine,
of

the

Chi

Psi

who comes
is a memFraternity

and has been on the basketball
and baseball teams.
Clifford Travis '45 coming from
Yonkers,

New

York, is a

member

its

We

cabin."

could not get over

the usual kind,
you know; it doesn't float. But let
me tell you about that some other
time! Come again."
it

isn't

try to

I

But then

make a

. . .

I

the Colonel says

we

swell Combination...

•**!

Remember

ORIENT

Chesterfield's

RIGHT COMBINATION

WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS
5 Key-words
For Mildness, Better Taste
and Cooler Smoking

staff.

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

•>&>>'?:

Say trigger IU. trade You

»

member

ORIENT

ORIENT

,

4

\

*"-KzM

PRINTING

*

two sweater gals and
broadway cutie fer. a

a.'

Chesterfield

SOME.
.X?EAU

We have

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

£1 ds&fir

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone 8 —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

LHESTERFIEL

Book Store
JUST RELEASED

Ten Years

Maine Street
Solicited

Brunswick

Japan

.

\,

by Joseph C. Grew

Price $3.75

Total Resources $3,000,000

Patrsnage

College

in

Maine

«ens*n

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

na^ans*nsej

it

with Trig? No!

mooch one of
have to find him
a whole nest of Nips to pick off.

Joseph Woods '47 coming from
Baurnedale, Mass., is a member of
the Zeta Psi Fraternity, has been
active on the track team and is a

member

me anywhere

his Chesterfields

staff.

'47
Robert Scholand
coming
from South Portland, Maine, is a

of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and
is
on
the

of the

a notch in his gun.

I've got the hottest pin-up

collection in the Pacific but does

vvxi

editor-in-chief
expressed
great satisfaction with the work
of the staff for the past year and
commented particularly on the

ternity athletics.

Me,

Even when

•

The

Alphonse Query '47 who comes
from Marion, Mass., is a member steady improvement shown in the
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
and has participated in interfra- ber of the Chi Psi Fraternity and
Richard Roundy
from Beverly, Mass.,

in the trees is

get

of the

Capital, $175,000

Student

the

•

The

Phone 328-M for delivery

my-

choices, nevertheless, they are the
decisions
thirteen
campus
of
critics.
I might say in closing,

*

Maine

by

'

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

BANK
with

'

with a blunt instrument. Constant Use of such an instrument,
along with the long whip, usually associated with the Orient
Higher-ups may cause the sub
editors to petition the CIO, the
WLB, the .VLB or some other
worker's protection society or

Sheperd Lifshitz '47 coming unfit for publication. They Work
from Lewiston, Maine, is a mem- in- close cooperation with the manber of the Thorndike Club,* is a aging editor to whom they are
member of the ORIENT and the immediately responsible.
They
are also sometimes called upon to
tennis team.
'46
Harry Lindemann
who handle the most important stories,
comes from West Englewood. N. such as "lead" and feature- articles.
J., is a member of the Alpha Tap
Omega Fraternity and is a'menlThere will be a special comber of the ORIENT staff.
memorative issue of the ORIENT
John Magee '47 coming
from on June 24th. 'Associate
editor

BOTTLED BEES

Wed.-Thurs.

Fox News

team and

Guy Leadbetter

HOT DOGS

•

May 24-25
Ladies Courageous

Sometimes sub editors do
tip but they do that Just
One
for the surprise element.
should never strike a sub editor

show

really

supernatural forces. Carry-overs
are sometimes made to disappear
for whole hours. This Is done to
test the mettle of the editor. The
writer has found that when sach
gremlin-like actions occur, temporary relief is afforder by beatIng one's head against the wall,
s - r
The final advice is to be utilized

MIKE'S PLACE

23

Selected Short Subjects

Lorrtta Young

tennis

man
utter

Publishing Company authorized
the filling of the position of associate editor, vacant since last
summer. Associate editors assist
in the formulation
editorial
of
policy and in the general supervision of the organization. Manag-

athletics.

hobbies,

Brunswick

Trocadero
Rosemary Lane

'
team.
Earl Hanson '47 coming from
Newton, Mass., is a member of
the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, and
has been active on the track team.
Frank Kimball '47-» who comes
from Freeport, Maine, is a member of the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, and has been active on
the baseball team.
Richard Lawlis '46 coming from
Houlton, Maine, is a member of
the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, and has been active on the

our astonishment, especially when
Professor Copeland laughed and
said, "It's just another one of my

TONDREAU BROS.
Maine Street

try-

tion of a

do.

Rag", "The World Is Waiting For

George Griffin '47 coming from
South Portland, Maine, is a memOrient
ber of the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, is on the baseball team,
t Continued from Page I ]
the ORIENT staff, and is a member of the Masque and Gown.
*
William Harvey '46 who comes the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
from Woburn, Mass., is a member The other editorial positions are
appointed by the editor-in-chief.
of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
and has been active on the track A recent meeting of the Bowdoin

I

Fancy Groceries

Paramount News

we kicked bands around

ing to decide their best tunes.
Topnotch records were listed and
there follows a list of the "top"
records of the jive era as played
by fifteen bands and as picked by
the experts:
1) Benny Goodman: "Bugle Call

Dupont- concerning Benny Goodman.
A
jive hound suggested "Bugle Call
Rag" and "The World Is Waiting
For the Sunrise" (Benny Good-

and

Council.

Theta Delta Chi Fraternity,
Complete Printing Service is a member of the Masque and
Gown and has been active on th»
Town Bldg. Tel. 89Brunswick track and rifle teams.
Frederick Willey '47 who comes
from Pittsburgh, Penn., is a mem-

ing best

All Star Cast

with

has been active on the track team tis-Wright Corp.,
and was a member of, the Student deNemours Co.

of the

with

An

]

[ Continued from Page I ]
work, and, secondly, to keep him
constantly replenished so that
he will not run short of insptration. It is frequently necessary
to find a sucker to do the work
that other sub eds (busy studying, bless them) are too busy to

.Making up the paper is one of bright and early?"
member of the baseball team and trial Postwar Possibilities
and the Sunrise."
is a member of the Masque and Needs for College Graduate Per2) Glenn Miller: "Chattanooga
Gown. He comes /from Albany, sonnel." A panel discussion will Choo-Choo," "Serenade In Blue," 'A' Train," "Solitude," and "Mood Bounce."
14) Charlie
Barnet:' "Thing3
New York.
follow. Among the companies rep- Junction," and "The Anvil
Cho- Indigo."
5) Kay Kyser: "Who Wouldn't Ain't What They Used To Be."
Francis Grant* '46 who comes resented at the conferences will rus" to mention only a few. Fol15) Guy
Lombardo: Oh! He
from Wellesley Hills, Mass., is a be General Motors, Pan Ameri- lowing this general agreement we Love You."
Harmon:
"Blue makeup records ?
6) Woody
member of (Tie Chi Psi Fraternity, can Airways, Standard Oil, Cur- hit a maze of conflicting views

ber

NOW OPEN

PHILGAS

I

lege's

W

with

Lynn Bart

.

Continued from Page

[

]

we

'

the few Joys in the otherwise
bleak life of a managing editor.
The philosophy to be used In
make-up is that one is constantly
being frustrated in the construc-

.

Alpha Tau Omega
Theta" Delta Chi

Total

i

Role in the Demobilization
Leo Dunn '47 coming from West of Alumni." On Friday May 19
Roxbury, Mass., is a member of speakers from the army, navy and
the Delta Upsilon Fraternity and marine corpse will take on "Demowas active on the track team.
bilization Patterns and Problems",
Holden Findlay '44 belongs to and on Saturday, May 20 leaders
the Psi Upsilon Fraternity, is a of industry will discuss "Indus-

0.

Chi Psi

Continued from Page

"Tuxedo

discussed B. G. again,
took a vote and found the "Bugle
Call Rag" was rated as Benny's
best. (Apologies to T. M. for not
having consulted him before printing such a rash decision).
For the remainder of the evebattle

Job Conference

ternity.

2

1

16
7 Classes

{

War

Trail,"

After having quietly removed our
friend from a possjble scene of

French 100

Elections

Fe

The Santa

English 116 (17th and 18th Century Prose)

Mathematics 1

"Ductless Glands," "Nereis," etc.,
containing records of Dr.' Copej
land's work.
He told us about
him down a ladder into the mys- the Nereis worm called "Eddie"
terious depths. Our surprise is which he had trained to responfl
difficult to express when we found to the greeting "Hello." Up in his
my daughter had to catch some ourselves in a dimly lit apart- laboratory in the Searles Science
that had gone on an excursion ment hung with oriental tapes- building he had '"Eddie" in a tank
through the Oceanographic Insti- tries, and litt$-ed with statutes which was so arranged that, every
tute."
and all sorts of curious objects. time someone confronted it, a
"Stamp collecting is among my "All jus.t the way we found it," shadow would be thrown across
hobbies also," and like a true col- Professor Copeland said, smiling, the tube containing "Eddie". Prolector Dr. Copeland added, "But "or don't you believe it?" At that fessor Copeland
had previously
keep point we were ready to be'iqjre trained "Eddie" tf respond posiI
I'm not telling where
them." He then showed us a cabi- anything. Turning to four large tively to an absence of light by
net which contains his collection cases. Professor Copeland began creating a
conditioned
reflex!
mechanical showing his collection of butter- Thus, every time someone conof sewing-birds" a
device in the form of a bird which flies, accumulated by himself and fronted "Eddie", and said "Hello",
is constructed to hold howing in
his sons over many years. Drawer the worm would pop out of the
its bill by means of a concealed
after drawer filled with moths and tube, stimulated by the absence
spring. Professor Copeland's col- butterflies of splendid hue and of light, ana expect the food which
one
lection contains more than
fantastic coloration were drawn he had been used to receive 'at this
hundred different types of "sew- out. Each specimen was neatly signal. This "talking worm" was
ing-birds"; "I have classified my mounted and labelled, showing the the sensation of» .the whole camcollection according to the chron- place it was collected, and other pus. It is only now, after many
ological development of the differ- data. The sight of these beautiful years, that Dr. Copeland is willThese birds are a
ent types.
ing to reveal the secret of this
beautiful example of evolutionand
marvel.
of deVries" Theory of Mutation,"
When the time for us to leave
how even a collection of antiques
came around, Professor Copeland
insisted on showing
us
colored
slides of his place at Woods Hole.
We noted that a mast was visible
in one of the pictures, and asked
Dr. Copeland about it. "Oh, this is
-and
the mast of my yacht," he commented. "Do you see this Very
Thurs.
May 18
pistol here amongst my collection
Session
of guns? That was given my by a
Visit the
with
sea captain who I entertained in
Ann Miller - Jess Barker

CUMBERLAND

Chemistry 100

.

The

In

1
1

animals to be found around Bruns-

.

Hoars to be arranged
English 4(2 hours per week)

English 27
Latin 9

and

only one thing was unanimously
agreed to, this being that Glenn
Miller did his best job on '*Chattanooga Choo-Choo". This was, by
far, his most popular record but
other favorites included: "Along

ning

seized their

Copeland's

Professor

discussion of ortheir best records
was slyly inserted into a conclave
on classical music. From this talk

Philosophy 100
Psychology 100

Present War
Former
4 Beta Theta Pi
2 Delta Upsilon
2 Kappa Sigma
2 Sigma Nu
2 Psi Upsilon
1
Alpha Delta Phi

j

One

Recently a

chestras

t

1:30 P.M.

SUNRISES

By Al Wenren

Spanish 1

Physics 1

advance.

Fraternity

deep slumber overtakes you. During the resulting
Mesmeric Trance the knowledge
contained in the hooks will pass
by osmosis from the pillow to youi he added, chuckling. Having seen
may bo arranged according to the
cerebrum.
laws of
taxidermy.
Professor
Copeland went on to show us
around the house. We saw some
Copeland
of the 800 birds and mammals
[ Continued frum Page J 1
which he has collected and stuffed
himself. Many specimens
come
garden, for it contains "A rock from the immediate vicinity
of
garden, an aquatic garden, and a Brunswick, especially many small
marine garden, and in addition .1 rodents which Professor Copeland
series of pools and streams" built has trapped. "The woodland jump"We ng mouse is. in my opinion, the
Professor
Copeland
by
build a few more very year or so." most beautiful of mammals," was
until

Physics 3
Physics 5

American FieldJService

emotional upset was too great
for the students,
from whose
forehead cold sweat began to
pour. Even a few cases of cataleptic trance were observed. Not
until
twenty minutes after-,
wards did the class realize that
Professor Kamerling was expounding the structure of Azo
dyes. After the period was over
Tom Sawyer claimed that he
saw pink carbon atoms revolving about the room during his
trance. Cliff Travis maintained
that Romaine was all he could
see during his seizue.
The effects of the omission of
this quiz have amazed phychologists all over
the country.
Textbooks are being
revised,
and Professors are omitting
quizzes daily, merely to observe
the psychological and physiological effects on the students.

a

fearful

who

pencils,
and announced,
quiz will be held today."

—V—

Just to show

Can

—V—

the students,

Government 7
Mathematics 3

A

Last Friday morning after
the bells tolled at 8 am. the
chemists of Chern 7-8 rushed to
the lecture room, expecting
their weekly
quiz.
Professor
Kamerling entered solemnly, a
look of, impending disaster on
his face. He wanted to the platform. He took out his watch.
He wound his watch. He put
his watch on the table. He faced

sarily;

anything."

Moral: "You Too
The Dean's List."

8 A.M.
English 1

similar arrangement
was
adopted two years ago for the
convenience of the students, and
found most satisfactory. Sleeping rooms are also available at
the Union at the rate- of $1.50 a
day per person, accomodation is
limited, however, and reservations should, therefore, be made

Base which has made this salutary innovation possible.

HOT LICKS

Term, Summer Trimester, 1044
11 A.M.
10 A.M.
9 A.M.
Chemistry 1
Art 11
Chemistry 3
Economics 1
Economics 3
Government 1
English 52
English 7
Greek 3
French 5
French 3
History 12
German 3
Mathematics 5 German 1
Mathematics 2 Mathematics.
Philosophy 2*

First

This summer the canteen at
the Moulton Union will be open
all day to members of the student body and the Navy, It Is
announced by the office of Donovan D. Lancaster, manager of
the Union.

effects de-

the wandering attention of students. It

to, focus

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
SCHEDULE OF COURSES

Lancaster Discloses
Plans For Canteen
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FRED WARING'S
VICTORY TUNES
Five Nights a Week
all NBC Stations

OHN NESBHf'S
PASSING PARADE
es. We d.Thurs. Nights

S****i
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all
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CHANGE WBZ BROADCAST

"WHEN BRIGHT SKIES
WERE O'ER US"
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VISITORS THRONG COLLEGE FOR SESQUICENTENNIAL RITES
Masque and Gown Will Present Shakespeare's "As You Like It" Tonight
t

Scribner's Will Display-

Miss Marcelle Drapeau And
Lamparter '47 In Leads
At
Masque

Scrlbners' will display a spec-

its

thirty^rst

Commencement

Play,

during the sequicentennial cele-

Commencement Play

to be used

The production this year will
from the earlier performance in that girls will be used
The Misses
in the female parts.
Florence
Drapeau,
Marcelle
Smith, Patricia Means, and Donna
Trufant are playing Rosalind. Celia, Phebe, and Audrey respectiveThe abandonment of female
ly.
Impersonators since 1927 seems to
have been accepted as a change
also differ

for the better, despite its historical inpropriety, and the dramatic
is fortunate to have the assistance of this outside talent.

club

two years

reading

MISS MARCELLE DRAPEAU and WILLIAM S. LAMPARTER '47,
who will play the leading roles of Rosalind and Orlando in the Masque
and Gown performance of "As You Like It" tonight at nine o'clock.

in succession.

from

—

—

Miss Drapeau appeared in "Goodbye Again" last March for the
Masque and Gown, and Miss
Means played in "The Winter's
Tale" last •year at Commencement. The Misses Smith and Trutendants, and Bob Burroughs as
fant are making their first apthe Banished Duke. Holden Findpearance for the club.
lay as Charles played in a one-act
Playing the part of Orlando, play contest two years ago.
A
William Lamparter acts his first number of songs will be sung dui>
part since his own one-act play ing the progress of the play by
was read in January. It was Al Long and Lloyd Knight.
written in blank verse, and the
In charge of production for the
author's understanding and appreciationTof the form is apparent in
[ Continued on -Pag* 4 }

Professor H. R. Brown

COFFIN POEM NOTES

Plans Library Exhibits

COLLEGE'S INFLUENCE

Attractive exhibits of Bowdoiniana to begin the week of the sesquicentennial and to continue in
some cases through the summer

Amid all the excitement of the
Bowdoin
of
150th anniversary
College, and included in the very
interesting events of the Sesquicentennial celebration which has

exhibit will have

as a photo-mural background an
enlargement of the familiar
print of the campus in 1821.
The display will include first
editions of Longfellow, Hawthorne, and Coffin; portraits of
I^ongfellow, Hawthorne, Peary,
and Pierce; and an enlarged
tele-type style list of Bowdoin's
great alumni.
Especially featured will be a
portrait of President Sills and
an enlargement of a letter written to him from*Iorth Africa by'
Lt. Gerhard O. Render 'SI, expressing the views of a man in
the service on the value of the

As You

Shakespeare.
George Griffin as Jaques and
Stanley Weinstein as Touchstone
are new to Masque and Gown audiences, hut Frank Gordon as Oliver will be remembered from
"The Winter's Tale," as will Dana
the
Little as Corin and William
only actor "doubling" and DonBoth
ald Koughan as Le Beau.
Albert Long and Richard Roundy
played ia "Goodbye Again," and
are now playing Amiens and
Jaques de Bois. Nathan Whitman,
who appeared briefly in "Goodbye
Again," now has the important
part of Adam. Playing their first
parts for the club will be Robert
Hunter as Silvius, Clifford Travis
as the Duke Frederick, Charles
Curtis and Stanley Altman as athis

The

bration.

'16. It will be proLike It, last played at Bowdbin in 1915 and
duced under the campus trees rather than on the Art Buildperformances will
earlier
ing Terrace. Those who recall the
remember the Forest of Arden as represented by a thirty-foot
retree "planted" on the bricks of the terrace. They will also
member a distinguished cast, including Julian Gray and John
Rickard,
Churchill in the leads, supported by the late Forbes
William Ireland, and Eric Achorn among others. It was the
first

liberal arts.

Music Plays Leading
Role In Celebration

have been planned for six college
Bowdoin College celebrates its
and city libraries, according to been arranged, Professor Robert 150th anniversary with all the
Professor Herbert Brown, who has P. T. Coffin, Pierce Professor of f erv r fhat is expected in these
been largely responsible for the English and noted poet, will give war d ays Many eminent personan original poem in honor of the a nties will contribute to the celearrangements.
The local exhibit in Hubbard day.
bration, and music, too, will play
Professor Coffin was requested an important part.
Hall, according to Mr. Boyer, the
contains to write a poem several months
Librarian,
Assistant
by
The college hymn written
many Bowdoin "firsts"— the first ago for the occasion. This in- Isaac Watts has been put to new
issue of the college catalogue, the volved a huge subject which only music by the Russian-American
first commencement program, the an adept at poetry could under- contemporary
composer, .Nicolai
have
a ijBerezowsky in honor of the Sesfirst Ivy Day program, and copies take. His usual poems
of the first issues of the Bugle, much smaller topic and a more quicentennial celebration. We are
Orient, and Quill. It also includes solid foundation than the one re- honored by this because he felt
•
a copy of the notice of the cen- quested.
that Bowdoin was a typical LibProfessor Coffin gets his inspi- eral Arts College. It will not retennial exercises in 1894, and the
Phi Beta Kappa register which is ration from his own experiences place the traditional tune as a
open at the page containing the and others. He says that the fol- ^congregational hymn, but
was
types
of written mainly for mixed chorus
name of Henry W. Longfellow. lowing are the two
This register is still used by the poems: the poem which lingers in for concert purposes. It will be
Society and U. was signed by the the. mind of the creator until hej^ung in afl the important college*
new members preceding their init- feels it is complete, and the poem n the country by trained choirs,
iation yesterday in Hubbard Hall. which is suddenly inspired by a Mr. Berezowsky is going to make
Two Maine city libraries have happening, and is written at an a special arrangement for the
That in impulse. A good poet such as Pro- Bowdoin choir, to be
at
sung
also planned exhibits.
Portland will use material not fessor Coffin carries a book of chapel.
his
head unwritten
This music
is,
figuratively
only from its own files, but also poems in
poems which probably speaking, in modern dress; it is
will include items from the priv- poems
ate collection of William Witherle some day will excite the literary very singable, with striking modLawrence '98. It will include the world. Professor Coffin's own idea ulatons. It is in many respects
manuscript copy of President Mc- has been expressed in a book of. a an exciting and inspiring composiKeen's inaugral address in 1802, series of lectures and analytical tion. The hymn will be sung for
and the manuscript minutes of the reviews which can be found in the the first time on Sunday morning
first meeting of the Boards held library.
Brunswick
at 11 o'clock by. the
The Bangor
The Professor's poem for
in Portland in 1794.
the Choral Society,
exhibit will emphasize the contri- celebration is a chronological one.
Last winter Bowdoin
College
bution of the college to the State It deals with the spread of modern came into possession of the origiculture in the Renaissance period nal manuscript of Edward Arlingof Maine.
Twilight
"The
There will be two exhibits in up to the present re-education of ton Robinson's
the Boston area, one at the Bos- China. Bowdoin is a cog in the Song," now on display in the liton Public Library and the other great wheel revolving about .the brary. Professor Stanley Chase
The latter, which world. It implies that, although requested Professor Tillotson to
at Harvard.
has received the special attention Bowdoin is situated in the "back- write the music to this work of
of Robert H. Haynes '19 who is water," it has produced, and shall Robinson, in honor of the Sesquian assistant librarian of the Wide- produce, "citizens in the round." centennial celebration. It will be
ner Library, will stress the con- One will find, after hearing Pro- sung for the first time on Saturbetween Bowdoin and fessor Coffin's poem, that Bow- day morning at the Convocation
nection
j
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Lone Survivors Of Class Of '44
Philosophize On Bowdoin Life
By Robert W. Burroughs

end the friendship

of the students,
friendly relations

Although the class of '44 passes especially the
almost unnoticed as far as campus between the Jews. Negroes, and
life goes, there are three students the members of fraternities." Conof that class, which would normal- tinuing, Bob said that the cooperly graduate this June, who are ex- ation between the students, the
As the White Key, and the Student Councellent representatives.
best way to garner fleeting im- cil is a tremendous help in making
pressions of the flown class of '44 Bowdoin' one big family, in the
appears to be an interview, we sense of numerous petty differ 7
"went around to see" Bob Sperry ences, but without deep-seated,
quarrels "That
shows
'44, Holden Findley ,44' and Al feudal
Bowdoin is a good college."
Long '44.
When queried similarly, redAt each house, the interviewee,
when informed of our purpose, head Beta, Al Long (who was in
acted with surprising alacrity to the Marine Corps for a while)
assure us that we were wholly whimsically replied, "The Atmoswelcome.
At the Cram House, phere." Puzzled, for we hate trite
tall ex-soldie"r Bob Sperry was expressions, we sought a more
arked, "What do you think will definite explanation. Al laughed,
stick in your mind about Bow- filled one of his numerous pipes,
doin?" He immediately answered, and said; "The inconveniences of
"The companionship of the faculty
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
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SUN RISES
By

G. H. Griffin and

C

W.

Curtis dents presenting themselves, they
were duly examined and admitted.
Which then was the true birthday of the college, June 24, 1794 or
somewhat less frequent intervals. September 2, 1802? At the semiIn the case of our college, once centennial there seems to have
every fifty years has seemed a rea- been no doubt. As far as can be
sonable period. There is a bit of un- found from the histories of the
certainty, however, as to just when college, 1844 was allowed to pass
commemorative
to begin to count. The college be- without special
gan its legal life on June 24th, incident. Elaborate preparations,
Institutions like men celebrate
their birthdays, though, being unlimited by human mortality, at

Samuel however, were made for fitting
Adams of Massachusetts signed ceremonies in 1852. Of the college
the charter. Things moved slowly which you know only Massachuin those days, especially in the dis- setts Hall and the three older
trict of Maine where the site of the, dormitories were then completed
college was two weeks by sail if and in use. The chapel was in procone were lucky) or four days by ess of construction. The student
coach from Boston. In the Office of body totaled 190 and was divided in
the Bursar there now hangs, or did the ratio of about two to one between the college itself and the
till recently, a portrait of the first
Commencement
treasurer of the college. The har- medical school.
ried and badgered present guardian that year fell on September 1st
of our resources has been heard to and the Semi-Centennial Exercises
say that at times he looked back a were held the preceding day. The
bit enviously at his predecessor best contemporary account seems
who had no faculty, no students, to be that in the Bangor Daily
and no buildings to distract him Mercury. "Driven before a northfrom his duties. It was not until east storm," its correspondent
1802 that the college began its wrote from the Tontine Hotel, "we
academic existence. Massachusetts came smoothly to Portland yesterHall had just been completed. In day in the steamer "Governor,"
this one building, as' a contempor- and arrived here this morning to
ary glowingly stated, there were participate in the half-century
"snugly and economically provid- jubilee of Bowdoin College."
At ten thirty in the morning exed ... all the external conditions
for opening the college,—accommo- ercises began in the First Parish
dations for a president and family, Church. There was a poem by the
rooms for students, for a chapel Reverend Ephraim Peabody in
and hall, for lectures and recita- which our correspondent tells us,
past was pleasantly contions, for library and apparatus." "the
In September of that year the trasted with the present, and both
President, the Reverend Joseph referred to the future," music by
McKeen. and his faculty of one the Germania Band; and two adwere duly installed, and eight stu[ Continued on Page 2 ]
1794

when

Governor

(

24 Seniors Are Graduated

ial Bowdoin exhibit in the windows of its Fifth Avenue Store

nine o'clock the evening of the Sesquicentennial, the
and Gown will conclude its forty-first season with the

presentation of

Halifax, Stone Get Degrees,

Books By Graduates

;

'

'

—

—
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Harvard. It will especially feature
Longfellow, who was professor of
modern languages at both insti-

doin has really proved herself to exercises in the
First
Parish
her students and to the world &V Church by Lloyd Knight, 45.
large.

tutions.

The

New

York Public Library

exhibit has been under the direction of Alexander P. Clark *34,
who is a member of the library

HILDRETH, HALE, BOWDOIN ALUMNI, TRIUMPH
AS GOVERNOR, CONGRESSMAN CANDIDATES

I

j

j

j

!

By George H. Griffin
Ten members of the class of 1944 were awarded their Bachelor Degrees, and eighteen
honorary degrees were awarded to other candidates by President Kenneth C. M. Sills at
the Sesquicentennial Commencement exercises this morning in the historic First Parish
Church before a large gathering of faculty, friends, relatives, alumni, and guests. Bachelor's
Degrees were also awarded to five men of the class of 1943, nine men of the class of 1945,
and one man of the class of 1938.

Honorary degrees were awarded to The Right Honorable
Edward Frederick Lindley Wood, the Earl of Halifax; Harlan
Fiske Stone, Chief Justice of the United States; Sumner SewGovernor of Maine; Mark van Doren; Roscoe James
Earle Spaulding Thompson '14; Lucien Percy Libby '99;

Ham;
WalCopeland Philoon
William Widgery Thomas '9*4;
Cornelius Packard Rhoads '20: Arthur Chapman '94; Henry
all,

lace

Sloane Coffin: James Phinney Baxter, 3rd; Edward Willianil
Eames; Ernest Martin Hopkins; John Clement Alderman; \
Francis BowesvSayre; Yung-ch ing Yang; Charles T. Burnett
The following
men received
Bachelor of Arts degrees: James
WBZ, Broadcast Holmes Bagshow '44, Edwin
Stuart Briggs '45 (cum laude),
Commencement Dinner Robert Edward Colton '44 (summa cum laude), Vasmer Leverett
Those in charge of the sesqui- Flint '38, John Evans Grant '45,
centennial celebration have found Stuart Edward Hayes '44 (magna
laude),
Albert Stoneman
radio cooperative in obtaining ad- cum
vance publicity for the occasion Long, Jr. '44 (cum laude), and
and in reporting it to those who Frederick William Whittaker '44
(magna cum laude).
will not be able to be present.
The following men received
Professor Herbert Brown, who
Horace A. HildreCi
has served as the publicity com- Bachelor of Science degrees: Richard Watson Benjamin '44. Richard
mittee's
active
agent,
reports
that
partner in the law firm of Verrill,
Palmer Berry '45, James Edward
Hale, Dana, and Walker since 1920. Professor Thayer, in charge of Ellis '44,
Rudolph
Flinker
He served in the Army of the special radio commitments, has '45 (cum laude), Louis
John Walker
been
able
to
arrange
broadfor
United States from August 1917 to
Hoopes, Jr. '43
(summa
cum
September, 1919, rising in grades casting the entire commencement laude), George
Johnson Kern '45,
from private to Second Lieutermnt. d,nner over WGAN. The program John Frederick
'44,
Lee
Donald
wnl
on
tne
air
at
one-thirty.
S°
He received his commission in
Roberts Maxson
'45,
Norman
France, serving with the infantry. Professor Brown will be in charge Blanchard^Richards
'45
(cum
In 1919 he was a member of the and wlH °Pen the broadcast with laude),
Edward
Thompson
Richand
-staff-sent- by *he United States | a -deBCCipUon of the occasion
"43, Peter MeTrttt Rmatao*
ardson
to Finland. «f*he -set ting. At two thirty Sta- '43
Peace Commission
(summa cum laude), David
tions WBZ .and. WBZA. Boston
Esthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
and Springfield, will; ''come "in." William Ross '45 Ujam laude),
Hale was a member of the Maine
'44,
All three will sign off at three Richard Woodbury Sampson
Legislature frdrn 1923 to 1930,
thirty.
Creight*n 3- GatcheM '32, -Philip Ljncoln SJayton '44.\Harte*i
T
serving as speaker of the MVme
and
Jbhn
manager of WGAN*. has offered "Dresser Taylor '43,
House of Representatives in 1929- to present to the college
'45.
as a per- David Toeller
30. He was elected as a representa-%
In awarding the honorary" de>manent

WGAN,

;

1

',

j

I

,

'

'
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tive to Congress from the First
Congressional District of Maine on

September 14, 1942. A ceaseless
worker for the establishment of an
international organization to pre
\'7'\
~~°~~i~.
serve world peace.
Mr. Hale toured
the country last summer in support
of the well-known Ball-BurtonHatch-Hall resolution. Last September 9th, near the close of the
1943 Summer Trimester, he spoke
to a large gathering of students,
faculty, and friends of the college
in the Bowdoin College Chapel on
permanent
of
attainment
the
peace and order in the world following the war.

As an undergraduate

at

Bow-

Hale served as editor-in-chief
of the Bugle, chairman of the Quill
Board, Ivy Day Poet, senior class
poet, president of Ibis, and won
several other prizes and awards.
doin.

\

j

rial

Nomination, which, in Maine,

poem.
Recent programs

virtually

Mon.

26—Chapel,

June

President.

,

Mahoney's MaOfficers vs.
rauders.
6.30 p.m. Pickard Field Brunswick Softball League. Radar

"B" vs. Marines.
Wed. June 28—Chapel, Professor Daggett.

frankness and
shrewdness
of
Maine into the intricacies of business in the
metropolis;
able,
straightforward, loyal,

Honoris Causa

Master of Arts
2. Lucien Percy Libby
of
the
Class of 1899, teacher in the Portland High School for many years,
patient and inspiring interpreter
of English and American literature to hundreds of
boys
and
girls; for his wise and experienced
service in public education, representing today the glorious company of teachers,
[ Continued on Page 4 }

in

the

Bow-

WGAN

[

Continued on Page
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And Students Relax For
Clambake At Simpsons Point

Faculty

tantamount

linist of

to election.

Tues. June 27-^-Cha'pel, The
Bursar.
6.00 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunswick Softball League. BNAS

of the Class of 1914, of New York
City, Overseer
of
the College,
President of the American Water
Works and Electric Company,
President of the University Club
of New York City, broad-minded
executive in the field of public
utilities with emphatic Jtress upon
the word
public,
carrying the

WBZA

ter.nial

Harrison Keller, the first viothe quartet, is the head
of the violin department at the
While Hildreth polled more Washington County, and conse- New England Conservatory of
votes than his two opponents com- quently is intimately concerned Music. Alfred Krips, second viobined, Congressman Robert Hale with the problem of labor and agri- lin, Georges Fourel, viola, and Al'10, a candidate for renomination culture.
fred Zighera, violincello, are all
in the First Congressional District
Entering the political field, Hil- members of the Boston Symphony
of Maine, was swamping his three dreth served^as a member of the Orchestra.
adversaries by an eight to one House of Representatives from the
The Program:
is

WRZ%

grees, the President spoke as follows: "In Exercise of authoritygiven me by the two Governing
Beards. I now create:
1.
Earle Spaulding Thompson

doin-on-t he- Air series over
have been given a slant toward
the sesquicentennial. The one on
Thursday, June 22nd, presented
the Masque and Gown in "Songs

Quartet Concert Will
staff.
It will contain only items By Lewis P. Flckett
which are part of the library's
Monday witnessed the triumph of two Bowdoin gradu- End Sesquicentennial
emphasizing
collections,
and ates in the State of Maipe Primary Elections. Maine RepubLongfellow,
Hawthorne,
Peary.
It will also include an lican voters endorsed the Hon. Horace
A. Hildreth '25 as their
Music by the Boston String
manuscript of Robert
original
candidate for chief executive in the fall gubernatorial race. De- Quartet will end the exercises of
Peter Tristram Coffin.
feating his closet rival, Roy L. Fernald, by a better than two the Sesquicentennial celebration
at Memorial Hall tomorrow afterto one margin, Hildreth received the Republican Gubernatonoon at three o'clock.
The

record a master recording
of the dinner exercises as heard
over WGAN.
Carl de Suze '38 has devoted
three of his fifteen minute programs. "You're Telling Us." which
QVer
hf
nd
afternoons at twelve fifteen, to
advance notices of the celebration.
On May 2Gth he interviewed Professor Herbert Brown and Samuel
A. Ladd '29, the recently appointed Director of Placement, in a
program which described the wartime college and its program for
returning servicemen..
On June
7th
he
interviewed
Professor
Quinby, the Director of Dramatics, on the history of the Masque
and Gown and Its part in the ce!
ebration. On June 16th he interviewed Professor Coffin who read
a short selection of the sesquicen-

^ ^

1

own

Coming Events

'05;

margin.

G

in

Eeter
Thu. June 29—Chapel,
Arthur Curran '46, President
of the Student Council.
6.00 p.m. Pickard Field. BrunsHale, born and educated in
wick Softball League. Bowdoin
Portland, Maine, was graduated
"Blacks" vs. Radar "A".
He received his law degree from from Bowdoin in 1910, summa cum
FrL June SO Chapel, Professor
Harvard Law School in 1928, tak- laude. While at Bowdoin he was a
Root. Ralph Hughes '47 will
ing a position with a Boston law member of Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
play a clarinet solo.
The next Bowdoin-on-t he-Air firm, but soon returning to Maine and was subsequently elected to
program is scheduled for Thurs- to become a partner in the firm of Phi Beta Kappa. A Rhodes scholar,
day, July 6th, at 7.45 p.m. over Cook, Hutchinson, Pierce & Co. in Hale graduated from Oxford in
Lloyd Robbins Portland. From the start of his 1912. He continued his studies at
Station WGAN.
Knight '45, baritone, will present Career, Hildreth has enjoyed a wide Harvard Law School in 1913-14,
variety of interests political, busi- and was awarded an M.A. degree
a program of songs.
On July 10th Dr. J. Duncan ness, and civic. A practicing attor-; from Oxford in 1921.
Spaeth will lecture at the col- ney, he is- a member of the State
In 1914 he was admitted to the
•nd National Bar Associations.
lege.
Massachusetts bar, in 1917 to the
During the past several years,
The next faculty meeting will
Maine bar. Since 1917 he has pracbe Monday afternoon, July 10th, Hildreth has been a pioneer in the
development of peat moss bogs in, ticed law in Portland, being a
at four o'clock.
j

—

•

j

(

to

become acquainted with the upperclassmen and faculty, and to
give the whole college a rest. after
the trying registration days, an
all-college clambake was given
Wednesday, June 14th. Forced to
eat at the bake or starve, because
of the closing of the dining halls
that evening, some 250 students,
members of the faculty, office
staff, and their families arrived at
Simpson's Point in time to witness
the opening of the bake at five

major.
the 89th Haydn: Quartet in
Op. 54. No. 1
In the 90th
Allegro con brio
Legislature, he moved up. to the
Allegretto
Senate, being on the important
Menuetto
Appropriations Committee and the
Finale
pioneer Legislative Research Committee. Re-elected to the Senate of Brahms: Quartet in A major.
Op. 51. .No. 2
he was
the 90th Legislature,
Allegro non troppo '
elected President of that body.

town of Falmouth
Maine Legislature.

Hildreth, a native of Gardiner,
Maine, attended high school in
that city. Coming to Bowdoin in
1921, he was prominent in debating, athletics, and dramatics. He
and his twin brother Charles played opposite ends on the football
team, and he also gained recognition as a baseball pitcher. He was
a member of Zeta Psi Fraternity,

—

By Charles W. Curtis
To enable the June freshmen

ized before dinner.

A

tug-of-war

between the June freshmen and
the faculty willingly aided by upperclassmen, anxious

to

demon-

strate their superiority, was met
with enthusiasm. The faculty and
the unperclassmen, by supreme effort, managed to move the^straining freshmen quite handily. Their
progress was rudely stopped, however, when the freshmen resorted
to the doubtful scheme of snubbing their end of the rope around

a large tree, which, surprisingly
enough, their alleged superiors
were unable to budge. Tiring of
The transportation to the site the battle, and with rapidly increasing appetites, the tug-of-war
Andante Moderato
of the bake was furnished by
Quasi menuetto moderwhatever oars were available on enthusiasts were ready to fall-to
at the appointed fime for their
ato)
campus, bv the college truck, by
Finale (allegro non assai) bicycle, and by foot power for one meal of steamed clams, hot-dogs.
Ravel: Quartet in F major
Many Coca-Cola, cake, sand, and waterof two intrepid students.
Allegro moderato tres
came prepared for "a swim, but melon .that was awaiting them on
the beach.
doux
few ventured into the icy water.
Assez vif - tres rythme
Most of the swimming was done • The clams, steamed by a supposedly
expert fisherman, were the
Tres lent
by two of the Dekes' dogs who
Vif et agite
acted as guinea pigs. Their im- subject of much debate as to
Professor Frederick E. Tillot- mediate emergence from the wa- whether they were overdone or
son, who announced the preceding ter was mute but quite conclusive underdone. Professor Koelln sumprogram, has set to music the proof that swimming was not par- med up everyone's feelings exactpoem "Twilight," by Edward Arl-* ticularly pleasant.
v
ly by stiting that he believed
ington Robinson.
Lloyd Knight
Under the supervision of the some were done just right, but
'45 will sing this song at the Con- J Student Council, games of touch
vocation.
foot hall and Softball were organ[ Continued on Page 4 ]
o'clock.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin

Fame had crowned him
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a very good time to start making postwar plans; everyone is doing it. High up
on the list of Bowdoin plans should be
the erection of a theater worthy of the
place which the Masque and Gown
fills on the Big White campus.
Outdoor productions are fine in summer and the Masque and Gown deserves
is

in

'47

'47
'47

»r» held by the Student- of
Bowdoin Odlpfr*'. Address news communication- to the Editor
and subscription communication* to the Hu-infss Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office in the Moulton Union. Bowdoin > College, Brunswick. Muine. Entared as
second class matter at the post office at Brunswick. Maine.

successfully. Let us not be blinded to the
fact that we have long hard winters in
Brunswick when the normal college carries on most of its work. It is then that

After almost five hours of uninterrupted speaking the audience adjourned at three o'clock to a large
tent erected on the campus where
dinner was served. Four hundred cf
the then one thousand alumni were
present. Here "the flow of soul
continued," we quote again from
the Bangor Mercury, "until the
dusky shades of evening obscured
the distinguishing feature of tne
happy company, when with 'Auld
Lang Syne, and three cheers for
Bowdoin, the alumni dispersed."
This was, you must remember,

The Masque and

Gown

under Professor Quinby's inspired

monument

leadership has earned a
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THE FRATERHITY HOUSES

Fenacuco

Undergraduate

Bernard E. Gorton

feeling is so strongly

opposed to the idea of having to close the
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THE SESQUICEHTENHIAL
Surely not the least value of attending a college with a glorious history of

accomplishment such as Bowdoin's
the stimulus

achievement and

to

is

full

vide. In thus helping to bring out the best

that

man and by

in a

is

only

fair to express

ment

in the

providing him

with adequate training Bowdoin

per-

is

Of

paper.

bow

it

seems

some of that

senti-

columns of

we

course,

that

fall

the students'
are all willing to
this,

we want to be
before we bend the

absolutely certain

The

the inevitable.

it is

fraternities

have demonstrated

their ability to carry

With

on despite the war.

rushing quota system

all

1 1

chapters of

the national fraternities have succeeded

now

thus far to a remarkable degree in main-

era, in this

taining their identity and their independence. The fraternity spirit which exists

and

immediate postwar

in the

it is

period of rapid change and uncertainty,

America and the world need the
steady hands and clear heads of well
educated men to help steer mankind toward a happier, fuller future.
that

pleasure and an honor to wel-

It isfc

come

many

so

visitors to

They

distinguished guests and

our campus for

this occasion.

of the im-

^ire anodTefTffdicaiiion

portant and significant place which

Bow-

doin has earned in the American educational scheme.

The

those 150 years

is

thing

that they

about

striving

As

here have been able to escape the freez-

always to turn out

graduates properly eequipped to face
current problems in business or the pro-

As

fessions.

the world changes so does

Only thus can

the college.

it

remain a

useful force. Bowdoin's adminis-

vital,

tration

fully

is

aware of

this as is

by the smooth and

plified

efficient

exem-

man-

many

dislocating problems of the

war.
fall

the college will begin

its

Sesquicentennial Year Institute on Edu-

War

World. This is
certainly symbolical of the way in which
Bowdoin is ever striving to keep up with
the times. One has to get up early in the
morning to beat a Yankee and the people
around this New England institution are
certainly far from slumbering.
cation in the Post

A BOWDOIH THEATER?'
of the Shake-

Presentation tonight
spearian play,

As You

Li\e

It,

highlights

assume

to

able

lishing themselves after the

Bowdoin
For
and

all

its

we

this

are grateful to the college

administration.

we

are taking the liberty of making
further claims on your good nature.

is so, we have a
good case for the establishment of

single activity. Since this
fairly

a "vested interest."

A

good proportion

of the student body as well as the alumni

have had Masque and

Gown experience,

can point to hard-won inscribed
bership certificates. Yet

mem-

what does

this

perfectly legal "vested interest" have to

show

for

Gown

its

existence?

The Masque and

does not have a suitable stage

from which to produce

the houses, already anticipated for this
fall,

would be very harmful to the f uture
Not only would the men

of the chapters.

asMMsassBl

v

Hamlin among

its clerical graduLongfellow and Hawthorne
among its men of letters, a President, a Chief Justice, nine Senators
and 25 Representatives in Congress, 30 college presidents, 113

ates,

in the fraternities be deprived of the

many

advantages

social

houses can

offer,

which

only

but the postwar posi-

would be weakened.
Probably it would be more economical
to move all into the dorms and feed us at
the Moulton Union. There are times
when it is worth taking a loss in order
tion of the chapters

to achieve other ends.

more than

We

think this

Men come

is

to college

just eating, sleeping

and

you close the houses, they
robbed of a good deal of that

grinding. If
will be

"something

else."

We should like to see

a full and open discussion of this problem

between students and administration.

THE CLASS OF
Welcome,
like

earlier

'48.

1948

ff

We are confident that

wartime

classes

you

will

prove equal to the heavy responsibilities

which will be thrust upon you, or rather
that you may assume if you see fit. Bowdoin has set before

itself

carrying on thru the

war with

the task of
as

many

traditions

and

So

has done a remarkable job.

far

it

will be largely

activities as it

up

can salvage.

to you, since

It

you form

so large a segment of the student body,
to see that these things continue.

its plays.
is

IMAMI

ed Ex-speaker Reed and Senator
Frye, if they had left their posts
to enjoy the day. A college that can
number Rufus Anderson, D. R.
Goodwin, H. B. Smith, C. E.
Stowe, G. B. Cheever, and Cyrus

We feel very strongly that the closing of

for

have enlisted the time and interest of
more undergraduates in playwriting, acting, and producing than have any other

senior major general of the Army,
O. O. Howard, came to sit as trustee, and Congress would have miss-

Since you have already been so helpful,

such an occasion.

productions in the past few years

termine just where Bowdoin was
in the universe. Now, he said, it
would be difficult to say where it
was not. Out of the 2500 graduates
the Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme Court came to pronounce the oration of the day, the

easy.

it

New York,

presided at the dinner, told
the story of the first exact location
of the college, when his grandfather, the first president, made observations upon the planets to de-

war, while

fraternities will find

the fact that dramatics has become an

Gown

Mr. James McKeen of

who

reason-

"frozen"

these

nearly

college.

chapters will have difficulty in reestab-

outstanding campus extracurricular activity. The exhibit of 30 years of the
Masque and Gown at Bowdoin in the
Walker Art Building points to the same
thing. It is undeniable that Masque and

that

is

Building,

Building. An enormous tent pitched
in the center of the campus was
required for the hospitalities of the

other colleges and

universities of the country. It

still

This

many

Science

Searles

The

completed at the time, attracted
great attention, as did the new Art

ing orders and natural deaths which have

occurred at so

ner in which the college has adjusted to
the

in gala dress for the occasion.

the cbilege, particularly

were years

America has evolved, so Bowdoin has
evolved,

dif

were more than a century old. The
returning graduates, more than a
thousand of them, found the town

and en-

exemplified by- the leasing of all houses
beginning June 1, 1943, the fraternities

of growth, adjustment and change.

birthday, this time the 100th anniversary of the date upon which the
original charter fcr the college was
signed. At the time of Bowdoin's
Centennial Celebration there were
but 16 colleges in the country that

Let Ms not forget $hat this situation is
rather unique on the campi of the land.

rouragement

important

really

Yours

the choice and yours the responsibility.

mmmmmmmmm^^mmm -mm^mm^m

Since wartime conditions make
impossible for the vast majori-

The

pines;

Information has been sent to the

where a thousand varied
alumni office regarding similar
memories
Rise up to waken pride or touch arrangements in Washington, D.
regret;
C, in Minneapolis, in Cincinnati,
Where our lost youth lies wait and and in Manchester, New Hamppeers at us
shire. The latter will be held on
As if some dryad shy peeped from
'•Charter Day" at the Hotel Carher tree;
What word is fitting here and fit- penter.
Here,

now?

ting

\

We

our hearts too

find

full

for

lightsome speech.
The burden of the century Which
ends,

The burden

of the ending century,

Together weigh upon us, and incite
To thoughts of grave and deep

The empty babble

of things

idly,

said
lip

Not

time.
for a

alone were insult to the

day

like this are gleeful

song

And

amorous

lay,

—melodious

nightingales
Fluting enchantment to the south-

ern moon;

Gay mockery

of

life,

dancing

like

foam
Flashing and crackling at the winecup's brim.
Not for a day like this regretful
plaint

college professors, and 21 generals
in the Civil War, has something to
show for its first hundred years.

words: "Strait is the gate and narrow is the way." The religious history of the college was reviewed
broadly by Professor E. C. Smyth,
an alumnus and once a professor.
The regular graduation exercises
took place Wednesday morning, the
medical graduates appearing with
the academical. Thursday was
Alumni Day. Chief Justice* Fuller
was greeted by a great and brilliant audience, which rose to its
feet as he was presented. His ora-

—
—

tion was as such orations often
are not extremely interesting. It
was a model of style and showed
the most painstaking study of historical facts in the college history.
Arlo Bates read a striking poem
whose philosophy was the sad and
hopeless note of agnosticism, but
whose practical teaching was earnest and noble. The introductory
stanzas of the poem are reproduc-

that
year showed a more brilliant array of names than appeared in the
tent on the campus at Bowdoin.
Two men over 90 years of age took
part the Reverend Thomas Stone,
of the class of 1820, and the Hon.
J. W. Bradbury, the classmate of
Longfellow, and a fellow senator
of Webster and Clay. The Governor
of the state brought his salutations. General O. O. Howard pled
for an increase in the Army as a
police protection for the nation;
Elijah Kellogg, Dr. Samuel Harris,
President Gilman of Johns
Hopkins, Dr. Barbour of Montreal, Justice Peters of Maine, and

—

others spoke wisely and well. And
ended.
occasion
so the great
Doubtless the alumnus who would
have found it most difficult to attend was Peary, who, at that time
was far towards the North Pole.
The college in 1894 had a plant
valued at $450,000, funds amounting to $400,000, student aid totaling $100,000, and prospect of receiving at an early date the GarceIon bequest of $400,000. The roll of
students was larger than at any
other period. A large list of honorary degrees expressed the generous
thoughts of the anniversary.
In 1902 the college for the second time in 100 years celebrated
the occasion of its opening in 1802.
The program arranged for the occasion was no less impressive than
that of the anniversary of the

in this place I

In

all

the dignity of age, with hair

gin's falls;
his silver voice

And heard

over the

hush

More eloquent than noisy

plaudits

say:
'O Caesar, we who are about to die
Salute you." While all those who
listened

^M^^B^BaaaaaBAAAAAAaaaaaaaaAaaltlaAAa

William Siebert
Joseph Wheeler
Herbert Silsby

Arthur Sfflionds
Delta Kappa Epsilon

Never

has education, and especially higher education, been
mud',
in
the
public eye a* it is today. One
of the reasons for this is that
it has been estimated that 10 to
per cent of our mobilized
f

dure.

Hartley Baxter,

m

Wilfred Divine
Theta Delta CM
Elton O. Forney
George C. Mossmtn
John L. Tyrcr
Delta F psi Ion

forces will return to school .ir
college after
the war.
That
means some 800,000 men. It
will be the tavlt -»f the college
alter the war to provide a fitting education for these returning soldiers. What sort of education will it be?

Timothy Donovan
Raphael Rnldiris
Cabot C. Easier.
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Yes, We're Interested In

CUMBERLAND

ALL Your

James Whitcornb, Jr.
Zeta Psi
Charles Perry
Reginald Lombard, Jr.

Kappa Sigma
George W. Miller
Edward Neyes
Austin Sowles
Clifford Wilson

Beta Theta Pi

Raymond

Swift

James M. Blanz
Sigma Nu
John Cummins
Stillman Hilton
Alpha.

Woodbridge Brown
Tan Omega

Howard Stuart
Robert Do! an
education: to give the student
a sense of the moral and cultural unity of the humanities
and the sciences which will enable him to lead his life to the
fullest

possible evtent.

M&C
Bowdoin

has.

I

always

believe,

stood for that sort if education
in the past.
I hope that it will
continue to stand for such an
are
education jn the future.
living in a world where the* objective on the most part' is noi ta

We

m

make men

better, but. to
The vision generally
one. of a worid pcqpled by
wise 4rtd' honorable men, but of a

them

is

richer.

not

world where

"two cars

in

every family has
the garage, and a

When men
chicken in the pot
ate richer they wail be letterthat seems to bo the attitude of
our latter-day prophets who have
succeeded in hurling the world in•
to chaos. Tt may not be
defend the heritage of spiritual
values which forms the essence or
a libera! education. Yet we must
do so: "For what shall it profit a
man, if he gain the whole world,
and lose his own soul?"
i

;
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We have

MIKE'S PLACE

I'si

and

are already visible.
There are
some, like President Hutchins of
the University of Chicago, whr
favor a re'urn to what ins ijecn
termed the "medieval" concept oi
Liberal Aits: a lack of stress or.
the utility and immediate application of the subjects taught,
Thomas Bracket t Reed "60, and with emphasis on the cultural
Reverend Samuel Valentine Cole values only. The ••Hundred Best
of Taunton 74, the first president Books" plan of St. Johns is an exof Wheaton College, were the ample of that type of education.
speakers. When Mr. Reed arose to Again,
there
are
others who
speak, the church was" filled to would stress utility and everyday
every possible corner. The alumni application something
like
a
were marshaled by classes, the pro- glorified trade school. Somewhere
cession forming on the campus un- between these two extremes lies
der the direction of the Hon. Ed- the education which will be needwin Upton Curtis '82, former may- ed in the future. It is up to us Jo
or of Boston, who was the general decide what it will he.
marshal for the day. The oldest
classes were placed in the front
President Seymour of Vale
pews, with the others ranging back
stated the problem well when
through the body of the church in
he remarked, a*The mere iteraregular order.
tf.an of the value of a literal
Following the centennial cerearts education is not cntugh.
monies which occupied about an
The dccls*,)* to mkiafoln liberal
hour, the alumni procession left the
aj+ts courses throughout the war,
church and marched to the west- despite 'diminishing enrolments)
erly side of the campus, near the
of Students, is not enough
Art building, where the massive
Our universities must find new'
granite gates given by the class of
ways to make the uisiom of
1875 have been erected. This was
learning and a taimleage hf die
the first gift of its kind the college
arts as well as the sciences
has received, and for many years
functional
w- ihiu
and Irving
Hrlng in "our
our
has formed one of the most intertime., Toi find! a way ej w ,i c,
esting features cf the campus. The
not only a way of faith, tfc the
gifts were formally turned over to
responsibility of
ho defenders
the college on whese behalf Pro<< the tradit ion irf; ^ho liberal
fessor Henry Leland Chapman '66
aHs in the Fnitcd jfttttte*.?. '<»»*
of the chair of English Literature
«ff Hie "'most
crying 'px.jmeitw
replied.
facing the college of torn »rrow
The commencement dinner was is the need for a' philosophic
served in Memorial Hall with the
unity and interconnection beoverflow expected from the large
tween the various '•unrelated*'
attendance of returning alumni in
parts of the curriculum. Withthe gymnasium.
President Hyde
out such a sense of fundamental
announced the list of gifts made to
unity pervading the whale of
the college during the year, with
one's education, college
bethe magnificent library building
comes, not a liberalizing experigiven by Thomas Hamlin Hubbard
ence, but merely specialize;! vo'57 and at that time nearing comcational training. As Dr. Alfred
pletion heading the list. Following
N'irth
Whitehead
puts
it
the dinner there was speaking by
"Above all things, we must beGeneral Hubbard, D. J. McGilliware of what I call "inert"
cuddy, of Lewiston, Chief Justice
ideas that is to say. ideas that
of the Maine Supreme Court, Govare merely received into the
ernor Hill, and others. Later the
mind without being utilized or
same night the traditionally color- distinguished or thrown inta
ful class reunions were held.
fresh ombinations
The solWe cannot but wonder as the lution I am urging, is to eradiSesquicentennial
approaches cate the fatal disconnection of
whether or not the problem of
subjects which kills the- vitality
Bowdoin's birthday has been solvof
our modern
curriculum.
There is only one subject matter
ed. If our present wartime comfor ediicatian, and that is Life
memoration seems inadequate and
in all its manifestations." Here
limited, 1952 will give us another
is summed itrp what I believe to
chance.
he the purpose .if
tuly liberal

BrunswickHardwareCo.

FAITH, REASON,

White as the foam on Androscog-

Theodore Erving
Chi

o'clock in the church on the hill.
The church was reserved for alumni and their friends and families,
with only a small portion for the
public. The crowd was dense, and
when the hour for the beginning of
the exercises arrived, the edifice
was filled to the extreme. Hon.

does the cook-

saw a poet

stand.

Albert Chillswu

years. This is a I p!( ndi;l
record that gives grc:it h j>e for

the

>n

Kenneth Welch

The formal centennial exercises
Leaders in the field of educawere held in the afternoon of the tion are by no means agreed on
same day, beginning at three the answer. But certain trends

in g best

ed:

"Once

Martin E. Robinson
Ipsil

Psi

:

*

Few commencement dinners

PHILGAS

r5onald Russell

James EcBs

,

Duty's name that one must
speak,
let the silence prove more eloquent.

The baccalaureate sermon by
President Hyde was upon the

hundred

fratern-

various

the

Aipha Delta t hi
John L. Thomas
Thomas C\ Weatherul

M&C

It is in

Or

one

by

ities:

fifty

bers.

solemnity.

By

charter
grant ^bbserved
eight
years before. The) whole state as
well as the circleyof graduates was
involved and Governor Hill of
Maine was the^guest of the college
for the day. The Phi Beta Kappa
Society met on the morning of the
first day of the celebration for the
annual election of Bowdoin mem-

throughout

men have been

following;

pledged

to aay:
done well;

i

ternity offices.

to the generous help

it

And pause

youth
and had invited them to speak at
the dinner. Only "Frank" Pierce, And bitterness of grief -acquainted
age
however, actually was present to
Alike would jar. For, lo, here Duty
contribute to the "flow of soul."
waits
The day was closed by an illumination of the college buildings and With finger on her lip, unsmiling.
stern,
the ringing of all campus bells. The
uncompleted chapel was lighted And yet wtih eyes of passionate
desire
and the windows filled by transparancies honoring the college's Which yearn for that which is beyond all speech;
great benefactor, James Bowdoin.
Her mien austere, and yet her lofty
and its presidents.
look
In June. 1894, Bowdoin again
had an opportunity to celebrate a An inspiration and a ben son.

on campus today would compare favorably with that which existed prior to the
war. Altho handicapped by inexperience
and the loss of upperclassmen, the young
men on the campus in these war years
have shown their ability to grow up fast
and assume the responsibilities of fra-

Thanks

tury.

New Frosh

Pledge 35

Cress

,

Today we marie the rounded cen-

Bowdoin Fraternities

Mustard and

lay.

natural impartiality the college For all that has been, but alas, is
not.
had decorated the tent with enormous campaign banners for both Jocund bravado of high-thoughted

the help of a wisely administered

forming in war and peace the highest
kind of service to society. For

August 31st in an election year,
and in the bitter and uncertain
decade before tne Civil War. The
fateful Tuesday of November was
not far away, and two of the candidates for President were natives of
New Hampshire, and, what is
more,
Bowdoin men. Franklin
Pierce of the class of '24— the Democratic candidate, and John Parker Hale of the class of '26— the
Free Soil candidate. With no doubt

to the inevitable, but

neck that

which such examples pro-

self-realization

houses in the

f raternnity

thir-

tle chance of this dangerous academic heresy taking root at Bowdoin. The freshmen of those days
followed a course which must have
reassured Judge Tenney. In it
Xencphon, Greek Grammar, Livy,
Latin Grammar and Prose Composition, Algebra, and Elocution were

and enterprise it has
experimenting with them so

credit for the spirit

shown

Hold Sesqui. Meetings

"Our fathers ty of Bowdoin men to return to By Bernard E. Gorton
have
ty years afterwards as the first
Today, at the celehrat' in of
the campus for the Sesquicentenhistory of the college ), and one by Let us take counsel what their sons
Bowdoin's 150th anniversary, it
nial observances, many
of
the
do."
may
Judge Tenney of the class of 1816
is
[>»•< diariy
fitting
that we
on the course of instruction. This
Bowdoin clubs and associations
should examine the principles iff
last, we are told, was mainly "in'
education our college has stood
tine, in such a place as are arranging special meetings at
such
a
At
opposition to the proposition which
or near the date of the College
for in the past, and which it
this;
has lately been broached, and we
will, I hope-, stand for in Hie fuwhere a melancholy whisper Convocation. The New York City
believe,
entertained by Brown Here,
ture. One of the ehief characcomes
and
Northern
New
Jersey
AssoUniversity, to throw out the lanteristics of BowcWn in the pCNf
thin breezes yearning toguages from the college course of From the
ciations combined to hold a meethas hcen flexibility, Conceived
ward sea;
study and substitute branches supThursday
as a Liberal Arts college leanwistful sighs of long remem- ing in New York on
Where
posed to be more immediately pracing strongly on
night,
the
HumaniJune
brance stir
22nd.
Professor
tical." A brief glance at the college
ties, Bowdoin has succeeded in
bosom of the ever-murmuring Thayer represented the college.
catalogue shows that there was lit- The
preserving these characteristics

own? This

its

J

expanded and published some

'46

rlum

when

rublixiicd bi-workly

building of

tiful theater

i

dresses, one on the history of the.
college by Nehemiah Cleaveland of
the class of 1813 (which was later

is

Farflung Alumni Clubs

still

When

Continued from Page
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how can we justify

example. Therefore,

that he
would live
death had done its worst.
To-day the grace
Lies 'in the high occasion, not the

SUNRISES

established

Patronage

Solicited
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Nineteen Recipients Of Bowdoin Honorary Degrees

POLAR BEARINGS
By Dick Roundy
First of all a 'word of praise for our predecessor, Joe Woods. Joe
us a few weeks ago for the Armed Forces, where we know he will
with the same distinction and ability he showed in his fine work
during ihe past semester as Editor of this column. Good luck to Joe,
and if we can do as well here as he did we will consider it a job well
done.
left

ewe

Polar Bearing*

With Neil Maboaey. poplar eaanh of Bnaeanll. off
on a scouting trip for the Beaton Ren 8m, Bob Miller,
equally popular swimming coach, »ia* taken ever the
tank of guiding Che fortunes of Bowdoia's ba»ebail
tmni for the first half of the wtrnwr. The flrot practice *es4ion nan held hurt Friday and from all Indications the returning varsity men, augmented by the
addition of a few member* af the freshman class,
syhwild shape op into a pretty good ball dub. Athletic
Director Mai MorreJI hones to arrange games with

I

1

Navy Air Station, and, if passible, with the
other two Maine colleges If they are able to field
Bates, the

teams

this

summer.
Polar Bearings

The Rrunswick Recreational League, which has been underway for
some time now, swings into its second half this week with the addition
of two Bowdoin undergraduate teams. The T.D. eating house has
MARK VAN DOREN
FRANCIS BOWES BATHE
formed a team known as the "Bowdoin Whites," under the direction
Doctor of Letters
Doctor of Laws
of I>unc Dewar, White Key president, and Frank Kimball. The D.U.
eating house team, known as the "Bowdoin Blacks," is being organTeacher, critic, poet — Mark Van
ized by Jack Magee and Dick Roundy. The games are to be played on
Francis Bowes Sayre is a symbol
won
new
Doren
acclaim as a war- of that American-Filipino cooperPiekard Field at 6.30 p.m. starting Monday, June 19. After the Sesquitime defender of the liberal arts ation which has so notably stood
centennial the White Key will organize an intramural league if enough
tradition when he published Lib- the test of the disasters of the
undergraduate interest is evidenced.
eral Education in 1943.
Born in present war and which is exPolar Bearings
the middle-west, be grew up in pressed in the courage and loyalCal classes for the first half of the summer trithe academic atmosphere of Ur- ty of the Filipino people. He was
mester will be held at Piekard Field under the direcbana, and graduated from the Uni- High Commissioner to the Phili ption of Tract* Coach Jack Magee. The classes will conversity of Illinois in 1914.
He pine Commonwealth at the time
sist of about twenty minutes of cal work, followed by
came to New York for graduate of the Japanese attack. On Christa forty minute "play" period of soccer, tennis, or
work
at Columbia and except for mas Eve of 1941 he left Manila for
touch foot hall according to which sport best suits the
two wartime years in the infantry Corregidor. Later he escaped from
individual fancy. It Is Coach Magee* theory (and
that has een the scene of his ac- "the Rock" and returned to the
we believe a very correct one) that competitive
tivity ever since.

He

is

now

Pro-

m hi eh involve the use of all muscles In coordifessor of English at Columbia
nated effort at one time, are of great value in buildwhere he has been a member of
to lay greater
the faculty since 1920. His audistress on these sports than on the off times boring,
ences have, however, always been
strictly cal work.
He
larger than the class-room.
Polar Bearings
has published constantly both as
As an alternate to calisthenics, Military Swimming under the diThe student
editor and author.
rection of Coach Rob Miller is being offered the first half of the. sumof other poets he is the author
mer. As this course is now required of all candidates for a degree, with
of studies of Shakespeare, Dryden,
the exception of those physically unfit for this work, a large group has
and E. A. Robinson he himself
signed up. At this date the question of a swimming team is still a
won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry
problematical one, and will doubtless be decided by the calibre of the
in 1939 with his Collected Poems.
material and the possibility of arranging meets.
He served at various times as a
sports,

up the human body, and he promises

—

—

member of the staff of the liberal
weekly, The Nation, first as literary editor and later as motion picture critic. More recently he has
tried, still another field, being one
of the "regulars" on the CBS program "Invitation to Learning."

HARLAN FISKE STONE
"IJjK'tor

of

Laws

ERNEST MARTIN HOPKINS
.

.

.

.

Doctor of Laws

Ernest Martin Hopkins, who beSumner Sewall, Governor of
Harlan Fiske Stone, the twelfth came president of Dartmouth Colr^biief Justice of the United States lege on July 1, 1916, is now the Maine, was born in Bath in 1897.
Supreme Court, is only the second senior college president in New As a boy he started along the conmember of that body to receive England. Born in New Hamp- ventional educational path, atpromotion from the ranks of tne shire, he graduated from Dart- tending Winchester School in Conassociate justices to become the mouth in 1901, the same year that necticut and entering Harvard in
He was President Sills graduated from 1916. At that point, however, he
court's presiding officer.
born in Chesterfield. New Hamp- Bowdoin.
From his graduation left it never to return. He went
shire.
While still a boy the fam- till 1910 he served his alma mater to France as a member of the
American Field Service.
Later,
ily moved to Amherst so that an
in various capacities. After spendolder brother might attend the ing the next six years in business when the United States entered
The he was called back to Hanover as the war he joined the American
Agricultural College there.

—

—

|

!

the
complete 'report ever" 'm.ide On
When his appointthe Islands.
meht"as<" I?r<»h Commissioner whs
in

,

announced Pros5b>wrlMhnU>l'Q>iozon anld!' "No' HettVr'hrfrpointment
could have been made."
•
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Doctor of Laws

Doctor of Laws

Edward

United States. His appointment Chief Justice himself- attended
President in 1916. During his adto the important position of High Amherst College where he served
Commissioner had been a fitting as class president for three years, ministration the college has exrecognition of a distinguished ca- won election to Phi Beta Kappa perienced a remarkable developFor at the end of his junior year, and ment. In both World Wars he has
reer in law and diplomacy.
fourteen years he was a member played guard on the famous team answered the call to Washington,
serving in 1918 in the War Deof the Harvard Law School fac- of '92 which defeated Williams 60ulty.
During that period he took 0. He received his legal educa- partment, and in 1942 for a period
time off to act as advisor in for- tion at the Columbia Law School on the staff of the OPM. PresiHopkins is the first person
eign affairs to the Siamese gov- and thereafter took up the prac- dent
ernment and thus was introduced tice of kiw in New York City. He not a graduatp-of the college to be
invited to give Ahe principal adto the complexities of Far Eastern
has since had a notable career as dress on such n\ occasion as the
politics and to the difficulties ata practicing lawyer associated at
tendant on East-West relations. first with Wilmer and Canfield, sesquicentennial. The early conof Bowdoin and DartIn 1933 he entered the State De- which became Satterlee. Canfield, nection
partment where he became close- and Stpne, and later with Sullivan mouth makes the choice peculiar-,
ly appropriate.
of
Secretary
associated
with
ly
and Cromwell; as a teacher Kent
State Cordell Hull in promoting professor of law and Dean of the
the reciprocal trade agreement Columbia Law School; as a public
program. He served as chairman
Attorney General under
official
of the Joint Preparatory CommitPresident Coolidge; and as a Justee on Philippine Affairs which in
was nominated as an Asmost tice. He
1938 turned

November

LORD HALIFAX

SUMNER SEWALL

i|

sociate Justice by President Coolidge in 1925; and as Chief Justice
hy President Roosevelt in 1941. In
his early days on the court his
name was often linked with those
of Holmes and Brandeis, and later,
with that of Cardozo. A selection
of his opinions was published in

1940 under the

title

Air Service.
commanded
his
squadron, was designated an Ace,
and received decorations from
three governments his own, and
those of France and Belgium. In
the postwar period he pioneered
in commercial aviation, helped to
organize Colonial Air Transport,
and later became a director of the
United Air Lines Transport Corporation.
In the mid-thirties he

—

Frederick

LJndley

Wood, the third Viscourft Halifax,
who was recently created an Earl
notable services as the Ambassador of Great
Britain to the United States, is
for many Americans the prototype
of the traditional English public
servant. Although he is reported
once as a young man to have said
that he would rather be Master
in recognition of his

Hounds than Prime Minishe has spent almost the whole

of the
ter,

of a long

life in

the public service.

Educated at Eton and. Oxford,
where he was an undergraduate
at Christehureh and later a fellow
of All Souls', he entered the House
He was a
of Commons in 1910.
member of that body for fifteen
During the first World
years.
War he served in France, was
twice mentioned in dispatches, and

was lieutenant colonel of his regiment, the Yorkshire Dragoons,
active in Maine politics, from 1914-1917.
He entered the
served three terms in the legisla- government in 1921 as the Underture, the last as President of the secretary of State for the ColoSenate, and in 1940 was elected nies; served as British delegate to
Governor.
He has followed the the League of Nations Assembly
tradition of long standing and has in 1923; and in 1926 became Viceattended' as Governor the three roy of India. While in India he
Bowdoin commencements since earned a reputation as a reformhis inauguration, bringing to the ist Viceroy and it was through his
college each year the greetings of efforts that the way was paved
the State.
for the holding of the Round Table Conference. Returning to England in 1931 he was active in the
governments of MacDonald, Baldwin, Chamberlain, and Churchill.
Before coming to the United
States in 1940 as Ambassador he
became

served during two critical years
as Secretary of State for_Foreign

Public Con-

^

Affairs.

trol of Business.

EDWARD WILLIAMS EAMES

ARTHUR CHAPMAN
Doctor of Laws

Doctor of

Humane

Letters

YING-CHING YANG

Arthur Chapman, who was born

Edward Williams Eames is
state after graduating from Bow- Headmaster of Governor Dummer
doin and taught for a while in Academy of South Byfield, Massain

Portland

in 1873, left his

and later in Stamford. chusetts, the oldest secondary
In 1900 he returned to Maine to boarding school in the country. It
He served
was established in 1763 following
in the United States Attorney's
by William Dummer,
office and was a .judge of the Su- a bequest
Massaof
perior Court when he was ap- Lieutenant-Governor
pointed by Governor Sewall to the chusetts, who left his farm and
State of Maine Supreme Judicial house for the purpose. The house
Court.
There he serves on the
is still standing and is at present
lx>nch presided over by Chief Jusused as the headmaster's resiAs an
tice Guy H. Sturgis '98.
Dr. Eames went to Govdence.
undergraduate he was active in
ernor Dummer after several years
both class and varsity football and
under Boyden at Deerfield. He is
baseball. He is a member of the
a graduate of Amherst and HarTheta Delta Chi fraternity. Two
vard.
sons have also graduated from the
Detroit,

start his legal career.

Chapman

'28

was an unopposed candidate
Cumberland County attoreny

for

college.

Richard

S.

Doctor of Humane Letters
Distinguished scholar. Christian
leader, diplomat and public servant, Yung-Ching Yang, the President of Soochow University, was
Visiting Professor of Chinese Civilization on the Tallman Foundation at Bowdoin College through
the academic year 1942-1943. With
a diplomatic career involving ser-

native

in

the recent Republican primary.

EARLE SPACLDING
THOMPSON '14
Master

of

Arts

Earle Spaulding Thompson

is

a

nationally recognized authority in
He
the field of public utilities.
recently was elected President of
the University Club in New York
college''
man
City, the first "small
He entered
to be so honored.
Bowdoin in the fall of 1910 from

WALLACE COPELAND
PHILOON

'05

Master of Science

WILLIAM WIDGERY THOMAS
Morse High School in Bath. He
Wallace
General
Brigadier
'94
was a member of the Alpha Delta
Copeland Philoon is at present the
Master of Arts
Phi fraternity and was active with
commanding officer of Fort Mcthe musical clubs and a member
graduated
He
Clellah, Alabama.
His senior
of the Bugle staff.
from Bowdoin in 1905, where he
year he served on the student
William Widgery Thomas was
president of his class
council.
On graduation he went not only was
four years, but also received born in Portland, Maine in 1873.
with the National Fire Insurance all
as popular He is a member of a family closeCompany in Hartford, later spent the "wooden spoon"
man on Ivy Day. From Bowdoin ly associated with the college for
the investment
six years with
West Point where he many years. He is a nephew of
house of Hornblower and Weeks, he went to
He has the the William Widgery Thomas who
in 1909.
and in 192*3 joined the American graduated
notable distinction of having cap- served as United States Minister
Waterworks Electric Company.
He had
both" the Bowdoin and West to Sweden and Norway.
tained
He has been its President since
chosen a brother in his own class, and
He is an Overseer of the Point elevens and of being
1937.
Camp
as an all- Ameri- has sent two sons to the college.
Walter
by
College.
He was commis- He is a member of the Board of
can in 1908.
sioned a Second Lieutenant in the Trustees and serves on the imporAfter
Infantry' upon leaving the "Point" tant finance committee.
and has been in the Army ever graduation he went to the west
since. During the first World War coast to study law at Leland Stanhe was for a time ADC of the ford University. He returned to
Commanding General of the 40th Portland in 1898 and has since
Division, whom he accompanied practiced law there. He is a mem.

.

Returning to the United States he served as Provost

overseas.

Marshal of the District of ColumBetween wars he saw varied
bia.
service as Assistant Military At-

JOHN CLEMENT ALDERMAN
Master of Science

LUCIE.N

PERCY LIBBY

'99

Master of Arts
Lucien Percy Libby was born in
Searboro. Maine in 1877. As an
undergraduate he was a member
of the Orient and Quill boards,
and was especially known as a
musician. He served as the Chap*
el organist and as accompanist for
the Glee Club. At graduation he
won a commencement appointment. Since he left Bowdoin he
has devoted himself to teaching.
After a short term at Vassalboro
he went to Portland High School
in 1901. He has served there ever
since, being at present sub-master
and a member of the English department.

Commander John Clement Alis the present command-

derman

ing officer of the Brunswick Naval
Air Station where he "came

aboard" on March

3,

1943.

He

is

a graduate of the Naval Academy
He served
in the class of 1928.
two years on the USS Colorado
and then went to the Naval Air
Station at Pensacola, where he
won his wings. He came to Brunswick from the Southwest Pacific
where he won the Navy Cross.
There he commanded the USS MoFarland, a destroyer converted inIn action
to an airplane tender.
in the Solomons its stern was almost shot away. He brought it
safely, however, first to Tulagi
and then to Hawaii.

CHARLES THEODORE
BURNETT
Doctor of

Humane

Letters

Dr. Charles T. Burnett, who has
long been Bowdoin's Psychology
Professor, is especially well known
for his sympathic and very readable biography of President William DeWitt Hyde. He did graduate work at Harvard and already
holds an honorary doctorate from
Amherst, his alma mater.

ber of Delta

Kappa

vice in London, Geneva and Washington, with years of service in
and for the Chinese Government,
he was well qualified to interpret
his country to the west.
Since

leaving Bowdoin he has served in
the information service of the
Chinese Government in the United
States.
He recently published
China's Religious Heritage.

Doctor of Divinity

Henry Sloane Coffin was born
He
in New York City in 1877.
graduated from Yale in 1897
Deke, a Phi Bete, and a member
of Skull and Bones. He received
his B.D. three years later; .from
Union. For over twenty years he
combined successfully the careers

—

of teacher and preacher, being
pastor of the Madison Avenue
Presbyterian Church and a member of the faculty of the Union
When in
Theological Seminary.
1926 he became president of the
Seminary he gave up his church.
He has recently served as moderator of the general assembly of
the Prespyterian Church in the
United States of America.

Letters."

Humane

Letters

Roscoe James Ham was born at
Peabody, Massachusetts in 18Y5.

He graduated from Harvard [in/
,
his A.M. at Bow^1896, and took
doin in 19907, and has been here
ever since, except for a short interval of teaching at Trinity ColGeorge Taylor
Hartford.
lege,
Files Professor of Modern Languages, Professor Ham also served
as Special Agent of the American
Embassy in Russia in 1916, and is
a member of the Goethe Gesellschaft.

dent.

go to Williams as

He

well

is

its

known

Presias an

historian, being especi-

American

interested in diplomatic and
naval history. In 1933 he gave the
Delta Upsilon Lecture at Bowdoin
choosing ,as his subject "The Recent American Policy with Regard
He is the auto Disarmament."
thor of "The Introduction of\the
In 1941 he
Ironclad Warship."
became Director of Research and
Analysis for the Coordinator of
Information in Washington. His
grandfather, the first James Phinney Baxter, was an Overseer of
the college and the donor of a fund
for the purchase of works of art
in memory of Professor Henry
ally

Epsilon.

"Dr. Mitchell, born in Freeport,

MAINE AWARDS
MITCHELL DEGREE

ROSCOE JAMES HAM
Doctor of

left to

graduate of our sister institution,
tache at the American Legation in
Peking, as commander of the Pel- Bowdoin college, this year observing its 150th anniversary, who has
tit Barracks in the Philippines, as
a member of the General Staff at served his alma mater with disCORNELIOITS PACKARD
the War Department, as Chief of
tinction for nearly half a century,
RHOADS '20
Staff at Panama, and finally as
Doctor of Science
Chief of Staff of the Caribbean during forty-two years of which
Defense Command. He is a mem- he has been professor of rhetoric
ber of the Alpha Delta Phi fra- and oratory; professor emeritus
Cornelius Packard Rhoads came
ternity and an Overseer of the since
1939; author of textbooks to
Bowdoin from Springfield,
College. His son is a member of
and biographies, eminent teacher Massachusetts. In college he was
the class of '45.
whose personality has been ah im- a member of the Masque and
the varsity football team.
He
portant molding influence in his
Gown, a Deke, and a member of
profession; trustee of other educa- captained the latter his senior
tional institutions and today as al- year.
From Bowdoin he went to
ways rendering devoted public the Harvard Medical School where
service to community and nation. he received his M.D., cum laude,
in 1924.
He started his medical
Maine
"In recognition of your long
of
At the University
career in the department of' surgCommencement held in Orono on and distinguished service, and of ery of the Peter Bent Brigham
June 4th one of the three honor- your contributions to higher edu- Hospital in Boston. He spent five
ary degrees conferred was given cation, the trustees of the Univer- years with the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research. Since
Mitchell. sity of Maine are happy to confer
Brookings
to Wilmot
1940 he has been Director of the
The citation of President Hauck upon you the degree of Doctor of Memorial Hospital for the Treatfollows:

HENRY SLOANE COFFIN

—^—
Johnson

"74.

JAMES

lanWllftl BAXTER,
Doctor of Laws

m HEAD

M

ii

LIFSHITZ

'47

——

an

WILL

THORN DIKES

At a meeting held on WednesHistorian, college administrator, day night, June 14, in the Recreadvocate of naval preparedness, ation Room at Winthrop Hall, the
James Phinney Baxter is a native Thorndike Club elected their ofof Portland and a graduate of ficers for the summer season.
Shephard Lifshitz '47 oft LewisWilliams.
He went to Harvard
for graduate work in history. ton was elected president; and the
Even before he recived his doc- vice-presidency will be filled by
Leonard
tor's degree he became a member Warren L. Court '47.
of the faculty; he was continuous- Brass '47 is the new treasurer, and
ly connected with Harvard for Stanley B. Weinstein '47 and Carl
twelve years, until 1937. At that Lebovitz '48 will fill the offices of
time he was Professor of History recording secretary and corresment of C&ncer and Allied Dis- and Master of Adams House. He ponding secretary respectively.
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Bartlett '17 Serves

ORIENT LISTS NEW

As General Marshal

COUNCIL MEMBERS

Class Of '44
Continued from Page

[

earnest advocate of the claims of
music and art jna liberal education, held in highest affection and

Commencement
t

[

]

Continued from Page
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Bowdoin add up to the Atmos-

Honoris Causa
This idea of putting the incoming freshmen in Maine
The Student Council - Election phere
especially the climate!",
Master of Arts
Two members of the faculty, for the Summer Trimester of 1944, after which a heartfelt "Amen"
Hall seems to be working out pretty well. It enables the fraWallace Copeland PhiloQn of
3.
temnorarilv on lpave of absence
ternities to become better acquainted with all the men before with the armed forces, served as held under the newly adopted was heard in the room. Opening the Class of 1905, Overseer bf the
"Page Plan" which gives equal a more serious vein of thought, Al College, Brigadier General in the
choosing a certain few, and reciprocally, it enables the fresh- marshals of the Academic Proces- representation to each of the fra- said that Bowdoin offers more of
United States Army, a graduate
ternities and the Thorndike Club, the virtues of the small college
men to become better acquainted with all of the different fra- sion at the Saturday exercises.
of West Point with distinguished
'17

—

ternities

as

on campus before accepting any one

stands

it

now

fraternities into

The

bid.

plan

Colonel Boyd Wheeler Bartlett
will act as General Marshal, and

'23 will
is to move all of the f reshmen who do not join Major Philip S. Wilder
serve as Alumni Marshal. Colonel
Winthrop Hall. When this will be done I do Bartlett,
who graduated from

resulted in the election of the following students:
A.D.—R. C. Bourgeois »45
A.T.O—John Farrell '46

Beta—Earle Rice '47
Chi Psi— "Gump" Grant '46
fraternity life most of all "I
D.K.E.—John F. Magee '47
made more friends that way than
D.U.— "Pete" Curran '46
any other." Proving his stateKappa Sigma
Richard Roun- ments, "Fin" showed us reams of
dy '47
letters, one of which he read, mak-

—

not know, but the most authoritative information has it that West Point in 1919, left the Bownobody will move out of Maine Hall until after Commence- doin faculty in 1942 to return to
the Academy. He is now acting
ment.
Just what the college expects to
accomplish by having classes on
Monday, July 3, and not having
classes on Tuesday is a mystery to
me. Monday will undoubtedly be a
double-cut day, but this does not

mean

Shipyard Bus Secretly
Brings Portland Guests

that all of the students will
Student Guides
be at the college to attend classes,
TacticsResort
if similar occasions in the past can
used
be
as a basis for judgment.
Speakeasy
Although professors are not allowed to give adjourns on that Monday, some are doing so and legal- By Bolfe E. Glover, III
izing it by making up this class on
Friends of the college arrived
some other evening or afternoon. in Portland for the sesquicentenThis idea has its potentialities pro- nial celebration in a multitude of
vided all the members of a class vehicles. One of the more unusucan agree upon a make-up day.
al was a large, yellow, potbellied

Two

To

Days

Of

—V—

The freshmen are

looking

still

for the culprit who suggested to
the faculty that they let go of the

rope during the recent tug-of-war
at the all-college picnic.
Sounds
like Professor Means' work.

—V—

Another unsolved enigma that
remains from the all college picnic
is "Who took the four watermelons?" According to Don Lancaster
(who. by the way, should be congratulated for the swell job he did
at the picnic), there were four less
watermelons than there should
have been when he got around to
cutting them. Wolfgang H. Rosenberg suggested that they might
have rolled down into the bay, but
it just doesn't sound logical to me.
Did U do it?

—V—

Rumor

has it that this semesincoming class contains an
unusually large number of musicians. Professor Tillotson has expended a lot of energy in trying to
form a band during recent semesters, but the proper number of musicians just never seem to be available. If you play a musical instrument, and would be interested in
ter's

belonging to the band,

why

bus affectionately known as No.
The bus in question is in
"(JOS.
the habit of daily leaving Brunswick for the Portland shipyards
at the unpardonable hour of 5.45
a.m. and then returning empty to
Brunswick. Saturday it was artrip,
ranged that on its return
this bus, carrying two sleepy undergraduates, should stop at the
Eastland Hotel in Portland to pick
up a group bound for the sesquiUnfortuexercises.
centennial
nately, so as not to antagonize
or
agency
some governmental
other which disapproves of busses
parties
even
carrying private
otherwise
would
though they
cover the same route empty, it
was impossible to have a sign on
the bus stating its destination or
the
to announce its departure in

Lobby of the hotel.
The job of the students who accompanied the bus was to ap-

proach persons of academic appearance and ask secretively if
Bowdoin
they wanted to go to
admitted
College.
If a person
that he did, he was stealthily lead
out the side door and onto the
waiting bus. The procedure was
almost reminiscent of the days of
don't prohibition and
the speak-easy.

you drop in and tell Professor Til- The job, though,, was carried off
lotson ? There are numerous hidden masterfully and, while some did

among the upperclass- allege that the seats, in the. shipmen also. What do you say boys, yard bus would have been softer
how about a little cooperation ? ? ? if made of granite, all passengers

musicians

,

(

.

— —

on active service since then.
is

now attached

at Washington

Services

Special

He

to the School for
in Lexington,

and Lee University

Kentucky.
Those participating

in the tra-

Academic Procession for
the Sesquicentennial Commencement Exercses gathered at the library this morning at ten o'clock.
The procession was headed by
the Grand Marshall, Colonel Boyd
Chandler's
Bartlett, followed by
the
Maine,
Band of Portland,
Color Guard from the Naval Air
Station, the Radar School, which
was inspected at 9 o'clock this
morning, the Marshall of Guests,
Professor Herbert W. Hartman,
the President of the College, the
other
Governor of Maine, and
dignitaries. Next in order came
the candidates for Honorary Dethe
grees escorted by Trustees,
Marshall of Delegates, Professor
Kirkland, the forty delegates from
other colleges, and other invited
guests, who included the Senior
the local
British Naval Officer,
clergy, and the members of the
Boards, etc. They were followed
by the Faculty Marshall, Professor Cecil Holmes, the Faculty, the
candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees, 8 out of 24 of whom were
present, the Marshall of Graduates. Major Philip S. Wilder '23,
and the graduate in their chronoditional

logical order.

Under the guidance of the various Marshalls, the, procession was
seated as follows at the Church:
The President and Officials, recipients of Honorary Degrees and
Escorts, and Faculty, on the platfora; jifareh^lls,' Aides; ^nd, Candidates' for Baccalaureate Degrees,
in.ttve fintj/twoi central
pews;
|hen the Delegates} in appointed
order; then other members of the
Boards and invited guests;
and
finally the Alumni. Special sec-

SEVEN RECEIVE
SPRING
BANKS
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Men

NINETEEN MEN MAKE

SUMMER
The

'

upperclassmen
following
may cut classes during the first
term of the Summer Trimester of
1944 at .their discretion, having received straight "B" grades or better in their subjects during the
Spring'Trimester of 1944.
Stanley N. Altman

Raymond Ci

Bourgeois

George C. Branche. Jr.
Malcolm Chamberlain
Rojfe E. Glover, 111
Basil J. Guy
Harold Li f.shit
John F. Magee
Wallace J. Philoon, Jr.
Morrill Shapiro
Clayton F. Reed
Nathan T. Whitman
Philip H. Hoffman, III
The following members of the
class of '47 may take six cuts during the first term of the Summer
Trimester of 1944, having received
at least one-half A's in their subjects and the rest B's in the Spring
Trimester of 1944.
Lewis P. Fickett, Jr.
John R. P. Friedmann
Clement A. Hiebert
Robert C. Miller

Myer iNorken
Richard Roundy,

Jr.

Picnic
l

Continued fro* Page

1

]

that such rare tidbits were "as
find as a four leaf clover."
false idea of justice was exhibited in the apportionning of the

hard to

A

watermelons. Each group fortunate enough to secure one meticulously broke up the waste rind
into the required 24 pieces. Judging from the enormous pieces possessed by some students, however,
obtaining 24 pieces from a single
melon would have been a highly
improbable, if not impossible task.
The friendly spirit, and the keen
competition shown during the picnic, and in the subsequent games
of softball for those who were not
overburdened with studying that
•wmlnt. was indicative of a closely
knit
college,
and pointed
toward* an active summer session.

MHHM

"As You Like

Baxter, Hartley C. Jr.
—John F. Baxter
Brown, Woodbridge B.
—Dr. Lewis W. Brown

It"

Continued from Page
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—John

]

play is Robert Sperry, assisted by
Rolfe Glover and Byron Keene.
The stage managers are Robert
Richter and Francis Smith.
One link to the earlier productions of the play is emphasized by
Director of Dramatics Quinby in
that the same prompt script is being used as before. The director
of the play in 1915 and '16, the
late Florence Carpenter Brown,
left her acting versions of the
to
the
Shakespearian
plays
Masque and Gown, and the one
for this play has proved invaluable in planning and rehearsing
the present production.
A special program is being used
for the presentation which includes the record of the Masque
and Gown since the club's historical pamphlet was published in
1939.

As part of the Sesquicentennial
celebration, a display of photographs, posters, an<| programs
from the records of the Bowdoin

Devine

'20
'11

Lombard, Reginald T.
—Dr. Reginald T. Lombard '22
Robinson, Martin E.

—Lloyd

Swift,

E. Robinson '22

Raymond H.

—Raymond W.
Thomas, John

Swift '17

L.

—John V. Thomas
Thomas C.
—Robert W. Weatherill

'18

Weatherill,

'44

Sigma Nu— "Bob" Morrell '47
T.D.—Charles W. Curtis '47
Zeta Psi— Joseph W. Woods '47

—

Thorndike Club

George

C.

Branche, Jr.
Since the election, however,
Woods, Bourgeois, Farrell, and

Branche have

college either
for the armed services or for advanced training. Under the system adopted by the previous counleft

they will be replaced by their
respective First Alternates 'Lewis Fickett, Duncan Dewar, Frank
cil,

—

Gordon and Shepard

Lifshitz.

Earle Rice '47, who comes from
Worcester, Mass., has participated
in track and various inter- fraternity athletics.

"Gump" Grant

Francis

'46,

who

comes from Wellesley Hills, Mass.,
has been active on the track team,
and a member of both the White
Key and the Student Council.
John Magee '47, coming from
Bangor, Maine, has been active on
both the basketball and baseball
teams.
Peter Curran '46, who comes
from Walth^m, Mass., has been
active on the track and tennis
teams, is president of the Delta
Upsilon Fraternity, and was a
member of the previous Student
Council.

Roundy

Richard

coming

'47,

from Beverly, Mass., is manager
of the baseball team, and a member of both the Masque and Gown
and the Bowdoin Orient.

Raymond Boucher
comes from Brunswick,

'44,
is

a

ming and

terrhis teclms.

Lewis, Fickott J47** who/ comes
from Portland* Maine*, is Student
Director of Bowdoin on the Air, a
member of the Bowdoin Orient,
the Bowdoin Bugle, and the Bowdoin Christian Association.

Duncan Dewar

'47,

member

of

Frank Gordon 46, who comes
from Dexter, Maine, is a member
the Masque and Gown and
Bowdoin on the Air.
Shepard Lifshitz '47, who comes
from Lewiston, Maine, is a member of the Orient staff and the

of

tennis team.

i

FORTY COLLEGES SEND
DELEGATE OBSERVERS
representing
various colleges were present today at the Sesquicentennial Comdelegates

mencement Exercises. The
was obliged to restrict its
tions to include only the

college
invita-

members,

fb the celebration due to trying
wartime conditions.
The delegates were as follows:
Harvard University (1636)
George Henry Chase, Ph.D., L.H.

"14

D., Litt. D.,

The College

Dean

of the Univer-

of William

and Mary

.

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Puerto Rico

t

1
1
1

1

48

PRESIDENT READS
FLETCHER POEM
At the opening chapel of the
trimester President Sills read a
Bowdoin
short passage from a
poem which, he said, had been recently sent to him. It was from
Bowdoin: 1794-1944 a poem by Edthe
ward Garland Fletcher of
class of 1925. The poem is a series
in
stanzas
of commemorative
eleven parts. It was printed for
the author by Curtis Laughlin '21
at the Machigonne Press in Portland.

Mr.
undergraduate
an
As
Fletcher was a member of an unusually active group of writers for
the Quill of which he was the

itself.

In a more reminiscent mood, the
three students recalled the class
of '44. Al sorrowfully stated that
the class was the last of the prewar period (in the days of yore)

*vhen

life

was untrammeled. Each

interviewee remembered with gusto the Freshman Walks, of the
now decadent hazing. Sperry recalled the football game at which
some Bates students painted our
Polar Bear red and yellow. Findlay thought that the "wonderful"
class of '44 should be remembered
for its closely-knit relations and
All were sure that
'44,

President of

the class fq£.all time, is memorable for his fair play it was "notorious" on the playing field. Dick
Was also on the Student Council
and captain of the football team.
close runnerup was Bill Elliot
'44. tragically killed while in flight
training. Besides top athletes, the
class of '44 had many bpys who

—

A

ranked high scholastically. Each
senior brought out the fact that
these Bowdoin boys are now; engaged in some of the war's tough.

,

the

"What do you
nity

delicate
question,
think of the frater-

now

ranking ofhundreds of Bowdoin men
a modest, firm,

in the country,

ficer of

in the Army;
intelligent officer

without fear

and

who

serves

without

re-

proach,

Honoris Causa

Master of Science
4. William Widgery Thomas of
the Class of 1894, of Portland,
Trustee of the College, President
of the Canal National Bank, long
serving the College as sound financial adviser, bound to Bowdoin
by ancestral ties running back
well over one hundred years, with
a Bowdoin son now in our Army
the
in
in Italy and a grandson
Navy, representing not only his
class on its fiftieth reunion, and
the important financial interests of
his native state, but also Bowdoin
fathers with sons absent in their
country's service on far flung
battlefields; by inheritance, charthe
acter, and influence one of
leading citizens of Portland,

Honoris Causa

opined

that,
until
the College
builds a commons and mpre adequate dorms, "Fraternities are not
only good, but necessary.". However, we did not find Bob author
only of sweet thoughts and hot\r
eyed words, for a, strong objection
of his was that the pledging system is "rotten." He was worried

fraternity

activities

isolate

students from the rest of Bowdoin.
As Dr. Gallup would say, 33.3%
of those interviewed had no opinion.

Al Long was anxious to dispel
certain fogs of opinion clouding
fellow-students' vision.
In the
place, we must understand
that he really and truly hates peo-

first

Architecture.

Washington and Lee University
(1749) Douglas Smith Anderson,
Sc.D, LLD.. Dean of the College
of Engineering, Emeritus, Tulane
University.

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws
Roscoe James Ham, a graduate of Harvard, Professor of Ger,

.

7.

a sense^of excellence in his students, without a superior as college instructor in elementary German, a linguist who is giving hew
courses in the language of our
gallant ally, Russia; worthily hon-»
ored for his Own distinctive quality ahd character and as the representative of the faculty of today, that body to whom, when all
is said and done, the
college
is
most in debt for whatever educational service Bowdoin can render; unsparing in his own studies,
giving himself without rest or
stint to his students,
:

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Humane Letters

—

Brown

University (1764) Bruce
Macmillan Bigelow, Ph.D., Dean
of Students.

Rutgers

University

editor-in-chief his senior year.

tions.

He

is

by

now

his characteriza-

a

member

of the

Department of English at the University of Texas.
The poem is affectionately dedicated 'To 3 Bath Street, R.J.H.
and M.C.HV for all they have
meant to me and to so many other

Bowdoin men."

Hopkins,

LL.D, President.
Hampden-Sydney College

L.H.D.,
(1776)

T. Catesby Jones, Trustee

College
(1782)
Washington
Frank Goodwin (Lt. j.g. USNR),

of the leaders in the battle to preserve liberal education, a scholar
who is making a fine administrator, and an administrator who for
college and state strives to preserve the benefits of scholarship;
for lo! these many years devoted
to Bowdoin and now gladly admitted to our Bowdoin famiiy.

Honoris Causa

Doctor of Laws
(on
Assistant
9%. Charles Theodore Burnett,
leave of absence).
Dickinson College (1783) Her- a graduate and honorary doctor of
Amherst.
Doctor
of Philosophy of
bert Wing, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Greek Language and Literature. Harvard University, Professor of
St. John's College (1784) Lewis Psychology of Bowdoin College,
Hammond, Ph.D., Assistant to the graceful and thoughtful writer
whose biography of William DePresident.
Franklin and Marshall College Witt Hyde is a clear and loving ap(1787) Andrew
Gehr TVuxal, praisal of that great leader; scholPh.D., Professor
Sociology, ar who maintains high standards
of
for himself and for his students.
Dartmouth College.

As Administrative

member of the Masque and
Gown he made several supporting

a

roles notable

nest Martin
Lifct.D,

(1766)

Thomas Herbert Letson, B.S.
Dartmouth College (1769) Er-

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Humane Letters
10.

Mark Van Doren, a gradu-

ate of the University of Illinois,
Professor of English at Columbia
University, scholar whose biographies and studies are distinguished in American literary criticism, poet whose verses won the
Pulitzer Prize, recently the author of a book on liberal education which is already a classic in
its field

and whose

pages

chal-

lenge attention even where they
do not win universal academic apalso
can
proval, a critic who
create, a poet and artist who can
also criticize, who ties literature
to the college and the college very
firmly to the liberal arts, and who
has himself become a citizen in
the republic of human understanding,

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Letters
11. Edward Williams Eames, a
graduate of Amherst, Headmaster

Governor

of

Dummcr

Academy,

for
school
the oldest boarding
boys in the United States, deriving its charter as we do from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
but securing it thirty-three years
earlier, beloved by his boys, respected by his colleagues, mainwork
taining high standards of
and play, in weekly touch with his

—

8. Henry Sloane Coffin, a graduate of Yale, for the past eighteen
years President of Union Theological Seminary, last year Moderator of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States
of
America,
Fellow of the Corporation of Yale
University, one of the few really
great American preachers of our
day, eloquent, militant, persuasive
advocate of Church unity and soing, we inquired as to Al's home- cial reform,
recently
returned
town. He allowed that Winetka, from England where he carried
Illinois, was his home originally, the greetings of his Church and of
but that he has since moved away. the American people
to
the
Asked the inevitable question, Al Churches of England and Scotsaid, to our edification, "My home- land; appropriately honored by a
town is now a half a mile from college named for a French HuWinetka." We hastily beat a re- guenot family with its history entreat.
twined with influences from the inBob and Al were agreed that dependent Congregational Churchthe .student Choir is one of the es of New England, and with its
best activities on the campus. All traditions of unanswering adherthree thought that the Masque ence to' religious liberty,
and Gown is also a major attractHonoris Causa
ion.
Sperry is production advisor
Doctor of Divinity
and on the executive committee
9. James Phinney Baxter 3rd, a
of that organization.
Each man graduate of Williams,
President
expressed the opinion that the reof Williams College, bearing
a
lations between the College and
name long honored in Maine, born
the town of Brunswick are excelin Portland, nurtured
in
Brunslent.
Al Long opined that the
wick, straying to
Williamstown,
College custom that he would most
sojourning at Harvard, in 1937
like to have come back is the song
settling done to guide the for"Phi Chi" adding sadly, "There
tunes of the college of which he is
are too many freshmen around
so loyal an alumnus, since the
here."
war doubling his very greatly, inAt last we went the way of all nate
capacity by taking on imWe thankfully portant
good reporters.
tasks in Washington, one
bowed ourselves out, just as we

Columbia
University
(1754)
Harry James Carman, Ph.D., are doing now.
L.H.D., Dean of Columbia Collegel

plies,

Master of Arts
lads in the services, representa5. Cornelius Packard Rhoads of
tive of the independently supportthe Class of 1920, Doctor of Medi- ed preparatory schools which are
cine of Harvard University, Colo- so integral and necessary a part
nel Medical Corps in the ocice ol
of
of American education, one
nel Medical Corps in the office of New England's best authorities on
Washington, Director of Memor- one of New England's best prodial Hospital for the Treatment of
ucts boys,
Cancer and Allied
Diseases
in
Honoris Causa
New York City, authority on
Doctor of Humane Letters
tropical diseases, combining with
12. Ernest Martin
Hopkins, a
rare skill the art of the physician
graduate of Dartmouth, President
with the science of the fearless inof Dartmouth
College,
whose
vestigator, in honoring whom the
words carry weight from Maine
College pays tribute to its other
to California, wise counsellor
to
sons who in the field of medical
all who seek advice from freshresearch alleviate suffering and
men to senators and railroad presserve humanity,
idents who equally need his counHonoris Causa
sel; appropriately taken into our
Doctor of Science
a
Bowdoin family both by his own
6. Arthur Chapman of the Class
right and
the
to
strengthen
of 1894, of Portland, Justice of friendly ties which began with the
the Maine
Supreme
Judicial first two presidents of
Bowdoin
Court, serving on the bench for College a century and a quarter
many years as Justice of the Su- ago and have been firm ever since;
perior Court before
taking his senior in service of all New Engseat on our highest court, in col- land college presidents, beloved by
lege a fine athlete who always his colleagues, youthful
in his outplayed hard and fair, on the bench look and energy, living
in
the
exhibiting the same high quali- hearts
of Dartmouth men, honorties; just judge and unselfish pubed and respected by the sons ot
lie, servant,
other academic mothers,

man in the college, primarily a
system?" Thoughtfully chewteacher inculcating accuracy and
candy. Bob Sperry

ing molasses

lest

camps

;

With a tremor of doubt, we ad(

vanced

service in China, the Philippines,
Panama, at present in command
of Fort McClellan, Alabama, one
of the most important training

Colleges in ple, is actually shy and would preEngland," other men's Lib- fer living in the woods. His attieral Arts colleges founded in the tude towards fellow-beings is not
18th Century, the collegiate insti- what it appears to be, a cordial,
tutions in the State of Maine, and joshing attitude, but is merely the
certain other institutions closely processed wool that -is traditionallied with Bowdoin. The num- ally pulled over one s eyes.
Furber of delegates
was
further thermore, Al wants it to be dislimited by the inability of certain tinctly understood that he is very
colleges to send representatives brutal. Just for the sake of ask-

New

Recapitulation
(1693) William John Wilkinson,
Class of 1911—1 Class of 1917—1 Ph.D., LLD, Professor of History,
Class of 1916—1 Class of 1920—1 Colby College.
Class of 1916—1 Class of 1922—2
Yale University
(1701) John
Class of 1925—1 Charles Schroeder,
D.D.,
LLD.I
Master of Calhoun College, and
Professor of Hamiletics and PasGeographical Distribution
toral Theology.
Maine
19
The University of Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
17
(1740) John M. Fogg, Jr., Ph.D.,
New Jersey
3
Dean and Vice-Provost-elect.
Connecticut
1
Princeton
University
(1746)
New York
2
Earl Baldwin Smith, Ph.D., L.H.
1
District of Columbia .
D, Professor of the History of

Ohio

—

est jobs.

sity.

—John Whitcomb,

Later "Fin" stated that a student should never come to College
solely for study purposes, for his
mind will become stale "as dry
as the remainder biscuit." "Furthermore," "Fin" added, "such an
attitude helps neither the College
nor yourself." When asked if he
were to matriculate again, what
activities he would join, "Fin" emphatically advanced the thought
that the glee club (now discontinued) was the "greatest little organization" on the campus. A student benefits much from the singing and incidentally earns trips to
the Town Hall in New York City
and to Boston." "Fin" was of the
mind that such activities as the
Glee Club, the Masque and Gown,
The ORIENT, etc., are nearly as
important as the fraternity life

coming from

Worcester, Mass., is a
the baseball team.

Forty

ing clear the close-knit relations
of the fraternity life and the class
of '44.

who its versatility.
mem- Dick Johnston

ber of the baseball team.
Robert Morrell '47, comes from
Brunswick, Maine, and is also on
the baseball team.
Charles Curtis '47, is a member
of the Orient and' Bugle staffs and
has been active on both the swim-

Sr. '25

Whitcomb, John

Dramatic Club and the Masque
and Gown are on view at the
Walker Art Building during the
month of June. Close to one hundred items have been hung, and
the records since 1934 are to be
seen in scrap books.
Among the earlier actors the
faces and names of Senators
Brewster and Burton, as well as
those of William Ireland and John
Baxter of the College Boards, are
Among the local
to be noted.
alumni are Judge Roberts, F.
Webster Browne, Professors Daggett, Philip Wilder, and Quinby,
and Bursar Glenn Mclntire.
Posters by Professor Beam are
featured, and the Masque and
Gown "Oscar", a woodcarving given each year to the winner of the
one-act play contest, has a special
niche. A drawing of the proposed
Bowdoin College Theatre by McKim, Mead, and White, the college
architects, points to the hope for
the future.

J.

—Raymond Boucher

"The Association of

'16

Devine, Wilfred
[

Psi U.

special service with the Red Cross,
in the fall of 1940, and again in
the spring of 1942. In June 1942

good enough you might arrived at Brunswick in reason*
even have the opportunity to play ably good' hearth,' omy slightly the
in a chapel service.
worse frqm having been smuggled
tions, requiring
special
tickets,
V
across the line between Portland
were alloted to families of reciAs you probably can deduce by and Bowdoin' s campus.
pients of honorary degrees, famireading this column, I am new
lies pf the graduating class, rephere.
Like any amateur, I will
resentative's of. schools, and the
welcome any suggestion for the imundergraduate body.
provement of this column. If you
'A*
T—
-r—
hear, of any amusing incidents or
'i
bits of news that you think would
interest the student body in genNine
Sons
Of Bowdoin
At the Anal review of classes
eral, how about letting me know
tor the spring trimester, the
about them ? If your criticism is of
In
Class
Of 1948
following men received straight
such a nature that you would pre'A' grades.
fer it to remain anonymous, just
1945
Nine members of the June 12th
mail it to 15 Winthrop Hall. All
Harold Lifshitz
section of the class of 1948 are
libel suits should be mailed to the
Wallace Copehuid Philoon, Jr.
sons of former Bowdoin men. Of
same address.
Philip Horn Hoffman, 3rd
the forty-eight members of the
1947
class, the majority comes from
Stanley Nathaniel Altman
Maine, though there are repreGuy
Basil James
sentatives of eight States, Puerto
John Francis Magee
Rico, and the District of Columbia.
Nathan Thomas Whitman
DEAN'S LIST
Sons of Bowdoin Men
If you're

—

head of the physics department
there with an address on "ProfesMajor Wilder was
sor's Row."
twice on leave from the college for

he was commissioned a captain in
the Army Air Forces and has been

than most schools do.
Moundsman Holden Findley, another soldier returned from the
wars, and a Psi U now living in
the Deke House, remembers his

esteem by college and community
alike, modest and kind Christian
gentleman with all that phrase im-

VICTORY OVER MAINE
BRINGS BALL TITLE
With Holden Findley turning in
a masterful four hit performance,
the Big White of Bowdoin defeated *the University of Maine's
baseball team rather easily by a
score of & to 2 in a game played
In
18.
on Pickard Field, May
winning, Bowdoin became unofficiall titleholder of the State Series
baseball crown. Bates was not included in the series because of the
large number of V-12 men representing her and thus Bowdoin, by
virtue of two victories over Maine,
an even split with Colby, and the
fact that Maine defeated Colby,
gains the "unofficial" crown for
the second year in a row.
Maine broke the scoring ice in
as
the first half of the second
Stuart reached pn an error, was
pushed along to second by a sacrifice hunt, and scored on a sharp
single to center by Millay. Things
looked black for
Bowdoin
as
Cushing reached second on a two
base error in the next inning, and
scored on Norton's double. Findlay bore down here, though, and
retired the side without
further
damage.
After this inning
only
three
Maine men reached base and only
one of these reached second as
Findley hurled brilliant ball. In
the fifth, with two gone, the Ma-

honeymen began

to

roll.

Bill Sil-

sby singled to center, Ray Boucher walked, Mort Page hit a lusty
double to deep center field scoring both runners, Lloyd Knight
reached on an infield hit on which
Page scored Knight reaching second. While Bill Clark was reaching on an error. Knight scored the
fourth and last run of the inning.

In the sixth, Dune Dewar opened the inning with a single, Findley reached on an error and both
men scored on successive singles
by Silsby and Boucher. In
the
seventh, with two out,
Findlay
singled to right. Toscanni walked,
and Silsby singled to
load
the
bases. Ray Boucher then
came
through with a timely single to
score two more runs for Bowdoin, and that was the end of the
scoring. Bowdoin: 8 runs, 12 hits,
and 2 errors. Maine: 2 runs, 4
hits, and 3 errors.

Every man in the Bowdoin lineup hit safely at least once. Bill
Silsby collected three singles, and
Ray Boucher
contributed
two
lusty singles to
the
Bowdoin
cause. An idea of the manner in
which Findlay had the opposition
eating out of his hand may be
gathered from the 'fact that onVy
five balls were hit out of the infield by the Orono
aggregation.
This game was a. fitting climax
te what rtjust be considered
a
successful season for the Ma-

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws
13. John
Clement Alderman,
Commander United States Navy,
a graduate of Annapolis, Com- honey-coached
outfit.
manding Officer of the Brunswick
.Naval Air Station, decorated with
the Navy Cross for heroic action
Radio Broadcast
in the Pacific early in the
war,
carrying the esteem and good-will
i Continued from Page i J
of our entire
community,
an
American feval officer who knows and Scenes" from As You Like It,
at first hand what war means and thus supplying
a preview of the
who is working intelligently and sesquisentennial play which will
broadmindedly for a better world be presented under the campus
order where loyalty to
country trees this evening.
will be tested by an even higher
Several programs now under
partiotism; representative of that
branch of the service which this
college by the sea founded in the

preparation will
probably
be
broadcast later in the summer. It
is expected that Mrs. Marguerite
Little, wife of Lt. Comdr. Little
'17, and herself a member of the
Honoris Causa
college meteorological faculty for
Master of Science
fifteen months, will appear on
14. Sumner Sewall, Governor of "The People's Platform."
Maine, distinguished Ace in the
First World War, decorated with
Honoris Causa
Distinguished Service Cross, the
Doctor of Humane Letters
Legion of Honor, and Croix de
17. Edward Frederick
Lindley
Guerre, chief executive of
that Wood, The Right
Honorable, the
state which, in the words of the Earl of
Halifax, Chancellor of the
poet Horace, "smiles at us beyond University of
Oxford, Ambassador
all others," by family and charof Great Britain, who has done so
acter the best that Maine pro- much to intepret his
nation to us
duces, now in the last months of and us to his
nation, tireless in
a brilliant
administration
in travel all over
this
extensive
which he has displayed leadership country and welcome and at home
of a high quality, courageous ad- wherever he
goes, ardent Churchvocate of international coopera- man, wise statesman, recipient
of
tion and insisting in season and many degrees
but today receiving
out of season that this nation the first honorary degree conferrmust play its proper part in world ed on the Earl of Halifax; gladly
affairs; honest, industrious public
admitted to our fellowship as a
servant, gladly honored by a col- token, slight
though it may be, of
lege which is ever conscious of its the admiration which
Americans
debt to the State of Maine,
have for his nation and for Bri-

same year as was
the
United
States Navy delights to honor,
.

Honoric Causa
Doctor of Laws

tain's stalwart defense and how
onrushing offense in
the
great
15. Francis Bowes
Sayre,
a war, not only in title^but in fact
graduate of Williams, now Special a noble gentleman.
Assistant in the Department
of
Honoris Causa
State, UNRA, our last High ComDoctor of Laws
missioner to the Philippines whose
18. Harlan Fiske Stone, graduescape from Corregidor in a sub- ate of Amherst in the Class
of
marine is one of
our
national 1894, Chief Justice of the United
sagas .through whom today we States, for a dozen years
Dean of
,

people
who the Law School of Columbia Unihave made such a brave struggle versity, then for some time in the
for freedom; brilliant advocate of firm of Sullivan
and Crowmell, of
international cooperation and of New York City, well known
to us
a Christian peace, statesman who at Bowdoin, Associate Justice
of
from Siam and the Far East to the Supreme Court,
1925-1941,
Washington has always held aloft Chief Justice since 1941, eleventh
the banner of liberty,
in that famous line that
began'
salute the Filipino

Honoris Causa

with John Jay and wherein BowDoctor of Laws
doin's Melville W. Fuller the oraYung-ching Yang, graduate tor fifty years ago was seventh;
Soochow Uni- in turbulent days when, like all
versity, China, Visiting Professor
other institutions the law is restof Chinese Civilization
on
the less, guiding with wisdom and
Tallman Foundaton at Bowdoin discretion the proceedings of that
last year, friendly interpreter of great court which is still
the bulhis people, winning the affection wark
of American liberty, chief of
of his colleagues
and
students one of the three great agencies of
alike, teaching us many lessons of
the republic on whose indepenculture which his great country dence our liberties rest,
has learned in the centuries of her
Honoris Causa
history, now serving that governDoctor of Laws
ment in New York, through whom
we salute the Chinese people resisting longer than any of
our
allies and much longer than ourselves and through greater trials
the forces of evil and oppression;
eloquent, smiling, charming, informal emissary of China,
16.

and President of
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REMEMBER THE VIC
DANCE SATURDAY

VOU LXXIV

after

the long anticipated

Council, under President Peter

Phi Beta

sponsoring the dance.

By Student Council

Freshmen Rules were applied at
Lancaster, has graciously con- the beginning of the current semsented to take care of most of the ester in a nostalic attempt to reexpense of the dance so that a vive pre-war traditions. In formcharge of twenty-five cents per er days, obedience to these comthat

The committee

GERALD WILDER DIES
SUDDENLY ON JUNE 28

due, perhaps, to the benevolent influence of the Student Council
Disciplinary Committee. This re-

headed by Francis Grant
being assisted by Duncan Dewar '47 and Richard Roundy
'47. The committee has arranged
to have a good collection of records
on hand and is hard at work getting publicity for the dance so that
it may be well attended.
Dancing will be from 8.30 to
12.00 and will be for couples only.
This last move was decided on by
unanimous vote of the Student
Council at a recent meeting and according to the committee will be

He

Gerald G. Wilder

mands out-ranked family ties-

to be levied.
in charge of the

is

affair is
'46.

is

Had

In />rder that this dance may not
take on any of the aspects of a
houseparty it is urged that students having dates, get them as
locally as possible, and have the
girls who do come from out of
town, be here only overnight Saturday. Through arrangement with
the office of Don Lancaster, the
girls will be able to ?at in the DU
and TD eating houses under the
regular rules governing guests.
Committee chairman Grant looks
for the dance to be an unqualified
success and urges anyone desiring
further particulars to contact his
Student Council representative or

Grant himself.

quirements for Phi Beta Kappa
are twenty-seven trimester units
and a relatively high scholastic
grade. Any person may be elected having these requirements and
possessing 'the necessary qualifications.
In peace time, anyone
might be eligible at the end of
his junior year.
Moreover, in the
pre-war days the organization
was limited to six. Now, because

College Librarian
spected institution, which was often reluctantly obliged to shave an
Association
of irregularity of the schedule, it
died
freshman's head,
erring
was changed two years ago to alFor Forty-Five Years
peacefully in 1942 amid widelow anyone to compete having
spread laments and mourning.
completed three years' work. The
Since its chances of resurrection
Bowdoin College has suffered a
Phi Beta Kappa now holds initiaare negligible, there can be no great loss in the death of her beenforcement of these loved librarian, Gerald Gardner tion three times a year instead of
scientific
two.
The next initiation is tenrules.
Wilder, who passed away at his
tatively scheduled for the end of
Despite this serious handicap, home on Page Street Wednesday
however, the Student Council post- morning, June 28th. For all Bow- the summer trimester and a meeting is to be held on October 16.
ed regulations on the bulletin doin men who knew Mr. Wilder
There are five members of the
board, trustfully hoping that their personally, the knowledge of his
demands would be observed. The death came as a tremendous shock. class of 1945 that have already
been elected. They are:
device for controlling freshmen Gerald Wilder is endeared to every
Kenrick M. Baker, Jr.
was a vague hope that offenders undergraduate who has ever frePhilip H. Hoffman
would be reported to their respec- quented the library.
Wallace C. Philoon
tive fraternities and therein prosMr. Wilder was born in PemDavid W. Ross
ecuted. Considering their ethcral broke on April 30, 1879, the son of
Alfred M. Perry.
qualities and despite several vio- Albion
and Arabella Gardner
The new officers elected at the
lations. Peter Curran felt that Wilder. He was graduated from
Freshmen Rules are having a Bowdoin in 1904, and was awarded annual meeting are as follows:
Kenneth C. Sills, re-elected
somewhat beneficial effect.
an honorary Master of Arts degree
President of the chapter; ViceIn case any freshman is still by the College in 929. On July 16,
President, Charles H. Livingston;
ignorant of their contents, they 1908, he married Kathleen Eliot
Stanley P. Chase, re-elected secfollow:
Hobart of Pembroke.
retary-treasurer.
Freshmen must speak first to
He has been connected with the
The election of the Literary
upperclassmen, giving the tradit- Bowdoin Library since 1899, and
Committee comprised the followional Bowdoin "Hello."
had served as librarian since 1915.
'04, chairFreshmen must carry matches. He had been clerk of the college ing: George W. Burpee,
Freshmen must not walk on the faculty since 1912, and was a mem- man, Bronxville, N. Y.; John L.
Baxter, '16, Brunswick, Me.; Prober of the American Libraiy Asso- fessor Edward G. Fletcher, '25,
i Continued on Page 3 ]
ciation, the Maine Library Asso- Austin, Texas; Professor Paul A.
ciation, of which he was a former Walker, '31, Linchberg, Va. John
9
president, the American Historical F. Jacques, '43, Portland, Me.
Association, and the New England
Historical-Genealogical Society. He
9
s
was treasurer of the General Alumni Association of Bowdoin College, University
Chicago
and ex-vice-president of the Bowestablished the notorious society
doin Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
R. D. Leigh
which aimed to reduce to a definHe was a member of the First Parite system, with a self-constituted
ish Church, having been its clerk
central authority that which had
Recently Robert M. Hutchins,
since 1918, and had been clerk of
been mire or less individual.
president of the University of Chithe Parish since 1919.
Probably there were several MusHe is survived by his wife; one cago, announced the appointment
Among
solinis of that revolution.
of Robert D. Leigh, a Bowdoin
them, it is certain, who afterward brother, Harry C. Wilder of West alumnus, as visiting professor of
became pillars of authority, were: Pembroke; five nieces, Miss Doris political science at the university
Professor Henry Leland Chapman Wilder, of Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. and as director of the Commission
and Dr. Frederick Henry Gerrish, Marion Truesdale of Boston, Mrs. of Inquiry on Freedom of the
and Mrs. Helen Cunfor nigh haM a century Professor Helen Cunha
Mrs. Emily Smith, both of Press.
in the Medical Faculty and for a ha and
"Mr. Leigh's qualifications are
Mrs. Roland
third of a century an overseer of/ Arlington, Mass., and
Allen of Topsham; and two neph- obvious," said Mr. Hutchins. "His
the College.
long study of political science, his
The clash with lawful authority ews/ Howard Wilder of Somerville, administrative experience, and his
Within Mass., and Bertram Frost of acquaintance with the problems
at once became acute.
the range of jurisdiction that con- Vanceboro.
of communication under the FedKenneth J. Boyer, assistant li- eral Communications Commission
cerned Freshman rights, two administrations collided, one the reg- brarian, speaking for himself and all make him the ideal man for
ular College government, the oth[ Continued on Page 4 ]
the new appointments.''
er a regime using illegal but highMr. Leigh, founder and first
ly standardized methods, somepresident of Bennington College
Events
what akin to those of the Ku Klux
in Vermont, received his A.B. deKlan in later days to terrify, ingree from Bowdoin College in
timidate, judge and punish; backThu. July IS Chapel, Professor 1914, summa cum laude, and an
ed, moreover, by a majority sentiKoelln.
honorary L.L.D. in 1935. A memment of the three upper classes.
ber of Kappa Sigma fraternity,
6.00 p.m. Pickard Field. BrunsInasmuch as the mighty power of
wick Softball League. Bowdoin Mr. Leigh, during his undergraduthe Federal government was inate years at the college, was outBlacks vs. Firemen.
sufficient for years to suppress
standing in all activities of the
Fri. July 14—Chapel, Mr. Chitsuch ebullitions at West Point and
college. He was a member of Phi
tim. Thomas H. Chadwick '47
Annapolis what wonder that the
Beta Kappa, manager of the footwill play a saxophone solo.
unworldly theologians of the oldball team, President of the StuSat. July 15—2.30 p.m. Pickard
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
dent Council, Managing Editor
Field. Varsity baseball vs. Radand Editor-in-Chief of the "Oriar School.
ent," member of the editorial
9.00 pjn. Moulton Union. Stuboards of the "Bugle" and the
dent Council "Vic" Dance. Ad"Quill," president of the Masque
mission, twenty-five cents a
and Gown, assistant professor of
couple.
Walker Art Building. The Print History and Government, viceinvited to Westbrook tea dances.
Room. The Masque and Gown president of his class, and presis r
dent of the Northeastern Oratorexhibit is to be followed by an
This is just one of the numerwatercolors
by ical League.
exhibit
of
ous incidents told that evening by
James Fitzgerald. It will conIn order to accept the position
the reminiscing alumnus to a gogtinue through July.
at the University of Chicago, Mr.
gling audience.
We can't resist The lecture by Dr. Spaeth Leigh will resign his post as Dimentioning the young genius who
scheduled for Monday, July
rector of the Foreign Broadcast
had an unusually bright idea, one
10th, has been postponed indefiIntelligence Service of the Federhouseparty. He decided to smugnitely.
Communications Commission,
al
gle up $900 worth of liquor from
The President and Mrs. Sills where for the past two years he
Massachusetts, and had taken deplan to be at home to members
has been in active charge of suptailed orders from men on campus
and friends of the College again ervising the translation, digesting
before starting off.
He got the
and analysis of foreign short- and
on Sunday afternoon, July 16th.
stuff back to the fraternity house
Sun. July 16—4.30-6.00 p.m. The
medium-wave propaganda for the
all right, but not much farther.
President's House. The Presiofficial use of the United States
Members of the State Police armdent and Mrs. Sills will be at
and other friendly governments
home to all ljnembers and and has represented the FBIS beed with machine guns convinced
friends of the college.
him that it would be healthier to
Congressional committees.
fore
Mon. July 17 Chapel, Professor
part with the "goods."
leave
While in Washington he took a
Daggett.
the reaction of the disappointed
leading part in the organization
6.00 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunscustomers to your imagination.
wick Softball League. Bowdoin of the United Nations Monitoring
Committee, becoming its first
s r
"Whites" vs. Marines.
6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunspresident.
Another charming individual
wick Softball League. V.J. Ofmust have been the younj gentleBefore coming to the FCC in
ficers vs. Radar "A."
man who walked around campus
July, 1942, Mr. Leigh was special
July 18 Chanel, Francis H.
Tne.
with a shotgun, blowing out the
advisor on education, social sciGrant '46. Chi Psi.
windows of fraternity houses.
ences,
and research for the Nat6.00 p.m. Pickard Field. BrunsWhat happened to him we don't
ional Resources Planning Board,
wick Softball I>»aeue Firemen
know, but he ought to be in the
and prior to this, a member of the
vs. Mahonev's Marauders.
Rangers. Anyone who warts some
6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. BrunsInstitute for Advanced Study, at
r wick Softball I +»tK\xe. Bluejackreal "low down" on the Good Old
Princeton, N. J.
ets vs. Radar "B."
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
[ Continued on Page 2 J
Continued on Page

Bowdoin

strictly enforced.

;

Edward Page Mitchell 71 Depicts
Activities Of Phi Chi In The 1860
By George H.

Griffin '47

In our recent ramblings on camit has been our good fortune

pus

embarassing sequences due to the
return of Freshmen Rules. It has
filled our hearts with, joy that the
rules have been accepted in the
spirit in which they were given,
but it occurs to us that some of
our more discerning Freshmen
might be inquisitive as to the origin of Freshmen Rules or a sim-

I

We

facsimile.
have, theredelved into the past and unearthed what appears to us to be
the beginning of all first year
woe, Phi Chi. Part of this history
fore,

memory
Edward Page Mitchell 71, and
him we arc deeply indebted.

has been quoted from the
of
to

Of

Honors

and pleasant surprise not to encounter any disparaging remarks
over the sometimes painful and

ilar

Phi Chi is a reminiscence now,
but in the '60s and 70s it was a
factor.
The deeds and misdeeds
afTfectod for better or worse many
a young man's subsequent career.
With its graded variants of defraud or roughly humorous insurgency, hazing had hecn known to
the campus for years previous,
but the manifesta'tion had been
sporadic anu unorganized.
The
Class of '66 in its Sophomore year
1

Coming

j

'

j

)

'

j

1

I

1
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SUN RISES
By
During a

B. E.

Gorton

session at the
home of a Professor the other
night the discussion turned to
some of the picturesque episodes
of Bowdoin's past. It took an alumnus, on a holiday from a medical school, to recall some of the
deeds of which hardly one man
bull

now on campus has

The
600-odd undergraduates who made
up Bowdoin before the outbreak
of war always contained one or
two "cha ract ers," — and I mean
•'CHARACTERS." It is difficult,
heard.

almost impossible, for us to imagine what campus life must have
been like back in those days of
unlimited
gas and unrationed
steaks.
For example, there was
the bunch of Dekes who decided
one night around midnight to get
themselves some dates from Westbrook Junior College. When they
arrived at Westbrook in the dead
of night, they found the dorms
closed, and no prospect of dates.
Undaunted, they broke into one
of the buildings and started tossing girls' clothes out of the windows.
You can guess why, for
some time after, Dekes were not

—

—

We

—

—

[

m

Elects

President

New

Instruct
An

Keen
as a

beyond the Beta house.

courses

It is

is

now

at the

being con-

end of

Mc-

not too late to enroll,

new schedule of courses
in

for beginners is starting this week.
Aviation including Theory of Flight, Fundamentals

of Meteorology,

Morse Code, Aircraft Identification, Aircraft
Power Plants, Radio, Telephone

Instruments, Air Navigation,

Procedure, Infantry Drill, Military Courtesy, and Discipline,
I

are given by competent instructors each

Tuesday evening from

7.00 to 10.00.
Donovan D. Lancaster, manager

Donovan O. Lancaster

DR. GROSS TO SPEND

SUMMER AT KENT ISLE

COLORFUL BANQUET
AFTER CONVOCATION

Once
Gross,

Directly from the colorful comexercises in the First
Parish Church, eleven hundred
guests crowded the Sargeant gymnasium
to
hear
distinguished
speakers representing the State
of Maine, the Allied Powers of
China and Great Britain, the Supreme Court, the Department of
State, the Church, the colleges of
the United States, and the undergraduates of Bowdoin College.
After the banquet, President
Sills introduced the first-speaker.
representing the State of Maine
Governor Sumner Sewall.
Mr.
Sewall, distinguished air ace in
the First World War. and governor of Maine since 1940, spoke on
the ties which exist between the

Buying Simpson's Point
A committee of the Governing
Boards of the college has been appointed to consider the purchase
Simpson's
of Simpson's Point.
Point, as we all know, is that
property approxi-

mately three miles from the campus which has been rented by the
college for the past three summers to provide extra recreational
facilities for the
undergraduate
body during the summer months.
The committee consists of Albert T. Gould of Boston, Mass.,
and Philip Dana of Westbrook,
Maine, both from the Board of
Trustees; and the Messrs. Walter
V.
Wentworth of Old Town,
Maine,
Arthur
T.
Ham of
New York, N. Y.. and Paul K.
Niven of Brunswick, Maine, from
the Board of Overseers. This committee will thoroughly investigate
the advisability of such an acquisition by the college.
There are numerous advantages
which Simpson's Point presents to
students at Bowdoin. In addition
to the excellent bathing and boat-

state and college.

The next speaker was

Dr. YungChing Yang, president of Soochow
University, and Visiting Professor
of Chinese Civilization on the

Tallman Foundation
College

at

again, in July 12,
Professor of Biology,

Dr.
left

on

Eleven Hundred Hear
Distinguished Speakers
At Sargent Gym

Committee Considers

Yachting and ousting clubs,

Street

Courses

"

14th.

CAPC

ducted at the Brunswick Armory, which

mencement

ing facilities, this section of the
coast provides a very suitable site
for social gatherings such as picnics, outings, etc.
This was evidenced recently by the success of
the all-college clambake held at
the Point on Wednesday, June

opportunity for Bowdoin undergraduates under 18,
to start preparing themselves tor military and civil

aviation, presents itself in the

idoin's future.

of shore

Will

Brunswick Organization

who wish

various science departments.
The report also stresses the
need of the College for the publication of a general college catalogue, which has not been attempted since 1916. President Sills believes, however, that due to the
great number of alumni in the
armed forces, the publication of
such a volume does not seem advisable at the present.
There is also mention in the report of Bowdoin's need for a theatre for the presentation of the
productions of the Masque and
Gown. Their splendid record for
play-acting, in the opinion of Pres.
Sills, certainly merits a suitable
home for the organization.
These three items, of course,
represent only a few of the more
urgent needs of the college; such
plans are, for the most part, postwar hopes. It is the aim of President Sills, however, to present
such needs of the college to the
alumni and friends of Bowdoin in
tire hope that the end of the war
maV result in the realization of
these plans and hopes for Bow-

strip

And Pomeroy

White, Todd,

Recommends

Science Building

At the last election of the Phi
The current President's Report
Beta Kappa Society, two persons to the College lists recommendawere elected. They were Freder- tions for the construction of a
ick H. Whittaker "44 and Philip new Science Building to provide
H. Hoffman '45. The normal re- more adequate facilities for the

Frosh Rules Revived

The Union, through manager Don

is all

Kappa

Hoffman, Whittaker

It is hoped that a large number
of undergraduates will attend as
it is the hope of the Council that
one or two more similar affairs
may be held in the future, if this
one receives the indicated support.

couple

NO. 5

1944

12,

LANCASTER WILL CONDUCT C. A. P.
TRAINING COURSE FOR CIVILIANS AND
BOWDOIN STUDENTS IN LOCAL ARMORY

Vic Dance will take place.
A. Curran '46,
hearing considerable student agitation for just such an

affair is

ACTIVITIES

D. D.

Saturday evening, July 15, in the iounge of the

The Student

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JULY

(74th Year)

GRANT, DEWAR, ROUNDY FORM
COMMITTEE TO ORGANIZE AFFAIR
On

SUPPORT SUMMER

THE BOW

Student Council Will Hold
Dance In Moulton Union

Moulton Union

«

Mi

his annual visit to Bowdoin's
Scientific Station on Kent Island.
Because of the summer session,
students of biology will be unable
to accompany him on this twohundred milfc trip to the Bay of
Fundy, the nature of which, he

would be primarily inspection
and meteorological equipment with a dash of experimentation on Herring Gulls.
The island itself is about two
miles long and inhabited in the
sense that thousands of birds and
one man, a warden, call it home.
Its main purpose is to serve as a
said,

of the biological

base

the scientific study of
bird-life, occasionally termed ornithology, in which respect it has
A*
co n t ri but ed nrneh of value
present, however, it also maintains
meteorological
station
a
which predicts weather, generally
fog, to planes flying from Canada
for

.

—

of the Moulton Union, who has had
wide experience in teaching, athletic coaching, and administrative
work, is flight leader, and all applications for membership should be
made to him on Tuesday nights at
the Armory after 6.30 p^m. Seymour White of Bath, an honorably
discharged officer of the Army Air
Corps, is assistant flight leatler.

Mr. White has had first hand
knowledge of and experience with
Air Corps practices. The courses
are given about three at one time.
At present ttfere are advanced and
beginners' courses in Military giv-

en

by

Assistant

Flight

Leader

White. In addition. Frank Todd.
Instructor of Physics at Bowdoin
is teaching Theory of Flight, and
Mr. Pomeroy of Bath, an expert in

communications including radio receiving and sending equipment, is
teaching Morse Code, both beginners and advanced courses. Training Aids include Sound Film Projection as well as Slides with Sound
Equipment. Both are used frequently, as the Maine Wing Command has a large library of films
and slides.

to England.
The benefits of the course inAmong its notable scientific clude opportunities from time to
achievments, Dr. Gross cited the time for free orientation flights
[

Continued on Page
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Bowdoin

during

1942-1943.
Dr.
of China as
one of the Allied Powers, and expressed the hope that, after the
war, there would be the same solidarity among the nations of the
world as he had noted among the
group of men who make up Bow-

Yang spoke on behalf

[

Continued on Page 4

Coalitions

]

Doomed

In Council Elections
With the new system of Student Council elections inaugurated last May, coalitions are doomed
and each fraternity house insured
august
representation
in
this
I
group.
Until now, the Student
Council has been a collection of
the twelve men considered most
popular by the undergraduates
which was obliged to govern the
student body and exercise passer,
to the local theatres. Its members
;

!

l

affording many undergraduates a
great amoUnt of worth-while recreation, might use this property
to excellent advantage in the future.
It

Sills

nate

;

1

I

I

the opinion of President
that Bowdoin is very fortuin being one of the few colwhose proximity to the seaaffords such excellent opporis

I

1

at random and
voted for similarly, academic sencoast
tunities for summer recreational, iority presenting the only restricThis procedure of election,
facilities.
It is his hope that ad- tions.

leges

!

1

quite democratic, occasionally envantage can be taken of this.
couraged doubtful tactics, such as
**
the formation of coalitions.
For general clarity and enlight'47
Francis
K.
enment, a coalition is a band of
anxious individuals who feel that
"Plug In"
th° logical manner of conducting
an election is to assure their canThe following chapel talk was didate of success, even if this ingiven July 11th by Francis W. K. volves several agreements with
various like-minded characters to
Smith, '47.
pool their votes for their respectAre you plugged In?
Most of you, at some time or ive candidates. Although, a» Lloyd
another, have used an electric Knight, former president of the
Council,
emphasized,
toaster.
You know the kind that Student
has a little device on it, arranged there is nothing in the constitu-

W.

Smith

Urges Us To

when the toast should be
golden brown, up it pops. Some
of you undoubtedly have taken a
so that

piece of bread, dropped if into the
toaster, pushed down the two levand have sat back waiting for
the toast with anticipation. The
timing apparatus ticked slowly
ers,

with its rather monotonous beat
while you thought of the buttered
toast and sugar you'd soon have.
Then after the allotted time, the
spring was released with a snap
which nearly frightened you out
of your senses and to your surprise you picked up from the floor
the piece of bread you had put
into the toaster in exactly the
same condition as before. The
[
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A scene from the .Masque and Gown's presentation of Shakespeare's
•As You Like It."

were nominated

tion

which forbids
obviously, its

coalition,

it

Masque and Gown Presents Play
"As You Like It" In Spite of Rain
this will be As You
althdugh it is not as we
Mr. Q.uinby. He was
speaking before the beginning of
the play in Memorial Hall on Saturday, the twenty-fourth of June,
and he was referring to the unhappy necessity of bringing the

"We hope

Like

It,

like it," said

play indoors from the wooded spot
on the campus where it had been
rehearsed even up through the
dress rehearsal. The weather did
not cooperate over Sesqui weekend.

In As You Like It Orlando
cast.
must be handsome and Rosalind
must be ravishing as herself and
Mr.
captivating as Ganymede.
Lamparter and Miss Drapeau ably
filled

requirements.

the

-Miss

Smith was a charming Celia. and
as pretty and pert a blonde as she
should be

in

contrast to Rosalind's

dark stately beauty. The Banished Duke, Mr. Burroughs, in voice
and mien was regal and gracious.
Al Long and Lloyd Knight sang

The audience's imaginations, the

several familiar songs of the

however, were adequate for trans- play like a pair oi ga> troubaforming black velvet drapes into dours. If the melancholy Jacques
These same aspects assumed a trees, and the actors seemed not was not as melancholy as he
more somber tone last May. when a, whit disturbed by their envelop- might have been and Touchstone
not nimble enough, their shortsix of the eleven houses had no ing exits and entrances.
The performance had a pace comings and any others were
candidate elected. Since the actual campus units are the fratern- and flow worthy of the best Quin- scarcely noticeable in the general
The lines were smoothness of the show. What
ity houses, many considered it de- by production.
sirable to have a greater propor- perfectly learned and the promp- was noticeable to this observer
has

shadowy

as-

pects.

tion of them represented on the ter had no chance to speak. With
Student Council. Accordingly, a the playing time just about one
special assembly of all undergrad- and a half hours, the rather fooluates met and amended the con- ish story moved with a speed
stitution, so that now, each house which made it quite convincing
nominates three men and the stu- and gave no time for a critical
dent body votes for one of these observer to note the foolishness.
three.
When asked to comment It was an excellent choice for the
on the new arrangement, Peter end of a day of celebration.
Curran, president, said, "It is a
Special mention might be made
good thing!"
of almost every member of the

was a

certain lack of response in
the audience, doubtless an affinity
with the weather.
Despite the breaks against it,
this performance of As Yon- Like
It was one of the best executed
of Bowdoin's Shakespearian plays,
and gay fare for a festive occasion.

K.T.D.

TWO
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after

Efftablished 1871

Bowdoin
Ralph E. Kidd received his silver wings on May 23, 1&J4. Lt.
Kidd, a resident of Lynn, Mass.,
attended the flying schools at Americus, Georgia, and Greenwood,

being

Front

aptitude for the work. In the latter in-

you
will be that much "ahead of the game"
when you actually put on your air force
uniform. It never does any harm to know
a little more than the next fellow, first.
by taking

stance,

E4Mor.ta.OfcW
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Wednesday, July

—with

session
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No. 5

now

lot available

if

you

— there
many

that

would want to miss the
opportunity for a real houseparty, and
that none of us would want to see Bow-

W. Curtis

doin's houseparty "spirit" broken.

recent passing of the College Li-

BUT SIMPSOH'S PODiT

G. Wilder, deeply griev-

brarian, Gerald

The

all those who knew this wise and
good man. Graduated from Bowdoin in

ed

among

the decision but

make

the administra-

alumni, and undergrad-

faculty,

tipn,

Hub-

uates.

finest of its

The

first

whether

it

kind in the country. During that time
also he endeared himself to generations

son's Point

respected him.

point

decided

is

wise to buy any shore

is

is

be

to

The second

property.

and

liked

Point

the Governing Boards appointed to

period of his prudent and efficient ad-

Bowdoin men who knew,

Simpson's

cons not only within the committee of

from 1906 to 1915, and
as Librarian from then on. During the

bard Hall became one of the

buy

should-

should stimulate discussion of pros and

1904, he served with distinction as As-

ministration the library housed in

question of whether or not the

college

sistant Librarian

of

dears

whether Simp-

is

the best site that

we

might

obtain.

Mr.

Wilder possessed an unusual
knowledge of 20th Century Bowdoin
which he was ever-j-eady to draw upon

Arguments
obvious.

of the things which

made him

very soon after the war.

was one

the college and
friend of so

who

many

summer

area of ideal

who has always tak-

Wilder,

to the second point, Simp-

son's Point could hardly qualify in this

a grievous one.

en such an active interest in the

life

attractive

of

we

and best suited outdoor recreaBowdoin.

Some

should

of

weak

its

points, well

undergraduates, at

known

are that

least,

it is

to

not

opportunity to extend

well adapted to boating and sailing; the

our heartfelt sympathy. Gerald Wilder
is no longer with us, but his spirit will

stead of offering the advantages of at-

rdtoain.

tractive indoor shelter for recreational

like to take this

THE

building located on the property, in-

and dressing purposes, open fireplace,
etc., is a burned out eyesore, the filde in
back is sloping and ill suited to baseball.

C. A. P. C.

The Orient would welcome

like the Class of "44 representatives, will

sion of opinion

be able to recall those "defense" era days

when

among

the fad

was

graduates

to take the C.

wick Airport before

W.

A.

P. flying

CHANGE

P. C.

it

P. A.-built airfield to

The newly

purposes.
is

more

new program

method of

A.

during the

of

direction of

new

it

final

review period this May,

such a radical change and so sharp a

There are

age minimum.

Undoubtedly, during

war

who

A

pro-

fore

Donovan D.

this

period of

depleted enrollments which makes

it is

"a good thing." Whether the

European battlefronts after the war will
consider it "a good thing" is something

are over the draft
else again.

Many

If

compete with them,

what the C.

should be fun to

*A. P. has to offer the

over-age undergraduate.
a good chance to get the

]

England.
First Lt. Raymond B. Janney,
recently shared in the destruction of two enemy aircraft

fashioned Faculty had a grave
problem on their hands. And long
fy?o when an ancient servitor of
Christ Church showed with aeidemic glee the fountain basin in
the Quadrangle wherein Lewis
Carroll, the author of "Alice in
Wonderland," otherwise the eminent mathematician. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, was accustomed
in his spirited youth to. assist in
successful immersions of newcomers and persons of unapproved demeanor, it was concluded that Phi
Chi was not a local issue.
This society performed its selfdetermined functions for more
than ten years. Its performances
were governed hv a code flagrant-

3rd,

the

saw-

mills,

remembered

still

col-

in

lege tradition.
I* may be proper
to explain here, for one and all.
that this classic instrument of
horror, which some philosophers

the Bowdoin Faculty and
have persisted in styling a
in

out,

Cross

Flying

Distinguished

ilar

anecdotes illustrating the old

who would, with real drama being
the enacted within these ivied walls?
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, is tak- Times are a little too serious for
ing his basic training at Fort that sort of thing now; but now
Bragg. He is in the Ski Troops.
and then we have a feeling that
Aviation
Cadet Carleton C. some of the old exuberance wouldYoung, Jr., an active member on n't do any harm — Ps-ss-st, don't
teams,
was
the football and track
tell the Dean we said so!
recently transferred from the Naval Air Station. Grosse Isle, Michigan, to the Naval Air Training \j»i\»i •v<«
Center, Pensacola, Florida, for intermediate training. After gradT Continued from Page t ]
uation he will be commissioned in
from the Naval Air Station. All
the Marines or the Navy.
Cadets have already enjoyed flights
tors in unison; followed by the at the Station on Sunday, July
weird ululation of haif a hundred 2nd. Members are encouraged to
long tin horns, an instrument with learn to fly, and opportunities will
which some of the Sophomores of be made available for men wishing
that time became by diligent prac- instruction in flying. These flying
tice amazingly expert.
The un- lessons must be paid for by the
fortunate was then blindfolded a- Cadets.
gain and led or carried forth to
The CAPC is an auxiliary of the
undergo the punishment prescrib- Army Air Forces. There are now
ed according to the gravity of his some 100,000 active members and
alleged offense: perhaps dousing Cadets in the country and the enfor so many minutes under one of rollment is increasing rapidly. CAP
the very willing pumps that stood units have recruited tens of thousin a line behind the row of halls.
ands cf Aviation Cadets for the
and from which students were ac- AAF. The Cadet Program prepares
customed to carry water for more young men for service, and for a
innocent purposes daily in wooden part in Civil Aviation after the
pails up to their rooms.
Perhaps war. By keeping many airports
it was the rape by razor or scisopen across the country, the CAP
sors of a prized capillary possess- is maintaining Civil Aviation durion; for Freshmen then not infreing the war years, and preparing
quently brought to college mag- for rapid development afterwards.

Tom

were handed down annualfrom class to class bv initia-

hewgag,

s r

Soldiers' Medal.

nralice'

in abandoned shin sheds on
the seacoast, and sometimes, with
reckless
independence, in such
sanctuaries of the -normal as the
patchwork-quilt headquarters of
the Topsham Fair Grounds and
the City Hall at Bath.
The Inquisitors themselves would have
been interested in the elaborate
machinery- of torment invented
for some of these occasions and
ruthlessly employed as a test of
Phi Chi worthiness, though at the
risk of life and limb, not to mention mental sanity.
Among these
was the ponderous gewgag, or

—

—

and the Air Medal with three oak- carefree days. Fellows didn't have
leaf clusters.
He also wears the to go to the flick so often then;

non-ethical hut rigid as the
laws of the Modes and Persians.
This code of uncommon law and
the
accumulated
traditions
of
ly
tions held in lonely deserted

stop while hurling a waste-basket
full of water from a second story
window.
Just as everyone was
about to rush for an ambulance he
got to his feet unhurt- he must
be in the Paratroops now.

and damaged barracks and machDoubtless the older men on
He has been awarded campus remember a flock of simine shops.

ly

1

.Neverdauski

of

moustaches and even full
-Perhaps it was to be
with ropes to a tomb-

nificent

beards.

bound

'47,

fast

stone or

monument

in the neigh-

The question of moving into
toe dormitories this fall baa hecome a vital issue on the campus. The majority of the students
feel that moving into the dormwould

itories

net result of the change

is

to alter

the very nature of the council. It

is

no

longer a "Student Council" but a fraternity council.
*

selecting the

The

original purpose of

most popular men on cam-

pus from the entire student body at large

was to

through
which place, among

phases of Fraternity life. Others
are of the opinion that dormitory
life would bring the college into
closer harmony. In order that
every student may know the
facts concerning these two opinions, we shall try to present the
pro and eon of this argument.
The students who wish to remain in the Fraternity houses
believe that social and Fraternity life would be at a standstill
if the dorms were put into use.
If the Union were used for eating purposes Fraternity Life
would be gone. Thera would be
no Fraternity get-togethers and
rushing would probably end completely. Openings for waiters and
helpers would be fewer in number. Some of the boys who need
money would be out of a job. Although we know that all houses
cannot be opened next Fall, this
group believes that three or four
houses could shelter the entire
college. They point out the fart
that the Psi U's and the DKE's
have shared the same house
without any ill feeling arising
between them. The other group,
a much smaller one, have presented several argument* that

Knew

rest?
Theta Delta Chi

m
Freshman

m

of irrelevant material. The
scene will stress our

following
point:

Student X: "December 3rd. 1880.
Kirkland:

Lee
Yes

"

Mr.

was December

"Filibuster." It

3,

1880 at 3.36 o'clock.
One may see him walking around
the campus, his shoulders bent with
the weight of the Constitution.
- c
The following gem is the creation of a Bates house-party date.

Robert D. Leigh

Although some favoritism is displayed in the poem; nevertheless, it
l Continued from Page l ]
Mr. Leigh has been professor in is typical of the high opinion of the
the political sciences at Columbia college carried away by its guests
University. Williams College, and during houseparties.
Reed College, and served as actBates To Bowdoin "Week-end"
ing dean of Bard College, Annanby "Squeezie"
quality.. When struck
Court. The significant fact is that dale-on-Hudson, N. Y. Mr. Leigh
with sufficient force bv an ade"Bowdoin College is quite a place;
it did not seem chidish or outragis a native of .Nelson, Nebraska,
quate hammer it was almost cap'Lib' is full of books and space.
The
eous; it all seemed sweet reason- is 53 years old, married, and has
able of awakening Tut-ankh-amen.
The swimming pool is right nearableness.
two daughters.
The annual Phi Chi song was
by;
However, such was not all of
He was one of more than a
written
for
several
years
by Bowdoin life in the sixties and score of prominent educators, law- To got- to ours we 'most need to
George Madison Bodge of '68, then
fly.
seventies.
The other side is told yers, bankers, businessmen, and
•a young veteran of the Civil War.
To put a foot on a Bates lawn.
in the record of the subsequent statesmen appointed last FebruThere was snunk n them and
Or
to stay up to meet the dawn
careers of the hundreds of minis- ary to the Commission of Inquiry,
imagination and at times real poWould cause a wrinkle deeper
ters, college presidents and pro- operated
under a grant from
etic feeling and their singing qualdown
fessors, jurists, lawyers and phys- Time, Inc., publisher of Time, Life
ity was exceptional; as for inOn the proverbial "Bates frowns!"
icians
of
note,
philantrophists, and Fortune. The Commission is
stance:
******
philosophers and men of large af- conducting a two-year investiga"When the Bonny Moon is seen fairs who, under impulse of the tion of the' nature, function, dut- "One place there I'm a hog about.
Glinting down on Bowdoin green prevailing college
sentiment, par- ies, and responsibilities of the Of its excellence there is no doubt.
And the little stars are twink- ticipated with enthusiasm in this press in America— including radio, Rugs that you sink in, white leathling m the sky;
sort of deviltry and tomfoolery.
er chairs,
the newsreel and the documentary
When the shadows lengthening
Thus if the Freshmen wiH bear film.
A kitchen to browse in if anyone
fall
in mind the undue consequences
dares.
Round the north of Winthrop which have in the past followed
Hall
any devious underclass acts, they
We will muster Sixty-Eight will undoubtedly conclude that Yes, We're Interested In
to do or die."
their "cross" is substantially lightThe north end of Winthrop, then er than that of previous Freshmen
Your
unoccupied on account of the nu- classes.
July IS
Thurs.
of

—

the

c

rules have returned to

m

dormitories more cheaply than
Fraternity
the
Houses.
Of
course, this does not cover all the
arguments concerning this vital
question. There are many more
of lesser importance to he considered. We hope that by the end
of September a solution that w ill
please everyone will be found.
We wish to express our appreciation to the Bowdoin Faculty for
allowing us to discuss this problem before the student body,
- c
"Filibuster Fiekett" has awed
the members of the History 12
Conference with his overwhelming

Professor
Fiekett ?

-

all

best."

—

consider. They believe
that the relations among Fraternity men would be much closer if all lived in the dormitories.
The cutting of living expenses
would be another point in their
favor. College authorities have
said that they could operate the

at three o'clock. General

house— the

the Bowdoin Campus. Administered in a very excellent manner by
the Student Council, the rules have
been carried out by the Freshmen
in a very orderly and business-like
way. There have been no disgusting demonstrations, and cooperation has been excellent on both
sides with
the
Upperclassmcn
who have enforced the rules and
Freshmen who have followed them.
We have one thing to say, however.
It is generally understood that
each fraternity will punish its own
freshmen who have disobeyed ihe
Freshman Rules. That is very fine
and good, but we believe that certain fraternities have beer, more or
less easy on their own freshmen.
If these rules are to be strictly enforced, then punishment should be
impartial. Nothing brings out the
disrespect of the freshman more
than weak and indecisive action hy
the upperclassman.

we must

amount

will

Gamerooms, victrola, fireplace, too.
(Ten more pages 'n I wouldn't be

several

curtail

Sills

to undergraduates

and friends of the college on
Sunday afternoon, July 16th,
from 4:30 la 6:00 p.m.

By "Grog and Gump"

m

and which mistaken boring
cemetery, there to remain
academic antiques in solitude
till
daylight brought
have imagined to be a large tin
release. These and dozens of simhorn, or something that it really
ilar inflictions of suffering or morwas not. consisted in fact of a cirtification devised by the ingenuity
cular saw of considerable diamof cussedness resulting from the
eter and uncommonlv vibrant and
sessions of the Sodom County
resonant

CUMBERLAND

ALL

merical paucity of the college, was
known as Sodom.
The inner
fourth story room on the eastern
side, held by contemporary •traditions to have been Longfellow's
habitation early in his course, was
the seat of the Sodom County
Court, the once dreaded tribunal
of Phi.Chi. The accused was ushered blindfolded into the court
room in the midnight hours.
Sometimes he was borne thither
in a certain coffin that yielded
cheerfully continuing income to a

Brunswick

undertaker

who

re-

served it for rental to the students for such occasions and for
initiations.
The bandage being
removed from the Freshman's
eyes,
he found himself in an
apartment painted dead black as
to walls and ceiling, illumined only by a small lantern and by hor-

emblems and

rifying

PH1LGAS

does the cook-

PRINTING
We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

ing best

BrunswickHardwareCo.

MIKE'S PLACE

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

represent the college in general,

rather than the fraternities in particular.

aenenMiaii

sit

up

in

-

c

Mort Page in a recent trip to
Sebasco, the haven for "dears,"
tells us his experiences for acquiring a date at a local restaurant.
Mort ordered seme cake which finally arrived via a very pretty waitress. The famous catcher had a
great deal of difficulty in maneuvering the cake because when he attempted to eat the delicacy with a
fork, it crumbled to bits. After
Mort resorted to the "fingers"
method, the waitress was called in
for consultation. When Mort asked
her what was the proper procedure,
she smiled and told him that he
was doing all right. Mort had a
date that night.

m

-

c

We are rather bewildered about
the mysterious telephone call from
the police station to the Deke
Hcuse concerning the activities of
Holden Findlay.

m
Bob "Nose"

-

c

Miller

and Clem

Hiebert have finally succumbed to
the powereful influence of the
Zetes. Tell us what have the Zetes
got that throws panic into the
hearts of those tonsorial nudists?
- c
Cm July 15th the Student Council will sponsor a Vic Dance at the
Union for the benefit of Bowdoin
College students. This will be quite

m

a weekend for most initiations will
bo culminated on July 14th. On
Saturday afternoon it is possible
that the baseball team will play at

home. The Pool will also be open
for the guests. In the evening the

Vic Dance will be held at the Moulton Union. An admission fee of
twenty-five cents per couple will
be charged and no stags are allowed. If this dance proves successful there will be possibilities for
other Vic Dances in the future;
therefore, get a dale for the dance!

...NOW OPEN...
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Town
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Book

Between Two Worlds
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CIVILIZATION: Laski
LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN: Ren Ames Williams
THE CONDITION OF MAN: Lewis Mumford
EISENHOWER, MAN AND SOLDIER: Francis T.
R. P. T.

with
,

John Garfield
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FAIR STOOD THE WIND FOR FRANCE:

Brunswick
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MEN

Visit the

Sigrid Gurie

also

'

Fox News

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

ALL OF

and

SERVICE
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Maine Street

grim receptacle
went on. The ex-

gloomy chamber of injustice.
The sentence pronounced was
punctuated" by a single strjke on
the big bass drum and a wailing
cry of "Recorded" by the specta-

-

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Paramount News

Phone 328-M for deliver;

his

trial

amination of his case was conducted ostensibly according to judicial procedure, but the plea of
his masked counsel was always
merely for a mitigation of penalty
rather than for acquittal: and it
is not recalled that a verdict of
Not Guilty was ever heard in that

Wind

with
Francis Lederer

Ask Us For Quotations

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

throng of unidentifiable court personages in masks and robes. If
the person was allowed

while the

Voice In The

Printing

s.

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER

inscriptions

marked on the black in phosphorus.
He was in the presence of a

to

The

of these

you think you can
it

i

coffined,

raft of local devotees

for tinkering with engines, be they air-

plane or tractor.

--

Presi-

a good thing."

combines so much easier than hereto-

are old mechanics with a hankering

is

is

field

also courses for the senior

of flying are taking them.

This

comment than

boys coming back from the Pacific and

division, those

aee

deserves further

dent Peter Curran's "It

are

Lancaster.

men

members, pro-

electing its

departure from established practice that

of service should seriously investigate the
opportunities offered by this

the

ordinary mass meeting of undergraduates

Brunswick Armory, but with connections at the Air Station. Those among
looking to the air forces as a future

to the Student

constitution concerning

at the

who

Continued from Page

windows were commonplace. Bert
recalls the young man who didn't

home

s

posed, accepted and ratified at an extra-

with headquarters

the pre-draft undergraduates

Eklund

C.

a Navigator

Continued from Page i 1
should speak to veteran
janitor Bert Verney. who has witnessed student tomfoolery for 20
years.
Bert will tell you that it
was not at all unusual for him
to have to thread his way through
a barbed wire barricade of lamp
cords and extensions dangling in
front of the entrance to a dormitory, the cords being attached to
the assorted electrical gear that
had been tossed out of windows.
Broken-down doors and shattered
[

Days

President and Mrs.

be at

'

all

IH COUNCIL ELECTIONS

Council's

is

gram under the

expres-

problem from

The amendment made

vital

resurrected C.

sponsoring a

pre-flight instruction

this

interested parties.

was remade into
the Brunswick Naval Air Station. Those
courses were discontinued when Pearl
Harbor necessitated the conversion of
the

on

the faster under-

instruction courses at the old Bruns-

Wilhelm

of one
giant B-24 Liberatof the
ors operating from somewhere in
is

SUNRISES

Cress

j

Old, old timers around the campus,

1

most

resorts as the

tion site for a college such as

has been the good

students,

[

collectors

Coming

Lt.

Eklund

Lt.

"gewgaw"

ment.

we like to think

are so peculiar to Bowdoin. His loss to

To Mrs.

if

utilized sufficiently to justify the invest-

the highest standards of scholarship and

is

The normal

silver

AAFs

both

always stood for and personified

the college

wartime

any warm swimming weather.
Therefore, shore property would not be
little

gentlemanly living which

point are

college year ending in early June affords

so popular

with undergraduates.

He

first

sessions are a

measure almost certain to be dropped

to the delight of his listeners. This very
quality of being so "reachable"

against the

Summer

his

has been promoted to a First Lt.

PHI C HI
I

little

that none of us

Issue, Charles

MEMORIAM
The

of us

a half an hour's

with the telephone and see

should be a

fiamcisco

Have

dates.

round up a few

can't

1?, 1«»4

Brown has

been elected for a five-year term.

can appear at the Union on Saturday

POM NATIONAL <OVI»T!|IIW BY

Aotroi

of Lafayette College
June 24th. The council consists
of five alumni who serve as an
advisory hoard to the trustees of

the college. Professor

won

of

Second

how many

see

let's

are vacationing in the vicinity. I'm sure

LXXIV

Council

and more

summer.

for later in the
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extensive houseparty could be planned

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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for this Sat-

well attended

quite possible that a larger

night

MnUINTU

Union

in the

If the affair is

and the reaction on the part of the student body is sufficiently enthusiastic, it

Brunswick. Maine.

at

office

Dance

the Vic

urday night.

Judson R. Merrill '46
John W. Holt, Jr. '47
Leonard D. Bell '47
Frank Kimball '47
Albert C. McKenna '47

I'abliftticd bi-wwkly when rlasneii are held by the Student* of
Bawdoin OoOes*. Address Dewa communications to the Editor
and nubocriptio" communication* to the Bu*ineiu Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office in the Moultuu Union, Bowdoin t'olleue. Brunswick. Maine. Entered aa

second

to have

been unusually forsighted in arranging

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Philip H. Hoffman '45

.

.

made to determine the
class winning the Class of 1996
cup.

Lees

Christopher

Lt.

recently

a pilot apd was promoted
to the rank of flight officer in the
Army Air Forces at Turner Field,
Albany, Georgia.
Ensign Richard William Goode.
USCG, was commissioned to the
rank of a Lt. j.g. and was awarded a Bachelor of Science degree
on Wednesday, July 7, 1944.
Aviation cadet William Bradford Briggs, a former four letter
man at Bowdoin, was transferred
from the Naval Air Station to the
Navy Air Training Center, Pensacola, Florida, where he will receive his wings of gold.
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BOn'UOlN FCBLISHI.NO COMPANY
Directors

Second
Yates
wings

'47

'47
'47

member. Computations are now

Mississippi.

'47.

•lame* B. Hail '47

Clement A, Hiebert
Richard A. Roundy. Jr.

•

'47
'47

this instruction

President And Mrs. Sills
Will Welcome Guests

Mustard and

Final figures on the Alumni
Fund released July 1 showed the
drive had netted $52,128.88 with
2972 contributors. It missed Its
contributor objective hy the narrow margin of 28 but exceeded
the $40,000 goal by over 25%.
Two classes, 1898 and 1916. had
contributions from every living

and you might discover a great

all,

Latest Alumni Fund.
Figures Total $52,128

The

"feel" of this aviation business before

you commit yourself to it definitely. You
might find that you are not fitted for it

Miller

H. E. Bates

.

.

$2.50
$2.56
$5.00
$2.00
$2.00

COFFIN'S ROOKS ARE IN STOCK

W. CHANDLER & SON

-

Paul Henrled

also

Short Subject

Fox News

Meet The People
with
Lucille Rail
also

Dick Powell

News

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

July 21-22

Fri.-Sat.

-

Cartoon

of Brunswick.

Total Resources $3,000,000

Student

IMIMMiailMMMI

Maine

Capital, $175,000

Patronage

Solicited

i

!
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BOB MILLER COACHES DEWAR ANNOUNCES
TENNIS TOURNEY
IN MAHONEY'S PLACE

POLAR BEARINGS

J.—X *

..

wip^

W.J

i«r^

MRS. SILLS HONORED

Harvey Gibson Clears

BY BOWDOIN WOMEN

Fraternity Mortgage

According to Dune Dewar, President of the White Key, plans for
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell
My Dick Koundy '47
Under Captain Page,
an intra-fraternity tennis tourna- announced Friday that a gift of
With the summer sports season just beginning to get into full
ment this summer have been com- $29,548,36 was made by Harvey
Anticipates
swing there is really not much for your editor to comment on in this
pleted.
Each match will consist Dow Gibson to clear the mortgage
Active Season
issue. The baseball team under the coaching of Bob Miller is beginning
of four singles and two doubles of the Theta Delta Chi house.
individual matches. Winners will Gibson, a Bowdoin alumnus, is at
to round out into something resembling a ball club but on the basis of
its showing last Saturday needs improvement in some spots if the Big
Despite the opening set-back at be determined on the basis of two present commissioner of the Red
Cross in England, and is president
White is to field a winning ball club. There seemed to be a general lack the hands of the Brunswick Naval out of three sets.
Each of the 11 fraternities may of the Manufacturers Trust Comof aggressive heads-up play on the part of many of the Bowdoin boys Air Station, Bowdoin's baseball
enter four members in the tourna- pany in New York City. At the
which proved rather discouraging to many of the spectators. It may prospects for the summer season
are "very good," according to ment which will begin sometime Alumni Dinner given by President
have been the heat but whatever the cause we look for a reversal of
Coach Bob Miller. Enthusiastic next week. All matches will be Sills, Professor Mitchell, financial
form in the next game.
over the unofficial State Series played at 6:30 in the evening.
advisor of the fraternity, announcpolar bearings
championship, 30 men turned out
ed the gift which was received by
After m week of steady rain forcing numerous
Refor practice on June 16th.
cablegram from England.
pomtftonenMmU, tke Brun»\vk-k Recreational League
turning veterans and a promising
Last Friday evening, the underPlace.
Ties
For
1st
group of June freshmen have
ha« got into high gear again after the holidays and
graduates and alumni of Theta
formed a fine defensive team unDelta Chi dined at the Portland
should provide, some exciting game* in the remainSoftball
In
League
der Swimming Coach Miller, novv
Country Club to celebrate the
ing week*. With each team playing only one. game to
subbing for Neil Mahoney. Coach
welcome news.
date It is a little hard to predict the fate of the two
Mahoney will be absent for the
With a record of one win and
Bowdoin entrieft in the league. Off their opening game
first part of the summer while no losses for each team, the Bowshowings it wruld appear that the Bowdoin White outscouting for the Boston Red Sox.
doin "Whites" and Marines are
fit would have an aggregation that will be hard to
Bowdoin's third wartime "Big tied for first place in League "A" Bowdoin-On-The-Air
beat. The Bowdoin Blacks got off to a rather rocky
White" is a strong defensive team of the Brunswick Softball League.
start, hut we look for them to come along to develop
with plenty of good base-runners. At the same time, Bowdoin Radar Announces Schedule
Intensive batting practice should "B" and the Brunswick Naval Air
into a 'constant threat
strengthen its offense. Miller ex- Station are currently on top of
polar bearings
On July 20. 1944. Bowdoin On
The White Key under the leadership of President Dune Dewar. plained that under the present League "B ", each squad having The Air will present a group of
college teams are nat- won two and_lost none.
and ably assisted by Charlie Curtis, has organized a Tennis tournament conditions
undergraduate clarinet players in
urally .younger and less experiThe "Whites" is made up of various combinations. The group
which should prove of interest. Each house with the exception of the
enced than usual. This summer's players from the Theta Delta Chi
will include Harold Lifshitz '45,
Psi U, ATO, Kappa Sigma, and Sigma Nu ho.use has entered a team. team, however, is definitely a foreating house, while the Bowdoin
The Psi H and Kappa Sigma house have combined to enter teams and mal one, although it is doubtful "Blacks" takes its men from the Thomas Chadwick '47, Harold
Larchian '48, and Harold Kimball
the Sigma Nu and ATO houses have combined also. This makes a whether the State Series will be

Team

An

Two

j

At a tea held on Saturday afternoon, June the 24th, at the residence of the President and Mrs.
Sills by the' Society of Bowdoin
Women, Mrs. Sills was honored
by the gift of a George Third
Sheffield coffee pot. in recognition
of her 25 years of association with
the society. Mrs. Philip H. Wild^
er, president of the Society, made
the presentation, and Mrs. E. E.
Holt, Jr., read a poem written for
the occasion by Professor Wilbcrt
Snow of Weslyan University.
On Saturday morning preceding
the tea, there was a meeting of
the Society in the Moulton Union,
It was decided to contribute a s.um
t

,

Delta

ten team league with matches to be played off in the evening, each
outfit playing one match a week. Pre-tournament favorites are the
Zetes. Thorndikes, TD's, and AD's. yet no team can be counted out of
the running in a tournament of this sort.

this

The mound

hitter.

staff is strong-

than previously, with Holden
TTCT
Findlay and Donald Russell, a
the work at Kent Island are the freshman showing great -promise,
counting and banding of birds. To heading the pitching staff. FreshDr. Gross
count them, the island is roped off men Thomas and Baxter also will
into quadrangles, and the nests be available. Frank Kinball, Ray
i
Continued
Page
from
l
}
within each is counted, thus pre- Boucher, and Dune Dewar will
preservation of the American Eid- senting an accurate check on the hold their positions at first, shorter Duck. At one time, this spe- decline or increase of the species. stop, and second,
respectively.
cies had only twelve pairs on the Banding, or marking the birds John Holt has been converted
island; now there are over one shows their migratory paths and from a catcher to a third baseman.
thousand pairs. It is also, he ex- has produced some important reAt present the outfield is built
plained, the world's largest colony sults.
At intervals throughout around Lloyd Knight, a dependof Herring Gulls and Leach's Pet- the year, Dr. Gross publishes re- able left fielder.
Coach Miller
rel, the latter of which are rather 'ports on these various findings.
hopes to give Knight, potentistrange
creatures,
commonly
ally
an outstanding collegiate
Due
to
the
war,
activities
on
known as "Mother Carrie's Chickpitcher, more experience this sumens."
They nest in furrows and Kent Island are restricted to a mer on the mound. Newcomers
few graduate students and some
fly hundreds of miles out to sea
Donovan, Whitcomb, and Simonds
ornithologists. Dr. Gross said that
by day, dutifully returning at
will work interchangeably at centhe work there has essentially a
night to feed their mates and take
terfield. Charlie Abbott is at right
"purely scientific value," although
a stretch at incubating.
field with Backman and Grant as
economic factors are
.

involved.

features of

of the

Balance Sheet

-

May

24, 1944

ASSETS
$1,023.21

Savings Account

762.05
$1,785.26

INCOME STATEMENT—VOLUME

."'.

4.95

$

Tax

682.70

Total Operating Revenue

$2,052.00

Printing

.$1,852.99

Mailing

60.36

Stationery and Supplies

35.83

Telephone and Telegraph

55.99

Depreciation

25.00

Miscellaneous

21.83

Total Operating Expenses

-

.

24, 1943

Net Income

$

$2,052.00

H. Hoffman
John H. Farrell
Harry Ltndemann
Dana A. Little

$

20.00
10.00
10.00
.10.00

1944
Approved for the Audit Committee:
24,

J.

Officers;

smoker,
Shortly
before
the
there will be a brief meeting of
the present organization to pass
upon the report of the special
committee now drafting a new
constitution for the organization.

Respectfully submitted:

M.

announced
Fickett
also
rector
that, following the adoption of the
constitution, there would be
a concerted attempt to publicize
the group's activities.

are: Pete Curran, Charlie Curtis.
Shep Lifshitz, Leonard Gottlieb,

Richard Law) is, and Dave DemaJim Eel Is, Sam Marsh, and
Thomas are the probable
freshmen players.
Although Professor Kendrick
will serve as coach during the
month of August, who will pilot
the team during the first term of
the summer has yet to be decided.
John-

The

in the fall.

fol-

Dwight Sayward

'16,

chairman

of the alumni fund directors, announced at the commencementday banquet that the alumni fund
had exceeded its objective of $40,000 by $10-,000 at the time of the
banquet, even though* the drive
did not end officially until June
30th.
The alumni fund is a sum of
money collected each year from
the alumni of the college for the
purpose for which they wish it to
be employed.
The causes for
which this year's fund will go are
scholarships, the 'Alumnus', the
placement bureau, and a gift to
the unrestricted funds of the college.

New members of the Alumni
Council, elected for a term of
three years are: John H. Joy '12
of Boston, Clarence A Brown '14
of Portland. Ezra P. Rounds '20
of Exeter, and H. LeBrec Micholeau '29 of New York. The council also elected as president Alden
H. Sawyer '27 of Portland.
New directors of- the Alumni
Fund, appointed for a term of
three years are: Stanley P. Dole
'13 of Detroit, Widgery Thomas
'22 of Portland, and John Mclnnes
'27 of Portland.
Charles L. Hildreth '25 was elected chairman of
the board, and Francis P. Freeman '22, vice chairman.

Freshmen Rules
[

Continued from Page

i

By Robert W. Surrrjgh*
Saturday,, June 24, dawned exactly as any ordinary day might.
The air was heavy, as il the clouds
forming the grey overcast were
aching to dissolve themselves. In
,

Freshmen must

not

sing

not

drink

Phi

Chi.
in

:

>

into line. All

was ready— "What's

was the question.
spectators conjectured that
by some mischance the tall gates
through
which the procession
would pass were barred by a rusty
delay?"

the

Some

iron chain.

A wave

of

motion

rip-

pled through the people -Chandler's Band, an ancient Commencement institution hailing from
Portland way, struck up a slow
processional march. Even as the
conductor of the Band proud
possessor of a baton made from
the Thorndike Oak stepped out
to a semi-funeral march, Navy
Officers, magnificent in shining
white uniforms, unbent to file out
the gate and form a double rowStreet.
officers
who had worked hard to show
Bowdoin's military component to
good advantage 1 were to miss the
Convocation Exercises for lack of

public.

Freshmen must not date the

institution,

pride the first 150
emies walked behind them. Also
years ot Bowdoin's existence as a
in the procession was the faculty
liberal arts college.
Perhaps the
The graduof Bowdoin College.
stormy mien of nature was symating class, with the tassels of
bolical of the many difficulties
their caps Hopping loosely on the
Bowdoin has overcome.
By Hubbard Hall, an excited right and finally the Alumni body.
Various students, (those who had
throng milled and wheeled about
retired at reasonable hours on
for glimpses of the men who
June 23 were also on ha/id. Fortwould march in the tradition- unately, the troublesome gusts of
bound academic procession. Prorain,
which had dismayed the
fessor Hartman, as Marshal of
guests, v\ere held in cheek during
Guests, coaxed his august charges

,

Freshmen must

(

Hopkins, President

mark with

Freshmen must not wear bow down Brunswick's Maine
nor wear loud clothing of any Curiously and sadly, those

ties,

description.

from the Chapel came President
Kenneth C. M. Sills, wearing the
traditional cap and gown. He was
accompanied by Ernest Martin

of our sister
Dartmouth.
Following the two Presidents strolled
fact, Old Man Weather had seemLord Halifax, Britain's Ambassaingly taken no cognizance ol the
dor to the United States, and
mighty importance ot this June Sumner
Governor of
Sewall,
24.
For on this day, solemn and
Representatives of some
Maine.
impressive ceremonies were to
37 colleges, universities, and acad-

—

pre-

paratory school insignia.
Freshmen must not smoke on
the campus or on the street.

And Ham

Academic Procession Impressive As
Wends Its Way To Convocation

It

—

]

grass.

Freshmen must not wear

Bowdoin Pays Tribute

President Kenneth C. M. SifTs of Bowdoin and President Ernest \l.
Hopkins of Dartmouth lending the academic procession from the
Library to the Church on the Hill.

DIRECTOR OF FUND
SAYS GOAL REACHED

new

with out-of-state squads in the To Burnett
Boston area.
According to the rules of the
At the Sesquicentennial exerladder matches must be pla.-ed
within two days or the challeng?r cises of June 24, Bowdoin paid
wins by default. Any player wish- signal tribute to two of her
ing to challenge a member of the staunchest and most revered eduvarsity for a berth on the first cators, Professors Ham and Burnett, by bestowing on them the
team may do so.
Veteran members of the team honorary degrees, Doctors of Hu-

I

1

room.
lo-

cal ladies.

Striding

down

the footworn path

the procession.
Soon the First

Congregational

Church, traditional

mencement
sounded to

site

When everyone was settled,
many of
undergraduates,
stayed away fearing a lack
of seats, discovered that, the balcony provided the best view of the
ensuing proceedings,
After the Rev. Harry Trust.
D.D., delivered himself of an invocation. President Sills, assisted
by one of his right hand officers,
received the Delegates.
Everythe

whom

body seemed well pleased. Each
was even more pleased
when he discovered a "Life" mag-

participant

azine photographer
the balcony.

hovering

the words of the
[

poem by

Continued on Pa^e 4

characterized their own work.
Professor James Roscoc Ham
began teaching Modern Languag-

and

1901.

toaster was unplugged. The machine had gone througn all the
operations as it would have if it
were plugged in but the coils had
not become hot.
Are you plugged in?

a certain time. Some of you undoubtedly have taken such a book
in the library, dropped it on a table, opened it to the right place
in anticipation

for the time when the work would
be over. The eyes have traveled
carefully back and forth along
each line and the hand has turned
the pages at just the right places,
while you dreamed of what was
going to happen when the assignment was finished. Then, after
the allotted time, with a snap you
shut the book, leaned back to
stretch and to think over very
briefly what you had read, and
to your surprise discover that you

is

by his pupils, but
all acquainted with
him, as
"the world's best teacher of elementary
German."
Professor
Charles Theodore Burnett started
soon after, in 1904, to serve the
college as Instructor in Psychology, and almost single-handed has
developed this department into
the position of respect which it

—

—

—

Having watched the sculptor
Rodin work for an hour or more,
Stefan Zweig, a distinguished liv-

man

of letters, wrote "I learned more that afternoon than in all
years at school. For ever since

ing

".Nothing has ever so moved me
One thing invaluable to all human beings is the power of con- as this realization that a man
is not could so utterly forget time and
Concentration
centration.
$1,775.26
merely the ability to lose oneself place and the world. In that hour
in something one enjoys, or is par- I grasped the secret of all earthly
concentration
the
ticularly interested in. It is more achievement
the ability to apply oneself to a rallying of all one's forces for the
of one's
task,
task, any task, which one has to accomplishment
large or small; the capacity to
do.
Jrown, William Marston has written an direct one's will, so often dissipatscattered, upon the one
excellent article on the control of ed or
Director
There is no other magic
the power of concentration called, thing.

On The

Spot."

fine addition to

Bowdoin Home and

a fine gift for a

a

Bowdoin man or
seal stands

for his bride.

out clearly and

is

Hand Blown Tumblers
with Bowdoin Seal
Black and White

in

The

guaranQuantity

teed to be permanent.

14

oz

$3.65 do*.

**

oz.

$3.35 doz.

Prepaid east of the Mississippi; other-

10

os

wise please add 25 cents.

7V2 °S-

ditions.

done the work they would have if then I have known how all human
you had been plugged in, but the work must be done if it is to be
good and worth while.
50.00 coils, up here, didn't get hot.

"Put Your Mind

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

COMING EVENTS

know no more than when you
The eyes and hands had my

started.

BOWDOIN GLA55WARL
These glasses make a

;

[

Continued from Page
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Wed. July 19—Chapel, The President.

Varsity baseball vs. Bates in
Lewiston at; three-thirty.
Thu. July 20 Chapel, Professor

—

•

Sold only in one dozen lota of a

$2.95 doz
....... $a 95 doz

$ 2 95 doz

3V2 °*

»ize

Holmes.
6.00 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunswick Softball League. Bowdoin
"Blacks" vs.
Officers.
7.45 p.m. Station
BOW-

BNAS
WGAN.

DOIN-ON-THE-AIR.

Thomas
Henry Chadwick '47, a program
of clarinet and saxophone selec-

Professor TUlotson, accompanist.
Fit. July 21
Chanel, Professor
Root. Harold Lifshitz '45 and
Frank Kimball '47 will play a

Glasses for

same

prices.

Card

leading colleges and

Write

for information.

Payment

Please ship

Name

Bowdoin Glasses

as

noted above to:

.

clarinet duet.

July 22—2.30 p.m. Pickard
Field. Varsity baseball vs. Radar School.

Sat.'

enclosed to be sent with

order.

is

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

tions.

—

all

universities in authentic colors at the

Address
Signed

.

Address

in

Mr. Lloyd Knight '45 provided
a ioyful interlude of music with a
rendition
"Twilight
Song."
of
Frederick E. T. Tillotson, Professor of Music, wrote the music to

ability and sincerity, have labored
at Bowdoin for over forty years,
instilling
in
their students the
same zeal which has so ceaselessly

in

Com-

feet.

Letters. Both of these men,
universally recognized for their

es at Bowdoin
lauded, not only

of

Exercises, again rethe tramp of many

mane

In it he sets forth a little guide to
help us gain control of these forces.
His advice was that to gain
concentration we must not try not
to think of othor disturbing things
but to try to force ourselves to
keep our attention on only one
thing.
That is, if I ask you not today commands.
to think of the word "hippopotaBowdoin has long realized her
mus" for the next thirty seconds, debt to these men a debt for
many would find it impossible. Af- which full recompense is impossiter the time, they would find that
ble.
By the rare honors accorded
they had spent the whole time them last
June, however, she has
saying to themselves, over and
expressed, in a degree, her undyover, "I must not think of 'hippoing gratitude.
potamus'." By saying that all they
did think of was "hippopotamus."
formular."
Marston also explained that proIt is true that an intense interfessors aren't really insane or abest leads to concentration; you
sent minded, if they happen to
will also find that concentration
stand in the rain, sans raincoats,
leads to interest.
talking hours on end about their
Are you plugged in?
subjects without realizing that it
is raining.
They do things like
this merely because intense concentration has made them temporarily oblivious to outside con-

—

Boyer
Philip

at

Bates, at

Most of you have used at one
time or another a book. You know
15.22 the type that some professors assign that are so long and so boring; a book that must be read in

$1,825.26

Philip

Bates,

$

40.22

Staff Distribution

23,

15.22

15.22

Charges:

at

$

25.00

J.

V.

for speakers to appear

Bowdoin

•

$1,785.04

Depreciation

12,

Bates,

Continued from Page

and have sat back

Kenneth

the group.

Smith's Chapel Talk

Credits:

May

—

June Freshmen who would like to
participate in future programs of

money

lowing officers were reelected:
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, honorary president; Mrs. Philip H. Wilder of Lexington, Virginia, presMrs. Frank H. Smith of
cient;
Portland, vice-president; Mrs. F.
P. Babbitt of Augusta, secretary;
Mrs. Thomas P. Riley of Brunswick, treasurer; Mrs. Rufus Stetson of Damariscotta, chairman of
the house committee; and Mrs.
Ncal Allen of P. "tland, chairman
of the luncheon committee.

by

May

Surplus,

LEAGUE B

Boys'
Blue-

ray.

26,

Lcwiston. 3:30

nil

SURPLUS STATEMENT
24, 1943 to May 24, 1944

as follows:

Wednesday, August
home, 3:30.

,

Net Income

is

at home, 2:30
Wednesday, 'July
home, 3:30
Saturday, August

[

May

.

Faculty Advisor Albert R. Thayer, a smoker will be held for all

PLANS MADE FOR
VARSITY TENNIS

12, Bates at Lewiston, 3:30 (tentative)
Saturday, July 15 Radar School,
Home, 2:30
Wednesday, July 19 Open
Saturday, July 22, Radar School,

Operating Expenses

Surplus,

jackets.

When contacted early Monday
afternoon, Student Director Fickctt announced that as soon as is
feasible, pending the return of

Bow-

J.;

doin Radar "B"; Marines;
Club; Bowdoin "Whites";

manuscripts.

The committee, composed of Lewis Fickett, Student Director and
Chairman; Stanley R. Weinstein,
be useful as a reserve catcher. 6; BNAS Officers 6. V. J. Officers Chief Script Writer; and Francis
The summer schedule is as yet 5; Bowdoin Radar "A" 16, Boys' Grant '45, Member-at -Large, will
very uncertain. Colby and U. of Club 0; Bowdoin "Whites" 1, submit at this time its recommenM. are doubtful as to whether or Boys' Club 0.
dation for a constitution designed
not they will field teams. Bates
to meet both present and post-war
committed itself by scheduling
needs of the organization. Seekseveral games with Bowdoin, but
ing more widespread student inwith a new Navy Unit there, the
terest in Bowdoin-on-the-Air, Di-

Wednesday, July

486.85

«

Income
^on-operating Income
Interest* Earned

A- Navy V.

E.N AS Officers; Mahoney's MaGeorge Griffin is a rauders; Bowdoin Radar "A";
DeWitt Page and Firemen; Bowdoin "Blacks".
Leo Dunn arc reserve infielders,
Games Played —.V. J. Officers
with McKenna and Heymann re- 13, Firemen 1; BNAS Officers 6.
placements for Kimball at first Mahoney's Marauders 3; Marines
base.
Russell is also a capable 4, Bowdoin Radar "B" 1; Bowdoin
third baseman and Al Chillson Radar "A" 7, Bowdoin "Blacks"

The schedule

877.50

Subscriptions

T^ct Operating

LEAGUE

man.

utility

Despite the 5-2 loss to the Air
Station of Pickard Field last Saturday, Coach Miller hopes that
the team will acquit itself well in
its scheduled games.

/

Operating Revenue

Blanket

doubtful whether the two eating
houses will meet.
All games begin at 6:30 p.m. at
Picard Field. The following is a
list of league members and .the
scores of the games to date:

team is uncertain.
Out-of-state games will be added
From the group of twenty-four
10.00 to the schedule soon. The Naval
$
Air Station and the Radar School men who are participating in the
1,775.26 should offer stiffer competition tennis ladder a varsity team will
than most wartime college teams. be chosen sometime within the
Athletic
Director Mai Morrell next week. Although none of the
$1,785.26 wants to arrange games with Dow other Maine colleges are having
Field
and other camp teams teams, Athletic Director Mai Morrell is trying to arrange matches
around Portland.
73

(1943-1944)

Advertising

will, announce.
The "Blacks" are captained
Two weeks later the group will
by Jack Magee and Dick Roundy.
To date but few games have feature an address by President
been played, and the league sched- K. C. M. Sills on the "Future of
ule is still only tentative.
The Liberal Education in the PostStanley Weinstein
situation may be complicated fur- war World."
Sometime later
ther when the .Naval Air Station will announce.
Proissues its own schedule. Since the during the summer trimester
games are played between mem- fessor Herbert Ross Brown will
the
bers of the same league and not speak on the acquisition by
between the two leagues it is college oi the Sarah Orne Jewett
ball.

substitutes.

caliber of its

LIABILITIES
Received in Advance

Surplus

Sales

The

unit.

will

Checking Account

Subscriptions

eating

summer.

er

Some
regular
—
^
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Upsilon

Mainstay of former team, which contains six '48. Professor of Music, Frederic
team is Captain-elect Mort varsity ball players* is managed E. T. Tillotson, will accompany on
'45
Page, veteran catcher and good by Dune Dewar and Frank Kim- the piano, and Rolfe Glover
held
the

of
at

the late
]

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

.....

VARIETY
By

Phil Roberto

Zeta Psi House
D. K. E. House
26 Oak Street

Fickett, L. P., Jr.

Findlay, H.

The forthcoming issue of Life containing a coverage of Fortin, V. L.,
Jr.
Bowdoin scenes is being eagerly awaited by all connected
with the Bowdoin world. Judging from the duration of the
Glover, R. E., HF
the

photographer's

the college,

visit at

it

would seem

plausible

that the editors of Life are planning quite an extensive story

on the

Winthrop Hall
Kappa Sigma House
A. T. O. House
83 Federal Street
Winthrop Hall
Chi Psi Lodge
T. D. House
7

Good, R. A.
Gordon, F. H.

Be that as it may. Whatever the length of the
story, it will contain no "shots" of the "White House" on the Gorton, B. E.
corner of College and Maine. Life's representatives were no- Gottlieb, L. S.
ticeably absent from the aforementioned establishment, much Grant, F. H.
college.

to the consternation of

its

inhabitants.

—v—

Brown. "Time" had it that Bowdoin was founded by Maine people
"tired of sending their young men
to alien Harvard and Amherst."
Inasmuch as Amherst was not
founded until 1821, Maine people
could hardly have been tired of it

an, et cetera. From all appearances, Don was the self-appointed right hand man and confidant
of the "life" expedition, which
Is, In our opinion, an enviable
position.
don't know who
conceived the idea of taking some
"shots" at Vic's, but when the
photographers arrived, lo and behold, there sat the Betas in all
their glory earnestly guzzling
beer, having received a tip-off
from Insider Koughan. Nice
if

you can get

—V—

—V—

haps due,

It.

Hirshler, E. E.

ago.

Judge." Approaching the Union one
morning for his usual "grab and
gulp" before class, "The Judge"
espied all the hired help of the college lined up for the purpose of being photographed. "The Judge"
couldn't help but observe that,
"This is the best looking faculty

Inflating

the collective ego of the student
body, we are quoting a few
choice excerpts from the "lime"
report on "Bowdoin's 150th."
"Time" confirms an opinion that
many of us have held for some
Bowdoin Is
that
time,
viz.
".
one of the nation's topand/
ranking small colleges

we've had in years," and he had
no more uttered this comment
when he ran into President Sills.
Needless to say "The Judgment"
lost no time in disappearing from
the scene.
.

—V—

We would definitely like to see
three or four fraternity houses
kept open this fail. The two or
three fraternities who favor
moving Into dormitories could be
allowed to do so, while the remaining fraternities could be
moved into the three most suitable fraternity houses.

.

has produced more celebrities per
square inch of campus than any
rival." All of which Is, hi our
opinion, another feather in Bowdoin's well-feathered hat.

—V—

We'll wager that very few Bowdoin men noticed the glaring error

Hogan, A. F.
Holt, J. W., Jr.
Hughes, R. A.

Student Directory
L., Jr.

House
Winthrop Hall
Zeta Psi House
T. D.
1

James, M. K.

1

Topsham

Keene, B. E.
Kimball, H. E.,
Kimball, J. F.

Barnes, B.
Baxter, H. C, 2nd
Bell, L. D.
Bernardin, E. A., Jr.
Blanz, J. M.
Bloomberg, D. S.
Boucher, R.

T. D. House

A. T. O. House
38 College Street

Knight, L. R.
Koughan, D. N.

Lamparter,

W. S.

I

Larchian, H.
Lawlis, R. C.
Leadbetter, G. W.,
Lebovitz, C. H.

Brass, L. L.

Jr.

W.

Burroughs, R.

Chadwick, T. H.
Chillson, A. W.
Claffey,

Clark,

D.

J.

W.

Cook, H.

F.
J., Jr.

W.

L.

Cummins,

J.

Court,

Curtis, C.

Damon, H.

C.

Demaray, D.
Devine,

W.

Dewar, D. H.,

Jr.

Dolan, R. C.
A. D.
Donovan, T. J.,

DolloflF,

Dorfman, S.
Doughty, R.

Jr.

Magee,
Marsh,

D. K. E. House
D. K. E. House
A. T. O. House
2 Winthrop Hall

J.

S.

Merrill, J.

F.

D.
R.

L.

J., Jr.

Easton, C. C.

A. T. O. House
D. K. E. House
Chi Psi Lodge
Chi Psi Lodge
5 Winthrop Hall
Winthrop Hall

6 Winthrop Hall
Zeta Psi House
D. K. E. House
A. D. House
A. T. O. House

Sigma Nu House
D. U. House
2 Winthrop Hall
Winthrop Hall
Zeta Psi House
D. U. House
D. U. House

.

Eells, J., Jr.

Erswell, G. A.,
Erving, T. C.

Feeney, E. O.,

W.

Kappa Sigma House
Chi Psi Lodge
4 Winthrop Hall

W.

Sigma Nu House
T. D. House

Morrell, R. L.

Mossman, G. C.

Beta House

Norton, R. S.
Noyes, E. R., Jr.

Kappa Sigma House

Osher, B.

3

D. U. House
Chi Psi Lodge
4 Winthrop Hall
A. T. O: House

Page, H. D.
Page, M.F.
Pappas, G. D.
Paris, J.

Paynter, R. A., Jr.
Perry, C. H.
Philoon, W. C, Jr.
Poulin,

Winthrop Hall

A. A.

Chi Psi Lodge
Zeta Psi House
A. D. H«djse
Chi Psi Lodge

Quaile, G. E.

D. K. E. House

Raldiris, R. J.
Reed, C. F.

D. U. House
T. D. House

Rice, E.

W.

Richter, R. L.

Roberts, P. C.
Robinson, M. E.

Rosenberg, W. H.
Roundy, R. A., Jr.
RussakofT, P.
Russell, D. F.

Beta House
A. T. O. House
D. K. E. House
A. D. House
D. U. House

Kappa Sigma House
Winthrop Hall
A. D. House
1

Convocation

[ Continued from Page i ]
doin College.
The President then introduced
Chief Justice Harlin Fiske Stone,
notable lawyer, professor at the
Columbia Law School, Attorney
General, Justice, and appointed
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court by President Roosevelt in
1941. Chief Justice Stone merely
arose when called on and received
the acclamation of the crowd.
Edward
Frederick
Lindley
Wood, the third Viscount Halifax,
recently created an Earl in recognition of his services as ambassador from Great Britain to the
United States, was the next speaker, representing Great Britain as
one of the Allied Powers. Lord
Halifax mentioned
the
strong
bonds between Britain and the
United States, and said that the
sacrifices which both nations are
making would only be worthwhile
if, after the war, a new world order is formed. He also made a
plea for a liberal education, such
as gained at Bowdoin, and stressed the sense of values which a
liberal education imparts.
Representing the other Maine
colleges was President Hauck of
the University of Maine.
Dr.
Hauck spoke of the debt which
the other Maine colleges owed to
Bowdoin, because it was the first,
and because of their many faculty
members who received their train-

ing at Bowdoin.

President Sills then called on
Philip H. Hoffman '45, Editor-inChief of THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, and representative of the
undergraduate body of the college.
Mr. Hoffman said that during- war time a man must justify
his position in a college, but that
essential and
the world's future leaders
come from the colleges.

college life

is

3 ]

huge building, capable of holding
hundreds of people (and it did),
yet Mr. Knight's voice filled every
nook and niche.
The Convocation then began in
President Sills, having
introduced President Hopkins of
Dartmouth, seated himself in
preparation
for
an enjoyable
speech on the role of liberal arts
in America. The address, of great
importance, was extensive and
contained a wealth of ideas. So,
for lack of space and lack of ability to compress such an important
statement into a few explosive
words, we shall omit further discussion. Suffice it to say that the
address of Commemoration was
earnest.

well received.
Another creative note

was struck
P. T. CofPierce Professor of English,
and one' of America's leading
poets, read a magnificent poem
composed for the celebration. We
of the audience felt that we were
listening to part of America herself.
Professor Coffin was following in the ink-marks of Longfellow
perhaps the most famous
Bowdoin Alumnus.
Even the
"Life" photographer seemed im-

When Professor Robert
fin,

—

,and said that the present sorry
plight of the world was caused by
a breakdown of character and
conscience.

Jr.

Jr.

A. D. House
03 Pleasant Street
1

D. K. E. House
T. D. House

Sewall, A. C,
Shapiro, M.
Siebert,

Jr.

W. P., Ill

Silsby,H.T.,H
Simonds. A. C,
Smith, F. K.
Sowles, J. A.
Sperry, R. J.
Spurr, R. F^

Jr.

D. K. E. House
7 Winthrop Hall
Chi Psi Lodge
Chi Psi Lodge
Chi Psi Lodge

ways

Many a

unruffled.

visitor

spoken to me of the unfailing
and courtesy with
patience
which the Librarian had received
and helped him, and in carrying
out his duties he was calm, quiet,
efficient, and even in these latter
days, unperrestless,
eritlcal
turbed. Regularity was the es-

'has

task

Would

we need

furnish all

awarded

to representatives of all

fields of

endeavour.

to

deny ourselves; a road

To bring us daily nearer God.'
He had much of the antique virtue of his New England forbears,
piety in the full sense of that
word, a conscience that made
him a lover of accuracy and a
master of detail, devotion to
the one who shared his joys and
sorrows for nearly thirty-six
years, thoughtfulness with a
deep sense of responsibility toward those in his employ,
faithfulness to duty that was to
him a guiding star, and integrity
and honesty that met every
.

test.

"And so today a

grateful College that fifteen years ago bestowed on him an honorary degree in recognition of long and
efficient service joins with his
grateful Church in uttering the
triumphant phrase: 'Well done,
thou good and faithful servant;
enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord.'

"Ave

atque

vale

— Hail

and

farewell."

When Bow-

own Charles

T. Burnett,
Professor of Psychology, and Roscoe J. Ham, George Taylor Files,
Professor of Modern Languages,
received their laurels, the audience gave a spontaneous ovation.
Swiftly the Convocation drew to
a close. Following a short benedoin's

diction by Reverend Harry Trust,
D.D., the congregation sang our

national anthem, and slowly filed
out the doors into the gloomy
weather.
One might well have
had the feeling of having seen
Bowdoin's history receive a brilliant new chapter.
^.

,

was and how much he meant

to

each of us."
Funeral services were held at the
First Parish Church on Thursday
afternoon, June 29th, at 2.30 p.m.,
with the Rev. Thompson E. Ashby

and President Kenneth C. M. Sills
The next speaker was President officiating. A service was also held
Frank Graham of the University on Saturday
afternoon, July 30th,
of North Carolina, representing
at 2.30 p.m. in the Community
the colleges of the nation <)ther
Church in Pembroke, and the inthan those located in Maine. He
terment was at the Forest Hili
emphasized the need of colleges
Cemetery in Pembroke.
to train leaders in world affairs
At the funeral services on
and reconstruction.
Thursday afternoon, President Sills
President Graham was followed
made the following tribute:

by Brigadier General Wallace
Copeland Philoon '05, commanding officer of Fort McClellan, Alabama, and the ranking Bowdoin
graduate in the United States
Army.
The General said that
leadership must be provided by
colleges.
He also expressed the
opinion that Bowdoin should have
a motto similar to that of West

Point—duty, honor, and country.
The final speaker was Mr.
Dwight Sayward '16, chairman of
the Alumni Fund directors, who
announced that the alumni fund
had exceeded its objective by fully
$10,000.

President

Sills

concluded

the

program by reviewing the college
year, and expressing the hope that
the best and most fruitful years
of the college are to come.

Gerald G. Wilder
[ Continued from Page t ]
the library staff, made the following tribute:
"In the death of Mr. Wilder we,
here at the Library, feel a great
sense of personal loss. He was the
kindest of men, a real gentleman
whom it was an honor to have
known and loved. We learned much
from his broad background of experience. In the days to «come we
are going to realize more and more
how imuch a part of the Library he

H. M,
Swift, R; H.
Stuart,

Tellez,

Jr.

A.

J.

April SO, 1879 - June 28, 1944
"We are here to pay our tribute of respect and affection to
one who for more than forty
yean has been a familiar figure
in this Church and in the College. The ties that bind together
the members of a college faculty
are different from those in any
other calling. We see one another
almost daily; we are intimately
associated in the work that we
share in common we are a closely knit community. Such ties are
not easily broken, and when they
have existed over a long period
of years, the parting brings keen
;

and poignant regret.
"Of' Mr. WiMer's service to
this Church and to this Parish I
am not competent adequately to

Master steadfastly, quietly,
with devotion of heart and mind.
"The Librarian of a college
such as ours is a most important
and valuable member of the faculty. He is the guardian and the

J.

C.

Whitcomb; J. H.
Whitcomb, J., Jr.
Whitman, N. T.

administrator of the Library
which Is the heart of the college.
He must attend to the needs of
the faculty, students and general
public He must reconcile con-

way

that tuvh-e

Now with

strategic metals so scarce, the Bell

System

is

new copper a year instead of
And these tiny crystals are helping to provide more

using only 6,000 tons of
90.000.

communication for each pound used.
They serve on the battle fronts, too. Western Electric
has manufactured some eight million quartz crystals for
use in the dependable communications equipment Bell
System research is giving the armed forces.
In the better days ahead this experience will again be
directed toward keeping this country's telephone service
the best in the world.

1

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
War calls
That's

. . .

keep Long Distance lines busy
why your call may be delayed.

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do you
Do you

like to
like to

Wilson, C. E.,

Winn, R. H.

T. D.

Zollo, R. P.

Chi Psi

Kappa Sigma House
House

like to

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.
charge for foreign delivery.

Remember

-

The

ORIENT

is

Hears

AH

-

Sees All

-

girls

No

Tells All

/

-

No

Censorship

Bring Your Subscription Today
ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

to the

ONLY
Deliver the

ORIENT

$2.00 a year
to:

j

Name
Address
City, State

The Orient

Office,

and

extra

the College Oracle

and Reporter

A. D. House
9 Winthrop Hall
Chi Psi Lodge
D. U. House
D. K. E. House
A. T. O. House

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements':

have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There is an easy and inexpensive way.

A. T. O. House
Beta House

Kappa Sigma House

Jr.

Laboratories' scientists put

his

T. D. r-Jpuse
T. D. House

L.

the war Bell

quartz crystals to work in 6uch a

conversations are carried on tuo pairs of Long Distance
wires at one time.

speak. As clerk for many years,
as editor of the First Parish
Calendar, above all as a regular
attendant at public worship here,
he was a most useful and helpful
layman serving the Church and

A. D. House
A. D. House

Weatherill, T. C.
Weinstein, S. D.

Wheeler,

BEFORE

Would you

Thomas,, J. L.
Travis, C. K.
Tyrer,

GERALD GARDNER WILDER

to

ask;

Room

stepped forward to announce
the honorary degrees in a most
solemn and impressive ceremony.
Eighteen honorary degrees were

Zeta Psi House
83 Federal Street
Beta House

"Many adjectives might be employed to describe Mr. Wilder's
attitude and character; of these
I shall select but two; he was always courteous and he was al-

exemplified the well know words
of Kettle's hymn:
The trival round, the common

his cap.

Sills

a,
Christian interpretati6n of history,

and vice president was noteworthy. And for years he was
the devoted secretary-treasurer
of the General Alumni Association and carried in his head more
knowledge of the graduates of
the college than all the rest of
us combined.

sence of his being. As an undergraduate he never once missed
chapel or class. As a man he

President Sills then awarded
the Baccalaureate degrees to a
pitifully small graduating class.
The Seniors proudly stepped up
on the platform to receive a scroll
and handshake from President
Sills.
Each switched the <assel on

will

He.spoke for

dieting views and deal kindly
with all sorts and conditions of
men, patiently with all kinds of
requests. All these tasks Mr.
Wilder performed competently.
Moreover, in addition to his
many arduous duties as Librarian, Mr. Wilder served his college
in many other capacities.
For
years he was the careful, tireless
editor of our many publications.
We shall miss him sadly at our
faculty meetings, of which he
was for 32 years the efficient
clerk. His service to the Society
of Phi Beta Kappa as secretary

pressed.

Finally the big moment arrived:
the "Life" photographer crouched
in the first row.
Then President

/

faculty.

Continued from Page

that

Francis Bowes Sayre, for fourteen years a member of the Harvard Law School faculty, noted
diplomat, and at present High
Commissioner to the Philippine
Commonwealth, next spoke as a
representative of the State Department. Mr. Sayre pointed out
that there would be post-war battles on the home front almost as
important as those being fought
on the battlefields today. He said
that these battles would be fought
against isolationists, and similar
political menaces, and that the
battles would be fought by college
graduates.
Henry Sloane Coffin spoke in
behalf of the church.
Dr. Coffin
is the pastor of the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church and a
member of the Union Theological

Seminary

[

Edwin Arlington Robinson. The
First Congregational Church is a

1

Dunham, C. B„ Jr.
Dunn,

G.

House

I

1

S.

Zeta Psi House
Zeta Psi House

T. D.

Miller, R.

1

W.

1

McKenna, A. C.

Kappa Sigma House
D. K. E. House

Sigma Nu House
D. U. House
T. D. House

Curran, P. A.

4 Winthrop Hall
D. K. E. House
Beta House
Winthrop Hall
9 Winthrop Hall
3 Winthrop Hall
5 Winthrop Hall
8 College Street

Beta House

1.

Miller, R. C.

1

Brown, W. B.

Moore Hall

1

D. A.
Lombard, R. T.,
Lyons, J. G., Jr.

Little,

Zeta Psi House

1

Jr.

Lifshitz, S.

Miller,

Winthrop Hall
D. U. House
Beta House
6 Winthrop Hall
Chamberlain Street
6 Winthrop Hall
Sigma Nu House
A. T. O. House

1

1

Lehrman, M. A.
Lifshitz, H.

2 Winthrop Hall

1

A. T. O. House
5 Winthrop Hall

Jr.

Milden, M.

Backman, B. M.
Bagshaw, J. J.

1

25 School Street
Beta House

Hunter, R. B.

Maclnnes,

Altman, S. N.
Augerson, W. S.

I

someday return from the
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1

men who

The most inopportune and untimely comment of the week uncame from 'The
questionably

a memorable occasion.

Abbott, C.

1

Hiebert, C. A.

two weeks

will

the unfavorable season. Obviously the outcome
of the venture rests entirely with
the undergraduates. If we show
some initiative in getting dates
and resourcefulness in entertaining
the same, the dance can be made

.

I.

Hills, L. L.

services must not And that any
of these traditions have been allowed to die out.

successful, per-

.

W. W.

Hilton, S. P.
Hirsch, L. M.

hundreds of Bowdoin

in part, to

For the purpose of

Harvey,

Heymann, M.

The problem of enforcement of
the Freshman Rule* has diminished considerably since Pete
Curran's excellent chapel talk of
Realization of
the fact that these Rules are an
established Bowdoin tradition
and not merely a whimsy of upperclassmen makes it considerably easier for the Frosh to observe them. Traditions are the
essence of Bowdoin life, and the

Those enterprising members of
the Student Council who have succeeded in promoting the Moulton
Union "Vic" Dance are quite confident that the affair will be nothing short of a success. However,
there are a few who view the whole
procedure with unveiled skepticism. The spring semester attempt

was by no means

Sigma Nu House
Beta House
A. D. House
4 Winthrop Hall
T. D. House
D. K. E. House
2 Maine Hall
Winthrop Hall
8 Winthrop Hall
Chi Psi Lodge
T. D. House

Hall, J. B.
Hanson, E. D.

when they founded Bowdoin.

We

work

G. H.

Griffin,

in "Time's" writeup, which was
called to our attention by Herbie

Credit for the most Initiative
and aggressiveness In connection
with the "Life" affair must be
yiven to the Betas, Don Rough-

1

Remarks On Banquet

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

^

2

m
y\*

GET BEHIND DRIVE
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President

ace veteran, Lloyd Knight, and
the hitting of the other half of the battery combination, Morty
Page, the baseball team defeated the Radar club on Saturday,

their lives in recent fighting.

Arnold R. Eck

A

i?>>

\-

of the

Summer

The Naval Air Base won

season.

the game, the final score being 4 to
1. The Air Base got 7 hits off the
combined offerings of Holden Findlay and Donald Russell, while Gezel from the Air Base was limiting
the Bowdoinites to two scattered
bingles.

Bowdoin broke the scoring
the very

on

ice in

inning with 'a base

first

balls to Kimball, a fly out

Ray Boucher, a base on

by

balls to

Masque And Gown Will
Gather At July Smoker
A

.

Caleb Wheeler '48

Gown

followed by the organization's

tri-

mester smoker, will be held Mon-

day evening, July 31st, Professor
George H. Quinby, Director of Dramatics, said

when

interviewed.

At the meeting a

list

of

new

slate officers for the fall will

be

FALL CONCERT SERIES
BEGINS IN OCTOBER
Renowned

Eck took part in
4, 1944.
the invasion of the Marshalls and
of the first Marines to
land on Kwajalein Atoll. He was
trained at Quantico and stationed
at New River, North Carolina.
His home is at Braintree, Mass.
He was a member of the Chi Psi
Fraternity.
While at Bowdoin, Eck was, active in the Masque and Gown,

open free to students. Mr. Yves
Tinayre, French tenor of interna-

two concerts
by the Brunswick Choral Society, various string
coming year, Professor
combinations and piano for accomcrossed the plate after the catch.
nounced, so that it will be imposWarman then struck out to end sible to give any definite details paniments. Mr. Tinayre, who specializes in music written before
the scoring for that inning. The
concerning future plans until after- 1700, is no stranger to Bowdoin
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
wards.
audiences as he opened the concert series las^ fail. His .concerts,
will be presented on successive
-

Deke Goat Amazingly Survives
Battle Royal For His Possession

The morning of Friday the 21st occasions than one. As the years
saw the rejuvination of an- passed, however, it seemed that for
reasons more fraternities
other Bowdoin tradition which had various

of July

than the aforementioned three joined in the yearly conflict. As the
evolution continued, it appears that
the annual Deke goat fight which the Dekes and Psi U.'s or D.U.'s,
in the past had played a definite or all three would combine to hold
the goat against the rest of the acpart in the first year of each Deke
cumulated campus forces. This sysand D.U. or Psi U. at least.
continued till a few years ago
tem
When the idea originated, it was
when it was abandoned, probably
something as follows. Each year
because of the lack of manpower.
the Dekes would procure a goat
This summer, however, saw the
from some unsuspecting farmer.
perennial pastime
They would appropriately tether revival of this
spirit of yesteryear, if not
him upon their domain, and on an in all the
the depth of forces. The challenged
appointed night their Freshmen
the T.D/House at apwould attempt to insure the gathered at
two a.m., their numwhereabouts of the goat from the proximately
T.D.'s,
A.D.'s,
including
bers
onslaughts of the D.U.'s. The StuA.T.O.'s, Chi Psi's, Beta's, Sigma
dent Council supposedly refereed
Nu's, Kappa Sig's and Zete's. These
the fracas, keeping a sharp eye out
forces were headed by Mossman,
for the use of fistte which was illegEells and Simonds. The Dekes had
al. It was also against the alleged
been patrolling the
reputedly
rules for the upperclassmen to join
neighborhood since the latter part
in the free-for-all, but it would not
of the evening, but the attacking
surprise us a great deal if this reforces managed to penetrate to at
straint was tossed to the four
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
winds in the heat of battle on more

been forgotten for the past several

is

Selman

He married Miss Jean Bev-

Field,

3 )

tional repute, will give
in October, assisted

dates and" will include much rare,
unpublished music.
The third concert of the series
will be presented the first week in
November by the Boston String
Quartet, which appeared in Brunswick for the Sesquicentennial celebration. This group will present the
first performance of the Shostakovich quintet, for quartet and
piano. Professor Frederic Tillotson,
professor of music at the College,
will be the assisting artist.
During the last week in November the fourth concert will be.given
by the English Vocal Duo, who
have recently given successful recitals in New York.
The great leid singer, Elizabeth
Schumann, will present the fifth
concert in the series during the

WiU Publish

Sesqui Proceedings

Thanksgiving and Remembrance"
which was conducted by The Very
Reverend Chester B. Emerson. As
shorthand notes of the after dinner
speeches and introductions were
first week in April.
taken, the complete proceedings
A trio, composed of Alfred will be included. There will also be
Zighera, cellist, Norbert Lauga, excerpts from editorials in newsviolinist, and Professor Tillotson, papers and magazines, lists of Bowpianist,

will return

after closing

last year's to give

formance sometime

Charles Stepanian '41

Bowdwn-On-The-Air
Foregoes Program

Bowing to the course of human
At the request of President Sills, events last Thursday evening,
the complete proceedings of the Bowdoin-on - the - Air relinquished
Sesquicentennial exercises are to its usual time to free the facilities
be published by Bowdoin College. of radio station WGAN, Maine's
This will be printed in the form of Voice of Friendly Service, so that
the regularly published college bul- the vital speech of President
letin, appearing in August.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt might
This publication will serve as a
report of the entire commemoration. It will include all of the
speeches of the day including those
of President Ernest M. Hopkins of
Dartmouth and the Honorable
Lord Halifax. It will contain the
poem by Robert P. Tristram Coffin
and the text of the "Service of

doin exhibitions held, greetings of

a return per- other colleges, names of commitMay.
tees in charge, and a complete list

in

Professor Tillotson will also give of delegates.
a recital during the spring.
This pamphlet will be illustrated
and will contain about 100 pages.
It is edited by Professor Herbert
Brown. It is expected that it will
be a very fine souvenir of our one

STUDENTS TURN OUT R
tFOR RECENT VIC DANCE hundred and fiftieth anniversary.

By

B. E.

Voltaire,

was

born.

His name

is

George Bernard Shaw.

G. B. S.
shocking society

has been busy
out of its complacency for the last
seventy years by relentlessly satirising its weaknesses in numerous
plays and pamphlets. He founded
the Fabian Society, which introduced socialism to England, but
did not let his socialism prevent
him from driving shrewd bargains
with his publishers and producers;
constantly complaining about the
income tax, he gave away his
Nobel Prize award to found a
Scandinavian fellowship. A vegetarian from his early days, Bernard Shaw is probably the best

argument

vegetarianstopped eating meat his friends predicted
that it would be the death of him.
G. B. S. retorted that at least his
coffin could be followed by a procession of all the animals he had
living

ism.

When

he

for

first

"all that is necessary is to
hold them up to the ridicule of the
rest of the universe. Dickens won
them to him forever by merciless

mented,

Gorton

^•ojections of typical Americans
as windbags, swindlers, and assas-

be carried to the people of Maine.

The program, regularly scheduled
for that night, included a program
of clarinet selections in duet, trio,

Schedule of Examinations

big suc-

was

sins."
This statement was made ten dollars and twenty-nine cents.
on the occasion of the awarding
The music came from records
of the Nobel Prize to Sinclaii
Lewis in 1931. "Why should any- supplied from the Chi Psi and T.D.
houses.
During the intermission
one want to visit the United
States?" he asked another time. Lloyd Knight furnished splendid
want
to
see
the
Statue
"I do not
entertainment in the form of two
of Liberty.
I am a master ot
songs sung in his baritone voice.
comic irony, but even my appetite
for irony does not go as far as The songs were "One Alone" and
"BendVmeer's Stream."
that."

Shaw

a great cynic regarding
marriage and the family. He once
described family affection as being
"Half sense of property, and halt
sense of superiority." In one of
his plays a character is advised,
"Marry Ann, and at the end of
the week you will find no more
inspiration in her than a plate of
muffins." He also opined that "It
is well to be off with the old woman before you are on with the
new," and that "The whole world
is

never eaten, adding, "They will
look better than most pallbearers is strewn with snares, traps, gins,
and pitfalls for the capture of men
I have ever seen."
Shaw's opinion of Americans by women." GAS. is one of the
was never too high. 'To arouse most quotable of authors, so much
their eager interest," he once com£ Continued on Page 2 ]

First

According

to

estimates

were about

60

couples

height of the dance.

"take"

was twelve

twenty-five cents,

at

The

Term, Summer Trimester, 1944

8:30 A.M.

1:30 P.M.

Thursday, August 3
Art II (Walker).
Chemistry 3
Economics 3
English 7
I

A

Mathematics
Mathematics 2

the
total

Friday, August

and
but from this a

Chemistry

Economics
French 5

tax of one dollar and twenty-six

German

as a total profit of ten dollars and

Mathematics 3
Spanish 1

twenty-nine cents.

3

Since the even was such a suc-

Government
Greek 3

others should be held in the future.
The committee in charge, Dick

History
,

I

que and

5

Sills will

be at

Moulton Union. Mas-

Gown Smoker.

Election

Duncan H.
Dewar '47, Alpha Delta Phi
Wed. Aug. 2 Chapel, The Presi-

Tue. Aug.
-

x

in-

period; second, that the

Navy Ra-

dar continues to carry on

its acat Bowdoin; and lastly,
that the entire student body live
in the dormitories and eat in the
Moulton Union. The collapse of
the Radar Unit at Bowdoin would
Today the most conservative of cause an increase of about $20,000
to the original figure; keeping the
colleges could hardly look its confraternity houses open for the stustituents boldly in the eye if it
dents will result in another $20.had not set up two or three com*
000 increase. If the number of
mittees to study post-war educastudents enrolled next fall should
tion, or the future of the liberal
arts.
Most of them have no ob- increase by a significant amount,
the additional cost of maintaining
jection to widespread publicity for
the fraternity houses would be
their tentative conclusions. More
partially offset. With such a large
progressive institutions continue
financial barrier to overcome, evto cry their fresher wares and inen at optimum conditions, the coldividual hobby-riders take advanlege can ill afford to keep up the
tage of the general turmoil to
various houses without any comdash madly in all directions.
pensation.
This was the opinion
Judging by fragmentary reports tendered by the governing boards.
from academic observation posts, President Sills said. The problem
the reform wave which is about to to be discussed by the Council,
break upon us will be accompan- then, was boiled down to two prinied by some if not all of the fol- cipal questions: first, whether the

tivities

>

which will remain on view until
the end of July.
Since the time, about fifty years
ago,

when Winslow Homer

paint-

ed some of his finest pictures in
watercolor and brought to that
medium an unprecedented boldness of execution, it has enjoyed
a widespread popularity in this
Mr. Fitzgerald carriesi
country.
on in that tradition and pushes
even further Homer's simplificaHe works on a
tion of forms.
comparatively large scale for -watercolor, employs a vigorous brush
stroke which produces an impression of strength and freshness,
and favors the stimulating effect

desirable.

To clear up any doubt as to why
the dormitories would be more inexpensive to operate during the
winter months, a few facts concerning the subject will be presented. The most important factor in the maintaining of a building during a Maine winter is, of
course, the heating. The fraternity houses have no uniform meth£

Continued on Page

2 ]

the variety of his color schemes,
give his work, when viewed as a
group, a range which is the antithesis of monotony.
Since the time when Winslow
Homer turned to watercolor, ad-

6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. BrunsSoftball League. Blue-

wick

jackets vs. Bowdoih "Whites."
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

and adroitness of

his

A

is one ot
In general the

gift

patterning.

for composition

his chief virtues.

forms are large and simple, and
the designs are filled with a lively
sense of movement,
especially
those depicting human activities.

The

privelege of simplification

is, he holds, as old as the history
and vivid col- of art and not the special property
of
any cult, old or modern. As an
and dramatic
contrasts of dark and light tones. interpreter of the visible world
his
approach is direct and straight
inFitzgerald's
The range of Mr.

dant. Last chapel service of the

term of the Summer Ses-

sought to give it the prestige of
oil painting by striving for richness of tone and force of execution while retaining the freshness
and fluidity which is watercolors
special
merit.
Mr. Fitzgeralrt
demonstrates anew the strength
of form which can be attained
through watercolor. Many of his
passages have the richness of tone
that was associated only with oil
less than a century ago, and some
of his gradations are notably
subtle. But the dominant characteristic of his work is the boJdness

of rich, full-bodied,
ors, strong outlines,

terests is, however, extensive; in
fact, his execution, almost always
suited to the subject at hand, and

1

sion.
1

of Fine Arts has placed on display
an exhibition of thirty-nine watercolors by James Fitzgerald,

Chapel,

first

English 27
Latin 9

Mathematics

1

Mathematics
Philosophy 2
Physics

)

,

dent and Mrs.

of officers.

Saturday, August 5

cess, the student council feels that

by.

4.30-6.00 p.m. The
President's House. The Presi-

Sun. July 30

7.30 p.m.

7

Physics 3
Physics 5

cents had to be Subtracted leaving

28 Chapel, Professor
Quinby.
Sat. July 29 2.30 p.m. Pickard
Field. Varsity Baseball vs. Col-

dent.
6.30 pm. Pickard Field. BrunsSoftball League. Navy
V.J. vs. Bowdoin "Whites."

1

Government

1

Fri. July

wick

4
English

I

able orgy of self-criticism. Happily, there is always a good deal
of this sort of thing. It is not a
new phenomenon for colleges to
inquire loudly what is wrong with
education; it is the unanimity of
the cry and the volume of the uproar that are unusual.

The Bowdoin College Museum

Thu. July 27 Chapel, The Reverend Peter Sturtevant, Rector
of St. Paul's Church.
6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunswick Softball League. Radar
"B" vs. Bowdoin "Whites."

home to all members and
friends of the College.
.Mon. July SI Chapel, The Presi-

French 3

German

there

Roundy, Dune Dewar, and Gump
Grant, should be thanked for making the dance a success.

.

All examinations will be held in the Gymnasium, unless
otherwise indicated. Examinations in courses not listed
will be arranged by the instructors.

dollars

at pres-

—

an

to give

Museum Displays Exhibition
Of Paintings During End Of July

to attend.

There were 49 couples Who

is

was on hand

formal preview of the budget for
the coming year. He pointed out
that although the college had finished the fiscal year ending June,
1944 in the black, it would probably face a deficit of approximately $80,000 for pie year of 1944-45.
The figure was calculated on the
following assumptions: first, that
the college have an enrollment
averaging 125 students during the

Art

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

cess.

The academic world

ent engaged in an extraordinary
amount of introspection a verit-

Coming

president of the student council,

paid admission and the profit

July 20:

and quartet arrangements. Students who were to have participated in the program were Thomas
H. Chadwick, of the Class of 1947,
Harold Lifshitz, who transferred
from Boston University to join the Commander of the Order of the In- sumed, knows more about devisClass of 1945 at Bowdoin, Harry dian Empire in 1942, and a Com- ing a curriculum than the freshIf not, what's a faculty
Larchian, of the Class of 1948, and panion of the Order of the Star of men.
good for? A searching question.
Harold E. Kimball, Jr., of the Class India in 1938.
of 1948. The program had been diWe shall be urged to have
rected and prepared under the
Freshmen learn everything about
Events
leadership of Professor Frederic E.
man and the universe, as a preT. Tillotson. The program has been
lude to his education and a prepWed. July 26 Chapel. The Presi- aration for his exalted station as
rescheduled, according to Profesdent.
sor Albert E. Tfla'yer, faculty ada' sophomore; but also, on the othvisor of the program series, for
3.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Vart Continued on Page 2 )
Thursday, August 7th, at J.45 p.m.
sity Baseball vs. Bates.
The next program in the series
9.00 p.m. The President's House.
will bring President Kenneth C. M.
Informal discussion on India unSills to the microphone, with an
der the leadership of Sir Fredaddress on the future of liberal ederick Puckle, adviser on Indian
ucation in the postwar era. The
Affairs to the British Embassy
program will be heard on ThursBy Philip Beam
in Washington. All members of
day, August 3rd, at the usual time.
the College are cordially invited
Assistant Professor of Art

the Vic dance which was held a

week ago Saturday was a

The following is the chapel talk
delivered by Professor Holmes on

'42

sar,

istrative posts in India.
During
that time he has seen the country
evolve to the threshold of dominion
status. For twenty-three years he
served with the provincial government in Punjabi in the north-west
of India. During the depression
years of 1931-1935 he headed the
province's
financial department.
For the past seven years he has
been with the Central Government.
At the beginning of the war he was
head of the Department of Information and Broadcasting.
During the last war, Sir Frederick served with the 25th Punjabis
fraternities or
and then with the Frontier Militia, lowing phenomena:
the dormitories
seeing action on the wild Afghan
There will be revision, more or would be more desirable as living
frontier. He held the rank of Cap- less drastic, of whole curricula. quarters; and secondly, whether
tain.
We shall have, according to one there was any way to compensate
Sir Frederick was born in Edin- school of thought, fewer required for the additional $20,000 expense
burgh in 1889. He was educated at courses and more electives; or if that would be incurred, should the
Uppingham and King's College, we listen to others, no electives students live in the houses, assumCambridge. He was made a Knight at all, since the faculty, it is pre- ing that the houses were more

According to Pete Curran, the
Eighty-eight years ago today
the greatest satirist and one-man
reformer of the universe since

Sills called

home

Future College Courses

This evening at nine o'clock Sir
Frederick Hale Puckle, adviser on
Indian Affairs to the British Embassy in Washington, will lead an
informal discussion on Indian Affairs at the President's House. All
interested members of the College
have been invited to be present.
Sir Frederick has served for the
past thirty years in various admin-

College

M.

Holmes Humorizes On

PUCKLE WILL LEAD
DISCUSSION TONIGHT

'41

Curtis

Mr. Glenn R. Mclntire. the Bur-

During his days as an undergraduate, Stepanian was outstanding in dramatics. His work with
the Masque and Gown was plie-

Arnold R. Eck

Henry A. Shorey

W.

and Winter. No decision was reached; the final decree will
not; be made until a meeting of the governing boards sometime in September. Many thoughtful and well chosen arguments were delivered, both on behalf of the fraternities, and
on behalf of the dormitories, into which the student body will
move if the chapter houses are shut down.

and Langley

Continued on Page

Charles

evening, July 18th, President Kenneth
a special meeting of the Student Council at
to discuss the question of whether or not the students will continue to occupy the fraternity houses next Fall

C.

his

November 13th.
He was a member of the Kappa
Sigma Fraternity.

rs

Defeats

On Wednesday

erley Wills last

series of six concerts, begin-

Heleneki singled, Hauck doubled
All those interested in dramatics
scoring Strain, Heleneki holding
are invited to attend. At the smokthird. Dainec walked, loading the
er members of the Masque and
bases. Cookesburg then flied out to
Gown will discuss plans for the
deep centerfleld
and Helenki
Quinby an-

Knight and a single
Held scoreless until the fourth in- the members.
ning by Findlay, the Air Base sudFollowing the meeting, which
denly came to life and scored three
will last approximately half an
runs on three hits. Strain singled,
hour, the smoker will take place.

Field,

Field.

Artists Will

ning in October and continuing
through May 1st, will be presented
in Memorial Hall during the coming season. These concerts are covered by the blanket tax and will be

occasion referred to

came

College Says Tillotson

A

By

ported missing in action over Italy
19, 1944. Stepanian was
a' navigator of a B-24 in the 15th
Army Air Force in Italy. He had
trained at Tyndall Field, Maxwell

Once Again Appear At

up, these to be elected by

The

of his death

on July

meeting of the executive com-

mittee of the Masque and

by Mort Page. drawn

years.

South Pa-

Dorms

vs.

Hope Of Houses
Being Open During Fall

was reported on March

was one

On July 8th, the Bowdoin Summer baseball team opposed the
Brunswick Naval Air Station in
game

The news

cific.

V

club at Lewiston on July 22.

the opening

'42

killed in action in the

-.

Sees Small

Freshman Basketball, InterfraterBy
Word has been received here nity Athletics, and was a member
of the Political Forum.
from the War Department conCharles Stepanian '41 was concerning four prominent Bowdoin
sidered dead by the War Departmen, two of whom have given
ment on July 6, 1944. He was re-

July 15. Previous to that the team had dropped a close decision
to the Brunswick Naval Air Station on July 8, and it received
another setback July 24 when it played a return engagement
with the Radar team.
tie game, which Coach Miller still
hopes to pull out of the fire, was played with the Bates V-12

\*.

On Houses

i. B. Hall

its

""M*

2

NO. 6

FOUR MORE BOWDOIN MEN JOIN RANKS OP
DEAD AND WOUNDED IN WAR IN PAST WEEKS

Nine Veterans Form Basis
Of Squad For Coach Miller

;•

ACTIVITIES

Summer Season With One Win, Two

Starts

I

26, 1944

Speaks To Council

Sills

Bowdoin Nine

Led by the pitching of

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JULY

IT-

(74th Year)

SUPPORT 8UMMI

'

vocates

of

the

medium

have

forward; its essence is to seize
upon the salient features of a
given scene and present them in
the most emphatic manner possible.
Distracting details are ruthlessly eliminated.
is not, however,
in the sense that
divorced from life.

Mr. Fitzgerald
an abstractionist
his

vision
[

is

Continued on Page 4
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin whose

chief concern

is

keeping

throughout the war years and

no

will find

Maine

Established 1871

.

Hoffman

'45

Dana A. Little
W. Ourtte

'46
'41

George H. Griffin
Bernard E. Gorton
Lewis P. Fteket t
Robert Burroughs
nomas Ohadwich

'47

Philip H.

r.

.

Editor
Editor*

Charles

-Editor*
"

James

s»

i

—

n

!

'47
'47
'47
'47

B. Hall '47
'47

Clement A. Hlebert
Richard A. Roundy, Jr.
— — - .———

«

»

'47
i

ship of the Student Council, will be will-

make the

ing to

On

.

m

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Philip H. Hoffman '4fi

.

Advertising Manager
Circulation .Manager
Business Assistants

r

Judson R. Merrill '48
John W. Holt, Jr. '47
Leonard D. Bell '47
.

.

Albert C.

McKenna

'47
'47

PsUlehed bi-weekly when elaMea are held by the Student* of
BowSoin CeJIetre. Addreee new* communication « to the Editor
and mbecriptton communication* to the Business Manager of the
*n PuMiahlnr Company at the Orient Office in the MoulUnion, Bowdoin Colleire. Brunswick. Maine. Entered aa
matter at the poet

Bniniwick, Maine.

at

office

•

<wtdb

•

Abbott, C. L., Jr.
Altman, S. N.
Augerson,
S.

W

Lot Attain «

B.

M.

J.

J.

D.

Bell, L.

E

Bernardin,

Managing Editor For This

26.

recent informal meeting of the

the

fall

1

rooming prospects. The

President explained that the governing
authorities of the college had decided,

W.

Cook, H.

L.

Cummins,

J.

Curran, P. A.

W.

Curtis, C.

Devine,

enrollment can be substantially increas-

That

The

where we come

is

college

now

is

in.

launching a drive

for larger entering classes. This spring

was impossible, because the college
was then still uncertain as to whether
another army unit was to be sent here.
Now there exists no such restraining influence. The college can welcome just as
many freshmen here as want to come.
this

»

It is evident that the (question of keep-

ing the houses open and obtaining a larger enrollment are interdependent. If

can find more freshmen,

we may

be able

some of our houses
open. If wc really want to keep our
houses going, it is up to us as individual
students to pitch in and sell Bowdoin to
qualified men. If each one of us here now
could persuade just one man to come to
Bowdoin, we should have an enrollment
this fall large enough to cause the governing boards not only to sit up and take

Demaray, D.

W.

And

anyway?

Isn't it

graduate

is in

talk

up

a

the natural thing to

do

obvious that the under-

much

better position to

his college to the

neophyte than

the greybearded alumnus? Nothing can

beat the "personal contact" between
fellows

We

who

"talk the

venture that more

two

same language."
men have gone

to their chosen alma maters because they

S

had some friends or acquaintances there
than for any other reason.

S.
S.

Dunham, C.

B.. Jr.

L.

J., Jr.

who would
be eligible to come to Bowdoin. If we
want to make the effort, we can give
them the extra push needed to direct
them up here. Get catalogs and envelopes
from the office and mail them to them—
no postage required. Send them also the
Bowdoin pictorial and some notices
about the sesquicentennial. Most import-

them personal letters about the
based on your own inside knowl-

ant, write

college

edge.

Easton, C. C.

D.

U House

A. D. House
103 Pleasant Street

Eells, J, Jr.

Erswell, G. A., Jr.
Erving, T. C.

D. K. E. House

Don't forget that Bowdoin
of the most important

alone

among

New

being able to turn
civilian students.

now has
One

selling points.
is

that

it is

almost

Feeney, E. O.,

T. D. House
D. K. E. House

Jr.

Findlay. H.
Forth.,

Glover,

V.

L., Jr.

R

E., Ill

26 Oak

attention to

Remind your

prospects

that although there will be an abundance

of mechanics and technicians after the
war, there is likely to be a shortage of
college

men

trained in the liberal arts to

meet the demands of business and the
professions. To obtain such an education
and help fill those gaps your candidate
could come to no better college than

paying a proctor

in

caused

much

reports

Redman,
in

by the

Gottlieb, L. S.

Grant, F. H.

G. H.

Heymann. M.

I.

Hills, L. L,

Hilton, S. P.

L M.

Hirshler, E. E.

Hogan, A. F.
Holt, J. W.. Jr.
Hughes, R. A.
Hunter, R. B.

James, M. K.

Topsham

Keene, B. E.
Kimball, H. E.,
Kimball,

quotations: "He's a gentleman; look at
his boots.", and, "Kings are not
born, they are made by universal
hallucination."

At eighty-eight, G.B.S. is still
remarkably spry. He attributes

my

Jr.

Knight, L. R.

Koughan, D. N.

ing

W.

1 1 Moore Hall
14 Winthrop Hall
D. K. E. House
Beta House
1 2 Winthrop Hall
9 Winthrop Hall
3 Winthrop Hall
IS Winthrop Hall
8 College Street

S.

Larchian. H.
Lawlis, R. C.

Leadbetter, G. W.,
Lebovitz, C. H.

Jr.

Lehrman, M. A.
Lifshitz, H.
Little. D. A.
Lombard, R. T,

Lyons,

J.

Maclnnes,

fort of the present

S.

Beta House

1.

C

D.

Merrill. J. R.

Milden.
Miller,

M.
G.

W.

Miller. R.

C

Miller. R.

W.

Morrell. R. L.

Mossman. G. C.

vogue on de-

m

—

10 A.M.

Astronomy 2
English 26
Government 2
Greek 4

Chemistry 4
Economics 6

History 15

German

Mathematics 6

Mathematics
Zoology 54

11 A.M.

French 4

Economics
French 6

Mathematics 2
Sociology 2

German 4
Government

1

I

Chemistry 100
English 29
English 55
French 100

Latin 14 (Catullus)
2

2

Hours to be arranged

1.30 P.M.

Chemistry 2

I3A

English

Physics 2

for the first time. Just as

batable problems.
They think
that it is easier to make friends
if their views don't clash with
fraternities were unanimous in
the views of others, and theretheir desire to remain in their
fore they mimic the views of the
houses. The Thorndike Club and
majority.
the A. T. O.'s expressed their will- c
ingness to live in the dorms. The
Some people do just the opposite
Thomdikes, of course, have been and link themselves with a radical
living in Winthrop Hall for some
viewpoint in an attempt to gain
time, and perhaps have become self-confidence.
Both groups seem
somewhat predjudiced towards the very apt to show that people place
dorms.
popularity over sincerity, falsely
Representatives of the fratern- thinking one to be the direct variities had a long list of powerful able of the other. To sacrifice your
arguments with which to plead own convictions in an attempt to
their case. One of the mast popu- gain popularity leaves you with
lar points was that the college be nothing but a substitute for friendmoved into the dormitories, the ship, a substitute that is worth
individuality of the fraternities nothing to you or anyone else.
- e
would be sacrificed. The carefree
For anyone to modify Ills own
horsing around the house afte>
basis of thought and action,
meals, the house-parties, the midnight trips to the kitchen all
merely for the purpose of makIng himself easier to get along
would be lost. Rushing would become difficult, if not impossible. with, will undoubtedly give him
While the group was considering
more friends, superficial though
the troubles to be encountered in
they may be. This constant Imirushing freshmen to live with
tating of others thoughts and
their v house in the dorms, a strong
acts will gradually become a fixargument for the dormitories wa» ed habit, and soon he will be inuncovered, specifically that the
capable of doing any organized
fraternity houses themselves are
thinking for himself. When lie
one of the most important of all
finds himself hi this state of afthe inducements that a house can
fairs he will have ceased to be
give a freshman.
The idea was of any use to himself or anyone
mentioned that with the fraternelse.
ities in the dorms, a house would
- e

her chapter houses open is one ot
to your Lady
Godiva." the most significant of all of her^
"Ours was an ideal love affair," war-time achievements. The colhe explained, "because it was con- leges who have been able to acducted principally by post. Ellen complish this feat can be counted
got tired of five husbands, but she on the fingers of qne hand. This
never got tired of me." G.B.S. has college's effort to maintain cambeen a favorable subject of car- pus and fraternity life on as near
toonists, but he doesn't like any as possible a pre-war level has, no
of them. As he explained it to a doubt, attracted many an incipwriter on "The Manchester Guard- ient college student to Bowdoin.
ian', "A photograph is eighty per- Can this high level of college life
cent sitter, twenty percent pho- be kept if the entire college cartographer. A painting is seventy- ries on all of its social and fraterfive percent artist, and only twen- nal activities in the dormitories
ty-five percent sitter.
Caricat- and in the Union?
ures? Bah! Child's play! CariIf it should seem expedient to
catures are never like me. Low's
aren't like me at all. One day I
went into a friend's flat and I did
does the cookhorse

I

Mathematics 4
Spanish 2

collapse.

Holmes Chapel
[
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t

er hand, to start the freshman's
specialization earlier.

We

shall

or fewer,

#

have more

more

athletics,

science,

less

sci-

more languages, no languag-

ence,

To some

it

seems obvious

that the possibility of such a phea dircet bearing on
the future of liberal arts.

nomenon has

]

es.

We may

Others who comment upon education expect all language and literature study to be immediately
and entirely transformed as a result of the discovery that the
army can in a few months teach
a soldier to converse fluently with
German or Japanese prisoners in
"What is the numbor
the style:

give up courses and
read the World's Best 100 books.
This can be done by people setting
around a circular table. Some of
How many
them put their feet on the table. of your regiment?
This gives education a cozy and days have you been in this place?"
instead of "which book is in the
informal appearance in the Sungarden of my uncle?"
day
section.

magazine

We shall hear a good deal about
the lessons which educators are
supposed to have derived from
their experience with the armed
Some people feel sure
forces.
that post-war college students
will feel like getting up at 5:30,
and indulging in a half hour of
setting-up exercises before breakfast, spend seven hours a day in
classes, and graduate in two years
or so. Some people don't. Academic persons are naturally im»
pressed by the fact that a good
many privates of the A.A.F., some
of them only 12 months away
from high school, sat through lectures on the application of Series

This description is obviously incomplete, unsympathetic, and unfair to Organized Educational Reform. It has been deliberately so,
from kindness to my audience.
You, obviously, were born too soon
to profit fully by whatever may be
ripening on the academic vine: I
feel very sorry for you, and am
trying to diminish your disappointment by crying sour grapes.
Let's see whether any further
drops of comfort can be wrung
from the situation.

Of

eventually

innovations

the

to be adopted, many will be merely a form" of salesmanship, measures of desperation designed to

of Orthogonal Functions to solution of P. D. E. of Math and Phys-

augment a dwindling supply of
customers. It isn't so long since
without evident symptoms of one college offered to admit any
student from the lowest seventh

ics

dents be maintained, nevertheless
the tax on each student would
have to be well over $100, which
is a considerable addition to the
college bill, and an unfair one if
the taxed student should be equally willing to room in the dormitories.

A

more

feasible plan, perhaps,

Somehigh-school class.
where a curriculum based on the
of his

100 next-to-the-best hooks
probably be presented.

will

A

large share of the change*
may well be novelties of educaEnthusiastic
tional
technique.
teachers periodically invent ne\*»
dodges to make their subjects ev-

would be to secure approximately en more fascinating. And these
100 more students than were devices work well because an inAs anybody can, without realiz- planned for in the budget. Al- structor who is keen about his
ing it, slide into this rut, might it though such an accomplishment material and about educational
not be an excellent idea if we all would be an extraordinary one, an machinery of his own construction
took stock and find out how much organized undergraduate
effort Is likely to operate the machinery
we say we really believe, and how could conceivably secure 100 pros- with great vigor and dash. He
much we have picked up along the pective Bowdoin men In addition creates enormous interest in his
inspire a generway for convenience?
to the usual forty or fifty fresh- subject, and may

m

ount to offset the deficit. This
idea has its faults; the rise in Hving cost at the college might dis-

courage the students to whom the
financial problem is a major one
from coming to Bowdoin at all.
If the enrollment should diminish,
for this or any other reason, the
result would be to make all the
other efforts to make ends meet

During a recent interview with
Captain John Mason Brown, USA,
G.B.S. sipped a glass of hot milk
while the visitors were having tea

and cheerfully confided

average

brightly

as

A

125

stu-

to

act as units again; extracur-

and athletics
activities
would thrive almost as they 6V
ricular

in the "old days."
It is to be remembered through
out this discussion that the undergraduates actually have no voice
in the final decision on the fore*
going problem; their opinion, however, will be sought and carefully
weighed before the matter is
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T. D. House
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it

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Malne Street
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ATTENTION

closed.

STATIONERY

possible

before
T. D. House handing it on to future generaD. K. E. House tions." The fact that George BerD. K. E. House nard Shaw, at the age of eightyeight, dismisses a visitor with the
T. O. House
words, "Get along with you now;
2 Winthrop Hall I'm fully two years behind in my
Kappa Sigma House work as it is," shows that he is
Chi Psi Lodge indeed living up to his promise ot
4 Winthrop Hall keeping the torch of his mind
burning as brightly as possible in
Sigma Nu House these days
of darkness and con-

of

We have

BrunswickHardwareCo.

me. It is a sort of splendid torch,
which I have got hold of for the
moment. I want to make it burn
as

enrollment

Yes, We're Interested In

ins best

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEEB
"My actdays. As
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

ual expectancy is three
a matter of fact I may die while
you are sitting here. Death has
no terrors for me." On another
occasion he said, "When I die, 1

Assuming that the

quite futile.

PHILGAS

want to be thoroughly used up.
Zeta Psi House The harder I work, the more I
Zeta Psi House live. Life is no brief candle for

Jr.

G., Jr.

McKenna. A.
Magee* J. F.
Marsh.

home

he was getting on the train, his
Mother asked him, "John, are you
going to keep attending church
when you get to school?"
Seriously and with great confidence, John answered that he was.
When Christmas vacation rolled
arcund, John came home and his
Mother asked him if he had kept
his promise. Quite triumphantly
John answered, "Yes, I went every
Sunday, and what is better yet,
nobody at school ever found out

ror."

Lamparter,

9

and for those who have forgotten
it. It's about a boy who was leav-

but two of the

age and I am my age. It is the
other people who look older than have to rely on the personalities
they are. What can you expect of its own members to secure
from people who eat corpses and pledges, rather than on the deluxe
drink spirits." It must be added, furnishings and mantle-piece tro-

A. T. O. House
at last see a caricature of me that
A. T. O. House seemed to be good. It was cruel,
T. D. House of course, but still what a cariA. T. O. House cature should be. I thought 1
38 College Street would bring Low to see it. Then
it moved and I saw it was a mir-

F.

J.

Very likely most of you have Government
heard this story, but I would like Physics 4
to repeat it for those who haven't Physics 6

results of a poll conducted by the
Council among the students re-

fused, saying, "I will not play the

Sigma Nu House
Beta House
A. D. House
14 Winthrop Hall
D. K. E. House
5 Winthrop Hall
1 1 Winthrop Hall
8 Winthrop Hall
Chi Psi Lodge
T. D. House
25 School Street
Beta House

B.

Hanson, E. D.
Harvey. W. W.

Hirsch,

English 2

m

following

9 A.M.

8 A.M.
By Ian Maclnnes

each house

1

Gorton, B. E.

J.

Second Term, Summer Trimester, 1944

Cress

vigorous debate.

all

Schedule of Courses

)

however, that H. G. Wells has ac- phies of its own building. It would
83 Federal Street cused Shaw of drinking liver ex- really be a challenge to the various houses to see which could reWinthrop Hall tract on the sly.
Shaw's romance with the act- main powerful even after it was
men secured through alumni and ation or so of disciples to run the
A. T. O. House
ress Ellen Terry has been the sub- reft of its own place for eating, keep the fraternity houses,
Such an engine with good effect. There
is graduate organizations.
83 Federal Street
When sleeping, studying and relaxing.
ject of many anecdotes.
there any way to compensate for effort could not only help the col- will presently be great opportun7 Winthrop Hall she requested him to publish some
ities for trying out such academic
standpoint,
the
resulting
financial
increase
a
$20,000
In
lege
from
To ward off this rather sharp
Chi Psi Lodge of the voluminous correspondence jab at fraternities, it was men- the budget?
The most direct but would also strengthen every mechanisms, some of which will
Fratern- work fully as well as those they
T. D. House which he had addressed to her in tioned that the very fact that method appears to be that of tax- phase of campus life.
the course of a lifetime, he reBowdoin has been able to keep ing each student a sufficient am- ities would become large enough
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

Good, R. A.
Gordon, F. H.

Griffin.

Street

England colleges in
its full

the Pacific

in

this to the fact that "I look

Lifshitz. S.

some rather unique

the Marines.

in

SUNRISES

sented

All of us have friends and acquaintances in high and prep school

a

[ Continued from Pane I ]
Sigma Nu House
D. U. House
12 Winthrop Hall so that he once said "People
10 Winthrop Hall should execrate me for the things
I have said, but not for the things
Zeta Psi House fools have said I have said." His
D. U House views on society may be repre-

Jr.

Doughty, R.

Dunn,

A. D. House
A. T. O. House

Jr.

T D.,

Donovan,
Dorfman,

Hall,

isn't this

is

D. K. E. House

Dewar, D. H.,
Dolan, R. C.
Dolloff, A. D.

notice but perhaps to reconsider their
decision.

He

Pacific zone.

6 Winthrop Hall Matt Caile, and Bob Edwards,
Zeta Psi House that area.

C.

we

to keep at least

Navy

the

small "unless" involved

ed."

the college.

that he has seen Charlie

Damon, H.

"unless the

visit

House received the distinguished service
House medal.
Dick Johnston '44 expects to be
Lodge sent to the South Pacific very
Lodge soon. He is in the Marines and
5 Winthrop Hall in the same unit as Walt Donahue.
Ensign Win Piper '43 has trans14 Winthrop Hall
Sigma Nu House ferred from the Marines to the
Navy. He is now in amphibious
D. U. House training at Norfolk, Virginia.
T. D. House
Ensign Dick Hooke, who is in

F.

must be closed this fall,
the students roomed in the dorms. The
is

returned to

A. T. O.
D. K. E.
Chi Psi
Chi Psi

J., Jr.

W.

Court,

i

ods of heating; some use oil, and
some use different types of coal
furnaces. Keeping all of these 1n»
dividual heating plants in operation would require considerable
negotiation, perhaps resulting in
a failure to obtain sufficient supplies of the various fuels needed.
The situation in the dormitories
is simpler, for they are heated by
the central heating plant of the
college, which is operated all winter anyway, to heat the administration and classroom and athletic
buildings of the college. The fra-

William Mitchell '40, a Lieutenvealed that
ant (j.g.) in the Navy, has just

chiefly for financial reasons, that the fra-

ternity houses

Kcndrick. military advisor of the college, stated
during a recent interview that the
only enlistment possible for 17year old boys is in the Army Air
Corps.
He also reminded boys
who have 18th _ birthdays approaching that they can have their
physical exams transferred from
their home towns to Brunswick.

Sigma Nu House the South
A. T. O. House Lieutenant

W.

Burroughs, R.

Clark,

P<jj#

•

B.

Chadwick, T. H.
Chillson, A. W.
Claffey. J. D.

Student Council at the President's house

Continued from

Winthrop Hall Bunting was a member of the
would also be side-stepped by a that I did."
Zeta Psi House Delta Upsilon Fraternity while at move into the dormitories.
m -e
Kappa Sigma House college. He is now an Ensign in
At first Mils may appear to be
Eating .in the Union is more
the Navy, flying his own plane.
D. K. E. House
a
very
foolish story, but tfiink
running
the
than
dineconomical
He is stationed at Camp Edwards,
about it for agminate. Bowdoin
13 Winthrop Hall Massachusetts.
ing clubs, for the kitchen help Is
and every other college is full of
D. U. House
Lt. Henry Shorey '41 is report- halved in number, as are the numpeople
like John, people who lack
Beta House ed to have taken part in the Nor- ber of waiters.
confidence
in
beliefs,
their
mandy
invasion.
suffered
He
6 Winthrop Hall
The first question, that of whe- whether they be on religion or
wounds which made it necessary
ther the fraternities are more deChamberlain Street to have his leg amputated.
any other subject. They find it
the
dormitories,
sirable
than
easier to ride along in the com16 Winthrop Hall
Walt Donahue '44 has gone to
The
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Mustard and

Dorms

Frank Gordon and Bob Morrell,
both at college now, have been
accepted into the service. Gordon ternities require at least two
DIRECTORY
passed his exams for the Marl- maids and a fumaceman apiece;
time Academy at King's Point, whereas one man is able to render
T. D. House
New York, and Morrell has been maid service to the dormitories
1 1
Winthrop Hall accepted by the Air Corps.
and no additional help would be
needed ^to operate the central
Zeta Pai House
Last Monday Henry Bunting
The expense of
heating plant.
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lack of things to say, the

will

is

Houses

Bowdoin

You

you have the energy to
say them and write them?
Let us hope that the undergraduates,
under the vigorous and persistent leaderquestion

EeMtor-ta-Phlrf

after.
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Of Bowdoin's Varsity Baseball Team

POLAR BEARINGS
By

Dtrfc

Round y

"47

First, hats off to the splendid showing of Coach Bob Miller's varsity baseball team. In winning that overtime thriller a week ago
against the Air Base, and in the tie game at Bates on Saturday, the
team really looked good. Everyone made a creditable showing, but in
particular of course Lloyd Knight's splendid effort on the mound should
net pass unnoticed The overtime win a week ago seems to have given

Lloyd the spark he's needed for so long. His pitching at Bates was
little short of phenomenal. Much credit is due to Bob Miller and to
•her Mort Page. Mort's play in both games left little to be desired
afield and of course his game- tying home run Friday was the decisive
Mow which saved the game for the Big White.
polar bearing*
The Uiterfraternlty tennis watches seem to be lagging a
hit, and with but a few of the matches played to date it's still
a bit early for definite prediction* of things to come. On the
IrisU of their rfumlag against the Psi I -Kappa Sig aggregation, the

AD

outfit Is definitely

a.

team

to

watch

particular-

with Jim Cutler and Al Query expected hack for the second
summer session. The other outfit* would appear
to have stronger players In spots bat for strength down the
line the AD'S will be a hard outfit to heat.
polar bearings
The Brunswick Recreational League under the direction of Mai
Morrell has swung into high gear, and unless rain forces an extension, the plan calls for the playoffs to start about August 15. So far
the Bowdoin "Black" aggregation under the leadership of Pete Curran
and Dick Roundy has been victorylesg, but with the dearth of available
ballplayers reaching such a point that it's a fight to get ten men to
represent the house, it's often little short of miraculous that they get a
team on the field at all. The "Whites," having a larger percentage of
the varsity ballplayers to draw their team from are doing better and
have an outside chance at top spot in their league.
polar bearings
"C al," when the second half of the second semester opens
will probably find Neil Mahoney taking over the baseball Job
which Bob Miner has handled so creditably In his absence. Nell
has been scouting for the Boston Red Sox, and at last report
was In the vicinity of Minneapolis but Is expected back in
shout a week to take over his Bowdoin duties. An unconfirmed
report has It that Bill Morgan, who ordinarily presides over
the office of the Athletic Department will take over the "oal"
classes while Jack Magee takes a well-deserved vacation. It
should be something of an Innovation in the usual routine of
the dreaded "cal."
polar bearings
It was a bitter blow to many of the boys on the baseball squad to
learn that the projected trip to Harvard, had been called off for various
reasons, number one of which was the plea of various officials so manytimes repeated to stay close to home in these days of crowded wartime
travel. Although it must seem a bitter pill for the boys on the squad,
who so well deserve a trip of this nature, we believe the stand of the
college in limiting teams which can find competition within the state,
ly

half of the

to this state

is,

a most sound one.

COMMUNICATION

know why he cried.
not

But these things

To

the Editor of the ORIENT, and
the World at Large:

It's

pretty hard

to.

aren't

enough

make Bowdoin. There

are the
faculty men, and the administraNothing in the world is quite so tive officers. There are the classes
painful as saying goodbye. And I in Memorial Hall, and in Adams, or
doubt that the columns of a news- in the Barn Chamber. And chapel
paper are exactly the place in exercises, too; I remember when
which to bare one's personal sor- there were so many students that
row. Yet lest my pain at saying latecomers sat on the floor. That
goodbye be great enough to force was when there was a Glee Club
me into a silent departure, I am and concert tours, gym dances at
taking this opportunity to make houseparty time, and hundreds of
my ave atque vale in public.
men in Casey's Lit
to

have recently been faced witb
Then there's the town. Town
the unhappy realization that the
meetings and the Topsham Fair;
most wonderful period in my life
and the people in the house on Fedto date is at an end. I never knew
eral Street who asked me to
before how much I really loved
Thanksgiving dinner because I had
these glorious days here, yet I
go. And the family on
know even now that in the years no place to
Spring Street in whose kitchen I
to come the memories of my life
used to sit for hours and hours
as an undergraduate will come to
or the McKeen Street
mean more and more to me. Be- talking,
lady more than one, in fact who
cause I know this, I feel that
always had a cheery greeting. And
others, too, should know it. Therelater on, there was the house on
fore, I am writing this open letter.
College Street and the kind people
For those of us who remember
that became my other family.
the ante bellum days of Bowdoin,
There were hundreds and hundreds
it is a little hard to realize that
of these people; people whose doors
things are not the same. Our only
were never locked, and always
hope is that in the better days to
open. There was Chandler's Bookcome, Bowdoin will return to its
where you could browse
former state, with greater wisdom store,
around, talking books. There was
and greater glory for having stood
on Union
crossing-tender
the
the test by flame. Bowdoin's sons
who always made you feel
today have no chance to walk Street,
that he was raising the gate for
through the Bowdoin Pines on a
you. Vic and Bertha Lemieux, and
crystalline autumn day to see a
Pop, and Ted Lebel, and all the
football game, with its magic color
who run shops and theatres
and brilliance. They cannot now people
gas stations and lunchrooms.
and
hear the joyous pealing of the
were the girls who rememChapel bell, announcing another There
bered your name, and those who
victory for the College. But this
just the same.
was only one of the things to re- didn't, but said hello
was Harry Shulman fighting
There
member.
for the kids in the town, and the
There were other things, things
Brunswick Police, who never made
that did not die that fateful Sunyou feel as though they were
day morning. There was Massachuwatching you. Guy Dunlop's barber
setts Hall in the afternoon, with
shop, where the magazines are
the long shadows slanting across
new, and tHe house in Topsham
the brick. There was the cod green
where the wines are old, and the
campus, and the sharp smell of
hospitality is eternal.
burning leaves, and the smoke
Saturday nights are fun on
drifting along the paths. There was
Maine Street Once in a while a
ivy, whole perpendicular seas of it,
Army band comes to
on the walls of the dormitories. Salvation
And on cool autumn evenings you town, and you can listen to the
I

—

v

—

watch the people at the
could walk in the Pines. The Pines hymns and
There were the dances
are different at night; they stand same time.
Hall, and the quiet old
there like great green gods, and in the Town
In the WalL There
the
Hole
at
men
you can see the stars and the moon
the Pastime, and
shining just the way they did hun- was the serial at
Allen's Drug Store, or
cokes
at
the
dreds of years ago, when the ColIf you walked
lege was just a dream in the hearts a hotdog at Mike's.
river to watch the
of its founders. If you stand still down to the
and listen, sometimes you can hear falls, the girls in the mill would
a whippoorwill calling, or the
sound of the geese, flying unseen
in the night, or a dog howling at
the moon. These things didn't die,
they are still there if you want
them. I wanted them, and they
were more wonderful than I had
ever imagined.
I knew they were there long before I ever came to Bowdoin. They
were there years ago when Dad
was here. He told me about them.
And he told me other things, too.
He told me about a classmate of
his. the boy who burst into tears
when he started to pack. I never
quite believed it. not until I started
to pack my own things. Now I

wave a greeting.
Then came Sunday

Morton F. Page
and 2

errors,

Naval Radar 5 runs,

12 hits, and 3 errors.
[

Continued from Page

i
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scoring for Bowdoin' for the re-

mainder of the afternoon was finished and another run for the Air
Base in the eighth inning concluded
the run scoring activities for the
day. In the eighth, Gezel walked
and then stole second base. Strain
struck out, Helenki singled and on
the next pitch, Hauck doubled,
scoring Gezel. Heleneki was out
trying to make home plate on a

throw from center-field by John
Whitcomb. Frank Kimball, Don
Russell, and Mort Page got the
fine

only hits off Gezel while Heleneki
and Hauck were the powerful batwielders for the Air Base. The toBrunswick Naval
tals once again
Air Station 4 runs, 7 hits and 1 error Bowdoin College 1 run, 3 hits,

—

—

and no

errors.

One week later, the Bowdoin
boys were more^successful, defeating the Naval Radar School by a
score of 6 to 5 in 11 innings. In the
first inning, Donovan popped out
to Raslavsky, the opposing first
baseman. Kimball reached on an
error and then stole second. He
reached third base on an error by
the third baseman and then scampered home on a wild pitch.
The Radar boys came back in
the second inning to tie the scone
when Raslavsky hit an alleged twobagger which fell in fair territory
and then rolled into the tall grass

pitcher, Pittenger

Congregational
big
gray
the
Church, with the Harriet Beechcr
high timbers.
Its
Stowe pew, and
There is Father Doherty's church
with its simple altar right across
the street And down on Pleasant
Street there are tots of churches;
Peter Sturtevant's church, and the
big stone church where the sermon
Is In French. Sunday afternoon
there were wonderful places to
walk; down the Mere Point Road,
or over In Topsham, or out the
River Road. Than there ware the

Beats College
An

of 14 strikeouts and a victory to
his credit.

the outstanding players for Bowdoin getting a double and a home
Luck,
while
respectively,
run
Rehl, and Droup, starred for Bates.
When the game was called in the
11th inning, the score stood at
Bowdoin 1 run, 8 hits, and 2 errors.
Bates 1 run, 5 hits, and 1 error.

by John- Bowdoin remained scoreless
throughout the remainder of the
nie Holt.
The Radar team, fighting all the game, while the Radar team added
way, came to bat in the fourth in- two more runs to their total.
In the sixth inning, aided by an
ning, and with one out, Raslavsky
and error, two successive singles to
singled,
Doesing
walked,
Lowney came through with- a left field and a single to centerdouble to score Raslavsky and field, the Radar boys went ahead
Doesing. From there on the game never to be overtaken. The totals
remained a stalemate until Bow- for this game were Bowdoin 3
doin went ahead in the 7th inning, runs, 5 hits, 5 errors, Naval Radar
scoring 3 runs on one hit. In the 5 runs, 11 hits, and 4 errors.
ninth inning, the Radar team tied
Raslavsky pitching for the Rathe score on two singles an error dar team had a total of six strikeand another single.
outs, while Holden Findlay had 4
Going into the last half of the strikeouts. On the defensive for
11th inning, Ray Boucher singled, Bowdoin, Donovan, Whitcomb, and
Knight sacrificed him to second. Russell were outstanding, while
Page flied out to deep center. Raslavsky starred for the victors,
Boucher advancing to third base.
The Bowdoin boys will play
Then Dune Deawr stepped to the Bates again on Wednesday at
plate and lashed a three and two Pickard Field and then on Saturpitch over the shortstop's extended day, July 29th, will entertain Colglove for a lusty single, scoring by at the same field.
Boucher and thereby winning the
ball game. The final score for that
game was Bowdoin 6 runs, 13 hits,. hard it is to leave a place which
means everything in the world to
you. Perhaps you don't believe it
out
woods
the
through
bridle paths
now, but you will then.
McKeen Street, and Skipper BartBOWDOIN '45
lett had horses that knew the way.

And

clear winter nights, the trees

snow. It is quiet out there in the
winter; sometimes you feel that
you are the only person in miles,

even though you can see lights in
the windows, or smell the smoke of
pine logs.
You, can,

inexperienced Bowdoin ten-
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Paopl©
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Community

of this

it" When invasion
forces come to grips with the enemy, when the issue is to kill or be
killed . . . Berlin or Dunkerque.

This

»

is

l.

i

k

our troops

.have

a

phrase for
this decisive

moment:

you try very hard,
say good-bye to your friends and
classmates and your teachers. But
you can't say good-bye to a town,
or a river, or a particular pineif

"This Is it"
That's the

way

It

is

here today.

The Fifth
War Loan

is underway.
You can't say good-bye to
The first
Federal Street with its beautiful
day's sales totals art in. Every
Individual is faced with the chalold houses. You wish there was
lenge to go all-out to do his best
some way that you could, but
or be found wanting in one of the
there isn't But perhaps it's better
greatest tests any dtlzen can experience in a lifetime.
that way, because then you can alOf course you can <wid excuses
ways keep them with you throughfor not doubling your best War
Bond buying record In past war
out the years to come-. You can
loans, but can you find a single
think about the Library and the,
excuse which will satisfy a fighting man from this community
Commencement processions, but
who Is feeing the hen of battle?
you just can't say good-bye, beWill you let him down or will
you fight by his side? THIS
cause they become a part of you.
And you know that when you come,
l
THB EDITOR.
back years later, they will still be
there, just as you always rememWaste paper and rags are critbered them. And you always do
ically needed for paper manufactcome back; or maybe it's just that urers in order for them to turn
you never really leave at all.
out paper, necessary to wrap or
So this open letter, then, is the make over 700,000 war items.
and rags and
good-bye that I can never say. Wrap your paper
put them out for the Brunswick
Some day, you, too, may find how salvage collection on July 29.

tree.

1

Continued from Page
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1.30 p.m. Sargent

Thu. Aug. 3

Gymnasium and Walker Art
Building.

Opening of Final Ex-

aminations.
7.45 p.m. Station

WGAN. BOW-

DOIN-ON-THE-AIR.

President

Sills will speak.

Aug. 4 8.30 a.m. and 1.30
p.m. Sargent Gymnasium. Final
Examinations.
Sat. Aug. 5 8.30 a.m. and 1.30
p.m. Sargent Gymnasium. Final
Examinations.
Mon. Aug. 7 8.00 a.m. Opening of
the second term of the Summer
Fri.

Fraternities Initiate

Continued from Page

He

nominal.

Way

played

December,

in

in

I

Men After

}

The Milky
at Bow-

'37.

New

Take

for

It

March

Away

'38 at

He

at
acted

in Dec. '39 at

Bow-

in

Dec.

Bowdoin and Portland.

The Twig

in

doin and in Nov. '40 at Newton,
Mass. He acted in Waiting for
Lefty in Feb. '40 at Bowdoin. He
designed the set for The Petrified
Forest produced in May '40 at
Bowdoin. He acted in Henry IV,

Traditions exhibited
•spasms of life in

a

ternities "made the rounds," in
the hazing and "quests" preceding
the initiations many pledges also
exhibited spasms of none too mys-

terious origin.

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity uninitiated Donald RusJames Eells, Jr., Martin E.

eventfully

is

at

sell,

Thoreau Farm, Virgin- parents.

Road, Concord, Mass.

He

be-

vice

Shorey enteredSthe

after

his

graduation

ser-

from

Sigma Nu Fraternity. Bowdoin and has been overseas
At Bowdoin, Wheeler took part for about six months. He holds
Gown activities. the rank of First Lieutenant and
in
Masque
and
On Religious
Cross Country, and was a member is in the Infantry. He is the son
Undergrads of the Faculty Student Union of Henry A. Shorey, proprietor ot
the Bridgton News, and the grandBoard.
He started in the Masque and son of the late Major Henry A.
longs to the

History Of

!

j

|

j

My talk today is concerned with
that most intangible and in some
cases non-existent part of a Bowdoin man's life, his religion. Selections from 'History of Bowdoin
College' make up the major part
of my words. It is very interesting
to note the changes in the life of
the college which have come to
pass over a period of 150 years and
the problems faced during that period. It is very encouraging to note
that modern students are not, according to Puritanic standards,
more iniquitous than those one
hundred years ago. Neither are

they more angelic. When Bowdoin
College was opened as is the case
now religion was at a low ebb. To
quote from Mr. Hatch: "The great
awakening of 1740 did much to
quicken spiritual life, but it spent
its force after some twenty years.
When war came the soldiers acquired habits of sabbath breaking,
profanity, gambling, and intemperance, and then returned to their old
homes, caring little for Puritanism,
either theological or moral. . . .
Hatch continues ... In the early
days of Bowdoin the students were
usually the sons of well-to-do or
rich parents, who, even if they cordially approved of the church, were
unwilling to join it lest they should
be obliged to give up worldly
amusements like dancing and card
playing." President McKeen was a
conservative Congregationalism but
more moderate than many of his
colleagues. President Applet on was
more conservative than President
McKeen. The authorities at Bowdoin regarded no one as religious
unless he had been converted or at
least had manifested a tendency toward that special religious experience. It must not be forgotten that
the authorities narrow as they

were

in

some

respects,

were

fight-

ing a dangerous laxity in morals
and that they were filled with an
earnest desire for the welfare of
the Students.

Dekes,

the

who

initiated

George Quaile, Samuel Marsh,
John Whitcomb, Wilford Divine,
and Barney Baxter.
A few of
these boys were actually made to
few visit some Smith girls as part of
their hazing duties.

'

The Theta

Delts have yet to intheir freshmen— the same
freshmen who in the course ot
their health hikes nearly burned
a barn.
itiate

Timothy J. Donovan, James H.
Whitcomb, Charles Cabot Easton
and Raphael Raldiris, Delta Upsllon freshmen, sent out on a quest

Mere Point

to

for a. well

pump

in the woods for two
nearly stumbled into the
Robinson, Thomas C. Wearherill,
well itself. They returned to the
Part I in June '40 and The Swan
and John L. Thomas on July 21.
campus in time for initiation on
Song in Oct. '40 at Bowdoin. He
The Rsi U's initiated Albert ChillJuly 18.
was the Reviewer of Room Serson on July 14.
Previously the
Zeta Psi fraternity, which exvice in Dec, '40, and was an actor
two Psi U freshmen were detailed
posed its freshmen to unmentionin My Last Ducheaa in March '41
on a "goat Hunt" over the hills
able horrors, initiated Reginald T.
He was a make-up and dales
at Bowdoin.
and mid the mud and
Lombard, Jr., and Charles H. Perman for Tartuffe in March '41 and slime of neighboring
fields.
ry on July 9.
for Me and Harry in May '41.
Also on July 14, Chi Psi fraternThe Kappa Sigma neophytes,
Stepanian also toured with the
ity initiated William P. Siebert,
Clifford E. Wilson, Edward Noyes,
summer theatre on Cape Cod and Herbert T. Silsby,
Joseph C.
George W, Miller, and Austin
with a Stock Company in Boston Wheeler,
and Arthur C. Simonda,
Sowles were initiated on July 14.
until he enlisted in the Army Air
Jr. This Friday was the big night
On July 21, Beta Theta Phi fraForces.
In his junior year he
started the Actor's Workshop. As Act Play Contest. In his Junior ternlty initiated James M. Blanz
a Senior he wrote a radio play, year he was stage manager for and Raymond H. Swift.
"Lt. Comm. A. J. Dollinofsky"
based on the poetry of Hart Room Service, arena style, which
Caleb K. Wheeler '43 has been was played on the campus and ordered his freshmen on a harreported missing in action over later at Fort Williams and Fort rowing hike on July 14. Starting
Hungary since July 2, 1944. He McKinley. He was secretary of out at 11 p.m., Woodbridge Brown,
'47, Victor Fortin and
qualified as a navigator at Nash- the Masque and Gown until his James Hall
John Cummings traveled to Boothville,
Tenn.,
having previously graduation in January, 1943.
trained at Selman Field, Monroe,
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd, '41 was bay Harbor for some girls' signaLa. He was commissioned a sec- wounded by machinegun fire in tures. Finally all the pledges exond lieutenant in January, 1944. the fighting at Normandy. He is cept Hall and Brown droopped by
He married Miss Elizabeth K. now in a hospital in England, ac- the wayside. These two lucky boys
Trundy last January 19th. His cording to word received from his were picked up in a blinding thun-

ia

Reed Talks

for

'47

Rigid Hazing

the past fortNeednight as* the Bowdoin fraternities
ham, Mass. He acted in Shoe,
initiated their pledges.
Although
'38
maker's Holiday in May
at
no pre-war banquets or celebraBowdoin. He was make-up man
tions were in order, and no fra'38

doin, and, in

home

Session.

field

powdered snow on your horse as
he crunched through the crisp new

[

COMING EVENTS

Last Monday, the Bowdoin boys
were defeated in a return game
with the Na*val Radar School, the
final score being 5 to 3. The Radar
boys opened the scoring section in
the second inning on a triple by
Duering and an error by Don Russell, and in the third inning added
in the left-field foul territory. Tim
two more runs on a hit and a
Donovan spent a frantic 30 seconds
stolen base, three bases on balls
trying to retrieve the ball while
and a single.
Raslavsky meanwhile taking adBowdoin came back in the fourth
vantage of this lucky break, continued his way around the base inning and tied the score at three
all. In this inning, a hit by Tom
paths.
Bowdoin went ahead in their half Donovan, a hit by Ray Boucher,
of the second inning on a single and two stolen bases, and two passed
a stolen base by Dune DeWar and a balls gave the game a new aspect.

sharp single to right

Bowdoin Men

Team

nis team was pitted Saturday afOn Friday, July 21st, the Bow- ternoon against a Navy Radar
School team, and lost by the score
doin team journeyed to Lewiston
of eight to one. Bowdoin's single
to engage the V-12ers and the
game went a total of 11 innings point was made by Peter A. Curran
'46 and William Devine '48 playing
before it was finally called on acas a doubles team.
count of rain.
Since the regular varsity tennis
Bowdoin scored their only run
coach, Professor Kendrick, is on
in the ninth inning on a home-run
his
temporary
vacation,
three
by Mort Page. Previously, Bates coaches, Professor Ladd, Professor
had scored their run on a two-bag- Quinby,
and Peter Sturtevant,
ger an error and a deep fly to the
Rector of Saint Paul's Episcopal
outfield. The game turned out to
Church, have taken his place. The
be a great pitching duel between
team has a tentative match someKnight of Bowdoin and Rehl of
time in the near future with M.I.T.
Bates. Knight had a total of nine
and Harvard, which it will play on
strikeouts while Rehl, his opponsuccessive days on a two-dhy trip
ent, had a total of 16 strikeouts to
to Boston.
his credit. Knight and Page were

,

morning,

with its churchbelis. There are lota
of churches in Brunswick. There is

Radar Tennis Squad

The opposing

had 9 strikeouts

to his credit, while Lloyd Robbins
Knight had the remarkable total

John W. Holt

Gown

as production

man

in

the Shorey, Civil

War

Veteran. Shor-

and

los^

nights,

derstorm by one Hiram Cole, a
Kappa Sigma Bowdoin Alumnui
He
lives in Cape Elizabeth.
took the two wet men to his home
where he regaled them with "wine,
women, and song." At least he

who

provided clothes and dates. Late
Monday morning these two explorers into the realm of the fantastic returned to our campus, td
be initiated on the 21st.

of his freshman year. He was ey is a member of the Theta DelAlpha Tau Omega fraternity inthe stage crew for the ta Chi Fraternity.
Shorey was on the Orient Board itiated Howard Stuart and Robert
Christmas play and two High
Dolan
on July 21.
an
AssociSchool one-act Play Contests. In at Bowdoin, serving as
his sophomore year he was stage ate Editor. He was also active in
there, for many decades, most of
manager for Room Service and on tennis and interfraternity athlet- the Bowdoin undergraduates atthe production crew for the One ics.
tended regularly. Hatch goes on to
fall

also on

enumerate the problems involved
zeal was shown and
in such a system. In the early days
success attained. About ten
of the college a student threw his
years later a student said that the
hat across the chapel. About a huninformal, practical talks delivered
dred years later there was more
by the Professors had done more than one instance of such misbegood than all the sermons he ever havior, and the ORIENT stated
heard the Y.M.C. A. has engaged in
that several professors had ceased
activities.
extra-college
various
to attend chapel, and had discourOne closely related to its original aged their friends from doing so
purpose was the giving of financial
except on Sundays, when apparassistance to the "Bowdoin misently a different spirit prevailed.
sionary" in India, A. S. Hiwale, a
The gallery in the First Parish
graduate of the class of 1909. The
Church reserved for Bowdoin stuAssociation has also aided Dr.
dents was originally only the
Labrador.
his
work
in
Grenfel in
south gallery'- Twenty years later,
Much of its work, however, has at the request of the minister, a
been done nearer home. Members
part of the students were transhave gone among the poor in the
ferred to the north gallery, probneighborhood of Brunswick, and
ably in the hope that if divided
have acted as leaders of boys' gymThe
they would behave better.
nastic clubs. They have also done
congregation has been shocked
deputation work, visiting churches
sometimes by the inattention and
and schools to give religious teachthe irreverent postures of the stuing to the young people.
dents which their position in the
The Y.M.C.A. has benefited stugallery had been manifest to all.
dents in other than religious ways.
At one time a plan of scattering
It has welcomed the entering class
the students through the congremany ejaculations and prayers, with a reception, published a hand- gation was discussed, but it was
such as, "Oh that the Lord would book of information, the "Freshfelt that the experiment would not
man Bible," for their benefit. Stu- be successful unless it were made
have mercy on the students.
may the time soon come when they dents have been aided to obtain with the cordial acceptance of both
shall leave their vain amusements secondhand textbooks, sick stu-

faneness were greatly prevalent.
During the first four years of
Dr. McKeen's presidency, though
some students were thoughtful, upright and possessed of fine social
qualities, there w^s not one, it is
believed, who- was a member of
any church or who believed and
hoped in Christ as his Saviour.. „.
In the first eight classes, I can
learn, continues the parson, of but
one who imay have been deemed,
at the time of admission, hopefully
pious, and it is doubtful whether he
had made a public profession of
religion." Judging by these facts
it would seem that the Bowdoin of
today is considerably more religious at least outwardly.
The first organization of a religious nature at Bowdoin was the
Bowdoin Praying Circle founded in
1815. The records of the Circle
were kept in a most pious manner,
to quote: "Not only were there
statements of the moral and religious condition of the college, but
.

.

.

ings,

much

much

;

'

—

mercy and dents have been visited.
and
One hundred years ago daily
ours. A large class soon to gradu- chapel was held at 6 o'clock in the
ate and not half of them profess morning. Although an attempt was
Godliness and nearly 2/3 of those made in 1864 to change the hour,
in college are in the path of hell." the hour was not changed until
For a number of years the Circle 1876. Then the time for morning
maintained relations with similar chapel was fixed at seven-fifty, a
institutions at other colleges. Par- rising bell being rung at six-thirty.
was Ultimately still further concessions
ticular care for Bowdoin
shown by various religious organ- were made to the desire for late
izations in Maine.
sleeping. In the fall and winter,
In 1821 the members of the Con- and than in the spring term also,
gregationalist Church in Augusta chapel was held at eight-twenty.
pledged themselves specially to re- The rising bell was not rung until
member the college in their pray- seven and in the spring of 1911 was
of

supplicating

grace of

the

God upon

their souls

Here is an account of conditions
in Brunswick in 1802 by the lamenting Congregational minister:
"The degeneracy of doctrine was ers.
nearly as marked as the corrupIn 1882 the Prayer Circle voted
tion of morals and this was fearful. to become a branch of the Young
In several parishes of this vicinity Men's Christian Association. The
the ministers were viciously intem- ORIENT gave the change a someperate. Rum flowed down our what guarded approval. The Assostreets. Sabbath-breaking and pro- ciation began with frequent meet-

discontinued.
The college

was not

satisfied

its children to take
part in what may be called family worship.
They must go to
church as well. The Church selected was the Congregationalist, and

with compelling

parties, and it was never tried. It
was probably with reference to the

decision against this change that
the ORIENT said "Students who
keep late hours Saturday nights
will be rejoiced to hear that we are
to retain our sleeping apartments
in the galleries of the church."

At times there was a lack of
harmony between minister and the
The Reverend Mr. Mead

students.

from 1822 to 1829, appears to have
given special offense. In 1823 some
students hung Mr. Mead in effigy.
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Playwright Returns To

DekeGoat
Continued from Page

(

I J

This editorial "we" business is most amusing. Of course,
you know perfectly well that you are you, and damn glad of it least a few kilometers from
most of the time, but nevertheless it gives us a feeling for se- Deke House without being

Then if we get sued for libel, we can always say that it
the other guys that wrote it. But nobody ever reads what
write we don't even read it ourselves and if anyone
does read our stuff they can't have intelligence enough to sue
us anyhow. So we go on writing like we were more than us,

curity.

was

—

we

—

mean. Gad, well

me,

I

my

step.

all

be schizophrenics,

We

if

we don't watch

came of those wondrful crap games
we used to see around the campus?

watched the World of Mirth
unload at the Maine Central yards
last Sunday. There were so many
people there that half the time we
couldn't tell which was us. We remember seeing the World of Mirth
two years ago when it was playing
in Brunswick on what is now the
United States Naval Air Station.
In case you didn't know, the World
of Mirth is the overgrown sideshow

What's the matter, boys, no spirit ?
As a matter of fact, there isn't an
awful lot of spirit around the cam
pus these days. We had a freshman
speak to us for the first time in a
year the other day. Now we don't
like to birch about this, but if the
current crop of fugitives from Miss

Seminary and Finishing
that has been hitting the State of School is any indication of the curMaine quite regularly for the past rent trend in liberal education, we
few years. If you haven't seen it think that maybe the ASTP wasn't
yet. you ought to just for the so bad after all. We have a plan
laughs. We saw one ATO get which might solve the evil situahooked for one hundred and thir- tion. After all, it isn't entirely the
teen skins when he tried to out- fault of the students coming into
guess the operator of one of the residence now, because there just
games. The same night, we watch- isn't anyone around to teach the
ed a chump from the BIW get tak- boys the spirit of the College. It
en over the coals for a cool three used to upset us to discover freshhundred. There is one good reason man, and upperclassmen even, who
Allen's

—

why the show is not playing in didn't know the names of the
this year. People can dormitories. But if the students
be awfully stupid sometimes. Most haven't the urge to learn something about the College on their
of the time, in fact.
own hook, then there ought to be a
V
After waiting for it for a long required course in Bowdoinology
time, we were glad to hear a blast for all students. How about that
at the students in Math 1 the other mess, Dean?

Brunswick

— —

day.

—V—

From what we gather, the lads

have been goofing off for some time
now, and the instructor got tired
of red-inking quiz papers. So on
this particular day he gave the
boys the business for nearly twenty minutes without sparing the
lash.
Then with the boys very
warm under the collar, the instructor announced that there would be
a makeup quiz for all the lads who
flunked. This is about the nicest
thing we have heard in some time.

Hats

We're sick of

crap about the College taking over
the fraternity houses and closing
them. Don't you lugs know that the
College has done everything in its
power to keep the fraternities going long after every other college
in the country had to call it quits?
Use your heads; you're damn lucky
to be in the College at all. Take a
look at Williams or Dartmouth.
Ask some of the men who have

off to the long-suffering in-

structor.

transferred to Bowdoin

We wish we had gotten to

know him

better;

listening to this

how

things

other colleges. Then stop and
it over.
You're just plain
stupid with a stubborn streak.

are

in

he leaves at the think

end of the month.

—V—

—V—

What

Question of the week:

We had a hot

be-

one

last Saturday.

[

Campus From Iowa
On

the

CAMPUS SURVEY

Art Exhibit
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contrary,

his

i

]

roots

by W. H. Rosenberg
The f ol lowing story, In Its en-

are

Crawford Thayer '44 will be on sunk deeply in the activities ot tirety, represents the literary efdeforts of • humble undergraduate.
tected. The combined forces rushed the campus during August in order human beings and in the moods
to
discuss plans with Professor of the elements. In the whole of
It Is Intended as unadulterated
the unsurprised Psi U.'s, D. U.'s,
and Deke's, headed by Chillson, Quinby for future presentation of his fishing scenes there is a feel- humor, and most be taken in a
Donovan and Quaile, from the his new play in four acts, "The ing for the force and wetness of lighter vein. For the sake of prethe winds over the high seas and
venting any future legal complifront and rear simultaneously. The Woman's Place."
According to Professor Quinby, there is always present or implied cations, the author would here.
struggle waged back and forth for
some litUe time, when suddenly the the play was sent to him by Thay- the relationship between the men like to announce that the story is
altogether unauthoritative
In
goat broke loose, not due to the er in July and was submitted to the and the deep.
might of the attackers, however, executive committee for summer
There is a remarkable ^variety every respect, that any similarity to persona living or dead
but rather to the corroded chain presentation. The play was rejected in the groups of subjects which
with which he was fettered. The because of the limited time offered Mr. Fitzgerald has essayed that therein is purely coincidental,
battle then surged convulsively to in the summer for necessary re- derives from the eventfulness ot
that any reference to events or
the front of the "White House" visions and rehearsals.
He was born in Boston occurences which actually haphis life.
However, the play is a definite in 1899 and joined the United pened is entirely by accident,
when the goat, being a good Deke
from way back, decided that he possibility for next spring. Profes- States Marine Corps when he was that any views or opinions which
had had enough of the proceedings sor Quinby said. Final plans will eighteen, in time to serve in the the reader may consider as
and quietly passed out. This quite be made next month when the au- first World War. After the Arm- biased, cynical, atrocious, moralnaturally brought the festivities to thor is expected back.
^ istice he turned to painting as a ly harmful, or dubious in any
Crawford Thayer, who prepared career and studied at the Boston other manner, may be discounted
an end until the goat recovered his
composure, but even then he looked at Haverhill High School, took part Museum School. During the years
altogether. In short, the author
too shaky to continue the struggle. in many and varied activities while from 1925 to 1928 he began to
takes no responsibility for stateHe recovered entirely the next day a student at Bowdoin. They include visit at Monhegan, Maine, in the ments stated, (as has Just
and is spending his remaining days the Achorn Prize Debate (1, 2); summertime. At the same time been statefully stated), but ineating live cigarette butts and "Bugle" (1); Bowdoin-on-the-Air he went on several trips to the
stead would like to make It
drinking beer.
Classical Club (2, 3) De- Grand Banks of Newfoundland in
(2, 3)
clear that the story should under
Having viewed the events with bating Council (2, 3); Ibis (3); Gloucester halibut schooners in all conditions be considered as
an impartial eye, we must say that "Orient" (1, 2, 3); "Variety" (3); the autumn. The influence of these one big lie by any who disagree
the attackers can claim a moral "Quill" (2, 3); '68 Prize Speaking journeys is apparent in many of with its aspects.
if not an actual victory. We do, Contest (3); and Witan (3).
In the winter he
his paintings.
No actual point of view is exhowever, wish good luck to both
In addition, Thayer was a mem- sailed to the" Caribbean Islands,
pressed. It was merely by chance'
sides in the coming years with the ber of the Masque and Gown, on especially the Barbaros and Trinithat some sharp words should
hope that the custom will be con- the executive committee of which dad. His chief artistic inspiration
stick out of the conglamoration
tinued till the countryside is de- he was a member-at-large during at this time, he says, was Cizanne.
when the information and mavoid of goats, or the local farm- the summer session of 1942 and of In 1928 he signed articles to sail
terial of the story was shoveled
ers finally catch on.
which he was President in 1942 on the Dorothy Inchenback for
together Into one big heap. Any
and 1943.
Seattle with the idea of continuhard feelings or misunderstandWe drove down Mere Point way In his Freshman year Thayer ap- ing on to Alaska as one of the ings
caused through wrong interwith a dear well, we were on bus- peared in Mergendahl's "Me and last of the old Alaska pachus.
pretations of a phrase will be
iness. We picked up a TD fresh- Harry," and "Room Service."
However, his ship was grounded cheerfully explained away by the
man who had been down to dig
During his sophomore year he on the sand flats of Oakland when
actual facts as they stand. The
some clams. Gosh, he knew about again played in "Room Service" she arrived in San Francisco, so
author, having now shed his
as much about clams as a goose played arena style. In the winter of he went South to Montering, built
responsibility for anything said
knows about God. Well, anyhow we his sophomore year Thayer sub-, a studio there in the following
(whether notorious or not), now
drove him back to Brunswick. It mitted "Boss's Son" to the One-Act year, and remained mostly in that
expresses the hope that libel
appears that we were seen picking Play Contest, winning second prize. locality until 1943, with the exsuits will be few and far behim up, and the state police were He also played the lead in "The ception of trips into the mountains
tween, and that arrogant readsoon informed that a German pris- Milky Club," arena style, and was of ,New Mexico and California. At
ers, before they become excesoner with a heavy accent was seen in "Julius Caesar."
this time he developed an enthussively hot under the collar, will
entering a car on the Mere Point
In the summer of 1942, Thayer, iasm for Chinese art, especially
remember to count up to 10 and
road. Naturally, since six PWs had submitted his first full-length play, that of the early dynasty. Recentrepeat the phrase, "Smile and the
just cracked out of the pulp woods "Low Ebb." However, "Sheperd of ly Mr.
Fitzgerald returned to
smiles with you," until
near
down
in Princeton (that's
east
My People," by Carmichael, was Monhegan and his intention, he world
their heated and aroused anger
Calais) the state police were mod- chosen over it by the executive says, is to settle permanently in
has been calmed to a harmless
erately interested. They cruised the committee. In the One-Act Play Camden, Maine. The Walker Art
chuckle at the strange ways of
town looking for him and using up Contest of 1943 Thayer submitted Gallery is glad to welcome him to
the world.
countless gallons of gas, and un- two plays "Low Ebb," condensed Maine by holding this exhibition.
Under the spreading branches
countable miligrams of rubber. from full length, which came in
Mr. Fitzgerald's work has just
of the great Bowdoin campus
Naturally, they couldn't have found second, and "Danse Macabre," both come
from successful exhibitions
trees, student life still goes on,
him. Which they didn't. So look of which he directed. He also playat the Milch Galleries in Neweven after three years of war, and
out how you spoke the king's Heng- ed the principal comedy role in York and the Vose
Galleries in
;

—

,

'

—

,

commencement Boston. After the close of the human interest abounds.
College men with heads bulging
exhibitiin in Brunswick his paintThayer, following his graduation, ings will be shown in the L. D. M. from the weight of their future
went to the University of Iowa on Sweat Memorial Art Museum in potential intellectualism wander
around the paths and lawns of our
a Longfellow Scholarship. There Portland.
institution, making history and
he is doing graduate work in Engbreaking tradition. An informal
lish and is continuing his work in
trot poll taken last week revealed
the dramatic field at the Iowa Uni- Holmes Chapel
that the student body is agreed
versity theater.
[ Continued from Page 2 ]
there was never such a variety of
lish when asking directions from
un-caged males in school at any
But the comforting one time before. The trot poll
nice old ladies, or you, too, may be displace.
thought for you is that by the made it plain that among the 150
at the business end of a shotgun.
time your sons are in college these enrolled learners, there are 149
V
The coming houseparty, which devices will begin to seem pretty different characters, (that of GrifForward looking educa- fin and Curtis being almost identiis a misnomer these days, should stodgy.
provide a good opportunity for a tors will denounce them as anti- cal, because they are both T.D.'s.)
clambake. Why can't the College quated, and ask bitterly how long
However, many a bright, intelthrow another one for the visiting we shall copy the educational pol- ligent visage stares into the eyes
dears ? Since there are so few men icies of the Astecs. If you doubt of war-time professors, and many
in the College, and so few that this, remember to consult the edu- an athlete of prowess takes his
have enough lead in the pencil to cational page of the Times for workout with the calisthenics
have dates, it seems only fair that some, Sunday in 1970.
squad.
There are also boys of
the weekend ought to be conducted
The really useful changes, and beauty, or should we say handon an all-college basis. If there' there will doubtless be many, will someness, who claim that they
were to be ,say, seventy-five stu- proceed from the realization that' have quite a way with the ladies.
dents with dates, a day at Simp- the only education a student gets Horse-sense runs in the minds of
son's Point would be far more en- is what he gives himself. The use- only a very few blessed ones, aljoyable if there were lots of people ful reforms will be those which though one February
freshman
instead of a few bewildered girts make it easier for the individual shows all external signs
of possesand a handful of cardboard easa- to do more work on his own init- sing it.
novas. The all-college clambakes at iative, under his own power. The
Among the new freshmen who
the Point are one of the most dis- college is a convenient place for
came in last month, some are altinctive features, and the most de- carrying on the process of selfready outstanding. Others, hav.
lightful by far, of a college like education.
There must be some
Bowdoin in wartime. You couldn't books, a certain amount of equip- ing made it plain that they ara
not out to make good impressions,
get a deal like that at Harvard, or ment, a place to read, and to use
any other place. Can you imagine those in reasonable comfort with stand behind the counters of life
with unusually wise expressions.
President Conant with clamjuice some peace and quiet. A faculty
on his vest? Once in a while we may also be useful on occasion. There. are athletes galore in th*
wish we had gone to Harvard so These people assist students out new class—many of them are alwe could wear Brooks clothes and of intellectual blind alleys, prevent ready renewing established Bowwhite shoes all the time, but al- lost motion and save time by doin baseball records at Pickard
ways we decide to hell with Haw- painting out unrecognized errors, field. As for the number of really
"bright boys," that will be deved.
suggest materials and methods
termined towards the end of next
V
that might otherwise be overlookweek, when the average fifty perWell, we figure we have done ed, provide a certain amount ot
cent
of the entering class gets
enough by our George and filled up guidance and inspiration.
bounced.
a few inches for him. If a few of
These are the elements of an
The theory that undergraduate
the one hundred and thirty-five educational mechanism. Most remen in this College of ours would forms are rearrangements of the life outside the classroom has diget the you-know-what out of their pieces. You can indulge in a good minished to a minimum was viopants, we wouldn't have to turn out deal of educational reform with- lently disproved during the Deke
so much of this drivel. But we feel out waiting for the post-war mod- goat fight on early Friday mornvery sorry for all the guys who run els. If you would like an inter- ing last. The D.U., Deke, and Psi
freshmen bravely defended
the Orient and the Masque and departmental major, this is just U.
Gown and Bowdoin-on-the-Air and the time to try it, while the whole their newly acquired menagerie
almost impossible odds.
all the other organizations on the major system is in a state of sus- against
campus, just because they work so pended animation.
If the 100 Were it not for the fact that there
hard and get no thanks for their Best Books attract you, the list is was a slip-down in the handling
efforts. They don't even get any available and the books are in the of the chain which held the singuhelp. Come on, you jockeys, wake library. So are the 100 worst, in lar zoo to a tree, the mad scramble would undoubtedly have lasted
up and be alive. If you don't, you the case at the left of the desk.
may be surprised to discover that
But you will make the most im- until the attacking forces, slowly
worn
down by D.U. and also Deke
you might just as well have gone portant of educational reforms
to the School of Swedish Massage. when you succeed in convincing and Psi U. fighting spirit, would
"Winter's Tale" at

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

Schedule of Courses, Second Term,

Hour

Course

Astronomy 2

Summer Trimester, 1944

Place

9

Searles

Instructor

2

1

Chem. Lecture Room
^* 10
Chem. Lecture Room
Consult Prof. Kammerling

Chemistry 2
Chemistry 4
Chemistry 00

1

1

Economics 2
Economics 6

1

Kamerling
Kamerling

Brown
Brown

Memorial 03
Memorial 103

11

1

10

— —

«

t

English
English
English
English
English

8

26
29

Memorial 101
Memorial 102
9
Memorial 01
Consult Prof. Chase

55

Consult Prof.

2

I3A

,

10

Brown

1

French 4
French 6
French 100

Brown

10

Adams 207

11

Memorial 102

Thayer
Chase

•

Leith
Livingston

Consult Prof. Livingston

German 2
German 4

10
II

Government 2
Government 9
Government
1

9
8
'

11

1

Greek 4

.

Memorial 104
Memorial 104

Ham
Ham

Memorial 103
Memorial 103
Adams 304

Hormell
Hormell
Helmreich

9

Adams

9

Adams 304

Kendrick

1.30

Adams 205

Means

Means

205

1

5

Latin 14 (Catullus)

Mathematics
Mathematics 2
Mathematics 4
Mathematics 6

10

1

1.30
i

11

9

Adams
Adams
Adams
Adams

Chittim
Chittim

102
102
102
102

Korgen
Korgen

Physics 2
Physics 4
Physics 6

9
8

Moore Laboratory
Searles 218
Moore Laboratory

Sociology 2

1.30

Memorial 102

Spanish 2

Zoology 54

8

11

Todd

Adams 207

Biology Lecture
1
Lab. Mon. and Wed. afternoons.

your College, and if you don't
care about it, there are some pretty
swell guys fighting like hell right
now, who are going to be pretty
It's

Christie

.

Korson
Leith

Room

participant in inter-fraternity athletics, said that he had been offered a commission as second lieutenant. His stay at Bowdoin has

be#n very short, but more than
worthwhile, Dewitt said, upon be*
ing interviewed further. He holds
the office of Chaplain in his fra*
ternity, Delta Upsilon. He is best

Gross
i

yourself that the educational mechanism doesn't run itself, that

have

left in despair.

With

all

the fighting strength

you have to be the engineer, that that the coalition of eight fratern*
you can't sit still and hope that ities could muster, it was strange,
sore when they get their present someone will educate you.
It'a indeed, that all their scrappers
.were panting so hard after only
job done. They know what this your job.
five minutes of encounter with the
place means. And when they come
strong D.U.-Deke-Psi.U. combat
back and see the bunch of finks
team.
Jim Whitcomb, Raldiris,
that are running around the CamDonovan, Easton, Quaile, John
pus, there might be a few GI field
Whitcomb, Marsh, Devine, Baxter
shoes placed in the spots that need
(in absentia), Chillson, and Ervit most. Come on, you jokers, start
ing will all go down in the annals
swinging on those stars. We carried
of the college as the boys who
the ball far enough. It's up to you
gave the goat (and we don't mean
now.

About August one the commemorative scripts sent by Bowdoin's sister colleges in honor of
the Sesqnicen tennial will be
placed on exhibition in Hubbard
Hall. Also exhibited will be letters and greetings from Lord

Halifax and President Roosevelt.
The scripts, which are now in
the possession of President Sills,
contain greetings and best wishes
from ten other colleges, Including
Harvard; Dartmouth, U. of M.
and Colby.

known on campus

for his remarkable ability in playing the piano.
Already several times he has been
invited to play for sick sailors at
the Brunswick .Naval Air Base.

Dewitt's fraternity brothers, as
well as all the men here in college
who know him, will be sorry to
see him leave. His summer home
at Harpswell has been a sea-side

haven

some of

for

almost

friends

Even

home

every

his

college

week-end.

Chatham, New
Jersey, has been visited by many
Bowdoin students.
his

in

literally!) to the rest of the
campus, while in actuality they
kept the animal right in their
it

property.
Impartial
observers,
noted that both Chillson and
Quaile displayed promising potentiality in the way they did their
share of the defending task. Chillson,

when

that

any

interviewed,

ill

claimed

after-effects he

suffered were performed
line of duty, and with
Chillsonic spirit.

in

had
the

typical

long on the college grounds. They
is a man of whom they
can be rightly proud.
While on the subject of meeting

know he

people,

it

visable to

would certainly be inadamble through Bowdoin

College without meeting some other outstanding
undergraduates.
Every day before Chapel the three
Mathematics brains are seen heading down the Class of 1910 walk,
from their 11 o'clock class. These
are the Math. 3 boys, one of whom
rides a green tricycle while the
other two both have their feet
firmly on the ground.
Heading
this interesting bunch is the President of the Class of 1947, Leo J.
Dunn. Leo is a member of one of
the leading fraternities on campus, where he holds the office ot
Vice-President. His brother D.U's
hold him in high esteem, for he is
generous in sharing his vast knowledge of Mathematics with them.

From West Roxbury, Massachusetts,

Leo came

to

Bowdoin

in the

Spring of 1943. He chose Delta
The interfraternity competitive Upsilon as his fraternity on his
spirit has so far been harnessed first day in Brunswick. When inrather severely this summer, but terviewed, Leo said that he had
promises to blossom in its grand- based his choice on the advice of
eur as soon as aquatic teams are many influential people in the
organized for the purpose of mak- business world who wanted to see
ing a big splash at swimming him get the right kind of send-off
matches.
Swimmer Charles W. towards an outstanding career.
>Curtis,

with

seeing a sign
the
words

Match" on

it,

last week
At this point, a fellow student,
"Swimming reading over my shoulder, was
was lured into pay. struck, as if by lightning with the

ing a 50-cent admission fee to the idea that
he wants some free pubonly to find that someone licity. Gump Grant,
another memhad set a safety match afloat ber of the illustrious
Class of 1946,
Swimmer Curtis, in displaying the general moocher-at-large,
claims
usual T. D. hard head for financial he
has more good points than just
matters, stated when interviewed, being
a Chi Psi. Gump, who has
that he had hopes of being reim- the distinction
of not wearing any
bursed in two or three decades piece of
clothing that is his own,
when another substantial gift may is proud of the fact
that his fraput his fraternity back on its feet ternity
brothers are so full of love
again.
Until then he is a half- for him
as to supply him with
dollar poorer.
nearly all the essential needs of
President Peter Curran of the life.
However, Gump gets his
Student Council, leading member own girls.
He has established
of the Delta Upsilon fraternity, quite a reputation for himself as
was seen recently getting tired on being the "smoothest" member of
his way to Mere Point. - "Pete", the Boody Street "Lodge Crowd."
pool,

mong undergraduates

at present. follower, Lewis P. Fickett, left refor the services.
It was
"Students' Rights" party. Presi- nevertheless made public by Mr.
dent Curran has championed the Grant, upon being interviewed,
student on the path ever since he that at the war's end Grant and
took office. It is hard to discern Fickett will open an office in any
from his jovial, unassuming air as building which they will be allowhe strolls to his classes (Pete is ed to occupy. This makes it proban Ec major, and gets more A's able that the Chi Psi "Lodge" (as
in Sociology than any other sub- they call it out there, because the
ject) that President Curran is the insurance co. would not invest in
only surviving student in school the place under the title of
who has played football under Ad- "house") will in the future turn
am Walsh. With a winter home into a lawless law bureau for the
in Waltham, Massachusetts, Pete purpose of preventing social and
also maintains summer residences political
upheavals
on
Boody
at Mere Point and Goose Island Street.
Before going on to more
in the Atlantic.
Bowdoin Delta interesting topics, it may be well
U's swell with pride when they to state that Gump is a stout Resee President Curran walking a- publican.

As a staunch supporter of the cently

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do yon like to have your friends know what you are doing?
Do you like to hear of your athletic achievements?
Would you like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There

Is
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to all yonr girls and
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as President of his fraternity, is For the benefit of the intellectual
one of the few men left on campus world, Gump would like to anfrom the class of 1946. It is not nounce that his great potentiala secret, however, that his mature ities in the fields of law and govand manly appearance have made ernment remain, as yet. for the
him mistaken for an old-timer most part, untapped. He expects
from 1944. This mistake was not to graduate.
All the "Lodge
made by any important people, Crowd" are one-hundred percent
though. President Curran enters behind Gump in his drive to get
into the picture here because he out of college with a degree. His
is the greatest political figure a* long-time apprentice, and faithful

— —

•

History

Library Will Exhibit
Sesquicentennial Scripts

Henry Dewitt Page, a prominent member of the class of 1947,
expects to enter the United States
Marine Corps within a very short
time.
Dewitt, a member of the
baseball squad, and prominent

;

exercises.

»

H. DEWITT PAGE
LEAVES FOR USMC

n

.
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TJoIlege Receives Half Million Dollar Turner

BOWDOIN-ON-THE-AIR BLUEPRINTS POSTWAR PLANS
On Wednesday

LITTLE THEATRE PLAN Purchase Of Property
At Simpson's Undecided

August twenty-third, from
one to one-thirty, in the Moulton Union, Bowdoin-On-TheAir will hold a meeting for new freshmen and members. A
constitution written by Lewis P. Fickett "47, Gump Grant "46,
and Stanley D. Weinstein '47 will be brought to the floor for
ratification. Anyone who has any interest at all in any phase
of radio, whether

it

afternoon,

LONG STANDING HOPE
Building Seen Only
Way Of Serious Drama
Production At Bowdoin

Agitation for a college theatre
to the early '30's, at
which time the Masque and Gown
was still renting the Cumberland

be announcing, acting, writing, or produc- goes back

tion, i$ urged to attend. Those of you who have previously given notice of your desire to announce, and those new members Theatre

who show

such

voice

All of you

test.

interest,

must be at

who

are

this

deemed

meeting to sign for a

qualified

WGAN as the organization

The

policy of

Bowdoln-On-Th*-

Alr is expressed in its two-fold
purpose: (1) to give Bowdoin students an opportunity to become
familiar with the use of one of
the most modern instruments of

—

public expression the radio; (2)
to publicize the auricular and extra-curricular activities of BowThe policy of the
doin College.
organization is simply to carry
out these purposes to the best of

Any qualified student
displays sufficient interest is
to be given an opportunity to
work at that phase of radio for
which he is best suited.
Many of you have, asked of the
post-war plans of Bowdoln-Onits ability.

who

Like every other organon campus, Bowdoln-On-

Tke-Alr.
ization

Tke-Alr does not hesitate to say
that it, too, has future, magnanimous blueprints. For a number

war the memsupported by Professors TilJotson and Thayer were urging

of years before the

ben

that facilities for direct programs
from the campus piped to Station
be provided. It has been
suggested that the former dayroom in the Moulton Union used
by the Meteorological Unit be converted into a broadcasting studio.
The room could be made capable
of holding some seventy people
with a small section partitioned
off for a control room. From this

WGAN

room

lines would be strung to
Whittier Field, the Gym, and
Memorial Hall. Programs of the
footbal games, other athletic contests in the Gym, and visiting

is

in

active in the production work of
the organization, were the moving
spirits of a Little Theatre Fund,
the remnants of which still exist

by Professor

Thayer can be sure of an opportunity to broadcast over
tion

most of its performances. Bill Perry and Al Madeira,
both of the class of 1933 and both
for

Sta-

need of such men.

a local bank, earmarked for use
by the business manager of the
club "only for the use originally
assigned."
At that time the
Masque and Gown received no
in

Knight-Rice Recital
Planned August 30

A

recital

Rice

by Miss Marjorie
and Lloyd

Blanket

Radcliffe

of

Knight

'45 Is

scheduled for 8.15

p.m. in

the

Moulton Union on
August SO. Miss

Wednesday,

who graduated from Radcliffe in 1948, first came to Bowdoin as a member of the RadRice,

Choral Society. .Miss Rice
soloist with the RadGlee Club. She and Lloyd
Knight will be remembered for
their participation in Che annual
Burns program last January, and
for their inimitable songs during
houseparties last Spring. The
program for the recital remains
to ba announced.
cliffe

was a

also

Tax

money

and

was

therefore able to build up a' reserve from year to year, varying
from seasons when several hundred dollars were cleared to those
when the books were sadly closed
in red ink. The fund never reached four figures, and there was a
temptation to skimp on legitimate
expenditures in order to add to it.
When one considers that the remodeling of Memorial Hall into
an adequate theatre would have
cost sixty to seventy thousand and
that the theatre how planned was
estimated before the War at $150,000 with considerable additional
fund for maintainence, it is obvious that the Little Theatre Fund
was primarily valuable as a symbol of the club's desires.
Various buildings on or near the
campus have been considered as
possible theatre plants. In 1935 a
plan was drawn up for remodeling
the present carpenter shop, which
has at various times served as a

cliffe

speakers and college plays could
thus be broadcast. Station
has assured us their fullest co-operation in broadcasting such programs.
Meanwhile, many more
students would be given an opportunity to broadcast. Here all
phases of radio, including engineering, could be practiced.
Con- commons and a gymnasium and
sidering the opportunities provid- which presents a pleasing archied by such facilities and the nom- tectural
framework.
However,
inal cost, it seems too bad that the entire stage house would have
up to now the college has failed to be built behind the present
to take advantage of the unlimit- building, which could only seat
ed possibilities provided by such about 300 if used as an auditoa station.
rium.
(Editor's Note:
This article
In 1936 Felix A. Burton 07, the
was written on request by the architect for several of the fraStudent Director of Bowdoin- ternity houses, drew up plans for
on-the-Air, Stanley D. Wein- remodeling Memorial Hall to al-

WGAN

stein '47.)
[

Continued on Page 4

]

Of Paintings By O'Hara
Brilliantly Depicts Russia Of Today

Exhibition
By

more surprising than

Beam

Philip

The Bowdoin College Museum
of Fine Arts has placed on display
month

for -the

of

August an

pecially timely collection

paintings of

tercolor

Eliot O'Hara.

of

Russia

es-

waby

the noted painter,

it

is

,

and teacher who has for possessed of a formidable language
had a studio and barrier, Russia was a land which
Goose Rocks Beach, sent us few immigrants and received few visitors.
Aside from
Maine.
the romantic ballet and the spiritThough very up-to-date in its ual characterization by her great
appeal, this group was executed school of writers and musicians,
by Mr. O'Hara as a result of an we had little in the way of visual
appearances upon which to base
which he had
at

Russia
long before that country aroused
interest

in

such widespread attention by her
magnificent and unsuspected resistance and her cooperation with
the Allies. It was in the period
1928 to 1930 when Mr. O'Hara was
travelling and studying in Europe
on a Guggenheim Fellowship that
he elected to visit Russia on a
three-months painting trip.
At
that time such a choice was much

Russia produced only a
small group of painters and they,
to the dramatic industrialization of their country, embraced the style of abstraction which
flourished in Europe in the 1920's
but which had little effect upon
this country. The Hollywood presentation of Russia has been typically theatrical, and the journalistic report has merely substituted
f Continued on Page J ]

H. Griffin

MM

Mi

Says President

Hard
Sills

eral Hospital in Portland. Presi-

Skolfiekrn.

Discusses Liberal Arts

And Varied Problems Of

the appreciation of the college to
for the opportunity so
generously afforded, and our gratitude to those members of the student body and of the faculty who
have made the program so interesting.
The very fact that there
is a series of broadcasts under the
auspices of the college indicates
both that the college realizes
something of its debt to the public, and that the public in turn is
concerned about the work of the
college. As the student announcer
this evening has already informed
you. Lam to speak on the role of
the college of liberal arts in the
post-war world. I am neither a
prophet -nor the son of a prophet
so that what I have to say must
be considered tentative and suggestive, for no one is wise enough
to assert what changes will take
place in American education in
the next decade.
The main purpose of such an education is the same as it always
has been, to free the mind from
[ Continued on Pnj;r | ]

dent Kenneth C. M. Sills said
Monday that the Dean would be
back at the college by the opening of the Fail Trimester In Oc-

will be

life interest

named
'

of a

after her

handled by Prof. E. S. Hammond,

Head Project

PLACEMENT BUREAU
FORMULATES PLANS
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., Dnector of
the Placement Bureau, announces
that at a recent meeting in Bostbn
of the Placement and Vocational
Committee plans were formulated
for an active campaign with Bowdoin alumni for the placement of
Bowdoin men returning from the
services. Committees are being assembled throughotit the ctwintry,
£ Continued on Page 2 ]

Is

Well After Operation

Bridge Tournament
Hotly Contested

tions

Shown

Informal Poll Shows

Dewey Students Choice
An

informal poll held at the

two eating houses on Monday,
August 14, reveals that Governir

Dewey

is

favored by a majority

of undergraduates as candidate
for the Presidency.
The votes were as follows:

DEWEY

44
85

ROOSEVELT
Gressey

War

'44

Now

Safe

Dept. Reveals

Lieut. Stanley B. Cressey '44,

reported missing over Germany
since July IS, has now been reported as a prisoner of war in
Germany, according to word received from the War Department. Cressey was a navigator
on a Flying Fortress stationed in
the European Theatre. Only a
short while ago, news was received that Cressey 'had been
awarded the Air .Medal for
"meritorious achievements" during bombing attacks on Installations in enemy-held Europe.
-

first

member

Jr.

Altman, Stanley Nathaniel
Curtis, Charles Whittlesey
Dunham, Corydon BushneU,
Fickett, Lewis Perley, Jr.
Robert Bruce Hunter
John Francis Magee

Nathan Thomas Whitman
1948

Martin Emery Robinson

[

Coming E?ents

—

Thu. Aug. 17 Chapel, Professor
Philip Brown. Musical program:

WGAN. BOW-

'47, saxophone solo;
Harold Kimball '48, and Harold
Lifshitz '45, clarinet duet; Harold Kimball '48, Harold Lifshitz
'45, and Harold Larchian '48,

taken by Theodore Michaloplos
'26,

and

some

will also Include

taken under the auspices of the

Alumni Office.
FrL Aug. 18—Chapel, Professor
Daggett

Sat Aug. 19
vs.

DEAN'S LIST

Colby

—Varsity

baseball

in Waterville at

two

thirty.

1945 or 1946

Raymond Boucher
Leonard L. Brass
W. William Harvey*
Harold Lifshitz
Richard S. Norton
Wallace C. Philoon, Jr.
Clayton F. Reed
•Morrill Shapiro
Reginald F. Spurr
v

1947
Stanley N. Altman
Charles W. Curtis

Corydon B. Dunham,
Lewis P. Fickett, Jr.
Robert B. Hunter
John F. Magee
Nathan T. Whitman

Jr.

1947

Robert W. Burroughs
Clement A. Hiebert
J. Frank Kimball
Shepard Lifshitz
Richard A. Roundy, Jr.
Francis K. Smith
Stanley D. Weinstein

its use.

late George Lincoln Skolfor whom the fund was
named, was a prominent member of
the class of 1913, was active in athletics, and was a member of the
Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
He later was in the ship-building
business in Pennsylvania and California, where he died suddenly in
1941 in the prime of life.

Mrs. Turner and her husband.
Captain Turner, who died about
ten years ago, lived in New York
for many years and came to
Brunswick
to
retire.
Captain
Turner, a sea captain, made his
fortune in the ship building business.

President Sills also pointed out
that one of the most encouraging
aspects of the gift is its refutation
of
the assertion of President
Hutchins of the University of Chicago that small colleges will not be
able to exist in the postwar world
on the strength of private donations alone.
President Sills said
that "the trust fund shows confidence in the College" and will encourage other gifts in the future.

GENERAL FOGG

aw

clarinet trio; Professor Tillotson, accompanist.
8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Showing of moving pictures of the
Celebration.
Sesquicentennial
The program will feature those
Jr.

on

The

New

DOIN-ON-THE-AIR, Thomas H.

Harold Lifshitz
Wallace Copeland Philoon,
1946
Walter William Harvey
Richard Sewall Norton
Reginald Ferguson Spurr

trust

field,

.

clarinet trio.
7.45 p.m. Station

Of "A" Men

The

George Lincoln

the greatest needs of Bowdoin in
the past years, as several strings
are usually attached to such a gift.
The event was amazing in the respect that the gift was neither expected nor solicited, and came "out
of a clear sky." This trust fund
connects Bowdoin with one of the
oldest and best established families
in Brunswick: "It is the finest kind
of a legacy, inasmuch as it comes
from someone who is not directly
connected with the college." The
fund wisely makes provision for the
use of the income by the family.
When the fund eventually comes to
the college there will be no restric-

List

President Sills recently submitted his annual Report of The
President to the Trustees and
Overseers of the College. The report contains the names of those
associated with the College who
Bidding for its place among
have died during the past year, and
Bowdoin's extra-curricular activthose Bowdoin men who have given
ities, bridge took the lead on the
their lives in this war. It contains
night of Monday after exams.
a list of gifts and bequests, both
Thirty-two players, game for- the
monetary and literary, and combig fight, assembled at the T.D.
ments on the various phases of
House at 8 p.m., and there can be
Bowdoin life during war time, inSesqui Greetings
little doubt that the contestants
cluding improvements which have
got their money's worth of combeen effected, and improvements
In Library
petition, for the last hand was not
which should be effected after the
laid down until 1 a.m. Tuesday
war.
An exhibit of greetings from morning. Each pair played thirty
Sir Harry Oakes, graduate and
various American and English col- hands, accompanied by successive
benefactor of the College, diea
leges and* universities, Bowdoin moods o* confidence and despair.
suddenly at his home in the Baalumni. President and Mrs. Roose. The players found the system of
hamas on July 8, 1943. After his
velt to Bowdoin College upon the changing opponents after every
graduation in 1896. he led an adoccasion of. the Sesquicentennial two hands very interesting after
venturous life which took him to
Sandof the granting of the college playing ordinary bridge.
many quarters of the world; bu.
charter is on display in the Bow- wiches and drinks provided free
he never forgot, or ceased to be
by the Union helped to fill in the
doin College Library.
proud, of his Maine and Bowdoin
The President and Mrs. Roose- intervals between games.
ties.
velt sent a note of regret for their
The victors of the evening who
George Foster Cary, of the class
inability to attend the Sesquicen- received pipes as prizes were Dick
tennial celebration. But in a let- Roundy and Ensign Diehl in firs* of 1888, forty years an Overseer of
ter to President Kenneth C. M. place, and Dana Little and Judge the College, died on August 26, 1943
-Sills, President Franklin D. RoosLawlis as runner-ups. Following in Florida. He was a respected and
evelt wrote: "The fact that Bow- them were Al Query and Johnny valued counselor both to President
doin has lived and served through- Grant, fhird; Charlie Curtis and Hyde and President Sills.
Arthur Chew Gilligan, Professor
out almost the entire life of the George Griffin, fourth; and Don
United States gives to its Sesqui- Russell and Walley Philoon, fifth. of Romance Languages, and a
centennial celebration unusual sig- This highly successful tournament member of the faculty since 1925,
died in Portland on October 25,
nificance.
It can name among its was organized by the White Key,
alumni distinguished leaders in al- interfraternity athletic organiza- 1943. He set high standards of
most every decade of the Nation's tion, with the cooperation of Don scholastic excellence and scholarly
tradition for which he will always
history.
That is no mean contri- Lancaster.
be remembered.
bution. The people of this counThe College is grateful for the
try are grateful for the early esservice of Frank Johnson, a faithtablishment of Bowdoin and for Curtis Describes Plan
ful employee for more than 27
its one hundred and fifty years of
years, who died April 9, 1944.
service.
I trust that in years
Of
Bowdoin Bugle
There are listed the names of sixahead Bowdoin will not only conteen Bowdoin men who have been
tinue its contributions to the leadCharles W. Curtis '47, Bowdoin killed in action, and four that are
ership of this country but will conin "prestige and in- Bugle editor-in-chief, plans a bet- missing in action.
tinue to
More than one hundred and
fluence.
Please accept my con- ter and less expensive 1944 yearbook, and expects that it will be is- twenty thousand dollars were dogratulations and good wishes."
Harvard College, which gave sued by Christmas-time. This nated to the College in the form of
Bowdoin its third and seventh year's Bugle will have pictures and gifts and bequests. In addition to
presidents, and from which the activities of all students in college the money, there were gifts of litgoverning system of Bowdoin is this year, including the incoming erary interest. Mrs. Henry Johnson
presented to the library the origderived, appointed George Henry fall freshmen.
Curtis, assisted by Mr. Boyer, inal manuscript of Professor
Chase and John E. Hudson "to
Johnexpects to have as many features son's well-known
translation of
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

Dean

late

efit directly

POINTS FUTURE NEEDS

During Dean Nixon's enforced

the family.

In an interview, President Sills
said that the College will not benfrom the fund for some
years to come. However, the income
from the bequest will be available
for the unrestricted use of the College. Such a furtd has been one of

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

tober.

Director of Admissions.
Shortly after the operation,
the Dean talked with several
people in Brunswick and he told
his daughter that he had "already smoked two cigarettes and
had ordered • big lunch."
Many of the Fraternity houses
have raised a subscription from
the brothers and are sending the
Dean presents Inscribed with appropriate words.

member of

nephew, the

1

Chemistry Laboratory
Aiyd Little Theatre

WGAN

M

fund

sences and excuses; and the remainder of his duties are being

1947

In making my annual appearance on this program of "Bowdoin-on-the-Air" I wish to express

Although this column is not well would appear peculiar indeed to
acquainted with the processes or any alumnus if it should be known
the reasoning of the present Col- that major sports are noj allowed
lege administration, it seems that trips while minor" sports are. This
this administration has made a situation would appear to indicate
mistake in its decision to prohibit that either there was discriminathe baseball team from a Harvard tion being shown, or that at the
trip,
while allowing the tennis present time the baseball team was
team from a Harvard trip, while weaker than usual and the tennis
allowing the tennis team to make team in exactly the opposite sitthat very trip Before continuing uation.
we should like to state that our
•- r
comments here are not meant to be
The first of these latter supposiinterpreted as alleging that the
tions is not worth considering, as
tennis team should not be granted
any such claim would be entirely
such a trip, but rather that the
without basis. The other, however,
arguments used by the administrais far more to the point and detion in justifying their action will
serves our careful consideration. It
not stand up as well as they might
is perhaps evidence enough to conbe expected to do. and, furthersider the respective records. Previmore, that for several reasons the
ous to the matches in greater Bosbaseball team should he given conton the tennis team had but one
•JdertaJon over the tennis team.
portunities presented her. Situated
•-r
in as close proximity to the AtlanIn the first place tennis is not a
tic Ocean as any college ort the
major sport, and baseball is. This in
£ Continued on Page 3 J

subject to the

Chadwick

Academic Reconversion

setup. It

Dean Paul Nixon Is making a
very satisfactory recovery from
aa operation performed last Saturday morning hi the Maine Gen-

visable.

1945

College Future

Sills has disclosed that the late Mrs. Lydia
Turner of Brunswick has left in her will a provision
that Bowdoin College will receive a trust fund of $500,000,

President

Skolfield

vacation, Prof. Nathaniel Cooper
Kendrick Is handling the ab-

such property, should
such a purchase be deemed ad-

List

owing

ment against the present

DEAN NIXON RECOVERS
FROM RECENT ILLNESS

bility of

opinions.

SUN RISES
By George

late in August to discuss
the advisability of acquiring
shore property and the availa-

meet

Army in February 1943. A graduate of Morse High School in
Batfh, he came to Bowdoin as a
State of .Maine Scholar, was a
James Bowdoin Scholar, and a
member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Cressey also served as Library
Assistant, was a member of the
Cross Country team, and belonged to the Zeta Psi Fraternity.

years

school

purchase
hangs in

to

decision

of his class
to qualify for his B.S. degree, Lt.
Cressey finished college in two
and a half years and entered the

traveller,

many

'

Simpson's Point still
the balance. The Committee on
Shore Property consisting of
two members of the Board of
Gould,
T.
Trustees:
Albert
chairman; Philip Dana, Treasurer of the College; and three
members of the Overseers; Walter V. Wentworth, Arthur H.
Ham, and Paul K. Niven; will

The

likely

Russia was
to be after the war.
considered to be' a strange and
distant country about which Americans knew little ana suspected
the worst, at least politically.
Half-Oriental, lying in fact largely in Asia, profoundly influenced
by the Near and Far East, and

The

8un. Aug. 20—4.30-6.30 p.m. The
President's House. The President and Mrs. Sills will be at

home

to all members
friends of the College. N -

Mon. Aug. 21

and

—Chapel, The Pres-.

ident
Applications for scholarships
for the Fall Trimester may be

made from Monday through
Thursday, from 1.30-3.30 p.m. at
the office of Professor Kamerling in the Chemistry Laboratory.
6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Bruns-

wick Softball League. Bluejackets vs. Radar "B."
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Reading by Loyd Haberly.
Tue. Aug. 22 Chapel, Robert
Lincoln Morrell '47, Sigma Nu.
5.30 pan. Pickard Field. Varsity

—

baseball vs. Radar School.
6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunswick Softball League. Mahont

Continued on Page a

]

Continued on Page

2 ]

[

Houseparty Is
Set for Sept. 8
Houseparties will be held on the

weekend

of

September

8,

lt

was

announced by the Student Counhad been
cil after the decision
reached in a meeting held Monday, August 14. The dance to be
held Saturday night will be informal, it is revealed, for a student poll showed that a large minority of the undergraduates favored' this over a formal dance. In
general, the houseparty will be
much the same as the last one,
but a great many details are still
to be decided upon.
An orchestra has not been chos-

en as

yet,

nor has

it

been determ-

ined whether the girls will stay in
one of the houses or in one of the
dorms. All these, and other de-

Continued on Page

Retired
Brigadier
General
George E. Fogg, '06. veteran of
two world wars, and a former
commander of the 240th Coast Artillery,

3 ]

Colored
Movie in Mem. Hall
Colored moviing pictures of the
Sesquicentennial Celebration will
be shown in Memorial Hall at 8:15

on Thursday, August 17.
These pictures were taken by Thep.m.,

odore Micalopolos '26
Mass. Photography is
opolos' hobby, and the
be ihown are to be a
a whole film sequence
Sesquicentennial and

!

of Lowell.

"We'll Sing

Mr. Micalpictures to

preview of
about the
Bowdoin's

'

National

Guard,

.

To Old Bowdoin."

Gen. Fogg was born in Portland June 21, 1878, son of the late
George L. and Octavia Roche
Fogg. Educated in the local pub[

history.

Maine

died on July 26, in the Veterans
Administration Hospital of Bronx,
New York.
Gen. Fogg was active at Bowdoin where he edited both the
BUQUILL and the
GLE. He was a member of the
General
Psi Upsilon Fraternity.
Fogg was elected to the Phi Beta
Kappa Association of Maine. Following his undergraduate days,
Fogg was active in the Bowdoin
Club of Portland. He also was
the author* of the college song,

BOWDOIN

Exhibit

Will

'06

DIES IN HOSPITAL

Continued on Page

3 ]

Sir Frederick Puckle Clarifies
Vague Indian Political Status

East, India was in mighty turmoil.
Americans accused the British of
like Fascists, said they
incor- behaving
the
soon as they are decided upon by
making no effort to free Inwere
rect information concerning India
the Student Council.
charged the Britons with
and
dia,
which confuses many Americans, inadequate defense of India. Many
Sir Frederick Puckle talked infor- Yank newspapermen rabidly wrote,
mally to a small group of students, intentionally or unintentionally,
members of the faculty, and Navy that the affair was one stinking
officers at President Sills' house
mess.
on the night of July 26. In his very
Such was the situation when Sir
Peter A. Curran '46 announced coherent and understandable talk. Frederick was ordered to his post.
Great
explained
Frederick
recently that the drive to interest Sir
his words. Americans and the
In
India
potential college students in Bow- Britain's course of action in
British must "string along todifficuldoin is now underway. The country during the past decade, the
gether." in order to facilitate their
are
and
have,
Britons
has been divided up into sections ties which
coordination, and. to clear up
and undergraduates who live in hoping to overcome, and the future American prejudices, Sir Frederick
in
those sections will be urged to status of the erstwhile "Jewel
travels around the country, holdCrown."
write to schools, friends, and fam- the Royal
ing small discussion groups among
Sir Frederick Puckle is well
ilies to get the names of fellows
newspaper men. college students,
who might be interested in Bow- qualified to hold the position of ad- and other people who might be dethe
to
Affairs
visor on Indian
doin.
termining factors in the thinking
The student council member in British Embassy in Washington, of Americans.
each fraternity and the Thorndike Since he has had over thirty years
About twenty-five to thirty of
affairs.
Indian
in
Club will assign the sections for of experience
the more intellectual members of
terrifyfellows to write to, and every week When the Nipponese were
the College took time off from
world,
when
civilized
whole
the
ing
which
have
they will get the names
their arduous studies to hear Sir
come in. These names will be turn- Australia itself was threatened, Frederick. Following a short ined over to Professor Edward S. when military strategists feared troduction by President Sills, the
Powers
Axis
Mighty
two
the
that
Hammond and information bookbespectacled Scotchman of
tall,
would effect a juncture in the Near
[ Continued on Page 2 )
[ Continued on Page 4 }
tails,

will

become

available

as

DRIVE FOR STUDENTS
ALREADY INSTITUTED

By Rob Burrouehs

and Earl Hanson

Correcting much

of

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin Orient

as unpleasant as possible. It

denied that during the

The

not to be

is

year this

last half

Bowdoin

manner-less crew has managed to ^cut

MHlM

Maine

1S71

We doubt

eating time at meals by

50%.

whether

worthy achieve-

this is a very
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HOUSEPARTT?

McKenna

Byron Keene

the coming Houseparty, or rather Col-

'46
'47
'47
'47
'47
'47

Weekend, on September 8 and 9 an

lege

We

informal occasion.
don't know
.whether this decision was motivated by a
lack of tuxedoes on the part of the coun-

Published M-wwkly when clauses are held by the Students of
Rowclein College. Addreu newt communication* to the Editor
and Mibacriytior. communication a to the Business Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office in the Moultun Union, Bowdoin Colleue, Brunswick. Maine. Entered as
aeeond class matter at the poet office at Brunswick, Maine.

members or whether

represents un-

it

dergraduate opinion in general.

If it

represent the majority's desire,

we

does

prob-

ably shouldn't say anything, but we've

«v

spoken to several people and they seemed

National Advertisins Service, Inc.
Cattegr PwMidm n Ktpr* tentat we
420 Maomom Ave.
Ntw Yokk N. Y.

to think that a formal dance would add
somewhat of the "Bowdoin atmosphere"

mpmiiktu

cmo eo

•

utwhai

ram

tfoaToa

Lot

•

Managing Editor For This

LXXIV

Vol.

were disappointed to learn that

our Student Council has decided to make

cil

4

i

.

Judson R. Merrill
John W. Holt, Jr.
Leonard D. Bell
Frank Kimball
Albert C.

H. R.

Mum

;»• re

•

No.

1944

16,

Back

much

one of the

college's

publicity

vehicles,

various

can never think

that this

World

is

Pearl Har-

main advertising and
(see

War II — that this is an epoch in the

January

Life,

World War

accompaning

all

climaxed by the formal dance

on the gym floor, with national bands,
low lights, and soft couches. Nowadays

his-

the limited enrollment and the college
economic policy have naturally curtailed

to by. future generations to a greater extent even than that of

houses with

diversities,

tory of the college which will be referred

You

H. (Pre

1940). There were the dances in the

we

is

in the P. P.

bor) days Bowdoin's houseparties were

1

1974?

thing that

about too

to the affair.

Bernard E. Gorton

Issue,

Wednesday, Aug.

HOW ABOUT
The

asjgjsasjsssssssj

I.

the nature of a houseparty to some ex-

undergraduates of today are on

^

parade to an even greater extent than

tent.

"normal

There seems, however, to have been
something lacking from the last two

times"

Everyone

students

college

are.

expected to "produce the

is

way we

goods" today. The

can do so

houseparties. This, to put

is

what this
world is all about; what makes wars,
depressions, booms, unemployment. Are
you doing it? Or is it more fun to throw
away your time and opportunities?
More and more it's the men who
"know their stuff" who are making the
to learn something, find out

grade. Hindsight

companied by remorse.
ing a

foresight

little

that there

How

and

was

little

was,

if

any,

seen, or

was

was
shown on

bluntly,

it

"spirit"

What

either occasion.

excitement there

clustered in small, un-

unheard groups, and a unified

college atmosphere
festivities.

was missing from

the

Hardly worth paying some-

come 'to.
This brings us back to what we started

one's trainfare to

and usually ac-

easy,

is

to say. If there aren't enough people

about try-

really digging

in college

still

who

could make a house-

while you have the chance? You'll be

party a Houseparty, perhaps a few white

glad you did in 1974.

coats and long skirts
fact?

Maybe

it's

would cover up
worth a try.

this

D. A. L.

AROUND

SLIHGIHG THE FOOD

Here is a shovel-full of facts about the
Bowdoin "Dining room" situation

COMWG TO BOWDOIH

right into the face of every student:

House-rules no longer

exist.

Only

stu-

during the college terms since Pearl Har-

are admitted into the "Dining rooms."

have been concerned
with a defense of one sort or another of

one

is

bor, the majority

allowed to eat longer than

five minutes.

eaten by no
any one table.
The waiters' union compels all members
to swear and put their fists into the food
at all times. Throwing food across the
"Dining rooms" is proper after-dinner

All food

more than two people

the concepts of liberal education. Yet
these talks never weary us for we believe

is

at

entertainment for the "fellas."

it is

well to be constantly reminded that

liberal arts are

not useless in wartime,

and that thus

will not be

it

kind-

punishable by expulsion from the

ist has said that to make people accept a
statement that statement must be worded simply and repeated often. In the case

"Dining room." Slurping noises are especially recommended. All attempts at de-

of liberal education the service rendered
by the faculty chapel speakers is not to

"

dump garbage
when they leave

convince us of the uses of the
!

arts course but to

instructed to

pails

over

often and in

their tables

the "Din-

or academic.

ing room."

Complaints about the food

must be kept at a maximum. Guests to
Bowdoin's two "Dining rooms" are given one easy lesson in the proper technique.

You

laugh! Well, brother,

when they

don't laugh

may

it

be.

college

how our

see

"Dining rooms" are being misused. Most

now

students

in college

lieve the difference

if

would not

they could see

orderly the conduct at meals

has

At
all

was

be-

how

in the

the T.D. house one fraternity

made

food

ways

that are not abtruse

a

name

for itself

by throwing

over the place. Despite the ef-

ter the service. It may be harder to persuade veterans with an opportunity to

AAF

Plans

m

men

rather than mere technicians. There

has been a

lot

of talk going the rounds

the future world.

We must do

to convince those

we know in

is

The

untrue.

have presented

all

we can

the service

the arguments in un-

propagandize by repeating the arguments
as often as possible to veterans.

rooms" are intent to make everything

H.

derstandable form.

It

The

CURRENT EXHIBITS
Walker Art Bonding. An

exhibition of watercolor paintings of
Russia by Eliot OHara of Goose

Rock Beach.

It

will

continue

through August.

Hubbard

Hall.
Exhibition of
greetings to Bowdoin College

upon the occasion of the 150th
anniversary of the granting of
the college charter,

Marauders

ey's

vs.

Bowdoin

"Blacks."

are

made

being

for

a

thusiasts among the civilian student body, the sponsors of the

tournament,

Frank Gordon '46,
Bob Burroughs '47, and Bernie
'47,

wish to invite Radar

Student Drive

-

CUMBERLAND

closing of the Eagle in the Spring

decreased by 50 per cent the
number of establishments of its
type In the fair town of Brunswick. According to all reports
and expectations, the new Eagle
should be more splendrous than
ever. Unquestionably the Eagle
was badly in need of various improvements, and we feet certain
that those improvements will be
made in the right departments.
The grand reopening will assuredly be an occasion which Bowdoin men, who call themselves
such, should duly observe. With
a little luck, this occasion might
possibly coincide with the Senior

Weekend.

m

We

-

e

have concluded that Bowdoin is indeed a scholarly college
after hearing Professor Daggett's
announcement to the effect that
nearly ten per cent of the college

made Me Dean's List. Our Jubilation was short-lived, unfortuContinued on Page

3 ]

is

our jobs to

It Big
with
Jack Haley - Harriet Hlllard
also

Fox News

ALL Your

tradition over the years, that I may well say
a few words about the forthcoming Senior Weekend, or as it 'is
more familiarly known, Wartime

Houseparty.
Let me commence by reading
an excerpt from the January 9.

PHILGAS

does the cook-

PRINTING
We have

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

ing best

STATIONERY
Frl.-8at.

Aug. 18-19

with
Dorothy Lamour
ateo

Paramount News

Sport Reel

Sun.-Mon.

Aug. 20-21

BrunswickHardwareCo.

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER

Iagrld
also

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Bergman

Paramount News

Printing

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone S —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
The Orient

Maine Street
Brunswick

Tnee.

And Other

Ask Us For Quotations

Phone 328-M for delivery
-

POSTERS

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS

Gaslight
Charles Boyer

Printers of

Maine

Aug. 22

Louisiana Hayride
with
- Richard Lane

Judy Canova

Selected Short Subjects

Wed. -Thurs.

Take

It

Aug. 21-24

Or Leave It

Pnil Baker

-

Fox News

The

College

FAITH, REASON,

AND

Book

Store

CIVILIZATION: Laski
HEAVEN: Ben Ames Williams

$2.50

..

LEAVE HER TO
$2.50
THE CONDITION OF MAN: Lewis M umford
$5.00
EISENHOWER, MAN AND SOLDIER: Francis T. Miller $2.00
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snows had dusted the
and pastures of coastal

"Early

Term

officers for the fraternities

and the Thorndike Club

the

for

summer

trimester have been announced as follows:
A.D. President: Dune Dewar
'47; Vice-President: AI Query '47;

—

Secretary: Jim Cutler '47.
D.U.— President: Pete Curran
'46; Vice-president: Leo Dunn '47;
Secretary-Treasurer: Gene Bernardin '47.
T.D.— President: Cliff Travis *46;
Frank
Corresponding Secretary
Kimball '47; Recording Secretary:
Charles Curtis '47; Treasurer:
Charles Abbott '47; Herald: Bert
:

woods
Maine last fortnight, when by McKenna '47.
train and car, 350 pretty girls desChi Psl President: Gump Grant
cended on the campus of historic '46; Vice-president: Grog Hogan
Bowdoin College. Some were vet- '46; Secretary: Jack Claffey '47;
erans of Harvard dances, some Treasurer: Mort Page '46.
had skied at Dartmouth's famed
Sigma Nu President and Treaswinter carnivals. But they knew urer: Bob Morrell '47; Vice-presi-

—

—

that all the Northeast offered no
gayer, jollier, college parties than
the annual Bowdoin Houseparties."

dent: Art Dolloff '47.
A.T.O.—President Lloyd Knight
'46; Vice-president: Judd Merrill
'46; Secretary: Bob Burroughs '47;
:

While we all realize that due to Treasurer: Byron Keene '.47.
Kappa Sigma President: Dick
the exigencies of total war that
Bowdoin cannot, nor would it de- Roundy '47; Vice-president: Bowsire to, throw a party of normal doin Barnes '46; Secretary: Rolfe

—

is a definite challenge
Glover "46.
words which, it is my beD.KLE.— President: Dana Little
have not been equal to in '46; Vice-president: Richard Lawour last two attempts. Perhaps lis '46; Secretary-Treasurer: John
I have been blind to the facts, but
Magee '47.
it is my observation that the same
Psl U. President: Holden Findparty might easily have taken lay "44; Vice-president: Art Sewall
place at almost any college or '47 Secretary Lewis Hills '47.
even Prep School in the land as
Zete President: Francis Smith
took place here last Christmas, or '47; Vice-president, Jack Lyons

times, there

in these

lief

we

—

;

:

—

'47; Secretary, Dave Demaray '47;
You know men, that we here Treasurer, Corydon Dunham '47.
Bowdoin in these war times
Beta>-Presider.t: Earle Rice '46;

last Spring.

at

have been given the task of upholding the traditions of the past
against the day of the return of
those boys^who have left this
campus to take their part in this
great conflict.
We need to uphold this tradition not only in the
classroom, in the curricular work
like the ORIENT, and the Masque
and Gown, and on the athletic
field, but also in our social func-

Vice-president: Reggie Spurr '46;
Secretary: Dick Norton '47; Treas-

Guy Leadbetter

urer:
er:

Bob Hunter

Thorndike
'47;

'47;

stein

Brass

Shep

Lif-

Vice-president: Warren
Secretary: Stan Wein-

shitz '46;

Court

Record-

'47;

'47.

— President:
Treasurer:

Leonard

'46.

tions.

objective of this

movement

to do away with the tendency
towards informal dress which has

too long prevailed at recent Senior Weekends.
It proved to be a
wish of two-thirds of the college
that the dance be made a Formal
Dance. Yet the Student Council
has vetoed the majority wish of
the students, and has decreed
that once again we shall have just
a dance such as we might easily
attend each and every night of
the week if we were so inclined.
If you were to look with me at
the Houseparty issue of LIFE
MAGAZINE, you would note a
group leaving the Theta Delta Chi

Placement Bureau

CHANDLER & SON

I

Continued from Page

1

J

Mr. Ladd revealed. A Committee
on Placement of the Alumni Council has been formed, consisting of
Don Edwards '16 of Boston, Chairman; Ray Foulkes '19 of Boston;
Neal Allen 07 of Portland; and R.
Woodbury '22 of New York.
Active committees of alumni associations have been formed in
New York, Boston, Chicago, Portland,
Vermont,
Detroit,
and
Springfield, Mass. In addition, com-nittees are in the process of formation in Philadelphia, Worcester,

Manchester, and about 15 other
communities where active Bowdoin
organizations exist.
Returns are steadily coming in
from the service men, Mr. Ladd
stated. In fact, better than 25 per
cerlt of the Service Questionnaires
have been returned. Compared to

most
return

colleges, this percentage of
is a relatively high one.
;

These returns are being
classified, and will be used

filed

and

in estab-

lishing proper contact for return-

ing Bowdoin veterans. In studying
these returns, it has been found
that many Bowdo'r men have
house with their tuxedos or tails made plans to return to the College, and an equal number is enthuslung over their shoulders.
Or,
you would notice a picture of a siastic abtut the possibility of regroup of Freshmen struggling into turning.
their tuxedos before the dance.
Now I realize that many of you
will contend that if it weren't for
. . .
the traditional desire of women to
"go Formal" that men would never be forced to climb into what
AUin Settle, Proprietor
you would term "monkey suits".

NOW OPEN
STUART PRINT SHOP

However, down deep I think that
every one of us who has been to
a formal dance will admit that
there is a definite air of a man of
the world about a man dressed in
tux or tails, escorting the young
lady of his choice to what used to
be a unique event a Bowdoin
College Houseparty Dance.
Among those who would have
the dance informal the only point

we have heard mentioned more

Short Subjects

also

L. Jr.

Yes, We're Interested In

Aug. 17

Take

am

—

and

cess.

Thurs.

I

Bowdoin Houseparty

1940, issue of

The

a partic-

was

e

The reopening of the Eagle is
being more or less eagerly awaited by not too few of the more
worldly
undergraduates.
The

[

Continued from Page i ]
pictorials of the college
be sent to them.
The faculty is standing by to
help, and will aid the council in
every way to make the drive a suc-

lets
will

is

While

not a veteran of Bowdoin's prewar houseparties I do feel that
through long following of the

first

m

Chess Tournament to be held in
the near future. Although there
is a great number of
chess en-

Gorton

time

one.

Elected For

me to speak

This may seem a -bit far fetched
brought up two weeks ago was the
possibility of another Vic Dance. to many of you but it is a pretty
JThis idea was promptly killed by generally recognized fact that one
the Student Council. In most cases of the things that has made a
jthe members of the Council had Bowdoin education different from
not
consulted
their
respective that which could be obtained at
houses which is, in our opinion, vi- any one of what we like to think
olating the purpose of the Student of sometimes as the 'tTow ColCouncil under the Page Plan. The leges," is the social life with its
Council should make use of the resulting contacts and refinement
fraternity houses to form this opin- in the social graces.
When the subject of another
ion because the Council as now
formed is actually a Fraternity Senior Weekend was first introCouncil and one that should make duced this summer, it immediately
use of the suggestions of the stu- became an objective of many of
dent body. As most of us know, the us to make this Weekend once
The
Vic Dance was wanted by the stu- again unique of its kind.
dent body.

College Chess Tourney
Planned By Enthusiasts
Plans

big question of the college

this

welcome

for

Fraternity Officers

t

ated.

chapel speakers

"Dining

all

cordially invited.

students and members of the fac
issue in quality, style, and interest.
ulty to sign up for the tournament.
Anyone wishing to com
pete is asked to give his name to
one of the above listed sponsors.
Cross Requests
All names should be handed in beOld Tennis Rackets
fore Monday, August 22, when a
schedule of games to be played
will be posted on the bulletin
According to Mrs. Sills, there is board
and in the eating houses.
urgent need for tennis rackets to
The tournament will be organbe used at rest homes for returnized along the lines of the" big na
ing service men.
Mrs. Sills re- tional championships:
each con
quests that any old or unused
testant plays every other contest
rackets be brought to her for
ant once, the winner to be decided
shipment to the Red Cross. These on the
basis of games won, lost,
rackets will be restrung, if necesor drawn. There will be an ensary.
As these rackets are very trance fee of
25 cents, and prizes
badly needed, prompt action in will
be awarded.
forwarding them will be- appreci-

that liberal arts will not have a place in

that this

recital by Miss Marjorie Rice,
soprano, and Mr. Lloyd Robbins
Knight, baritone. The public is
'

as possible which were included in
former issues, with pictures and
season summaries of the teams, activities, and irrterfraterruty athletics. A special feature will be an
article on the Sesquicentennial.
Gehrin Studios of WWlesley have
completed individual pictures for
all students enrolled this year to
date, and the proofs will be distributed as soon as possible. The printing is to be done by the Weber
Company of Brunswick, and it is
expected to be considerably better
and less expensive than former
wartime Bugles. Students will receive blanks soon, en which extracurricular activities are to be listed for publication in the yearbook.
The wartime Bugle is necessarily
different than those of former
years, as it must include the entire
student body, instead of only the
junior class. Also, because of shortages of printing materials, the size
and scope of the yearbook has been
sharply curtailed, and many former features have been dispensed
with. However, Editor Curtis is expecting an improvement in the next

return to college that the postwar world
will require well-rounded, fully educated

Miller)

the waiters at both

—

few months remaining to 17 year

few good waiters (and we
gladly mention by name Mort Page,
Leonard Brass, Pete Curran and George
fortt of the

AAF

Bowdoin undergraduates have been

for the

depends

m

And The Angels Sing

asked during the present emergency to
persuade students to enroll at Bowdoin
*

•

Coming Events

liberal

remind us of them

old high school graduates before they en-

funny to you. But guests of the

past.

'

The rapid approach of summer
hoaaeparties, officially designatGV SB ESVUvOT ^*» OCBCVftUf rfBos »*»
to suggest that it is high time for
every aspiring Bowdoin man to
give the matter serious thought.
It is superfluous to say that Bowdoin houseparties enjoy an un-

i

is full

cent singing must be drowned out by
loud boos. Several fraternities have been

Phil Roberts

DOLE

outmoded by

mouth
is

One

at the end of the first term
As a graduate of '97 and a teachof the summer trimester. Clement er of 49 years' experience, with one
A. Hiebert, T.D., and Lewis P. more year to go in Boston (50
Fickett, Zeta Psi, left for the navy Vears in all), I enjoy hearing from
surpassed fame, and have become
on July 21st. Judson R. Merrill, the College in this way more than almost an institution in the highA.T.O., left tor the Maritime I can say. I congratulate the
preser educational system of the
Academy at Castine at the end of ent staff on the production of a Northeast. Today ttte responsithe first term of the summer tri- very fine volume.
bility for maintaining our Bowmester.
Hartley G. Baxter, II,
Best wishes!
doin reputation falls an the
D.K.E., has been accepted for the
Sincerely,
shoulders of a smaller, younger,
officers' training at Castine and
'97
FREDERICK H.
and less experienced undergraduwill leave Bowdoin August 30th.
ate group. The success of the
David A. Works '42, A.D., has
coming houseparties
returned to Bowdoin from service
now, more than ever, on the atin the U. S. Marine Corps.
He
titude of the individual. If we
[ Continued frnm Page i ]
trained at Camp Elliott, San Diare to prevent the Bowdoin
ego, California. Works received a
Wed. Aug. 2S— Chapel, Professor
houseparty from passing into obmedical discharge.
Korgen.
scurity for the duration of the
Aviation Cadet Carleton C.
3.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Varwar, We must arise to the last
Young, Jr., son of Carleton C.
sity baseball vs. Bates.
man, and put the occasion over
Young of 24 College Street, Bruns6.30 p.m. Pickard Field. Brunswith a bang.
wick, was recently transferred
wick Softball League. Navy
- o
from the .Naval Air Station,
V.J. vs. Bowdoin "Whites."
Just exactly what constitutes a
.Grosse He, Mich., to the Naval
Thu. Aug. 24— Chapel, Professor 'memorable houseparty is unquesAir Training Center, Pensacola,
Kendrick.
Musical program
tionably a matter of opinion. The
Fla., for intermediate training.
Clarinet Quartet: Lifshitz 45,
[success of such an affair isn't necFirst Lieutenant, Ac, Converse
Chadwick '47, Kimball '48, and essarily in direct proportion to the
Murdoch of Summit, N. J., has
Lftrchian '48.
(amount of alcoholic beverages concompleted the first stage of his
3.30 p.m. Close of period for filsumed, although the prevalent
flight training at the
priming applications for scholarships
theory seems to be that such is the
ary school at Douglas, Ga.
for the Fall Trimester.
case. Since most houseparty activThe promotion of Wilhelm C.
Frt. Aug. 25
Chapel, Professor ities are designed for couples, the
Eklund from 2nd to 1st LieutenThayer.
importance of a "good date" is obant has been announced by BrigaSun. Aug. 27—4.30-6.00 p.m. The
vious. The interpretation of that
dier General Edmund W. Hill,
President's House. The Presiclassification "good date" may be
Commanding
General,
Eighth
dent and Mrs. Sills will be at
debateable, but all should agree
Composit Command. Lieut.
home to all members and friends that a certain amount of festive
Eklund is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
of the College.
spirit is imperative. The resourceEkhind of Cape Elizabeth, Maine.
IWon. Aug. 28—Chapel, The Preshigh time that somebody explainident.
ed the difference between the
Tue. Aug. 29— Chapel, The BowDean's List and the President's
doin Christian Association.
List.
Wed. Aug. SO—Chapel, Mr. ChitBugle
- o
tim.
Installment Two
[ Continued from Page i ]
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Joint
By Gump Grant and Austin Hogan

A once-famous European propagand-

No one is

of food. Silent eating of any

By

army

post-war developments.

allowed to speak at a meal unless his

Installment .

regularly. It has, of course, come
strictly on schedule and has been
one of the finest volumes of recent
years.
u

Red

seems to us that of the countless
Chapel talks that have been presented
It

dents with sweaty, grimy athletic shirts

No

William W. Harvey and Wallace

Chapel at

ularly

year ago, when I sent you a
similar check, you wrote expressing some doubts as to whether the
ORIENT might be able to appear

.

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Philip H. Hoffman '45

.

C. Phfloon, Jr., A.D., left for the

'47

We

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Director*

times!

•

'47

'47
'47
James B. Hall '47
Clement A. Hlebert '47
Richard A. Roandy, Jr. '47
Reginald P. Spurr '46

We don't

The opportunity
in

A

ing halls are pretty sad sights at meal-

improve our manners!

Let's

need to kid ourselves that the two din-

Jr. '46
W. tnrtte '47
H. Griffin '47

ROUNDY PLEADS FOR
FORMAL HOUSEPARTY

Cress

1,1945.

Six Bowdoin men have recently
entered or will soon enter the
armed forces of the United States,
and one has returned from service.

'45
*4«

Harry Lindemann,

I enclose check for two dollars
payment for subscription to
to Sept.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Front

ment.
Editor-in-Chie f
Amorist* Editors

Mustard and

Sir:

than once or twice is that it would
be too much bother. It seems to
me, that with the arrival of that
unhappy day when it became too
much bother to climb into a tuxedo for a few hours in an effort
to make a Bowdoin Houseparty
approach the tradition of the past
which made a bid to a Bowdoin
Houseparty the desire of every

New

England and New York college girl, something precious was
smashed at Bowdoin.
Well, that's all water over the
proverbial and rather trite dam
now hut we can still get behind
this houseparty and really put it
over with at least something of
that old vigor and enthusiasm
which was an outstanding characteristic of the Bowdoin party of'
the past. I wish that I were so
gifted, that I might draw fpr you
.

a word portrait of what makes a
Bowdoin Houseparty go, but unhappily I am not so gifted. I can
only suggest that you go to our
Library and glance for a moment
or two at the pictures of a former
party in that January 9, 1940 issue of LIFE from which I have
already quoted, and having done
that get behind this party and

make

it

true once again that "all

the (Northeast offers no gayer, joiner, college parties than the an-

Complete Printing Service
TownBldg.

W

Brunswick

ATTENTION
COLLEGE STUDENTS
and

SERVICE

MEN

Visit the

AMUSEMENT CENTER
200 Maine Street

Brunswick

Always Top Quality
Chops

Steaks

Fancy Groceries

TONDREAU BROS.
Maine Street

Brunswick

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

nual Bowdoin Houseparties."

A middle-aged woman lost her
balance and fell out of a window
into a garbage can.
A passing Chinese remarked:
"Melicans velly wasteful that woman good for ten years yet."

Tel. 89-

of Brunswick,

Maine

Capital, $175,000

Total Resources $3,000,000

:

Student

Patronage

Solicited

—

—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
NEWS OF THE HOUSES

POLAR BEARINGS
By Dick Rowndy

[

'41

The Big White Tennis team, running

into a combination of the hot-

tost days of this, a notoriously hot and dry summer, and competition
that was just too good for them, suffered two of the most thorough
defeats ever suffered by a Bowdoin team in recent years on their
weekend Boston junket. In the light ot this experience, perhaps President Sills knew whereof he spoke, when he laid down the rule that
teams should not travel out of the state. Certainly such a thorough
shellacking is not good for morale, and it looks to this writer as if it
would be a wise move to make certain of the calibre of the opposition
before another trip of this type is undertaken.
polar bearing*
Considerable agitation for a football team this fall ha*
been beard around campus by yontr reporter, it aeejaa that
there Is a goodly number of big boyo available like George
Quaile, Phil Rlcbeaburg. Ed Neves, Jack Tyror, John Thoma*,
Ralph Raldiris, and so on, who, with the smaller but capable
boys like Tim Donavan should form the uuU eao of a good outfit. While It Is true that we weald of coarse be entirety unable
to keep to anything; like a normal schedule, wo should be able
to book a Prep school game or two, or perhaps games with the
other .Maine colleges. While It Is entirely true that we shall
mi** Adam Walsh's ability we nonetheless have two men on
campus who have had experience both In playing and coaching football in the persons of Don Lancaster and Mai MorrelL

We

should however start strenuous preparatory work In the
very near future If we are to "have a team very nearly In
shape at the time the fall semester starts. Let's hear some discussion on this, fellows, and make your views known to Athletic
Director Mai Morrell.
polar bearings
The Big White Ball Team under the guidance of Coach Neil Mahoney, once again, journeyed to Bates last Saturday, and was victorious
in a somewhat loosely-played game. Neil's charges were handicapped
somewhat because of the depleted personnel due to previous weekeril
engagements of some of the boys. It is unfortunate that these games
have to be played on Saturday in the summer but night games are not
generally successful because of the early approach of darkness. With a
win over Bates under their belts the Bowdoin outfit should be in a
position to win at least a good majority of their remaining games.
polar bearings
According to Secretary Bill Morgan of the Athletic Office,
the Brunswick Recreational Softball League is in its final
stages. Due to rain, occasional misunderstandings as to dates,
and so on, the league has dragged on a bit further than originally planned, but with the handicaps they have had to face
Mai Morrell and Bill Morgan deserve a great deal of credit
for the fine manner In which they have kept the League going.
It Is ttie hope that playoffs will be over by the first of September, ns Radar "A," which looks like the winner in League A,
loses most of their men on that date.

League

B

Completes

SUNRISES

Schedule With 3 Ties
League B has completed

[

its

schedule of soft hall games with
V.4. Officers. BN AS, and Radar
"A" locked In a three-way tie,
the Athletic Office reveals. League A still has several games to

go for a

decision.

Mustard and Cress
[ Continued from Page 2 ]
nately. for on the following Monday, President Sills announced
that sixteen per cent had managed to earn an K. Perhaps it's

Continued from Page

1

]

Eastern seaboard,' Bowdoin has not
worthy of her opportunities
created a sailing or yachting tradition

for one.

True

it is

that there

was

something of the kind before the

war but as compared

to what the
College should have established, it
It certainly conld not
have been for lack of interest
among the student body, since the
overwhelming majority of Bowdoin

was naught.

men come from New England
whose sons have had

salt

water

in

their veins since the 1600's. Well,

perhaps the Navy wouldn't have
liked

it.

The facts as here presented
o
speak for themselves. There can
interesting aftermath of the only be one conclusion drawn from
Dnke Goat Fight was the goafs them. That is to arrange such a
brief sojourn at the home of Presi- trip as previously mentioned for
dent and Mrs. K. C. M. Sills. By the baseball {earn, and perhaps not
some ingenious method the spat only clear up a rather exasperating
managed to free himself from the situation, but also gain favorable
tree to which he was chained, make publicity for the college. Said puba pilgrimage to the President's licity might be of unequaled help in
garden, and tether himself on the attracting future Freshmen to the
stage of the Sills' outdoor theatre. Bowdoin .pines.
nearby sign in bold black letters
s - r

m-

An

A

Tomorrow,
"Starts
Capricorn, DKE, in BILLY
KID." Although conclusive
evidence Is lacking, the Dekes
have reason to suspect foul play
by the impish fellows of a rival
fraternity. The goat seemed completely unperturbed by the whole
affair, acknowledging the presence
of Prexy Sills with a casual nod of
his head, which Mrs. Sills promptly
interpreted as a bow.
proclaimed

Wm.

THE

9

m

-

going on at the D.V.
House? Every so often we see
strange looking creatures walk'
tng to the Deke House. We finally solved the problem by consultation with Leo Dunn. The reason—the P. IVs are having their
showers modernized and renovated. The D. U.'s want to thank
the Dekes for the privilege of using their showers snd hope they
will be able to reciprocate at
some future date,

What

Is

m

,,

-

c

Every night around dusk time
for the last eight or nine weeks,
the studious student has been attacked by hordes of interfering,
nosey, and annoying bugs. The size
of these arthopods vary. Some are
small, some are large, and some
are so big that they knock over
lamps. For a better method of
classifying these according to size,
we shall name them after planes.

The fleas and mosquitoes will be
known as P-47's, the larger miller
moths will be called B-25's and
finally those huge brown Junebugs
be classified as B-17's.
P-47's are the first to arrive
over the target. Anti-aircraft guns
in the form of flaying arms prove
entirely inadequate to stop the onslaught. They buzz about the room
and attack the student with utwill

The

most viciousness. To reinforce

this

attack, the B-25's arrive
over the scene, their flapping wings
causing such a breeze that the student's papers are scattered all over
the room. But now the terror of
huge
the airways has arrived.
B-17 comes in for a landing on the
desk, knocking off pencils and
second moth has just
books.
plowed through a lamp shade. Othinitial

A

A

ers attack the student and drive
him out of the room or to bed,
usually the latter. Here Is a perfect
example of victory through air

power.

m
We

quit

for ua.

—the

-

«

heat

is

too

much

President's Speech
Continued from Page

1

]

THET A DELTA CHI

Speaking of future Freshmen
and passing on to a more importtrend of thought, whatever
happened to that whirlwind idea of

ant

the administration's, as proposed

Quinby's Chapel Talk

OfAlpheusSanford'76

Stresses Practicability

Since the start of the summer
session, the illustrious com bin atioon of gentlemen residing in the

two great enemies of liberty,
namely, ignorance and prejudice.;
In the death last week of the
beautiful brick house on Maine but when the mind is supplied
Hon. Alpheus Sanford of Boston of
Street, who are continuing to oc- with knowledge and rid of intolthe class of '76, Bowdoin lost one
other
or
erance
somehow
it
must
cupy their prominent place in
of her most successful and highly
campus life and undergraduate ac- be filled also with wisdom, and
respected alumni. A lawyer by protivities, have been fortunate 'in wisdom is not peculiar to any one
fession, Mr. Saniord was at one
confined
not
age
and
is
certainly
losing but one of their brilliant
time one of the foremost members
members.
That loss, however, to any one decade. Like truth, in
at the bar in Boston and his career
constituted a considerable rent in the words of an Elizabethan writwas
highlighted by such positions
is
no
it
er,
it
lies
to
all;
open
the ranks of the mighty, since the
as member of the Massachusetts
deportee,' Clement
Hiebert '47, man's particular possession. And
was endowed with amazing capac- so whatever changes occur in the legislature, nominee for the mayoralty of Boston, senator, and
ities
except for alcohol.
Also college of the future will be in
mourned is the disastrous loss of machinery rather than in princi- member of the Boston Board of
Aldermen. He was a member of
C. Whittlesey Curtis to the D.U.'s ple, in means rather than in ends.
He is seen less around the T.D Manifestly I can only include to- the Board of Overseers of Bowdoin
House than brew near the lips of night a few amongst the many College since 1909.
Born in North Attleboro, Mass.,
Art Sewall.
The House tennis changes that are in academic cirJuly 5th, 1856, Alpheus Sanford
team has played ports of matches* cles being considered.
I am ofetn asked how long will moved to Boston while still young
with the Dekes and A.D.'s and has
confidence
of
carrying
them there be in effect the so-called ac- and, following his graduation from
through to a successful conclusion. celerated program, which an un- Boston Latin School, he matricuThe House is whole-heartedly en- dergraduate with that uncanny lated at Bowdoin as a member of
gaging in preparations for House- ability to misuse words properly the class of 1876. Mr. Sanford beparties and a "bang-up" time is once called the "exhilarated" pro- gan the study of law in Boston afgram, the program that keeps the ter leaving Bowdoin and was adplanned for all.
college in session throughout the mitted to the Suffolk County Bar
summer months. My guess is on Nov. 13, 1880. He was asked by
ZETA PSI
that the accelerated program will his many friends to accept the
The great orator Lou Fickett is last at least for five years; it will nomination for mayor of Boston in
in the Navy at Sampson with Dick last surely as long as youths of 1897, and, although unsuccessful in
Eames and Joe Woods. Jerry Now- eighteen years of age are called this campaign, he later achieved
great success in the field of public
lis is at Yale Medical School carv- to the colors; it will last surely as
ing up cadavers. Stan Frederick is long as men will be returning to service as a member of the Massacollege after their service in the chusetts legislature.
at Colgate in V-12.
In the Senate Mr. Sanford disThe group scatters pretty well armed forces is ended. These are
over the week end. What does Rad- the lads that the college must played great ability and became
keep constantly in mind. A recent one of the leading members. Becliffe have that Bowdoin lacks?
study of answers from Bowdoin cause of his long experience as a
men now in the Army or the Navy successful public official and also
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
or the Air Corps, made by our because of his well-lmown legal
At this writing the, Dekes con- Director of Placement, Mr. Sam- ability, Mr. Sanford was at once
tinue to occupy their prominent uel Ladd, indicates, as do similar assigned to several important sencollege position, socially, athletic- studies made by other colleges, ate committees, including the judially, and scholastically. As their notably Dartmouth, that about a ciary and insurance groups.
It was said of Mr. Sanford that
special contribution to the war ef- third of the college men now in
fort, the Dekes are striving might- service expect to go on with their few men had more friends, and
those who knew him often reily to keep up the morale of the formal education when hostilities
home front in general, and lone- cease; about a third have jobs and marked, "He is one of those men
some American womanhood in know exactly what they are to do whom the community ig always
in
particular.
possessing,
George Quaile and when they get back; about a third fortunate
who
"Barney" Baxter handle the imme- are utterly at sea about their fu- bring to the domain of political life
diate vicinity with unquestioned ture and welcome whatever aid and public administration those
competence. Other Dekes range college or community may offer. qualities of trained intellect which
farther afield at every available Dean Nixon told me the other day are needed to save government
opportunity.
that since Pearl Harbor he had from the commonplace and the corWe are very sorry to announce said good-gye to over 650 Bowdoin rupt."
the departure of "Judge" Lawlis men who had left college before
Throughout his career Mr. Sanfor a brief vacation. Whether the completing their work for the de- ford was regarded as a particularJudge found the schedule too exact- gree to enter military service. ly kind, honest, and straight-thinkProbably
some
of
these
will
ing
men
man. His death comes as a
ing, or could no longer resist the
call of "The Country," we dare not be returning three or four years blow to Bowdoin, his Alma Mater,
For all those who come and to his innumerable friends.
say. In any case, we expect to see hence.
back
from
the
war
to
the
college
him return in full regalia about the
we must make adequate provision.
time of houseparties.

—

ALPHA TAT OMEGA
In the past few weeks Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity has suffer-

ed the loss of Judson R. Merrill
'46 and Jack Farrell '46 to the
services.
"Jud" is taking a short
vacation before entering "Castine" training school for officers
of the Merchant Marine.
Lloyd
R. Knight '45 will sing a vocal recital with Miss Marjory Rice, Radcliffe '43, of West Hartford, Conn.,
on August 30, in the lounge of the
Moulton Union at 8,-30 p.m. Cadet Robert True '46, studying at
Tufts Medical School, was at Bowdoin recently for a visit. Harry
Lindemann '46 returned at the
beginning of the second term. He
was working at a shipyard "some-

At Bowdoin we intend to treat
each returning veteran individually, we propose to appoint a member of our staff who has had Army
experience in dealing with personnel as advisor to returning men,
and his task will be as difficult as
it will be important.
Since these
men will be coming back at different times of year and will be anxious to speed their college education, we shall be obliged to offer
summer courses for some time to
come, either on our own campus
or in association with some of our
colleges.

sister

Undoubtedly for

candidates entering from schools
shall resume the four-year
program as soon as we possibly
can do so; for while there is nothing sacrosanct about a four-year
course, experience of some years
where in New Jersey."
Lloyd running back well over a century
Knight '45 recently pitched a one- and a half shows that the fourhitter baseball game against Col- year program is admirably adaptby.
Harold Kimball '48 and ed to the needs of the American

to the Student Council whereby we
Thomas Chadwick '47 have enterwould have underclassmen flowing tained as clarinettists
in .Naval
to Bowdoin as rapidly as the brew
Stations in Portland and Brunsat Vic's? Don't let it be said that
wick. Alpha Taus recently "paintthey are giving'up so soon on that
ed" their interior woodwork. (No

one, too.
t
As to the actual record of the
baseball team, it has been, even to
the most impartial observer, far
more deserving than that of the
tennis team. The baseball team to

Bowdoin Mourns Death

they didn't white-wash.)

BETA THETA

PI

we

made on an individual basis to
the veteran concerned.
Recently
one has heard much of direct federal subsidies to hard-pressed col-

Against

such a program
said.
Despite arguthe contrary made by
National Education Association and others, direct contributions from the federal government
wili inevitably bring about some
sort of control furthermore, there
would be political pressure in behalf of weak or greedy colleges,
and several institutions might be
aided which for the good of education might just as well be discontinued.
I am firmly opposed
to such federal* aid. The strength
of American education lies partly
in the variety of institutions of
higher learning, and partly because we do not have centralized
or regimented control of our colleges.
State and municipal universities and colleges should relyon state and city funds.
Indeleges.

much may be

ments

to

the

;

college of liberal arts, and particularly furnishes one of the best pendently supported colleges and
means possible of providing that universities should look to their
opportunity for maturity which is alumni and friends for support.
the crown of a college education. The very generous bequest that
When peace comes I therefore has lately come to Bowdoin Colvisualize a college with many of lege is an indication that higher
taking a four-year education shall not lack for supits students
course as of yore, and with others port. Federal subsidies are very
availing themselves of the oppor- dangerous substitutes for voluntunity of summer terms in order tary gifts, and it is not too early
to go more quickly into business to rally public opinion against
or the professions. In qther words, such offers of aid, which however
some wjll be running around the well intentioned would result in
track in four laps, others in three. hindering the independence of our

About a month ago, six Betas
date has played eight games, win- made the journey up to Lincoln,
ning four, losing three and tying Maine, lured on by the fabulous
one, which in all reality should tales of Guy Leadbetter concernhave resulted in another victory ing his lake-dwelling in said spot.
since the game was rained out with Upon arrival, they patiently en- There will be, in my judgement, colleges
and universities.
but one-half inning to play to se- sured many hardships, such as no quick return to college norIn conclusion I should like to
cure another triumph. The squad haying under Leadbetter's black- malcy.
express the personal opinion that
can claim with ample justification snake whip, acting as ballast in
Another question of much pub- the college of the future will give
the distinction of being the best a sailboat, taming wild-eyed hors-

lic interest is that of the financial
team in the State, including es, testing a Chris-Craft for speed, support of our colleges after the
exercising
aquaplanes,
canoes,
the V-12 team at Bates.
war. There will undoubtedly be
rowboats, and, as a most noble
many serious problems ahead. The
gesture, strained their altruistic
colleges will of course benefit by
spirits and prevented the decay of
Exhibit
the generous provisions in the G.
numerous
fried-chickens.
[ Continued from Page 1 ]
I. Bill, recently passed by the ConA veteran Beta, Donald Nash gress
battlefields comprised of vast seas
for the education of veterof mud or thawing snow for the Koughan, '45, has shocked the ad- ans.
Very wisely, however, the
ministration,
alumni,
and student
descriptions of endless fields of
allotment of funds Is in that bill
grain on the collective farms of body v by finally vanquishing Math
the thirties formerly our chief 1. He now intends to forsake this
SIGMA
concern in the physical panorama. hitherto annual scientific pursuit
All of this even Mr. Willkie's and do graduate work in English
at
the
University
of
Chicago.
Unbook left the Americans with no
The present war has scattered
clear picture of Russia, of its til he leaves in September, he will Sigma Nu's to all quarters of the
great sweep end color, its unique be employed as a United Press re- globe, but one with whom all Bowflavor and character, and its in- porter for this district.
doin men are acquainted, in legend
credible variety, which should balif not in person ,is Andy Haldane.
ance the common notion of vast
Now a Captain in the Marines, AnTHORNDIKE CLTTB
and bleak monotony. In reality
dy has seen very active service in
its pre-war landscape beckoned
The activities of the Thorndike the South Pacific. He and two othwith superb scenery and its towns Club during the past few weeks er captains were in charge of the
offered architectural aspects that have
centered mostly in holding a detachment which repulsed the
were a mixture of Greek, Byzan- ping-pong tournament and engag- Japs at Walt's Ridge on Cape
tine, Scandinavian, Turkish, and
ing in inter-fraternity athletics. Gloucester Island.
Asiatic fantastic, colorful, exotic,
The Sigma Nu's at home on 238
There were about twenty particihighly imaginative, and always in- pants in the ping-pong
tournament, Maine Street are doing their best
teresting.
necessitating a number of prelim- to help out in the man shortage
In 1928 Mr. O'Hara accepted inary play-offs. The title was cap- crisis. In fact, this chapter sent a
this pictorial invitation and was
tured by Bradley Backman '48, in a mission to Portland last weekend
at once rewarded.
Although he hard-fought duel wtih Len Gottlieb to see what could be done for the
had no guide, he found everywhere '47. The Thorndikes have formed a young ladies down there. The misan unexcelled hospitality and cor- ping-pong team, and are offering to sion, consisting of Jim Hall and
dial welcome.
The moujiks, or challenge any fraternity in a four Archie "Daddy" Dolloff, were evipeasants, delighted by the fact
or six man contest. Will any frater- dently very successful; for both
that he had come so far to paint
returned with that
nities wishing to accept please con- gentlemen
their country, housed and entertact Warren Court or Shepard Lif- "worse for wear" look on their
tained him, refusing to accept any
faces. The women certainly are
s%*?
pay.
Morrel Shapiro '44 has completed rugged these days.
By painting Russia as she really the requirements for his degree
was during the long period of and has left school to enlist in the
"I had a beard like yours once
mutual ignorance and distrust be- Navy. Snap majored in Chemistry
but when I realized how it made
fore the war, Mr. O'Hara perform- and was an active member of the
me
look I cut it off." •
service
is
objective
that
ed cm
Thorndike Club. He is temporarily
"I had a face like yours once
quite superior to the propaganda residing at home in Biddeford while and
when I realized that I could
engendered in the conflict and is waiting for his final orders.
not cut it off I grew a beard,"
[ Continues on Psfs 4 }

college

O'Hara

—
—

—
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—
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more

attention to the claims of
the fine arts, of philosophy, and
of religion, for inclusion in the
curriculum than has been the case
in the past.
We have learned in
the hard way that an education
that has overlooked the spiritual
value and has been over-specialized has not brought about the
proper results. The colleges are
not of course responsible for the
lack of preparedness, spiritually
as well as materially, from which
we as a nation have suffered; but
no one who looks dispassionately
at the world in chaos today can
fall to see the importance of edu1

cation, nor realize how vital it
will be in the future to put more

and emphasis again on the
education of the whole man. Specialized, and technical training are
indeed invaluable, but must be
somehow or other combined with
an education that is broader and
more general. In all our men's
colleges at the present time the
flame of liberal education is burning with a very flickering light.
Let us hope it will notfbe too long
before it again becomes e beacon.

stress

BOWDOIN TOPS COLBY
IN ONE-HIT TRIUMPH
Bif White Also Downs
Naval Air Station And

President Sills In a recent
speech here asked us' to consider
the phrase from the College Charter "the useful and liberal arts
and sciences." He said that a
man must learn how to make a
living as well as how to live.

*

Although he was as active in
dramatics as any man in college,
he was never elected to the ExecHis very enutive Committee.
thusiasm worked against him, for
undergraduates are the most conservative of animals. But he got
He was probably
things done.
prouder of his radio dramatization
of Hart Crane's poetry than of
anything else he did here. And
Bowdoin-on-the-Air stemmed di-

T. H.

Chadwick

v

On Saturday, July 29, Bowdoins
ace pitcher, Lloyd Knight, twirled
a one-hitter against Cqlby College,
from Waterville, Maine. In chalking

up

this decisive win,

gave four bases on

balls,

Knight

but then

came through when the chips were
down to strike out 16 opposing batters. The final score of the game
was Bowdoin 6, Colby 1.
The first inning for both sides
was a stalemate but in the second
Bowdoin went ahead, scortwo runs on a hit by Knight, a
by Mori Page and a single
through the infield by Holt. Bow-

inning,

day.

play in mind.

i

*

By

I have often discouraged students who were ambitious to go
on the stage, pointing out to them
the precariousness of making a
living as an actor. Stage managing and scene designing offer little
more financial return than acting.
By and large, it is the playwright
who becomes financially independent in the American theatre to-

But at times there are exception.
I should like to speak this
morning of one of them. 1 well
remember the enthusiasm and vitality of, the youngster who rushed
up to me after a Bowdoin Club
dinner in Boston to ask whether
the Masque and Gown would produce "Winterset" during the following year at Bowdoin when he
would be a Freshman. Typically,
Charlie Stepanian assumed that
he could influence the august Executive Committee of the club
even before he reached the camTypically, he assumed that
pus.
he would play the leading role.
And typically, he had a definite

Games

Bate* In Close

—

Knlght

'47 Is

Aee Pitcher

KAPPA SIGMA
Big news

•

on the

triple

Kappa Sig

front these past few weeks centered around the rettorn of Phil
Richenhurg to the Bowdoin family
to

resume

his studies,

which were

interrupted by a' call to the colors,
which Phil responded last February.
Phil has been given a
medical discharge by the Navy,
penbs i|EqosBq dtqsuoiduinqo ajBjs
serving in the armed forces.
A. Chandler Schmalz '45, 1/c,
now stationed at Philadelphia .Naval Training Hospital, visited the
House briefly Friday on a 72-hour
to

While at Bowdoin Chan
pitcher on last year's

leave.

was star
The house

last"

week sent out an-

other

its

series

in

of

ing

regular

doin did not score, again until the
inning when Frank Kimball
singled and Holt doubled to score

fifth

Kimball. Bowdoin then scored 2
runs in the 6th, 1 in the 7th, and
in the 8th.

one

As

the

game

progressed. Knight

settled down to the routine of
striking, out the opposing battels.
In the eighth inning, Warshaver
flied out to Kimball, Nutting walk-

ed and a

hit

by Woods and a Bow-

doin error gave the Colby boys a
single run. In the ninth inning,
Knight struck out the first three
batters to face him.
The final
score for that game Bowdoin 6
runs, 10 hits, 2 errors, Colby 1 run,

—

Alumni Letters which are written 1 hit, 6 errors.
Page, Dewar, and Holt were the
periodically, by house and Alumni
members in an effort to keep the heavy stickers for Bowdoin, while
Alumni informed on Fraternity Woods garnered the only hit for
matters,

particularly

those

men

Colby.

Monday, July 31, saw Bowdoin
continue its winning streak by nosing out the Brunswick Naval Air
Page
i
Continued
from
1
[
Station 5 to 4. Don Russell, was
Dante's "Divine Comedy."
the winning pitcher, but at times
Professor Jefferson B. Fletcher it looked like anybody's ball game.
rectly from that memorable eve- of Columbia University presented
Bowdoin broke the scoring ice in
ning.
He could never persuade several hundred volumes on the the second inning when Findlay
the Masque and Gown to attempt Italian Renaissance, and Mr. E. tripled and scored a$ Knight was
"Winterset", but at the first pub- Parmalee Prentice, of New York being thrown out. In the third inlic showing of his Actors' WorkCity, sent some rare Latin books of ning, Bowdoin scored two more
shop he played a scene from it. the medieval period. The College runs and added two more to their
Many people considered his direc- expresses its grateful acknowledge- total in the fourth on a single by
tion and acting of "Waiting for ment to these and many other don- Dewar,
a walk to Findlay and hits
Lefty" a play which the Execu- ors.
by Holt and Chillson respectively.
tive Committee feared to sponsor
The year of 1942-1943 was truly
The Brunswick Naval Air Stabut which the Actors' Workshop one of the most critical periods in tion scored
their runs in the sixth
slipped into a One-Act Play Con- the history of the College, but and seventh innings,
getting two in
test-to be the high spot of his 1943-1944 has proved even more the sixth
on two singles, a stolen
Yes, he got
career on campus.
difficult. The enrollment has de- base, and a passed ball. The final
things done.
creased from 850 in the Navy Ra- score for the game was Bowdoin
It cannot truthfully be said that
dar School and Units of the Army 5 runs, 8 hits, 6 errors, B.N.A.S. 4
he was popular. His hair was too
and Army Air Forces, to 330 in the runs, 5 hits, and 1 error.
long and curly, his walk was too
Bowdoin kept its winning streak
Radar School. The difference is acclose to a swagger, his black
counted for by the removal of the intact when it defeated Bates in
shirts and belts made from bright
Army units'. It has been necessary LewLston on August 12th by a score
neckties were too little in the
for the College to convert and to of 10 to 9. Lloyd Knight pitched
mode for the taste of his fellowreconvert, to build organizations ti this game and was credited wtih
students. But he made his presHe care for government trainees, and the win striking out six men and
ence felt in any gathering.
to dissolve these organizations at a walking 2. Bates got away to a fast
had influence. Often, as in the
moment's notice. In short, the Col- start, scoring two runs in the first
case of "Winterset," he antagonlege must be prepared for anything inning on two singles, a stolen base
ized others by over-statement and
and a double. Bowdoin cafee back
down-right insistence. But we al- at any time, and must look forward
to
an uncertain future, governed in the fourth inning to score four
ways listened to him and usually
runs on three singles and two douby the fickle exigencies of war.
gained from his vitality.
Bowdoin has been fortunate in bles. Bates went ahead in the fifth,
There was never a question in
scoring five runs in the fifth thus
that
it has been able to keep itself
was
He
his mind of his calling.
making the score 7 to 4. Bates
going to act. Money or no money, intact without having to mix civilscored two more runs in the sevhe knew what he wanted. Like ians and service men in the same
enth to end their portion of the
classes.
That
the
college,
numbermost artists, he made mistakes
scoring for the day. But Bowdoin
mistakes which the run-of-the- ing at no time more than 160 men,
has been able to maintain its con- was not to be outdone however,
mill undergraduate would never
for they kept pecking away at the
tinuity
is
quite
an
achievement.
It
have made. But more than most
Bates' margin, scoring 1 run in the
students he was learning how to is an accurate statement that durlive.
His education here was ing the past year no ether college sixth and seventh innings and 3
The has done more for its civilian stu- runs in the ninth to tie the score
largely in the liberal arts.
and cause the game to go into exuseful arts seemed to him a waste dents than has Bowdoin. Classes,
fraternities, extra-curricular activ- tra innings. Bowdoin scored what
I could never persuade
of time.
proved to be the winning run in
ities
have
been
conducted
with
him to think about how to make
a living. And in the year after good results. Even though the the tenth inning when Findlay
he left the campus before he join- College is running on a year-round singled and Mort Page doubled to
ed the Army his life in the theatre schedule with very little vacation, send him across the plate. In the
He just student morale is exceptionally last half of that inning. Knight set
was truly Bohemian.
high, as high as that of any peace- the opposing batters down in orscraped along and loved it.
But when he returned to the time group. Interest in athletics der. The final score being Bowcampus after a year of Army life, has been maintained; in baseball, doin 10 runs, 13 hits, 4 errors,
was appointed as its director.
I found him strangely quiet, a track, tennis, swimming, and bas- 1929,
9 runs, 16 hits, and 3 erlittle unsure, and. quite ready to ketball competition has been kept Bates
take advice. He had not broken alive. Under the devoted and able rors.
away from the theatre while in direction of Professor Tillotson,
uniform. He directed plays while the musical interest of the College
For many years one of the crythe Medical have not been allowed to decline.
Virginia with
in
ing needs of the College has been
Corps and wrote radio 'scripts If the same standards can be main- a placement bureau, and this spring
while in Florida with the Air tained during the coming year, the that need has been met. Mr. SamCorps. But he had begun to learn College need have no fear about its uel A. Ladd, Jr., of the class of
the useful arts and some of. the civilian student body.
1929. was appointed as it's director.
Mr. Ladd has had fifteen years of
sciences while in uniform. And he
was looking ahead to a more prac- paredness. After being discharged valuable business experience, and
from the US service in 1919 he has a home in Brun?v/ick, where he
tical use of his talent after the
returned to this country to serve
war.
His classmates who have
can keep in close touch with the
in the Coast Artillery Regiment
written me since hearing of his
College. In normal Umesw the buhere, and on November 1, 1921, he
reau can be of service lb both boys
death recognize the real tragedy
was
commissioned
Colonel,
comwhen they say, '^Charlie was just
in college looking forward to busmanding the First Coast Defense. iness of teaching, and Bowdoin
beginning to get useful."
Colonel Fogg represented Maine
men in industry who would like to
I cannot hold him up to you as
at the burial of the unknown solhave graduates of the college in
an ideal. But I believe we can all
dier at Arlington Cemetery in
learn from his example the value
their employ. But at the present
Washington, D. C, in 1921. He
time the bureau has its own parof learning the liberal arts while
continued
in command of the regticular usefulness in finding posion campus and the possibility of
iment until his retirement with
learning the useful arts in the
tions for returning service men.
the rank of Brigadier General in
was
He
knocks.
For many years prior to the estabschool of hard
July, 1942.
only one of the thirty-odd Bowlishment of the Placement Bureau,
General Fogg had many interdoin men who have given their
Dean Nixcn has carried on placeests, for he was president of the
he
was
the
War,
but
lives in this
ment work with effectiveness and
Maine
Universalist
Convention
devotion, and the College, as well
one I knew best. The loss of his
from 1907 to 1917, and the Porttalent at the time when it was
as scores of graduates, are intenseland Camera Club in 1916, and
useful
eninto
harnessed
being
ly grateful to him.
was a past president of the Portdeavor is a sad blow for his famFifteen members of the faculty
on and off land Kiwanis Club. Gen. Fogg are now in the Armed forces or in
ily and many friends
was
a
member
of
the
Masons,
the
the campus.
government service, and several
former Portland Athletic Club,
more are on the brink of departure.
the Sons of Veterans, Veterans of
bar in Cumberland County im- Foreign Wars, Harold T. Andrews Professor Charles Theodore Burnmediately following his graduation Post of the American Legion, and ett, of the Department of Psycholfrom College, and after study the Cumberland County Bar Asso- ogy, will retire, but, although in
technical retirement, he will conin the office of the late Judge ciation.
Joseph W. Symonds. He practiced
During his long illness, General tinue his influence and serv'ce, and
alone until 1917, when he was Fogg was hospitalized at the Vet- continue to be a member of the
Bowdoin family.
called to service with the United erans Facility at Togus.

President's Report

—

—

—

—

—

Some

£ Continued

He' was then a
of the Coast Artillery of
the Maine National Guard. Fogg
was evidently destined to' be a
military man for in his long career as a soldier he was promoted
General Dickman, USA, left there
for Coblenz.
He was later sent
to the University of Paris as representative of Army troops, Army
of Occupation.
In the interim between World
Wars One and Two he strove unceasingly for grater military pra-

States

Fogg Dies

member
from Page

I

]

lie schools, he was graduated from
Portland High School in 1898,
where he won one of the Brown
medals for scholarship. At Bowdoin he received his AB degree
and was graduated in 1906. General Fogg later continued his studies at the Universite de Paris, Sorbonne, and the FacuHe de Droit.
He was admitted to the Maine

Army.

months ago he was transferred to
Hospital in New
York City. On, July 30 memorial
services were held for General
Fogg at the Chapel at Fort Williams.
Lt.
Colonel
Raymond
Lang, chaplain of the harbor defenses of Portland, and a personal
friend of General Fogg for many
years, conducted the services.
Surviving besides his widow ere
a son, Lt. Col. George E. Fogg,
Jr., USA, stationed in the United
£ Continued on Page 4 J

the

Veterans

In November it is proposed to
hold an Institute in appraisal of
Liberal Education. The lecture
topic will be the respective opinions of business, labor, the government service, science and technology, schools, and women of Liberal
Education. The faculty in charge
of the Institute consists of Professor Kirkland, Chairman; Professors
Copeland,
Means, Chase.
Holmes, Associate Professor Kamerling, and Mr. Chittim.

-

.
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THE 30WDOIN ORIENT
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VARIETY
By Crawford

Thayer

B.

The

guest editorship of "Variety" this week was made
by the kindness of Ian Maclnnes, who relinquished
his feature post to enable the present writer to assume temporarily an old post and to "play the Old Grad." If this column falls literally short of the comment-provoking Studs Lonpossible

igan "Variety" of the last issue,

undergraduate days

James T.
The

we

can only plead misspent

with reading

filled

Homer

instead of

...

Farrell.

impression, it seems,
left by the Sesquicentennial was
not that of how much the college

Finals Observed

has changed, but how litUe
changed during the years.

By

big

.

it
.

.

has

The

Masque and Gown had

fair warnwould rain during the
performance of "As You Like It"
this year inasmuch as "The Win-

ing that

ter's

Tale"

last

Alert Scout

By Bob Burroughs
On August third, tourih and

it

fifth

were observed several con-

ventions of college

season was per-

men

.

.

.

all

CAP. Opportunities
Great Lancaster Says

College Jewett

Works

—

—

—

—

Must Apply For
Fall Scholarships
It has been announced that all
applications for scholarships next
Fall must be made at Professor

Kamerling*s office in the Searles
Science Building from Monday to
Thursday, 1.30 to 3.30 pan.

etc. Have a Prof, explain it to you.
It was really clever
Old on campus, no doubt, but new to us was
the one about the staff of life being

— —

BOWDOIN SERVICE DEAD
(AS OF

AUGUST

14,

1944)

Gen.

USA.

Died

Charles F. Houghton '15, Col.

USA.

Ft.

George E. Fogg

'02, Brig.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

is exacUy what
One scholar remarked, "It's
sex.
General Sherman once said war a good thing that all such distracwas.
Had the ground crew tions were kept outdoors."
waited, the recent hail storm might
have trimmed off all the dead
branches. ... We lost one dollar
to Dick Chittim .penny by penny,

in his spider's parlor at the
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Cram

House. Moral: Never play fan-tan
with a Math instructor. It doesn't
pay.
Every time "The Brunswick Record" gets a new reporter,
there is a big fire in town. Parochial school, Eagle Hotel, Air Sta-
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low for a large stage, a permanent proscenium, an inclined auditorium floor, and adequate fly
space over the stage. His plans
were submitted to committees of
the alumni, the Faculty, and the
undergraduates who were then
pr<«paring for the celebration of
the

Sesquicentennial.

All.

the

committees accepted them, "unless there were a possibility of
building a completely

tre"

more

new

Thursday, August sevenBowdoln-On-The-Alr will

broadcast a program of classical
music by the Bowdoin Clarinet
Quartet at 7.45 on Station WGAN.
In the quartet are Harold Lifshitz,
Thomas Chadwick, Harold Kimball,
and Harry Larchian. They will be
accompanied by Professor Tillotson. Rolfe Glover will announce.
This broadcast was previously
scheduled for July twentieth but
was cancelled because of the broadcast of the Democratic National
Convention.
Miss Marjorie Rice of Radcliffe
College and Lloyd Knight accompanied by Professor Tillotson will
sing on the program of August

.
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Robert T. Phillips
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at Pearl

Japanese prison camp, June lis

1943.

Seaman. Tanker

Jr. '26,

Edwin

W.

Parsons '28, Flying Officer

John Creighton

lost at sea,

USNR.

'32, Lt. (jg)

RCAF.

Plane crash,

May

W. Ashby Tibbetts

Cadet

'35,

1,

'37,

AC USNR.

'37, Lt.

Air operations

February

April 17, 1943.

thea-

intermingled with brief
dramatization of highlights.
President Sills spoke to our listening audience on August third on
"The Future of Liberal Education
in the Post-War World." A copy of
the text can be found elsewhere in

In 1937 a plan was submitted to
the College architects. McKim.

Mead, and White, by the Director
of Dramatics for a new theatre to
be built on the Harpswell Road this ORIENT. Doctor Sills was inbetween the two paths leading to troduced by Stanley D. Weinstein,
Whittier Field. It called for an who preceded the President with a
auditorium for 500. a plaster few brief remarks on the student
cyclorama with removable sides to reaction to Bowdoin's Sesquicenpermit platform stages to roll on tennial. The program was. concludfrom the wings, a light bridge ed with a transcription of the Bowover the auditorium, and an acting doin Glee Club singing "Rise, Sons
space approximately thirty by of Bowdoin."
twenty feet in area. Fly space ing
and storage and for
was to a minimum since the plat- rooms, and a cyclorama dressing
with unform stages would permit easy re- movable
sides.
The. cost of this
moval of scenery to the sides of building
was estimated at $150,the stage. Space for building and
000. or $60,000 less than that of
storing seenery and for dressing
the Amherst Theatre and less
rooms was held to a minimum of than half that
of the Williams
usual requirements.
Theatre, both of which were built
This plan was accepted by the in the '30's.
This plan places

College

architects in principle;
l*ut
after
consultation
with
theatrical consultants at the Yale
University Theatre, where Profes-

most of the emphasis on the actor
and playwright rather than on the
scene

designer.
It
presupposes
that most settings will be symbolic
•or Q^mby will be workmg dunng
d impressionistic
rather than
J
mMm
cahnatu^l
l*sv«
*Hi«
foil
cot/_
,.
m
his sabbatical leave this fall, sev
realistic, the cyclorama being used
eral
alterations
seemed wise. as the principal background and
These were incorporated in a sec- variety being achieved by changes
ond set of plans in 1938. and call in lighting. The unusually large
for a larger lobby, a rehearsal space
in the wings should permit
room, more space for scene build-
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forms the introduction to the Yale

University greeting.
The greeting from Amherst College is noteworthy because of its
sprightly and informal style. Replete with puns and intimate allusions, the greeting was written
in part by George Roy Elliot, a
Bowdoin graduate and former professor of English literature at
that college from 1913-1925.
President Dixon Ryan Fox, the
trustees, and faculty of Union College in Schenectady, from which
Bowdoin's fourth president was
graduated, congratulated Bowdoin
on its one hundred and fiftieth anniversary and added that it looked
forward to "a happy continuance
of the friendly rivalry and cooperation which for one hundred and
forty-nine years have marked the
relations of Bowdoin College and
Union College."
The greeting from Wesleyan
designated as its delegate to the
celebration Wilbert Snow, poet
and Bowdoin graduate. Wesleyan's permanent delegate is Dean
Paul Nixon, three of whose degrees were awarded by that institution.

The University of Maine, in her
greeting, recalled its first president, a Bowdoin graduate, and the
debt which she owed to Bowdoin.
Other greetings were received
from Boston University, the University of Pennsylvania, Tufts

and Washington College.
Bowdoin's scattered alumni sent
greetings on the occasion of this
Sesquicentennial celebration.
• • • • •
From Robert (Nason '38 came this
Looking at the campus with our telegram: CONGRATULATIONS
usual piercing bird's-eye view, we
ANNIVERSARY.
see this month that several familWISHES. And from Robert Breed
iar faces are once more in our '38:
ALL BOWDOIN
IN
midst. These faces, which belong
CENTRAL PACIFIC SEND ALOto men back for the second term
HA. But it was Lieutenant Gerof the summer, had their official
hard Rehder, now in Sicily, "who
welcome more than a week ago. expressed the emotipns of all BowBut they deserve, at least, a pass- doin men
at war when he wrote:
ing mention here.
"But perhaps it is fitting that a
Journalist H. Lindemanr drove
school that has grown up with our
back to college in style in his own republic should mark its anniverslimousine.
Journalist Lindemann
ary with so many scattered all
announced upon arriving that he over the world,
fighting, and workwould be glad to give a ride to ing
for the preservation of the
any one, anywhere, if they furnish ideals which the republic
and the
the gas.
However, Journalist college exemplify. Certainly
our
Lindemann willingly supplies the hearts and thoughts will turn
air, which is quite noticeable on
back to the campus on June 24
these hot days. A vote of thanks
and we shall work the harder at
is hereby acknowledged from the
our tasks for the inspiration which
convention which took up a colthe thought of Bowdoin brings."
lection to supply Journalist Lindemann with funds for a hair-cut.
to escape when he is dancing)
Soccer-player Alphonse B. Query came out with an unusually bright
returned to Bowdoin after an en- remark on August 10. He said
joyable vacation of two months. "No."
The circumstances under
Soccer-player Query, when inter- which this statement was uttered
viewed, had no statement to make were rather obscure.
to the press.
His long hours at
Course-passer P. B. Sewall (for
the library, however, seem to in- "Phi Bete"), announced to the
dicate that his interest will not world that he is ready to tutor
be centered on soccer this term. deficient students in German and
Versatile Al (he claims he can Math. His abilities in these subplay tennis, too) used to pay jects have been well proven.
$1,000.00 to anyone who couftl
O. H. Knight (for "One Hit ")—
guess the name of his home town. ( he pitched a one-hit game against
But these payments are scarce Colby!) asked specifically that he
nowadays since everyone knows be mentioned in this week's "Orihe comes from Marion, Massachu- ent." Special mention is theresetts.
fore made of O. H. Knight.
• » » • •
agree with the lawyer who
College,
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8, 1943.

really stand, thus helping them find
a solution. However, the extreme
poverty of the Indian families is an

AAF. European theater, March 1943.
Francis J. Driscoll, Jr. '42, Lt. USA. Killed in action, June 5. 1944.
Rufus C. Clark '42, Lt. AC USNR. Battle of Santa Cruz, November 1942.
Arnold R. Eck '42, Lt. USMC. Action in South Pacific. Word received
'42, Lt.

almost insurmountable problem. In
the whole of India there are only
sixteen universities and a proportional number of lower schools.
On the completion of his extremely lucid oral essay on the true
status of India today. Sir Frederick
answered questions asked by the
group. Strangely enough, very few
questions put to Sir Frederick

July 4, 1944.
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Beal '43, Ens.

AC USNR. Plane crash at Quonset, R.

I.,
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Henry G. Summers
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Plane accident in European theater,
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John
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John F. Lajly
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Norte. African action,
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South Pacific action, 1943.

Henry W. Leete '46, Sgt. Paratroops, USA. Automobile accident, Fort Benning, Ga, December 26, 1943.
Stanley E. Gasson, Faculty, Lt. Col.

RASC.

it

was not

due to any reticence on the part
of the students or faculty to ask
questions (the latter group having
had much experience), but because
,

flight accident,

,
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USNR.

Allen '39, Ens.

1941.

John R. Banks

possibility

building,
which might
prove a temporary rather than a
permanent solution to the need.

W.

first

1

off

we must

Certain strings were attached to
Each Indian State,
this proposal.
which would not ratify the constitution drafwn up would remain essentially unchanged from her present status. (The governing council is now composed of four Britons
and eleven Indians. Britain provides defense and a governing general who has has the power to veto
or concurrence). Sir Frederick beWe
lieved that the basic reason which
Among unusual reports which stated: "Man hurrying through
underlay the Indian refusal of the
Cripps offer is the fact that the were circulated last week, was the court, had brief case." But when
Moslems and Hindus are so utter- rumor that H. P. (for "Hot it comes to sheer rationalism we
ly different in religious and po- Pants") Raldiris was all wet when can be as silly as anyone, and say,
"Man burying gold on hill, was
litipal views, that under present some waves went over his head.
Freshman I. I. Siebert (I. I. for not on level." The finishing touch
conditions they are "Practically ir"Infirmary Itch") was apparently for these searching thoughts is a
reconcilable."
Sir Frederick explained that the ailing something awful during the sentence from a Bowdoin SociolHindus are the larger (450 million last couple of weeks. Although ogy report, handed in last winter:
of them) are the richer, more lit- Freshman Siebert has not yet "Like most other 'peoples, individ«
erate group. The Moslems or Mo- been completely hospitalized, he is uals differ."
hammedans, ninety million strong, subject to call at any time.
With subtle underhand methods,
are extremely afraid that the HinFogg Dies
dus will, in any democratic state it was found out that Lynn High
[ Continued from Page 3 }
which is fundamentally based on School graduate, K. A. Backman
representation by number, outvote (for "Know-AU"). actually did not States; and two brothers. Col. C.
them to virtually reduce them to a know the answer a few days ago, Eugene Fogg, M.D., former Portstate of peonage. The Hindus for when he was asked why students land physician and now in charge
similar reasons are opposed to a go to college. K. A. is figuring it of the department of military
state in which the Moslems have out, though, and expects to be medicine at the University of Vera vote. He said that education of well informed on the subject soon. mont, Burlington; and Lt. Col.
D. G. Griffin (D. G. for "Death Sumner Fogg. USA, now stationthe backward Indians would present to them the problems as they Grip" he doesn't want his women ed in the Mediterranean Area.

North Africa,

in

The

these conditions stipulated that the

10, 1943.

Maxwell Eaton

sec-

Indian* politicians elect a constitution-making body of 230 members.

Russell C. Dell '36, Lt.

Donald Dyer

was

war

ditions.

June

11, 1941.

USNR. Battle of Java, March 1942.
Lt. AAF. Plane crash in Southwest Pacific,

hard,

in the Engcabinet at that time.
This great British Labor leader offered India her independence
after "hostilities had ceased." that
is, after Germany and Japan have
been defeated, under certain con-

29, 1942.

Denver, Colo., hospital, November

USA. Camp Wheeler, Ga., June 26, 1942.
RCAF. Plane crash at Dunville, Ont.,

Stuart K. Davis '35, Pvt.

Stanley

cold,

ond only to Churchill

March 1942.

1943.
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Then followed

Continued from Page

where we started convey
to Bowdoin College the
needs say a
congratulations on this important
few more words about the great occasion."
Great, permen on campus.
The visit of President Timothy
haps, is too minimal a word
Dwight of Yale to Bowdoin in 1807
milking
to describe the huge,
and his subsequent report to the
form of the student who occu- Yale faculty
of the recently estabpies more space than any other
lished institution in Brunswick,
The
living being in Brunswick.
Leaving

last issue,

bulbous battle-axe we are referring to is, of course, big Cliff Travis, who spends his time writing
foolish poems. Poet Travis writes
his verses about foolish girls who
accent his houseparty invitations.
In a recent issue of the "Orient"
And some of the views captured was one of his masterpieces about
by Mr. O'Hara, like the gold a woman who, in size, shape,
now
Kiev,
domes of St. Sophia at
weight, and sheer immensity could
survive in all their glory only in rival Poet Travis anytime. It was
the structures
his watercolors,
a great event in the life of this
Gerthe
having been destroyed by
female hippo from a near-by
man army.
Maine college to be asked for a
In keeping with the variety of date by some one who would not
paintings
the
terrain,
Russia's
crush when holding her on his lap.
cover a wide range of subjects.
Cliffs recent stay at the infirmary
Mr. O'Hara travelled extensively may
have something to do with
occasion
one
them,
on
to paint
the nervous tension involved in
taking a six-day voyage to the writing
enthusiastically
about
Caspian Sea, whence he visited
such a woman.
the Caucasus mountains, Armenia,
Poet Travis, despite all indicaand the Black Sea.
tions, is not as one-sided as he
The group which is now at Bow- may seem. The extremity of the
doin was formally initiated last hair-growth on
his chest has been
January at the Corcoran Gallery the subject of anatomical studies
in Washington for the benefit pf
for many years. The fact that he
Mrs.
with
Relief,
War
Russian
weighs more than both his parents
Roosevelt as the guest of honor.
combined has caused him to beUp to now it has been shown in come a "Believe it not" item.
the
throughout
museums
a dozen
Nevertheless, taking into considcountry. A number of the watereration these psychological handicolors have been sold and the procaps, "The Voice" (as he is affecRussian
the
to
over
ceeds turned
tionately called by hishench-men)
Relief Committee.
is not a bad guy at all.
The terrifying first impression he makes
is usually overcome when one gets
to know him better. As a matter
Sir Frederick Puckle
of fact, on a trip to Rye Beach,
New
Hampshire, last week-end,
[ Continued from Page 1 ]
"The Voice" was voted the most
congenial T. D. in the party.

lish

Temporarily scheduled for September fourteenth is a program by

seemed the Bowdoin ORIENT. In all probAdmin- ability this program will take the
than the reconversion of form of a narrated history of the

This

Art Building are examples which
may revise our old conception,
such as Mount Ararat in Armenia,
which is higher than Mount Blanc.
A painting conveys this fact arid
the grandeur of the lower Caucasus mountains as no written or
The famous
radio report can:
bridges and medieval walls of the
Kremlin, which look so massive
and somber in the newsreels,
emerge as a feast of blazing color.

calling that Sir Stafford

George P. Reed,

[

facts. He said that the day on
which Sir Stafford Cripps made the
famous "Cripps Proposals" might
have been called the "Independence day of India." Sir Frederick
emphasized the importance which
the British attach to India by re-

Harbor, Decem-

Sesqui Greetings

]

likely to offer as a result a more
lasting benefit. Among the twenty-three paintings in the Walker

years.

Lt.

thirty-first.

satisfactory to the

istration
an old

Plane accident in San Joaquin Valley,

12, 1941.

John E. French '21,
ber?, 1941.
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Continued from Page j

precise speech and dignified demeanor, launched immediately inEmto a discussion of the British
pire. Pointing out that the big five
—England, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, and South Africa— are
united only by a common throne,
he said that India Ls approaching
that status, and probably will
reach it within the next twenty

.

.

Campus Survey

O'Hara Exhibit

Donovan D. Lancaster, Director
The gift of Sarah Orne Jewett
of the C. A. P. training courses material to the College by the
being conducted at the Brunswick Gilmen family of Brunswick conArmory, hopes to form a special sisted of nineteen volumes by Miss
all-college flight unit in the fall. Jewett, fifteen of which are first
Incoming freshmen and Bowdoin editions, thirteen of her ltters to
undergraduates would then be able members of the Gilman family,
to start off together in the course. and a framed photograph.
Since about 20 cadets are needed
There were thirteen letters and
for this flight unit, its formation notes some dated 1877 and 1878,
is a good possibility according to some written in 1901; others withMr.. Lancaster.
out the year. They were written
Courses in aviation are now be- to Mrs. Charles A. Gilman, Sr.
ing given once a week to about (mother-in-law of the present
35 cadets, most of them high present Mrs. Charles A. Gilman)
school students from Brunswick to Mr. Charles A. Gilman, Jr., and
and Bath. These courses, which to the Misses Mary and Elizabeth
include the study of military Gilman. One letter
is
from
groups, work on morse code, plane Athens and describes a visit to the
identification,
aircraft construc- plain of Marathon; one is from
tion, metereology, and map-mak- Boston; the rest are from Miss
ing to name a few have been Jewett's home in South Berwick,
shifted from Tuesday to Thursday Maine. For the most part, they
evenings from 7 to 10 p.m.
are concerned with personal and
There are courses for a senior domestic affairs her gardening,
group and for a junior group. The her new horse,
new*
recipes.
senior division is studying to ob- about friends, Topsham Fair, etc.
tain private pilot's licenses. Those There are few referencs to books.
18 or over are eligible to join this
group at any time. The junior Lewiston. The cadets must pay
division consists of pre-draft age for the flying lessons, of 'course,
men who are preparing for mili- but anyone can now. learn to fly
tary aviation and are getting ready for only $75.
Mr. Lancaster infor private pilot's licenses which vites anyone interested in joining
are obtained after passing the to see him for details and a copy
requisite examination.
of the Civilian Air Patrol Manual
The opportunities for learning .which is being used as a study
to fly are great, both here and in guide.

.

doin professors are so suspicious
of their teaching abilities that
they resort to the questionable
practice of testing the students'
on campus. Or perhaps we should learning capacity. Such a malpractice is designated by the term
say, the staff of "Life." Oh well.. .
"examination" and occasionally
V
defined as "exhumation."
Blackout on the White Way:
Promptly at 8:30 a.m. or at 1:30
"Life with Father" remained
p.m. on the stated days the
open in N. Y. this summer, un"scholars" filed into the building
doubtedly to beat the records of
used for the inquisition. The in"Abie's Irish Row," "Tobacco
terest exhibited by the student
Road," etc.body was of such a high pitch
.
.
Boston's one
show, "Three Is a Family" Is an
that the authorities' were" forced
Interesting; "must." Sex and comto use the gymnasium to prevent
"A"-itis, a European malady apedy and sea, et cetera.
.
. The
pearing whenever a large group
crated bicycle at the RR station
of students is crowded into a small
last week indicates that Barney
Smith Is probably now enjoying room. On the floor of the gym
were arranged many small pieces
the rural beauty of Michigan, a
state In the mid-west.
Bad of furniture. When each culprit
was seated, instructors distributed
hitch-hiking kepi us from tea at
small piles of paper conveniently
the Sills' Sunday. Sunday drivheld by two blue covers (matchers, bah!
,
Civilian flying outing the men's mood) and antiside of Lewiston for five bucks a
sleep pills.
throw. You pilot the plane at the
Then the instructors forced on
first' lesson, which proves that
"anyone can fly a plane, but only each man a piece of paper covered
a pilot can land one"
After with mysterious marks. The symThe
graduating from Bowdoin, we bol? appeared periodically.
discovered that there Is another men reacted immediately with
characteristic energy and indomitgirls' school in Portland. Now he
tells me.
The anonymous able courage; they removed their
shoes and socks. With his head
(but we know who) farewell letthus cleared, each student took
ter to Bowdoin in the last
ORIENT were "noble senti- pencil in hand and tried to look
ments." Leaving college general- intelligent. Occasionally one extremely frustrated man would
ly calls to mind the lines of the
stand up and bang his head
poet, "What ye seek ye leave beagainst the wall. Some students,
hind."
.
.
fired by the wilting heat, assumed
V
superior smiles and began a proThe big event of the year was cess called "writing."
the passing of math by Don KouAt the end of approximately 180
ghan, who lost at least $35 outright
minutes the men reluctantly handby missing an Alpha 1n the subed their blue books to the omnisject
We sincerely hope that cient instructors and wished them
Dean Nixon's operation won't ham- luck.
Outdoors was found a
per his tennis
Hitch-hiking in comely representative of another

Local Family Gives

[

disguised

formed outdoors in something re- as students. Each of these men
sembling a light California (Flor- had concealed somewhere on his
ida, if you will) mist.
G. Roy person several innocent-looking
It was determined
Elliott's greeting to Dame Bow- rods of wood.
doin ("Dear Old Lady") was re- that this was not a hazing session
piece of wood
such,
for
each
as
ceived with mixed emotion. Two
contained a strip of lead, which
schools of thought, so to speak.
The outstanding "behind door would obviously be taking unfair
work" of the Sesqui was the bril- advantage of the freshman.
At length the dilemma was
liant manner in which a touchy
diplomatic problem was handled by solved by an impartial bystander
who
explained that a quaint preI*rofessor Hartman and colleagues.
That Ls, which came first: Lord war custom or tradition was beHalifax or Governor Sewall, etc., ing aired. Apparently some Bow.

scenery can be rapidly
and easily removed from the stage
whenever it is used for instruction, recreation, or other entertainment than plays. The plan is
in few respects similar to most
theatres, but it permits great flexibility while retaining the essentials for producing any type of play
or illustrating any feature of theatrical art adequately.
President's Reports for over ten
years have urged the need for a
theatre upon the alumni. In 1938
and 1939 it was considered the
This year it is second
first need.
only to a chemistry laboratory.
The ORIENT has published editoals and articles too numerous to
list, indicating the interest of the
undergraduates.
In the opinion
of the Director of Dramatics no
appreciable progress can be made
in the theatrical arts, either in the
practical work of the Masque and
Gown or in the theoretical study
by undergraduates, until an adequate theatre is available.
that

Plane crash, April 1944.

•

the Britisher had foreseen all
such queries.
During the discussion, many interesting facts about India were
brought to light. Sir Frederick admitted that Britain's main interest
in India is in straight-forward
trade. However, at the present,
only five or six per cent of Britain's
import and export volume is Indian.
An independent India would not be
subject to foreign commercial dominance as the preponderance of its
commerce is in Indian hands. Education, music, customs, and the
principal characteristics of India
were also discussed.
One of the more studious lads on
the campus succinctly summed up

the whole meeting with the words,
"Before that discussion, I was
grossly misinformed."
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UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do yon
Do you

like to
like to

Would yon

have your friends know what you are doing f
hear of your athletic achievements?

have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There ls an easy and Inexpensive way.
like to

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world.
charge for foreign delivery.
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Formal Dance Saturday Night Will

From Recent Illness
Local Choral Society
Dean Paul Nixon has made

President

Sills Urges
Upholding Fraternity

Traditions In
Students
their
fall,

will

Dorms
have

probably

choice of dormitories this
was disclosed at the fac-

it

ulty meeting last Tuesday afternoon. Plans for dormitory residence were among the topics discussed, although there has been
no final decision. It was generally
agreed that three dorms will be
used to house the expected 150
students, and the Student Council
will have an opportunity to choose
those to be used.
It is possible
that Moore Hall will be available
for the students.
President Sills hopes that the
fraternity -tradition will be continued despite the less favorable
circumstances, as the fraternity
life is so much a part of the college.

The
war

faculty also discussed postplans,
including
possible

changes

course requirements
for returning servicemen. Several
college policies may be altered to
suit the cases of the large body
of returning students who have
been to service schools or need
brush-up courses before re-enterin

progressive recovery from his
recent illness and has returned
to his home In South Harpswell,
accompanied by Mrs. Nixon.
After leaving the Maine General Hospital in Portland, the
Dean stayed for a short time at
the Eastland Hotel there.
The Dean received books and
other gifts from Bowdoin fraternities, the Thorndike Club,
and his many friends during his
He has
stay hi the hospital.
personally replied to them, expressing his gratitude.

The Brunswick Choral Society
will begin rehearsals for the

Memorial

"Hall.
Mr. Tiliotson,
Professor of Music, has reorganized the Choral Society especially
for the benefit of the defunct Glee
Club which will be resumed after

the war.
The Choral Society will consist
of a mixed chorus and will be
open to undergraduates, towns-

be

The
Bowdoin Concert Series.
French tenor, Yves Tinayre will
be featured at this concert. The
Choral Society will assist him

Condemns Labor

Sills

Action In Politics

in

in

President

politics,

Labor Day Chapel,

"The tendency

in certain

said,

the President is out of town the
talk will be scheduled for the
Moulton Union.
This is the second occasion on,
which a member of the Royal Air
Forces has visited the. college. In
the spring of 1943 Wing Commander Hall wns the guest of the college for several days. At that time
there were a great many students
awaiting call for both the army

and navy

air forces.

Wing Com-

mander Hall not only spoke

in the

Union but also talked to 'various
groups informally at the fraternity houses.
9

Frederic E. T. Tiliotson

quarters

very active participation by
labor as such in politics
frankly seems to me to be a mistake and fraught with a good deal

will

be given, probably

.

of danger

.

President

difficulty."
Sills credited

intelligent

and

f

labor

patriotic lead-

Continued on Page

Ever since Pearl Harbor, the
enrollment of students has stead-

.

and

Enrollment Shows

Brahms First Increase Since '42

Requiem

for

Wing Commander Peter James
Simpson of the Royal Air Force

Consul in Portland, Captain Tracy,
R.N.
President Sills hopes that it may
be possible to arrange to have
Wing Commander Simpson speak
at the President's House. In case

•

with selections of early music.

but that the leadership should
become more responsive to the best
interests of the public. He rapped
labor for its active interference in

The arrangements for his trip
have been made by the British Vice

HALL

'22

PICTURES

ARMISTICE DAY, 1918
On November

11th, 1918, Ernat that time in
the training unit at Bowdoin, had
the inspiration to record his imest

M. Hall

'22,

pressions of the Armistice.
in
is

Now.

1944, 26 years later, Bowdoin
about to witness very much the

same situation, for the fall of
Germany is conceded by most authorities to be imminent.
The

ily decreased. There were 161
students enrolled in October,
1948; this number diminished to
149 students in February, 1944;
and in June, 1944, the enrollment had hit a new low of 138
students. The number of students
expected in October, 1944, is
160,; this figure showing the
first Increase in the enrollment
since 1942. These latest figures,
of course, are only approximations because national conditions

do not permit

'44 Is

By Reginald

F. Spurr '46

Philip J. Clough *43, in
structor in chemistry, will leave,
Bowdoin to teach at Middlebury
College at the close of the present
semester. He plans to teach and
do graduate work in physical
chemistry' for four terms, at the
end of which period he will reNext,
ceive his Master's degree.

Mr. Hall.
Mr. Hall's impressions on Armistice Day, 1918, follows:
"J awoke with a start on the

turn to Bowdoin or some college
as a professor.
Briefly sketching his life, Mr.
Clough. known widely as "Cloo."
admitted that he was born and
educated in Maine.
His major
boyhood memories were that he
started skiing in the seventh
grade and played center oh his
high school football team. After
entering Bowdoin in 1939, he was
launched on a furious pre-war col-

ing?

Awarded

Won By Magee &

Little

Winners

of the

"A"

division of

the tourney are Professor W. C.
Root,
Gordon and Rosenberg.

Since Doctor Root has

m

mam

undescribed.
incident that passed his
censorship was the Mustard House
Fight of 1939. This is the house
where "Cloo" now lives, and Mrs.
Clough emphasized that Mustard
House fights are no longer practiced. In the original fight of '39,
however, an irate band of frosh,
led by a shorn victim of the
S.C.D.C, attacked a group of
sophomores who then inhabited
the dwelling.
One upperclassman's hair was clipped and the
house damaged to the extent of
$200.
"There would have been a
little excitement," Phil added ruefully, "if the Dean hadn't broken
it up."

One

expressed several views. One of
his hopes is that after the war, if
possible, the college will completely and relentlessly return to its
pre-war condition, including hazing of freshmen and allied customs.
In particular, the institution he misses most on today's
campus is the Bowdoin "Hello"
which he cited as one of the most
valuable and characteristic traditions of the college.
When asked for a statement
pregnant with portent and significance, Mr. Clough puffed a monstrous cloud of black smoke and
is

fine

"to-

Economic nationalism
is
a
threat to permanent peace, Professor Orren C. Hormell declared
in Chapel on September 1, fifth
anniversary of the second world
war.
Professor Hormell said that
without a solution of the world's
economic problems, political machinery alone, such as is now being planned at the Dumbarton
Oaks Conference, "will be woefully inadequate for establishing
security against future wars." He
then related some of the steps
which have been taken to eliminate some of the more obvious
economic problems.
The White Sulphur Springs conference planned an advisory agricultural production control plan.
A British-American oil pact creates a sort of government cartel
for the control of production,
marketing, and the fixing of world
oil prices.
Bretton Woods produced tentative plans for the stabilization of currency and for setting up a world bank.
He said
that other such conferences are
in the offing.
However, he stated that such

minor successes

offer slight

hope

against future wars unless we
eliminate economic nationalism.
He defined economic nationalism
as "the policy of national selfsufficiency."
Professor Hormell
During the past few weeks, then gave a detailed explanation
three Bowdoin alumni, Donald of why the policy of national selfConant. '41. Robert S. Stuart, '44, sufficiency inspires armed aggresand Jean-Claude Michel. '43, re- sion on neighboring countries convisited the college.
Conant, re- taining needed vital raw matericently returned from Australia als.
where he had been stationed for
Concluding, Professor Hormell
twenty-one months, will report at said that "Even with the unconthe end of his leave to Washing- ditional surpe' der of Germany in
ton. D. C. Stuart and Michel are 1944, our he
for a permanent
now at Columbia University stud- peace will likewise be shattered
ying dentistry and medicine, res- if the threat of economic nationpectively.
alism is not removed."

Three Bowdoin Alumni
Come Back For Visit

'

sionally their Sunday invitations.
In addition, many an interesting
and enjoyable time can be had at
the home of any professor on the
campus, offering treats ranging
from bull-swaions to refreshments
It is up to the students themselves to make these men work for
them more than one hpur a day.

Mr.

Chittim

concluding

added,

after all' a community which can operate successfully only whgp, there is this friend-

that "college

ly

is,

understanding among

all its cit-

izens."

left for his

vacation, Gordon and Rosenberg
The keenest bridge brains of will play in the finals. Gottlieb
all the Bowdoin faculty were not and Dolan are the winners of the
graduated enough to vanquish
the cold, cal- "B" section of the contest.
A
cum laude culating minds of the
Little-Ma- total of 23 college students enin 1943, and was also the recipient
gee combination, a week ago Mon- tered the tournament.
of the Kimball prize for natural
The
tournament,
day night. Using a baffling Ausorganized
sciences.
With the Moses Scholtralian bidding system, these two along national lines, is divided
arship, he plans to take his course
pitted their all to win a close de- into two sections.
Each man in
in chemistry at Princeton Univereach section plays every other
sity.
Brown is a member of Chi cision at the Faculty-Student man in his
section.
Bridge Tournament.
The two top'
Psi and Phi Beta Kappa fraternThe college intellectuals assem- scorers from each group play in
ities.
bled at 7:30 at the Moulton Union the finals.
to start the tournament, organized, incidentally by D. D. Lancaster and Dune Dewar.
Four
pairs of students and five from
Economic Nationalism
the faculty, each playing on their
own, played hands that turned
out to toe interesting and suffici- Is Postwar Danger
lege life, but suggested that it be ently varied to relieve the tense-

bacco."

Mr. Chittim asserted. "No
student should be afraid of being
seen in the company of a professor
outside the classroom," he added.
Describing the Sunday afternoons spent at the home of President and Mrs. Sills as pleasant and
memorable ones. Mr. Chittim urged every student to accept occa-

FOUR CHESS FINALISTS
COMPETE THIS WEEK

Robert Brown was
from Bowdoin magna

left

mountain

"All possibilities of 'Apple-Polishing' at Bowdoin are non exist-

Was

Prof .-Student Tourney

from

range

ent,"

hugle,

student most proficient in natural
sciences during his undergraduate
years, and who pursues a postgraduate course in s»uch a science.
The award is made during a period of at most three years while
a student is in graduate school.

remarked, " 'Heine's'

terests

climbing to photography, from the
Hit Parade to Gilbert and Sullivan."

Frank H. Gordon '46, Wolfgang
morning of that memorable No- H. Rosenberg, Robert C. Dolan
vember day. And what was it '48 and Lennard S. Gottlieb '47
which caused my abrupt awaken- will participate in the finals of

3 ]

ness and the monotony of the
competition.
As the evening wore on, .the
faculty was forced to concedef*defeat to the weird bidding of\the
aforementioned unholy two, although the Lancaster-Kendrick
team was close behind. After the
struggle was finally over, many
he hopes to obtain his Doctorate
anxious minutes were spent conand eventuallv would like to resuming refreshments while scores
were being figured. As the scores
were read, Dana A. Little '46 and
John F. Magee '47 took the news
of their triumph with appalling
nonchalance, but the team placing
second,
the Lancaster-Kendrick
pair, were more than a bit elated
after learning that they were
Mr. Clough is an authority of beaten by a mere two points. The
sorts on several things besides Chittim-Kingsbury coupling tied
chemistry. He collects drumming with Griffin and Curtis for third
records and pipes, plays cribbage place, this a meagre three-andand chess, and skiis rabidly, des- one-half points behind the winpite an injury received recently ners.
After the group broke up, one
while ski-jumping.
Not a great
movie fan, he prefers to sit at disappointed loser whom we interhome with a pipe and brood over viewed, observed that there were
less slams and the hands were a
volumes of Thomas Hardy.
Since he hadn't yet read this trifle duller compared to the prevweek's "Time." 'IChoo" maintain- ious student tournament, but we
ed he had no opinions on world suspect that he was slightly bitter
events, but concerning Bowdoin because of his loss.

Philip 4. Clough

The professors are not "dry as
dust" and confined to Senate Reports and slide rules, carbohydrates and gerundives," said Mr.
Chittim, "but are men whose in-

deflnitiveness.

it that ever detested the current college chess tournasounding reveille?
No, a ment, which are to be held this
glance at my wrist watch put that week.
Graduate Scholarship
The games, which should deter-'
out of the question. Suddenly a
mine the first and second besf4
Robert W. Brown 44 has re- regular bedlam of whistles and
chess players in the student body,
horns
broke
the
calm
which
had
ceived the Galen C. Moses Graduwill be played in the Moulton Unate Scholarship, it was announced settled over the country.
"At once I realized the mean- ion, the date to be announced on
at the faculty meeting last Tuesthe bulletin board.
First prize
day afternoon. The income of a
{ Continued on Pag e 4 ]
will be a chess set of the Staunton
fund of $5,000, bequeathed by Empattern, and the second prize will
ma H. Moses, is awarded to the
be a pocket chess set.

Brown

instructors.

thoughts and emotions concerning
the war, of students on the campus now should afford an interesting comparison with those of

Philip J. Clough 43 Leaves Bowdoin
To Be Instructor At Middlebury
Mr.

Richard L. Chittim, mathematics
encouraged students to
a full exercise of the opportunity
provided by a small enrollment
for a more intimate association
with the men of the faculty, in
his chapel talk on August 30.
"Professors
are
not
around
merely to provide the student
with the opportunity to come into
contact with lectures, to collect
enough knowledge to survive examinations, and ultimately to gain
the number of "C's" necessary for
graduation," Mr. Chittim declared.
Every student should try to
cultivate a better than classroomspeaking acquaintances with his
instructor,

At Christmas the Messiah will
Admonishing labor for its presbe given as well as Christmas
ent trend towards very active parFall
Carols. In the spring an oratorio
ticipation
Sills,

SERIES OF LECTURES

D. U., Beta, And A. D. Houses WiH
Quarter Eighty Expected Guests
*

the Choral Society will render the first two concerts of the

ers,

will speak at the college on Wednesday evening, September 20th.
This is one of several speaking engagements in the State of Maine
for Wing Commander -Simpson.

CHITTIM ADVISES

when

many

Will Address College

KNOW YOUR FACULTY, COLLEGE ORGANIZES

and servicemen and their
The first appearance will
on October 18th and 20th,

people,
wives.

with a record since Pearl Harbor
"in which the American people
ing.
Roughly one hundred men can take much pride," but he
among the armed service group warned labor that the returned
canvassed by the Placement Bu- servicemen will be impatient bereau definitely expect to return cause of the few wartime strikes.
to Bowdoin after their discharge. These veterans "will be an importThis number is an indication of ant factor in forming public opinthe problem facing the college in ion about labor leadership after
the war."
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Demanding that labor improve
its post-war leadership, President
Sills said that the unions have

Simpson Of The R.A.F.

Culminate Last Houseparties Before
All Fraternity Houses Are Closed

com-

ing year next Tuesday at 7:15 at

Mrs. Susan Pulsifer
Will

Read To WITAN

The Witan

will

Leaders In Eight Fields
Of Activity Will Talk
On Liberal Education
Starting in the week of November 13, in commemoration of the
150th anniversary of its charter,
Bowdoin College will present a series of eight lectures on the subject

of

liberal

education.

meet Monday

Tue, Sept. 12

'

President.

—Nathan Whitman

'47. The service is under the
auspices of the Bowdoin Christian Association.
Wed. Sept. IS Professor Herbert Brown.
Thu. Sept. 14 Professor Philip

—
—

Brown. Lloyd Knight
sing.

'45 will

—Professor
—Professor

Ken-

15

Fri. 8ept.
drick.

Mon. Sept. 18
son.

Tiliot-

.
,

Tue. Sept.

19— Lloyd Knight

'45.

Wed. Sept. 20—The President.

Other Events

Mon. Sept. 11—7:30 Meeting of
the Witan at the Barn Chamber. All

members of the Faculty

and student body are

invited.

—7:45 p.m. Station

Thu. Sept. 14

WGAN,. BOWDOIN-ON-THEABt. The program is under the
auspices of the editorial board
of the Bowdoin ORIENT.
Wed. Sept. 20 Wing Comman-

—

der Peter James Simpson,
will speak.

is

which may be the last social function in the fraternity houses.
The week-end is a "Good-bye Celebration" for the houses,
and more than the usual wartime party is planned. Eighty
to eighty-five guests are expected.

man and

It is

With

in college

the

been made by Donovan D. Lan-

Duncan H. Dewar,

English, Mr. Haberly insists, invented movable type in the form
tiles
before Gutenburg conceived the idea.
But he admits
that the theory usually appeals
only to Anglophiles.
Mr. Haberly related the following incident in connection with
the research for his book on English pavements.
He heard of an
[

Continued on Page 4

]

Rice-Knight Give Recital

Before Large Gathering

RAF,

pianist
in
the Moulton Union
lounge, on Wednesday, August 30.
The recital was divided into
seven groups of songs, the artists
alternating in their appearance.
The first group of four songs was
sung by Miss Rice, and consisted
of simple melodies and folk songs.
Handel's "Oh Sleep. Why dost
thou leave me," "May Day Carol,
Old English Air." "The Nightingale and the Rose," by RimskyKorsakov, and "In the Silence of

Night," by Rachmaninoff, comprised the first group.
The second group consisted of
three songs, two of which were
sung in Italian, by Mr. Knight.
They were "O cessate di piagarmi," by Scarlatti, "Come raggio
di sol," by Caldara, and Mendelssohn's "Lord God of Abraham."
[

Continued on Page

3 ]

Alumni Reading Room
Now Open Evenings
Kenneth J. Boyer, Assistant
Librarian, has announced that
the Alumni Reading Room will
be open evenings from now on
for the convenience of the student body.

res-

on Wednesday and Thursday
afternoons.
Approximately seventy girls are expected. The price
of tickets was upped somewhat
because of stringent wartime conditions, the increase in cost being
exactly twenty-five percent.
Governing the whole week-end
procedures are the same wartime

now

rules which
for the last

have been
three

imposed

houseparties.

and which have been ominously
in many conspicuous placAll houses except the Psi Uphouse will be available.

posted
es.

silon

A Student Council Committee
Raymond Q. Boucher. '45. and
Frances H. Grant, '46. has managed to procure a band for Saturday night, although they encountof

f

fulfills

Contimica on Paxe

\

")

Childhood

Of Musical

Greatness

unofficially

for

spring

housepar-

ties, and sang a recital with Lloyd
Knight last week.
Miss Rice is a dynamic and

Towards the end
Mr. Haberly dwelt upon his
work as an expert on English orie: Rice's career
pavements at some length. The her music professor
of

was

Gym

chapel

Predictions

'47.

ponsible for selling tickets in the

down

Marjorie Rice

New

caster, who has also taken charge
of having the Moulton Union in
a houseparty-like atmosphere during the week-end.

Bowdoin; most of

down

Incidents To English Clas meant

today from
England, activities

girls arriving

over

get well under way tonight
when vic-dances and minor parties are planned.
The swimming
pool has been made available to
college students and their guests
tonight from 7 to 9 p.m., and also
tomorrow night. For the amusement of partying students are the
usual features of the college, golf
tennis, ping-pong, pool, and chess.
Girls will be quartered at the
Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Upsilon.
and Beta Theta Pi houses. Richard A. Roundy, '47, was in charge
of rooming assignments, which
were made possible through the
help of Mr. Glenn R. Mclntyre.
Bursar. Meal arrangements have

faith."

up to those

not to let

all

will

the traditions of
all, not to let
services that
so much to the boys now
in the service.
It will be a long
On August 23, Loyd Haberly, time before these fellows forget
about spiritual thought, and once
professor of English at Washing;
back to Bowdoin, they will look
ton University in St. Louis, Mis,upon chapel as their place of
souri, spoke to the combined Engbrotherhood, tradition, and declish classes of Professors Brown
ency as well as spiritual upliftand Thayer. Mr. Haberly, a grading. "Each star in the chapel seruate of Oxford, is a craftsman,
vice flag is an appeal to us to
designer of type and books, an
keep every part of Bowdoin life
authority on medieval abbeys and
alive."
medieval pavements, an archaeologist, a poet, and an artist.
Introduced by Professor Robert P.
T. Coffin, Mr. Haberly read a
poem, which he had written, concerning a Fourth of July celebration in Oregon in the days of his
By Reginald F. Spurr '46
youth.

Haberly Tells Research

A. Curran '46,
Week-End"

sponsoring a "Senior

The

Arias in four languages were
sung at a recital given by Miss
Marjorie Rice, soprano, and Lloyd
R. Knight '45, baritone, with Professor Tiliotson as accompanying

Coming Events
Chapel

the leadership of President Peter

speakers will be well known persons, not directly connected with Win. Siebert '48 Gives
colleges or universities, who will
set forth their views on a single B.C.A. Chapel Talk
subject.
The college is seeking
thus to obtaifi from leaders in sev"Is chapel at Bowdoin another
eral important walks of life, other tradition we
take for granted?"
than the academic, a number of Siebert '48, in his Bowdoin Chrissurveys of the proper function of tian Association chapel talk last
the American college, and some Tuesday, stressed the importance
frank individual assessments of the of chapel and church to "round off
quality of its performance.
our rough edges and prepare ourNo such program could possibly selves for our part in the world."
include all important fields of ac- Chapel is vital to us all, not as
tivity, and the number of lectures a social meeting place where we
represented are, the committee may laugh and joke, but where
feels, sufficiently varied and im- we may be together "as one orportant to suggest the wide range ganization, where we are given
of interests which college educa- the chance of knowing both stution must serve today.
dents and faculty better."
There will be five lectures the
Siebert feels sure that when
first week and three more the next Sunday chapel is once more held
week on November 20, 21, and 25. at Bowdoin in the fall, there will
The days' subjects, in order are:
be more enthusiasm shown for the
1.
Business looks at Liberal Edu- better choir and excellent speakers from all over the country'- As
cation
2.
Government Service Looks at the church is being put to a great
test in time of war, it is time for
Liberal Education
3.
Labor Looks at Liberal Educa- all of us, regardless of denomination, "to reassure this sick world
tion
that there is still a brotherhood
[ Continued on Pate 4 ]
of

life.

11—The

Under

the Student Council

I

evening, September 11, at 7:30, in
the Barn Chamber, 256A Maine
Street, on the invitation of Professor Chase. Mrs. Susan Pulsifer
will read from her new book, "The
Soul of France: Songs of the Liberation." soon to be published by
Edition
Francaise,
Rockefeller
Center. A French translation of
the poems, under the title "L'Ame
de la France: Chants de la Liberation," will be published about the
same time, and a few of the poems
in this French translation will be
read Monday evening.
This meeting will be «for all undergraduates and members of the
Faculty who are interested.
Mrs. Pulsifer, who is the wife
of Harold T. Pulsifer, well known
poet and former editor of the
Outlook, has been active in the
work of the Alliance Francaise
and relief organizations, and has
an intimate knowledge of French

Mon. Sept.

By Wolfgang H. Rosenberg

of Miss Marjat Radcliffe.
flipped a coin.
inveterate coin-flipper

stately creature who enjoys being
Neither an
nor temporarily possessed with a told she doesn't look like a school
teacher. The inevitable and sordid
coin-flipping madness, the master
truth, however, is that she has
merely wanted a snap decision
whether Miss Rice or her rival been teaching the seventh and
would sing Brahms at' the Fine eighth grades in her hometown of

^Arts

Museum

natively,

in

West Hartford. Connecticut,
the past year and next season

Boston, or alter-

which of the two would

for
will

on high school freshmen.
Strangely enough, she majored in
English while at Radcliffe, where
she was graduated in 1943, and
start in

be subjected to an appearance at
Bowdoin.
At first, Miss Rice felt mournful at her loss, but not long after
the shuddering State of Maine
had deposited her in the Brunswick freight yard, she reversed
her sentiments and decided that
she had hit the jack-pot. This all
happened in 1943 and was the first
of her several associations with
Bowdoin, for since then she was
featured in the Burn's celebration
held here last January, came up

was about evenly distributed in
other subjects. One of these was
music, which, after first obtaining
her M.A. in English, she hopes to
her career.
Her public debut took place at
the age of eighteen months, when
she lurched uncertainly, one mid£ Continued on Page 4 ]

make

SUN RISES
By

Charles

W.

Curtis

At the outset, we wish to blast
the attack made in this very' column in the previous issue of the,
ORIENT on the administration's
decision to permit the tennis team
to make a trip to Boston. The.
columnist of two weks ago argued
that because tennis was a minor
sport, and because the tennis team
was not strong enough to successfully compete with the experienced, polished combinations of Harvard and M. I. T, it should be denied any competition out of state.
Because there was no organized
intercollegiate tennis campetition
in the state, the team would have
had no competition at all.
1

j

and if it was an impossibility to
find such competition, then only
could that team travel around
New England. According to this
rule, the tennis team was perfectly
justified to make the Boston trip:
the baseball team was not, for it
was able to have all the competition that could be desired w'ithin
the state.
a

-

r

Let us turn to another line of
reasoning. All the students in college pay the same amount of tuition, and for that reason alone, are
entitled to expect financial support
from the college in whatever form
of athletics they wish. Wartime enrollment makes such sports as
football impossible, but when a
a - r
group such as the tennis squad has
The above discussion may appear \ been organized, it should receive as
insignificant
rather
raising
a
to be
much consideration for athletisc
detail into the limelight. Yet the' much consideration as any other
question involved is a fundamental regular team. As it was, the basetowards
one in the college policy
ball team received far more of the
athletics. The administration orig- appropriation for athletics than
irtally made the ruling that the any other team.
summer athletic teams should first
[ Continued on Page 2 )
within the state,
J
I

j

j

'

!

seek competition

j
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who make

T^EW ORIENT POLICY
There has been an internal shakeup on
Orient in conjunction with a drive
to bring this sheet out of the doldrums

has been slumbering too long.
In brief the policy from now on is to
it

new

is

s-

rollment took

mer

setup are as

its first

coming back to

will be

can

expect

this sumSoon veterans

their old

gradually

administration's action, and to encourage the continuation of a liberal, equitable policy in regard to

campus.

increasing

We should like to show those who

staffs.

Bowdoin can

s

good paper.
1

s

Crusades:

takes supreme

"Top Management"
command:
1.

The prewar

What would

policy of allowing the

and

editors,

associate

editor-in-chief,

managing editors to take

life

easy while,

a reinvigorated news-

paper be without an editorial crusade or

two? We've got one: more
more dances for Bowdoin.

social life,

are taking an active part in the news-

Did you ever hear that much drinking
is often done in college? Why do you
suppose that is? One good reason is
* escape from boredom, escape from loneliness. Far from encouraging drinking
and idleness, more frequent and better

and make-

college-sponsored social affairs, particu-

The "boys"

be old enough

to do

in those days; they

it

now.

aren't

From

on the "higher ups"

this issue

gathering, editing, rewriting,

phases of the paper.

op

used to

They

will also

help to instruct the "boys" in correct
journalistic procedure

—so

far as

it

has

would make Bowdoin a
soberer as well as a more attractive college. We intend to say this more often.
larly dances,

been revealed to their eyes.

We're

Making

2.

Orient

the

off in a cloud of dust!

interesting:

We want to put a punch in every
We should like to render the paper
is-

sue.

worthy of the college. Few holds will be
barred and imagination will have free

THE WHITE KEY
The Orient

Attracting the brains of the col-

3.

lege:

in the last year or so has

lege organizations

we

If

Orient

can succeed

in

making the

a decent newspaper,

that more of the

we

really intelligent under-

That

is

the big goal a
:

paper by getting the

campus

to

first class

first class

work on

it.

news-

minds of

There

is

formality about getting on the staff;

no

Many of the col-

have been unable to

maintain more than a skeleton of their

former schedules.
believe

graduates will be willing to contribute to

the

tra-curricular activities.

A noticeable exception

to this condition has been the

White

Key. This organization, under the lead-

Tom

ership of Phil Philbin,

Sawyer and

now Dune Dewar, has successfully maintained a fairly full schedule of intra-

mural

athletics despite the frequent pas-

if

you like to write, just say so, and you will

si veness

of the student body.

be welcome.

During

Soliciting the help of the faculty:

4.

We

realize

that

the

Orient

often

—

you cause to smile unintentionally. Rip us up and down the back, we
won't care; we want to know what's
gives

months the
White' Key has ably managed two track
the

last

four

meets,

a

league,

two bridge tournaments, two

tennis

teams for the town

tourney,

a

softball leagues,

and

has run the swimming pool for the use
of the students.

The White Key, the records show, has

don't.

We realize

it's

fun to see whether

we'll stumble across your secret information,

an unusually large
of leisure time, not all of
which is expended in enjoying the
climate and recreational advantages of Brunswick. With the college faculty at almost its pre-war
strength, the ambitious student
has an unparallelled opportunity to

but frankly

we

haven't the man-

power to do a thorough job of news
hunting. When you know of something
news-worthy,

let

us

known about

gradually aroused student interest in
events.

The

ginning of the
enthusiastically

the

at the be-

summer were supported
by students. In

White Key has been

short,

a big factor in

the keeping the ivy growing

on our walls

during these war years.
it.

Examples of the way the Orient has
unnecessarily and perhaps unwittingly

its

recent bridge tournaments

and the tennis tournament

•

H.

on the many advanced
sit in
courses which are now virtually
courses of individual instruction.
Because of the small classes, he
will even have a chance, if he so
desires, to participate in some of
the discussions an opportunity
never shared by a student sitUng
in on courses in previous years. It
is truly deplorable to permit Bowdoin's many brilliant, experienced,
and thoughtful professors to confine their attentions to perhaps
one or two if there are eight or
ten other men interested in the
course, but who are not enrolled
in it. The professors, for the most

—

part,

would welcome

this

augmen-

tation of the classes.

padded

cells

released

from

when 4*ne next

their
issue of

the ORIENT got under way. Rewrite men again murdered beautiful stories

and whipped them

into

L., Jr.

achieve.

JUNK!

-^

—

—

m-c
Could it be that we never find
a truly happier or sadder person
than the average, because such
an animal doesn't exist. Is there
a saturation point for either situation that prevents there being
such a person?
Do our happy
and sad moments always form a
cycle that is equal to a straight
line?
You don't believe this is
true? Well, neither do I. but it
does seem possible that there is
more truth in this idea than we
would like to admit.

m-c

fect the negative side of the original idea.

Between

fifty

and sixty

freshfall, ac-

men are expected this
cording to Professor Hammond,
Director of Admissions. At present, approximately fifty are already enrolled and definitely plan

and applications have
been coming in at a better-thanto

enter,

average rate.

This number in-

"Spirit

of Victory"

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company,

its

twerity-one associated operating tele-

phone companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
and Western Electric Company, continue to face
unprecedented demands for telephone communication.

!_\

IVever before in the country's history has there

been so much evidence of the indispensable part
telephone service plays in the life of the nation.
makes a direct contribution to the effectiveness
of every part of the war effort.
It

man.

The
m-c

people

sense of responsibility which telephone
call

the "'spirit of service'*

is

in this

war

the "spirit of vie /ory." The men and women of the
Bell System, in m horn this spirit lives, may be relied

I
realize
that this is very
sketchy and vague, being merely

a thin skeleton of somewhat sim-

upoii to do their utmost.

ilar ideas.
They plagued me long
enough, so let them plague you
for a while.
If you Mother to
wonder about them, they'll confuse you, and then we'll both take
Phil next semester and see how
wrong they are.

u

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"Service to the Nation in Pence

and War"

Not much.

Bridge-score sheets, an old spacefilling stand-by, have been ruled
out because they are too obvious.
More subtle means are needed.
Math scratch paper down several
columns was considered for a long
while. The pros and cons were
argued and the decision in the end
was negative. The judging board
felt it would be a disgrace to literarily ask for ORIENT pages to be
defaced by doodlers. A rotogravure
section is still being debated. As a
matter of fact it was decided to try
a practical experiment with a roto
section this week.

A

FIFTY FRESHMEN
ENROLLED FOR FALL

happiness. Sensitive or emotional
people get more joy from some
experiences than others do, but
they also get more remorse over
a failure. Thus, they really aren't
happier over any sizable length of
time than the unemotional chaps
are.
Time, exeenft for the previous stated occasion, does heal sorrow, and in alfcases does exert a
law of diminishing returns on
sources of joy. Therefore, might it
not be right to say that it is impossible for one person to be happier than the average man, and
except in cases of insurmountable
barriers, it is rare when one person is unhappier lhan the average

Suggestions, by the way, are
very much welcome. However,
they must be made to significant
ORIENT members. Before the organization is overwhelmed by an
avalanche of progressive points, it
should be stated what already has
been considered and rejected.

major

crisis

arose

in

the

ORIENT

softball

wrong.

Another thing. Give us a break on
news tips. Many of you do; many of you

umns were

typical ORIENT shape. All definite
the B.N.A.S., Mere Point, and facts and statements that could be
inyo vouched for were censored.
doin at the Bowdoin-Bates
Bowfor
cheering
maintains that
Thus the organization continues
doin at the Bowdoin-Bates baseball to exist, rutted in the gutters of
game was her most strenuous ac- the past year, although the present
radidynamic
and
tivity here. Her
new regime has warped, concepant personality has won her in- tions of its status. They think the
stant friendship with every one of paper is improving.
her audiences. Her monologue enWhile the whole college holds its
titled "To Keep My Love Alive"
was so convincing that many a breath, and all interest is focused
married eouple left the Union with on the rebirth of the ORIENT, it
strange lights in their eyes. The might not be such a bad idea to
explain some of the rebirth pains
husbands had best beware.
of the present issue. Shortage of
s- r
The student body is to be con- copy is the biggest problem. Just
gratulated- on the enthusiasm and how big the problem is can easily
vigor displayed by them in secur- be seen by the fact that almost any
ing dates for House-parties. One kind of trash is now being printmiserable character after spend- ed here. To alleviate this situation,
ing fifteen dollars in vain on tele- a pregnant idea was turned into
the
phone calls to New York, finally the following suggestion:
telephone
directory
succeeded in getting a date by Brunswick
making a midnight call to Colby should be printed on the back page
College. With men as perserving as in serial-like installments. This
this anonymous gentleman, and helpful hint was followed up with
with such flourishing organiza- the thought that when Brunswick
tions as the Feeney and Biddeford runs out, the printer might start
Date Bureaus, how can the House- on Portland.
party fail to be a success?
Now that is an example of wha
s - r
During the summer, the average the modern fertile mind can

student has

consistently deplored the decline in ex-

it.

jorie Rice. Intending to take part
in but one performance, the concert on Wednesday night, Miss
Rice, it has been discovered, participated in some 14 separate recitals, including performances at

amount

rein.

KEEP 'EM FIRING—WITH

also quite certain that your choice
either way won't agree with
what that chap's friends thir/k of
him. Yes, it's the trite but ever
true idea that we can't tell who
is happiest or saddist.
Maybe
this fact is trite |wc:Aise we usually stop thinking on such an idea
at this point. This is bad philosophy to pass out around houseparty time, but, nevertheless, let's
go a little farther.

wonder if the "student on more healthy interest in the colm-c
the path," to borrow a phrase from lege newspaper, the net result was
On the positive side, there doesS. S. Rosenberg's column, realizes that faith once more had been
n't seem to be any parallel force
the great service and publicity established.
causing abnormalities of superrendered the College by Miss MarThe crackpots who write col-

,

the rest of the boys sweat has been tossed

out the window.

r

Professor Frederic E. T.
Tillotson played the wedding music. The bride was attended by her
sister.
Miss Letitia Hammond,
maid of honor; Dr. William Klutz
of Boston served as best man. A
reception was held at the Moulton

We

follows:
8.

-

mony and

Yet despite the seemingly insurIt might be quite right to say
mountable difficulties, there was a that there Is a diminishing return
certain amount of steady progress, from the sources of joy, while
halted at times by loud outbursts there isn't as rapid a diminishing
of profanity from one of the new of pain from an equal exposure to
staff members. Ultimatums, de- a source of sorrow.
In eases of
crees, suggestions, criticisms, and imprisonment, be it walls of stone,
fatherly advice were given out poverty, or one other |>eople's
freely on penny postcards which cruelness, the softening effect of
swamped the local mail for some time is not able to work. These
time. With the help of these little abnormalities, however, only afmorale-boosters, and the various
activities designed to stimulate a

athletics.

put out a

still

r

This entire argument Is not intended to be an attack on the baseball team; to the contrary, the ball
team has made an exceptionally
good record, and is meritous of the
whole college's praise. We rather
have been attempting to justify the

en-

upswing

since Pearl Harbor.

We

The

a good time to change.

return that

issue better than the last.

Big points in the

Sun

i

the

make each

the news.

Things are looking up:

This

which

flesh

No. 2

7.

in

and give you
and blood crea-

talks, try

an insight into the

Curtis

1944

6.

go-

ing to quit just printing concert pro-

tures

LXXIV

as a personnel clerk at an advancThe next step towards a brighter
ed base in the Southwest Pacific. future was a general shake-up in
He has earned the Good Conduct the top ranks of ORIENT manageMedal and the Battle Star for the ment. Using hard-fisted and unexNorthern Solomons
Campaign. pected promptness, the editor apCorporal Warren was a member of pointed more men to staff posiAlpha Tau Omega Fraternity and tions, and gave a five-minute lecparticipated in football and interture on the evils of insubordination.
fraternity athletics.
This was followed immediately by
Pvt. James R. Fox '35 has been
a two-hour lecture on journalism,
serving since May with an ord- its phases in the Mid- West, and the
nance group in the South Pacific. experiences of a paper-route-boy
He attended Bowdoin until his sen- with the world at large, given for
ior year, belonging to the Sigma
the benefit of all who were presNu Fraternity.
ent, and coming from the mouth of
a newly-discovered - and-hard - toconceal source of information. It
need hardly be said that this twoRises
hour blast of journalistic hot-air
blew all thoughts of insubordina[ Continued from Page I ]
tion sky-high.

much

We're

interested in as other people.
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h'fted,
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ciples of journalistic style.
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not

We

times.

Brunswick, Maine.

at

office

going to be

is

many

by the Students of

classes are held

matter at the post

class

The

paper based more closely on the prin-

'

Vol.

change, im-

is

experimentation.
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bowdoin ColleKi'. Address news communications to the Kditor
and subscripti'" communication* to the Business Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office In tha Mnulton Union. Bowdoin Co1I«-kc. Brunswick. Maine. Entered as
second

the keynote

.

everyone would be fired who did
by Ian Maclnnes
not meet the dead-line. Promptly*
Say, did you ever wonder who
with newly created gusto, all were
fired who did not meet the dead- the happiest man on campus was?
Or who held down the end of such
line. All were fired.
a line?
If you haven't, try It
The affair was, of course, em- now
All right, have you got
barrassing to say the least. The year
choice ? Oh, you don't, huh ?
editor-in-chief led the entire orYes, it's a hard thing to do, and
ganization in a walk-out. Carrying if you did jii«
k somebody, for
all kinds of protesting banners and
either spot, I'll bet it's someone
placards, the ORIENT boys arous- you don't know very well.
I also
ed general enthusiasm by march- hot it's not your roommate. It's

Bowdoin during his freshman and
sophomore years, taking part in
freshman track and various musical activities. He was a member of
Theta Delta Chi Fraternity.
Nelson T. Hepburn '41 has enrolled as an aviation cadet in the
pre-fiight school at Maxwell Field, ing around the Moulton Union and
Alabama. While attending Bow- threatening to quit. Rumors spread
doin, he was a member of Psi Up- fast, and special messages of congratulation began pouring in from
silon Fraternity.
Cpl. Willard C. Warren '44 has all prominent men on campus. But
completed nine months of overseas the raised hopes of the student
service as member of a heavy bom- body soon disappeared because the
bardment group and is now serving affair was quite short-lived.

«

Union following the wedding ceremony.
Mrs. Hollmann was graduated
from Brunswick High School in
1939, and from Radcliffe College in
1943. She has served on the staff of
"The Brunswick Record" for the
past year. Ensign Hollmann, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Hollmann
of Pelham, N. Y., is a graduate of
St. Lawrence University. He also
holds a Master of Arts degree from
Columbia University. The couple
will reside in Boston, where Ensign
Hollmann is now stationed.

Miss Laura Sylvia Hammond,
daughter of Professor and Mrs. Edward S. Hammond, was married to
Hollmann,
Walter
Ensign
P.
USNR, in the chapel on Saturday
afternoon, August 26. The Rev.
Melford L. Brown of Mount Vernon, N. Y., officiated at the cere-

Cress

With tyrannical brutality, the
hard-hitting, determined ORIENT
editor announced to his staff that

Front

in the

Yet we're trying hard to know
what's going on. Often doors are closed
to us
such as at faculty meetings. Give
last issue.

SYLVIA HAMMOND IS
Campus Survey Mustard and MARRIED
IN CHAPEL

By Wolfgang- H. Rosenberg

office when the question
of "journalistic style" was brought
up. This, undoubtedly, was the biggest problem to be faced in bring-

ing forth a

new

paper. Although

harsh measures have been taken,
the question of "journalistic style"
is still the most threatening one
under the present new regime.
Readers trained in the ways and
means of the news-gathering world
will not be abJpfo help noticing the
special emphasis that has been
placed in this issue on "journalistic
style." But progress is slow.

cludes several special students and
transfers from other colleges.
One encouraging thing can be
The student drive has been res- said to English professors and
ponsible for the enrollment of other severe critics among the
several men, but it is difficult to readers. There are no longer any
ascertain exactly how many by bees to sting and hinder the forthe college records.
Professor ward-striving body of journalistic
Hammond is of the opinion that stylists. Especially, there are no
a drive of this kind valuably aug- more Jay-bees. (We are making
ments the number of men who special reference here to a rewrite
normally enter, therefore similar man who took a story he was supdrives are expected to be held in posed to rewrite, and copied it
the future.
word for word!)

MMHI
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
FAIL PLANS FEATURE
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

POLAR BEARINGS
By Dick Roundy

Congratulations to the Bowdoin Varsity ball team on their fine
showing this season. With material strictly limited because of the small
enrollment. Coach Neil Mahoney and interim Coach Bob Miller, put a Bowdoin
team on the field which always gave the
opposition a run for its money, and was
always an asset to the athletic fame of
the college. Building their team largely
around the brains' and drive of catcher
Mort Page, the pitching and hitting of
Lloyd Knight and Holden Findlay, and
developing men like Dune Dewar and
Frank Kimball into ballplayers, along
with the generally good play of Ray
Boucher, Coaches Mahoney and Miller
have done a good job of which they may
well be proud.
*

polar bearings

Our

team under the direction of Nat Kendriek
and the leadership of Charlie Curtis has been most unfortunate
tennis

la being unable to secure opposition in its own class. Many of
the men now playing are good enough to win a good many

tennis matches, but in the return engagement with

MIT

here
last Saturday afternoon the boys were once again overmatched. On the word of no less an authority than Nat Kendrick,
Charlie Curtis was matched against a man reputed to be close
to the beat college tennis player ever to play in Brunswick.
Against competition of that sort It's small wonder that our
boys fared no better than they did, and it Is to their credit,
that outclassed though they were, the boys never gave up.
•
polar bearings
The White Key, under the leadership of its president Dune Dewar,
has made extensive plans for a touch football league, which if carried
out should provide plenty of keen competition, in addition to plenty
of beneficial exercise through the fall months of September and October. According to Athletic Director Mai Morrell it will be impossible
to sponsor a football team this fall, and it is the hope of the White Key
that this league will furnish an outlet for those boys who were so keen
on having college football this fall.
polar bearings
With varsity football definitely vetoed, many of the students on campus are turning their attention to the possibility
of a varsity soecer team for the fail. Whether it is because of
the mass brawl which "eal" soccer tends to develop into or not,
we personally do not care much for the game, but according
to soccer-enthusiast Al Query it's a great game when played
correctly. Those Interested in the possibility of varsity soccer
are urged to contact Al at the AD house for information.
polar bearings
The tennis tournament appears to be dying a slow death despite the
efforts of President Dewar of the White Key to keep it going. It seems
that the members of the White Key need to get a little drive, and keep
this thing moving, or we'll be playing the finals just before going home
for the Christmas vacation. What say fellows, let's get behind this
thing and push it along. The White Key has been functioning so well
now for a period of a year or more that it would be a shame to have a
relapse now.

Post
[

in

War Plans
Continued from Page

i

1

regard to its curricular policy. As
an example, a student under the
present requirement must have
resided in college for at least four
semesters to be eligible for a de-

A

possible change may libgree.
eralize this rule to three semesters to take care of a larger num-

ber of students
left

who might have

as sophomores and completed
number of courses

their required

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

V-12 or other service programs.

Special consideration may be
given to servicemen who will find
it difficult to meet certain curricular requirements if it is deemed
necessary by the authorities. No
definite plan has been drawn up
in this field as yet.
The importance of an adequate advisory staff
was stressed to handle the varied
problems of the return to "better
days."

The

job of evaluating
courses of wartime service colleges and schools is a problem for
which the administration is preparing.
By planning ahead the
college is trying to avoid the confusion which would result from
the vital problems which must be
met after the war.
difficult

We have

had long experienoe

PHILGAS

does the cook-

ing best

in

producing for Bowdoin men:

RADAR IN FINALE, 64

And

As

He

Head

MONTGOMERY KILLED
ITALY CAMPAIGN

known well
regions for its performances.
Navy couples, who pay
the regular admission, are welcome to come to the dance, and
have been extended a cordial invitation by the Student Council.
A committee of Frank H. Gordon, '46, and Francis K. Smith,
'47, was assigned to take
care of
chaperones. The list was not yet
compiled when the ORIENT went
to press, but many chaperones are
expected to be radar Nan- coupin

local

•

PRINTING

BIG WHITE SHELLACKS

Shutsont White 5-0

Despite a six hit pitching effort
Knight Brilliant
by Lloyd Knight, the Big White
Basketball Leagues
Pitches 2 Hitter;
baseball team was defeated by the
strong Bates team here on WedVaried Schedule
Victors Knock 13 Hits
nesday, August 23; Lloyd's wildness with men on bases, his teamThe athletic program for the mates' errors, and Bates' ability to
By Dick Roundy '47
next two months now mapped out capitalize their breaks told the
Bowdoin wound up its 1944 baseis based around the belief that
story of the game, as the Bowdoin
there should be competition for as men were held to four hits without ball season in fine style, as it
shellacked the Radar team by a
many men as possible.
a single run in a fine pitching perDuring the next two weeks a se- formance by Rehl, Navy V-12 stu- six to one score, in a short six
inning game which was played on
football
tag
interfraternity
ries of
dent at Bates.
Pickard Field Tuesday, August 29.
games will be run off. Six man
The first inning found one Lloyd Knight was in fine form,
football will be played 6o that as
error,
Bates man reaching on an
giving
up but two infield hits and
many fraternities as is possible will but dying on first base as his
be represented. These games will teammates were unable to advance three bases on balls, while retiring no less than ten via the strikebe played in the afternoon at 4.30. him. The Mahoney men went down
A considerable amount of inter- on strikes, one, two, three. In the out route.
After the Radar outfit had been
est in soccer has been roused dur- first half of the second inning
retired in order in their half of
ing the last few weeks and a series Luck, Bates' first baseman, singled
the
first, Tim Donovan reached
of games with the Naval Air Base to left, and raced all the way to
on an error to open the Bowdoin
is planned. These really started
third as the left fielder kicked the offensive.
Dune Dewar walked,
two weeks ago when the British ball around the outfield. After two
putting men on first and second
airmen swamped our team; 9-0. men had gone down, he scored as
with no outs, but the rest of the
The second game will be played Harrington singled to right.
side was retired in order and the
this week and- a game a week is
In the last half of the second, inning ended with no scoring. The
planned for the next five or six Frank Kimball got one of BowRadar again went down in order
weeks. The air base has seven doin's four hits but never got any
in the second inning.
teams so that we meet a different further than first base as the rest
Frank Kimball opened the secone each time.
of the side grounded out. In the ond inning for Bowdoin by beatThe tennis team will play the last half of the second Bates fash- ing out
an infield roller, and
faculty on Tuesday, September 5.
ioned another run on two bases on scored on Ray Boucher's double.
Another tournament is planned balls, an error and a single to cen- Boucher was
out in an attempt to
for basketball. This will be held ter by Luck. Bowdoin again went
steal home after reaching third
either later in September or in Oc- down in order in their half.
on a passed ball. Findlay walked,
tober after the. men return from
In the fourth and fifth both went to second on an infield out
vacation. From these games Neil teams went down in order, with the
and scored as Dune Dewar singled
Mahoney intends to pick his teams exception of a single base on balls to center.
for the winter season. There will issued to Lloyd Knight in the fifth.
[ Continued on Pa%e 4 ]
be regular varsity games with Col- In the sixth, after the Bates team
by, Maine, and the Navy at Bates. had gone down in order, Bowdoin
There will also be a junior varsity put together three of its five hits
squad and, if there are enough can- but was unable to score as Rehl Sills Stresses Need
didates, there will be a third squad.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
Jack Magee will get underway
For Chapel Attendance
with the cross-country practice at
the beginning of the next term.
The extent of our competition will
Compulsory chapel attendance
is a policy required by the Govdepend on the quality of our team.
IN
erning Boards of the College,
Neil now has ten men out for
President Sills explained in his
individual practice on baseball.
Lt. Alexander S. Montgomery
chapel talk of August 28th which
These are the men who may be '44,
U. S. A., has been killed in
pointed out the value to be destarting off next seasen. Now
that action in Italy. Word of his death
rived from these services.
the regular season is over
Neil was received at the college yescan concentrate on them so that
The President said that this
terday.
there will be something to build
on
During his two and a half years policy is not maintained "only bewhen the baseball season starts
cause of sentiment and tradition"
at Bowdoin "Al", as he was faagain.
miliarity known, was one of the but because it is felt that daily
It is Neil's intention that
there college's top ranking divers and chapel is "... .a symbol, a gesture
be a good amount of competition
was prominent in several extra- if you wish, of the thought that
so that some sport will
it is useless to get knowledge unappeal to curricular activities.
each man on campus. He wants to
He was a member and at one less there is also the wisdom that
make fun While the sun shines, be- time president of the Kappa Sig- comes from on high."
fore the harder period of the
"It is not without significance,"
com- ma Fraternity. An all-around athing months gets under way
when lete, he specialized particularly in President Sills observed, "that the
there will be a stiffer cal program swimming and diving. As one of chapel is the central building on
and a grinding month of basketball Coach Bob Miller's top fancy div- the campus and that it's spires
practice.
ing board men he garnered many are the first things a student sees
from the distance, and one of the
points for the Bowdoin forces.
He was a member of the Glee last things about Bowdoin he will
Club, the Faculty-Student Union forget."
Houseparty
There has been a lowering of
Board and was active in interfrareligious and moral standards in
ternity sports.
C Continued' from Page i
A major in physics "Al" colleges. President Sills admitted,
]
ered much difficulty. Carl Brog- planned, while in college, to be- but he foresaw that greater emcome an engineer. Coming from phasis would be placed on the fine
gi's eleven piece organization
was
arts, philosophy, and religion in
hired at a cost of one hundred and West Hartford, Connecticut, he
the future.
seventy-five dollars to play in the was prepared at Kimball Union
Academy.
President
Sills
quoted from
Moulton Union tomorrow from 8
Plato the statement that the "scito 12 p.m.
Broggi's band played
ence of good and evil" is the most
here last May. and is

Football, Soccer,

'41

Bates V-12 Pitcher

Rice Recital
[

Continued from Page

Miss
French

Rice

then

1

sang

]

three

"Si Mes Vceux AvAiles," by Reynaldo

arias,

des
Hahn, "Obstination," by Fontenailles, and "Les Filles de Cadix,"
aient

by Leo Delibes.
The next group by Mr. Knight
was three songs in German, "MorAircraft Course
gen" and" Zueignung," by Strauss,
and "Der iNussbaum," by Shules.
Be Taught
Wilson
The dance on Saturday night mann.
Miss Rice sang her last schedwill be formal, as was decided
after much heated discussion, in uled song, "Depuis le Jour," by
Clifford E. Wilson '48 has reaccordance with past Bowdoin Charpentier, and Mr. Knight sang cently been appointed an instructraditions.
The
two
eating his last group, "On the Road to tor in the«local Civilian Air Patrol
houses have made informal plans Mandalay," by Oley Speaks, Bea- Unit.
Wilson, who has had exfor a formal banquet to be held trice Fenner's "When Children perience
in flying as a former
before the dance.
Details have Pray," "At Dawning," by Cadman. United States Navy pilot, is teachbeen announced at the dining and Wolfe's "Shortnin" Bread." ing the course in Aircraft to
about
The applause was so great, how- 35 boys whose
rooms.
object in taking
ever, that the artists consented
the C.A.P. training is to acquire
to sing an encore of three songs
as much groundwork and school
from George Gershwin's "Porgy training
as possible before inducand Bess." Miss Rice sang "Sumtion into the air forces of the
mertime," Mr. Knight sang "I've Army
and Navy.
got' Plenty of Nothing," and then
The group meets every Tuesday
as a finale they sang a duet,
night from 7:00 to 10:00 and the
"Bess, You is my Woman."
Fri.-Sat.
time is spent in military drill,
Sept. 8-9
communications, meteorology, theSong Of The Open Road
ory of flight, and aircraft recogwith
nition.
Edgar Bergen - "Charlie"
Opening the first meeting, WilBonlta Granville
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Third, the students' attention
will be directed to the total form
of each individual plane.
Slides
will be flashed on a screen at progressively greater speeds until
one one-hundredth of a second is
reached.

The system which will be used
by Wilson in this course in teaching the students each individual
plane is known as the
System in which attention is focused
on each of the four outstanding
characteristic
sections
of the
plane, namely, the wing, engine,

WEFT

with
-

Paramount News
Short Subjects

mmm

more
owing to

this

photographic appearance, and

MAINE STREET

To War
Ruth Warrick

destined to succeed; his owrt

of his work may be
heard on any machine, under the
title, "Out of Nowhere."
Artie Shaw has a new agent and
after a short rest he will start on
the road with a thirty piece orchestra. He was released from the
Navy after doing a great job play-

men overseas.
Benny Goodman is out

ing for the

—

Under the leadership of

148 Maine Street

Tel 775

fuselage,

and

tail.

With

this sys-

tem,
approximately
thirty-five
planes will be learned in detail.

aasei

Athletes

hope that Bowdoin would turn in
such a creditable performance.
Athlete Neil Mahoney stood with
peeled eyes on the fifty-yard line,
and sprayed acid on the players
when they came near- One halfback, especially,

was subjected

to

a very intense spray.
With the hope that the college
will organize a real soccer team
next fall, the boys went home that
satisfied

night,

that

had

there

All who were
game came to the

been no casualties.
present at the

unanimous decision that the college team needed regular practice
and coaching, so that next time

down

the opponents could be held
to only eight goals.

chief

of the
picure for good unless his relations with his agent are smoothed
out. Benny is now doing studio
work in broadcasting companies.
The chances of his fronting a band
again are slim.
Tommy Dorsey is still in Holly-

soccer-player Alphonse Q. Query,
a fighting soccer team was organized roughly five minutes before
the scheduled game.
Students
were routed from dinner and other social activities to come out
to Pickard Field and battle the
British Navy. Amazingly enough,
wood and our chances of ever see- chief soccer-player Query maning him in person are again slight aged to scrape together eleven
unless he plays at a hotel in New men just before the starting whisYork within the near future.
tle blew.
It was a team which
Keep an eye on Dean Hudson would go down in history, as well
and his band. He was floating as in front of the opponents.
around New England unnoticed for
Defending the goal, as the oba good many years prior to his in- ject of constant target practice,
duction into the army. He broad- was Jim Cutler, who did a magcasts from the the Hotel Lincoln nificent job of keeping the score
and if the chance arises to tune in, as low as possible. Were it not
by all means do, for there is a new for Jim, the points accumulated
treat in store for you.
by the opposition would have been
Harry James is also sticking to 90 instead of 9. As "Last ditch
sunny California. The reason is defense" full hacks were journalrather obvious. He lost a big ist H. Lindemann and chief Query.
drawing card when Buddy Mareno These men are personally responwent into the Navy. This vocalist sible for blocking more than a
used to sirig with Dick Jurgen's hundred attempted goals.
The
band and he certainly helped put half-back line was manned by
Dick's band over. With Corky Cor- three of the most rugged characcoran still playing solo tenor sax ters on campus, Bob. "Shinpad"
for James, the latter still has Morrell, "Streak" Hanson, and
some of the old solidity that he had "H. W. A. C. O. T. F. B. T. G. W.
two years ago.
W. S. T. P. T. T. T. N. M." RosenIn the next issue we'll take up berg. (He was almost chased off
a review of your favorite vocalists. the field by the guys who were
scared to play themselves thanx
to Neil Mahoney.)
Sills
The forward "front ditch defense" was filled by Gump Grant,
Joe Wheeler, Bill Smith. J. B.
[ Continued from Page 1

—

On Labor

)

Hall, Bill Augerson, and "Comparty and political matters, declarmander" Jim EelLs, some substiing, "There is likely not only to be
tuting,
some not.
Commander
'division in the ranks of labor itEells tried in vain to use comself, but resentment on the part of
mando tactics, but gave up after
many citizens." He praised the a while and stuck
to commanding.
"old-fashioned idea" that labor as
These boys of the "front ditch desuch should be free from partisan
fense" had a very difficult time
*
politics as such.

trying to look athletic, and after
He said that efforts made to get! they realized how greatly they
out the vote and to secure more were outclassed, they did the only
intelligent exercise of the fran- sensible thing left.
They pitched
chise are all to the good. However, a tent on the British end of the
"it is clear that when a labor or- field, and erected a sign which
ganization or union uses its funds read "Wake us up when the ball
or its influence to support a par- comes near!"
However, no one
ticular party
or candidate, it woke them up.
thereby brings pressure on all
On the whole, the match was
members of the group to go along." not very hard fought. The sideAlthough President Sills did not lines stared in disbelief when they
specifically say so, his talk indi- learned that the college eleven
cated that he was referring to Pet- had managed to hold the Navy
team down to only nine goals. It
tis, leader of the CIO in Maine,
and Sidney Hillman, leader of the was an achievement well worth
Political Action Committee, set up boasting about. The cheering and
jeering (for Rosie) sections yelled
by the national CIO.
President Sills Ls qualified to quite enthusiastically throughout
the entire match, never daring to
speak authoritatively on labor

Russell Effective In
1-1 Tie

With Loggers

Bowdoin's next to last game of
the season took place at Pickard
Field on Friday, August 25, as they
entertained the Wilton Loggers in
the second game of a home and

home

series.

The game was

called

on account of darkness at the end
of ten innings as a one to one tie.
Don Russell turned in a fine pitching performance, limiting the Wilton outfit to four hits scattered
through four different innings.

After the Wilton team had gone

down

in order,

Tim Donovan

start-

ed Bowdoin off on the right foot by
beating out an infield hit. He went
to second as Findlay walked, but
was picked off second to end the
threat. In the second both teams
went down in order. In the third
the Loggers were retired in order
as Russell faced the first nine men
without any of them reaching base.
After two were out Tim Donovan
poked a hit out into center field
but his mates were unable to advance him. In the fourth L. Fburnier, Wilton pitcher, broke the
spell after two were out by reaching first base on an error by Ray
Boucher. The next man flied out
to center field to avoid further
trouble in that inr ng.

Bowdoin

went down

in order in her half of
the fourth.
In the fifth Bowdoin broke the
scoring ice as Ray Boucher singled after one was out, went to
second as Al Chillson (batting for
Simonds) drew a base on balls, and
scored on pitcher Rusell's lusty
double. Here the Wilton pitcher
bore down and struck out Donovan
and forced Findlay to ground out
to the first baseman.
In the sixth Bowdoin frittered
away another fine scoring opportunity as Dewar reached second
with none out, after a single and a
stolen base. However, when the
throw from the catcher went out

into right centerfleld Dewar tried
to stretch it to third and was
thrown out at third. Then, after

Page had struck out, Knight doubled to deep center, and Frank
Kimball walked. Ray Boucher flied
to short though and the inning was
over without a run.
In the seventh the Loggers put
[

by

Continued on Page 4
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virtue of his participation

on the
England War Labor Board,
which he has been on since ....
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terest appeal.

Mr. Winkle Goes
Edward G. Robinson

is

ships, and other war machines
will be presented with emphasis
on silhouettes, engineering forms,

COMPLIMENTS OF THE

also

Short Subjects

is

arrangements are second to none.

An example

bility

with
William Bendix Dennis OVeefe

Fox News

Nownere

than in the air,
the variety of conditions of visiand the many different
types of aircraft."
The following is an outline of
154 the course as it will be presented:
First, the student will be taught
the important items of nomenclature supplemented by introductory
training films and film strips.
Secondly,
individual
planes,

Cleansing and Tailoring

4

Jungle

foe.

difficult

Soldier

Tues.

Everyone has a favorite band
and band leader. The following is
a little compiled information on
the doings of the current favorites:
Les Brown just finished a top
engagement at the Lincoln Hotel.

Realizing that they were in for
a hard fight, a Royal Navy soccer
team had no idea of the fiasco
that was in store for them when
they arrived at Bowdoin to play
a college team recently.
The pick of the British athletes
was a squad which ranked all other soccer teams of the Brunswick
Naval Air Station league. With
a malicious gleam in their eyes
they set' upon the task of what
they thought would "be a methodical and systematic defeat for a
bunch of inexperienced collegiate
But the Royal Navy
ball players.
could not achieve its purpose the
defeat was quite unsystematic and
without method.

the ability to distinguish friend

from

Sept. 10-11

also

Take Your Date To

son had the following comment,
"The first requirement in warfare
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New
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POSTERS
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satisfying portion of human knowledge. He then said:
"I wonder how many of you
have ever thought that there is
such a thing as the science of
good and evil. If not, it is high
time you think of the place such
a science should have in your education."
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R. P. Hilton

It

that

seems to

it is

us, as

we

digest our salad days at

ALPHA DELTA PHI

Bowdoin,

customary for "Variety" columnists to apologize for

the literary efforts of their immediate predecessors.
ing to break

what might

first-term

freshman

in

we

Not

Duncan H. Dewar, Jr. '47
John L. Thomas '48
Thomas C. Weatherill '48
Alphonse W. Query "47

wish-

one of Bowdoin's many
the humbleness becoming to a

possibly be

cherished traditions yet with

comings

Houseparty Guests

all

offer apologies for the

our conception of the spice of

—v—

many

short-

was

in Russia at the invitation 'of
For quite some time now, we the Soviets. After a successful exseveral
have been deeply indebted to the hibition in London with
men in the air arm of His Ma- famous customers, he returned to
at
are
spent
His
summers
America.
Navy stationed at the
jesty's
BNAS for getting us out to break- his Goose Rocks Beach school.
When not travelling to J^outh
fast daily. With all due respect to
Arizona
our^alarm clock, there is nothing America, he winters at his
school.
like a Corsair equipped with a
2.000 h.p. Pratt and Whitney airMore fun 'n injuns at the Presieooled-engine, hedgehopping the
Like balancing
house to make a man sit up and dent's "at homes."
tea cups on your knee, unsuccesstake notice.
fully refusing a second cup, and being introduced as someone else,
As we were saying after the
usually a math genius. ... Well,
t>i>e setter so rudely interrupted
houseparties unbelt in a couple of
with that "V," we decided to redays, "Let us pray for the college."
Naval
visiting
the
calls
by
the
turn
Less than 80 votes were reAir Station ourselves. Major Brewported in the ORIENT'S Election
ster Grace, U.S.M.C, Commandant
Poll. Comes the revolution, Tovardetachment
Marine
of the station's
ich Hoffman will have to report the
met us at the main gate with a six votes for Browder, Thomas, et
G.I. buzz-wagon. After an interestThe enal. cast at our table.
managed
we
ing tour of the field,
tertainment interest of the college
to extract from the Major at the
swung this week from the PasOfficers' Club, in the approved
time's Captain America to Tony
the
manner,
cinema-espionage
and Juanita at the Town Hall.
"plans" to the air base. The field
Hope all you folks came in and set
has two huge runways and a serv- awhile.
Better not drop your
ice apron with protective revetfork at the table. Your plate will be
ment. Behind the apron are two
gone when you retrieved it.
hangers and about them are

Edwin

.

grouped barracks,

.

a firing range where
planes taxi up to test their cannon. Almost as high as the windowed control tower is a pyre of
wrecked planes.

a certain fraternity member
found in a state of "dishabile" in
We glimpsed
one of its rooms

of

the silhouette of the new Hotel
Eagle recently. Considering Bowdoin's non-descript architecture,
one realizes why Bowdoin chose
its present college motto, "Like
the eagle against the sky."

—V—

The Eliott O'Hara show at the
Walker Art Building has just come
to a close. Perhaps in passing, it
would be interesting to note some

material not covered in Professor
Beam's review. Mr. O'Hara operated a small manufacturing plant at
Waltham, Mass., prosaically engaged in engraving the faces of
dials and gauges. Playing around
with water colors occupied some of
his spare time. But shortly after
his marriage (his wife is the
daughter of former librarian Putnam of the Congressional Library),
he abruptly sold his business interests, and the couple packed off to
Italy, where he seriously turned to

water

colors.

His

first

Continued from Page I 1
night, across her father's poker
One astute individual, obtable.
serving the incident, prophetically
remarked, "Watch that child, she's
going too fast." And Miss Rice
fulfilled the prediction, appearing
in assorted school operettas and
such horrors until she reached the
climax of her life by being a butterfly with yellow wings in a high
This fascischool presentation.
nating condition was rendered
more interesting since her husband was likewise a butterfly with
wings.
For five years, from the age of
twelve to* seventeen, she had a
regular radio program on station
Usually,
Hartford.
in
there was no sponsor, but at one
[

WDRC

7.

Colby College

Ruth Burns

Colby College

PSI

Marcho

Brunswick, Maine
Biddeford,

Austen Hogan '45
Francis H. Grant "46
Albert A. Poulin '45

Marilyn Allard
Nan Deschesnc

Biddeford,

Jane O'Sullivan

Morton

F.

Murphy

Betty

Paynter,

Jr.

'48

Herbert T. Silsby, 2nd

Page '46

Maine
Maine
Biddeford, Maine
Biddeford, Maine

Natick, Mass.

Barbara Burkhartt

Concord, Mass.

Nancy Goodwin

Hamden,

Beverly Jay

Sullivan,

(Zonn.

Maine
Bangor, Maine

Ruth Soper

.

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Dana A.

Little '46

Congdon
Theda Roberson

Drusilla

George E. Quaile "48
Samuel D. Marsh '48

Continued from Page » 1
Religion Looks at Liberal Education
The Schools Look at Liberal

Dorothy Alfred

John Whitcomb,

Jr.

'48

Wilfrid Devine '48

Brunswick, Maine
Auburn, Maine
Topsham, Maine

McKenna
Nancy Ahern

Bennington College

Betty Jean Osborne

Bar Harbor, Maine

Jane

John F. Magee '47

Elizabeth F.

Dyer

Bennington College
Boston University

Science and Technology Look

THETA DELTA CHI

at Liberal Education
Women Look at Liberal Education
Liberal Education Looks at It-

The fund for the lecture by a
woman has been donated by the
Society of Bowdoin Women.
This course is one in a series of
"Institutes" which have been held
at the college in alternate years
from 1923 on. The last one was
held in 1941. An Institute usually
consists of a series of evening lectures in some single branch of
learning, extending through ten
days or two weeks. Each lecture is
given, ordinarily, by a recognized
authority on some aspect of the
general subject, and is followed the
next morning by a round-table conference of the lecturer and a group
of undergraduates. The conferences will take place this year as

common

subject

—

Portland,

Barbara Webster

Damariscotta, Maine

Elton O. Feeney '48

Norma Montgomery
Mary Louise Ireland
Mary Bloxsom

South Portland, Maine

Martha Foss

Freeport,

George H. Griffin '47
Albert C. McKenna '47

Timothy

'47

J.

Donovan,

Jr.

'48

•

Maine
Maine

West Roxbury, Mass
Methuen, Mass.

Nancy Moorhead
Kay Oliver

Bennington College

Joanna Kennis
Marie Feeney

ZETA
Corydon

B.

Dunham,

John G. Lyons,

lib-

Jr.

Jr.

'47

'47

Charles H. Perry '48

Reginald T. Lombard,

Jr.

'48

Jean

Worcester, Mass.

Lawrence, Mass.

West Roxbury, Mass.

PSI

Shaw

Portland,

Maine

Hilda Robertson

Haverhill, Mass.

Marydel Coolidge
Helen Wicker

Radcliffe College

Ann Arbor, Michigan

KAPPA SIGMA
Hall

On Armistice

[

Continued from Page

Radar Game

Bates

tim.

Richard A. Roundy, Jr. '47
Robert F. Russell '42

Game

Philip

Haberly
f Continued from Page r ]
old lady who was reputed to have
made copies of the old tiles, which
were destroyed when so many of

Henry

VIII were restored. At their first
meeting she shrieked from a third
story window, "I've been waiting
for you for twenty years!" This
did not mean that she had some
psychic power of cognizance of
the future, but rather that she
had always known someone would
do research on English pavements

some day and would of necessity
come to her. The lady proved to
although a
She ate nothing
trifle eccentric.
but apples and drank nothing but
water, hibernated during the winter, and lived in two houses simultaneously in order tp avoid the
inconvenience of having intimate
neighbors.
In order that she
might always be able to summon
help should she become ill, she
had bought an immense bell, and
having informed the neighbors of
its purpose, proceeded to put it
on a flimsy stand by her bedside.
If she were ill, the slightest touch
would send it crashing through
three floors to the basement and,
in addition to making one ungodly mess of the house, summon the
neighbors to her aid.
Mr. Haberly has written a number of children's books. Of parquite

Bath,

Ann McArdle

Jeanne Sullivan
Jr.

James H. Whitcomb '48
H. DeWitt Page '47

Professor Kirkland is chairman
of the organizing committee. In his
absence Professor Chase is the acting chairman and the rest of the
committee consists of Professor
Kamerling, Professor Holmes, Professor Copeland, Professor Means,
Dean Nixon, and Richard L. Chit-

bj?v

Worcester, Mass.

DELTA UPSILON
Leo J. Dunn, Jr. '47
Eugene A. Bernardin,
Peter A. Curran '46

eral education.

the abbeys demolished

Maine

Janet Kiser

Charles W.Curtis '47

usual.
The originality in this
year's institute lies in the fact that
the lecturers will speak not primarily about their own specialties

but about a

Frank Kimball '47

Clifford K. Travis '45

J.

self

be

South Portland, Maine

Faith Jones

Patricia O'Neill

Raymond A.

charming,

I

i

]

[

It was the
ing of all this din.
And
Signing of the Armistice.
yet a sensation of distrust, perhaps in the truthfulness of the
report, crept over me. The tramping of feet, the buzz of excited
voices, and sharp cries of 'All
Out' rang through the corridors.
Excitement surged high in every
quarter of the barracks.
"And yet a momentary reverie
seized me. I thought with joy of
how it meant the cessation of the
deaths of our boys over there.'
But had not this peace come too
quickly for the welfare of the
Would it not
Christian world?
be necessary to wipe out entirely
these barbaric hordes, in order to
insure the world of an eternal
peace? I was quickly brought to
my surroundings by the active
dressing of my room mates. Jumping quickly out of my cot, and
donning my clothes, I hurried below where I joined the rest of my
platoon.
"The greater part of the the
company had by that time gathered in front of the Chapel door.
On the impulse of the moment the
company band was called into action, and regardless of orders or
the presence qf commanding officers, our excited and jubilant
company marched off the post, the
band playing Bowdoin Bcata.
"From that time on during the
day, many parades thronged the
streets, and among the crowds of
joyous people, could be seen many
a mother in whose eyes a lone tear
surged forth now and then, and
portrayed, as words never could,
the thought that at last her prayers had been answered, and the
long-hoped-for end was realized.
"Retreat that night was held as
usual on the Campus, and as the
flag was coming down, each, officer standing erect with right hand
smartiy at the visor of his cap,
each man in the ranks at the
position of present arms, sweet
strains of "The Star Spangled
Banner' came floating across the
Campus. And as the red sun in
the West gazed across this neverto-be-forgotten scene, these words

time "Wonderbread" broke down
and showered her with doughnuts
never jelly doughnuts, though,
ordinary
drab,
merely plain.
doughnuts which soured her artis.tic soul.
On another occasion she
was on a national hook-up with a
combination,
Harvard-Radcliffe
performing "Alice in Wonderland"
and sang several garbled lines revolving about the theme, "Cry,
cry, you ugly baby."
Although universally received
with praise and enthusiasm, she
admitted one rather censorious ticular interest is the one conIt occurred while re- cerning an abbot, the treasures of
incident.
turning from a New York appear- his abbey, and a oand of robbers.
ance. There were two trains for The abbot received news of a
the choral society and orchestra, coming attack by the robbers, and
either one was optional, and when hid the treasures of the abbey in
Miss Rice and her friends invaded the hollows of the trees that grew
the 7:10. she was coaxed to sing nearby. Recently treasures were
"Jenny." At the finish, someone found in the trees near the actual
noticed a bushy-haired bass clar- abbey which formed the setting
inetist sobbingly sinking into his for the book, just as Mr. Haberly
seat, who tearfully explained his had unwittingly foretold.
grief by a "And to think I could
On display for examination after the lecture were several books
have taken the 6:07."
Lloyd Knight, however, her written, printed, bound, designed,
partner in last week's recital, ex- and published by Mr. Haberly;
pressed, in a mild and passive each was bound in tooled leather,
fashion, Bowdoin's appreciation of stamped in gold, and illustrated
her performance. "Glad to have profusely with hand-colored draw- almost escaped my
of a Perfect Day'."
ings.
her around," he said.

—

•
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UPSILON

John D. Claffey '47

"47

Maine
Maine

Rita Malloy

Elise L.

Joseph C. Wheeler '48

.

exhibition

Rice Interview

Siebert, 3rd '48

Richard P. Zollo '47

Education

8.

has been kept a closely-guarded
secret, but the alumni room in the
library is now open evenings
Persons journeying to Harpswell
should not put their trust in signs.
The arrow on a signpost near college either points in the wrong direction or underestimates the distance by about 20,000 miles
Winthrop Hall has inspired rumors
It

'47

CHI

[

is

—V—

Jr.

Chillson '48

William P.

Institute

5.

Norwood, Mass.
Auburn, Maine
Paris, Maine
Newton, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.

Elliott

Betty Sowles

Philip C. Roberts '47

4.

Joan

Caroline Sheldon

Louis L. Hills '47

lire

runway

W.

Albert

office buildings,

house, PX (with "flick"), parade grounds, mess hall,*tc. In the
woods along the runways are sevammunition
sod-covered
eral
dumps. There's a skeet-shooting
range but not for amusement.
"Good for aerial gunnery," says
the Major. Near the end of one

Waterville,

PSI

.

.

Waterville,

Louise Packard

Janice Ripley

B. Cutler '47

Arthur C. Sewall,

—V—

.

Robinson '48

E.

Worcester, Mass.

Mavis Smith

Nancy Rounds

Eells, Jr. '48

James

—V—

.

F. Russell '48

Donald
Martin

life.

Patricia Disney

lips,

IMIMI

'The

End

Continued from Page

3 ]
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In the third Knight again rethe Radar outfit in order,
and again he struck out two of
the three men to face him while
forcing the third to ground out.
In the Bowdoin half, a single by
Mort Page, an infield out, and a

Continued from Page 3

]

proved to be too good

in the clutch.
started the inning by
singling to center. Tim Donovan
singled to left and then Holden
Findlay beat out an infield roller
to load the sacks with no outs. Ray
Boucher went down swinging, and

Simonds

tired

Ray Boucher produced when Mort Page grounded to
another tally for the "Mahoney- Simonds was forced at the
single by

men.
In 'the fourth Knight ran into
a streak of wildness, giving up
three successive bases on balls
following an infield hit to force in

up

chalking

Edward R. Noyes,
J.

Jr.

'48

Austin Sowles '48

third,

Bowdoin Barnes

plate.

George

center field.
In the eighth except for a walk
issued to Holden Findlay both
teams went down in order. In the
ninth Bates ran their total to five
as they counted twice on two bases
on balls, three errors, and one hit
of a somewhat scratchy natuce.
Bowdoin could do nothing in its
half of the ninth and the ball game

two

more

strikeouts.
In the Bowdoin
half of the sixth, Tim Donovan
led off with a single to left. De-

war and Russell followed with
and center respectively, Donovan scoring on Russell's single.
Dewar was picked

singles to left

olT third base, but Russell

reached
third on the rundown, and scored
as Knight reached on an error by
the shortstop. This was the end

was

W.

Miller '48

M. Blanz '48
Robert B. Hunter '47

James

Guy W.

Leadbetter '47
Earl D. Hanson '47
Earle

W.

Rice '46

Reginald F. Spurr '46

Augusta, Maine

Mclnnis

Eileen

Jacqueline r>uby

Natalie Curtis

Brockton, Mass.

Howard

BETA THETA PI
Dorothy W. Dunn
Betty O'Conner

Augusta, Maine

Marjorie Totman

Brunswick, Maine

Mary Louise Rice
Mary Ellen Barton

Portland,

Maine

Marie Williams

Washington, D. C.
Augusta, Maine

Ann

Augusta, Maine

Quinlin

Sue Freeman

John

Cummins

'48

Robert L. Morrell *47

Cynthia Haydep

Hammond

Carlene

Betty Anderson

Raymond, Maine
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
South Portland, Maine
Salem, Mass.\
Bath, Maine

Final score:

Bates

5

Bowdoin

7
4

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

7

Thomas H. Chadwick

FINAL SCORE

'47

ed to be the tying run.
Lloyd R. Knight '45
In the remaining innings neither team was able to get a man be- Nathan T. Whitman '47
yond second base and the game
ended in a tie. Bowdoin had several scoring chances which were
Wilton
wasted because of poor base run'48
ning. On three occasions they were Simon Dorfman
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
either picked off base or thrown
Leonard L. Brass '47
together a hit of the infield va- out trying for an extra base. It is
riety,
two outright errors and unfortunate, for Don Russell pitch- Shepard Lifshitz '47
what probably was catcher Mort| ed a fine ball game and was de'47
Page's one bad mistake of the sea- serving of victory, although the Leonard S. Gottlieb
son to score their one run. With Loggers played good allround ball Warren L. Court '47
a man on third and one out, a third behind an eight hit pitching effort
strike got away from Mort, andj by Fournier.
13

Ethel Hoelzel
Phyllis

Whittaker

4

Game

Alice Shepard

Methuen, Mass.

Bridgewater, Coon.

THORNDIKE CLUB
Rhoda

Butler

Jeanne LeClerc
Meriarr\

Weiman

Rende Engel
Marcia Levey

Auburn, Maine
Lawrence, Mass.
Danville Junction
Haverhill, Mass.

Bronx, N. Y.

j

to

first,

Final score

everyone was so rattled that the Bowdoin
runner on third scored what prov- WilJBti Loggers

mmm

1
1

8
4

INDEPENDENTS

4

Jaime Paris S. S.

Portland,

Vicki Sims

MM

^

Manchester, N. H.

j

when he finally threw down

Maine

Island,

Augusta, Maine

made no
ball.

Westport

Judy Hidden

Jean Silver

less

Manchester, Mass.

Bryn Mawr
U. of Maine
U. of Maine
Winthrop, Mass.
Brunswick, Maine

Helen Louise Gilbert
Marie Crowley
Janice Broun

as both pitchers did fine
'48
Lloyd gave up five bases on Woodridge B. Brown
balls, while the Bowdoin men re- James B. Hall '47
ceived four free tickets. Errors
spelled the difference as Bowdoin Arthur D. Dolloff

than seven miscues.
while Bates was playing errorless

inning stretch.

12

Margaret Merrill

SIGMA NU

in

game

jobs.

ages a bit.
The Bowdoin team
played errorless ball over the six

6

'47

Boxford, Mass.

Augusta, Maine

Betty

'45

over.

There wasn't an earned run
the

of the scoring and of the game as
well, as darkness halted the proceedings.
Ray Boucher, with three for
three, was the outstanding hitter
for Bowdoin, while Donovan, Dewar, Russell, and Page, each gathered two hits to fatten their aver-

BOWDOIN
RADAR

Clifford E.Wilson, Jr. '48
Rolfe E. Glover, III '46

In the first half of the seventh
Bates fashioned another run on Donald N. Koughan '45
two scratchy infield hits, an error
Ian Maclnnes '46
and a clean hit by Miggins to right

In the fifth
neither team threatened and the
Radar went down in order in the

Knight

H. Hoffman '45
A. Richenburg, Jr.

Lloyd Knight Hied to deep center,
and Bowdoin's chance to get back
in the ball game was gone.

a run for the Radar.

sixth.

Philip

Nancy Bowen
Florence Rendall

Maine

mm
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Administration Crystallizes Dorm And Dining Hall Plans
New Fall Student Council Will Be Chosen Today Under Page Plan
May

Undergraduates

Select WARTIME

One Man From Each House
Twelve men are

to be elected to the

fall

IN STATE ELECTION

Simple Ceremonies For
Fourteen Graduates
Will Be Held In Chapel

Hildreth ^5 Swept In;
Rep. Hale Re-elected
In P.A.C. Fight

trimester Student

Council today at the gymnasium between 1.30 and 5.30 p.m.
according to the Page Plan whereby one man is elected from

ALPHA DELTA PHI
Duncan H. Dewar '47, from
Worcester, Mass., is a member of
the White Key, of the Student
Council, is on the baseball team,
and is in interfraternity athletics.
James Cutler '47, from Needham, Mass., is in interfraternity

telligently for the fall semester.

By

NEW ALUMNUS

C. Weatherill '48, from
N. J., is in interfraternity

;

_.

m

'

..

To Campus

Pay

Memories Of The Houseparty Include
The "Rocket" Bow Ties And Punch
Feebly brushing

off

a film of

taining houseparty incidents. Nat-

torn tickets, broken bottles, and urally the most interesting incimerry memories, Bowdoin, hag- dents have certain unfavorable
gard tout happy, emerged regret- features and so will be ignored.
recent house party. And although the recounted events
More colorful and desperate than may possess a slight hint of horexpected, the latest orgy was ror, the ORIENT emphasizes that
beautifully reminiscent of pre-war it treats them only in an affecfestivals. The usual quota of blind tionate and warm-hearted fashion.
dates was received, shuffled and
Gene Bernardin was somewhat
fully

from

its

The
number of grim-faced

redistributed.

ducted
links.

customary of a central

escorts con-

mad searches for cuff
An amiable amount of en-

week

end.
tinction of

during the
the twin dis-

figure

He had

owning the "Racket

Rocket," reputedly a pre-historic

exercised an amiable Stanley Steamer and of being one
amount of punch bowls. The oc- of the few enlightened creatures
casion was proclaimed a success on campus who could tie a bow
thusiasts

by various sources with varying
degrees of zeal.

His fellow D.U., Ralph Raleager to aid the fraternity's
fame,
contributed a significant
The primary purpose of this
anecdote.
Apparently he was
article is to conceal the authqr's
muttering a Spanish compliment
identity, and secondarily to preContinued
on Page 3 }
[
sent several of the more entertie.

diris,

campus

for

an impromptu

reunion.'

a matter of weeks before the student body starts on a

mass back-to-nature movement to
the dormitories. The fraternities
will soon be scattered among the
dorms according to potluck or by
if they have previously lived
under somewhat Spartan conditions. It is with a great deal of reluctance that we leave what a
former ORIENT columnist de-

choice

scribed as "rotten, materialistic
comfort." Nevertheless the move
will not. we believe, prove the
theory of the aforementioned columnist that the fraternity system

HOITT

RETURNS

AFTER

FLIGHTS

•

.

staffs.

[

With the sesquicentennial

cere-

Continued pn Page 2

}

is

a native of Swampscott, Mass.

H

mm

facilities

that will be

fall.

In winning the state election
last Monday, he rolled up the
greatest
percentage of votes ever
is now being distributed to the
Alumni scattered throughout the accorded a gubernatorial winner.
world giving them a picture of Hildreth won 70.51 percent of the
what happened during the week- total vote cast, and a plurality of
75,000.
end of June 23-24-25.
Along the way as he served on
From the cover picture of Presi-

dent Kenneth C. M. Sills of Bowdoin and Ernest Martin Hopkins,
President of Dartmouth, leading
the academic procession to the
Bath Iron Works advertisement on
the back page, Seward J. Marsh
'12, editor, has assembled an able
staff to give the multi-sided picture
of Bowdoin life in the past three

his town and county Republican
committees and later in the House
Representatives and Senate,
Senator Hildreth, a lawyer by profession, has supplemented his political background with an active

of

business career.
is

Hildreth's interest in business
not casual, for as Sam Connor,

months.
.

Continued on Page 4

£

}

The Sesquicentennial ceremony

are covered by Professors
Chase, Daggett, and Brown. They
include everything from the speech
of The Earl of Halifax to the deIN
scription
of
"Herbert
Brown
sweating early in the morning
while most of us were still abed,
Nathan
Whitman '47, in his
helping the "Life" photographers B. C. A. chapel talk last Tuesday,
drag Peary's sledge out of its wire stressed the necessity of mysticcage, the better to photograph it." ism, using Tolstoy's "War and
Whitman
"If there lingers in anyone's Peace" as an example.
mind any doubt of the loyalty and stated that the greatness of the
affection of Bowdoin men for their book "is not the mere fact that
college, the results of the 1943-44 it runs the gauntlet of human
Alumni Fund must dispel it." emotions and reiterates again the
ies

WHITMAN SPEAKS ON
MYSTICISM
CHAPEL
T

Dwight Sayward

'16,

Chairman

of

belief in

the gre*atness

and cen-

—

a

man

has served two years and is
honorably discharged, he may obtain three years education at an
approved institution in subjects of
his

own

a month
ried,

choice,
if

and a

receiving $50.00

single, $75.00 if

mar-

maximum

of $500.00 a
year for tuition and books.
The "Time" article was written
on the occasion of Bowdoin's Sesquicentennial and treats the high
spots of the college's career, its
present
condition,
and future
hopes. It includes pictures of distinguished alumni, "Poet Longfellow's Bowdoin," one of* Professor
Coffin's classes, and praises Bowdoin as the college that "has pro-

He duced more

celebrities per squar?
inch of campus than any rival."

I

Brown

dent.

—Chapel, The Bur—

Mon. Sept. 25
sar.

Tue, Sept. 26 Chapel, The President. Last chapel service of the

summer trimester.
5.00 p.m. Massachusetts Hall.
Close of registration for the
•
Fall Trimester.
7.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Weekly rehearsal of the Brunswick
*
Choral Society.
Wed. Sept. 27—Review Period.

No

classes.
Sept. 28 8.30 a.m. and
1.30 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.

—

Thu.

Final Examinations.
Station
p-m.

7.45

WGAN.

BOWDOIN ON THE AIR. Rob[

Continued on Page 3 ]

Calls Attention

To Disturbing
Horace A. Hildreth

'25

PROOFS
CATALOGUE

LIFE'S SESQUI

SHOWN

IN

fashion.

monies the big feature, the August
The Bowdoin Alumnus

edition of

"TIME"

•

It is only

GIVES

SESQU1 HAPPENINGS

This happy situation was brought the Fund Directors when he
an- trality of love, but that Tolstoy
about by ^1 coincidence of fur- nounced that the College was advances beyond love into the
loughs, and they took advantage of $52,128.33 richer by
the contribu- realm of pure God."
it to renew old friendships and
Man is constantly struggling to
tion of 2,971 men.
reminisce in the glory of their
Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell '90 release himself from his personalcarefree youth before returning to
pays tribute to Gerald G. Wilder ity in the wrong way; namely,
the grim business of war.
revivalism, research, or
'04, the College librarian who died alcohol,
The group consisted of: Private
"Therefore
he
is
on June 28, characterizing him for perversion.
Stevens L. Frost '42, A.D., who
his "kindliness, his unfailing cour- doomed to failure until he moves
majored in German, and was actesy, his quiet dignity, his cheerful, from the human level to the plane
tive in dramatics, the Yacht Club,
imperturable spirit, and his abso- of the existence of God. Also, any
the Executive Committee, Flying
act which frees the individual
lute faithfulness to duty."
Club, and the Boone Club while at
from obsession with himself is poEspecially for the undergraduBowdoin. Private Frost is now in
tential good, for it gives him a
training as a radio operator on a ates who expect to leave for active greater opportunity to liberate
B-29 bomber in New Mexico. He duty are many of the interesting himself from the trap of the maexcerpts
letters
written
by Bow- terialistic world. In the plane of
expects to go overseas shortly.
Lieutenant Horace K. Sowles '42, doin men on their experiences.
the non-existence of God, man can
Along with the ever-growing list do nothing but destroy what he
A.D., who has just returned to acof
Bowdoin
dead,
the Alumni office builds. On the purely human levtive duty with the Navy as an instructor of P.B.Ms in Florida, has assembled a complete list of el no acts are free. His apparent
While
in
College
Lieutenant Bowdoin servicemen headed by selfishness in sacrifice is in reality
Sowles was active in the Masque Vice-Admiral Arthur P. Fairfield, the substituting of one set of
and Gown, the Boone Club, Flying the highest ranking alumnus.
numbing emotions for artother,
Club, Cross Country Squad, and
more effective set."
the Swimming Team. William W.
Enumerating various teachings
I.
G.
BILL,
Pierce '43, AD., who majored in
and doctrines, Whitman went on
English, was active in the Polar
[ Continued on Page 2 }
Bears, Boone Club, and Glee Club,
and is now working in the Pierce
Bowdoin's 2,223 men in servic*e
Trucking Concern. And George are
receiving copies of the G.I.
Events
Adams '42, Zeta Psi, who majored Bill of Rights and
a page from the
in Economics and played baseball
July 3, 1944 issue of "Time,"
and basketball, and who is now a printed
Wed. Sept. 20—Chapel, The
at his own expense by EdNaval Lieutenant in Australia.
President's House. Wing Com-,
gar Curtis Taylor, '20, which outma'nder Peter James Simpson,
lines Bowdoin's history.
RAF, will speak.
Many servicemen are particu'41
Thu. Sept. 21 Chapel, Professor
larly concerned with their status
Kamerling. Harold Lifshitz '45
in the educational provisions of
30
and Harold Kimball '48 will
the bill. Any man who has served
play a clarinet duet.
in the armed forces for a period
Back in the United States after of over ninety days and was in8.30 a.m. Massachusetts Hall.
Registration for the Fall Tri30 daylight bombing missions over ducted before his twenty-<fifth
through
continuing
Germany* Second Lt. Theodore birthday is entitled to one year of
mester,
Tuesday, September 26th.
("Ted") Hoitt '41, AAF, visited training plus the time that the
Fri. Sept. 22—Chapel, The Presithe college on September 12 and veteran has served.
Thus, if

Fraternity life, in our opinion,
will not be radically changed at
all. Since Pearl Harbor the fraternity houses
have gradually
tightened their belt because of
normal financial debts and a supnormal amount of men left in the
various fraternities. We have been
used to have dining halls dropped
and to be consistantly moving on
to different eating places.
The
fraternities, in short, have been 13.
Ted was a navigator on a B-24
making a successful effort in maintaining in spite of war conditions "Liberator" bomber during his
November 1943 to June 10, 1944
our fraternity standards.
hitch in the European theater. The
s- r
air medal with three oak leaf clusWe doubt that the fraternities ters were awarded him. He warned
will have trouble getting pledges.
against underestimating the meThe fraternities can still offer chanical quality of German planes,
much to the freshman; a society of the skill of their pilots.
congenial fellows, a campus soAfter his 21-day leave Ted exciety that will help him in getting pects reassignment
as an instrucoff to a good start in college life.
tor.
It is true that much of the glitter'
A member of the Kappa Sigma
of houseparties will be replaced by Fraternity, while
an undergradua restricted social life, and that ate Ted was out for
track, took
the facilities of a private frater- part in interfraternity
athletics,
nity will remain closed for a while. was a member
of the Glee Club,
Nevertheless the fraternity will ORIENT, and "Growler"

and the recreational and dining

offered to students in the

Robert

Coming

collapse once the glamor of
the fraternity house is removed.
s - r

will

the questions of the assignment of fraternities to the dormitories,

ofCumberland,

elected
Hale, '10. of
Portland, re-elected U. S. Representative; Richard S. Chapman,
'28, of Portland, elected County
Attorney for Cumberland County;
and Robert E. Cleaves, Jr., '20, of
Portland, elected State Senator.
Born and reared in a small
Maine town, Governor-elect Horace
Hildreth
of
Cumberland,
(Bowdoin '25), President of the
Maine Senate, has climbed the political ladder in a logical, orderly
'25,

SENT SERVICEMEN

SUN RISES

By Harry Lindemann

B. Hall

These men are Horace A. Hildreth

Governor;

Thomas

'

Curtis

administration, after

majority.

athletics.

cm

J.

or re-elected by an overwhelming

of the college.

Professor Kendrick said that the
There are fourteen men whose
war, which has made many de- names have been submitted to the
cisions for us, is nearing its end, board for consideration for deCamden,
and now we must plan for the fu- grees.
athletics.
ture without the thought of an inPSI UP8ILON
The following graduates have
terruption in our courses, and
been residents of the college durHolden Findlay '44, from Alwithout the imminence of selective
baseball
the
Y.,
is
on
ing the last term:
bany, N.
service. The evil effects of war not
team, and is a member of the
Bowdoin Barnes, '45, prepared
only entail great loss of life and
Masque and Gown.
material wealth in all forms, but at Bourne High School in CatauArthur C. Sewall '47, froip Lewmet, Massachusetts.
He is a
also include the deranging of the
iston, Maine, is on the business
member of the Kappa Sigma fralives of many people and tend to
staff of the ORIENT.
daily Irving and planning ternity, a math major, and a canreduce
'48,
from
Albert W. Chillson
didate for the Bachelor of Science
to insignificance and relative unPonpton, N. J., is on the baseball
importance. "What future is there degree.
team and is active in interfraLloyd Robbins Knight, '45, preexcept the war itself?"
ternity athletics.
The time has passed when we pared at Sanford High School and
psi
He is
fall back on the vague hope that is from Sanford, Maine.
Francis H. Grant '46, from Welthe war will somehow answer our the president of the Alpha Tau
lesley, Mass., is on the Student
questions and make decisions for Omega fraternity, a government
Council, is a member of B.C.A., is
us. "We cannot postpone difficult major, and a candidate for the
on White Key, Bowdoin-on-the-air,
problems until a shadowy postwar Bachelor of Science degree. 'He
and on the baseball team is presiperiod," said Professor Kendrick. has received a four-year scholardent of the Chi Psi fraternity, and
Although it is impossible to fore- ship to the Curtis Music School.
has been on the track team, in the
cast future draft policy, in view of Lloyd has been active in athletic
.glee .club, and in the Sunday Choir,
mi auiaMftL jw»tiviti*m Jirvi Wiia
"-the course of thewarr tt beco esRobert C. Miller "47, from Mel
possible for Ihe first time in sev- president of the Student Council
rote, Mass., has been on the track
eral years at least to imagine 'the his junior year.
team.
Donald iNash Koughan, '45, prepossibility of men entering and
Morton F. Page *46, from Winproceeding through college with[ Continued on Page 4 ]
throp, Mass., is on the baseball
out the war interrupting iheir
team, has been on the Student
programs. "The wisdom of giving
Council for two trimesters, White
serious thought to what you are
Key, Bowdoin-on-the-air, basketdoing becomes more obvious as Four Service Alumni
ball, hockey, and swimming teams.
does the futility of relying upon
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Visit
the war to take care of your fuRichard C. Lawlis '46, from
ture," Professor Kendrick observed.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Last week a group of four
alumni, three A.D.'s and one Zete,
put in their appearance on the

W.

much deliberation and consultamembers of the student body and especially with the
Student Council, on September 18th, released its decisions on

state of
four of

extend
examinations
Since
through Saturday morning it is
hoped also that many undergradChoose Courses Wisely
uates will attend. There will be
no tickets.
Prof. Kendrick Urges
There will be a luncheon after
the graduation at the Theta Delta
Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick Chi house. This will be for the
in chapel last Friday stressed the parents and friends of the graduimportance of choosing courses in- ate* and for the governing board

are (by fraternities):

Charles

The

The Republican sweep of the
Maine placed in office
Bowdoin's well known
alumni, each of whom was elected

•

for election

By

tion with

The regular wartime graduation
which follow each trieach fraternity. Each fraternity and the Thorndike club has exercises,will be held on Saturday,
mester,
nominated three candidates, one of whom is to be elected to September 30. The event wil!
take place in the chapel and will
the Council, the other two candidates serving as alternates. be brief and simple. President
The elections are open to all men in college regardless of class. Sills will conduct the exercises.

The men nominated

Houses Will Be Open For A
Week To Facilitate Rushing

FOUR ALUMNI WIN

EXERCISES

SLATED FOR SEPT. 30

Photographs of Bowdoin's Sesquicentennial celebration taken by
Ruchonaa for "Life" Magazine are
reproduced (with permission) in
the new CATALOGUE and a special booklet on the Sesquicentennial, both of which come out today.
"Life" photographs of the Bowdoin Sesquicentennial celebration
on June 24 and 25 are also on exhibit in the Walker Art Building.
They will remain there for about

Beliefs

be given preference as to the loIn a chapel talk on September cation of their blocks of rooms in
"The Folklore of the the system of room assignments
Campus," Professor Herbert Ross finally approved. The basis of asBrown pounded anti-intellectual- signment for the other fraternity
ism in the college of today. Stress- groups will be the results of a
draw conducted by the fraternity
ing the primary importance of
Professor council headed by Assistant Prostudying ia college,
Brown focused attention on the fessor Philip C. Beam.
Appleton, Hyde, and Winthrop
many disturbing influences and
which
theories
keep students Halls will be the dormitories to
be occupied by the students. If
away from their books.
numbers dictate, the Naval officMisconceptions about intellect- ers quartered
in one end of Winualism in college make up the ma- throp Hall
will be transferred to
jority of these disturbances, ac- the
Zete house or to Moore Hall.
cording to Professor Brown, and Moore Hall
will definitely not be
these misconceptions are quite available
to any sizeable group of
abundant. Heading the group of civilian students,
although it may
"wise saws and maxims" is the be possible for
a few isolated stuundergraduate belief that profes- dents to reside there.
sors throw exam papers down a
The move into the dormitories
flight of stairs labeled A, B, C, D, will be done
at the end of the
E. and F, for the purpose of deter- first week of the
Fall trimester.
mining grades. However much the The fraternity houses will
be kept
professors are actually inclined to open the first week
for rushing
practice it, this is not the system purposes, and as soon
as the housactually used to evaluate papers. es have pledged their
delegations,
Professor Brown said.
the draw for blocks of rooms will
The legend that all Phi Beta
I Continued on Page 2 J
Kappa men end up as ditch-diggers
was dismissed with a snicker by
the speaker, whose key has kept
13, entitled

two weeks.
Photographer Kosti Ruohonaa
recorded almost every phase of
Bowdoin's commemorative exercises. "Life" has sent to Bowdoin
about 500 of these pictures for exhibition. Included are scenes of the
Alumni dinner, the Commencement exercises, the recipients of
honorary degrees, student classes,
student extracurricular activities, him

swimming and "cal" classes, "As
You Like It," Mrs. Sills reception,
the campus, daily Chapel, "Vic's,"
and exhibits of past Bowdoin men
and feats.
The story on the Sesquicentennial was accepted with the pictures, by "Life," but apparently

the press of war news and the Republican
political
convention
crowded Bowdoin out of the limelight. It is improbable that the
story will appear at all in "Life."
Students who wish to obtain enlargements of the "Life" pictures
,should contact Mrs. Herbert R.*
Brown, at ,the Walker Art Build
ing.

safely away from W.P.A.
projects and P.W.A construction
The "so-called gentleman's
grade" of C was scorned by Professor Brown as being far from a
mark of distinction. He paid a
right-handed compliment to the
faculty when he branded as utterly fantastic the adage that college
teachers are "fine fellows if you
get 'em outside the class room."
Professor Brown cautioned students not to believe erroneous
campus tales. He emphasized that
the college is, after all, an institution for learning.
jobs.

Professor Publishes

Book In November

KORSON LEAVES
FOR MASS. STATE
Mr. Jay Henry Korson, instructor in economics and sociology,
left Bowdoin for Massachusetts
State College last Friday. He has
been appointed an assistant professor and has a wide field open
there for expansion and reorganization of the courses.
This fall
marks the completion of his second
year here at Bowdoin.
Mr. Korson obtained his college

The D.U.'s, the Zetes, and the
U's, considered by most to
have been deprived ,of the normal
use of their chapter houses more
than the other fraternities, will
Psi

Professor Herbert R. Brown
has announced that a new book

by Professor Newton P. Stallkneoht will be published In November by the Dirke University
Press. The book, a philosophical study of the background of
Wordsworth's poetry, will be
entitled,
"Strange Seas of
Thought."
Mr. Stallknecht, an associate
professor in the Department of
Philosophy, is now serving; in
the Army as a staff sergeant in
the signal corps.

training at Villanova in PhiladelHe received his Master of

MRS. PILSIFER READS

POEMS ON FRANCE
Mrs. Susan Pulsifer read sevpoems from her forthcoming

eral

book, 'The Soul of France; Songs
of the Liberation," at the Witan
meeting held in the Barn Chamber, Monday evening. September
11. French translations were read

by

Miss
Francoise
Bosworth.
Guests were present at the invitation
of
Professor Stanley P.
Chase.
Mrs. Pulsifer prefaced her reading by explaining that she felt so
emotional about France that her
poems were necessarily written at
"white heat." For this reason she
said they might better be classified as "occasional verse" rather
than poems.
The American edition has the
French translations of each of the
more than 50 poems opposite the
English. Mrs. Pulsifer stated that
she was especially eager to see
the French edition, under the title
"l'Ame de la France: Chants de
la liberation," reach the people of
France.
Among the verses read were
"June 18th" which seeks to catch
the spirit of the various provinces
[ Continued cm Page 3 }

phia.

Arts degree from Yale University
and is now working for a Ph.D. in
economics and sociology. He has
been greatly interested in the labor problem in the United States
and has been studying especially
the. cigar industry.

SUBMARINE TOPIC
OF GOULD ARTICLE

Facts Facing Fall Frosh Foretold
By Scribe Who Went Through Mill
By Raymond

H. Swift

As the fall season approaches,
the time of smelly leaf fires and
the colorful football weekends of
yesteryear, the summer freshman,
by now

fully

endowed with

col-

lege spirit, looks with suppressed
delight at the thought of the fiftyodd green freshmen destined to

Stanton W. Gould '32, now a
Chief Specialist in the Navy, has
enter Bowdoin's hallowed portals.
an article in the June number of
Is it possible that so soon after
the "United States Naval Instiwe ourselves have undergone the
tute Proceedings" entitled' "Subtortures of adjusting our minds

marine Warfare in the Adriatic;
class
The Otranto Barrage 1915-1918." to this new existence that a
must undergo the
The author traces the course of even lower now
same procedure? Ah, sometimes
the difficult fight waged against
the cold, hard truth hurts.
Austrian submarine strength durIt is almost a feeling of pity
ing the first world war and analyzes the measures that were that we have for those poor boys,
taken to combat tt. The Allies but as is customary, we recall
to
never did find the answer, and some of the pleasures peculiar
consequently "the Cattaro sub- freshman life, overlooking all of
It is
marines were as potent a threat its horrors and ordeals.
kibin the last months of the war as time to reassure this droopy,
itzing upperclassman now glancthey ever had been."
Although concerned with the
world war, the article is
pointed towards lessons for today.
The author points out that the
easy assumption so widespread in
the United States that with the
capture of Tunis and Sicily we
had won control of the Mediterranean is not well founded. He
goes on to show that proper ex£ Continued on Page 2 ]
first

After the folks last spring were
reasonably convinced that Junior
was making the big effort to graduate, and after the old man decided that Bowdoin was the best
place to broaden one's education,
the red tape of Hammond's F.B1.
began to roll, and enough information of the victim's record to
write an eight-page Britannica article is placed on neat little cards
constituting the office files. Terse
communications on stern government-like letterheads arrive periodically, which convey the idea
that the prospect's chances of entering are about as slim as those
of a lifer looking forward to a
sabbatical.

But

finally

the good

word comes through, and Mother
is ordering a trunk and chintz
curtains.

lewd

Dad

Brunswick

cautions against
girls and wild

parties at Vic's. Junior, supplied
with college lore contributed by
resigns
grads,"
"old
countless
ing disgustedly at this typewriter
himself
to his fate.
that we are fully aware that
Bowdoin "ain't what it used to
The train jolts to a stop, and
be." and that the days of check- Junior wearily hefts his suitcase

book

crapgames and

fire

drills

are over, but after those "quests,"
we think we've had a pretty good
At
dose of Bowdoin tradition.
any rate, reminisce a moment,
and think of that first grueling
week.

as the conductor yells in garbled
A
Hindustan. ''BRUNSWICK!!"
weird-looking individual with musty dungarees and loud T-shirt
grabs his arm and suitcase and
[

Continued on Page 3

]
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The Bowdoin Orient
Malae

never

even

all,

we

up

a

campaign

called for a little
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it

and general lack of

ed of the hardy varsity

made

men who

letter

Was

up?

it

necessarily they are

er football letter men, they

and

their B's in this

no long-

THE STATE ELECTION
The

ColUtt PmUisbtrs Rcprttenutivt
«o*roa

•

NSW

Lot

MIIUI

YOMK. N. V.

Horace Hildreth

election of

as

governor of Maine and the reelection

S»a FtAacraco

•

of Hale to Congress must surely cause

Managing Editor of Tbis Issue

LXXIV

Vol.

.

.

Wednesday, Sept.

George H.

Griffin

a ripple of pride in the hearts of

Bowdoin grads Hildreth,

men.

doin

No. 9

80, 1944

Bow-

Brewster, White, and Hale are in keep-

ON BOWDOIH
The

college

ing with the

SOCIAL LIFE

reputation for

college'6

men eminently fit for public
service. The constant prominence of
Bowdoin men in the politics of this state
turning out

was big hearted enough to

take the responsibility of sponsoring,

an indication that the people of

is

"even in these days," one whole vie
dance and one entire two day houseparty during the four months of the sum-

mer

this

have consistently supported and

state

encouraged the careers of our graduates.
Perhaps the most important reason for

trimester.

Maine has for the
that Bowdoin was

the high regard that

After looking forward to this party
for week upon boring week, it was only
to be expected that

the thing

came around the boys should

ally

a

when

college

The

let off

1820,

Bowdoin 's
politics,
!**•

an

is

In

and Bowdoin

its college.

state,

The

college

with a close

ed until this day.

these long-awaited af-

do occur. Naturally there

Maine.

relation with its people that has remain-

century policy of re-

the number of dances around

when

state

has grown up with the

here to the vanishing point naturally

fairs

Maine was a

was considered

tanical, nineteenth

backfires

formed to provide a native col-

lege for the then District of

narrow-minded, puri-'

college's

stricting

the fact

is

originally

fin-

steam.

little

Jr. *47

have enlisted

in

leave for the Army at the dose
of the present semester.
Charles W. Curtis '47 will leave
for the Navy at the end of this
semester.
George H. Griffin '47 will leave
for the Army at the close of this
semester.

first

son to enter Maine

a certain Ciley, whose promis-

•

ing Career ended with his death shortly

al-

other

damn

and,

pen,

to hell.
Then one kindhearted staff member nonchalantly comments that the editor-inchief shouldn't be blamed for everything, and the other three staff
members nod in assent, too tired
to know what they are doing.
Upon closer observation we find
•

progress

that

The Creeper comes by
paper and money with no compro- Classes.
with the mail.
mise to their pre-war standards.
Let us now once again return
Sincerely yours,
Phi] Russakoff and to the dreadful "Orient" situation

stop

let's

ed a famous triumvirate in the Federal

government

hypocritical talk

all this

—

sit

around and

Tempore of the Senate, and
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
Though Bowdoin was originally considered a college for Maine youths, the

is

going to be pretty dull sans fraternity

majority of the students in recent years

houses, sans football. Let's compensate
at least a

by having

number of

sponsored weekends this

have come from other

college-

sick

and

has proved that

Bowdoin and state affairs are still intermingled. Maine still takes a paternal in-

announced
right now that we are going to have
Christmas houseparties, come December.

We're

Neverthe-

states.

less the recent election

fall.

In addition, let's have

the

respectively

it

tired of this pussyfoot-

and its sons, and the
looks to Bowdoin's sons for its

Of

course,

we

can also close the college
to.

if

L., Jr.

BOWDOIH-OH-THE-AIR

They

Since the unfortunate discontinuation

they want

of varsity football

still

exists,

and since

Halting houseparties would be about

there does not seem to be any change in

would stay away

sight even with the increased enrollment

the same thing. People

from a houseparty-less Bowdoin

in

of

nu-

fall

Freshmen,

Bowdon

has at the

present time and probably for at least a

merous numbers.

year to come but one undergraduate or-

HEW COUHCIL

THE

ganization with the exception of the

Orient which

has a direct contact with

been caught off the base on numerous

the Alumni.

This organization

occasions. Let us hope that the Council

either ran counter to the will of the

Bowdoin-On-The-Air program which
broadcast on a bi-monthly basis. The
program with a few exceptions has
found it necessary to broadcast from

jority of the student

Portland due, of course, to the lack of

This summer's Student Council has

elected today will be

By

"off the base"

an improvement.

we mean

that

mabody or made no
attempt to discover what was the will

facilities in

Here are some specific examples of
failures and shortcomings:

houseparty dance.

It

was forced to

when an

independently

whelming majority of the student body
to be in favor o( a formal.

The

drive for a larger enrollment

was placed

As

in charge of the Council.

everyone knows now, that drive

mm

to originate

re-

conducted canvass showed the over-

2.

At

the present

on the second floor of the Moulton Union or some
other appropriate place on campus so
that Bowdoin-On-The-Air will be able

After supposedly having polled the
campus, the Council voted an informal
decision

Brunswick.

create a broadcasting studio

its

1.

its

the

time plans are in their inauguration to

of the majority.

verse

is

is

it

*

i

its

broadcasts there.

This

would do away with many of the handicaps under which the program is now
struggling. This idea is worthy of careful consideration and we of the Orient
hope to see it carried through to its successful conclusion.

G. H. G.

.

.

of the present.
It is now fivethirty in the morning, and progress has been excessively slow
during the last three hours. Let
us now quietly slip up to bed without the managing editor's noticing
it, and tell the readers that they
are lucky to get a paper in these
hazardous war times, regardless
of the way the paper is covered
with print.
Let us, then, now

sneak out.

Continued from Page

.

.

.

cended upon me, directly and
rectly. It seems that unless

indi-

this

Sun Rises
be made and moving will start
immediately. The entering class
of freshmen, until pledged, will
be housed all together in one of
the dormitories.
Chapter halls
will be made available to houses
initiating before the first of November, or before cold weather
activities

in

an unheated

[

Bernie G. Although such a ceremonial cremation by the staff of
this paper does intrigue me, it also

many

lends itself to

we

regrets.

Whitman Chapel

our

{

list

Continued /rem Page

Continued from Page

the hardest, but we'll
see what can be done. Aside from
Ensign H. Mayer's insisting that
he'll have to buy a dory after the
war so he can wear his overdose of
hats out, little printable humor
seems about. At this point we'll all
agree that things aren't too gay
and may we also remember that
I'd better slop writing anymore
bilge water and dd some work or
things won't be half as funny as
they are now.
I

Thus

m- c
M be known that
with Rosenberg's.

However,

let

competition

(The

schreeming

boy

of
trouble*) cokinua

not attempt'

1m

ed, aa this lad's skill is well be-

yond (he amateur stage,

m

-

c

problem under our new
mention names. Now,
the success of this job depends on
whether your name is going to appear.
As a student directory
has covered this entirely without
any raving success, such a third
attempt seems futile. Nevertheless,
we have a solution. Following you
will find a paragraph of the most
super sugar praise which has
blanks for you to fill your name in,
with your well-beaten typewriter.
Enclosed in a letter home, should
be worth about a fir.n to anybody.

The

first

regime

is

to

m

-

c

has astonished both faculty and
student body alike with his
college record, a man of such
calibre Is a -rare animal, to say
the

ath-

Scholastic-ally,

least.

letically, and socially, be has
been Bowdoin's best. The fact

that
is the best dressed man on campus is not the cause for his impressiveness, even in bulging
burlap or dismal dungarees he
would stand out. In closing one
might frankly say that it was
well worth $394.23 for Mr. and

Mrs
to

get

for the

the

of

rid

honorable

summer.
ra - c
the second problem, that

Now

The local barber shop
is the scene most worthy of such
comment. Many disillusioned lads
of snubbing.

after

their

pre-houseparty

trim

had to carry pictures of them-

Mica's special insulating qualities are mighty important in

they will resemble
them for several months, but to
prove that they aren't usually in
their present stage of humor and
fear provoking appearance. Leadbetter can still be heard to mumble in his sleep "And to. think I
tipped that barber two bits!"
selves, not that

m

No

communications equipment.

huge demands caused a

equivalent

so war's

exist.-,

critical shortage.

Bell Telephone Laboratories' scientists were assigned the
task of

somehow

fimliug

more mica.

Tin- v found

it

— in

s
it

is

-

tion

had

rejected.

By developing

electrical apparatus to teat

the two most important electrical properties, they increased
the usable

with them, but the handful of
sleepy gen to who stayed up all
night waiting for it felt snubbed
to the n'th degree. Dear Norton,
who perpetually prays for rain,
was hurt to the quick. Although
a straight "A" man, Dick has
little faith In life. However, af-

amount ^f mica by half and

supplies of mica to

In

fill

many such ways

so stretched current

all military needs.

the Bell System

serving the nation,

is

constantly meeting the needs of our fighting forces for

dependable communications.

ter trying the ten day palm olive
plan for three years without sue-

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

"Service to the Nation in Peace

]

and War**

r

extremely

difficult

to
have houseparties without
houses, yet informal Vic Dances

can still be arranged. Perhaps the
lower floors of the houses during
sccial
weekends with blankets

taking the place of heating.
ternity council.
s - r
For eating purposes, the stuFraternity houses will reopen
dent body will be divided between
the Moulton Union and the T. D. sometime next spring when it is no
House. The choice between eat- longer necessary to keep the
ing houses will again be made on houses heated. It is our hope and
the basis of a draw. As a matter belief that fraternities will resume
of fairness, the T. D.'s will be just as they were, that fraternity
allowed to eat in their own house life in most of its forms will reregardless of the results of the main intact in the dormitories.
draw.
There will be complete Then we can go Rack to our decadwaiter service at meals, and be- ent comfort. Until then we must
cause of the utilization of two all make more of an effort to keep
dining halls, the eating can be the refugee fraternities in the
done all in one shift, instead of dorms going.
in two or three as the Army was
forced to do.
The use of the T. D. House as Gould Article
a recreation room and lounge will
[ Continued from Page i ]
be confined to reasonable periods
before and after lunch and supper
only. Tentative hours for the use ploitation of the control of Dalof the house are from 11:30 a.m. matia by Germany might have reto 1:30 p.m.. and from 5:00 to 8:00 peated the successes of thirtyp.m. The Union, with all of its years ago and have made "the
recreational
facilities,
will
be Adriatic a hell for Allied shipping
made as useful as possible to the while repeating their tricks of
students.
It is probable that a 1914-1918 in slipping through the
canteen run on a cooperative bas- Otranto Straits to destroy Medis analogous to that operated by
iterranean shipping."
However,
the Meteorologists will be opened the Nazis did not act in time and
to sell school supplies and other the necessary bases were not
miscellaneous articles.
The pro- ready, so "once again Hitler would
ceeds will doubtless be turned appear to have missed the bus."
over to some sort of a social fund.
The current "Alumnus" lists
It should be noted that, whether Chief Specialist Gould as having
or not the war continues, weather written recently from the Naval
permitting, the houses will again Base at Kodiak. Alaska. ^At Bowbe made available to the students doin he was a member of the varnext summer.
sity football and tennis teams. He
Because the college has a finan- transferred from Wabash College
cial contract and a moral obligation to the Navy, the entire plan
************
for the coming Fall and Winter
169 lb*, af waste
had to be formulated with referwin at***
ence to the Radar School; other
1 sartea* e<mtaiaiaf tea car*
than that, however, the college
tridfM far Inflathas done its best to comply with
ing life aaata, Save
the desires of the students, and
any suggestions on matters of pol"frftmftAAftwwAA'ft:
icy or organization would be welcome.

Kar
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the

very considerable amounts of raw mica which visual inspec-

c
The thought of snubbing reminds one of the hurricane. Undoubtedly the stalwart citizens
of Maine thought providence was
-

give the freshman a sense of "belonging."

Though

]

to say. that "the final, binding belief of all the world's religions is
that the ultimate aim of man is
the extension of consciousness beyond the limits imposed by the
ego.
Man is as nothingness, surrounded by, and indigent of a
being withdrawn from creatures,
capable of free power if he so
desires. And may he so desire or
else before him stretches only the
endless frenzy and chaos of the
materialistic world."

is

attempt to be compatible.

will

historv.
i

l

smiles.

is

where he was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta. He majored in

]

be at the discretion of the fra-

college to call

a halt to any further houseparties.

i

house impossible. After that time,
the use of the chapter halls will

still

H.

are not questioning the

Dorms

state

this trimester.

and authority of the

ORIENT

makes

t

right

— (The

has considered this possibility in
the past, hut it was found impossible due. to the lack of the proper
equipment at the office of "The
Brunswick Record.")

terest in the college

political leaders.

and seek policy of
keeping the boys guessing about whether

ing, temporizing, hide

there will be a houseparty

Note

Lifshitz.

ident Pro

quilt rugs?

Instead, let's be realists. This place

holding

positions of Speaker of the House, Pres-

"Oh my! wasn't it a noisy, rowdy
houseparty?" What did you expect the
about,

boys to do

Shep
Editor's

stay at Bowdoin.

extremely slow

is

er write about themselves than
To the editor of the ORIENT:
Their constant
All summer long we have heard anything else.
frequent criticism of the ORIENT, plea for criticism is only an apmost of it adverse. Some of this peal for possible compliments or
criticism, we feel, has been war- statements of admiration.
It is
ranted, while much of it has been with definite regret that we place
shallow, inconsiderate, and des- ourselves in the class of neophytes,
tructive. The fact remains, main- but if we didn't, someone else
taining
a
regularly
published would.
The wide-awake reader can take
newspaper on campus is a cumbersome and difficult task, a task this opportunity to ask the fastwhich is often thankless and al- asleep writer what several assenways time-consuming; the present ine observations about nothing in
editors and staff have done a particular have to do with "Camdamn good job. Many colleges, pus Survey." That's a good quesmuch larger than Bowdoin, have tion.
As a matter of fact it might
abandoned their peacetime newspapers because of the exigencies not be a bad idea to return to one
of the fundamental purposes of
of war.
Criticism is necessary for the this column, instead of going off
betterment of any project, hut on all kinds of weird tangents.
this criticism must be construct- Let us, then, return to one of the
Let us
ive if it is going to do any good. fundamental principles.
In this respect the editors have see what is going on this week of
not been aided much by the stu- September 18, 1944, around campus, by taking a survey.
This,
dent body, as far as we can see.
And so, in the light of what we then, will be our campus survey.
In the Searles Science Building,
have just said, we offer this as a
constructive suggestion for the fifty years old last week, freshimprovement of the ORIENT. men chemistry students are strugWhy not publish the paper in tab- gling through the last days of
Students go to
loid size???
This would permit cation analysis.
Students oorae
from
the editors to concentrate more classes.
on quality and less on quantity, classes. A new notice is up on
Exams are
and at the same time, leave suf- the bulletin board.
ficient space for the inclusion of coming and there is no ice cream
The new
all interesting and pertinent ma- at the Moulton Union.
terial.
Other colleges have made catalogue is out and we have to
for courses
sometime.
this type of change and have register
found that aside from the deduc- Appleton looks better than Hyde,
tion of the burden upon the edit- but maybe we'd rather move into
Students come from
ors it has resulted in a saving of Winthrop.

King became famous governors, Reed,
Frye, and Fuller from this college form-

only once in

So

1820's. Chamberlain,

the

not once in a lifetime, at least
many a war-time student's

if

Congressman in
Baxter, and

after his election as a

editor-in-

chief

.

most desperate determination to make
the most of a party which seems, to hap-

the

at two-thirty in the morning.
Most college journalistic neophytes are abnormally self-conscious individuals, and would rath-

Branawlck. Main*,

National Advertising Service, Inc.

CaiCMO

Query,

COMMUNICATION

aawaaaaaiTao fo* matiomai. aevaariauta an

420 Madiion Ave

scene which is being unfolded in
the early hours ot the morning at
an advance base of the "Orient."
Frank H. Gordon '46 will leave At two-thirty a.m. field headquarat the end of this semester for ters of the college newspaper are
the Merchant Marine Academy at temporarily located at the Theta
Delta Chi House, where four faithKings Point.
Guy W. Leadbetter '47 will ful staff members cuss at each
VV.

have

still

By Ian Maclnnea
The wrath of fearless Phil, Big
Little, and Grumpy Grif has des-

was re- ment.
column changes into one full of
So this week we focus our ad- names, snubs, and smiles, my fate
cently inducted into the Army.
Leo J. Dunn '47 and Alphonse justable campus spotlight on the will resemble that of the late

Their failures

that.

are therefore inexplicable.

i

matter at the poat ogloe at

this the

cause of the droop in Council energy?

P«ibli»h«d bl-w«*iy wticn rlMiM are b*l«l by tkt StodaaU of
Bowdoin Collate*'. Addresn newa communication* to the Editor
awl iibarrirtin rocumuiiicatioD.* to the Buaineas Manager of th*
Bowdoin Publinhinir Company at the Orient Office la the MouL
ton Union. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Maine. Entered aa

cUm

this

be that as a result of the

it

traditionally

No. Altho

Air

last of

This one

'47

the ,Navy and are awaiting tbeir

war the Council no longer was compos-

'47

Army

the

in

Leonard M. Hirsch

calls to active duty.

can have been the cause of

go? Could

'45
'47
'47
'47
'47
'47

Philip H.

AdvcrtaOag Manager
Cawalatioa .Manager

the change in

lethargy, inactivity,

Associate Professor Athem P. Daggett
Asslstaat Professor Philip M. Brown

.

was too late to
schedule. Never do
you can put off till

until

As is inevitably the way of all
journalists, columns written
too late, turn into self-centered
autopsies of passing thoughts,
thoughts that come from fertile
minds, but have to die because of
insufficient encouraging nourish-

The

Cress

H. Rosenberg

would be rather

m- e

dull

for training
Forces.

representative did not see

Hammond

What

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Front

The Council

tornorrow.

'46

By Wolfgang

Arthur D. Dolloff "47 left for
Fort Devens c* September 7th.

anything today that

*4T

Directors

work.

cess, anyone
bitter.

Campus Survey Mustard and

Bowdoin

that might have

like

was up to the Council

holiday. It

make

•47
'41
•47

The

after

much. Heading

to propose the idea to the authorities.

Dr.

Griffla '47

But,

started.

There was agitation for a Labor

3.

Day

Managing Editors

got

can't expect too

t

Adore

TWHtfaai

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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POLAR BEARINGS
Football League seems to have stirred
up the most intense rivalry, and produced some of the most spirited
competition that has been witnessed

on this Campus since the Touch

games

between

the White Key, under the able
guidance of Coach Neal Mahoney,
interest seems certain to remain at
a high pitch. A pre-season prediction by Dune Dewar placed the AD
outfit at the top of the heap, but the
DU dob under the inspired play of
men like Tim Donovan and Pete
Curran did a lot to change that,
when they tied them 12-12. From
here it looks as if the two above-mentioned outfits, the TD and Chi Psi
outfits and possibly the Thorndikes will be the strong teams of the
league, with the Dekes and Kappa Sigs remaining constant threats.
Polar Bearings
With the approach of fall, plan* for numerous sports
outfit* are brewing in an effort to offset the undeniably disappointing fact that the college does not deem it advisable
to sponsor even an unofficial football team. Under the leadership of Al Query a soccer team is being organized and it is
the hope of the club that they can arrange games with some

Navy teams from the

air base. It

would seem

tackling competition that will prove more
than » little too good for them, but one must admire their
spirit, and we wish them the best of luck. Perhaps after
enoagfc practice the team can play a Prep school or two on
that the

team

a more even

After

Faculty-Student

a

match that was never

tennis
closely con-

the Faculty walloped the
students with a final score of 8 to
0. Playing for the Faculty were
Brown,
Professors Herbert R.
Samuel Ladd, Jr., Nathaniel
Kendrick, Athern P. Daggett, Morgan B. Cushing, and Lt. Commander Noel C. Little. Playing for the
were
Hanson,
students
Earl
Charlie Curtis. Ray Boucher, Pete
Curran, Jim Eells, and Dave Detested,

C

eating

houses of last Fall. Organized by

of the English

Query Crashes Navy

Helpless Students 8-0
In

By IWok Roundy '4?
The Interfraternity Touch

Football

Faculty Slaughters

is

•

basis.

Polar Bearings

With the nucleus for a good basketball team already in college,
and more expected to arrive in the October crop of Freshmen, Coach
Neil Mahoney is already signing up prospects and looking them over
with his usual critical eye. The team will probably be built around Jack
Magee, only returning veteran of last winter's team. Returning subs
from last winter's club who will be hard men to beat out for positions
on the team include Mort Page, Warren Court, and Jack Claffey. It is
expected that serious practice will start very shortly after the opening

marey.
In the singles competition, Prof.
beat Earl Hanson two
straight sets 6 .to 2 and 6 to 0,
while Mr. Ladd trimmed Charlie
Curtis 6 to 4 and 6 to 4. Prof. Kendrick then proceeded to beat Ray
Boucher 6 to 1 and 6 to and Prof.
Daggett took over Pete Curran 6
to 1 and 8 to 6. Prof. Cushing beat
Jim Eells 6 to 2 in the first set and
took the second by the same score.

Brown

The match between Commander
Little and Dave Demarey was incompleted.
In the doubles

matches Mr.
Ladd and Prof. Kendrick teamed
up to win over Curtis and
2
Boucher 6 to 'and 6 to 3, while
Prof. Daggett and Prof. Brown
took over Curran and Hanson 6 to
3 and 6 to 2.
In the final match played. Commander Little and Prof. Cushing
scalped Jim Eells and Dave Demarey by a score of 6 to 1 and
6 to 2.

The

basis

of

determining the

outcome of the match has been
computed by awarding one-half for
each set won or a total of 1 point
for each match won.
The final
score on the figures of this computation are 8 to'O with one match
incomplete.

of the Fail trimester.

Houseparty

HOOP SQUAD PLANS
FOR MAINE GAMES

[

Coach Neil Mahoney hopes

to

inter-collegiate basketgames with Colby College,
University of Maine, and Bates

schedule
ball

College. The Big White team will
also oppose all service teams with
which contests can be arranged.
;Neil will choose a varsity squad,
a junior varsity squad, and possibly a third team, from teams of

College men, w^° w '" compete in
a tournament through the week
of October 19.
The preliminary
squads will be picked from the
lists of men who sign in the athletic office

for basketball.

Magee, guard
and center, Fred Auten. forward,
and Mort Page, guard and forward, will probably form a nucleVeterans- Jack

us for the varsity five. Also certain to be on the floor are Frank
Kimball, Earl Hansen, and Warren Court. They are not regulars
but all three saw action in the
Brunswick basketball tournament
of last spring.
Coach Mahoney hopes that the
intercollegiate contests can start
as early as October. The athletic
policy concerning out - of - state
jousts has not yet been formulated, but it is certain that if a
non-Maine quintet will trundle to
Brunswick, the Big White will
play it.

Mrs. Pulsifer
[

[

Council Elections
Continued jrom Page

i ]

to his date,

Continued {rum Page

i

Me and Tell Me" pictures the
emotions of a French peasant girl
when «he sees French troops liberating her village; "Bir Haechim" was inspired by the French
"The Woman Who
Peeled Potatoes Well" recounts
how one French woman helped

desert stand;

German submarine.
Love for France was instilled

destroy a

nity athletics.

Guy Leadbetter devoted many

DELTA UPSILON
Peter A. Curran '46, from Waltham, Mass., is president of the
Student Council, was on Walsh's
football team, is president of the
D. U. fraternity, is on the tennis
team, track team, and is in interfraternity athletics.
Eugene A. Bernardin, Jr., '47,
from Andover, Mass., is vice-president of the rifle club, on the var-

Fred Auten '47,. from Cass City,
was on the White Key, varand basketball teams,
and the cross-country team.
ZETA PSI
David Demarey '47, from SomMich.,

sity track

erville.

N.

J., is

a

member

Yonkers, N. Y., is a member of
Witan.
John G. Lyons, Jr., '47, from
Portland, Maine, is active in interfraternity athletics.

KAPPA SIGMA
Philip A.

Richenberg,

from Roslindale, Mass..
fraternity athletics.
Philip H. Hoffman

Mount Vernon, N.

is

fraternity,

and

is

all

She unhesitatingly answered
Professor

Chase's

questions.
a
herself

'47,

acknowledged
staunch de Gaullist.
In an interview she said that
after she panat her second "bachot" or baccalaureate next spring
at tha French "lycee' she is at-

She

'47,

from

Masque and Gown, and

in inter-

fraternity athletics.
Robert C. Dolan '48, from Bath,
Maine, is in interfraternity ath-

Byron E. Keene '47, from Rockland, Maine, is an electrician in the

Masque and Gown, and
'45,

from business

a James Bow-

ing.
'48,

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Robert W. Burroughs

Portland, Maine, is a sub-editor on
the ORIENT, a member of the

staff of the

is

on the

ORIENT.

THORNDIKE CLUB

is

doin Scholar.
Richard A. Roundy, Jr., *47, from
Beverly, Mass., is vice president
of the class of 1947, production
manager of the Masque and Gown,
has been on the White Key and
the Student Councjl, is president
of the Kappa Sigma fraternity,
and is a sub-editor on the

John Cummins

Chester, Mass., is participating in a
life-saving course.
Woodbridge B. Brown '48, from
Montclair, N. J., is in interfraternity athletics and is in a life-saving course.

letics.
Jr.,

in inter-

the editor-in-chief of the ORIENT, is a
member of the Phi Beta Kappa
Y.,

tir-

ing hours careening about on a
motorcycle
inevitably
equipped
with someone's girl. Several took
recourse in drink. Violently contrasted with this, however, was
"Three-Date Feeney" who stumbled about for the entire period
virtually submerged with three
girls.
To average things up. Art
Sewall bestowed his pin on his
date, and Sam Marsh assured his
pro by accompanying his back to

of Wit-

and on the tennis team.
Corydon P. Dunham '47, from

an,

Miss Bosworth, who accompanied Mrs. Pulsifer, is the sixteen
year old daughter of an American
father and a French mother. Her
mother met Mrs. Pulsifer after ORIENT.
BETA THETA PI
having read one of the latter's
Earl W. Rice '46, from Worcespoems, "Bir Haechim," in 1942.
In August. 1940, after the fall ter, Mass., is on the Student Counof France, the Bosworths returned cil and the White Key, and is in into the United States.
Miss Bos- terfraternity athletics.
Earl D. Hansen '47, from Newworth had already gained a command of English from an English tonville, Mass., is on the track,
governess. An Austrian, obtained tennis, and basketball teams, and
for Francoise's German, had to be is in interfraternity athletics.
Ian Maclnnes '46, from Kennett
leanings
dismissed when Nazi
were discovered. "It was very Square, Penn., is on the ORIENT
Miss staff, was on the Student Council
unfortunate," < commented
and the White Key, and is active
Bosworth.
Besides providing her audience in interfraternity athletics.
with faultless rapid readings of
SIGMA NU
James B. Hall '47, from Topsthe French translations of the
poems. Miss Bosworth revealed a ham, Maine, is a aab ieditor on the
ready knowledge of French poli- ORIENT, and is active in debattics.

when

.

in

the author by years of travel and
Mrs.
residence in the country.
Pulsifer has been active in the
"Alliance Francaise" and
local
has for some time been caring for
a number of refugee children.
Mrs. Pulsifer is the wife of Harold T. Pulsifer, poet and former
editor of "The Outlook." She has
been a feature writer for such
papers as "The Washington Post"
and "The New York Herald-Tribune."

]

the girl wheeled
"Dig that
he's
talking Spanish."
Houlton, Maine, has been on the Janice,
These
phenomena were over-shadWhite Key.
John F. Magee '46, from Ban- owed, however, by the activities
gor, is on the White Key and on of Rosenberg, who managed, most
the Student Council, the basket- economically, to accumulate girls,
ball team, and participates in in- drinks, and tux*.
A rugged .house party veteran,
terfraternity athletics.
Philip C. Roberts '47, from Fort Judge Lawlis, returned for the
is
on
the gaieties and spread his eloquent
Fairfield,
Maine,
ORIENT staff and is in interfra- heart-balm quite liberally. In
particular
he concentrated on
ternity athletics.
Jack McGee and his date who
THKTA DELTA CHI
seemed to be floundering in some
Clifford K. Travis '45, from
sort of a psychological morass.
Yonkers, N. Y., is manager of
Unfortunately his talents were
track
team, hammer thrower,
not lavished on Gump Grant, who
president of the rifle club, on the
was faced with a delicate probswimming team, and is a member lem.
Gump, in the middle of a
of the Masque and Gown.
shower, had bellowed forth an exFrank Kimball *47, from uberant
J.
conversation concerning
Freeport, Maine, is on the business
and heard by his date. Such situstaff of the ORIENT, and is on the
ations have their awkward aspects
baseball team.
but it is reported Grant extricatCharles L. Abbott '47, from West
ed himself.
Newton, Mass., is on the baseball
At times, odd expressions of the
team, and is active in interfraterescapist instinct were observed.

swimming team, manager of
basketball, and was in the Choir.

]

i

about and exclaimed,

sity

"Charles de Gaulle," a tribute to
the leader who seems to have
been predicted by a 7th century
prophecy of a Saint Odile; "Touch

Continued from Page

consented fo play two piano seleetending in New York she plans to tftms from Chopin. Refreshments
were served.
normale
"Ecole
France's
go to

Scramble

September 14, 1M4I was an exday In the Query name as
load walls proclaimed the Mrtti
of a lusty sen, Alphense W.
Query, Jr. After a very eventful
life at Tabor Academy, Al came
to Bowdoin In the Summer ef
1948. At the end of September he
leaves for active aervtce witii the
erting

Navy.
Al decided two days before he
was 18 that he wanted to Join
up. Everything went wen" except
that 'he failed to pass an essential part of the physical exam.
Discouraged and blue, he returned to Brunswick.

One

Ms

of

legion of friends

heard about the misfortune of

a Commander, he arranged for Query
to have another chance the next

exam

the

and,

being

After muck sweating AJ
produced and passed the physical. He then called his father
drive to Portland to
and had
day.

Mm

sign Ms enlistment papers. With
the office closing at 6.00 p.m., Dr.
Query attached his signature at
5.55. Five minutes later and Al
would have had to Join the

New

Catalog Beady

was the end of

his troubles. After
Dick
Dorsey, came. Hollywood.
never made any records with Dorsey because the Petrillo baa went

Our

Favorite
Maestros

For Distribution
The 1044-1345 issue of the
college catalogue will be ready
tor distribution today.
It will
contain the complete list ef fall
courses, and students desiring
to obtain one before registration may do so at the college

By Duncan

into effect.
Haymes's first picture was "Four Jills in a Jeep" in
which he sang "How Blue the
Night." Now Dick Haymes is in
Hollywood destined for fame- His
brother Bob has mode a few pictures, the last one being "Mr.
Winkle Goes to War."

ML

Ubrary.

Vice President of Alpha Delta
Phi Fraternity, Query is one of
the best bridge players in the
house. Around the college he is
one of the most popular undergraduates. Noted for his smiles
and happy-go-lucky atmosphere,
Al creates friends wifii whomever he comes in contact.
He plans on returning to Bowdoin after the war and eventually hopes to become a doctor.

Burnham Visits Campus;
Going To Northeastern
Planning to transfer to Northeastern this fall, Frederick P.
("Ted") Burnham '46 visited the
campus September 14-16 after a
summer's work in the Maine
woods.
'Ted" was on the swimming team
as a breaststroker during his stay
at Bowdoin from January 1943 to
February 1944. He is a member of
the Sigma Nu Fraternity.
After leaving here he attended

Continued jrom

[

Page,

I

1

Bob's
singing with Dorsey.
boss was the late Hal Kemp.
perhaps the handsomest of
the current male vocalists.
of

first

He 'is

simultaneously introduces himself
and fumbles for the victims room
assignment. The culprit, too confused fo speak, is whisked up the
hill past a peculiar orange-colored

Bcwdoin

—

DU

DU

A

TD 2—
0—

;

pin on his lapel.
to himself.

Junior

is

left

Sometime during the night, the
room mate has arrived, and the
clanging of an infernal bell heralds the day of I. Q. tests, introductions to all the big shots, free
cigarettes,
rogue's gallery pictures, waiting lines, and page after page of fraternity lore to be
learned cold. The next day conferences, little blue cards, threats
of exorbitant fines, rules, regulalegislation

on

conduct of frosh, with nothing

left

latest

tions,

C.

S.

good. His recordings of "A Sinner Kissed an Angel" or "Old Man
River" while with James are toj>s
He left Harry to form a band of
his own, but this failed.
Benny
Goodman then hired him and he

Chi

Ray Eberly and Bob Eberle aro Delta Upsilon
brothers.
Bob changed his name
in hopes that people wouldn't
think -he had an up and coming
little brother.
Both fellows have

a large following and helped Glenn
Miller's rise and J. Dorsey's fame.
Sinatra
A follow-up of female vocalists

made "Idaho" and "Take Me" on

When

Columbia records.
left T.

ed

Donsey,

Haymes was

offerand this

immediately

this spot

is

Thorndike
Delta Kappa
Epsilon

10
10
10 13
13
110
2

110
110

2

Sigma Nu-Alpha
Tau Omega

probable for the next issue.

Beta Theta Pi

1

Kappa Sigma

Have a Coca-Cola = Soldier, refresh

2

2

1

2
2

Psi U.-Zete

yourself

and more fraternity lore to
The next day
be learned cold.

out,

"Cal."

later.

COMING EVENTS

—

A

hundred pounds of news-

will produce fifty eat*
gs for 7 5 -mm. shells.

Cpcrs

Coca-Cola

is

Street" as

on Main

refreshes.

Street,

Coca-Cola stands for the pause that

Ice-cold Coca-Cola in your icebox at bosoe is a symbol of

a friendly way of living.

onus

undw AUTHoanr or

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

171

Park Street

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone I —

company

natural for popular naaaca

to acquire friendly abbrevia*

by

why you beat
Coca-Cola called "Coke".

tion ». That's

INC.
Lewiston, Maine

»

I

I

.ei»<4Tfc«C-CCo..

ALVIN SETTLE

The

College

Continuing the Stuart Print Shop

ROBERT

Complete Printing Service
Town

Bldg.

TeL 89-W Brunswick

P.

Book

Store

TRISTRAM COFFIN'S

NEW BOOK

MAINSTAYS OF MAINE
$2.00

and

McCrea

MEN

Visit the

News

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

AMUSEMENT CENTER
Sept. 22-28

Fri.-Sat.

Once Upon

A

200 Maine Street

Time

Brunswick

with
Caxy Grant
Cartoon

News

Sept. 24-25

In Society

Always Tap Quality
Chops

Steaks

with
Abbott * Cestello

Sound Act

TONDREAUBROS.
26

Corio

FIRST NATIONAL

Short Subjects

Man From
Michael

Frisco

0*ShM

Paul K. Nlveu, Bowdoin 1916

Twenty Years After

Remember

-

The ORIENT

is

girls

No

and

extra

the College Oracle

Deliver the

$2.00 a year

ORIENT to:

i
af Brunswick, Maine
Capital,

N

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

BANK

Sept. 27-28

Wed.-'Thurs.

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world.
charge for foreign delivery.

ONLY

CallOC The Jungle
Ann

like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There is aa assy and inexpensive way.

Fancy Groceries

also

News

Do yon like to have your friends know what you are doing?
Do yon Uke to hear of your athletic achievements?
Would you

and Reporter

with
Printing

Aak Ua For Quotations

It'i

the coca-cola

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

SERVICE

with

PRINTING
We have

camp

COLLEGE STUDENTS

The Great Moment
also
Short Subjects

to relax in

camp, from the Gulf Coast to the north woods*
a reminder of what they last behind. On "Company

soldiers in

Sept. 20-21

Joel

a way

...or
To

ATTENTION

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

Bennington.

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

Maine Street

games

ist,

TD
AD

Sun.-Mon.

Phone 328-M for delivery

that to date all scheduled

have been played off except one.
According to the ORIENT point
basis, the Chi Psi and T. D. teams
lead the League, but the standing*

AD

ALL Your

BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

organ-

League,

Perry Como is an untried vocal- may be reversed at any time.
although his backers are giv- Several fraternities which are deing him a big publicity boost. He ficient in good football material
building to a factory-like strucis also making "flickers" and his have combined in order that the
ture later known to himself as
popularity will no doubt depend teams shall have as even strength
Maine Hall. Then up three flights
There is nothing like "vie" rec- on his movies.
Perry used to as possible. The ATO's and the
of stairs, over duffle bags, trunks, ords to keep a vocalist or a band whistle and sing for Ted Weems' Sigma iNu's have combined forces,
luggage and more weird-looking popular in the public eye. Bing orchestra.
His whistling was of as have the Zetes and the Psi U's.
individuals with identical T-shirts. Crosby is the top single artist for the same type as Fred Sowery's
The AD*s, Chi Psi's and the
Crosby started his warbling for Horace Heidt.
Finally, to the room; a strange record sales.
DU's are the only undefeated
assortment of humanity fighting career with Paul Whiteman in ti«
teams. The scores are as follows:
With all the stories being writHis chalto shake your hand; people offer- Rhythm Boys quartet.
26— Sigma Nu-ATO 0; Chi
ing to help unpack, to come to lengers for popularity were Rudy ten about Frank Sinatra there is Psi 12—Dekes 2; TD 18—Psi
6;
The little that can be said about him. Thorndikes IS—Kappa Sigs 12;
our smoker tonight, to come over Vallee and Russ Col umbo.
to see the house that was built in latter was accidentally killed by I defy anyone to say that Sinatra Chi Psi
Beta game postponed;
18— Thorndike 12;
1890, but was reconditioned re- a gun going off in the process of isn't good after seeing him in one
12—
cently; has the best bar on cam- being cleaned.
The rest about of his movies. Look around the
12; Dekes 12—Betas 0; Psi
pus, nice bunch of guys; you'll Bing's climb has been obvious. theatre and I'll guarantee every U's-Zetas 0— Sigma Nu-ATO 12;
like them a lot.
30—Kappa Sigs 0;
quick tour of Recordings and movies made and eye will be glued on him, male,
Chi
female,
young
or
old.
He
is
a Psi 24 Sigma Nu-ATO
campus; this was built in 1940, kept him famous.
Betas 8.
best example of Gothic architecAfter Frank Sinatra left H. great artist. He must be good to
Team
Won Lost Tie Points
ture in America; this house abso- James' band, the latter searched be making the salary that he's
2
4
lutely the best on campus, yessir, for another top vocalist.
Dick getting. He's worth every cent Chi Psi
just feel those springs.
A quick Haymes filled the bill magnifi- of it to his employers. Sinatra Theta Delta
Chi
2
4
supper; the inevitable smoker, cently.
Seeing Dick in person won't fade out as he is young and
Alpha Delta
suddenly Junior has the pledge •was a great treat for he was truly ambitious.

About this time, the poor stuAsked for a comment on the colget varied
lege of today, "Ted" said, "I hope dent is beginning to
misconceptions and ideas of the
the war is over soon."
strange slang peculiar to Bowto
understand
begins
doin.
He
such wild phrases as: "There's
some dear on the horn A.K.ing
Continued
from Page l ]
for the big weekend; but she's
l
not flogging me, I'm racking up."
The spirit of joviality between
ert P. Tristram Coffin will
frosh and upperclassmen begins
read from his recently publishto wane; the poor freshman is
of
Maine."
"Mainstays
ed book.
Bitter interheld in contempt.
Frl. Sept. 29—8.30 a.m. and 1.30
fraternity rivalry begins, and furp.m. Sargent Gymnasium. Final
niture is sold at sucker rates to
Examinations.
the gullible new-comers as they
4.00 p.m. Massachusetts Hall.
are allowed to move into the
Faculty Meeting.
Hazing picks up a bit;
houses.
80
a.m.
Sargent
8.30
Sat. Sept.
findishly planned quests are adGymnasium. Final Examinaministered, and the imminence of
tions.
the coming initiations makes the
10.00 a.m. Massachusetts Hall,
culprits shake in their boots.
The President's Office. MeetJunior is getting adjusted slowing of the Executive Committee
ly to all this malarkey, and takrs
of the Governing Boards.
the initiation as a matter of
12.00 m. The Chapel. Special
course, by now a seasoned veteran
Exercises at the close of the
laying his plans with the next
Summer Trimester.
guy for the fall freshman. He is
now quite familiar with the two
principles of hazing: (1) The first
Save Waste Paper for War! week is to make friends with the
freshmen; the second to show
them how tough you can be; (2)
If you make it tough enough for
them, they'll be sure to make it
plenty rough for the next- group.
Well, all we can say is, we hope
these fall freshmen can take it.

ORIENT.

HOT DOGS

of the Interfra-

'47,

poetry,

MIKE'S PLACE

Football

with the express company about
enter Northeastern's School of
the overdue trunk, also a rather
Business Administration. He exmild physical workout known as
pressed the hope of returning to

ored him with one of the cherishLeonard L. Brass '46. from Low- ed, whereupon, chortling with
ell,
Mass., is treasurer of the malicious glee, this depraved stuThorndike Club, in the Choir, and dent utilized it to strike a match.
on the ORIENT.
H. James Cook '48, from Schenectady, N. Y., is on Bowdoin-onYes, We're Interested In
the-air, and a reporter on the

BrunswickHardwareCo.

week

first

has seen vigorous competition
had a good band of his own and
threw over the headaches of a by all the teams participating.
Keen
interest is shown by the fact
band leader to take the secure job

Frosh Facts

athletics.

ing best

The
ternity

Fryeburg Academy this spring.
first impressions of heartless, unDuring the summer he worked as
reasonable professors and the mad
a timber cruiser for the contractrush to the book store for "Esing firm of J. W. Sewall in the
sentials of Trigonometry with Apwestern Maine forests.
plications," and the big argument
Later this fall "Ted" expects to

The most fiendish occurrence of
'47, from Lewthe party is attributed to an anonMaine, is president of the
Having desymous individual.
Thorndike Club, on the Student cribed his girl's smile with every
Council and the White Key, on the
available phrase of gentle, wistful,
tennis team, and in interfraternity
the charming creature fav-

does the cook-

Obi Psi's Lead Ten Team
Competition After InitiaJ
Week's Games Played

U

Army.

Shepard Lifshitz

PHILGAS

Football Season Here,

House League Opens

White
Every vocalist to sing with T. ized and promoted by the
Key under the leadership of its
Dorsey is good. His current voDewar,
President,
Duncan
Jr.,
H.
This fellow
calist is Bob Allan.

iston,

from Win-

superieure."
She admitted that
physics was her real passion.
Professor Frederic E. T. TIDotson, who was one of the guests,

Mad

H 75,999

Total Resources

9S.98MM

City, State
it

Student

Patronage

BoUeUsd

WWW.

Moattou Union, Brunswick, Maine
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.

Senior C.A.P. Will Meet

.

Wednesdays At

7.30

P.M.

nearest tree

had better act quick

like

USN

a bunny before the

takes us into protective custody at semester's end.

from now on.

—v—

He

asked Hiram once what he

Hurricane Mew Into
Brunswick Inst Thursday night
•raid

'

fervent

usually served with his damcakes, and he said, 'Most people
"
Just take bicarbonate of sody.'

that

invocation*

the wind might In some way Interfere
with
Friday"*
hour
exam*. The fact that several
student* confidently spent the
night with the Brunswick Volunteer Fire Department merely
proved, at teat-time the old
adage, "It's an III wind that

THOUGHTS WHILE WATTING
FOR HAMBURGERS AT THE
UNION:

Fall has definitely arriv-

ed.

.

.

—

...

.

.

.

—V—

.

.

.

would be given.

want the treatment usually preHiram Webber's celebrated cJamcakes. (Mr. Webber

.

.

Take

.

.

a neighbor of the Coffins, and
his gift of pan-fried glory might
bear poetic Investigation.) Some-

easy on the finals

it

Graduation
[

Continued from Page

i

1

pared at the Manter Hill School
and the Huntington School and
comes from Peaks Island, Maine.
He is a member of the Beta Theta

State Elections
t ]

'44

CONDUCTS
LIFE SAVING COURSE

Seven men, under the direction
of Robert Sperry '44, are taking
an advanced course in life saving
at the Curtis Pool every evening
at 9:00. Besides working off their

The football team is
p.e. requirements, the men will
of Morty Page, Artie
receive instructor's rating as apand Jack Claffey, along
proved by the American Red
tin Hogan, Joe Wheeler

Cross.

In addition to the fundamentals
of the different strokes and dives,

each member will be expected to
be fully equipped to handle any
emergency which might take
place in the water.

Brown,

Thomas,

Cummings,

Siebert, Tyrer, Raldiris, all of '48;

and Heuter of the Navy are the
newly enrolled members.

The course will last until the
3rd week in September.

.

scribed for
Is

SPERRY

.

.

a major in English,
known Lewiston Journal and
a candidate for the Bachelor
Pi fraternity,

widely

also announced

.

.

~V—

Continued from Page

He

that beginning September 27 a
in aircraft engines

new course

—V—

Orlando's "Teddy Roosevelt"
shorts have given away to long
We have only nine
pants.
chapel cuts a term, but we're savMows no good."
ing ours for the clarinet quartet .
Evidently Doc Root thought deHouseparty week-end provided a gression the better part of valor
columnist's goldmine of Winchell- and beat a hasty retreat from the
esque drivel the faces on the chess finals under the guise of vafrat-lounge floor, etc. The bulletin cationing.
Do you want to
board warned party-goers not to know what's wrong with your
break any Town ordnances. Hadn't roommate? Send five cents in coin
they heard that the Mann Act was with roommate's name to 3 Wina Federal statute ? Wonder why the throp Hall for a "confidential"
ORIENTS
houseparty
queen analysis of your roommate's chardidn't appear in the last issue. acter.
Incidentally, it is reHope Queenie didn't go too far. ported that fireplaces and oldFor further reading on this subject, fashioned windows will be resee Catullus XXXII, 8. Mr. Boyer installed in dormitories after the
would be glad to get it for you.
war. Shades of Hawthorne and
Longfellow! .
.
Subjects for
"Life's" pictures now on display in
Robert P. Tristram Coffin*
equally
the
art
gallery
are
about
latest
book
"Mainstays
of
Maine" Is at Chandler's. Profes- divided between the Earl of Halifax and Vic's.
Well, we see
sor Coffin will read selected pasBrunswick's still wet.
Portsage* on the next Bowdotn-onland's Union Station on a Sunday
the-AIr program. "The New
York Times" says of Coffin's lat- night is a reunion of the more
transient members of the college.
est: " 'Mainstays of Maine* will

[

Flight Leader Donovan D.
Lancaster announced that the
senior group of the C.A.P., including those of the ages of
eighteen or over, will meet at
7.30 pjn. on Wednesda ys, and
that the Junior group will meet
on Tuesday evenings at 7.00 p.m.

political writer

Morrill

Shapiro, '45, prepared
Biddeford High School. He is
a member of the Thorndike Club,
a major in chemistry, and a candidate for the Bachelor of Arts
degree. He is a pre-medical student and left college in the middle of the summer trimester. He
is waiting to be called into the
Navy and hopes to be assigned to
a medical school.
Samuel Wyman Robinson, '45,
is of Bangor, Maine. He and Philip Sawyer Wilder, .Jr.
'45,
of
Brunswick, have had the same
college training.
Mr. Wilder's
father is the former Alumni Secretary and is now a major in th2
United States Army corps. They
are both members of the Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity; they both
majored in physics; they both are
candidates for the Bachelor of
Spience degree.
They left Bowdoin after four
and one-half semesters and received their credits for graduation
requirements from the Army Air
Force meteorology B. and A.
courses at M.I.T. As a. result of
this training they were commissioned second lieutenants in the
Army Air Corps, and are now on
duty as Meteorologists.
The Reverend Mr. Ralph H.
in

expressed it: "Hilof Science degree. He plans to go
dreth is in a variety of business
to the Chicago University Graduinterests because he has a head
ate School to study English and
for business problems which are
newspaper work in particular. He
other than the legal problems conhas been active in Bowdoin-Onnected therewith."
The-Air, Masque and Gown, The
Hildreth has been equally active
Witan, the Quill, and the ORIin the educational and civic life
ENT. He was a James Bowdoin
of Maine. He is serving as direcscholar.
tor of the Children's Hospital,
Harold Lifshitz, '45, prepared
Pine Tree Council of Boy Scouts;
at Lewiston High School and
chairman of trustees of Greeley
came to Bowdoin after a year \t
Institute in Cumberland, and OpBoston University. He is a memportunity Farm in New Gloucesber of the Thorndike Club, a
ter.
He was county chairman of major in psychology,
and a candithe Infantile Paralysis Drive in
date for the Bachelor of Science
1939; state chairman of the 1942
degree.
A
pre-medical student,
USO drive for funds. He is a he plans to go to a Medical school
corporator of the Maine General
and specialize in psychiatry. He
Hospital and a member of the Adis a member of the clarinet quarWinn,
visory Committee of Gould Acadtet and played in the
'

emy

band when

in Bethel.

Born

it

in Gardiner,

Dec.

2,

1902,

He

his political convictions

he

a

member

fraternity,

of the

Kappa

a major

in eco-

Morristown, N. J., and they have
a daughter, Patricia.
Richard S. Chapman '28 was
elected County Attorney for Cumberland County, having piled up
three times as many votes as his
opponent.
Active in Republican politics,
Chapman has been treasurer of
the County Committee. He Is a
member of the General Committee of the Cumberland Bar Association, a trustee of the Portland
Public Library and a director of
the Pine Tree Council, Boy Scouts
of America. He is a member of
the Portland Lions Club and the
Woodfords Club and is also a
member of the Theta Delta Chi

one

thing is certain, Hildreth's main
interest is Maine not any part
of it or faction in it, but all of
Maine and all of its people.
He believes that under the energetic State Department of Agriculture, Maine farming is passing
from merely a means of subsistence to a modern, progressive bus-

—

iness, the biggest in Maine; he believes that the Maine tax system

overloaded and antiquated; he

is

in existance.

nomics, and a candidate for the
Bachelor of Science degree. He'
left college in February, 1943, to
enter the Army Enlisted Reserve
Corps and returned after being
granted a medical discharge in
the fall of 1943.

Appropriations
Committee and also was a member of the first Legislative Research Committee.

Of

is

Sigma

school.

legislature

still

Robert J. Sperry, '44, comes
from New Haven, Connecticut.

A

a twin son of the late Guy
c
Hildreth, a former county attorney of Kennebec County, Hildreth
was educated in Gardiner public
schools, Bowdoin College and Harvard Law School. He was prominent in athletics at Bowdoin, despite the handicap of weak eyes,
which nearly forced him to leave
In the Maine
served
on
the

was

believes in compulsory vocational
training; the proper placement in
and profitable peace-

fraternity.

civilian life

A native of Portland, he attendtime employment in industry and
agriculture; expansion of Maine'.; ed Portland schools, being gradumodern highway system to every ated from Deering High in 1924.
corner of the state for the com- After he was graduated from
Bowdoin, he continued his education at Harvard Law School from
which he got his degree in 1931,
being admitted to the Maine Bar

plete development of the state's
« commercial, agricultural and recreational resources.
Hildreth was married in 1929 to
Miss Katherine Wing of Boston

in the

same

year.

Chapman is thirty-4ive, married
and Northport, Maine. They have
four children, three girls and a and has two sons.
boy.

He

a " member of the Congregational Church, a member of the
Falmouth Grange and higher bodies of that organization, including
the National Grange, Casco Lodge
of Masons and the Portland Kiwanis Club.
U. S.
Representative Robert
Hale '10, was re-elected by a twoto-one majority over Andrew
Pettis, in spite of the fact that
the latter was backed by the CIO
Political Action Committee.
Robert Hale was born in Portis

A

He was graduated from

land.

Portland High School in 1906 and
from Bowdoin in 1910. He went
on to get his B.A. degree at Oxford University, England, in 1912,
his M.A. degree from Oxford
University in 1921. He is a member of the Psi Upsilon and Phi

and

Beta Kappa

He was

fraternities.

elected representative

Maine Legislature in 1923
and was Speaker of the House in
1929 and 1930.
to the

the Army during
World War I attaining the rank
of second lieutenant by the end of

He

tlte

served

in

war.

He married Agnes

Burke,

MB

Robert E. Cleaves, Jr., was elected State Senator also with three
times as many votes as his Democratic opponents in this county.
Cleaves has served in the capacity of State Representative.
He
is treasurer of
.E. Cleaves &
Son, a Portland lumber concern,
and vice president of the Van
Buren - Madawaska Corporation.
In the House he was a member of
the Forestry Committee and is
currently the chairman of the

R

**

M*

TT

In

the

DKE

.

expect to return with the possible
exception of Wilfred Devine '48
'48.

Sigma Nu
A combination of Sigma NuATO touch football team has ac-

Hours

Eta Charge of Theta Delta Chi
not losing
members in the
in

However,

it

is

expected that Charles W. Curtis
'47 and George H. Griffin '47 will
not return for the fall semester,
the former planning to join the
navy and the latter the Army.
In the inter-fraternity footbali
league, the House team succeeded

winning

in

its

first

two games,

In the second game played,
the Sigma Nu's and AT.O.'s beat
a combination of the Zetes and
Psi U's 3 to 0.
The third game
was won by the Beta's 8-0.
re-

cently undergone extensive painting in the vicinity of the bar. The
front porch has also received two
coats of grey paint.
Art Dolloff '47 has been training at Fort Devens in preparation
for flight training with the Armv
Air Corps.
He spent last week
end at the Sigma Nu House while

on

cific.

leave.

Zeta Psi

and Chuckie Cohen

'47

Smith,

17.

All the members attending the
summer session expect to be back
for the Fall Trimester, with the
exception of Jim Bagshaw, who
enlist in the navy.

Kappa Sigma
banquet was served Friday

night of houseparties in the dining room which had not been used
for eating purposes since May,

I

T
T

S

T
T

S 10

T T
T T
T T

1 1

;

9

Brown

2 hour lab. to be arranged

Cushing
Catlin

hour

8; 2

S

lab. to

Brown

be arranged

9

S 10
S 10
per week to be arranged

Thayer

Mrs. Ena Farnham, long-

Thayer

to be arranged
1 1

S

;

Conf

Hartman

to be arranged

.

Coffin

1

S 10

Chase

MW

F

English 51

MWF10

Chase

English 53

Hours

to be arranged

Coffin

English 55

Hours

to be arranged

Brown

MW
MW

F
F

MW

F

French

1

French

3

French

5

Brown

9

Y

8

9

MWF11

French 11

Leith

Brown
Brown

11

MWF

1

made

for fall activities.

Elec-

Livingston

1.30

"KEEP FAITH

**************

S

Fleure

8

Hours

W

F

9

Daggett

F
F
F

8

Hormell

9

1

MW

F

T T

10

MW
Hours

to be arranged
to be arranged

M

W

Tu

F

T T

S

Nixon

MW
MW
T T

F
F

S

MW

Smith
Chittim

Chittim

11

Hammond

8

Holmes

9

F 10

Korgen

8

Tillotson

11

9

TTS

WAR BONDS

Psychology

Mason
Mason

11; lab. Tues. or Thurs. 1.30

S

9

Russian 3

Hours

to be arranged

1

1

Spanish^ 3

Zoology

1

Zoology 3

T T

S

Ham
Ham

9

MWF
MWF
MWF
MW

Todd

Burnett

to be arranged

Sociology

4.30

Christie

Hours

Spanish

-

11; Lab. to be arranged

1

beforol

Tillotson

I.

10

Physics 7

T T

Nixon

8

\by buying \

it

Means

11

TTS 8
MWF10

S

Russian

Brown
Brown

S 10

S 10

tent

Daggett

Hours

TT

Her youngsters had

Smith

2.30

F 8

TT

tear.

Helmreich
Kendrick

MWF

T T

Smith

S 10

1

1

Means

to be arranged

Physics 3

Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard
To got her old paper to
But when $he got then
The cupboard mat bora

Means

8

Hours

Physics

3

Hormell
Helmreich

11

M Tu W F
MWF 9

Philosophy 3

Music

Koelln

Ham

to be arranged

MW
MW
MW
til

Koelln

S 10

,M

1

wiH be held at the next
Len Brass, Jim Cook,
and Shep Lifshitz were nominated Philosophy
for Student Council.

T T
T T

WF
MWF
MWF
MWF

Music

tions

fraternity expects back this

two of the older members of
the house.
The Zetes are probably the youngest house on campus, the average age being about

MM

T
T
T
T

11

T T
TT
T T

meeting.

son,

1943.

Sills

F

8

were

Joe Lacasce and Dick Eskel-

A

Root

MW

English

Geography

ing

The election of officers of Zeta
Psi was held last week.
Those
elected were:
David Demaray,
President; Corydon B. Dunham,
Vice-president;
Bill
Augerson,

may

Root
Kamerling

Kamerling

Hours

.

both present at the festivities.
Preparations and plans are be-

gram

fall

i

Alpha Tau Omega

'44

Francis

be arranged

to be arranged

5

A

his pre-

and

lab. to

Root
Kamerling

Hours to be arranged

English

T

The

be arranged

8; Lab. Tues. or Thurs. 1.30 to 5.30

One hour

A

Secretary;
Treasurer.

lab. to

5.30

-

4 hour afternoon

9;

4

—

medical work in the A.S.T.P. proat Yale.
He has now finished a year at the Yale Medical
School as an Army trainee.

9; Lab. Tues. 1.30

English

0.

The Sigma Nu House has

Theta Delta Chi
any more of its
past few weeks.

Copeland

9

MWF

English 9
These
officers
will
continua complished one win and suffered
two defeats in recent games. The
through the fall semester.
English 13
For the fall semester most of first game played was against the
the present members of the House AD's in which the latter won 26- English 25

has been fortunate

Gross

to be arranged

S

election

was chosen

President, Phillip Roberts '47 was
chosen Vice-President, and John
Magee '47 was chosen Secretary.

and Samuel Marsh

9

TTS
MWF

B

'46

TTS

k^WF 10; 4 hour afternoon

A

recent

11

T T

Kappa

Richard Lawlis

Beam

S

Hours

9

game Chemistry

The

Instructor

Consult department concerned

the inter-

in

contest.

J:

Hour

scheduled with the Chi Psi's was
and Gump put off because of rain. In the Chemistry 11
Grant, and has beaten the Dekes first actually played the Deke's
12-2 and the TD.'s 24-2.
triumphed with a score of 12-0,
The Chi Psi's have been host to while in the second the Betas beat Comparative Literature 1
Lieutenant Marc Carrigan during an A.T.O. -Sigma Nu combination
his stay at the college on an Army 8-0.
assignment.
As a house party gesture the Economics
1
The fraternity expects to lose Beta bar was redecorated. Chairs
Dick Zollo to some branch of the and tables were added, table- Economics
8
service as his birthday falls on cloths bought, and a vie brought
the last day of this month. There down. The house in general un- Economics
9
are no other casualties expected derwent extensive cleaning and
until November, so the population re-organizing to house the twen- Economics 11
won't suffer to any great extent.
ty-five girls assigned to it.
Donald N. Koughan "45. left
September 19 for the University English
1, section
of Chicago to do graduate work
Delta
Epsilon
section
The day before he
Life at the Deke House contin- in English.
ues to conform more or less to left, Don conducted a class in
English
2
the everyday routine that is the English 26 where he lectured on
the proletarian novel.
"norm" for a wartime campus.

of

M-ftM

fraternity

J

Schedule of Courses, Fall Trimester, 1944

beating the Psi U.-Zete combinaThe A.T.O's are to lose Lloyd German
1
tion 18-6 and the Thorndikes 18'45, former Student Coun12, but was ground to a 24-2 de- Knight
3
cil President and House President, German
feat by the Chi Psi's.
'38, is now living in HaydenThe House was fortunate in be- at the coming Commencement. In German 17
ville, Massachusetts.
He belongs
ing visited by the Traveling Sec- October Lloyd will leave for the
to the Theta Delta Chi fraternity
Curtis Music Institute in Philaand is a candidate for the Bach- retary of the Fraternity, Norman delphia, where he will study voice Government
1
elor of Arts degree.
He received Hackett, University of Michigan for the next four years.
'98, during the first part of the
part of his credits from the BanHugh Farrington '44 returns to Government 3
week.
gor Theological Seminary and
college this fall from the Army.
Government 10
part from Massachusetts State
The chapter is working on its
College. He now has a Congregairregularly appearing newspaper, Government 12
Delta Upsilon
tional church in Haydenville.
"The
Dodo," under the editorship
As
the
only
veteran group of
Philmore Ross, '43, now a priof Bob Burroughs.
vate first class, comes from Bid- winter dormitory confinement, the
Byron Keene '47, Frank Gordon Greek 1
deford, Maine. He is a major, in D.U.'s are looking forward to next '46, and Ward
Stuart '48 do not
semester
with a knowledge of
economics and is a candidate for
expect to return to college next Greek 3
the Bachelor of Science degree. what is in store for them. Consemester.
Frank is headed for
He was here at Bowdoin for three sequently every remaining hour the Merchant Marine, Byron for Greek 9
years before he was called into of the summer will see the Delta the
Air Forces, and Ward to prethe Army Enlisted Reserve in Upsilon House used and enjoyed
pare for a possible appointment
February, 1943. He received cred- to its fullest advantage.
History
1
to Annapolis.
Leo
J.
Dunn, Jr. '47, President
its from work in the A.S.T.P. unit
at Leheigh University where he of the Class of 1947, and double
History 8
letter man of the Bowdoin track
studied advanced engineering.
Thorndike Club
History 19
Donald Albert Sears, '44, also team, is leaving within a month
Two football games have been
a Private First Class, comes from for Navy training at Sampson
Portland, Maine. He is a member boot camp. H. Dewitt Page, '47. played by the Thorndike team to History 51
date,
one
with
the
Kappa
Sigs
member
of
the
baseball squad,
of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and is a candidate for the and fraternity chaplain, expects and the other with the TD's. The
Bachelor of Arts degree. He was to enter the Marine Corps before results were one win, one loss". Italian 1
The scores were 18-12, 12-18 resOctober.
at Bowdon for six and one-half
Italian 3
Back next term after summer pectively.
semesters and received the reThe Thorndikes were very sorry
maining credits from work at vacation defense jobs, will be
see
to
Lenny
Hirsch,
former
Frederick
treasB.
'47.
Auten,
Latin
letter
Denver University and courses in
the Army Air Force at Louiry man of the track and cross-coun- urer, leave for the armed forces.
Field in Denver. He was called try teams, and member of the Howard Damon and Stil Hilton Latin 1
out in the enlisted reserve corps White Key, as well as Frederick will both leave at the end of the
Latin 3
in the spring of 1943 and has been W. Spaulding, '47, secretary of the present semester, Howard returnan instructor in the Bombsight Bowdoin Christian Association, ing to Maine, and Stil going into Latin 7
navy.
the
Both
have
been
and
active
member
the
of
chapel
choir.
Maintenance school since July,
members of the
Ensign John
Caulfield. '45. and valuable
1943.
Mathematics
Richard Chadwick Britton, '45, came for a visit last week-end Thorndike Club during the past
from
M.I.T,
where
he
is
now
sta- semester.
is from Rochester, New Hamp1
"vie"
dance,
A
hay ride, and Mathematics
shire.
He -is a member of the tioned after finishing radar trainpicnic were the high spots for the Mathematics
Theta Delta Chi fraternity, was ing at Bowdoin.
3
Thorndikes
during
the
recent
Ensign
Julian
'43.
Woodworth,
a pre-medical student, and is a
5
candidate for a Bachelor of Sci- was back for two days last week, houseparty week end. The picnic Mathematics
ence degree. He was here for five on leave after a long term of was held at Professor Helmreich's
Hy Osher Mathematics 11
front-line action in the South Pa- cottage at Harpswell.
trimesters and completed

Robert Sterling Stuart, '44, is
from Portland, Maine. He is a
member of the Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity and is a candidate for
a Bachelor of Arts degree.
He
was here for seven trimesters and
is granted his degree because he
State Lumber Production Com- has completed one year at the
mittee, operated under the spon- Columbia School of Dentistry in
sorship of the State Forestry De- the Army Program there.
partment in the interest of lumJohn Shaw Turner, '44, comes
ber production.
from Skowhegan, Maine. He is
Born in Boston, Cleaves has a member of the Zeta Psi fraternlived in Portland most of his life. ity, is a major in physics, and is
He was educated at Hebron Acad- a candidate for the Bachelor of
emy and Bowdoin, where he was Science degree. He has received
prominent in athletics. A mem- credits from, the Army Air Force
ber of all Masonic bodies, he is Meteorology B. and A. courses at
a past officer in several of its M.I.T., and as a result, has been
branches, a member of the Con- commissioned a second lieutenant
gregational ChinVh, the Wood- in the Army Air Corps.
He is
fords Club, and a past president now on duty as a meteorologist.
of the Lions.
His transcripts from M.I.T. have
Cleaves served a term as city yet to be received by the office
councilman in the last year of the and it will not be known until
mayoralty form of municipal gov- later whether or not he will reernment at Portland.
ceive his diploma.
,

composed one, and won one

Simonds,
with Aus-

J

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

time housekeeper at the Kappa
Sig House, was aided by Richard
Duncan H. Dewar '47 has an- A. Roundy, Jr. '47 in preparing
nounced, his engagement to Miss the multi-course dinner. Mr. and
Patricia
Disney of Worcester, Mrs. Donovan D. Lancaster were Course
Massachusetts. John E. Grant '45 guests.
is leaving college to attend the
When Second Lt. Theodore
Buffalo Scnool of Medicine.
In, ("Ted") Hoitt '41, A.A.F., visited "100" courses
three weeks Alphonse W. Query the House last week the fellows
'47 will leave for the Navy. Many enjoyed hearing his stories of war
of our alumni were back last in the air over Europe and his Art 1
week. They expressed their pleas- reminiscences about the history
ure in the way A.D. Phi was car- of the Chapter.
rying on. We would like at this
Clifford E. Wilson '48 has been Astronomy 1
time to challenge any fraternity elected White Key representative
in ping-pong.
to succeed Roundy.
The football squad, under Capt. Biology 7
Philip A. Richenburg, Jr. '47, has
Chi Psi
suffered setbacks at the hands of Biology 9
The fraternity entertained four- the Thorndikes. 18-12, and the
teen feminine guests during house D.U.'s, 30-0. Much practice is anparties.
A midnight picnic added ticipated.
Chemistry 1
an extra touch to the weekend.
Chemistry 3
The Chi Psi punch bowl put an
extra spike into the already solid Beta Theta Pi
Chemistry 5
construction of the Saturday night
The Beta touch football team
entertainment.
has had one game postponed, lost Chemistry
7

Alpha Delta Phi

8. P. Hilton

The second opus from the pen of yours truly comes with
one eye fixed on a Navy enlistment now hovering in the middle distance. Anyone wishing to string your columnist to the

I—
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War Fund Quota

Kimball Heads Student Drive For $384

James Bowdoin Day Exercises To Be Held In Chapel On October 25
Day Will Culminate With
At Union

Three 1947 Leaders Leave CollegeHouse

On next Wednesday, October 25, the annual James Bowdoin Day exercises of the College will be held at noon. Instead of the usual chapel service, announcement of awards
and honors to students of high rank will be made. There is
to

be no outside speaker

this year

Professor Stanley P. Chase of
the James Bowdoin Day Committee stated that classes would end
at 11:50 a.m. on Oct. 25, so that
the exercises might begin promptly at noon.
An academic procession, customary for the last three
years, will not be held, however.
President K. C. M. Sills is to
make a brief address, which -will
be followed by a student response
from an undergraduate speaker.
The musical part of the program
is to be a singing of the famous
'Twilight Song" by Stanley N.

ance of attaining an undergraduate quota set at $384.
Kimball, who heads the fraternity presidents in a drive to
subscribe the quota, stated that most students would be

month.

expected to contribute two dollars so that the quota of
twice the

J.

Dunn,

Charles W. Curtis,
enlisted in the Navy

John F. Magee,
ehters Naval Intelligence

Jr.,

Navy

Student Council Elects

Tinayre To Perform In
Memorial Hall Tonight

NacMORRAN DEPICTS

New Slate Of Officers

musical

New Student Council Officers
for the Fall Trimester were
elected last week, and are as
follows:

AcnvmES

Yves Tinayre, tenor, assisted
by the Brunswick Choral So-

Good Singing Voices

ciety, is

Now

In College Raise
Hopes For Glee Club

President Peter A. Curran '46
Ian .Maclnnes '46
Vice Pres.
Sec-Treas. J. Frank Kimball '47

scheduled to give two

performances this week at Me-

TONIGHT at
FRIDAY also at

morial Hall,

and

Students will
mitted free of charge.

o'clock.

By John MacMorraa

8.15
8.18

be ad-

The other night a freshman
asked me where the music room

PLAN NEW COURSES
FOR EX-SERVICE MEN

FROSH INSTRUCTED
BY CURRAN'S ADVICE

was. If Ibis were still active that
freshman would undoubtedly be
chosen the most "intellectually
serious" student on campus. "Follow your nose" is the best advice
for finding the music room.
In
the morning, violent piano prac-

By Simon Dorfman

of many people, that we have entered upon an era of international
chaos in which there will be no
place for Liberal Arts, Dean Nixo*
denied that the country should resort exclusively to technical and
mechanical education which will
help us win the next war more rapidly. "Are we here," he asked,
"merely to stay as long as we can,
without regard to enjoyment of
life or to usefulness or to anything
but our own group survival?"

VETS AMONG

I

j

From

Many
On

ing a number of well known persons not professionally connected

serve

SEVEN FRESHMEN
ARE BOWDOIN

COLLEGE PUBLISHES

TWO NEW BULLETINS

SUN RISES

1

ROBERT PENNELL
KILLED IN HOLLAND

.

ORIENT CONTINUES

UNDER HOFFMAN

.

B

u

to gripe about

[

Continued

»»i

Page

2 }

power.

Bowdoin

Threlfall.

j

vice,

and science and technology. There
one speaker (a wo-

will also be

j

man)

Thus, in all, seven
society.
groups in the community businessmen, government officials, labor leaders, clergymen, teachers,

day

—

for four years.

l

Continued on Page

4 ]

Continued on Page 4

[

]

:

vice Organization.
Also included
in the benefits are the American
his Bowdoin Field
Service, United Searnen":
reputation as a crusader, he im- Service.
United States Committee
mediately enlisted In the Marines for
care of European children, aas a private and was soon elevatwell as sixteen different relie'
ed to captaincy.
agencies organized by countries.
At college Dquglas was a vars- Throughout the
United States loity football player and a Phi Beta
cal Community Chest drives have
Kappa man who graduated summa been combined
with the National
jcum laude. Perhaps his greatest
Fund, in order to eliminate excessive canvassing and appeals on
[ Continued on Pdge 2 ]
the part of the various separate
organizations.
Members of the Brunswick
Prof. Fleure Arrives
Chest are the Salvation Arrn
Brunswick
Defense
Recre~ t:o
Course
Committee, Boy Scouts of Amer'
ca. Girl Scouts of America, Women's Field Army (Control o'
Professor Herbert John Fleure Cancer), and the National Founof the Department of Geography dation for Infantile Paralysis.
of the University of Manchester
Professor Daggett expressed th r
in England, has arrived at Bow- hope that the student drive mig'doin to teach a course under the be completed tonight. Wednesda
Tallman Lecture Fund for the October 18. Contributions myear 1944-1945.
be pledged, and need not nc
The Geographical Review says sarily be made in cash.
of Professor Fleure:
"He is a
foremost exponent of human geography. His allied pursuits' in zoology and archeology have given his
geographical
work
unusual
breadth
he has taken an
Dean Nixon is now returned to
active part in the Regional Survey Movement in Great Britain." his duties in Mass Hall following
Professor Fleure is an Honorary an operation in the Maine General
Secretary of the British Geo- Hospital in August. During the
graphical Association, and an hon- Dean's absence Professor Kendorary editor of its magazine "Ge- rick was acting dean.
Dean Nixon was hospitalized al
ography."
1
Professor Fleure will teach on through the month of August fo
the relations of people to their lowing which he recuperated
environment, especially in Eng- South Harpswell at the orders of
his doctor and President Sills
land.
Huntress, a
Eighteen men are enrolled in The doctor was R.
Bowdoin graduate.
his course.

For Geography

today.

representing, especially, the
point of view of women in present

and National War Fu
Drive are a combination appe.:
from twenty- two major agencies
chief of which is the United Ser

Chest

Grandfather of the group at
over 50, Capt. Paul Douglas was
an extremely successful Professor
of Economics at the University of
Chicago when the war broke out.

However, following

business, government serlabor, religion, the schools,

are:

—

ber of inches

TO

.

FALL VISITORS

—

NOVEMBER

with colleges or universities to
speak on the subject of liberal education.
The College is seeking
thus to obtain from leaders in imdress at the Freshman Smoker,
portant walks of life, other than
Wednesday evening in the Moulthe academic, a number of formuton Union, asked students for
lations of the proper function of
their cooperation in the general
the American college and some
improvement of campus life. Refrank individual assessments of
vealing that the Council plans sevthe quality of its performance.
eral Vic Dances at .the Union this
No such program could possibly
trimester, in addition to a Union
include all important fields of acstudents club and a students shop
tivity, and the number of lectures
downstairs there, he asked those
In this scries is, of course, limited
with any suggestions t'o see their
by practical considerations. But
Council representative.
the fields are, it is felt, sufficientIn chapel Thursday, Curran exly varied and important to sughorted the incoming freshmen to
gest the wide range of interests
obey freshman rules and informed
which college education must
them, that life in the dormitory,
The fields chosen

—

WAR

By Herbert Moore
makes a combined total of $20,0C0
Taking an active part In the to be raised.
conquest of Peleliu in the Palau
The Bowdoin faculty is ver.
Islands were seven Bowdoin alum- active in
the organization of the
ni.
The group, ranging from the War Fund drive this fall. Mal13
25
class of 1913 to the class of 1944,
colm E. Morrell was appointed
consisted of six Marines and one
State Chairman; Regional ViceNoted Leaders
Naval officer.
Chairman for this area is ProfesA Marine Corps news release sor Nathaniel C. Kendrick,
who is
Fields Will Talk
listed the following as particialso head of the local Communit
Liberal Education
pants: Captain Paul H. Douglas
Chest.
President K. C. M. Sih
'13, Captain Andrew A. Haldane
heads the Appropriations Com'41,
Captain Everett Pope '41, mittee, and Professor Albert R.
By James Cook
First Lieutenant John E. Wil- Thayer is in charge
of general
From November 13 to 25 inclus- liams, Jr. '42, Navy Lieutenant solicitation. The quota for the
ive, as part of the commemoration
(jg) Robert B. Johnson '43, Sec- entire college has been set at
of the 150th anniversary of its ond Lieutenant Harry Foote '38,
$2,500.
charter. Bowdoin College is invit- and Private First Class Robert
The
Brunswick
Communit

Carl Lebovitz
Peter A. Curran '46, President
of the Student Council, in an ad-

I

that

INSTITUTE WILL BE

By

French Uses English To Describe
Dutch Treat At Freshman Smoker

.

Athern P. Daggett,
chairman,
said
last
the Brunswick-Topsham quota for the National War
Fund is $14,200, and the quota for
the Brunswick Community Chest
and its members is $5,800. This

campaign

week

IN PELELIU RAIDS
Leo

enlisted in the

The newly organized Veterans'
Administration Committee, head- tising; at noon, choir rehearsal;
ed by Professor Warren B. Catlin, and at night a morbid silence
has submitted a series of recom- leads you unfailingly to it. Take
mendations concerning the cours- a quick look inside, and you will
es of instruction, requirements for see the Carnegie Set of Recorded
admission, and, in general, the Classical Music and a sleeping
policies of Bowdoin College tow- proctor.
Occasionally, when both
ard returning servicemen anxious flicks are horse-operas and Vic's
to further their education.
is closed for repairs, students will
which
Included in this report,
drop in for an evening with Beethas not been voted upon by the hoven, Stravinsky, or MacDowell
faculty as yet, are provisions for
and the sleeping proctor. Their
making entrance requirements for remarks are generally those of
servicemen less strict and for the very untactful, but truthful
[ Continued on Page 4 }
awarding liberal credits to these freshman who, after a Sunday
men for work done in any of the night "At Home," blurted to Mrs.
various educational programs of
[ Continued on Page 3 }
the Army and Navy. Veterans of
if not fully so exciting as in the
the armed forces will also be alfraternity house, can still be made
lowed to carry more than the nora stimulating, interesting and benBy James R. French
each of the responding Freshman's mal number of courses and the
eficial one.
New Bowdoin Freshmen and minds. Nevertheless, the aspired curriculum for these men will be
"The freshman rules are not
transfers congregated in the Moul- singing, the very informal but con- made as flexible as possible.
harsh," he told the freshmen. "In
ton Union lounge at 7:00 Wednes- structive speeches combined toIn general, the committee is
fact, in many cases they are for
day evening, October 11. to attend gether with a topper of holy endeavoring to make all condiyour own good. Everyone goes
a "so-called " smoker, Announced doughnuts and Pepsi-Cola after- tions as convenient as possible for
Among recent visitors to the
before-hand as a smoker, it yet wards, all interwove gracefully any man returning from service college were many Bowdoin ser- through the" same period, and so
was much beyond blowing miser- and finely as to not only have who wishes to begin a college, ca- vicemen who have seen action on iyou are not called upon to do anything new or revolutionary."
able smoke rings out of puffed made the evening enjoyable, but reer or who wishes to continue on the various battle fronts.
Many
He described those few in every
cheeks and had, in fact, a very as well informative.
where he was forced to leave off displayed citation ribbons and told
entering class that complain that
Among the numerous speakers when called up.
dignified
systematic
procedure.
of their exploits in the Meditcr- "they can't do this to
me; I'm
The various departmental heads each of whom spoke briefly but
ranian, England, and the South above
all this cheap stuff" a's beand student heads comprised th*e extremely frankly about his own
Pacific.
ing very much mistaken and apt
oratorical portion, while at two ready plans for this fall and next
Major Robert S. Ecke, '31, vis- to gain nothing but unpopularity.
casual intervals the Freshman au- year, were Professor Frederic E.
ited the campus on October 10.
dience joined cautiously in with Tillotson, head of the music de[ Cc'nunued on Ptge 2 ]
SO'NS He is in the Medical Corps, and
the daily choir in the singing of partment;
Coach Bob Miller,
has been with the USA Typhus
"The College Hymn," "Bowdoin swimming instructor; Neil Macommission in Italy since last
Beala" and "Rise. Sons of Bow- honey, baseball and basketball
In the entering class this month March. Before that he served in
doin." Undoubtedly in rapid time supervisor; Philip H. Hoffman '45, there are seven boys whose fath- Egypt for some
time.
these collegiate songs of grandeur Editor-in-Chief of the Orient; ers arc Bowdoin men. This numLieutenant (j.g.) Richard A.
will unconsciously find their way Duncan H. Dewar, President of ber represents twelve and a half
Mawhinney, '33, came to Bowdoin
to memorization and perfection in
percent of the entering class. Fol- on September 30. He has com{Continued on Page 3 )
Bowdoin College has published
lowing is a list of new Bowdoin pleted his training at Fort Schuysons
ler, and is awaiting further orders recently two bulletins which are
of interest to the students, the
Harold N. Burnham, Jr.
at Norfolk, Va., now.
Harold .N. Burnham, '11
Captain Carroll F. Terrell, '38, alumni, and to the townspeople.
One bulletin is entitled SesquiPeter O. Grant—
was in Brunswick on October 9.
Dr. Alton L. Grant, '12
He started in the Army as a priv- centennial Commemoration of the
something. This by now has beCollege Charter. The frontispiece
John
M.
McGorrill—
the
has
come
up
through
ate,
and
come an established policy of the
Virgil C. McGorrill, '22
ranks.
After preliminary train- is a picture of the Academic ProORIENT accompanied by numerHugh P. Robinson
ing at Fort Hancock, N. J., and cession, showing President Sills,
ous and sundry other methods deDr.
Carl
Robinson,
M.
08
Fort
Monroe, Va., Terrell President Hopkins of Dartmouth,
OCS
at
signed by resourceful managing edA. Loomis Sawyer
was stationed in Porto Rico for the Earl of Halifax and Governor
itors to fill that great expanse of
Sewall.
This is followed by a
Dr. Alfred L. Sawyer, '04
white column created by the
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
"Foreword" written by President
Herbert L. Sawyer
scarcity of advertisements in the
Sills in which he says that alDr. Alfred L. Sawyer, '04
quickest and least troublesome
Robert H. Weatherill—
'40 though "a great number of our
manner. It is not our idea to
members were absent in the/ ArmPhilip F. Weatherill, '16
change any such longstanding and
ed Forces scattered to the far
praiseworthy valuable as this and
comers of tfie world, and although
so
.
First Lieutenant Robert Max- the critical days in which we were
s - r
passing curtailed some of the feswell Penncll. Jr., '40, was killed in
This column would like to place
III action serving as a paratrooper tivities that would have ordinarily
a bet right now that whoever conwith the infantry division in Hol- taken place, we all agreed that it
cocted that idea of forty minutes
By George H. Griffin
Additions *o
the
ORIENT land, September 25, according to was a day to be marked with a
straight of exercises in cal never
With the advent of a new semes- had to partake of the same himself. staff for the coming Fall Trimes- word received from the War De- red letter in the calendar of Bowter are as follows:
partment by his father, Robert M. doin." Directly after this introter comes the return of Freshman
» r
duction is a letter from President
Managing Editor
Pennell '09, of Portland.
Rules, meaning a certain amount
Whoever came up with that
'47
W.
H. Rosenberg
Lieutenant Pennell, upon enter- Roosevelt praising Bowdoin for
of inconvenience to the young neocorker about having the Freshmen Sub-Editors
its many years of service in molding the service in February, 1941,
phytes, and likewise a certain
arrive on a Saturday? We have
Joseph C. Wheeler '48 after his graduation from Bow- ing leaders in every field. In closamount of pleasure and increased few
enough vacations as it is these
ing, Roosevelt expressed the hope
'48
Raymond Swift
doin, received his basic training at
ego to the uppcrclassmen, who by days and now
they want to cut
Eight men signed up as report- Camp Blanding, Florida, Fort that in the future years Bowdoin
their position of superiority, the
those down. It's probably the same
ers at the smoker held last Wed- Benning, Georgia, and Camp Shel- would "continue to grow in presworking end of a paddle, enforce laddy
that had the brainstorm
nesday in the Moulton Union: by, Mississippi, and took para- tige and influence." The Bulletin
these ancient maxims. We sincereabout cal. Well, as the saying goes,
David A. Dickson, James "Cappo" troop training at Camp McCall, is filled with pictures and speechly hope the Infirmary is well-presome people are born ignorant and Whitoomb, William C. Rogers,
Georgia. Before leaving for Eng- es and also includes the Sesquioffenders.
for
any
pared
some people acquire it as they Herbert
Moore, Frederick D. land a year ago, he served in centennial Poem by Bowdoin's
•-r
Wildman, William W. Files, '47. Washington, D. C. with the Ord- own Robert P. T. Coffin, as well
We are very glad to see the Dean grow older.
» - r
and James R. French '47. The nance Department, selecting para- as a list of the cast in the Masque
back at his old post. We might
and Gown presentation of As You
One thing that has been con- next assignment meeting will be troops.
have had a little trouble training
spicuous by its absence of late has held on Thursday, October 26.
A member of the Delta Kappa LCke It. It is a record for us of
a new one.
Bowdoin today, to be reread in
been
crap
games.
The
last
time
we
Lieutenant
Men
who
have
not
yet
fraternity.
s r
signed up Epsilon
Perhaps the best way for any saw a good one was when the are welcome to attend. The busi- Pennell was a varsity swimming years to come, and possibly to be
columnist to fill his ailoted num- "Head." in all his bottled glory, ness staff, especially.- needs man- veteran and backstroke star at compared with the next issue pubestab-

of enrollment might be reached.
Professor

is

Attacking the pessimistic view

lished in 1941, for the purpose of
according some kind of recognition to distinguished undergraduate scholars while they are still
in school.
A faculty committee,
with the aid of two Student Council members determined the celebration as it now exists.
The
danger of overstressing competition was not overlooked, and it
was decided .that students ought
to have a chance to win public
acclaim through other means than
f Continued on Paxc 3 1

number

SEVEN BOWDOIN MEN

By David Dickson

over the hump," asserted Dean Paul Nixon as he officially opened the College's one
hundred and fifty-first year with
his chapel talk on October 12. He
revealed that during his threemonth's absence because of illness,
the enrollment has increased to
Altman, '47.
192, a half-million dollars has been
Although many curtailments
pledged to the endowment, and the
have been necessary, the essential
Student Council and ORIENT have
features of James Bowdoin Day
been reorganized.
are still going to be preserved. A
The Dean praised the students
printed program has been arrangfor their interest and co-operation
ed; All straight "A" men are to
in keeping organized nearly 50
receive the traditional James Bowextra-curricular activities and stu-f
doin books; and honor students dent
groups in spite of the dewill be acclaimed.
The ceremon- creased wartime enrollment. Most
ies should be over by 12:30, in
of the campus organizations are
time for the usual lunch hour. A not operating to their pre-war
dedinner will be held for the faculty gree, he acknowledged, but they
are
and all the honor students on functioning to some extent.

Wednesday night.
James Bowdoin Day was

In Chapel today, Frank Kimball 47, student director of
War Fund Drive at Bowdoin, emphasized the import-

DEAN SEES DAWN OF
PROMISING FUTURE
"Bowdoin

Goal Tonight

the

because of the Institute

lecture series which are to be held next

Presidents Trying

to Reach

Special Dinner

!

'

i

I

DEAN BACK AFTER

SERIOUS ILLNESS

Coming Events

—

Wed. Oct. 18 8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. The Brunswick Chamber Music Society presents Yves
Tinayre, tenor, assisted by the
Brunswick Choral Society under
the direction of Frederic Tillotson. Undergraduates admitted
upon presentation of blanket
tax members by, ticket all oth;

;

ers,

one dollar plus tax;

men

in

uniform, half price.
Thu. Oct. 19 Chapel, The Reverend Peter Sturtevant, Rector
of St. Paul's Church.
Dr.
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union.
Mithrapuram K. Alexander will

—

speak on "The Clash of World
Forces in India."
Frt. Oct. 20 Chapel, Professor

—

Thomas Chadwick

Leith.

'47 will

play a saxophone solo.

Memorial Hall. The
Brunswick Chamber Music Society presents Yves Tinayre and^
the Brunswick Choral Society in
a second concert. Admission as
8.15 p.m.

above.
Sat. Oct. 21
Koelln.

—Chapel,
—

Professor

Sun. Oct. 22 4.30 p.m. Chapel,
Mr. Ronald Bridges, Moderator
of the General Conference of
the Congregational Christian
Churches. The choir will sing,
"Now Let Every Tongue Adore
Thee" by Bach.
Mon., Oct. 23—Chapel. The President.

Day

Thu.

—The James Bow28—The Bowdoin

exercises.

Oct.

Teachers' Club and the Androscoggin Alumni Association will
hold a joint supper meeting at
the Auburn YMCA.
Sat Oct. 28—The Directors of
the Alumni Fund will meet at
the University Club in Boston
at ten forty-five in the morning.
Sun. Oct. 29—Chapel, Earl Cranston, Phillips Professor of Religion.

L

Dewar

Self-consciously Reveals That
Westbrook Junior College Flourishes
Goddard House

By Duncan H. Dewar

Shirley Getchell, Salem
With the able(?) assistance of
The Lodge
Al Query and Phil R. (a Kappa
Eleanor Eckerson, Pittsfield
Sig) I tried to make a thorough acBell House
count of the activities and status
Doris Rousseau, Sanfbrd, Me.
at Westbrook Jr. College going on
We tried to get some interviews
this year. This college is thriving
with
some of these girls but thL
hunsix
at present, having some
was a bad week-end to find anyone
dred students. Thera is a freshman
in because of the various major
class of about 380. The seniors fall
football games around New Engshort of the 200 mark, and then the
land. I did get to interview the
rest of the student body is made up
president of the Lodge. Miss Eckof day students. With thia large
erson
hails from Western Massanumber the college administration
chusetts. She is Chairman of the
found it necessary to lodge some of
Residence Board which is the stuthe freshmen in Oie Dwering House,
dent affairs committee. We were
which is usually a .senior house.
at
Out of the eight house presidents, introduoea to most of the girls
president anc
we found seven of these to be Mas The Lodge by their
found
this house to be as fine and
nothing
sachusetts girls, proving
hospitable as it has been in ,thc
except to show that thare is a mapast
jority of Massachusetts girls there.
A talk with. Westbrook's Dean
The .Presidents are as follows:
Miss Elsbeth Melville, proved to
Houghton House
be very pleasant Miss Melville has
Patricia Conway, Arlington
known and entertained Bowdoin
Johnson House
men for years and consequently
Janet Brown, Dennis
thare has been a close friendship
Whitman House
between our school and WestMarjorie Ni*, SprVigtVaid
brook. Perhaps the Bowdoin men
Deering House
were a little overbearing at times,
Hope Vlahos, Lowt*U
such as the memorable time that
Hersey House
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
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j
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in current national affairs,

Sun Rises

versely of the notice paid us by nation-

Malae

nrtck,

Willkie stood

figures.

al

principles,

KatablUhed 1871

truth,

for

great

courage,

fairness,

freedom. These principles arc also

The nation has lost a
man and the college a great
friend whose ideals may well serve as
Bowdoin's.
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an inspiration to the undergraduates.

tieorgo H. Griffin '47
Reginald F. Spurr '46
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be

will

answered

tennial year of the college's history.

During the November event under-

W. H. Rosenberg

Managing Editor of This Issue,

VoL LXXIA

N. Y.

fimcmu

ttm

question

the

is

from all
angles in the course of Bowdoin's
first Institute since Pearl Harbor.
These series of lectures which form
so valuable an adjunct to an undergraduate's education were held every
two years before the war. The one in
1941 was on Human Geography. The
one normally scheduled for 1943 had
to be postponed. It is indeed fitting
that it should be held in the sesquicenwhich

tor

i

you are getting here

Bowdoin? That

at

»he Students of
Publialied
Bumiioin ColWire. Addre«H new* con»munieallon>t to the Editor
of the
rommuniration* to the Buninew
•ftd »uaicrl|itai
Bowdoin Publiahinir Company at the Orient Office In the Moulton Uaioa, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Maine. Entered aa
second elaM matter at the pout office at Brunswlek. Maine.

bi-w*ekly when

docs the outside world think

of the education

in the fields

value

VETERANS AND THE COLLEGE

up by the

set

which

college

the

education

liberal

which Bowdoin

is

to

dedicated. Is college

experience in the
bourse of which friends are made? Is
your diploma just a scrap of paper?

is

studying possible curriculum changes,
war college credits gained elsewhere,

Does your college degree help you to
win the position you want in life? Is

requirements for admission, and general policies toward the student-veteran. All colleges are aware of the in-

"pull" the only thing that will get
you to the top, or will knowledge such

a case in point.

is

up

dent's mind, at least subconsciously,

men who know.

This is an era of publicity; we
away from that. Therefore,

erans.

can't get

we must not

we must

what we have to

by the
It is

—of

offer

see to

is

it

known

in uniform.
important, therefore, that this

committee study this situation carefully from all angles and publicize its
decisions. The attention and sug-

whole college are

de-

served by this vital committee.

is

It-

commencement.
Willkie will be remembered, not as
an astute politician, a wily party man,
the 1941

program

but as a leader who sought the truth
and dared to stand for what he believed in. It

interesting to note that

is

the college recognized these essentials

him

of greatness in

in

its

1

these words:

party

ties,

"... honored

we

one of the best ways to

is

that may be, it is undeniable that Bowdoin could well profit by joining this

construction project. If

it

incidentally

find

not by

but by character and high

new

needs several

this college

The

made

President's Report has

annually for several years.
At the top of the list comes a new
classroom

The

that.

development of the

new

No

building.

argue about

one

will

expansion and
have made

fields

science building necessary.

crowded conditions prevailing

The

in the

Searles Science Building are obvious.

New

and better

facilities are

tive in these fields

if

we

impera-

up

are to keep

with other institutions.

Books continue to pour into Hubbard Hall

all

the time, but the walls

will not stretch."

lutely necessary

to have

among

A new

if

we

a college

wing

is

abso-

are to continue

library

which

is

*

the best.

We have a splendid director of dra-

service."

The man's

peculiar position as a

matics in Professor Quinby.

true servant of the people at large was

as

summed up by

in

the college at the com-

mencement when he was

The change to the dorms was not
as bad as was expected by most.
Of course the atmosphere is different to a certain degree than when
in the houses but that is
only to be expected. The dorms are
a little drafty in places too, but as
long' as we don't get snowed under
t's okay. The main complaint seems
to be that those among "Us who occasionally date the fairer sex have
no place to take them. The Union
does not seem to be exactly the
appropriate place to take a girl.
Perhaps we could work out an arrangement whereby the T.D. House
being open and heated, could be
used by the undergraduates with
dates, and only those with dates,
until midnight on Friday and Saturday nights. We are only human

we were

after

all.

s

referred to as

much

Quinby feels
made until a

•Wendell Lewis Willkie, of the United States of America." The citation
went on to state that he had "demon-

can be

and again the highest
patriotism, not only by his words, but
by his actions in visiting Great Britain
and Canada and by his insistence in
season and out of season that, in his
own words, 'We cannot have freedom

The

strated again

"

by default.'
The awarding of that degree was a
symbol of the great interest Bowdoin,
* a stronghold of liberal education, takes

There

is

interest in dramatics here as

any institution our

fessor

size.

Yet Pro-

that little progress
little

theater

is

ob-

tained. Williams has one,

Amherst has
one; what about Bowdoin?
administration,

students
well. It

know
is

faculty,

and

these things only too

who sometimes
them that we turn for

the alumni

forget. It is to
aid.

good

a

ORIENT

poll

MMMMiMIMl

r

thing
of

that

the

undergraduates

concerning the coming election did
not have the vote tabulated* man
for man for because of the scarcity
of votes for Roosevelt, Truman and
Hillman Inc. we would all be on
pro from now until we graduated.

[

The postwar period will be one of
competition. Let's

make Bow-

doin strong in the race by providing
one of the best faculties in the country with the best in physical facilities
with which to work.

.

.

groups."

Thus the opportunity is presented for preserving the continuity
of the fraternities and, at the
same time, of being much closer
and better acquainted with the
other fraternal groups.
"Life in the dorms this winter
can be just what you make it,"
"It can be gruehe concluded.
some if you want to live morbidly;
it can be fun if«you want to live
So make the most of
happily.
Study hard;
your college life.
play hard; and you can't help but
be real Bowdoin men."

OWNERSHIP,

CIRCULATION.

ETC..

Of The Bowdoin Orient |>ubli>hed biweekly (college session) at Brunswick. Maine,
for October ath. 1944.
State of Maine. County of Cumberland, ss.
Before me, a Notary Public in and lor
the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Athern P. Daggett, who. having
oeen duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager
of the Bowdoin Orient and that the following >s. to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the
circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August Z4, e
1912, as amended by the Act of March 3.
1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of
this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Napie of
Post office address
Publisher, 'Bowdoin Publishing Co.,
Brunswick, Maine
Editor, Philip H. Hoffman,
Brunswick. Maine
Associate Editors, Dana A. Little. Harry
Llndemann
Brunswick, Maine
Brunswick, Maine
Business Managers, Athern P. Daggett
and Philip M. Brown. Brunswick. Maine
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
coriwration, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a
corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as well as those of each individual member,
mint be given.)
The students of Bowdoin College.

Brunswick. Maine
3. That the known
bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: (If there are none, so state.)

None
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholdand security holders, if any, contain
not only the list of the stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the
books .of the company but also, in rases
where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given also
that the said two paragraphs contain state-

ers,

:

ments embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
trustees,

hold
other

stock and securities in a capacity
than that of a bona fide owner and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any

other

days

is

un-

fostered

by

in these

ai> idea

is

Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick
has received no word as yet about
V-12 examinations this fall.

No actual number of ex-service- the campus will prove this point
much doubt. It really
men are predicted by this commit- without
must be quite disgusting to an
tee, but they do state that the G. I.
outsider to see so many "wiseBill "will induce a number of one

end of

armed

the

are:
'48

James B. Hall '47
Stillman P. Hilton '48
Guy B. Leadbetter '47

ThetH Delta Chi: Bugbee, Alan
Fogg, Donald W.; Kimball.

Eugene

join

Hartley C. Baxter, III
Charles W. Curtis '47
Leo Joseph Dunn '47
Arthur H. Dolloff '47
Robert J. Doughty '47
Leonard M. Hirsch '47
Victor M. Fortin '48
Frank W. Gordon '46

C;

2d; Martens,

left at "the

were drafted into the

Army. They

ard, Philip K.; Monaghan, Stephen
E.; Robbins, Rosalvin; Robinson.
Hugh P.

James E,

men
summer to

Thirteen
the

forces; six

;

.

John

B..

Morrison, Daniel W., Jr.
Delta Upsilon: Begley, Charles
M.; Carey, Norbert K; Moore,

F.

Magee

Robert A. Morrell

Jr.;

*

'47
'47

Beta Theta Pi: Caldwell. DabHerbert B.
ney W.; Collins. David S.; Fleming,
Zeta Psi: Gray, Everett W.; Samuel W., 3rd; McGorrill, John
Hamblen, Arthur A.; Rogers. Wil- M. Woolf, Thomas O., Jr.
liam C; Oseland. Zimri C, Jr.;
Sigma Nu: Frost. T. Lucius;
Stone, Edward M.; Zetterberg, Sawyer, A. Loomis; Sawyer, HerTheodore W. '47.
bert S.; Small. William U,
Kappa Sigma: Burgess. James
Alpha Tau Omega: Barnstone,
T; Elliott. Richard M.; Morrissey, Willis R.; Davis, John W.. Jr.;
William E.. Jr.; Sziklas. Robert W. Whitcomb, Richard O.
;

guys" walking around "as if they
year enrollments and a smaller
owned the place." This cockiness
number for two or more years."

Each case will be handled indiand "the most difficult
problem of all will unquestionably
be that of sifting these applicants,
vidually

rat.
.
assigning proper credit,
., and determining
ing them
their class standing." The college
admits that "educational value and
intellectual accomplishment are to
be the main criterion in assigning
credit for any form of training or
.

.

.

are all ready here-^-and thus be
"Here at Bowdoin," said Cur- ready for the deluge after the end
ran, "it makes no difference what of the war.
you've been, who your parents are
It is a very truthful statement
or how much money you've got. when one person recently remarkWhen you come here you have to ed that the college did not know
prove yourself.
At Bowdoin it's what they were going to do with a
not who you are but what you large number of these men. This
This
best
are.
can
be proved in report, for example, says practicalthe next few weeks."
ly nothing about physical education
Going to the subject of dormi- or hygiene. It beats around the
tory life, Curran emphasized that bush, but refuses to be definite.
"there is no reason why fraternity
The November election has
life can't go on in the dorms as
created no interest here at all. A
well as in the Houses.
In fact, few straw ballots and an argument
until the war freshmen lived in now and then seem to be it.
Uia -dorms, tbouc -whole first year.
The Infirmary is in the slow
The College has been as generous
of getting fixed from baseas possible. They kept the Houses process
to roof.
ment
now,
open as long as possible, and

as

That hazing
patriotic

.

ed.

the company

Front

j

By Ian Maclnnea

which is of interest to the alumni could be unpatriotic is undoubtand the student body. Stating that ably true. Anything carried to
an extreme can be harmful. But
the college is "willing to help
return of young veterans to civilian why must hazing be condemned
Certainly
pursuits when the war is over by fear of its abuse?
" the committee states that this neurotic outlook isn't just.
.,
The need of hazing and of enthose veterans who "are guided
chiefly by the dollar sign ... are forced freshman rules is quite obwell advised to apply elsewhere." vious; a five-minute walk around

The days of being praised and
pampered and coddled have pass- problems on the small group who

books of

Following is the list of the fra-[
ternity pledges from the current
entering group of freshmen:
Alpha Delta Phi: French, James'
R. '47; Grant, Peter O; Lyons,
Donald H.; Thacher, Jack L.;
Robert H.; White,
Weatherill,
Conrad N.
Psi Upsilon: Akeley, Tom C;
Fallow, John S., Jr.; McFarland,
Edward J.; Rogers, William R.;
Scovil, Alexander H.
David W.;
Cfci Psi: Erskine,
Martin. John W.; Maxwell, Richard A. Woodruffe, Frederic R., Jr.
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Babcock,
Albert L.; Leach, Robert J.; Leon-

M-C
The Joint Committee on CurricThat hazing and the rules that
ulum and Post-War Planning of
the faculty has submitted a report automatically go along with it

This report should be read in ts
entirety for anyone who is considering Bowdoin for either themselves or their friends. The college
hopes to work out many of the

i •)

:

terrific

Cress

The

Bowdoin

New Men

must go!

M-C
An

S.C.EXC. formed for action
for pleasure seems, without much doubt, to be the most
patriotic thing for Bowdoin. The
men who left this place really
liked
Bowdoin.
Most of the
things they want to come back to
are still waiting for them. Let's
not have the student body be the
disappointment.

and not

;

Continued \rom Page

STATEMENT OF THE
MANAGEMENT,

Fifty-one

some people in Bowdoin and in
other colleges; an idea also held,
and usually with bigotry, by people who are entirely unconnected
with this or any other such school.
At first the thought of being unpatriotic keeps one from questioning this statement, and thus it has
had an air of truth for quite some
time. iNow, however, as both the
for political
is value and need of hazing become
men
these
of
re-adjustment
The
the biggest problem that Bowdoin more apparent each day, this
will have to face in the next five view must hold water, unless it
is to be arbitrarily enforced.
years.

experience."

Curran's Chapel

person,

association, 'or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
.
P. DAGGETT.

ATHERN

(Signature of business manager)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
9th day of October 1944.
WILLIAM K. HALL.

Notary Public.

(H> commission

aaaaaaaai
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and needs them badly.

this clear

citation ac-

companying the awarding of its honorary doctorate of laws, J une 21, 1 94
In the course of this eulogy

national building

avoid large scale unemployment after
the war factories "close. However true

a

T

it is no longer possible, they
have allowed the fraternities to
select
the rooms and live in

generally asserted that a tre-

buildings,

Bowdoin was particularly saddened
by the untimely death of Wendell
Willkie on October 8th, for he was a
member of its community by virtue of
an honorary degree awarded him at

-

when

helps employ ex-Bath ironworkers, so
much the better. What is certain is

WILIJUE

L.

""-'

PROGRAM

mendous postwar

that

WENDELL

—

t

A BUILDING

men

gestions of the

" -

a liberal education.

t

only provide attractive

conditions here, but
that

Questions posed by the students arc
welcomed by the lecturers.
This is a chance to clear up whatever
doubts one may have about the value
always

It lias al-

a special school for vet-

better?

it

should be met with and discussed by

Rights." It is those schools which provide the best facilities and opportunities for the returning veteran which
will be selected by the ex-serviceman.

set

it is

do

a result of the liberal educational provisions of the so-called "G. I. Bill of

Tufts

imparted here do

it and perhaps
These and many like
questions which often gnaw at the stu-

as

creasingly important role the veteran
will play on its campi, particularly as

ready

David A. Works
Now that we are back in the dorms By
again maybe the clicking of those
With the advent of cold and
the fraternity
bones will be something besides a chilly weather,
memory.
houses were deserted by many of
s - r
the brethren with glee. RememberSpeaking cf Houseparties, now is ing the Maine winters and the neas good a time as any to start ask- cessity of keeping the houses at
ing why we can't have one this 65, the heat of the "ends" felt very
Christmas time simply by opening satisfactory.
up the Houses for a couple of days.
The largest number of ex-servPerhaps they haven't had time yet
icemen joined the college in the
to start thinking up excuses for not
October group. There is a great
letting us have one, i.e. catching
deal of talk going around that the
them with their drawers in a vervets will join into a united body
tical position, so to speak.
and social purposes.
S

Fraternities Pledge

Mustard and

Campus Survey

]

pleasant

a

just

heartening to see that a Veter-

Administration Committee has

been

of

i

lost the fifty bills one early morning of last spring's Houseparty.

It^s

and authorities

leaders

No. 10

government,
labor,
business,
science, and education think of the

ans'

Continued from Page

graduates will be able to hear what
of

It is

l

expires December 20, 1945)

The Chi Psis
strutting around

Peleliu
[

Continued from Page

i

]

achievement was the founding of
the Bowdoin Club, an organization
for non-fraternity men, which now
exists under the
title
of
the
Thorndike Club.
Captain Andrew Haldane is

known to all Bowdoin sports
As a three-year letterman
and captain of his football team,
he was one of the best athletes
in his class.
The Peleliu cam-

well

fans.

paign marked the third of the war
Hie also served at
Guadalcanal and New Britain,
there earning the Silver Star
Medal for outstanding leadership.
A classmate of Haldane's, Captain Everett Pope is now commanding a Marine company, having also participated in the Guadfor Haldane.

New

and

alcanal
on campus were

Britain

cam-

paigns. At Bowdoin he captained
Monday after the the
tennis team which copped the
Portland Press-Herald carried the State Championship.
following astounding words on the
1st Lieutenant John Williams
back page.
and Lieutenant (jgl Robert John"Alpha Eta of Chi Psi Fraternity son were roommates and brothers
was pictured by President Kenneth in the Kappa Sigma fraternity
C. M. Sills as having more celeb- while at Bowdoin.
Williams was
rities per square foot than any of pitcher and captain of the baseball team and an outstanding tenits rivals on the campus."
Many of the more ambitious men or in college musical activities.
In the raid on Peleliu, Johnson
have been working on a project on
directed invasion boats as a seathe Harpswell Road spreading loam
going
traffic cop, operating from
Kappa
The
hour.
per
at 88 cents
a landing craft control boat. WilSigs were out in force several days
liams, a Marine band officer, furlast week and were ably assisted
nished his musicians with Tommyby some of the other men from
guns and landed them under fire.
other houses.
2nd Lieutenant Harry Foote, a
who
John Thomas, freshman,
native of Lorraine. Ohio, was acnearly lost his life as a result of tive on the Bowdoin ORIENT, and
foot"touch"
college-sponsored
a
continued his journalistic ways
ball game, left the Maine General with the Kennebec. Journal and
Hospital after three weeks. He will the Portland Prevs Herald.
He
he
before
so
or
month
rest another
is also a veteran of New Britain.
returns to his work here.
Youngest of the Bowdoin men.
acciPfc. Robert Threlfall was slated
For several days after the
dent his name was on the "Danger to receive his degree in '44, but
List" but he has pulled through. joined the Marine Corps and is
Thomas is one of the most popular now an artilleryman.
To say the least. Bowdoin is
members of his class and his accident sounded the death-bell for elated over the part these seven
touch footbaH-'at Bowdoin. The men played in the capture of'
game has been bitterly assailed by Peleliu, and is equally proud of
experts for years as practically the untold feats its alumni are
the most dangerous sport there is accomplishing
in
many other
Veteran coaches say that whereas phases of this war.
they will spend upwards to $150.00
per man on a regular to outfit a
player so he won't be hurt, the
same institution will allow the
same student to participate in a
much rougher game than regular
football without any equipment.

Have

TIP

Mica's special insulating qualities are mighty important in

communications equipment. No equivalent

huge demands caused a

exists, so war's

critical shortage.

Bell Telephone Laboratories' scientists were assigned the
task o|

somehow

finding

more

mica. Fliev found

it

— in

the

very considerahle amounts of raw mica which visual inspection

had

rejected.

By developing

electrical apparatus to test

the two most important electrical properties, they increased
the usahle

amount of mica hv

supplies of mica to

In

fill

many such ways

all

half and so stretched current

mililarv Deeds.

the Bell System

is

serving the nation,

constantly meeting the needs of our fighting forces for

dependable communications.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

'Service to the Nation in

Pence and War'*

a "Coke" = Welcome back

TO FRESHMEN: When

President and Mrs. Sills have an
open house, GO. Besides being very
amusing, it doesn't hurt to act civilized in Brunswick for one hour.
If there was a million and a halt
bucks in cold cash at the Art
Building on exhibition, there would,
would be a line from here to Union
Street of people who wanted
to see it. Yet at the same building
there are four pictures, lent by the
late Sir Henry Oakes. which are
worth at least $1,500,000—and
no cne is ever near the place.

'Bowdoin Beata, the song of our
is now being sung by
a group of Yugoslavian refugees in
Egypt. They were taught the tune
by Prof. Russell, a member of th.
faculty on leave.

Alma Mater,

The Dean is back at his desk,
but he isn't allowed to work the
long hours that he use to before
his operation this Summer.
The

leaves are

now

leaving the

trees and socn the campus will be
bare. Its getting colder and colder
and before long we will be holed
in for the Winter. THe radio just

reported that there are snow flurries "Down East." b-r-r-r.

mmmmmmt

.

.

.

or giving

a

returned soldier

a

of borne

taste

feel right at

3

It's to offer him refreshing Coca-Cola. Have a "Coke" is
always the hospitable thing to say. In many lands overseas, as in
your own living room, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes,
—has become a happy symbol of hospitality, at home as every-

I

There's an easy way to

make

a soldier

on furlough

home.

where

else.

*

"Coke'-sCocaOjla

•OTTltD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA

COMPANY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
171

Park Street

natural for popular nun.
to acquire friendly abbreviation!. That's why you
It's

SY

INC.
Lewiwton, Maine

Coca Cola

called

/'Coke"

aaaaai

—
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—
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Basketball Squad

POLAR BEARINGS

Frosh With

trunks, bookcases, easy chairs, the kitchen sink,

WHITE KEY PLANS
BASKET TOURNEY
An

basketball

inier-fraternity

T.

D

D.

U

follows:

polar bearings

wondered if any varsity teams will be allowed to travel out of
state this year. There is no team more deserving than the Mahoneycoached basketeers. It seems only plausible that the team should have
precedence over either the swimming team or Jack Magee's harriers,

123
61

Zete

6
2

Beta

[

.

i

the White Key; and Peter A. Cur'46, President of the Student
Council.
The chairmanship and
officiating was handled, and' handled very astutely, by Clayton F.
Reed '46. President of the B.C.A.

ran

It

was

encouraging

to

with

an Intellectual
two do go together.
In

hear

straight from the lips of the authorized heads that activities here
at Bowdoin are not, as might be
expected, dead and expelled from
interest and enthusiasm.
On the
contrary, opportunities for Fresh-

and .undergraduates seem
greater than ever before as the
student enrollment that is meagre
makes it possible for the activities

j

!

!

|

|

to

become

individual

erogeneous.

and not het-

the

physical

Coach Mahoney evoked auspicious hopes for a more
perfect basketball team this year
and assured the team when it becomes at team that it will compete with other Maine colleges.
Philip H. Hoffman, in witty man-

features,

and when there

is

a de-

Orient takes ficiency in material worth writing,
no responsibility for the vocabu- the paper can only have its unlary used by its "feature" writers. used ink to subsist by.
RepresentEd.) Bowdoin's high reputation ing the interfraternity activities.
in
choral and concert singing, Duncan H. Dewar, wisely and
though for the present restricted cautiously and with a restraint,
to the campus chapel, will again spoke of the continuation
of the
be rejuvenated in the near future interfraternity
league
which,
as
Professor
Tillotson
firmly though it has endured occasional
pointed out in his speech. Plans troubles,
managed to survive.
for a string chamber section are From its survival Dewar
expects
also to be considered.
to come a much more certain inAs music is stimulative in the terfraternity competition. Not to
intellectual sense, so are swim- slight any of the men
here who
ming and basketball stimulative have been working hard to rein the physical sense.
Swimming store once more the glories that
coach Bob Miller, in his entertain- Bowdoin has known, Clayton
Reed
ing and to-the-point talk, em- pinch-hit briefly for
cross-country
phasized the importance and ne- coach Magee to
express a symcessity of a good practical know- pathy for the sport
as a sport, a
ledge of military swimming. One sympathy which,
by the way,
wHI never kn/>w when in an emer- should- go with all
sports, especigency he might be forced to hurl ally now when each
is a medium

—

—

i-

KENNEBEC FRUIT
COMPANY

— CANDY
TOBACCO — PIPES

Continued from Page
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the last four years.

Edgar

F. Sewall, Jr., '39, receiv-

ed a medical discharge from the
.Navy as a. Lieutenant (j.g.). Sewall was a Navy medical student at
Tufts, and
Clinic,

is

now

the

at

Leahy

Boston Lying-in Hospital.

Captain Edgar W. Zwicker,
of the

Army

'41,

Air Corps, visited the

campus on October

11.

He was

recently stationed at Pueblo, Colorado, having received his wings
in 1942 at Perrin Field, Texas.

Ensign Horace K. Sowles

.

flies

PBM's

(large flying boat) at Banana River, Florida. Before his

Meats
142 Maine Street

Groceries

PHOTO SHOP

BET MUSIC

Sowles earned his wings at
Pensacola last year.
First Lieutenant Joseph E. Sturtevant. '43, came back to college
for a short stay ort October 5. He
has been on a total of forty-one
flying missions in Italy, Egypt and
India.
Sturtevant wears the Air
I

Medal

and

European

many

campaign

DEVELOPING

-

PRINTING

night,

calls

so after rushing, the
with a spring concert in mind.
dining rooms used to go high-brow
People who are musical are also
and required a floor show that
D.U.'s careened around the corner and jolted to an uncer- featured the newly acquired dele- encouraged to sign up.
Along with the singer and nontain halt with
screaming of brakes. By all rights, with gations. After a little basic training on "Bowdoin Beata," these singer of the delegation were the
that load the car should have piled right into the fence, suddenly gifted pledges attacked pseudo-singers. They made a good
complicated music, such as showing when all pledges sang by
but so goes the luck of the Irish.
best idea wc saw all more
the Brunswick Telephone Direc- moving their mouth in a convincweek was some joker moving his stuff with a wheelbarrow, tory set to "Yankee Doodle." Con- ing way; but when a solo was required- they Vere suspiciously sibut the thing we noticed most was the tire on it with treads sequently, when Professor Tillotson asked for Glee Club and Choir lent.
It's quite safe to assume
like a Moulton Union doughnut.
members, the fellows who tried that the daily choir had its origin
Even
out were not only hardened per- with these pseudo-singers.
One addition to the motley, col- ry out formidable sorties against formers but, it can be safely said, today they have a strong followlection of vehicles around campus a certain house.
One of these had given command performances. ing. The chapel organ's vagaries
is the Beta Theta Pi "dseam car,"
parties swiped a pail of peeled po- In short, freshmen started their were pretty thoroughly covered in
bright red with four tires, a rum- tatoes from the back porch of singing careers off at a spanking the two articles by Roy LitUehale
ble seat, an ornamental brake said house and succeeded in pelt- pace and_kept it up all four years. that appeared in the Orient last
handle, and a specially ventilated ing them at various points around There's little wonder, then, that spring.
For information about
roof.
From all reports, it will be college, while singing assorted .un- Bowdoin sang at New York's the organ, however, see the ornamed the "Augusta Special" for printable songs. Rest assured they Town Hall, Jordan Hall in Boston, ganist.
obvious reasons.
While on the didn't get away with it, nor will with Vassar, Wellesley and RadProfessor Tillotson is indeed the
cliffe.
Naturally the war cut out
subject of the Betas, it seems that they in the future.
staff of Bowdoin's musical life.
the Glee Club; but the Brunswick
while Spurr was trying to make
v
Known variously as Professor TilChoral Society, directed by Mr.
an impression on a prospective
lotson, Mr. T, or Tillie, he is
Although this is not an advice
Tillotson has proved a wonderful
pledge one breakfast last week,
called a wonderful musical direccolumn, I would like to advise the
substitute.
Bowdoin undergraduthe freshman gleefully poured vintor by every one. Along with his
entering frosh to take heed and
ates are able to sing tenor parts
egar all over his pancakes and
directing the Choral Society and
follow Freshman Rules closely.
with their Chem professor an
told him it was syrup. The irony
the Sunday Choir. Mr. T. takes
There is little I can say after Pete
opportunity not to be passed over
of it all was, the freshman was
time to arrange musical chapels,
Curran's chapel talk, but these lightly.
pledged.
student recitals, and a hundred
rules are an established Bowdoin
There were, of course, in each and one other musical affairs, not
tradition, and not some upperto mention his Concert practicing.
It seems that some of these new classman's scheme to make life delegation of pledges some monofrosh are quite lucky at the gam- unpleasant. There happens to be tones about whom even sopho- (By the way, I am not taking
bling concessions which appeared a reason for each one of these mores had to admit that they Music I.)
at the recent Topsham Fair. We rules, especially the one pertain- could not carry the tune of "Rise,
In spite of wartime changes
If these uncould say "beginner's luck." but ing to the Bowdoin "hello," so Sons of Bowdoin."
Bowdoin can boast of a very acwere
unfortunate
after seeing one Deke pledge rake don't consider yourself a hero if fortunates
tive musical life, which is not far
enough to play some musical inin a cool $6.80 on the numbers you choose to flaunt them.
removed from peacetime. Construment, the delegation's floor
And
table, we start to wonder.
we can
show promptly billed a string en- sidering our strength now,
then there was another unidentieasily surpass previous expectaSay, we might mention to you semble or brass choir.
fied freshman who bet on the
tions after the war.
lovers, classical or othermusic
All
won
$12:62.
and
The Bowdoin Band had its nucwrong horse
".
Let music swell the breeze.
wise, that at last a decent record
leus with these pledges.
Once a
of which goes to prove there ain't
"
store has opened up in this fair
And ring from all the trees.
no justice.
week the attic of Adams would
town
of Brunswick. Take our adEspecially Bowdoin's pines.
quiver from "Semper Fidelis" or
v
looking
well

The

—

—

—v—

.

vice;

seems that bitter interdorm-

itory rivalry has already developed, although it is in its early stag-

Occupants of Hyde
the spacious twin bedrooms,
the lavatories, the comfortable
easy chairs, and its generator
which makes such a delightful
humming noise audible throughcan just see
out the dorm.
the snowballs flying this winter,
comes the revolution!! Incidentally, either the student body has
gone down in the opinion of certain of the high school group, or
there isn't any other place for
them to exert their violence, but
at any rate, regular raiding parties were formed last week to carHall point

es.

to

We

Now

worth

it's

146

The story of the week!! Apparently Woodie Brown is suffering from a severe case of astigmatism or something of that sort,
because, much to the bewilderment of all involved, he pledged
Bert Sawyer, not once but twice!
Now we know that the Sigma Nus
are naturally aggressive rushers,
but after all. Woodie. no one warrants that kind of treatment.
.

.

—v
guess I've filled ,up
I
enough space for Rosie now, but
Well,

don't

forget
for all

umn

to

watch

this

col-

the cheapest gossip

on campus.

Open!

a Moose call. I just smoke
fragrant Sir Walter Raleigh.

'/ don't use

t

MAINE STREET

.m

i

nw t

jg» >

.
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as sweet
as

(Next to Allen's Drug Store)

Maine's Most Modern Record Store

COMPLETE LINE OF DECCA

it

smells

tho qualify pipe
.
tobacco of America

".

.

COLUMBIA RECORDS

and

apologies

Everything

in

All the best in popular
-

fRBBt

Records from Bach to Boogie and Back

and

classical records

The
8

HERBERT CLENNOT

t*c.

<;.W»-o*ed boe*'«f

Write today, frown

Mfs how

£

to i***cf

o«d

6*eofc ft

a new p'p«;

*v'ti

W</Mo*tson Tobacco Corporation, lovtsvtJVo

I,

forpjp*

Kamtmtky.

and album sets

Also Complete Line of Accessories

Ask
.

pog*

24

e'eomnp,

(Bowdoin

'37)

College

TITLES

These

New

to see the

NOW

Book
@

IN STOCK

will not last long

Store

Modern Library

Illustrated

$1.50

EACH

and reorders are doubtful.

"DONT WAIT UP FOR SPRING"
by Charles Mergendahl $2.50

is

due this week.

Mergendahl graduated from Bowdoin

in

1941

M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G., Mgr.

148 Maine Street

-

Tel! 775

ALVIN SETTLE
Continuing the Stuart Print Shop

ATTENTION

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

Oct. 18-19

and

with
Wallace Beery - Binnie Barnes

SERVICE

Cartoon

Visit the

Complete Printing Service
Bldg.

Tel.

89-W Brunswick

Oct. 20-21

Fri.-Sat.

AMUSEMENT CENTER

Step Lively

200 Maine Street

with
Frank Sinatra - George Murphy

Brunswick

also

Yes, We're Interested In

will receive

by our super-

Paramount News

PRINTING

does the cook-

We have had long

BrunswickHardwareCo.

STATIONERY

POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
HRATERNITY FORMS

MIKE'S PLACE

And Other

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER

Printing

also

Paramount News

— Telephone 3 —
Paul K. NHen, Bowdoin 1916

Maine Street

Printer* of

The Orient

Chops

Fancy Groceries

TONDREAU BROS.
Strangers In The Night

Maine Street

Brunswick

with
William Terry - Virginia Gray

Key

Remember

-

The

ORIENT

is

the College Oracle

and Reporter
Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

We Meet Again

Milland

-

Barbara Britton

Fox Newt

Occupations

of Brunswick,

ONLY
Deliver the

ORIENT

$2.00 a year
to:

Name

Oct. 25-26

Wed.-Thurs.
Till

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

'

Maine

Capital, $175,000

Address
City, State

Total Resources $3,000,000

The Orient
Student

I

ORIENT

Oct. 24

Tues.

also

Tel. 435

*

Cartoon

Selected Short Subjects

The RECORD OFFICE

Always Top Quality
Steaks

with

Dorothy Labour Eddie Bracken

Alk Us For Quotation*

delivery

an easy and inexpensive way.

gift subscription to the
to all your girls and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world.
extra
charge for foreign delivery.

No

Oct. 22-28

Rainbow Island

experience In

producing for Bowdoin men:

Is

Send a

Sun.-Mon.

ing best

Do you like to have your friends know what you are doing?
Do you like to hear of your athletic achievements?
Would you like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There

Sport Reel

ALL Your

visors.

& SON

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

MEN

also

Town

W. CHANDLER

F.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Barbary Coast Gent

for gree-

Anyway, there's nothing like a
string of terse athletic and aesthetic formal
pep-talks, whose
contents, if never quite fulfilled as
would have been in pre-war days,
at least will arouse a definite ambition in each of us, that of putting in our real ability, of which

.

into.

THE MELODY SHOP

Fox News

it

.

.

—

It

between both

dy perfection.

certain
personal criticism

assorted

and more

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Bowdoin on Septem-

we can be

Pete Curran,

Proprietor

ber 23. He went into the Army
as a private last fall, and was
commissioned after OCS training
at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.
Ensign Ed Scribner, Jr., '39, who
will complete a course as supply
officer at Harvard shortly, spent
last week end at Bowdoin.
Upon
completion of his course, he expects to ship out with a CB unit.

and not

C.
closJ.

of the ccncerned parties. Bowdoin
House Parties have been the favorite and most talked of parties
among Westbrook girls. Each party was a memorable occasion with
the girls. I hope that the relationship between these two schools will
return after the war to be as
strong and fruitful as it was in the
pre-war days.

is

for participation

sleepless

and telephone

was

visited

1

mailed back and forth between
Portland and Brunswick, causing

ribbon.

'44,

i

the D.U. "Racket Rocket,"

loaded to the gunwhales with

the senior houses. Each fraternity
on the Bowdoin campus was always on display among the girls
by the well known gift of a fraternity pin.
The pins were often

'43.

Phone 328-M for
218 Maine Street

'48
'47

Continued from Page

when

afternoon near Appleton

had its brightone happy

life

see

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

SMITH'S

Dolan

R.

er moments. Yours truly nearly lost his

nesday nights, one would always
numerous automobiles with
Bowdoin stickers on them parked
in front of the freshman dorms and

present assignment, Sowles saw
action in the Pacific.
At
one time he was in the same
squadron with Julian Woodworth,

'

SMOKING SUPPLIES

'48

W. Court

of the house rather grudg-

i

MARKET

FRUITS

W. Brown

er together.
There probably won't be the
regular tea dance this year as
there has been in other years, but
the possibility of smaller group
dances from time to time seem to
be more probable. Nothing definite
has been planned, however, and
the task of planning anything is
hard because of the vast numbers
of girls, and the evident scarcity of
manpower. I'm sure that if any occasion arises for the students of
Bowdoin to attend one of the genuinely good dances of Westbrook,
the response will be a great one.
It might be nice to recall some of
the old associations between Westbrook and Bowdoin. In the Fall
there was never a week end when
a host of the girls from Stevens
Avenue weren't up here to cheer
the Bowdoin football team on. The
annual Winter Carnival at Westbrook was always attended by a
vast group of Bowdoin men. During the week, especially on Wed-

Visitors

PHILGAS
CURTIS IGA

Nu

and Winter Carnivals of W.
that brought the two schools

Lieutenant Julian Ansell, '44,
also on campus October 5. He
now stationed at the Reading
Army Air Field in Pennsylvania.
Last year Ansell was in the Meteorology group training at BowAfter graduating from the
ner, expressed either in disguised doin.
pessimism or optimism his faith pre-mete course here, he went on
in the security of the Orient.
Af- to Yale in an AAF base unit.
Lieutenant David H. Lawrence,
ter all, a paper is for news and

[The

'47

C. Wilson '48
E. Rice '46

Miss Melville's desk sign was taken by one of the members of one of
our well known fraternities on
campus. It was occasions like this,
as well as the annual Tea Dances

Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Litt.D.

The

significance,

i

men

keeping with

hold.

'48

Lyons

J.

]

speakers in 1941, 1942, and 1943
were Carl Sandburg, Joseph C.
Grew, and Frank Pierpont Graves,

[

'46

G. Quaile '48

Westbrook

Continued from Page

the football team.
In 1941 correspondence with
other colleges revealed that no
similar award system existed at
Hamilton, Swarthmore, or Williams.
The coming 4th James
Bowdoin Day exercises continues
a lineage of three very memorable annual events.
The guest

himself from a sinking ship into
the cold ocean with burning oil
on the surface, without risking
breaking his neck and singeing his
skin to ashes. [This sentence really takes the cake!— Ed.]
His one
ideal is to combine a harmonious
physical coordination and control

]

.

W. Whitcomb

Thorndike

192

.

much

t

J.

[

polar bearings
Reorganized last spring, the Rifle team will resume operations shortly. Because of the belated arrival of the ammunition there was little
time to develop any sharpshooters, but this fall we should be able to get
a group ready for competition. Postal matches will be held and there
may be the possibility of a few shoulder-to-shoulder matches. Lack of
experience has been (he worst handicap the team has had to face, but
if a few men who have done any competitive shooting can be found
things should go well. However everyone who has ever seen a j*un is
urged to try his skill oh the range. Bowdoin furnishes the guns, ammunition, range, and equipment. Now we need someone to pull the triggers. Watch the bulletin board for details. Watch it anyway.
polar bearings
Coach Jack Magee should be very happy over the prospects for the
harriers this season. Not for quite a while has there been such good
material out for cross country. Veterans Clayt Reed, the plodding
preacher, steady in a pinch, and speedy Fred L. N. Auten should form
a good nucleus and we're really looking forward to seeing Joe Wheeler,
Massachusetts half-mile champ do his stuff. Another Hillman or Carey,
those Bowdoin greats who led wing-footed White to victory on numerous occasions, we hope. There should also be enough good men to complete this formidable array for needed places and points. Competition
will, be mostly high school with the New Englands winding up the
season. Bowdoin track is backed by splendid tradition. Jack Magee and
the boys wll do their best to carry on in that tradition.
polar bearings
College spirit, that often spoken of but seldom defined- factor, is
something of which Bowdoin has not had much of in the recent past.
It is something of which no college can have too much. Of course we
don't expect the "die for old Siwash or old Bowdoin," as the case may
be, attitude, but we do not think that everyone in college, not only
those out for the sports should be interested in the teams. Let's give
the boys our full support and get out there and cheer. Forward the
White.

Continued from Page

.

F. Kimball '47

Sigma

James Bowdoin

since both these outfits traveled out of state last year while the basteam warmed the local courts of not so sunny Maine.

[

.

A. T. O.

Total Enrollment

ketball

Freshman Smoker

/.

Kappa Sig

It is

•

M. Page

Chi Psi
D. K. E

Official registration figures of
the college last week were as

Even though we moved. out

ingly last week, the operation itself certainly

much

U

Psi

To Nearly 200 Students

Transfers
Special Students

.

.

place.

fraternity

Freshmen

.

.

By Ray Swift

and those

Upperclassmen

.

taking
measures to curb the "all too wise"
attitude of the freshman class
(June freshmen definitely included!). If hats can be procured, all
freshmen will be obliged to wear
them. Other Bowdoin traditions
may also be instituted again to
help put the freshmen in their
is

tournament is being planned by the
teams.
White Key, also some sort of footHolden Findley is organizing a
The schedule has not yet been ball league. There is a strong poshockey bloc. In a college of over 180
determined, but games with Col- sibility for a soccer league which
men it seems that there would be
Maine,
the
by,
Bates,
Radar would be conducted in the cage.
enough wartime hockey players to represent the Black and White faSchool, the Naval Air Station, Also among the future plans for
vorably on the ice. The only other argument against the pucksters Fort Williams, and a few others inter-fraternity sports is another
problem
is
The
expense
a
of
a
coach.
lack
and
the
the
expense
would be
are expected. The junior varsity bridge tournament which seemed
which only the administration can settle, but as for a coach; how about will also have scheduled games to be quite popular during the sumN
Finn?? Cease!!
during the season. Other service mer trimester.
The members of the White Key
teams and clubs may be scheduled
polar bearings
at the opening of the semester are
if they can play within the state.
Neil Mahoney is still mourning the loss of Jack Magee. Jack was to
as follows:
1943-44
Howfrom
the
quintet.
be the lone returning varsity letterman
D. Dewar '47
A.D
Enrollment Climbs
ever, over 40 men reported for varsity hoop action Wednesday P.M. Fall
L. Hills '47

Among the promising frosh candidates are Bob Bobbins. Steve Mongahan, Bert Moore, and Packy McFarland. Coach Mahoney plans to have
several early season games with various service teams. This should at
least get the hoopsters in condition and, with Bates and Maine having
football teams, these early contests should prove to be very definite
assets to the Polar Bear cagers,.

VARIETY
*

A large squad has turned out
i. F. Kimball and C. F. Travis
for Varsity Basketball and a good
Orchids to Neil Mahoney!! Onions to the White Key!! In spite of season seems a certainty. Among
the bungling of the White Key, and thanks to the able administration the 44 candidates signed up, only
one has received a letter from the
of Neil Mahoney. the interfraternity
This is Morton F. Page
college.
touch football league proved to be a
'46, who played on the top squad
success. Several times during the
Two other men are relast year.
season the schedule was jeopardized
turning: Warren L. Court '47, and
by various clubs haggling over conJohn D. Claffy '47.
venient dates, while the "Green"
Coach Neil Mahoney outlined
Key did nothing. It was at this time
his plan to the effect that there
that Neil stepped in and rearranged
would be a week of playing to determine the abilities of the playthe schedule, and saw to it that the
ers, then they will be divided into
games were run off as scheduled.
varsity, junior varsity,
who will compose the

New Covers

The Student Council

By

polar bearings

To Cap

Council Hopes

Is

Larger Than Expected

"Washington Post." More often
Musical Activities
than not, band hour would run
over
while the members would
Continued
Page
i
from
[
]
"finish with just one more number." Even after rehearsals overgo back
Sills: "I had a much better time zealous members would
to the dorms to play bass horn
than I thought I would."
and clarinet duets far into the
was
said
A few years ago it
night. Unlike the Glee Club, the
that Bowdoin was fast becoming
band has had enough members to
a "singing college." The fraternkeep active; and when the group
ities deserve a good deal of credit
last spring, plans were
disbanded
for producing singers. A week or
underway to "reorganize this fall
fraternity

Offioe,

Moulton Union, Brunswick,

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Chi Psi Fraternity Celebrates

Its First

Hundred Years
•

Local Chapter One Of

*

Mclntire Tells History Of Chapter

Oldest In Fraternity

By Glenn

Brothers Ernest F.

R. Mclntire,

'2,>
to their liking, I cannot say, but
within a year they had erected
Alpha Eta of the present church at the corner
Chi Psi was founded at Union Chi Psi (like all Gaul) is divided
Many
of Pleasant and Union.
College on the 20th of May, 1841. nicely into three parts.
(But for meetings were held in the rooms
At this time fraternities were just very different reasons.) That his- of members in Winthrop, Maine
beginning to be tolerated by many tory is summarized more or less
and Appleton Halls.
of the colleges after some years logically in the centennial cataWhat did these men do after
of intolerance and agitation.
It logue of the fraternity. Much narthey left college? Nearly half bewas at this time also that the rative material may be lound in
came lawyers, many of them of
older Greek letter fraternities the files of The Purple and Gold,
distinction in that field.
Witness
were founded for the purpose of our fraternal magazine. I do not Chief
Justice Melville W. Fuller,
fulfilling the social needs of the
expect to add any important facts '53, Judge William L. Putnam, '55
students.
Chi Psi was the 8th or develop new theories. I hope
and General Thomas H. Hubbard,
fraternity to appear in any of only to refresh our memories and '57.
17 were physicians and surthe colleges and universities in add a few interesting details.
geons, and 9 were clergymen. The
this country.
First comes the period from the others represented nearly every
In the spring of 1841, Alexander founding in 1844 to the gradua- business and profession.
Not a
Berthoud, John Brush, Jr., James tion of John
Coombs in 1869, few won distinction in politics.
Farrell, Patrick Major, Robert
when the Alpha became dormant. Witness Thomas B. Reed, '60.
McFadden, Philip Spencer, SamNext comes a period of a few Speaker of the House of Repreuel Taber, William Terhune and
sentatives and Congressman ThoJames Witherspoon banded to- apocryphal stories and much, mas A. D. Fessenden, '45. A coumuch silence.
gether, not as associates, but as
ple of worthy Democrats also ran
Last
is
the
period
of
revival
bebrothers and formed not a society
for Congress, unsuccessfully.
ginning in 1918 and continuing,
but a fraternity.
Isaac Adams, '58, invented nickwe
hope, into the distant future.
el plating.
Following the examples of alThomas W. Hyde, '61.
The first period begins in 1844 was President of the Bath Iron
ready established fraternities, Chi
Psi soon spread into other New with much dissatisfaction in the Works, a director in banks and
England colleges.
Within four College, caused by the alleged ex- railroads, and Mayor of his city.
When the war between -the
years after the founding, alphas clusiveness of the .existing socihad been established at Williams, etiqs (Alpha Delta Phi, establish- states broke out almost exactly
Middlebury, Wesleyan. Hamilton ed 1841, and Psi Upsilon. estab- one in four of all the members
Seven reand Bowdoin.
In 1845 Chi Psi lished 1843) and their participa- saw active service.
was the first fraternity to appear tion in the elections of the literary turned as brigadier generals, and
on the campus of the newly found- societies (Peucinian and Athenae- one was a colonel in the Army of
an).
A group petitioned Chi Psi the Confederacy.
ed University of Michigan.
for the establishment of an Alpha.
In 1846 Chi Psi's first college
1869-1918
This petition was granted and affraternity house came into existter some delays two men went to
Why was Alpha Eta allowed to
ence at Alpha Epsilon (Michigan).
Boston (Nathaniel G. White, '45 become dormant?
Because the faculty was hostile
and Thomas A. D. Fessenden, '45)
According to tradition, John C.
to such organizations at the time,
and were initiated by a group Coombs, '69, was the only active
the brothers conceived the idea
from Williams, on October 11, member for several years. The
that
Black

By Raymond Paynter

The

Banquet Held At
Lodge On Saturday Night
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By Robert

C. Miller

On

Saturday evening, October 14, forty brothers of Chi
and their guests gathered at the Lodge on IJoody Street
to celebrate the one-hundredth anniversary of the founding of Alpha Eta of Chi Psi at Bowdoin. The assemblage
feasted upon a fried chicken banquet which gave ample
testimony to the skill of the Chi Psi kitchen staff.

j
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the
Forest, a vast
lonely wilderness near the campus
fitting place to hold
the alpha meetings. Accordingly,
a log lodge, the prototype of today's chapter houses, was built.

sented the fraternity and conduct-

ries.

The cduntry was at war and
questioned the wisdom of
the re-establishment. There fortunately were men of devotion
and organizing ability in the group
and Alpha Eta was quickly in
healthy and vigorous condition.

many

Bowdoin Alpha Boasts
At the end of the meal President Grant arose and, after greet- Bulletins
the visiting brothers and
ing
l Continued from Page
guests, thanked Marie Pea-body
for her eighteen years of loyal
senice as Chi Psi cook and presented her with a bouquet. Grant
then gave a brief report upon the

lished

the

at

college's

Famous Grads Galore
Among many

two-hun-

present conditions of the chapter;
he explained that, although the
fraternity's membership declined
until there was only five active
members a year ago in June,
pledging activity has brought the
number to seventeen comparatively a large house and a potent
force in present campus life. He
concluded
introducing
the
by
~
toastmaster ,for the evening, Brother Roy Spear, H'20.

Although most men on campus
today never had the opportunity
to become acquainted with Mr.
Wilder, the College has made this
possible through a bulletin entitled
Memorial Issue—Gerald Gardoer
Wilder 1879-1944. This bulletin
tells the story of Gerald Wilder's
successful life, of long service in

the church, as librarian of Bowdoin College, and many other important positions. There are two
" iTZ ,.-:,_-, x,
l_L_,„
L._.
articles, one by Wilmot Brookings
'09,
Mitchell
entitled
"Gerald
Mort Page read greetings from Gardner Wilder '04," and another,
brothers who had been invited "From The. Faculty Records," by
but found it impossible to attend Professor Charles H. Livingstone,
Among them
the celebration.
Both bulletins can be obtained
were letters from Parks Johnson, for Alumni and undergraduates
of Vox Pop fame and a Chi Psi at request.
who was present twenty-six years
ago at the reestablishment of Al-

:
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for themselves
through the frequency with which
they were requested to leave college.
His Stories seemed to prove
that whatever a Chi Psi does, he

I

|

|

its

existence.

The

ing to a recent presidential poll
among the undergraduate*. Out
of 118 KtudentM polled, 79 favored Dewey, and only S8 were
for oar President. One humorist "favored" Carl Browner.
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NINE MEN RECEIVE
STRAIGHT "AV

1

MEN

j

;

j

'
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Liberal Education Looks at Itself.
The lecture entitled ".Women
Look at Liberal Education" is
sponsored by the Society of Bowdoin Women.
The institute of Liberal Education is one in a series of "Institutes" which have been held at

—

.

tion.

Bowdoin Student*, In the
good old Maine tradition, favor
Tom Dewey, two to one, accord-

UNDERGRADUATES

mittee complained that the phil
sophical apparatus was below the
standards of many academies. The
total annual cost of running the
College was about $8,000, not
enough to run two fraternity
houses like ours.
There were only a half dozen

—

order, the following:

Science" and Technology Look at
Liberal Education.
Women Look at Liberal Educa-

founders.

|

1

Government." This is quite possible,
even probable.
Anybody
who reads the records of "Executive Government" and sees their

I

—

19

'

I
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Phi Beta Kappa Keys

Won By

Lif shitz,

well

in handling individual
students will very much doubt
that they had the courage and the
strength to suppress a whole fra-

difficulty

:

men on the faculty; but that half ternity.
dozen included great teachers like
Another undocumented story
Cleaveland, Packard, Smyth, and quotes Coombs as saying that "I
young Tutor Boody. for whom want the fraternity to die with
the street was named.
me."
Board in the College dining
There can be no question that
room was eight shillings per week. many alumni were devoted to the
Students provided their own heat- fraternity.
They attended coning stoves in the dormitories, pro- ventions, made speeches, and oftvided their own wood or coal, and en spoke most warmly of their
brought water from the well at fraternity connection. Were they
the end of Massachusetts Hall.
a little arrogant in thinking, if
Discussions about allowing stu- they did not say. "the boys now
dents to live outside the college in college are not as good as we
caused much more trouble than were"?
Did they, staunch New
now seems reasonable or even Englanders that they were, say
possible.
"tomorrow" or "next fall"?
Discipline for discipline's sake
Or did their devotion to Bowwas the order of the day. Stu- doin eclipse their interest in Chi
dents were publicly admonished Psi? Ten of them gave an aggrefor all sorts of trifling infractions gate of 250 years of service to the
Top row, left to right: Grant, Zollo, Poulin, Hogan, "Chi," Page, of the rules. Not a few
were Governing Boards. Judge William
Claffey. Front row. left to right: Silsby, Wheeler, Siebert, Simonds,
rusticated.
L. Putnam. '55, headed the list
Miller. (Not pictured Paynter, our photographer.)
There were two important lit- with a full half century of service
erary societies
They
Peucinian and as Overseer and Trustee.
Athenaean, with several minor gave generously of their time and
CHI PSI
societies, each maintaining a li- of their money.
I believe I can
brary or cabinet.
(There were identify at least one million dolWe look for heroes— not amid the vast
two general fraternities
Alpha lars in the Endowment Funds of
And teeming throngs of those we never knew.
Delta Phi and Psi Upsilon.)
the College as coming from Chi
But here among our own whose hands we've clasped
During the first period Chi Psi Psi's. When I was an undergradWith vows of friendship old but ever new.
initiated about 150 men.
In foreign lands, among the scenes of War.
What uate the Alumni Secretary then
Our brothers prove by valor and by deed
sort of men were they?
We are in office used to say that "but for
Their love for God and country aye, and more
liable to think of students in that General Hubbard, Bowdoin ColTheir true upbringing in the Chi Psi creed.
period as worthy boys from poor lege would still be housed in
Though Alpha Eta may become a name
small farms. At least a third of barns." That is a picturesque way
Of things far off in space, though yet more near
those who became Chi Psi's were of saying that he and Mrs. HubIn heart than much in which we may lay claim
from cities. Portland sent 22, Au- bard gave the Library, that he
Her beacon light is ever bright and clear.
gusta 11, Belfast 8 and Bangor gave the Grandstand and promotSgt. Fred W. Anderson H'21
School for Bakers and Cooks, and Bath 7 each. Vermont. New ed the gifts of the Art Building
Hampshire, Connecticut, Florida, and the Science Building.
Fort Knox, Kentucky
Louisiana, New Brunswick and
We are still confronted with the
Italy sent 1 each.' I suspect that fact that no organized effort was
the last was born on shipboard made to reestablish Alpha Eta.
the College in alternate years
and Florence, Italy, happened to Intensive research may some day
from 1923 on. An Institute has
be the first place at which his bring to light the answer, but I
consisted of a series of evening
birth could be recorded. Most of suspect that if anybody is interlectures in some single branch of
the others came from small towns ested in the question a hundred
ten
through
extending
learning,
all over Maine, a few came from years hence, he still will fail to
days or two weeks. Each lecture
Massachusetts.
find a satisfactory answer.
STRAIGHT "A"
is given, ordinarily, by a recognizWhere was the first meeting
Summer Trimester
e d authority on some aspect of the
1918 - 1944
held?
According to published
general subject, and is followed
2nd Term, 1944
catalogues of the College. Avery
The third period really begins
the next morning by a round-table
and
Johnson
roomed
in
in 1914> when the non-fraternity
4
and
8
conference of the lecturer and a
College House. In spite of much men in the College formed the
group of undergraduates. The consearching of records and question- Bowdoin Club.
Evidently there
ferences will take place this year
19 4 5
ing of those best informed on the was again real need for additional
as usual. The originality in this
Harold Lifshitz
history of. the College. I am not fraternities, for the group quite
year's Institute lies in the fact
sure what or where College House soon divided into two local frathat the lecturers will speak not
was. I think it was in the north- ternities, Beta Chi, Which was to
19 4 6
primarily about their own specialwest corner of the present cam- become a chapter of Sigma Nu,
ties but about a common subject
Richard Sewall Norton
pus.
A tavern of considerable and Phi Theta Upsilon, soon to beliberal education.
reputation stood there for many come Alpha Eta of Chi Psi. Thfc
The facu,t y «»"""«<* on the
19 4 7
years.
The College acquired the last group picked up the tradition
Institute consists of Professor EdKroperty in 1842, with an eye to of Chi Psi and was intent on reStanley Nathaniel Altman
nproving the morals of the stu- establishing Alpha Eta.
ward Chase Kirkland. chairman;
Corydon Bushnell Dunham, Jr.
dents.
The Visiting Committee
Their petition to Chi Psi was
Professor Stanley Perkins Chase,
Leonard Solomon Gottlieb
spoke hopefully of the income to granted, and Alpha Eta of Chi
Professor
in
acting-chairman
Shepard Lifshitz
be derived from renting rooms. Psi was returned to active status
Kirkland's absence; Dean Paul
The College sold the buildings by formal initiation of new mem-,
iNixon; Professor Manton CopeJohn Francis Magee
about five years later.
bers on October 20. 1918.
That
land; Professor Thomas Means;
Nathan Thomas Whitman
The Chi Psi Hall was in the initiation- was held in MassachusProfessor Cecil Thomas Holmes;
Seminary on Pleasant Street. So etts Hall, in a room on the second
Professor Samuel Edward Kamer4 8
was the Episcopal Church. Whe- floor, probably about where the
ling; Mr. Richard Leigh Chittim;
ther they found our company not Alumni Secretary's office is today.
Martin Emery Robinson
and Seward J. Marsh, '12.
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eral Education.
Business Looks at Liberal Educa-
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25 include, although not necessar-

Students Favor Dewey
79 To 38

by

—

Government Service Looks at Lib-

By Vote Of

Li-^

was

—

^d

cation,
Religion, Looks at Liberal Educa-

'45

ity."

planned, attractive Lodge.
a contrast with the hall on
Pleasant Street, or Mrs. Mustard's
boarding house!
Since 1918 Alpha Eta has initiated over 350 members.
Some
times there have been gentlemen
who were not scholars. Some
scholars needed a little polishing
to make them gentlemen.
Some
of us never had a track shoe on
before we came to Bowdoin, and
never have had, in spite of Jack
Magee's best efforts. Seldom, if
ever, has it been necessary to
apologize. Almost everybody contrihuted in some measure to the
welfare of Alpha Eta.
Much of
the time we have had an Alpha
of which we arc justly proud.
Four years ago I wrote
Eta begins another year disrupted
by war.
Already the National
Guard has called three of her
members ." Two of them happened to stay in my home the
night before they reported for active duty.
Nobody would have
said that they were raw boys,
but they were far from welltrained soldiers.
I knew I was
saying "good luck" to two fine
undergraduates. I did not think
that shortly I would bo referring
to Captain Marcus L. Parsons. '41,

Reed

What

i

!

;

curriculum, but the nature of these
changes -was not revealed. The
Dean made it clear, however, that
no system giving students a free
and unbridled choice of courses
would be instituted.
Dean Nixon concluded the year's
first chapel service with two observations on Life and Human Relationships:
"Few individuals or
groups of individuals ever erred by
possessing too much of the combination of knowledge
kind liness
or by basing their lives on the assumption that they were brought

ended with the singing of several Labor
Looks at Liberal Education,
fraternity songs.
The Schools Look at Liberal Edu-

Fessenden

shop.

The endowment of the College
Someone has suggested that the
was trifling and even at that it fraternity incurred the displeasure
was badly invested and not very of the administration, in those
productive.
The Visiting Com- years referred to as "Executive

stories,

tions.

for erecting a Lodge were clearly
beyond our means.
Late in 1931 the Alpha was
most happily surprised when Brother John W. Anderson, E '90, son
of Wendell A. Anderson. H '61.
offered to give the major part of
the cost. Plans were drawn and
approved, a contract let. and
ground actually broken in April,
1932.
The Alpha moved from
Maine Street in November of that
year, happy at last to be in a

j

The lectures to be given from
November 13 through November

evening

first

|

]

,
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of

century of the Fraternity's
existence has been one of growth
and development. And still, after
ten decades, Chi Psi clings to the
ideals that were so well conceived

'57

!

of recorded facts, traditionand personal observaThe best in Alpha Eta's
history and tradition must be
cherished, both as a memorial to
those who have gone before, and
as an inspiration to those yet to
be initiated. We know that the
first hundred years set a great
record.
We trust and pray that
the next hundred years will be
even better, and Alpha Eta of Chi
Psi a "sun amid the stars."
al

were reasonably successful, but
attempts to raise enough money

ently knocked on his door at the
appointed hour, he said sharply,
"Go away! You are interrupting
a meeting of the Chi Psi Fratern-

[

^

ily in this

ternity since Philip Spencer and

I
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the
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H. Soger Slifer. Executive Secrotary of Chi Psi. congratulated
the Bowdoin chapter on behalf of into this world for a purpose and
the national organization.
Mr. were not to be deserted by their
Slifer brought with him some Creator when their life was seemearly memorabilia of Chi Psi. in- ingly done."
cluding one of the first Phi Beta
Kaujpa keys given by the Maine
chapter and a Chi Psi badge that
was presented in 1845. He also Institute
read some letters which demon[ Continued from Page i 1
strated that a century ago there
was great emphasis upon inter- technicians, and women—
will be
fraternity rivalry and even coali- canvassed.
In an eighth lecture.
tions to influence campus politics. the only
one probably by a uniHe agreed with President Sills versity president, liberal educathat fraternities in general and' tion will
be invited to look at itChi Psi in particular should en- se ^-

deavor to improve their intellectual background.
The last speaker of the evening
Was the Bursar of the College,
Glenn
Mclntire. H'25. He told
of the history of Alpha Eta of Chi
Psi throughout the hundred years

taken place
every other fra-

in front of the

mary

we held fast
the land.
Efforts to pay for
'property on Maine Street

(Maine, of course)
to

j

1

hie

in

his nine friends laid the foundation of our order in 1841.
The

PRESENT CHI PSI

sional training.
Bowdoin will continue as a college of Liberal Arts after the war.
A few changes will be made in the

had made names

thoroughly.

ied

Chi Psi as

one we know,
facing Massachusetts Hall, and
the College Commons on Bath
Street now used as a carpenter
about

Many changes have
in

twice Representative in the U.S.
Congress.

tne
Dean contended He believed that
institution such as Bowdoin
would a ,
needed f
h
organized provision of pre-profes,

at

October

|

-

.Melville W. Fuller '53 was
Chief Justice of the U.S. Su-

preme Court.
Thomas Hamlin Hubbard
donated the Bowdoin College

Thomas

^

|

was Speaker

brary v

l

the administration of the college
and the fraternities which occupy
a very important position in the
pattern of life at Bowdoin. The
President also expressed his desin' that in the future the fraternities, while continuing with their
various social activities, may take
greater advantages of their opportunity for improving the intellect of their members.
Dean Nixon related some of the
less serious anecdotes connected
with the history of Alpha Eta.
He called upon his fabulous memory to recall some of the men who

'60

House of Representatives
and a candidate for President.

'

pha Eta.
Bro. Spear next presented Pres- Dean's Chapel
ident K. C. M. Sills who paid high
t Continued from Paj(c 1 ]
tribute tp the contributions which
Chi Psi's of the past have made to
e*— T K „-„i1 '-^
a^« 5 knowledge
..
j
Some
is
Bowdoin He described the close
Bowdoin.
usuaUy necessary to enable specialassociation which exist, between
izpd knowled / to
P £Jical

L^™

Very early after Phi Theta Up- and its regulations. No one, I bewas organized, the land on lieve, has questioned the integrity
Boody Street was purchased as and fairness of the Director for
the site of a permanent home. Maine. Prescott H. Vose, '29. And
Tactful advice from President all over the land, our members,
Hyde and Dean Sills contributed whether in medicine, law, teachmuch to this wise move. Even ing, or general business, have
though taxes and interest charges picked up some share of the work
plagued Lafe Dow in the wilds of usually done by those now in the
Canada and followed your present service.
Here must end a hurried sumtreasurer to the hills of Norway
silon

j

of the

,

.

Marie Peabody's predecessor did the honorary degree bestowed on
not die of curiosity, but no doubt Jefferson Davis! Republicans and»
her unsatisfied interest in our ef- Democrats. Socialists and even
forts contributed to her early de- Communists, have been upon occasion bitter in denouncing OPA
mise.

—

I
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Bow-

We

enthusiasm and hard work over- it, no matter how great the macame 'the lack of money and skjll. jority opinion to the contrary. ReThe result was a meeting place call our one Confederate Colonel
with which we were justly pleased. and Bowdoin's refusal to revoke

I

Thomas Reed

•

—

illustrious

doin Chi Psi's, are some of the
outstanding men of the last century:

dredth anniversary.

•

We

1

]

cial theories.

welcome the return of several who have received honorable
discharges.
,

We

i

i

with special reference to his so-

To date, our losses have not
Phi Theta Upsilon had been
The burden is
housed temporarily at 264 Maine been numerous.

The formal initiation for published catalogues of the ColBowdoin was held on lege indicated that several other
14, 1844.
members were in college expept
Evidently additional fraternities during his senior year and even
were justified because Delta Kap then there was one Chi Psi in the
Enough alumni
Following this, new alphas began P3 EDS ilon was established here a medical school.
month after Chi Psi.
were near by so that it should
to spring up at Columbia, Prince
To what sort of College did have been possible to pledge and
ton, and five southern colleges.
these
new fraternities come? initiate additional members.
During the Civil War the exThere were only six buildings
There is another story that the
pansion stopped, hut soon after
Massachusetts
Hall.
Winthrop one last member was so devoted
began again and led to the estabHall, Maine Hall, Appleton Hall, that he held a meeting every
lishment of alphas from coast to
the old wooden chapel which stood week.
When someone inadvertcoast.
those

and bakers at Fort Knox.
And so on for a hundred and
fifty others who are serving somewhere in some branch of the service.
I might add in passing that
in the midst of war Ensign Lawrence S. Hall, '36, has managed to
publish a significant volume on
the life of Nathaniel Hawthorne,

Street, nearly opposite Delta Up- grevious, however, when we resilon.
For two years the property cord the loss of two men like Lt.
on Pleasant Street, known as Mc- Harold E. Dymcnt, '40, of the
Lcllan's Inn, now the Odd Fellows Army Air Forces, and Lt. Arnold
Block, was leased: The property R. Eck, '42, of the United States
at 183 Maine Street (now owned Marine Corps.
There is no time to classify all
by Professor Boyd W. Bartlett)
was purchased and the fraternity those in civilian life. I have seen
established there in the fall of a little gadget that one of our
1920.
The location was conveni- members helped make for the
ent and the house attractive, but noses of the bombs that fell on
have one conscientious
it
was hardly large enough for Tokyo.
fraternity purposes, and lacked objector, to remind us all that
many facilities.
struggled for there must be room for individual
years to build a lodgeroom. Much opinion and the courage to voice

1844.

would be a

Psi

ed the ceremonies, with hurriedly
improvised but adequate accesso-

C

Special

Clymer,

Frank T, Ostrander. 'Pi '02,
and H. Seger Slifer, E '12, repre'00,

history of

i

i

.

,

and

Lt. Col.

Leonard W. Cronk-

hite, '41, who, but for his tender
years would probably have been
a full Colonel some time ago.
And now they have been joined
by nearly half of Eta's living
members.
We have not yet
achieved a general, although we
have a Captain in the Navy and
at least three. Lieutenant Colonels
in the Army.
And as a layman
I record the opinion that generals
were picked by hand in the good
old days much faster than they
are turned out by modern military
machinery.
Captain Albert L. Prosser. '18,
and Lt. Paul Leb. Wheeler, "40,
are in .submarine warfare, probably in the Atlantic. Captain Carl
L. Dunham, '24. is with the Medical Corps "down under," while
Captain Paul H. Gilpatcick, '37,

pulls teeth in foxholes in France
or even in Germany by now! Lt.
Edwin C. Burnard, '25, is in the
Army but assigned to sea duty.
Lt. Frederick W. Mann, '36, spent
many months on duty in Iceland
pleasant duty in his case, because he brought home a charming bride to grace the sands of

—

Lt. Col. Philip E. Tukey,
has given distinguished
Corporal John
Rubino, '44, is concerned with
bombsights in India. And if Napoleon was at all right in putting
so much emphasis on the importance of the stomach in military
affairs, Alpha Eta should have
some sort of medal for helping
prepare Lt. Col. Frank E. Noyes,
'17, to head the school for cooks

Florida.

Jr.,

'39,

service in the air.

Harold Lifshitz '45 and Clayton
F. Reed '46 were elected and initiated into Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha
of Maine, at its fall meeting Monday,
President Kenneth
M.
Sills presided.
Lt. Comdr. Noel

C

|

C. Little, commanding officer of
the Bowdoin pre-radar school,
spoke at the open meeting following on "A Physicist Goes to War
in

Brunswick."

L(. Comdr. Little said that propaganda concerning secret weapons was intended, like officers'
gold braid, to inspire awe and
prestige, but that there was little

behind the talk. He said that actually scientific and technological
developments proceed along parallel lines all over the world.
"Secrets" do not long remain secrets,
he said, and their value is only an
initial one. Scientists must therefore keep up with developments
and if possible stay one step ahead
of the enemy.
However, Commander Little pointed ou^ that
this war will not be won by
"secret" weapons but by "blood,
sweat and tears."
Since a navy department directive permits the use of the. word
"radar" but not in connection
with its principles, Lt. Comdr. Little

felt

physical

in referring to
involved in radar

justified

laws

work by explaining them as they
are applied by the "radar bat".
stated that the bat "looks with

He

its mouth and sees with its ears."
Locating objects by sound wayes
is dependent upon very high frequency in order to distinguish details, Lt. Comdr. Little pointed
out.
He illustrated this with a
thirty-foot rope and instruments
for producing and recording sound
waves above the frequency caught

by the ear.
In the radar school, Lt. Comdr.
Little observed that the* students
try to "learn and apply, rather
than to study and forget." He
answered questions following his
lecture.

FITTS

'38

DIES IN

PENNA. HOSPITAL
It was recently officially revealed that David W. Fitts. '38,
died of pneumonia while in the
U. S. Naval Reserve at Butler, Pa.
Fitts, co-captain of the 1937 Bowdoin Football team, was an outstanding man on campus. He was
President of the Student Council
in his Senior year.
Fitts comes from Winchester,
Massachusetts, and attended the'
Holderness School before coming
to Bowdoin.
Before going into
the service he had been Field
Manager for the Bird & Sons
Roofing Company.
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INSTITUTE FEATURES

Mergendahl

SEVEN LECTURES FOR
PUBLIC AT MEM. HALL
Eighth Lecture By "Woman" Not
Yet Arranged, But Will Be Held

STUDENT MAJORITY
GOES REPUBLICAN
Roosevelt Rooters

Few

And Far Between; Try

1944

1,

Charles Mergendahl of the Bowdoin class cf 1941 has written a
novel entitled "Don't Wait Up For
Spring," which was published recently by Little. Brown Co. The
book is enjoying favorable comment from several critics. Mergendahl, who is now in the service,
was an outstanding figure in literary activities here at Bowdoin durHe
ing his undergraduate days.
states that he wrote this book "beAfrica,

JAMES BOWDOIN DAY Last 1944 Chance For Houseparty
SCHOLARS HONORED Scenes; Many Initiations Friday

engagements in North
Tarawa, the Marshalls and

elsewhere."

NO. 11

CAMPUS VIC-DANCE IS
SLATED FOR WEEKEND
WITH ALL HOUSES OPEN

'41

Publishes Novel

tween

By Bob Burroughs
Liberal Education will be discussed from Tuesday, No-

SEX
TONIGHT AT

B.C.A.

By Herbert Moore

Hartman And Fleure
Are Speakers At First

*

ANDREW HALDANE '41

The hero of "Don't Wait Up For
Spring" is a serviceman who
writes a rather unsuccessful play

With

the fraternity houses open for the

last

time, the

Vic-Dance slated for next Saturday, November 4, promises
vember
to be the outstanding social event of the Fall trimester.
Moulton Union Dinner
To Stem Reactionaries
KILLED
PACIFIC
IN
Labor,
of
fields
in
the
leaders
tures and conferences by
in Greenwich Village in 1941, marSponsored by a Student Council committee of Peter A.
wealthy
girl andj
ries
a
southern
Burroughs
Technology,
Bob
and
By
Business, Religion, the Schools, Science
By Simon Dorfman
Curran 46, Duncan H. Dewar '47, and Philip A. RichenBowdoin undergraduates of vot- enters the navy as an officer.
The college regretfully learned
Government Service, and Liberal Education itself. The ing age will overwhelmingly vote
At Bowdoin, Mergendahl majorThe fourth annual James Bow- burg 47, the dance is to be held in the Moulton Union.
last week of the death in action of
philosophy.
wrote
ed
in
He
the
for
than
rather
were
held
in -,
.,
.
Institute will be a part of the exercises commemorating the for Tom Dewey
Andrew AlliStfh Haldane '41. In the doin Day exercises
FDR in the ratio of 3.5 to one, "Variety" column for the ORIENT] South Pacific theatre of war, Hal- the chapel on Wednesday. October couples only will be admitted; the admission was set at 50
150th anniversary of the charter of the College. Each lec- according to a recent poll conduct- and became editor of the "Quill" dane was a Captain of the 5th Reg- 25. A special dinner was tendered cen ts
per couple. The Simpson Sound System will be used
and
member
the
"Growler."
a
of
Bowdoin
Nineteen
ed by the ORIENT.
iment, 1st Marine Division, and the newly-named James
ture will be held in Memorial Hall at 8:15 p.m.
men of the twenty-two of voting He also did outstanding work fo.* had been awarded the silver star Scholars and invited guests in the to furnish music for the affair.
evening at the Moulton Union.
age on campus were interviewed. the Masque and Gown and was a medal for bravery.
its
commitOn Tuesday, Kermit Eby, Assistmember
of
executive
Of these fourteen favor Dewey
At Bowdoin, Haldane was one The Rev. Chauncey William GoodIt was arranged to have the
ant Director of Research and Edu- Student War Fund $60
tee.
rich, D.Di, an honorary member
and four favor Roosevelt.
outstanding
of
the
most
underhouses specially opened for this
BCA Starts Drive For
CI.O. Headquarters in
cation,
DeWey supporters constantly regraduates of recent years. He was of the college, opened the cereweek end, since the majority of
Washington, D. C, will speak on
iterated the arguments that cerShort Of $384 Quota
four years a member of both the mony in chapel with the invocafraternities expect to have their
World Student Relief
"Labor Looks at Liberal Educatainly a Republican Congress will
football and baseball squads, and tion.
14 to Saturday,

November

25, in a series of lec-

i

i

.

.

.

.

j

I

1

'

tion."

*

On Wednesday Ralph

E. Fland-

President of the Federal Reserve Bank at Boston, will speak
on "Business Looks at Liberal Eders,

Falling $60 short of the quota,

the student

War Fund

drive net-

ted $320 for the Brunswick-Tops-

ham Community War

not support FDR if elected; that
Roosevelt is an old man likely to
die any time, leaving the White
House for a weak product of the
Senator Harry
"Boss System"
Truman; that Roosevelt did not
relieve the great Depression; that
Roosevelt has suppressed business;

—

Chest last
On Friday, Reverend S. Arthur week.
Devan, Director of the Commission
In a letter to J. Frank Kimball
on Army and Navy Chaplains at '47, who was in charge of the stu- and that Dewey will surround himself with capable assistants, doveWashington from 1941 to 1944, will
speak on "Religion Looks at Lib- dent drive, Professor Athern P. tailing them into an efficient exucation."

Daggett, General Chairman of the ecutive system.
Opinions ranged from fervid deS. Counts, War Chest, expressed his thanks
the Division of the to the student body and to those nunciations of one Sidney Hillman
to scholarly analyses of economics
Foundations of Education, Teach- who assisted
in the .canvass.
under the Roosevelt Administraers College, Columbia University,
The Thorndikc
Club
came tion. Judging from these Bowwill speak on "The Schools Look
through
with
largest
group
the
Liberal
Education."
at
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
On Monday, November 20, Clar- contribution. $65.25. The fraternence
Little. Head of the Roscoe ities were also generous in their
eral Education."

On

Saturday George

Director of

C

Jackson Memorial Laboratory
gifts, a high percentage giving
will speak on
"Science and Technology Look at 100%. Among these were Alpha
B.

Bar Harbor, Maine,

Delta Phi, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Liberal Education."
On Tuesday, November 21, Ar- Theta Delta Chi. Beta Theta Pi,
thur S. Flemming, U. S. Civil Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu, Alpha
-* " f Ctml tnwd on PSfe 4
-* -- "HfS
1
Tau^ Omega.
9

Professor Fleure s Geography Course
Includes Several Different Spheres
By Carl Lebovitz
One man who really stood out
among the impressive group of
James Bowdoin
Day dinner last Wednesday evening was Professor Herbert John
Fleure. from the Department of
Geography at the University of
Manchester in England. More

professors at the

than one of the honored students
present asked me his identity.
Dinriutive, rather lean and frail,
full of vitality and zeal, wearing

Koelln, Brown,

congregating

and Ladd—eagerly
around
Professor

Fleure. They are all taking the
course, I learned, and are as enthusiastic about learning geography and all its aspects as any of
the seventeen enrolled students.
When they were all asked to
examine maps previously distributed to them and containing

meteorological
and
barometric
data covering the entire world, I
occasionally thought the six visit-

a glistening white beard and ing intellectuals displayed more
mustache, he said only a few interest than the regular students.
words praising American hospitaAmong other things, Professor
lity but created an immediately
Fleure discussed, with occasional
favorable and memorable impresevidences of
a

sion.

subtle

sense

of

humor, such topics as the stratoLast Friday afternoon my curi- sphere; troposphere; atmospheric
osity and interest overcame any pressure; and cumulus, stratus,
possible scruples and led me, in cirous, and numbus clouds.
my old winter coat still crying
Endeavoring to learn what he
for the deodorization of recently

removed moth

balls, to sit in

upon

the course in geography being
given by Professor Fleure under
the Tallman Lecture Fund.
Upon entering the Classical

Room

Memorial

in

the course

Hall,

where

being conducted, I
was immediately struck by the
sight of six of Bowdoin's most
highly
respected
professors-1Messrs. Ham, Smith. Kamerling,
is

has discussed in all of his lectures
to date. I found that what he has

—

said boils down to this weather
is chiefly caused by hot and cold
air. The sun shining down on the
earth, causes hot air to rise and
cold air to descend.
Professor
Fleure has discussed several interesting geographical topics, in-

cluding Stonchenge, a prehistoric.
[

Continued on Page 4

Lindemann Lovingly Lauds
,

Ladies

9

Jr.

So we

arrived at Colby, Junhardy men, out
of the forty that Colby expected.
The rest could not show up because of sprained legs, hay fever,
and unfortunate circumstances.
The lucky twelve, however, arrived at six-thirty the Saturday
evening of the twenty-first, and
hurried to the dorms to get out
of the rain and see their dates.
After the dates descended, we
went with them to our rooms.
Five bf us, now in possession of
females proceeded to the establishment of "Ma". Williams. Ma
turned out to be an overly-pleasant, middle-aged woman of true
Yankee stock who obviously loved
ior College, twelve

boys and advance payments. Kindly old "Ma" shook our hands and
asked innocently, "Who's going to
pay for this, the boys or the
girls?"

At

Little

Lingering Lusty Lustre

By Harry Lindemann,
...

)

this point,

the girls

maintained a discreet silence until Herb Silsby snapped and acquiesced weakly for the males. In
answer to "Ma's" next query, whether we would pay now or later.
we all headed towards the door.
"Pay now, boys," she said gently.
'Come on, boys. Boys! BOYS,

PAY NOW!" We paid and watched
her relapse again in her portrayal
of kindly, lovable old "Ma."

BCA Sponsors Talk On
Marriage Education
By David Dickson
"Education for marriage," a lecture by Mr. Lester W. Dearborn,
will be given in the lounge of the
Moulton Union tonight at 8:15.
The lecture is a service of the
Bowdoin Christian Association,
and no admission will be charged.
Mr. Dearborn is the chairman
of the newly-organized American
Association of Marriage Councelors, and is a member of the Massachusetts Society of Social Hygiene.
Since 1926, Mr. Dearborn

In

ran.

his

played a clarinet solo "Czardas" by Monti. John MacMorran
then played "Rise Sons of Bowdoin" as background music while
the student announcer, Francis H.
Grant '46. signed off.

ervision.

Continued en Page

2 ]

'Meddiebempsters' Are

Harmonizing Once More
The "Meddiebempsters,"

Bow-

On Thursday
ber

evening.

well-known double-quartet, agile and effective instrument
have been reorganized and are now both for the expression of thought
rehearsing under the direction of and as a reservoir of intellectual
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson. interests. Continuing, he explainThe "Good-Will Ambassadors of ed that the college of the future
doin's

Dormitory Telephones
Will

Be

Installed

Dormitory telephone* are being Installed as follows:
Winthrop 8293
(Chi
Psi,
Thorndlke)
Maine 8821

(TD,

organization.

£. Morrell

Independ-

well.

ents)

Appleton 8119 (AD, Beta,
Deke, DU)
Hyde 8270 (ATO, Kappa Sigma, Pari IT, Stems Nu. Zete)

\

to work hard all
through college. He had to earn hif
way, at least in part, and so he al-

ways had a

job. Since he was not
a particularly good student, he had

committee headed by Bernard E.
is hoped that Bowdoin

Gorton. It
will

Aspects Of Soldier
[ Contrary to current ORIENT
this chapel speech of
Professor Herbert R. Brown
given on October 28. is being reprinted verbatim for various
reason .. fcu.
Civilians are well-advised not to
offer counsel to members of our
armed forces either individually or
collectively. Before the seventh of

policy,

—

exceed

contribution of last
year,, now that there has been a
considerable increase in the civilian
student body. The cooperation of
all students in this truly worthwhile enterprise is stronglv urged
by the B.C.A.
its

]

f

Freshmen

1

,

Continued on Page 4

[

Violate
Chapel Seniority Law
Although Chapel seating instruction* have been ported on
the Bulletin Board, it seems that
many freshmen (including June
freshmen, of course) are still
not clear about this matter. At
the end of the Chapel service, the
faculty
and
upperclassmen
should

come

leave first. Freshmen
after this group. June

freshmen have been using too
1

|

many commando

tactics in their

impatient rush to squeeze the
away from the exit.

faculty

To Haldane

to really struggle to

do

his college

work, but he found time to go out

and

baseball,

and to

fullback that fall.
Nothing
ever easy for him, unless it
football, but

was
was

he was never one to

complain.
Little
things
didn't
bother him. He was inclined to be
[

able to students for the coming
is not yet known.
Sleeping arrangements for girls
have not been made by the college,
and students with dates must room
them off campus. The faculty has
already been very helpful in alleviating
this
condition.
Several
"old timers" expressed grief that
the Hotel Eagle was not already
reopened.

week end party

A very large attendance is expected at the Vic-Dance, since
there is not much doubt that it will
be the last social function of its
kind for quite seme time. One pessimist on campus, when interviewed, stated that the coming affair was just another step towards proposed "afternoon tea
dances" which the student body
must reluctantly accept as a wartime substitute for former gay

house parties.
However, the majority of the
campus is elated ever the fact that
the houses have been reopened at
all, and is eagerly looking forward
to Saturday.

Armistice Day Service
In Chapel At 10:55 A.M.
There

will

be a special Chapel

Service on Armistice Day, November 11. Morning classes are
to end at 10.45 a-m. so that the
service
later.

may

begin ten minutes
will be the
period of

At eleven there

traditional 2-minute
silence for the men

who

have,

died in defense of their country.

A

of Bowdoin men who have
died in both wars will be read.
Eleven o'clock classes will not
be held.
list

% }

Spurr Spawns Spicy Speculations,
Spots Sporadic Spontaneous Spouts

Coming Events

1

|

j

]

'

:

Continued on Pa^e
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Still

K

it

Pictures Blue

per capita.
The drive lor the raising of funds
on campus will be conducted by a

the

for football

Andy had

Brown

Page. 4 }

college,
and class discrimination it will on the Harvard faculty as "platShostakovich's
"Piano Quintet"
have no valid place in the democ- form patriots" for their pleas to
will be played, Frederic E. T. Tilracy of the future."
"crack down" on Germany, Italy,

Last Friday the College received
play for the Polar Bears, and to
the shocking and saddening news
take part in many other activities.
that Andy Haldane had been killHe was a good all around athlete
ed in action. Andy was Captain of
and a really great football player.
Company in the famous 5th Ma- It was on the football field that he
rine Regiment. He landed at Guadfirst showed his qualities of sportsalcanal in our first offensive in the
manship, courage, and leadership.
Pacific two years ago last August.
He
won campus honors as captain
Since that time he had seen action
of his
many times, and had been award- of football, popular man
class, and President of the Student
ed the Silver Star for "conspicuous
Council, but he was as modest
gallantry and intrepidity" in comhe graduated as when he was
mand of his company. All of us when
a bashful freshman. He didn't
who knew Andy Haldane knew that think he was good enough to play
he would make a good Marine. He
regularly his sophomore year, but
would never like the job, but. since
all
three of the other Maine
it had to be dojie, he would do it
coaches selected him as All-Maine

and do

Continued on

[

cannot function in the proper manTillotson Accompanies
ner unless the foundations for a
liberal education are firmly imBoston String Quartet
planted in the school. He pointed
out that in the average high school December, 1941, many men above
too many subjects are taught and draft age hesitated to warn your
The Boston String Quartet will
that only a smattering of each is generation about the danger to our appear in
concert on Sunday afpresented to the pupil. "Incident- national safety because they were ternoon,
November 5, at 2:45 in
ally."' he said, "there is too much well aware 'that ifr was hardly heMemorial Hall. The recital will
teaching and too little studying." roic to urge other people to do the be the
fourth in a series of musiFinally. President Sills pointed fighting. Even the President of the cal
programs presented by the
out the fact that "No one can United States was called a war- Bowdoin
and Brunswick Chamber
justly lay all the ills of the world monger in 1937 when he declared
Music Society. Admission to these
at the present time to the charge
¥**** ***?*? * 1 <*»«*rtt has been covered by the
?? Sf
of a wrong or poor education," also
the ffi?*
defeat of liberty at home. blanket tax, and they are
free to
and unless the college of liberal A few years later the Harvard students.
arts rids itself of "racial, religious "Crimson" ridiculed the teachers
For the first time at

Morrell Pays Tribute
By Malcolm

Novem-

9,

stated that. "A liberal education has always dealt, deals now.
and will deal in the future with
the freedom of the mind."
He said in revising the college
curriculum and in planning for
the future, "there mugt be a place
for that particular kind of training which is designed to make an
Sills

November

The Psi U house is staying open
as the Naval Officers' Club, the
Zete house as the Naval Officers'
Mess Hall, and the T.D. house as a
college dining hall. Whether or not
these three houses are to be avail-

i

.

lovable, gray-haired ones in par-

[

I

1

|

Thomas

Bowdoin-on-the-Air will offer a 15-minute drama entitled
"A Tribute To An Ally," written
and directed by H. James Cook
'48. This is the story of the bombing of Coventry and the production is entirely under Cook's sup-

to disappear to their rooms, chap-

j

A

After

however, all houses except for the
Psi U, T.D., and Zete house will be
permanently closed for the winter.
Power is to be shut off and water
pipes emptied.

'

'

Tom

initiations.

1

;

has been Consultant in Family Re- the College" will give their first relations for the Boston Young cital at the Wayneflete School for
Men's Christian Association.
Girls in Portland on December 21.
This evening's lecture is a part
First organized in 1938, the
of the counseling service of the group gave what was believed to be
Massachusetts Society which, in its farewell performance for the
co-operation with the Boston Y.M. duration of the war at Town Hall.
C.A., provides lectures for groups New York, en March 30, 1942. Durof young people preparing for ing their four-year existence, the
marriage. Mr. Dearborn has re- "Meddiebempsters" proved to be
cently discussed marriage prob- one of the most popular college orlems before similar groups of stu- ganizations, and were always in
dents at Boston University, Mas- demand for social functions.
sachusetts Institute of Technology,
Duncan H. Dewar, Jr. '47 and
Donald H. Lyons '48 are the first
[ Continued on Page 3 }
tenors. Ambrose A. Saindon '46
and Robert B. Hunter '47 are second tenors. The baritones are
Saxophone Solo Stars
"Jim" E. B. Cutler '47 and James
H. Whitcomb '48. Thomas H.
Chad wick '47
Chadwick '47. Philip S. Smith. Jr.
•47. and charies m. Perry '48 compose the bass section. These men
On Thursday evening, October are now practicing light music
presented
College
Bowdoin
26,
which they will sing on' BowdoinThomas H. Chadwick '47 in a 15- on-the-Air programs, at student reminute interlude of familiar tunes citals, and at Friday chapel servon its Bowdoin-on-the-Air pro- ices.
gram. The program opened with
Mr. Tillotson believes that the
the playing of Bowdoin Beata by
group will be able to resume its
John MacMorran, student accom- trips to nearby schools and colleges
Tom then played three to sing with other glee clubs. Be-.
panist.
saxophone selections, "Beautiful fore the war, this was
the most
Dreamer" by Stephen Foster, popular feature of the group's ac"Home on the Range," and "Be- tivities. Mr. Tillotson expressed
lieve Me If All Those Endearing
great satisfaction in seeing the
Young Charms," with a Solo- Vox Meddiebempsters again taking
accompaniment by Mr. MacMor- their place as a permanent college
concluding
program,

The five paying males then sat
back and waited for the girls who
announced that they would be
back in ten minutes. In the fiftyfive minute interim that then ensued, we drank many coca-colas.
The dance floor was crowded as
the influx from Bowdoin, the University of New Hampshire and.
Dartmouth produced about seventeen couples on the floor. At this
time, however, our former feelings
against women in general, and
ticular, were assuaged when we
had our way to the dance paid..
At the dance (vie) they seated
the girls from the boys at pne
point, and had the latter walk the
width of the room to ask the former whether they would like to
dance.
The boys, however, forgetting their dancing school training, forgot to give a deep bow
when they reached the girls.
At twelve, the Colby curfew
bell gave the signal for the girls

Following this, President K.
two years on the Student Council
Sills announced the names
and served as class secretary. Dur- C. M.
The Bowdoin Christian Associaof the James Bowdoin Scholars
ing his senior year, Haldane was
from the upper three classes. Men tion will sponsor a drive to provide
captain of football, varsity catchcontributions for the World Stuhave
who
VC maintained an "A" recer for baseball, and president of! ""v l'u
"u"
ord ^oughout
two consccut.ve dent Relief Fund, it was announced
the Student Council.
by B.C.A. President Clayton Reed.
He came from Methuen, Massa- bearing the plate of the Honorable The World Student Relief Fund is
chusetts, and was a member of the
James Bowdoin, first patron of an organization designed to proSigma Nu fraternity.
vide food, medical care, clothing,
Mai Morrell, who like the Dean, the college.
Richard Arthur Roundy, Jr. '47, etc., to students who are victims of
was one of Haldane's many admirwar. irrespective of nationality or
ers, has written a brief memorial one of the James Bowdoin Scholars,
responded with an address creed. World Student Relief is
for the ORIENT.
carrying on active programs in 17
in which he stressed the importance of such awards as the James countries on four continents. Aid
Charles Mergendahl '41
Bowdoin Scholarships as goals * is ***** rendered to prisoner of
Sills Article Appears
war students interned within Gerspurring students on to high schol
many, thus aiding many students
He had seme success as a play- In "American Scholar" astic achievement.
wright before writing his present
Stanley Nathaniel Altman '47, to complete their studies during a
period
which would otherwise be
novel. In college Mergendahl won
also one of the honored scholars,
In the autumn number of "The provided the musical portion of wasted for them. The goal for the
the annual one-act play contest and
was the author of a Christmas American Scholar" appeared an the program with a rendition of World Student Service FVnd this
Houseparty play. His home is in article entitled "The Useful and the 'Twilight Song," written by year is $500,000. Last year, BowNewtonville, Massachusetts. He ir Liberal Arts and Sciences" writ- Edwin Arlington Robinson, with doin contributed $230, placing it
a member of the Delta Upsilon ten by President Kenneth C. M. music by Professor Frederic Til- among the Highest Honor colleges
which contributed more than $1
Sills.
In this article President lotson.
Fraternity.

Continued un Page
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1—Chapel, ProfesJames Whitsor Kamerling.
man '48, baritone, will sing.
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Mr.
Lester W. Dearborn of the Massachusetts Association of Social

Wed. Nov.

Hygiene

will

speak on "Educa-

tion for Marriage" under the
auspices of the
Thu. Nov. 2 Chapel, Clifford K.
Travis '45, Theta Delta Chi.
Chapel, Professor
Fri. Nov. 8
Tillotson. Songs.
Sat. Nov. 4 Chapel, Professor
Burnett.
"Vic" dance in the Moulton
Union under the auspices of the
Student Council. Admission fifty cents a couple. No stags.
Sun. Nov. 6 2:45 p.m. Memorial

—
—
—

BCA

—

Hall. The Brunswick Chamber
Music Society presents the Boston String Quartet assisted by
Frederic Tillotson, pianist. Undergraduates admitted on pres-

mem-

entation cf blanket tax;
bers by ticket; all others, one
dollar plus tax; men in uniform,
half price.
4.30 p.m. Chapel,

The Right

Reverend

L.

Oliver

Loring.

Bishop of Maine. The choir will
sing "Christ in His Garden" by
Tschaikovsky.
Mon. Nov. S— Chapel, The President.
9.00 a.m.

REVIEW
The grades

men

Massachusetts Hall.

OF FRESHMEN.
of all October fresh-

are due at the Office of the

Dean.
4.00

pjn. Massachusetts Hall.

FACULTY MEETING.

Bv Reginald

F. Spurr
While on the financial side of
Festooned with fireworks, buck- dorm life, the ugly case of loanand people, the sagging dorm- shark Lindemann demands attenL. L. was enraptured when
itories lurched uncertainly into a tion.
new career at the beginning of he discovered that the only therthe current semester. Having been mostat in Hyde Hall was located
Characteristically
subjected to freshmen, Army, and in his room.
Navy since 1942, the patient struc- intending to exploit this advantures are now to house all civilian tage, he wangled $.50 from two
freshmen
by
guaranteeing them
inmates
freshmen and upperheat every morning.
However.
classmen impartially.
A new spirit is apparent on the L. L. was frustrated in his mad
campus, despite primary doubts as scheme of the turnstile monopoly.
to the efficiency of the dorm ar- He proposed installing turnstiles
at the entrance of every dorm and
rangement. Students are keen
a brightness" glistens in the form- stationing ticket-sellers on the
ets,

—

fire-escapes.

erly bloodshot eyes.
Many individuals find it lends a certain zest
to life to saunter jubilantly tow-

An adequate amount of intcrdorm friction is anticipated. There
ards a door and be washed back was some minor clashing of philwith a three-pail salvo. Some are osophies recently over the proprithrilled by the jolt of seeing a ety of a festive oak tree situated
yawning hole where the door re- between Appleton and Hyde.
cently creaked. Others have the major skirmish resulted from a
wistfjul cockles of their hearts mixture of Chi Psi's, enthusiasm,
warmed when rocked out of bed and a box. Reputedly, a valuable
by an ear-splitting fusilade of fire- box was tethered to a Chi Psi
inside
the
Boody
works—earsplitting in the sense freshman
Radical elements from
that they have probably been in- Morgue.
Appleton and Hyde secured said
serted in one's ears.
The methods of harmless diver- coffer which was immediately ension vary in proportion with the gulfed in the Kappa Sig maw.
characters involved. The boister- Blinding indignation inflamed the
ous are blissful when life is a big, Appleton Allies, and the bloody
merry water-fight. The uncouth chest switched back to the Chi
are delighted when they trans- Psi's. The whole affair is a seethform wastebaskets into crackling ing, baffling mess.
Though beset with countless soinfernos. The more subtle prefer
to sell their roommate's bed or cial disadvantages, many students
charge freshmen three dollars a- prophecied that life in the dormitories would not lack color.
.
piece for radiators.

A

i

—
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With an

eye to the returning vet-

'47
'47

Hartman

Professor

eran,
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campus

misfit, the

the psychoneurotic. This

The

problem.
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soul,"

'lost
is

so

new

not a

been

misfit has always

war has exerted on

IMUtNUB

proposed

'sympathetic and unobtrusive" care
for the

be a problem

which

stresses

many

person-

have more malad-

shall

ijttltKt

Cmeico

*f>*ion

Los

•

Aactut

justed students to deal with than ever
before.

Their maladjustments

more complex than
Editor of this Issue,

W. H. Rosenberg

Wednesday, Nov.

1.
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Professor

Hartman hopes

that the

college can cope with the psychoneu-

WHO ONLY STAND AND WAIT

can "set the crooked straight,"

rotic,

without the employment of a psychia-

With

—

Day
few

the purpose of James

Bowdoin

recognition of scholarship
quarrel.

will

we

Here we

trist.

—

We

differ.

think that

problem has but one adequate

this

so-

However, certain
lution: the addition of a college psychi-

be im-

aspects of the exercise* could

proved,

Authorities agree that service

atrist.

believe.

training cannof cure the psychoneu-

we

Specifically,

suggest

the

that

rotic.

practice of having the scholars stand

while all their

names are read be

we would

ished. Similarly,

think that an untraineither.

This

for specialists. True, the cost

eliminate

but

heavy,
.J

Our reasons for disliking these parts

We don't

ed faculty can

abol-

the public awarding of the prize books.
i

great.

the

Human

-

measured

returns

a job

is

would be

should

be

happiness cannot be

in dollars.

of the exercises are that they appear
to us to

be childish, reminiscent of

grammar

school days,

awkward and

RETURNING SERVICEMEN

tedious for the scholars and the audi-

The problem

ence.
Instead,

print the

why would

names

it

not

suffice to

on the

of the scholars

programs and to mail the books to the
recipients? This would seem to us to

more

be sufficient publicity as well as a
dignified

and agreeable method

of

servicemen to what
pattern of college

heartily approve the oppor-

Bowdoin Day

pro-

vides for the college to hear a distin-

guished speaker.

The

practice of hav-

jng^one of the scholars deliver a short
address

is

also a

happy one. Such

stim-

ulation for original student thought

and delivery

highly desirable.

is

may be

called the

must be occupy-

life

ing the attention of

all colleges.

There

have been many reports of servicemen

having rebelled against

which they consider

Ex-soldiers

We

of fitting returning

fraternities

superficial,

and

hazing which they consider childish.

handling the situation.

tunity which James

The

and

have frequently

sailors

banded together

in

some

colleges

and

withdrawn themselves from the nor-

and customs. Soldiers
who have been under strict discipline
mal

social life

for a period of years,

who may have

seen a lot of war, do not like to be
classed as
sters just

freshmen along with young-

out from prep or high school.

student speeches have been creditable

without exception in the

is

of having a dinner for the scholars

commendable, we

also highly

lieve. If the after

be-

dinner speeches con-

tinue to be as terse and as carefully

conceived as they were at this

first

banquet, they will constitute not the

weaker half of a very entertaining
evening.

themselves, the college must go half-

way

With regard

show

to the standing
in person,

and the

we

feel

the concensus of opinion will
thai

to adapt itself in aiding veterans.

The Student Council
should

be

few are

satisfied

with the

existing system.

here at Bowdoin

commended

in

placvyg

servicemen on a different level from

freshmen by exempting them from
freshman
is

rules.

Bowdoin, we believe,

admirably suited for handling

we

that

help these servicemen adjust

erans. Because of

awarding of books

c-s
After the seventh of November,
Christmas starts. But the Brunswick campus was all "lit up" like
a Christmas tree last Saturday
evening when the Beta Frosh
hung Christmas lights around
campus. As each group of persons returned from the confines
of a business establishment or
Union Street, they felt called upon
to sing"Hark! The Herald Angels
Sing,
It

etc."

c-s
was evident Sunday afternoon

that the Dean's warning about
Sunday chapel was politely ig-

nored as only about 60 lads turned
The Dean is ambitiously
hoping to get a turnout of about
100 a week. The music is fine and

out.

the talks are usually good. Many
students are talked to at least 1;
hours a week in class, and consequently don't consider the Sabbath a day of rest when they have

someone else speak
no matter what the subject.

to listen to

.

The

are able to

our

make

vet-

restricted size,

the servicemen

an integral part of the college community, rather than just one of many.

Theta

c-s

fraternities are not the snobbish

affairs that

munities.

they are in larger com-

We

are fitted, as one of the

erans,

CARING FOR THE MISFIT

many

of

whom

are confused, a

code of principles, to give them a proIt

was unfortunate that more were

not able to hear Professor Hartman's
address at the James Bowdoin
dinner.

The

three proposals he

Day

made

gram

so that they can adjust them-

selves in the postwar world,

what

sort of

no matter

world that will be.

H. L.

Few courts

at

ORIENT:

Cress

Bowdoin are

However,

if

any theory

vey courses

in English.

COMMUNICATION
Old Hickory, Tennessee
October 24, 1944

—

reclassify
writer.

we read and

Episcopal Church, set a fine example for all the clergy this fall
when he openly and clearly discussed the. matter of prejudices.
He said that "not all Germans are
Nazis," discussed the problem of
the Japanese on the West Coast
and the Negro in the South, and
ended on the Jewish question. He
pulled no punches, but waded in
swinging. It might be remembered by some of the professional
Christians around campus that
one of the cardinal principles of
the church is to love thy neighbor
as thyself.

and

textually,

actually
tainly,

really

great

it

study

extensively,

critically

and thus

know our subject. Cerpays more to know one

than to be
acquainted with a wfde
and to know only
vaguely if at all one or two
works of merely a few of these
author

extensively

cursorily'
list

the

of

any

In other words, in these courses

of writers

—

—

writers.

Yet, that is what a survey
course in English offers. The instructor tells of unimportant details of an author's life already to
be found in the textbook in even
greater detail; he judges with no
proof and no right to assume that
he is capable or worthy of judging, or, if he is, that he is the
best judge existing whether that
author is good or bad, superior or
inferior to other authors he has
judged just as hazardously, impudently and unreliably; he next
c-s
Reserved hooks have been flee- relates a few amusing anecdotes
concerning the author's sexual
ing from the library so rapidly
life; and finally he suggests that
that they have now all been put
under lock and key. It is no car- the student look up a work or
two of this author some day and
dinal crime to "borrow" a book,
hut it helps a lot if one returns perhaps even be so bold and amthe college property at the con- bitious as to read them and begins the cycle again with anclusion of using it.
other writer.
c-s
Admittedly, a few facts, when
Disaster nearly swamped the
campus last week when some un- a writer was born and when he
known person tossed water out of died, what year he joined a cerHyde Hall and barely missed the tain newspaper (from which he
executive officer of the Radar departed or was fired several
months later anyway), or what
school.
one man thinks about him, are
c-s
Adam Walsh refused to make learned. AncL^ihat is about all.
Those vital things gained in a
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. Milton course or an Arnold course
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC.. are never mentioned, never disOf The Bow<loin Orient published biweek- cussed
and pondered, and never
ly (collepre session) Rt Brunswick. Maine,
tor October 9th. 1944.
learned and
thus
the
entire
State of Maine. County of Cumberland. »t>.
course
is a waste of time.
Btfore me, a Notary Public in and tor
the State and county aforesaid, personally
Professor Coffin, in his English
appeared Athem P. DagKett. wn
havinic
the summer,
oeen duly sworn according to law, depots 27 course during
and says that he is the Businees Manager ventured to rank Stephen Vincent
of the Bowdoin Orient and that the followBenet's epic poem, "John Brown's
ing is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership,
Body," with such eternal master-

—

—

—

j

police

force

(2).

New
"Ma"

—

policy for catching city slickers.
Like old "Ma." she told us to pay

upon noting the article on seven
Bowdoin men who were present at

what are the English
First,
courses worth taking? Naturally,
any course in English composition
is worthwhile but, of course, must
be regarded as usually being restricted to those who plan to write
Worthwhile to anv
in the future.
student interested in widening his

—

,

Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine
ninety cents.
We paid the bill,
considered the bulk of it as someDear Sir:
As I read your issue of the thing to be charged to experience,
Bowdoin Orient, of October 18. and the .New London sliding price
Editor,

as well get this straight at the
outset.
That statement does not
refer to all the courses in English, but only to those infantile,
senseless, indolent survey courses.

or

c-s
Rev Peter Sturtevant,

London

has been recently granted.

We may

background and improving his
knowledge of his own language
are the courses concerned with
the works of Milton, Shakespeare,
and Chaucer, Wordsworth, Browning, and Arnold.
No one can go wrong In these
They are conducted by
courses.
scholars who have widely studied
these authors and their works and
possess an extensive and critical
knowledge of their styles, aims,
beliefs, and general qualities. They

fnm Pav

Williams was up to greet us and
did her best to- use her maternal
powers to warm us and get us
safely to bed. After crawling over
three beds in the packed room, we
went asleep as soon as "Ma" Williams tucked in our covers.
We awoke very earry the next
morning to see a girl of four staring at us with obvious interest.
Breakfast at the town's drugstore
was an edifying experience. The
proprietress gave us a frigid stare
when we ordered the. entire menu
coffee, doughnuts, and orangeade.
Breakfast for two came to

SMOKING

exists

c,,,,,,,,.-

eroned at the time by the

NO

that there are no worthless sub-

Colby Junior
,

Although smoking has recentbeen permitted in the Ahmwi

of the Library, the
rule still applies ta
the rest of the building. Students are urged not %o abuse the
Alumni Room, privilege which

jects being offered at Bowdoin, I
now undertake to explode it. For
there are- namely, Bowdoin's sur-

—

c-s

ly

I

important.

Fraternity enable the student, to know intimately at least several works of
these writers, and certainly one
'because the elder brethren got of the greatest virtues of all they
over-powerful and paddled a re- persuade and compel the student
turned veteran.
It shows that to think about these writers
to
the fraternities every where are ponder over and study the minute
going to have to use a great deal details, the characteristics of writmore judgement in the next few ing, the small and large beliefs
years than they have in the past. and ideals that combine to classify

"Popular and Powerful" Peter
Curran, President of the Student
Council, used excellent judgement
in allowing the returned servicemen to be exempt from Freshman
Rules. Peter has a sohd head on
his shoulders
and thinks very
straight on all issues.

Library "No Smoking"
Rule Should Be Kept

Roam

waste of time. Of course,
there are the well-known "cinch
courses'* in which a student practically demands a grade of "C"
with hut a few minor spurts of
However, even in these
study.
courses a "B" or an" A" is achieved only by honest, diligent toiland the knowledge gained from
that toil is really worthwhile and
really a

advance. The girls who came
at eleven o'clock quickly
perceived the starving look in our
eyes (we had had one regular
meal in thirty hours) and charitably invited us to Sunday dinner.
This request, most of the boys agreed, was the high point ol the
week end. Refreshed, we soon
took our leave and returned to
in

Peleliu, it occurred to me to report to you that there was also

By Ian .Itlaclnnes

down

Edgar O. Achorn of the class of present another Bowdoin man,
1881 edited a book entitled "Bow- (although he was not a graduate,
doin in the World War" which the he was a member of the Class of
This was Major Frank C.
college published in 1929. On the '41).
title page the purpose of this book Robinson, U. S. Marine Corps.
is

briefly given, reading as follows:

From

a letter recently received

"The story of the cooperation of from Frank, I learned that he
the college with the government "landed on Pelehu Island on the Brunswick. ^^
and the record of Bowdoin men afternoon of D-Day and spent
Miscellaneous^ Note Of Interest
who served with the colors." thereafter the most uncomfortable — A group_0f New Hampshire boys
Therefore as ycu can easily under- seventy-two hours of my life."
were seen wandering- around the
Major Robinson is the Division campus at ten o'clock. They were
stand, the greater part of this book
is a list of names and deeds of Transport Quartermaster for the
looking for the library in which
which Bowdoin is very proud. Al- First Marine Division and reports they hoped to put in a good mornthough this part of the book is that he often sees Captain Paul ing's study. They returned dis-

j

Chi

I

quite foreign to today's under- Douglas, who is the Assistant Di- appointed to their dates when they
graduates, the rest of this book, vision Adjutant.
found out it was closed.
Incidentally, I am glad to report
namely the first twenty pages,
Most of the gentlemen stated
deals with problems that arestrik- that the Major came through the discreetly that they had a pleasaction
on
Peleliu
without
a
curingly similar to the college's
Pete Curran had a
ant time.
Of course some scratch, also as he says, he has queen. Some* did not. A few were
rent headaches.
things were different then, such as become just a little more grown bitter, others bored. The followthe
experience.
up
by
ing facts, however, are attested
the fact that the baseball team had
•
about Colby Junior:
to do its practicing before breakYours very truly,
1. It was awful cold there.
fast however, from a general view,
DWIGHT S. ROBINSON. 07
2. The girls are generally cheap
these pages could almost be used
again to cover this war period.
806 Riverside Drive. when it comes to boarding dates.
3. The Yankees saw us coming.
- e
the next mass-dating,
4. For
similarity,
Because
of
this
about the war preparation of the
these first twenty pages of "Bow- college, referred to as Alma Mater, let's make the Colby girls come
up here.
doin in the World War" are well
'She is now stripped for thq
worth any undergraduate's time. struggle!.' "
They make us realize that our
- e
Taking No Chances
fears about Bowdoin's future are
The latter part of the book also
The census taker was inquiring
unwarranted. This is something tells a story that has its parallel
of the mountaineer how many
that we've already known, but
today. No matter how hard-heart- children he had.
reading names of houses, people, ed or self-centered you may be,
"Four" was the answer, "an", by
to
and places that are familiar to us leaf through the last pages of this Gofh, that's all I'm goin' to have."
all, somehow stresses it more.
"How come?" the census laker
book will make you think in emoinquired.
- e
tional strains of sadness and pride.
"Why," said the hillbilly. 'I just
Not only the similarity of the In short these last pages bring the
re-ad in this here almanac that
situation, but also the keen humor
reader down to earth.
every fifth child born in the world
of the first pages of the book are
is a Chinaman."
interesting. For example: "By thq
beginning of November, changes
from the normal appearance quite
justified a fneshman in writing an
editorial for the ORIENT— not,
published,
however for saying
;

I

I

m

m

m

JUST ARRIVED AT

—

The Melody Shop

in all of the other survey courses.
anything is learned; a
great deal of time is wasted. A
lot of nothing is said about a
number of writers; not much of
anything is said or learned about
any particular writer. Whatever
books are read during the cours?
can be read with as much benefit in one's own spare time, and
whatever facts are learned about
the lives of various authors can
be found in an encyclopedia in less
.time and with a great deal less
pain and trouble.
Either all survey courses should
be discontinued or students should
cease
taking
them.
Certainlv

Hardly

some

effective
found to erase

146 Maine Street

New

Also Full Line of

Famous

remedy must be

Hall

Mark

CHRISTMAS CARDS

one of the few
detriments to an otherwise wide
array of excellent courses contributory to a worthwhile education
at Bowdoin.

— One

Large Shipment of Records,

Both Hot and Classical

Fifty different styles to choose from
Make your selection early

Man's Opinion

—

,

nianagemeat

(and if a daily paper, the
circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 2f.
1912, as amended by the Act of March 3,
1933. embodied in section 537. Postal Laws
and Retaliations, printed on the reverse of
this form, to wit

That the names and addressed of the

publisher, editor, manaviiiK editor, and business managers are:
***"•• of
Post office address
......
Publisher, Bowdoin Publishing Co.,

__
_
Editor, Philip

Brunswick. Maine
H. Hoffman.
Brunswick. Maine
Associate Editors. Dana A. Little. Harry
Lindemann
Brunswick, Maine
Brunswick.. Maine
Business Managers, Athern P. Daggett
and Philip M. Brown. Brunswick, Maine
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
coriKjration, its name and address must be
„,.

and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of
amount of stock. Tf not owned by a
corporation, the names nnd addresses of
the individual owners must be given. IT
owned by a Ann. company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as weH aa those of each individual member,
stated

pieces

as

"Odyssey"

Comedy."

Homer's "Iliad" and
and Dante's "Divine
Is it not up to future

generations* to judge the true
literary value and qualities of the

work and
it

to determine the place
will hold in the world of litera-

ture?

A copy of Benet's work was
available on the reserved shelf
in the library; thus, those desiring to read the poem were forced
to do so in a single night
certainly not enough time to digest
and form an opinion on so lengthy
a work.
Conditions appear to be similar

—

Is

Quality
Unforgettable

The young man

In the picture is getting a lesson in United States history. He is learning about the qualities in me*, that can never be forgotten. Quality la anything la unforgettable. You never will forget the pleasure from wearing that finest suit of clothes
and you want more clothes that can repeat the same performance. Clothes Hke that
are available today as they have always been In this store.

—

—

CUSTOM QUALITY WORSTEDS
AND TWEEDS IN OUR FAMOUS

total

any predictions on the prospects
of the Notre Dame football team
last

Summer. As

Fall rolls along,

Van Guard

though, it is easy tp see that The
Fighting Irish are plowing ahead
Brunswick, Maine without a serious obstacle in sight.

must be given.)
The students of Bowdoin College.

S. That the known
bondholders, iiiortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: (If there are none, so state.)

None
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, 'stockholdand security holders, if any, contain
not only the list of the stockholders and Mcurity holders as they appear upon the
book-s of the company but also, in eaoM
where the stockholder or security holder appears open the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom suck trustee is acting, is given also
that the said two paragraphs contain state:

great liberal arts colleges, to give vet-

of the

Te the Editor

losing its Wisconsin chapter, according to the New York Times,

ers,

Pur

Mustard and

COMMUNICATION

is

1.

To

past.

Introduction this year of the cus-

tom

Talk has subsided very much
since then.

will be

the pre-war va-

riety.

VoL LXXIV

c-s

l*a FMnnace

•

Work*

and the students. One member,
with a Ph.D. too. suggested to a
junior that he thought it would
be a good idea if the undergraduate dropped his course since the
student thought "it was time for
a change."

'47

'47
'48

A.

With most of the Bowdoin faculty following their leader in the
election campaign, there seems to

We

expression.

shall limit ourselves to the first point

Jowepi Wheeler '48
David A. Works '42
Clifford Travis •4.")
fan MncJnsms 46

Miscellaneous

like to discuss at length

each of these proposals: care for the

Harry Liademuo, Jr. *4»
George H. Ortffln
Wolfgang H. Rosenberg •«7

By David

be an awful gap in political
thought between the professors

We should

*»5

In-Chief

Associate Editor*

/

w

ments embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the clccusn stances aad condition,- under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of

the company

as

trustees,

hold
other

and securities in a capacity
than that of a bona fide owner: and this
has no reason ta believe that any
person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or Indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
stock

affiant

other

ATHERN

P. DAGGETT.
(Signa tu re of business manager)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
»th day of October 19**.

WILLIAM

K.

HALL.

Notary Public.
(My commission aspires December 20, 1945)

Suits

c-s

Many

people have been weeping
about the prospects of having veterans return to Bowdoin. Judging
by the small, but representative
number, that are here now, most
of the fears have been in vain.
The older men are having a very
desirable effect upon the college
in every way. The college administrative
officials
so far have
shown the very wisest of judgment in dealing with the problems
as they have arisen. Their co-operative attitude is appreciated by
the older men.

$42.50
The

finest of

worsted and tweed fabrics,

the quality that assures satisfaction in

skillfully

fit,

tailored—give ysu

good appearance and extra

long wear.

Other Benoit Spring Suits from $24.95

c'-s

"ABANDON HOPE ALL YE

WHO ENTER HERE"

Bcmmts

was a mot-

to hung over the doorway to Massachusetts Hall last week. Even
though the motto was credited to
the Dean, upperclassmen credit it
more accurately to Dante.

9m nswick

Fidelity Building

\
SM

- -

-

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
—

POLAR BEARINGS

»

White Key

Activities

Planned For November

SWIMMERS NEED BACK HARRIERS PREPARE BASKETBALL TEAM
FOR LINCOLN MEET
SCHEDULES 9 GAMES
AND BREASTSTRORERS

[

The

interfraternity sing, a road By Fred Wild man
and a bridge tournament arc
Under the guidance of Coach
Hais
Here is one undergraduate being planned by the White Key
Bob Miller, a swimming squad of
who hat taken it upon himself to help the college get back in the coming months, Duncan H. 15 men is now shaping up for
Dewar '97, president of the organ- future competition. Although meet
to the "go«xl old days" standard of Pre-war Bowdoin. The ization has announced.
Holden
of the men on the team are infootball movies last Friday night, and the formation of a Findley '44 showed the first of a experienced in competitive swimweekly series of movies of past ming, there are a few who have
hockey team are lypical of this movement. Both of these football games last Friday evedone outstanding swimming on
Kindlay -sponsored projects were met with wide fr ; iy ning.
high school teams.
The interfraternity sing is schedPeter Grant '48 is expected by
the students. Also, thanks to Mai Morreli.
uled for early in December. Each Coach Miller to do well this seahouse will sing two songs, one ol son. Grant has had previous swimsong.
fraternity
which is to be a
ming experience in Edward Little
This will revive an annual custom High School in Auburn, Maine,
broken off because of the war. and has won the state championwas
sing
interfraternity
The last
ship in the 50 yard and 100 yard

By

J. F.

KhnhaJI and C. K. Travis
dlf to Holrien Kiiullay

•

!

An

race,

!

fact that a cross country
group has been in training the
pest two weeks indicates that the
lack ol a football team this fall
does not mean that the fall will
go unrepresented by any sport.

String Quartet

Sex Talk
Continued from Page

I

[

1

and Simmons College.

Continued rnrm Pate
joining

lotson

l

with- the

)

string

In sponsoring a leeture on prep- Quartet in its presentation. Mo«With practice but three weeks
Coach Neil Mahoney hasn't aration for marriage, the Bowdoin art's "Hunting Quartet" and De-

old,

vorak's "F- Major Quartet" complete the program. Mr. TiXtotsont,
bead of the college music department, announces that phonograph
similar lecture, "Whom and When recordings of these selections are
At that time, the available for student listening in
to Marry."
ORIENT reported that "a capac- the Music Room between eight
ity audience was present," and and eleven in the evening.
that the talk resulted in "a great
Harrison Keller, head of the
deal of serious discussion."
the New
violin department at
Mr. Dearborn's services for this England Conservatory of Music,
evening were procured through is first violinist of the quartet.
the efforts of Raymond A. Payn- Alfred Krips, second vioHn; Alfred
ter, Jr.. '47. of the Bowdoin Chris- Zegehra. ceflo; and Georges Fourtian Association, headed by Clay- el, viola; first-chair men in the
The lecture is Boston Symphony Orchestra are
ton F. Reed '46.
part of B.C.A.S program to be- the other three members of the
come more active in serving the group.

Christian Association is following
a precedent set in 1941 when S.
Ralph Harlow, professor of psychology at Smith College gave a

been able to predict anything about
the 1944-46 Bowdoin quintet. At
the time of this writing, one cut
had been made in the 44-member
squad, with another due shortly.
After this, it is believed the squad

Coach Magee reported Monday
and immediately put the boys
through a concerted and strenuous
work-out.
Since the group is

will settle down to team practice
made up almost entirely of fresh- and offensive and defensive setups.
men, Magee is not very optimistic
For the past two weeks Coach
'about future competition, which Mahoney has stressed fundament-

such
secondary
include
Academy.
Lincoln
schools
as
Coach Magee hopes, however, that
with greater experience and trainwill

including passing, dribbling,
cutting, pivoting, guarding, and
foul shooting. Ray Boucher and
Packy McFarland have been assisting him in these strenuous daily
workouts, which are getting the

als,

ing, Bowdoin will have a team
with a speed and endurance
capable of meeting more advanced
beys, into shape pretty fast.
the*team
Jim
was with
competition than that offered by
When asked what he thought of
in March.
this summer. He made a fine rec- secondary schools.
this year's squad, Coacn Mahoney College.
The road race is scheduled for ord at Western Reserve Academy
the
will
with
season
open
The
"We've a good bunch of
replied.
is now
Miller
in
and
Coach
Ohio,
team
memVarsity
15.
November
Freshman
running
the
team
The under- expecting him to have a good year course against Lincoln Aeadejny boy^ cut. They have certainly
bers may compete.
worked hard, they're willing, and;
graduate bridge tournament is to swimming freestyle. '47, another this Thursday
i.
Intomorrow
George Erswell
they've got what it takes, and that
be November 17.
state champion, will be a great cidentally, Lincoln Academy was was what I was anxious to find
On Friday Findley showed the help to the squad this year. Capt- last year's state track champion.
cut. After another month of drillTufts and Williams games of the uring the backstroke champion- Coach Magee has already declared
ing, we'll be ready to take the
'42 season.
lie commented on the ship while swimming for Bruns- that winning from them will not
floor."
[Hays and players. Dolan, Piercv. wick High, Erswell will be a be an easy matter, but he expects
So far, only a tentative schedule
the
Bowamong
were
Elliot
and
mainstay in the backstroke de- has men to do their best. He says of games has been arranged. Man3>
doin stars of that era.
partment which is now lacking that this is what really counts.
more are to be added in the near
participants
The
cross
country
men.
future, but as of new the lineup is
Brunswick High also offers include C. Cabot Easton '48, Har- as follows:
Haldane
Ralph Hughes '47, a former free- old E. Burnham '48, Timothy J.
Donovan J48, Corydon B. Dunham Dec. 15 Camp Langdon, home
now
destyle
swimmer,
who
is
]
I Continued from Pane
'47, Joseph Wheeler '48, Robert
Dec. 16 Fort Williams, away
veloping a breaststroke.
Frederick
B.
48.
Jan. 10 Fort Williams, home
Gene Bernardin '47, a back- Weatherill
serious and yet he was cheerful stroker, has had experience on Auten '47, Donald H. Lyons '48,
Jan. 13 Colby, home
'47.
and friendly, and he had a sense of the college team and will fill this and Francis K. Smith
Jan. 17 Bates, away
Coach Magee has a hopeful eye Jan. 20 Maine, away
humor.
event again this year.
After the Marines were relieved
Other members of the squad in- on all of them.
Feb. 15 Bates, home
frcm Guadalcanal seme of them clude Edward Stone '48, Woody
Feb. 24 Colby, away
were sent back to this country, and Brown '48, Arthur Hamblen '48,
Feb. 28 Maine, home
last fall several of the boys who Ted Zetterberg '48, Alan Bugby
had been in Andy's company were •48, Eugene B. Martens '48, Tom
Chaperoned
stationed at the Brunswick Naval Woolf '48, D. Caldwell '48-, Willis
Air Station. They were eager U» Barnstone '48, Bradlee Baekman
new
A
clerk, dictating a few
joined
the
Twenty
students
tell people of the tewn ar.d College '48, Curtis Mossman, '48, and Fred
Bowdojn Rifle Club at its first days ago, was in doubt as to the
DB\#B|||E In manv ISO lounges at railroad
CAIIC reveille—
of their respect and liking for Cap- McMahon '48.
and bus stations WO rkers provide
meeting, on October 23, in the use of a certain phrase, so he said
Coach Miller has worked out a
tain Haldane. They said he was a
to the stenographer, "Do you rea call service which enables men on furlough to sleep until train
Clifclub room of .Adams Hall.
tire a loan?" And the wistful-eyed
"great guy and a real officer," tentative schedule, which will not
ISO,
time.
with
more than 3,060 units in operation from' New'45,
ford K. Travis.
President of
ene replied rather coyly:
whose first concern was always for be met until the team is able to
foundland
to Hawaii and from Alaska to Brazil, is member agency
is trying to assemble a
"No. I sleep with minima."
The future the Club,
of the National War Fund.
his men, and whose men would fol- fill all the events.
rifle team from among these men.
low him anywhere.
line-up of competition includes
Last Wednesday evening, eight
years Andy has
meets with

Previheld in December. 1942.
ously they had always been held
1

freestyle.

Eells '48

(

i

STRAIGHT SHOOTERS
SUPPORT THE "HULK"

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

i

j
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After the

first

polar bearings
cut by coach Mahoney, there are

for the varsity basketball team. This undoubtedly

still

32 candidates

means another cut

There seems to be plenty of material but a shortage
of size, especially in the back-court department. Ray Boucher and
Packy MacParland are proving to be very definite assets to the club.
Not only are both boys able hoopsters, but they are also helping Neil
Mahoney handle the over-sized squad until it can be cut.
will be necessary.

.

For over two
kept up regular correspondence
with his friends in Brunswick. In
common with many other Bowdoin men fighting on fronts all
over the world, he has looked forward to the time when he would
visit the campus again. Last winter he longed to' see the snow about
which most people here w ere complaining. Last spring he thought his
outfit would be sent home after two
years in the South Pacific, and he
hoped to be here in time for a swim
off the Maine coast. When he found
that he and Captain Everett Pope
were not to return with the others,
he still had hopes of getting home
in time to see the Notre Dame-

polar hearings
The state series will be resumed in basketball this winter. The* Black
and White are slated to ptay their first series game January 13 with
Colby. However, games have been slated with service teams that will
serve as tune-ups for the later and more important college billings.
polar bearing!)
Coach Jack Magee's recent illness, which has caused him to be abDartmouth football game this fall.
sent from practice, has handicapped the harriers a great deal. None ofl
In one cf his last letters he wrote
the runncs* Jia* hatl.-ruucn previous experience and -without- Jack's
"that the "big boss" had told him
guidance they've been hard put to get into condition. With him once he would be sent home after the
more at the helm, the boys are getting workouts which should get them coming offensive, and so he wrote,
into fine running form. Most of the competition will be high school but "keep your fingers crossed and I'll
since these teams have had considerable time to get into shape, Jack see you before Christmas." The one
thing above all others in the minds
doesn't expect too many victories.
of American soldiers fighting on
polar bearing'!!
At a meeting of the Cross Country squad, Jack told the boys just foreign soil is the longing for
what to expect of Cross Country. It is one of the toughest and most home and the wish to return at the
earliest possible mement. No one
punishing of all sports. The footballer, of course, takes plenty of puncan doubt that Andy had that feel.ishment but it is inflicted by the opponents. The distance runner on the
ing as strongly as any man in the
other hand has to punish himself. Basketball players can be taken out
service, and yet he did not comof the game to rest but the runner, once a race has begun must keep plain when he was not sent home
going to the finish or drop out entirely. In few sports do any players with the others. According to a letdrop from exhaustion, but just watch the finish of a roadraee and you'll ter from Lt. Johnny Williams.
see plenty of boys dropping after giving everything they had. So the Andy must have come within one
next time you see the fellows in white running across the campus re- day of making it. Johnny wrote
member that they have to be plenty rugged and have as much, if not that all the Bowdoin men had
come through the fight. His letter
more, fighting spirit as any contestant in any sport.
was written on Oct. 12, the day
polar bearings
Andy Haldane was killed.
Incidentally, if anyone wants to find out for himself just how tough
About ten days ago Lt. Hugh
cross country running is, he will have his chance to do so in the White Monroe of the Class of '41 paid a
Key-sponsored Inter-fraternity Road Race on November 14. The course short visit to the campus. His duwill be only two miles long (A five mile run was discussed, so don't ties had involved visits to many
Hugh
kick!) in order to allow the superbly conditioned contestants to show American military camps.
their speed and to keep the time down to one hour. A big turnout is said that Andy Haldane was beexpected and the "race" is sure to be a walk away for some of the coming a legend in the South Pacific area as a fighting Marine. It
I
contestants.
is certain that when all the facts
concerning Haldane's two and a
half years of active service are
knewn, we shall have a story well
worth the telling.
Bowdoin has lost one of her finest young sons, and many of us
have lost a friend. We feel the
greatest possible sympathy for the
members of his family. They will
always miss him, but they will always be proud of him as will Bowdoin men everywhere.

two
M.I.T., the New
England Championship in Cambridge, and meets with the Maine
High
School
Interscholastic
League.

Last night

Place To Eat

men
are inexperienced or
experienced to enlarge the squad.
At this time of year the coach is
devoting all time and, effort to

jrracticing form and building leg
strokes, and he says a large group
would be ideal to team competitive swimming from the start*

After correct form is attained,
time will be spent on training for
endurance and then for speed.
Men are especially needed for
backstroke and breaststroke, and
are urged by the coach to come
out now and get this basic training.
If the Navy comes through in
time with a newly acquired diving"

board, competitive diving will be
resumed this year.

Lament
"Go

t<»

Love

to father," she

s/iid.

When

I asked her to wed.
For she knew that I knew
That her father was dead;

And

she

knew

that

I

knew

Of the life that he'd led;
So she knew that I knew
What she meant when she
"Go to father!"

targets

ability

marks-

in

manship.
Tryouts are being held Mondays
and Tuesdays from seven to nine

I

can be organized. He urges
anyone with shooting cxperienc.'
five

to join the club.

The proposed team would enin postal matches with pther
colleges, and, perhaps, "shoulderto-shouldcr matches could be ar-

gage

ranged."
If a team cannot be
formed, the club will devote its
energies to instructing members
in marksmanship.
Sufficient ammunition Is on hand to permit the
group to function normally, and
more can be acquired if the students show sufficient interest and
ability to warrant the expense.

No

Trouble

The man was awakened

wildly did

it

Tel.

89-W Brunswick

MARTIN'S

Meats
142 Maine Street

Groceries

last

does the cook-

ing best

Cleansing and Tailoring

PHOTO SHOP

Stanton N. Francis

SHEET MUSIC
DEVELOPING

-

218 Maine Street

TeL435

PRIM TING

mam

148 Maine Street

names

That's why you Heat
Oxa-l\>li cillcJ "Cok«".

-

College

Book

Store

DON'T WAIT UP FOR SPRING

Tel. 775

BOWDOIN

COLLEGE STUDENTS

1M1

$2.50

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

and

SERVICE

Nov. 1-2

Wed.-Thurs.

MEN

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Visit the

with
Stan Laurel - Oliver Hardy

AMUSEMENT CENTER

Short Subjects

200 Maine Street
Nov. S-4

Fri.-Sat.

Brunswick

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?
Would you Mke to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?

Do you
Do you

Mr. Skeff ington
Yes, We're Interested In

PRINTING

There

Paramount News

Always Top Quality
Arsenic

Nov. 5-«

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNILETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Cary Grant

-

Printing

Little Sisters

FIRST NATIONAL

•

of Brunswick,
Capital,

Brad Taylor

The Orient

Fox News

the College Oracle

Deliver the

ORIENT

$2.00 a year
to:

Maine

Address

$175,0W
City, Stotn

alee
Printers of

is

Name

Nov. 8-8

Atlantic City
Constance Moore

ORIENT

ONLY
BANK

Wed.-Thurs.

The

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

Brunswick

Mary Lee - Roth Terry

Ask Us For Quotations

— Telephone S —

-

TONDREAU BROS.

Cheryl Walker

The RECORD DFFICE

an easy and inexpensive way.

and Reporter

wit*

And Other

is

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your gtrh and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world. No extra
charge for foreign delivery.

Fancy Groceries

Maine Street

Nor. t

Toes.

like to
like to

Remember

Raymond Massey

Paramount News

Three

Chops

Steaks

And Old Lace
with

experience in

Paul K. NrvtOft Bowdoin 1916

Maine

natural for popular

to acquire friendly abbreviations.

ATTENTION

Selected Sfcort Subjects

Maine Street

It's

INC.
Maine

CHARLES MERGENDAHL

aiaiafaiaiaiajafaiaisiaara/aiajajaiafaMa/ajsi

Fox News

BOTTLED BEER

Brunswick

The

Maine Street

producing for Bowdoin men:

Phone 328-M for delivery

Lewis ton,

Park Street

TEL. 154

We have had long

MIKE'S PLACE
or DOGS

become

COCA COIA COMPANY Vt

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

ALL Your

king.

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

SMITH'S

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOHTTY OF THE

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

The Big Noise

beat.

BrunswickHardwareCo.

SMOKING SUPPLIES

pause that refreshes with ica-cold Coca-Cola bas
a symbol of a friendly way of living.

CUMBERLAND

ELM STREET

2

to say Pal, we're right glad you're here, Just as k does
in your own borne. In many lands around the globe, the

M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G., Mgr.

Complete Printing Service
BlrJg.

new pais in Ketchikan

is

ALVIN SETTLE
Confirming the Stuart Print Shop

Town

or greeting

.

.

with
Bette Davis - Claude Rains

MARKET

— CANDY
TOBACCO — PIPES

.

In Alaska, just as here in the States, to say Have a "Coie"

FINE DIAMONDS

Sun.-Mon.

PHILGAS

FRUITS

4

GOLD JEWELRY

4

night-r-

Four aces and a

CURTIS IGA

at

171

held a lovely hand

No other hand unto my heart
Could greater solace bring
Than the dear hand I held

old timer

'er there,

said:

so soft and neat,
I thought my heart would burst

So

KENNEBEC FRUIT
COMPANY

Have a Coca-Cola = Put

larafaisiafajs.'sisiajaiaiafaiaiaiBjajaiajaiaiBiB

A hand

Brunswick

shot trial

their

a.m. by the ringing of the telephone.
"Sorry to trouble you at this
time of night, old man ..." began the voice at the oiher end of
the wire.
" 'Sail right,"
interrupted the
other. "I had to get up to answer
the telephone anyway."

with joy.

112 Maine Street

show

to

also

True Love

A Good

tg

dub members

The squad which is learning
at night.
According to Cliff Tracompetitive swimming from the
vis,
several promising riflemen
beginning, is in need of more mahave been uncovered but it is still
terial. Coach Miller is calling for
dbubtful whether a full team of
all
who

JAR VIS

Restaurant

CO
U9V,\.HU9

Snort Subject

Total Beaourcas $8,000,000
I

Student

Patronage

The Ormat
Solicited

Offtea,

Moulton Colon, Bruaswiok, Main*

—

—
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FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

VARIETY
Numbers of very wet and very violent-looking students,
dMging waste basketful* of icy water, and sidestepping a

SCHOLARS' DINNER

Entered Last Month
Eight ex-servicemen have enter-

ed with

freshman class.
Four of these men, Richard Baker
•45, William W. Files '47, Hugh F.
Farrington '44, and Don Fisher '46,
are former Bowdoin men, while
John S. Fallow, Edward J. McFarIn his address following the land, John M. McGorrill, and WilJames Bowdoin Day dinner last liam E. Morrissey are freshmen
Wednesday, Professor Herbert W. members of the class of 1948.
Dick Baker, a Deke, was staHartman, Jr., submitted three proposals designed to meet current tioned at Atlantic City and Syra-

Judging from the looks of the hallway and stairs the next
morning, we figure that the more unfortunate managed
to retaliate quite effectively. The place is getting to be
dangerous for even an upperclassman to live in, much
less a hazeable freshman
Now that Jack is better, the
sharply-clad cross country team hopes to have a good season, and Coaches Bob Miller and Neil Mahoney expect
.

Eight Ex-servicemen

Urges Three Measures
To Meet Problems Of
Returning Servicemen

barrage of flying firecrackers, could be seen at almost any
time one day last week in front of Appleton and Hyde.

.

HARTMAN SPEAKS AT

.

criticism of college training as
well as the needs of the veteranstudent. He advocated provision,

this fall's

He was discharged
September, 1943, after seven

cuse University.
in

months of

service.

Hugh Farrington spent nineteen
"sympathetic and unobtrusive,"
for the psychoneurotic, the evolu- months in the Army Air Forces at
tion of "a tacit- ethical code" on Fort Devens, Keesler Field, Missisafter tripping over the hockey rink one dark night last
campus, and greater stress on "lit- sippi, Huntsville, Texas; and Jefferson Barracks, Missouri. Farringweek, we think that Bowdoin wilj at least have a very eracy and intelligibility."
Professor Herbert J. Fleure, ton, an A.T.O., 4s a government
athletic fall, if not a successful one.
Professor of Geography in Man- major.
John Fallow, a Psi U pledge
chester University and Visiting
Do you need some spare cash? ed over in his grave if he could Professor of Geography on the spent fourteen months in the army,
An enterprising young genius have heard 'The Saga of Dexter Tallman Foundation, expressed being discharged a year ago last
about campus wishes us to plug Morgan" in chapel the other day. his appreciation for the "warm September. Edward McFarland,
Psi U freshman, served
his latest money-making scheme
We think that this Charlie Moran hospitality" he had met since his anothermonths
in
three
the Medical
so follow closely. He will need at character has definite possibilities, arrival.
Corps at Fort McKinley at Portleast forty husky students to run though.
If we were composing
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
a huge turnstile concession in the the story, we'd have old Dexter presided at the dinner, the first land, and was discharged in Octothe same for their

swimming and

dormitories.
Each resident, before entering, will insert five cents
in the turnstile (janitors free),
and the fullest cooperation of everyone is expected. A few of his

men

basketball teams.

And

playing ringer for Yale, and have
Charlie the star quarterback for
dear old Bowdoin, stopping Yale
on every play: Guys like Dexter
Morgan belong in Yale anyway.
.

to

.

v
Hats off to Frank Kimball, his
staff, and the success of their War
Chest campaign! We can never
recall being knifed two bucks for
a more worthy purpose
This
Moult on Union rule specifying
coats and ties, innocent as it may
.

.

Bowdoin Scholars

.

pin-stripe
beautifully
tailored
worsted coat, an impeccable red
Windsor tie, a candy-stripe Arrow

and old, musty dungarees.
Neckwear of every description, in-

shirt,

just

bow

ties,

string ties,

and

ribbon appeared even

plain

ritone sax, preparing for his chap-

No, no, not that!!!

At this point in the composing
of this article, the writer begins
to feel pangs of remorse at the
shortage of printable material and
the usual abundance of choice unThe cold, calprintable stories.
culating managing editor, thinking in terms of inches of words
and copy, would love to have me
ramble on for a few more paragraphs.
[That's what he thinks!
Managing Ed.l But he would

—

However, this quickly squelch the slanderous
rule should remove the farmer's statements that seem to be the
atmosphere that seems to have in- only copy left for ideas; so for
the good of your reputation and
vaded the campus of late,
mine, I shall set aside my Corona
v
the

first

night!

Horatio Alger would have turn-

for another fortnight.

—
(Musicians Still Need
More Student Support

Election
[

Continued from Page

i

]

doin opinions, the principal differences between a Dewey man and
a Roosevelt man are twofold. A
Roosevelt supporter champions
Labor and thinks FDR will handle post-war foreign policy muc'.i
better than Dewey. A Dewey man
favors business and thinks Dewey
will handle foreign policy adequately.
Oft repeated were charges that
the New Deal has assumed too
does
"Roosevelt
much power
"Roosevelt
things undercover."
is a mental sleight of hand artist."
"The Democrats are trying to
establish a political dynasty," and
"FDR lacks a stable foreign policy." Many of the undergraduates
have had no personal experience
with the campaign, but Fred
darkson '45 reports having run
up against the CIO and PAC pressure policies.

—

—

—
—

THIS

IS

WHAT THEY

SAY:

Duncan H. Dewar '47, President
White Key: "If FDR stays

of the

another four years,

will kill
him and the nation as well. He
stabbed China in the back by givin

it

ing Japan all those supplies— an
example of his two-faced foreign
He is unable to lay respolicy.
ponsibility on one person. Roosevelt lacks Dewey's young initiative."

Peter A. Cur ran *4«, President
of the Student Council:
"I am

A

composed
Of Bowdoin men, Brunswick instrumentalists, and servicemen
from this area is being organized
by Mr. Frederic E. T. Tillotson
of the college music department.
Mr. Tillotson is particularly
anxious that anyone Interested
in Joining the orchestra see him
at once, so that rehearsals can

thinks, I

am

eliminate government comIn foreign policy Roosevelt would make promises impossible to keep."
pet

i

t

ion.

Alexander H. Scovil '48: "Dewey is not as experienced as Roosevelt.
FDR has helped Labor out
and gives Joe Doaks a break. The
New York Times, which is fairly
impartial, has come out in favor
of
to

Roosevelt is able
work with Churchill and StaRoosevelt.

lin."

"My
K. Travis '45:
Pappy is Republican, my Grandpappy was Republican, and I'm
going Republican."
Clifford

Richard C. Lawlis '46: "Communistic views have been creeping
into the Administration. Also the
Administration has not been adhering closely to the Constitution,
executively speaking."

Dewey man."

Rooseelected, he will be unable
'44: "If

velt is
to buck big business."

William E. Morrissey. Jr. '48:
"I am afraid of a one-party gov-

ernment

in

'44:

We

—

'46:

"Dewey

AH of the
New York

governors in
State have balanced the budget
Dewey has
Roosevelt.
except
good men assisting him."

Edward

J.

McFarland

'48:

"Roosevelt is a good man for LaI think that in setting up
bor.
the Veterans Administration he L»
taking very good care of the returning servicemen."

Theodore R. Saba

'42:

have come anyway. I am not in
favor of the deficit spending program he has carried on. He has

towards isolationism."
Richard A. Roandy '41: "I have
no opinion or interest whatever in
the election and it will be a landslide."

never been faithful to
have supported him."

men who

Albert A. Poulin, Jr. '45: "Whoever is elected President, the outcome of the war is not going to
be changed. I am for Dewey because Roosevelt will try to run
foreign policy all by himself."

for

il-

has ruled practically by executive order.
He takes credit
for social legislation which would

—

—

—

the sah
of the earth; but if the salt has
lost its savor, wherewith shall
it

geology.

In

1917

he

was appointed

to

be salted?"

spraw-

delivered
the
invocation.
President Sills introduced
rich

was

also invited by the city's
educational authority to transfer

Profesand whatever by sor Herbert
W. Hartman who to Manchesterfor the office of
any other name is jargon or balspoke on the merits of liberal edu- the Geographical Association and
derdash."
cation. [A write-up of his speech Library built up there in the' last
"Only by such methods," he de- will be found elsewhere on this ten years.
clared, "can the collegiate institu- page.— Ed.]
Professor Herbert J.
"At
Manchester,"
continued
tions justify their existence, whe- Fleure. Visiting Professor of Ge- the Professor, "the
Department
ther they teach the hundred best ography on the Tallman Founda- of Geography developed what had
books, or ask the meaning of the tion was then introduced by Presi- been the subject of experiments
meaning of meaning. And, oddly dent Sills. Professor Fleure spoke at Aberystwyth excursions for
enough, the adventurous enter- of his high regard for American field work by under-graduate and
prise is one in which administra- hospitality and expressed his hope graduate students, alternately to
tion and constituency, teacher and that Great Britain and the United some part of the British Isles and
taught, can work together for the States will continue their very some part of continental Europe,
ling imagination,

velt

is

opportunities

logicality, wishful thinking,

"Roose-

Roosevelt
the better candidate.
inclined to do things undercover he's a mental sleight of hand
Under him the state is
.artist.
gradually taking business over.
That's bad. On the other hand.
Dewey will unconsciously tend
is

ing

—

the future."

Holden Ftndlay
last four

DnvM A. Works '42: "Dewey is
the better man to readjust postwar economy, because if it is not
done well there is going to be a
revolution.
don't want another split between the legist at ivc
and executive functions as in 1918.
Roosevelt has been a most unsatisfactory president since 1937. Ho
doesn't know how to fire a man
who has done a poor job he was
weak in not firing Madame Perkins and Harold Ickcs."
Ian Maclaaes

Dewey
F. Hogan '45:
to us a stable foreign
don't like the 'balance
theory."

Hugh Farrington

.

a newly endorsed Chair of Geography at Aberystwyth and was
ogist."
The James Bowdoin Scholars charged with
developing an honProfessor Hartman's second sug- are as follows:
or's school on the subject. At the
gestion was for "a tacit ethical
same
time
he
was asked to beFrom
the
class
of 1945:
code which, by precedent rather
Raymond Boucher, Philip Horn come Honorary Secretary and
than threat or punitive measures,
Hoffman, III, Wallace Copeland Editor for the Geographical Asmakes for manliness, and helps
sociation recently built up.
Philoon, Jr.
shorten the gap between school
With an enthusiastic twinkle
and college." He quoted Sir WalFrom the class of 1946:
in his eyes. Professor
beter Raleigh of Oxford, who said
Raymond Clifford Bourgeois, gan recounting some ofFleure
his work
during the last war, "A certain George Clayton Branche. Jr.,
Malamount of freedom to go wrong colm Chamberlain, Robert Carle- there. "My work at Aberystwyth,"
he said, "gave me opportunities
is essential in a university, where
ton Ericson, Rolfe Eldrjdge
Glovmen are learning, not to obey, but er, HI, Frank Hardy Gordon, Eric for the study of the tradition and
life of the Welsh-speaking peoto choose."
Professor Hartman Ernest Hirshler, Richard Sewall
commented upon this statement, Norton, Clayton Frederick Reed, ple, who preserve a larger measure of old peasant tradition than
"That freedom is essential on cam- Tom Mills Sawyer, David Mcrton
do most of their English neighpus, as essential as an atmosphere Towle.
bors.
of manly decency to accompany
From the class of 1947:
"The resurrection of the Welsh
it, a tradition created and fostered
Stanley Nathaniel Altman, Rob- language was greatly promoted in
by administration and student
body alike. Without such a cam- ert Walter Burroughs. Charles the eighteenth century by the
Whittlesey Curtis, David Dema- Calvinistic
religious
movement
pus code there may be kindergarray, Corydon Bushnell Dunham. outside of the established
chUrch,
ten or chaos."
Jr.,
Lewis Perley Fickett, Jr., which long continued to emphaTurning to his third aim, John Rembert
Peter Friedmann, size English influences in the
greater literacy and intelligibility, Basil James Guy,
Clement Arthur country. The study of the disProfessor called for the coopera- Hiebert, Robert
Bruce Hunter. tribution of religious denomination of all departments in noting Jay Frank
Kimball, Kim Kyle. tions in Wales was thus a matter
and correcting errors of expres- Carl Harry Lebovitz, Shepard
Lif- of special interest and linked with
sion. Professor Hartman then said: shitz, John Francis
Magce, Robert the general study of antiquity
"Increased pressure on such dis- Congdon Miller. Paul Wilson
Mo- from prehistoric times on.
ciplines as marshaling evidence, ran. Myer Norken,
Richard Ar"My intimate observation of the
testing authority, distinguishing thur Raundy, Jr., Francis
Kaan
between fact and opinion, detect- Smith. Bernard Michael Toscani, Welsh people led me to realize
that the idea of racial basis of
ing and evaluating propaganda, Nathan Thomas Whitman.
building vocabulary, revising writMen who received James Bow- contrasts between England and
ten work for the sake of force, doin books were Frederick Wil- Wales current in the 19th centuryclarity,
and grace these disci- liam Whittaker from the class of is inaccurate and inadequate.
plines are responsible for the 1944; Harold Lifshitz from the Thus I was led to study physical
amenities of civilized life every- class of 1945; Stanley Nathaniel types among the Welsh people
where. If anywhere on earth, it Altman, Lewis Perley Fickett, and to show the relation of their
John Francis Magce, and Nathan distribution not only to facts conis on college campuses, in class
and out, thai such disciplines Thomas Whitman from the class cerning ancient migrations and
settlements, but also some modern
of
1947.
should be fostered. Yet in such
Philip Horn Hoffman, III, and modes of life and even the quesmatters how often for the needy
individual his college has been not Wallace Copeland Philoon, Jr.. of tion of health and activities.
In 1930 Professor Fleure was
'alma mater', but 'alma mere- the class of 1945 were also eligible
for books, but arc former recipi- invited, to the 'University of Mantrix'!"
chester to occupy the chair of
ents.
Professor Hartman emphasized
At the dinner given in the eve- geography that it proposed to
that all college courses should outning in the Union, Reverend Good- establish. At the same time he
law "prejudice, provincialism,

will

permit greater free enterprise and

in fav-

or of his socialistic measures like
the Social Security Act."
Philip H. Hoffman, in. '45, Editor of the Bowdoin ORIENT:
"Despite the fact that a liberal
education trains one to look at
both sides of the question, my old
family prejudices prevail. I'm a

"Dewey

will

going Roosevelt because Dewey is
Austin
not of Presidential timbre, alwill give
though he is a good governor and
policy.
I
crimehuster.
Also,
no matter
of power'

what business

tra-curricular

service, for service rendered by
fhe college (or university), without benefit of a resident pathol-

be scheduled as soon as possible.
'48:

—

.

string orchestra,

George Miller

Frederick W. Pickard '94 has
monolithic monument.
He has given $10,500 to the College in addescribed how geographers whom dition to his already large fund
he terms "preachers of the earth's left for the maintenence of Picksurface" have traced rocks down ard Field. This more recent gift
to sources several hundred miles "is to be used in part to suppleaway and have worked out the ment the maintenence fund for
route over which prehistoric man Pickard Field; in part to be used
carried these rocks. According to at the discretion of the president;
Professor Fleure, part of the and in part to start a new fund,
route lay over the sea. Finally, the purpose of which will be anhe declared that civilizations are nounced later," President Sills
conditioned by geographical con- announced in chapel Monday. Mr.
All of the members of Pickard is a trustee of the college.
ditions.
the class had a chance to meet
A second gift of $3,000 has been
Professor and Mrs. Fleure intidonated by Mr. Walter V. Wentmately when invited to a tea by
worth '86, who is an overseer of
them last Monday.
the college. This amount is to be
By Saturday afternoon I still used ". . for the beautification
was not entirely satisfied; for I of the campus; grading and plantwanted to know what the man ing of trees and shrubs, particuhad done in the past, what inter- larly in the northern section of
ests he holds, and such. Boldly the campus," President Sills said.
and admittedly impudently, be- Work will also be done on the
cause of no forewarning or ap- paths from this fund.
pointment, I trekked down to the
Mustard House, where the Professor is living with his wife. groups of about 50 undergraduates
Only a few seconds after I rang paid visits to Denmark, Germany,
the bell, the door was opened by France, and (Northern Spain; and
him. My fears were immediately in the British Isles to Wales,
erased. He led me to a room Salisbury Plain, the Ingleton Diswhere he had evidently just been trict of the Penines, and Gallowriting at his desk, insisted de- way. During each summer from
spite my protests upon remov- 1932 to 1938, smaller groups of
ing my coat for me, moved the graduate students took part in
most comfortable chair in the special investigations chiefly reroom up to his desk, and asked lating to antiquity in island matme to sit down, expressing his ter."
elation over the visit from a BowIn the course of this and other
doin man
work relating to geography. Pro-

James

.

That foghorn we've been hearing
around Appleton is nothing more
than Hughes practicing on his bael solo..

I }

.

.

seem, has inspired some of the
weirdest combinations yet seen on
campus. Take the joker with the

cluding

.

ber, 1941.
Bill Files

[

Continued from Page

has made the followstatement for the ORIENT
still in college,
about himself:
as well as several faculty mem"Bill Files, who was inducted in
bers, attended.
Dr. Chauncey W.
September of 1943, spent his five
Goodrich, a holder of a Bowdoin
honorary degree, pronounced the uneventful months at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina. Files, who said he
benediction.
liked the army a great deal, has
Professor Hartman quoted Waltried to join the army and navy
ter Lippmann's charge that in the
A warmer welcome I have
again since but with little success.
college of today, "There is no
Why? He's allergic to leather. But never received anywhere!
common faith, no common body of of such is life!"
Probably sensing the question
principle, no common body of
in my eyes. Professor Fleure, told
knowledge, no common moral and
me that his wife was asleep in
intellectual discipline."
He cited
another room. Upon questioning
Bowdoin
Lippmann's
further
accusation
him and talking with
him, I
that "the more they (the colleges)
[ Continued from Page t 1
gained an interesting, informahave" become separated from the
tive, and extremely modest acspiritual
heritage which
binds
President Sills, in a brief ad- count of his life. Only between
them together, the more has edu- dress, then commended the recip- the lines can one read
the respect
cation become egoist, careerist,
ients of awards for their excellent and admiration he has earned in
specialist, and asocial."
work:
England.
"That,
gentlemen," Professor
"We arc all aware that the aProfessor Fleure is a British
Hartman said, "is the charge we wards of scholarship are individ- subject, born in Guernsey, which
face as
once again some thous- ual and intangible, and that the is one of the small
islands in the
ands of veterans are on the point true scholar does his work often English
Channel.
There
the
of returning from war and war far removed from popular reputa- Fleure
family is well known.
service, as Johnny comes march- tion and acclaim," said the Presi"From my youth I have been
ing home from dallying with ex- dent.
"But we ordinary people interested in the scientific ideas
tinction, from sampling death, to need these reminders, and occasof Darwin and T. H. Huxley,'
the cloister of the campus, to learn ionally in the College there should said the
Professor, "and have
(perhaps now to unlearn) What's be ceremonies like these."
tried to use them in studying
It All About?"
Discussing the popular favor mankind and human society. Durgiven to college athletes and the ing the last century there were
In explaining his first measure lack of recognition bestowed
on no university courses studying
to improve the post-war college, scholars, President
Sills insisted man and his environment. Thus
the care of the "individual misfit, that scholarship and sports,
when I took a Doctor's Degree in Zoothe maladjusted, the non-conform- properly conducted, are
"not con- logy and at the same time honor's
ist, the psychoneurotic, the 'lost
tradictory but complimentary."
courses in geology and physics."
soul'," Professor Hartman stated:
His reading of history, econoPresident Sills praised the part
"No college, no dean, however played in the war by Bowdoin's mics, and philosophy led to his
omniscient, no instructor, can be "fighting sons," and
warned that forming courses in geography afan institute of human relations or "in those days which
the future ter joining the staff of the Unia psychiatrist's parlor; but there will bring upon us
we ought tb versity of Wales at Aberystwyth,
are times in class, in conference, have the same
unity, devotiort, where he had been a student. Beand on campus when often the and high purpose of
spirit as in tweeh fTfe student days and the
crooked may be set straight. Per- war."
acquiring of his teaching post.
sonal guidance and remedial in"A college community," con- Professor Fleure spent two years
struction will be needed increasUniversity o f Zurich,
cluded the President, "is a choseh at the
ingly after this war, and they are
community, less than one percent where he followed courses in zoonot the exclusive functions of the
and
anthropology.
of the population, and this should logy
At
professionally trained.
Any wise make us all
humble and respon- Aberystwyth, his teaching in geoteacher in any subject whatsoever
sible.
And of the number in col- graphy at first was in addition
is, in part, 'in loco parentis'. Surelege only a small percentage aifc to his main responsibilities in
ly we who try to teach have exzoology and, for a time,
honor students. Ye are
in

Day

will operate the machines and We hope that the coming vie
the rest will guard the fire escapes dance won't be as expensive as othand first-story windows.
This ers have been for certain memmoney-mad magnate suggests that bers of the college in recent times.
each prospect have sufficient cap- The smooth Spanish lover Ralital to buy the dean's consent and diris spent fifteen bucks for phone
to give special class cuts to the calls to New York, and ended up
operators. Anyone interested will with a blind date from South
please communicate with the Ori- Portland.
Add to this figure the
ent office. The ten earliest en- numerous other charges the coltries will receive a special life- lege likes to impose upon us and
time pass good for any dormitory you have a tremendous bill.

on campus.

form a part of James Bowdoin
exercises.
Seventeen James

COLLEGE RECEIVES

TWO NEW GIFT FUNDS

Fleure

—

i

common

good."

friendly relations in the post-war

world.

as

annual

features.

This

way

fessor Fleure published studies of
physical types in mankind with
special studies relating to the
Welsh people. He furnished students with a general outline of
social
developments
in
early
times, published in cooperation
with H. J. Peake, in a series of
books called "Corridors of Time"
a title borrowed, as the Professor pointed out, from Bowdoin's Longfellow.
At the end of the last war, he

—

published "Human Geography in
Western Europe," trying to give
facts of possible help towards
peace. This. was followed by many
articles and a few other books.

An interesting fact, the Professor added, is that "the relation of
the geographical department to
life in Manchester led to a close
association with the old Literary
and Philosophical Society which
had, been largely developed by
John Dalton in the 19th century."
1936 Professor Fleure was

In

admitted as a Fellow to the Royal
Society, certainly a very important

Means Awaits Field

Brown's Chapel

Service Volunteers

[

"The
like

lives

of plenty of fellows

me can be saved if medical

I

]

was too

late.

gets to them in time," said Charles
White, 21-year-old veteran of Tarawa, as he signed up as a volunteer ambulance driver with the
American Field Service. "Often a
minute means the difference between life and death," the medically discharged Coast Guardsman
continued, "and I'm going to help
cut down as many of those minutes

Men in uniform must more than
occasionally be tempted to talk
back to the self-appointed oracles
sitting comfortably on the sidelines. Just the other day I received
a letter from a Bowdoin man now
in the army which many civilians
might read to the profit of their
souls. The author wrote that he
thought I would be interestea
(and perhaps amused) by some of
his reflections after twenty-one
months of life in the army. Chatty,
genial, and thoroughly good-hum-

as possible."
for
seven long
Hospitalized
months at San Diego, White had
plenty of time to think. A veteran
of six major battles, he had lost
the sight of his right eye and suffered a fractured jaw at Tarawa.
His friends thought Charlie was ored as his letter is, it contains
entitled to return to civilian life some "points" which every civilian
and take things easy. But he re- should know.
membered a few things about Tar"Although I have been in the
awa and came to a decision.
army almost two years," he wrote,
"I'm not a hero," White insists. "I am still a private. Just as I was
"It's Just that I know how it feels
headed for CCS, I was sent to a
to watch the blood pouring out of specialized training program. For
your body, knowing that with each some reason this program was
gushing ounce you have one less abandoned, and I was sent back
to
minute to live and that's why I'm the infantry. I applied for OCS
going back."
again only to learn that in my di-

—

The

American

Service,

Field

vision all applications have been
frozen. All this doesn't bother me

which accepts medically discharged
servicemen for front line ambulance service through Prof. Thomas
Means, 267 Maine Street, tel. 747,
its Bowdoin College Representathat
Charles
announced
tive,
White, though blinded in one eye

very much, but it kind of gets my
goat when
civilians
including
some of my relatives regard my
lowly rank with a certain conde-

—
—

sencsion. Nothing

is said,

of course,

but every now and then they look
at me as though something was the
to drive an ambulance with the matter with me all because I
AFS, and would leave immediately can't sport a gold or silver bar.
for an overseas combat zone.
"Another civilian attitude which
It was pointed out by Professor alternately amuses and irritates
Means that the Field Service, bad- me is the assumption that soldiers
ly in need of Volunteers to work who have not been under fire are
with British and French forces, is all cooling their heels in soft jobs.
accepting men such as White for As a matter of fact, I am now in

was otherwise

physically qualified

—

service in Italy, France and IndiaBurma. The Field Service is continuing to accept certain men classified as 4-F, 1-AL or 1-C, said Professor Means.

I

j

the field on maneuvers; our division has been told we're going over
in a few weeks. But when we get
back home people often say,
'You've been in this country all the
time, eh? Well, then you've had a

In order to qualify for the dubious privilege of being shot at while pretty good thing of it, haven't
Professor you? FCP. must give you many
wounded,
evacuating

Means further stated that AFS good laughs.'
volunteers should be between the
"Sometimes I'd like to kill Priages of 18 and 40, be able to pay a vate Hargrove. He never was in the
share of their equipment expenses, ASTP, and he remained a private
and must enlist for an initial period for a very short time. One of the
of IB months from the date of em- men in my outfit posted a card over
barkation.
the kitchen door which reads:
'They also serve who only stand
and wipe.' We get some good
laughs, sure! But if civilians really
think that that's what we're here
for they have another think com-\

CONGRESSMAN HALE
BACK FROM ABROAD

ing!
to
I

asked the Professor about the
course he is offering here at Bowdoin. "It will include a general
survey," he replied," first em-

Congressman Robert Hale '10 in
an interview last week with John
OConhell of the "Bangor Daily
News," described his experiences
and impressions in France and
England during a recent trip
abroad with four other represen-"

phasizing
the
physical
side
through the study of facts of cli- tatives.
mate and scenery; emphasizing in
Congressman Hale said that he
spring facts of economic and so- considered the stand by the English
cial life." He added that public people through five years of bomblectures will be held dealing with ings a remarkable act of virtue
some bearings of geographical and courage. He expressed his deep
thought on international prob- affection for Paris and said that he
lems.
felt as much at home there as in
He enthusiastically told me of Portland. He also praised the
the joining by the ship on which American, British, and French

he was travelling in a "slow and
stately" convoy across the ocean,
with various Allied ships and

on the way. "A
very significent example." he calls
this,
"of the international cooperation between the two sides
planes guarding

of the Atlantic that we in Britain
are as anxious as our friends in
the United States to continue,"
adding that he hopes those at
Bowdoin will "influence your fellow-citizens to maintain international affairs. Otherwise, there is
no hope. Isolation is a fatal policy."

troops.

In addition. Congressman Hale
expressed his favor for the recognition by the United States of the
de Gaulle "do facto" government.
Congressman Hale has had a
long and active career, having risen "through the ranks" to his present prominent position in Congress.

Institute
[

lacking the

He possesses an intimate understanding of New England, most of
which he got from reading the
works of Bowdoin's own Hawthorne, who, he says, is regarded
in England as "one of the greatest writers of the English language."
In fact, he has a wide knowledge of literature, including even

modern American

He

literature.
in particular of "Mission to

—a

fact

which

unfort-

unately

cannot be reversed for
concerning
modern
English literature. He has known
Bernard Shaw for about forty
years and has a lengthy list of
stories concerning experiences he
has had with the "superman."
He is a rabid fan of Gilbert
and Sullivan and of the ballet,
and declares that a resurrection
of the drama in England is badly
needed.

Americans

I left the Mustard House exulting in one of the most pleasant
afternoons I have yet spent at
Bowdoin. I'm sure every student
and professor who takes advantage of Professor Fleure's presence
will feel the same. He is a kind,
charming, gracious, and intelligent gentleman. Professor Fleure
told me as I was leaving, "I feel
grateful for the exceedingly kind
and hospitable welcome given me
by the faculty and college generally. We welcome the opportunity
of spending a year in this great
center of liberal education and
improving the knowledge of the
United States of America."

ton,

Continued from Page

will speak

"Another thing I don't like are
the advertisements in many magazines: particularly those which de.pict lean, tanned officers in custom-tailored uniforms in swanky
clubs drinking whiskey, or those
with natty lieutenant colonels explaining anti-aircraft gun mechanisms to a bevy of ravishing
beauties who are draped decoratively around the landscape, or
those which picture bombs bursting harmlessly in the air like rosebuds against the blue sky while immaculately dressed officers are
studiously studying a clean blueprint in a highly polished jeep all
the planes. plummeting to earth
are of course zeroes.

—

—

—

"Those advertisers will never sell
anything. Neither will those
radio programs in which- we are
supposed to be honored with the
chance to make a phone call to oun
folks in the privacy of a national

me

hcok-up!

And

while I'm on this

subject of advertising, I'll testify
that I've never seen anybody lose
his heart at a stage door canteen,
i

]

Service Commissioner in Washing-

Quiet, soft-spoken,

exaggerated British accent we
have come to accept from movie
butlers and falsely portrayed titleholders, Professor Fleure has a
wide array of interests.

Moscow"

it

Moreover, it is true today that
typewriter strategists like "Sunday-morning quarterbacks" are
rarely popular with those who are
in the heat of the combat.

aid

title.

As a football game began
blare from a radio upstairs,

spoke

Continued from Page

and Japan before

on "Government

Service Looks at Liberal Education."

On Saturday, November
mund E. Day, President of

25,

Ed-

Cornell
University, will speak on "Liberal
Education Looks at Itself."
An eighth lecture, "Women Look
at Liberal Education" will be given if possible later in the year, athe College has been unable so far
to find a speaker on the subject.

Because of wartime limitations

on the time of the speakers, the
number and times of the conferences have not yet been arranged.
Traditionally, such conferences are
limited to undergraduates.
The Bowdoin College Bulletin, in
a coming special number on the Institute, states that "The Institute
offers an opportunity to hear
a number of eminent persons, most
of whom are not professionally
connected with colleges or universities, discuss Liberal Education."

An important feature will be the
final lecture in which a university
president, Edmund E. Day of Cornell, will look at Liberal Education

"And why is it, pray tell, that
advertisers almost invariably prefer to have captains present boxes
of candy to their girls, or majors to
buy silver for their wives, or lieutenants to be greeted at the gate
by happy dogs generally speaking, dogs do not reserve their
grateful salutes for officers.

—

"I may be getting a bit irritable,
but I don't like to be called 'G.I.
onr do I relish the easy optimism of civilians who say, 'It'll
soon be over now.' What do these
people read anyhow? And I was
plenty sore when it was assumed
that we might have our ideas contaminated by reading certain books
dealing with political and social
questions., What do civilians think
we are; what do they think we're
in the army for, anyhow? We certainly don't need any civilian protection from books, plays, or motion pictures. You can bet your life
I'm coming back to get my Bowdoin degree, I often kick myself
when I think how much time I
wasted
although
I
honestly
thought I was very busy at college. I'll know the value of time
every minute of it."
Joe';

The author of this letter would
be horrified if he knew I had cited
it this morning. His letter was a
long one, and the reflections on
This Institute is the eleventh in
certain civilian attitudes was only
a series started in 1923 on Medern
a small part of it. "After all he exHistory, Modern Literature, Art
plained, "I got into the habit of
Social Sciences, Natural Sciences
unloading my pet peeves in FreshPolitics,
itself.

Philosophy, Music, and
Human Geography. Acting Chair- man English." You'll agree, I beman Professor Stanley P. Chase lieve, that it contains many things
every young and old civilian should
heads the Faculty

committee in
charge of the Institute. Chairman know.
Edward C. Kirkland is on leave of
absence.
Professor

Logic
Teacher (sternly): "How does
happen that your theme, *Our

Holmes and Mr. Chittim are in charge of the confer-

it

ences.

Dog,'

is

word

for

word the same

Many teachers will come as as your brother's?"
Willie: "Same dog."
Bowdoin's guests to the lecture or
"Schools Look at Liberal Edu- ers and undergraduates interested
cation," by Professor Counts on in the field of teaching will be held
Bowdoin should really be proud Saturday, November 18 A confer- in the Faculty Room in Massachuthat he is here.
ence in the afternoon for the teach- setts HalL
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i
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Changed Conditions

!

F avor More

"Functional citizens" capable of

Liberal

Social Policy,

He

'

Says

hungry Bowdoin males, newly inspired by the B.C. A.
Declaring that conditions now
and Portland trains
permit ending the "cautious attiall day Saturday of the weekend. One well-attended fra- tude of the college toward parties,"
Clifford X. Travis '45 in chapel Noternity house offered free political lectures by some anonymous Colby Deke in one corner of the room, and a farmer of social life here, suggested more
monologue by "The Male" in .he other. The latter, howcver.-jvould explode said Colby Deke's theories at varied very restricted sort."
from the
intervals, making matters a triHc ticklish for the lads with armed services were still being
made," Travis said, "there unColby dates.
of

lecture, lying in wait for Waterville

[

Tonight at 8.15 in Memorial
^Hall, Ralph E. Flanders, President
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston, will speak on "Business
Looks at Liberal Education." He
.will be introduced by Professor
Morgan B. Cushing. His conference with students will be at 9
turn, on Thursday in the Lounge

j
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doubtedly was good reason

balls

The

—V—

The hard-luck story

Tom Chadwick

week:

of the

tcok on a halfscore at

Army would

buck bet that

sixty points against Notre
Dame last Saturday. Hard, Tom;
close, but no cigar. (Final score,
59-0)
Speaking of bets, plenty
of money changed hands around
college this election. You can always look at it this way Roosevolt has been in office since most
of us have started the first grade,
least

.

.

.

—

and

probably be in until

he'll

for the

cautious attitude of the College toparties, but now the fellows
are either 4-F or are waiting to
E. DAY, S.B., Ph.D.,
enter the service, and in my opinLL.D.. President of Cornell Uniion there is no reason why they
versity, will close the Institute
13th
should not have some fun while
with a speech "Liberal Education
they are here."
Looks at Itself." President Sills
He suggested that one of the says: "Perhaps the best qualiContest Will
Held
fraternity houses be kept open "for
fied man in the nation." He will
In Memorial Hall;
use by fellows fortunate enough to
speak on November 25.
have a date." He cited the difficiilAwarded
Will
ty in entertaining feminine guests
"Of
the houses closed.
Fraternity men will soon be tun- with
course," Travis said
one can take
ing up for the annual Interfraterato to the Union and share her
nity Sing, which will be held his ^
wjth rrom
from xen
tt?n 10
to nnyi
fif tv
Preside.it Kenneth C. M. Sills, in
Wednesday evening, December 13, company wun
other fellows who in all probability his chapel talk November 8. the
in Memorial Hall. Professor Tillofson has asked that all the houses have not seen a girl any oftener' day af(cr tne elections, expressed
turn in their song choices to their than you have and are quite unpre- his gratification over the large
number that had "exercised the
White Key representative as soon dictable in their actions."
"While it is true that we have privilege of voting" and reminded
as possible.
averaged a Houseparty per semes- his listeners that we now must
The houses are to select one
ter," Travis continued, "they have - go on y,ith our twofold task of
fraternity song and one other,
been of a very restricted sort. The
They will be judged on their die- vie dances have helped to fill up winning the war and planning f^r
the peace.
tion, enthusiasm, attendance, andi
the gaps to a /certain extent, but
"The decisive majorities," said
general effect.
there can be more of them."
the President, "center definitely
The interfraternity ting was orLater in his talk Travis said, "To the responsibility upon the party in
ganized in 1936 by Alfred Brinkler, those of us who remember the daysi
power," and "the large number of
acting professor of music. The win- when, as rumored by 'Life,' any
citizens who voted for Governor
ning fraternity is awarded the girl would give a lot to be invited
Dewey assures an effective minorWass Cup which is kept by that to a Bowdoin houseparty, it comes
ity to be watchful and critical."
fraternity until the next contest, as a shock to learn that when one,
Th e President called the defeat
Any fraternity winning this cup' of our colleagues invited a girl
of isolationists at the'' polls "a clear
three times» in succession is given from a well-known girls' schdol to
definite mandate to the Adminand
permanent possession of the cup. the forthcoming weekend (the vie
juration to go forward with its
The first Wass Cup was awarded dance of November 4— Ed.) he re- g^, task pf rnning the war as
to the Zeta Psi House in 1936. AI- ceived a refusal stating, in effect, quickly as possible and of setting
pha Delta Phi then won the cup! that it couldn't be much of a party up a WO rld organization to prein 1937 and 1938. but missed win- in view of the fact that it is at se rve the peace."
ning final possession of the cup Bowdoin. We can always say that
"Whatever any of us can do,
when Zeta Psi won it again in 1939. she is rather ignorant, but maybe small as it may seem, to help
Alpha Delta Phi then won the cup it indicates a trend."
crystalize public opinion to these
four times in succession, 1940, 1941,
two great ends." President Sills
and twice in 1942. and thus an- _ ~.
said, "is not lost effort. Having
i>
J r»
nexed the cup permanently when t Oil in HeftUS I OCluS
shown we can go through a pothat house won final possession of
/
litical campaign and an election
;

|

and glasses of water.
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the Bowdoin crew was on
for the swimming
meet with the Air Base last week.
Pleaded one freshman to the
coach: "Aren't you going to let
All

deck

in force

them win

just

one

race.

Bob?"

Well, the freshman got his wish,
Thank
but that's 'about all
heaven telephones are going to be
installed in the ends. No more rush
trips in pajamas and B.V.D.'s to
the Union, only to find that the
.

.

.

party has hung up in disgust. This
Union store is a great time-saver,
too, although its biggest business
right

now

Bowdoin

freshman hats and

is

T-shirts.

The students are

certainly developing every angle of

dorm

life, even though freshmen
have been hooked countless skins
for radiators, furniture, and heat.

—V—

!

i

j

parting shot The
Moult on Union. One of the most
recent of college structures, the
"Union" has become the center of
college life this fall. A typical day
there starts in earliest morning at
7.30, when the hardy souls with
eight o'clock classes straggle in.

^S^'Ch^almp^iWith
sented a

new

Maine Themes

cup. This cup will be

A weathervane, a barn, and an
awarded to the winner of this
old women, were respectively the
year's contest.
Up to this time President Sills central themes for Professor Robhas awarded an additional cup for ert Peter Tristram Coffin's poems,
the most progress made by a house read last Monday at the Chapel
in one year, but this custom will be service.
Before reading his first poem endiscontinued this year.
At the start of the concert the titled, "The Weathervane," Proleaders of each house will meet to fessor Coffin explained how the
draw for place. During the inter- farmer should consult the weathervane before planning his activities
mission the choir will sing.
for the next day, and then went on
to say that the weather-vane is
"the most important feature of a
Maine landscape." In discussing
poem, "Go To The Barn
With a Lantern," Professor Coffin
said that the barn was "the real
power, the occidental power."
His final poem called, "Roxiney
Boody," was about an old woman
"who had seen better days." Across
the bay from where she lived, an
old-fashioned revival meeting was
in process. Her friends begged her
to be saved, but she, thinking of
her many sins, coifld only say, "If
I had the wings of the coot or the
loon, I'd fly to Jesus in my Ma la
his second

LONG-SILENT "QUILL"

Reviving "The Bowdoin Quill,"
the college literary publication dormant since this summer, a group of
students met Monday evening and
still showing signs Of heavy sleep formed a dew editorial board which
and the night before; then the plans to publish its first issue
usual influx of "regulars" who are around midyears.
the kitchen crew's favorites; then
The new editorial board is comthe trickle of "the deadline gang" posed of Theodore R. Saba '42,
who succeed, as often as not,' in Richard Eskilson '45, Nathan T.
getting their breakfast at 9.39 Vi, Whitman '47. and Corydon B. Dun- goon."
much to the consternation, of all ham. Jr. '47.
concerned.
A spokesman for the board stat-

—V—

students

—

The

POOL COLLECTIONS

'

solicited.

last issue of the "Quill"

was

However, this was a
scsquicentennial number
containing selections from past isJune

in

1944.

sues.

The
ed

editor-in-chief will be elect-

later.

the

a

tZSFJZX
would remedy °fh
this

ar ng

|

Blanket Ta\ Allots $50

^ For More Record Albums

u V
situation
and
would also save on glasses which
are shattered daily to attract the!
gorging mob for announcements.

The Blanket Tax Committee
has

given

the

Music

albums.
j

,

|
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Any

Depart-

i

j

|

Works.
On Friday at 8.15 in Memorial
Hall, the Reverend S. Arthur Devan will speak on religion. His conference with students will be at 9
a.m. on the following morning. He
was a Rhodes Scholar, incidentally

j

I
'

—

;

1

j

books on religion.
Later speakers will look at Liberal Education from the stand-

'

|

I

Education.

Attends Meetings

choice should see Professor Fred-

—

eric K. T. Tillotaon at once.

--

The

Bowdoin

•

and

Brunswick

Chamber Music Society will preAfter an uneventful afternoon, other cheeseburger." And so on in- sent Elisabeth Shulmann, soprano,
the Union once more braces itself to the night, with the jukebox for its fourth concert. Specializing
for the same mob, dressed now in playing and the typewriters clat- in the field of song, Elisabeth Shula more refined manner, hut just as tering in the ORIENT office up- man has been an internationally
hungry and desperate. At night.! stairs. At midnight. Don Lancaster celebrated soprano.
the cafeteria is filled with all walks and his weary staff utter a sigh of
The concert will be held in Meof humanity, fortifying their cfiets relief as you are doing now, I'll morial Hall, Monday evening, Nountil morning and yelling in plain- 'bet. as you read the last few words vember 27. Undergraduates will
tiw* lone*.
Staff, throw on an- nf this column.
be admitted free.
{
I

'

—

And A

attended the
annual meeting of the trustees,
of Carnegie Foundation, yesterday. Today he is at the annual
meeting of Athens College of
Greece. He succeeded Professor
Cappg of Princeton, formerly
U.S. minister to Greece, as a
member of the hoard.

its

1-7,

Week, November

exhibited for the

first

time

in

Marrietta, Georgia,
ly living

nephew

of

who

is

>

!

*

—

Moulton Union. Undergraduate Conference with
Mr. Devan.
2.30 p.m. Cross Country vs.
Deering High School.
4.00 p.m. Massachusetts Hall.
The Faculty Room. Schoolmen's Conference with Mr.

Art Week observance in
Brunswick.
Charles L. Homer, a connoisseur
and patron of the arts, was espeof the

cially interested in focusing attention upon Maine's contribution to

|

j

!

j

STUDENTS TO VIE
FOR BRIDGE CROWN

Culbertson fans
and
other
bridge players will meet in the
trimester Bridge Tournament to
be held in the lounge of the Moulton Union at 7:00 p.m., Friday,

November

<24.
Any pair of stuirrespective of Fraternity,
eligible on payment of the cus-

dents,

tomary fifty cent entrance fee.
Prizes will be awarded to the top
two teams. The tournament is
sponsored by the White Key under
Duncan Dewar '47. President, and
Richard Roundy '47, chiirman of
the committee.

MH

University,

j

LYONS AND ALTMAN
SOLO IN "MESSIAH"
The soloists in the Christmas
presentation of the "Messiah" will
be Donald Lyons '48, tenor; Stanley Altman '47, baritone1 Miss Cecile Tetu. soprano, of Brunswick;
and Mrs. Athern Daggett. There
will also be trumpet solas by Rich-

In their courses, and eight
were well up," the Dean said. He
that ttie freshman

.

review is not as significant as the
mid*emester review of classes
scheduled for December 4.

Brown '48 was
and John W. Martin,
B.

ard Norton
[
~

\

'46.

Continued on Page

~
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I

2
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Eby Recalls
Labor Representative
*
'13

1

sure they were alone, said pointing
to a chair, "My best student used

Kermit Eby. the first Institute
speaker, is an intimate associate
and former campaign manager of
Captain Paul Douglas '13, now on
Peleliu, whose wife has just been
elected to Congress from Illinois,
the ORIENT learned in an interveiw following his address last

nician.

Bowdoin-on-the-Air will broadj

to sit there."

Returning to the United States/
he had a desire to try to do something about what he saw coming.

The

C. I. O. was then in its infancy
it as an opportunity
to "take a hold." He contrasted
early meetings in the back of cars

and he saw

cast a program of Christmas songs
by the Bowdoin Vesper Choir and night.
the Wayneflete Vesper Choir on
In the 1942 Illinois primaries
December 21 over station WGAN Douglas ran unsuccessfully for the
directly from the auditorium of the Democratic senatorial nomination.
Wayneflete School for Girls in Mr. Eby characterized Douglas,
Portland.
who joined the Marines at 52, as a
Stanley D. Weinstein '47. direc- "popular figure "—"big, jolly, and a
tor of Bowdoin-on-the-Air, has an-

political 'natural.'

with the tremendous conventions of
recent years.
After his lecture, as he chatte
informally with the group gathered
at the home of his host. Professo."
!

B. Catlin, Mr. Eby slumped
in his chair and gripped the back
of it with his hands at a level a
little above his head where the
blond hair was thinning. Later,
when interviewed, he expressed his

Warren

"

nounced that the program will be
Mr. Eby is a soft spoken man
frcm 4 to 4.30 instead of at 7.45 who seems to enjoy making surp.m. as usual.
prising statements in a matter-ofProfessor Frederic ET T. Tillot- fact manner as he looks at you
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
through his gold-framed, rimless
glasses. At this point he ventured
to predict that Paul Douglas would
be a postwar mayor of Chicago.
After living under the strict
domination of Pennsylvania Dutch
parents until the age of 16, KerAlbert Dekker, who graduated m jt Eby, whose father intended
from Bowdoin as Albert Ecke in him to inherit a farm like all good
1927, was elected to the California Pennsylvania Dutch farmers' sons
State Assembly in the recent elec should, left home to work for the
tions. The veteran motion picture education which he had been recharacter actor ran on the Demo- fused. The Studebaker auto plant
cratic ticket from the 57th district. gave him his first industrial experiHe was a member of the Alpha ence. Work on road gangs, college,
Delta Phi Fraternity and was ac- more work, luid the'university'of
tive in dramatics.
Chicago followed in quick succesHis brother, Robert S. Ecke '31, sion.

surprise and pleasure of encountering such a liberal and receptive
among faculty and
students. "When 1 thought of

I

DEKKER ELECTED

will

atmosphere

i

I

IN CALIFORNIA

Maine, you

.

!

I

—

Memorial

Hall. ClarLittle, Head of the

Memorial

1

A trip to the Orient in 1935 conrecently visited the college. As a
major in the U.S. Army Medical vinced him that war was inevitable
Corps. Mr. Ecke is battling typhus, there. He learned at first h »^^(
in Africa. He has now returned to the methodical extinction of liberal
Cairo headquarters. Major elements in Japan by the army
his
Ecke was also a member of Alpha group. A Japanese professor took
him aside one day and, mnking
Delta Phi Fraternity.
j

j

—

j

I

.

.

."he

trailed

was suggested that the fact
that the election was now history
might have had something to do
It

1

\

know

off.

I

ident.

self."

commented

Thayer directed the play. Stanley D. Weinstein '47. Director of
Bowdoin-on-the-Air, was the tech-

—

Jackson

down

R.

Sun. Nov. 19 4.30 p.m. Chapel,
The President of the College.
The choir will sing "Ave Maria"
by Arcadelt.
Mon. Nov. 20 Chapel. The Pres-

ence Cook
Roscoe B.

..

Projecting itself out into the
current of American life and making its influence felt in the community" should be the aim of the
college and university Mr. Eby

He spoke of the great thirst for
knowledge he had encountered
among working men. Later he
warned, "The American worker
will never again accept the business cycle as an act of God."

October fre&hmen have been
doing "ju*f about average" in
their studies the Review of
Freshmen of November 6 showed,
according to Dean Paul
Nixon.
Out
of
approximately
65
freshmen, "eight men were well

high school in Schenectady,
N. Y., where he wrote plays for
presentation over Station WGY.

eric E. T. Tillotson and Mr. Richard L. Chittim. Professor Albert

Liberal Education."

Laboratory,
will
speak
on
"Science and Technology Look
at Liberal Education."
Tue. Nov. 21— Arthur S. Flemming,
"Government Service
Looks at Liberal Education."
Sat. Nov. 25 Edmund E. Day,
"Liberal Education Looks at It-

.

was suggested by Professor Fred-

speak on "The Schools Look at

8.15 p.m.

^

°°™-

wS/?£? l^T^^ampaign For Cdpl. Paul Douglas

Counts.
6.30 p.m, Moulton Union. Dinner for the members of the
Schoolmen's Conference.
8.15
p.m.
Memorial
Hall.
George S. Counts. Director of
the Division of the Foundations
of Education, Teachers College,

Columbia

j J

Freshmen About Average
According To Dean Nixon

bombing
had previous experience with radio

the narrator,
the announcer. Taking part in the
play were Mrs Athern Daggett.
Reginald T. Lombard '48, and Miss

sar.

9.00 a.m.

LVntmucd on Pa^e

n mc ttffrWinU

said.

dialogue, describes the
of Coventry. Cook, has

Woodbridge

lains, will

er.

i

in his

Arthur Devan, Director of the General Commission on Army and Navy Chap-

speak on "Religion
Looks at Liberal Education."
Sat. Nov. 18 Chapel, The Bur-

of

.

'

Hetei-on ©eeember * "Mr. Arthur
H. Motley of the Crowell Publishing Company and the Committw'
for Reonnmic nrnwinnmon* i^n k»
the principal sneaker for the eve-

Tribute to an Ally," a radio
play by H James Cook '48. was!
presented by Bowdoin-on-the-Air
over
on Thursday. Stanley
D. Weinstein, student director of
the organization, has announced
the next three programs scheduled.
Written in iambics with interludes

siah."
8.15 p.m. S.

Winslow Hom-

!

WGAN

—

Philip C. Beam, Director of the
Museum, was appointed Chairman

is

I

FrL Nov. 17 Chapel, Professor
Philip Brown. Stanley N. Altman '47 will sing "Thus Saith
the Lord" from Handel's "Mes-

the on-

|

j

[

tend.

Brunswick an oil painting entitled
"By Salt Water" by Alphonce J.
Shelton of Southport, Maine, and
two chromo-llthogruphs by Winslow Homer called "Eastern Point"
and "Adirondacks Guide." All of
them were lent by Charles L. Homer of Prout's Neck, Maine, and

j

|

Weinstein Announces
Schedule For Coming
Three Broadcasts

9.00 a.m. Moulton Union. Undergraduate Conference with
«
Mr. Flanders.
Meeting of the Bowdoin Club of
Worcester. President Sills, Mr.
Ladd, and Mr. Marsh will at-

of
contribution to

bridge B. Brown '48 are arranging for refreshments and for
housing the girls. Ian Maclnnes
'46 will handle publicity for the
houseparty. Robert C. Dolan
*48 is searching for chape rone*.
Peter A. Ourran '46, Corydon B.

.

Thu. Nov. 16—Chapel. Holden
Findlay '44.

The Bowdoin College Museum
Fine Arts, as
Art

American

weekend. Duncan H. Dewar, Jr.
'17 will have the tickets printed.
Morton F. Page '46, Philip A.
Kichenburg, Jr. '47, and Wood-

COOK PRODUCES PLAY
OVER STATION WGAN

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, will
speak on "Business Looks at
Liberal Education."

Shelton Painting

Houseparty

Sills

—

Winslow Homer Nephew
Lends Lithographs

midwinter

will be held on January 12-14,
the Student Council announced
today. Peter A. Outran '46,
Council president has appointed
various Council members to
make preparations for the

Dunham '47, and Shepard Lifshltz '47 are assembling decorations for the gymnasium.

Of Two Trustee Boards

Wed. Nov. 13 8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Ralph E. Flanders,

ART MUSEUM EXHIBITS
WORKS OF MAINE MEN

Council Sets January 13
Winter Houseparty Date
The

!

a roommate of Professor Thomas
Means. He was the Director of the
.General Commission on Army and
Navy Chaplains from 1941 to 1944.
Dr. Devan has written several

President

tempts to leave the '"pressure
group" stage and integrate itself
.more deeply in American life, is
seeking the "very best men" for its
Schedule Meetings
leaders. He said that men are
wanted who do not simply "measWorcester, Hartford,
ure" but who can "make decisions
Boston,
in terms of social direction"
.
"who live intensely and who can
Active fall programs are being translate into everyday language
conducted by Bowdoin Alumni As- the,discoveries of scholarship and
sociations throughout New Eng- research."
iand. Meetings are scheduled in
Emphasizing the importance of
Worcester, Hartford and Boston the practical in politics, he said.
within the next two weeks. To- "Raise your son to be a precinct
morrow night, the Worcester captain and the presidency will
Bowdoin Club, headed by William take care of itself." He attacked
D. Ireland '16, will meet at the the lack of participation in politics
Worcester Club at 6.30 for dinner, on the part of the "good" people of
which will be followed by a meet- the community. "It isn't the poliing at which President Sills will be ticians who corrupt the people, it's
present. Other special guests will the people who corrupt the polibe the heads of Clark College, Holy ticians," he said.
"Just as people have no right to
Cross College, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and Worcester condemn the hypocrite in the
Academy. The superintendeni of church if they don't go to church,
the Worcester Public Schools and they have no right to condesnn the
the principals of the high schools crooked politician or the labor
racketeer if they are not willing to
will also attend.
Dr. Clyde L. Denning 10, presi- vote and to go to union and politdent of the Bowdoin Club of Con- ical meetings," Mr. Eby declared.
He felt that democracy needs
necticut, has called a meeting of
that association for November 30 more people who are willing to
in Hartford. Dean Paul Nixon, Mr. "check voting lists, stuff and seal
Seward J. Marsh, and Mr. Samuel envelopes, and run" mimeograph
A. Ladd, Jr., arc expecting to at- machines."
In the course of his speech he retend this meeting.
"Placement of the Upturning lated how of 52 professors and
Servicemen" will be discussed by teachers of government with whom
the Alumni Association cf Boston he was dLscussin g various problems
at its meeting at the Copley Plaza one day only ninc Proved able to
.

'

Sills

Mr. Eby, speaking on "Labor
Looks at Liberal Education," said
that the labor movement, as it at-

And Auburn

A.M., A.B.. As-

sistant Director of Research and
Education at CIO Headquarters
in Washington, opened the Institute of Liberal Education yesterday with a speech entitled "Labor Looks at Liberal Education."

i

Council from 1941 to 1942. He isj
author of three technical

Coming Events

'45,

Miss Elisabeth Shulmann
Sings Here November 27

who has a

student

K. Travis

should contact the organizers of
the club.

ment $56 to buy more record

After dinner there are always at
least sixteen people who gulp down
their dessert in an effort to snag a
pool table, and there are always a
dozen or so who are disappointed.

^Homestead Administration, and
he Department of Commerce;
|was Vice-President of the Amcri>can Engineering Council in 1937,
jand President of the New England

the midst of war, let us go forward
in these two great issues a united
and powerful nation."

Reggie F. the Old Masters, Winslow Homer,
Spurr '46, and Ray Swift '48 have and upon the work of her most
started a movement to form a jazz gifted living son, Mr. Shelton.
After settling at Prout's Neck,
club. It will be composed of members possessing well-stocked col- Winslow Homer attempted to find
lections of hot music. Such record- a satisfactory medium whereby he
ings as Commodore's Jam Session could reproduce for popular sale
Series, Louis Armstrong Hot Jazz his oils and water colors, just as
Classics, and the Benny Goodman he had created designs and lithographs sold by the Prang Company
Sextet are being sought.
If there is enough interest, sev{ Co.iiinued on Page 4 ]
eral concerts will be given at the
Union. Thqse who are interested
Cliff

special

college staff room is
trampled under scores of running
feet in his effort to set the table.

for

is

|

JAZZ ENTHUSIASTS

ed that all types of literary work
will be welcomed. There will be no
specialization and work from all

Psycnclogy students go mad
with delight at noon when they see
two or three lads heading towards
the dining room door immediately another follows, then two more,
and finally the whole group in the
lounge surges forth in one milling
crowd towards the dining-room.
Nine times out of ten, the helpless
waiter assigned to the dining room

KERMIT EBY,

in

STUDENTS REVITALIZE

—

And now a

the Jones and Lamson Machine

'

j

ence that

institute

At

Co. of Springfield, Vermont, in
•1912; has been advisor to N.R.A.,

points of Business, Religion, the
Schools. Science and Technology.
Government Service, and Liberal

which opened the
on Liberal Education before an audihalf filled Memorial Hall.

O., declared last night in a lecture

I.

Bowdoin

ALUMNI GROUPS PLAN
FALL ACTIVITIES

of the Moulton Union.
Mr. Flanders, who holds honorary degrees from various institutions, is a draftsman and designer of machinery, was President of

;the

C.

j

i

"translating abstract

concepts into specific action in specific situations" should
be the product turned out by modern education Kermit

Eby, Assistant Director of Research and Education for the

j

j

i

finish college.

!

I

I

Zete frosh were given the impossible job of depriving the college out
of its noon meal last Friday.
Blocking the front door of the Union, they tried to quell the surging mob of hungered students until
some brilliant soul whipped around
through the back door to deliver a
flanking attack. In the back way,
Morris! The same group played a
dirty trick on the suffering Brunswick squirrels by burying a large
portion of the acorn crop all over
campus. Should we mention that
the idea of passing out toilet paper
to passers-by downtown has been
left untried, or should we keep our
mouths shut?

j

\

j

;

week, sporting ponderous cannon-

Other Prominent Men
From Various Fields
Are Coming Speakers

•

i

-vi-

Kermit Eby Gives Labor's
Views On Modern Teaching

Speaker

SPEAKS TONIGHT

The Vic Dance ol late undisputably helped relations
with Colby, Westbrook, and other colleges, in the majority
of cases, at least. This is an observation based on the horde

The long-suffering Deke frosh
were marching all over the campus
and neighboring Brunswick all last

Initial

I

I

i

j

with this attitude. He said that
hadn't occurred 'to him and that
sounded plausible.

it
it

Saba Teaches C.A.P. Unit
Aircraft Identification

'

Theodore K. Saba V» Is a
C. A. P. instructor in Aircraft
Identification.
Saba left college in 19t1 to 011"«*t and was a first lieutenant in
M* night control branch of the
Army. He returned to college this
'»"•

-
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THE BOWDOiN ORIENT

The Bowdoin

tion will continue for

Orient

net result

is

responsibility
Bniiwwlek, Maine

u:i

ers of the

some

is

placed on the should-

upperclassmen

They can meet

The

time.

burden of

that a greater

Editor-in-Chief
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Philip U.

Hoffman
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Dun
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Hairy Lindemann, Jr. '46
Wolfgang H. ateeeaherg '41
B*«tnaM P. Seurr *M

Manacinc Editor
Sob-Editor*

Robert W. Bnrrouifhs '47
Thomas H. Chadwtek '47
Kaynond H. Swift '41
Joseph
Wheeler *4t
Chrt Lebovlu '47
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by-

and

an example by leading well-regulated lives, or they can ignore the
challenge and let things take their

set

Which path

course.

they choose will

not only themselves but the

affect

younger undergraduates.
There is no doubt that the average
freshman's conduct is largely guided
by the power of example. He will tend
to be industrious and decent if he sees
his brothers act in this way, careless

and disorderly

they are.

if

"An atmosphere

.

of

manly decency"

certainly worth striving for,

is

if

we

are going to utilize to the utmost the
PuMldiol

KowiMn

bi-wt<4rty whrn rlarae* *r* hatd by tta» Sissastw of
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Union.
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matter at
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Let

opportunities.

measure the value of a
Bowdoin degree in the next few years
will be determined by the attitude of
in large

upperclassmen.
Let us hope they approach the
ure of a Haldane.
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Elsewhere on this page there is
printed a letter opposing compulsory
chapel.

A CASE OF ABUSE
it

a

policy to print all letters to the editor

and
1.

The

and

rights may be
which we unfor-

all

letter

2.

The
that

i

the author

)

judge

is

many

contains

it

4.

eral libelous personal references to the

were given no opportunity to reply.
accept the blame due us for our
poor judgment and ignorance of ordi
^'nary journalistic procedure.
This is a good opportunity for its to

to?
5.

6.

Orient policy

to communications.

We

in regard

shall

demand

that letters 1) be accurate; 2) that they

contain no slanderous or libelous state

ments; 3) that there be some reason to
believe that the author is competent

on the subject he has chosen;
the letter be signed; 5) that

any individual attacked in a letter be
given a chance to reply in the same issue, if he so desires.
We learn from experience.

CAMPUS ETHICAL CODE

way expressions

of

how

matter

nice

it

would be

The

cut system

is

very liberal.

Those who have deep religious
convictions which preclude their
attending the college chapel services can always obtain excuses from

We

state future

the only

but would we if we didn't have
We're only human after all.

is

ticularly since the instructors attacked

that

No

es,

editor of the

4)

It is

should want to go to chapel. Perhaps we should want to go to class-

instructors.

to write

a fact that there

it

sev-

no question but that the
Orient was at fault in
allowing this letter to be printed, par-

they alone

tend chapel purely from choicewouldn't work. Perhaps we

cussion of the relative merits of survey

There

They and

can change the rule.
It serves to bring the student body

theoretically to have students at-

writer did not confine himself to a dis-

and specialized courses but made

a

ates as a whole.

2)

errors of fact; 3) the

it is

opinion and important announcements can reach the undergradu-

not competent to

he does since he had had but one;

a fact that

fellows in a large group.
3.

survey courses in English as

all

it is

whole together once a day. It
is something
strengthening and comforting in
the very act of meeting with your

is

are

First of all,

is

objections to this letter are nu-

The most fundamental

necessary

it

as a

an example of such abuse.
merous.

make

Boards, the Board of Trustees and

tunately printed in the last issue deal-

ing with survey courses in English

think

Overseers.

ever, all rights carry a corresponding

responsibility

we

desirable:

matter of policy of the Govern in'g

which space considerations permitted.
This was in line with a basic belief in
freedom of speech and press. How-

abused.

We should like to state some of

the reasons

This paper has always made

the Dean.
7.

We

can see no possible harm in
discussing mundane matters in
chapel. Therein lies one of

advantages,

we

its

it

is

believe. Naturally,

different

and

serves

different purposes peculiar to the

W. Hartman on

James Bowdoin Day suggested a three
point program for postwar Bowdoin.

The

first,

care for the "misfit,"

cussed in the

last issue.

we dis-

This time we

INSTITUTE
which is upon us offers an opportunity which occurs only
once every two years. This occasion to
broaden ones outlook by listening to
Institute

should not be overlooked by any one.
Many undergraduates will not
agree with some of the views expressed.

That

is

their privilege.

They

objections in the conferences.

voice

The im-

should like to take up point number
two. "a tacit ethical code which by pre-

portant thing

cedent rather than threat of punitive
measures, makes for manliness, and

world today. Isolationism is dead; let
us not be mental isolationists by refus-

helps shorten the gap between school

ing to

and

recent death of an outstanding

Not "deadheads" but ambitious
young people, ready and willing to

Andy Haldane

grapple with the day's problems, are

college."

The

young graduate
'41

pus

points
ethics.

like

up any
•

He

discussion of cam-

was respected by

stu-

dents and administration alike.

the abandoned farm

American

literature, journalis-

farm,"

is

not to close one's mind

to the ferment of ideas abroad in the

listen.

the crying need of the nation. Let us

make sure

that

we belong

to the latter

As
president of the Student Council he
greatly augmented the prestige of
that organization. In the war and post
war years the college will need more

group while we wend our way with toil
and pain toward the "Exit" gate and a
diploma. "Cuts" will not be given for
absences from these lectures and con-

upperclassmen like him. The number
of upperclassmen has been drastically
reduced during the war. This condi-

sent themselves will be cutting

ferences, but those students

who abdown

their chances for a wider understand-

ing of the world in which they

the Editor of the

it

social gathering

Cress

Continued from Page

The "Messiah"

l

}

be presented
by the Brunswick Choral Society,

made up

will

Bowdoin

of the faculty,

undergraduates, service men, and
townspeople in Memorial Hall,

Reservations can be made #with to sing should come to the rehearsthe secretary, William P. Sawyer als held in Memorial Hall. Monday
96 Pine Street, Belmont. Mas- evening. November 13; Wednesday evening, November 22; and
sachusetts.
President Sills, Senator Wallace thereafter Tuesday evenings, at
H. White "99, and William H. Clif- 7.15 p.m. Anyone wishing to play
ford '11 spoke at the Joint meeting in the string orchestra should comof the Alumni Association of An- municate with Professor Tillotson
droscoggin County and the Bow- at once.
doin Teachers Club at the

Auburn

In the
Y.M.C.A. on October 26.
election held at this meeting, William L. Haskell '33 was elected
president, and Faunce Pendexter
'37, was elected secretary of the
Androscoggin County Association.

I

.

1

'36.

a-r
religious significance and reverSaturday saw a large exodus of ence they may contain. A chapel is
Bcwdoin men headed for West- a place for those who earnestly
brook Junior College. 50% of the desire of their own free will to
outgoing students thought the worship God to do so. This is not
dance was in the afternoon; the possible if the student in the form
other half thought of it as being in next to you is chatting charmingly
the evening. From all reports it with a friend of his, indulging in
was held from 5.00 to 8.00 pjn. unrestrained profanity with referwith a very small crowd and many ence to the hymn, or treating the
disappointed ycung ladies. If the hymn as a drinking song or popucollege organizations are going to lar ballad. Such activity on the
have a dance, it would probably be part of upperclassmen produces a
better if the students here were marked impression upon the new
told some concrete facts about freshman.
when, where, who, what, and why.
The substance of chapel talks
often is so far from having any
s - r
Weber Knit Sportswear, Inc. connection with Christianity that
sent a letter to a Bowdoin frater- it actually is absolutely opposite to
nity saying that "we feel it might its principles. This fact points to
be of some interest to the girls in but one thing: that the chapel is
your sorority to see the attached being used not as a place of worcopy of our new Fall booklet, en- ship, but as a social meeting place
titled
"Sweaters that Charm." primarily. In making the chapel a
They close this letter by stating place for social geniality and a
for
the
mere running
that they "should be happy to send place
you additional copies, on request." through of hymns and prayers
Evidentally there was some mis- rendered meaningless by the atmosphere,
there
is
danger of creating
take made.
a greater evil from the lesser evil
• -f
The Institute surrounds us now. of a non compulsory chapel. Indifference
to
and
contempt
for ChrisLast Sunday there was a nice
writeup in "The New York Times" tianity on the part of college stushowing the importance that this dents of another faith whose only
Bowdoin tradition carries in the appraisal of modern Christianity
Big City. Sunday there was prac- may be based on our chapel servtically no interest shown in it, ex- ices can but be increased both by
cept that no hour exams will be the compulsion and by the observaheld during the two week period tions made on these services.
A falling off of attendance is to
of November 14-25.
be expected if non-compulsory
s - r
Freshman caps have made their chapel becomes a reality. Perhaps
re-appearance once more. J. R. Sunday chapel speakers will not
French '47 wore one around for a speak to as many students, but
day until an upper-classman in- even with a five-cut regulation in
formed him that he was no longer effect the attendance is extremely small. It is my personal belief
required to wear it.
that the sooner we come to the
s - r
Realization that the importance of
If one is interested in HawChristianity lies within the indithorne's collegia tc days at Bowvidual and that religion cannot be
doin, there is an article written by
imposed from without, the sooner
his great-grandson, Manning Hawwe shall convince others that
thorne '31, in the New England
Christianity has a meaning beyond
Quarterly of a few years ago.
the realm of mere dogma and
Brunswick of 1824 was a town of a
few hundred houses and twice as ritual. We must realize that a

i

urges all Bowdoin alumni in New Monday evening, December 18.
Any undergraduate who wishes
England to attend this meeting.

disregard of and disrespect fcr the
chapel as a house for worshipping
God, take from the services any

scalped.

Continued from Page

ning. Mr. Motley is also the International President of ZetaTsi fraternity. Dean Nixon and Placement Director Ladd will also address* the Club. The Association's
president, Mr. Don J. Edwards '16,

and whose obvious

By Ian Maelnnes

Now

that the scrutinizing of the
election returns is ever and the
college has reverted to reading the
comics, it may be rather inappropriate to return to election again.

Plans were formulated by the
groups for a sub-freshman meeting
next spring.

Remember this the next time you
brought out in are tempted to tear out a page or
Sunday's "New York Herald- two. It must be quite gay for
Tribune." seems well worth men- these men in some far off jungle to
tioning. Namely, that the victory get magazines that have DO NOT
was not a sectional cne but, as was TAKE FROM THE LOUNGE
shown by the one sided electoral stamped on them.
vote, was country-wide. Although
the popular vote was close, the

A

point, however,

last

overall homogenous
to national unity.

result

PORTLAND SCHOOLS
RECEIVE CHARTERS
President Sills presented Portland and Deering High Schools
with framed copies of Bowdoin's
charter at Armistice Day assemblies
en November 10. These
plaques, which include only important sections of the charter, are to
be given to those schools which
have sent a number of men to Bowdoin or are, in some manner, closely associated with the college.
President Sills himself is a graduate of Portland High School.

points

Even staunch
are priming their
to vote fcr F.D.R.

who

Republicans

children not
should get some consolation from
this national solidarity.
- o-

m

Returning to a more recent topic
of conversation, namely the Army-

Notre Dame game, we have found
only one Army rooter who is disappointed with the 59-0 score.
Thomas Chadwick '47. lost a halfbuck when Army was only able to
roll up 59 instead of his goal. 60
points. "So near and yet so far."
- c
Incidentally, while listening to
the game, did you hear the announcer refer to Adam Walsh as
the coach from Bowdoin "University"? Two freshmen, however,
jolted us more than the announcer
did. One saying. "Bowdoin isn't a

m

University,

is

it

To which

?"

his

roommate

with certain disdain,
answered, "Of course not, they
have females at Universities."

m

-

a

The "Mate'' returned from the
interior of New Hampshire with a
rather guilty conscience. Making

short and often irreverent period
taverns as churches. Judging
by the number of fines that Haw- of worship cannot influence a stu- the lent; trip with the expressed indent who does not possess an in- tention of voting for Dewey, and in
thorne had to pay, he was more
clination toward Christianity, and his determination to keep the town
familiar with

many

the former.
»

-

r

come in for the
usual criticism. A large portion of
the thinking student body objects
to the choice of the daily chapel
hymns and wish that someone
would get a Jew songs that the
Fall chapel has

boys know,

like,

and can

-

r

Many

people here felt badly
about the defeat of Dewey on
Tuesday. The same people realize
that in order to get along at all,
we must all play toegther on the
same team and thus the intelligent G. O. P.'s will go along with
the "people's choice."

—

-

part of the student who earnestly
desires to worship God.

CLAYTON

F.

REED

46

r

Peter Curran's few words about
proper attire for Sunday Chape]
were evidenUy heard because the
"T" shirts and dirty pants were
missing when the Rev. Robert Cummins, General Superintendent of
the Universalist Church spoke,

fbffgol

the Presdontial part
He said that

of the ballot entirely.

he was not responsible for his actions when be got away from

Brunswick and the Democrats
"Freedcm we are here; let's

here.

have a (censored I."

COMMUNICATION

m

sing!

s - r
On Saturday, Armistice Day, it
was interesting to compare the
difference in the death-lists of the
two wars. In the 1917-1918 conflict,
men were killed or died either in
training camp or in France; in the
1941- ? war. the 43 Gold Stars on
the chapel flag signify deaths in
Holland, Germany, France, Italy,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, Japanese
prison camps. North Africa, Iceland, Sicily, and many other spots
all over the globe. This, signifies to
many that we are really living in
"One World."
s

can but arouse resentment on the "wet"

To the Editor
a

-

e

As was expected, the average

ORIENT:
undergraduate upon moving into
Many undergraduates know of the Dorms has gotten to know a
letter, recently printed in "The great many undergraduates iwho
of the

Brunswick Record' which bitterly
Bowdoin and Brunswick Chamber Music Society for
the recent appearance of Yves
Tinayre at Memorial Hall. Mr.
Tinayre is a world-renowned musicoligist who specializes in music
written before the time of Bach.
The letter, written by one who
criticized the

called himself (herself) the "Interested Citizen," was most inco-

NEW

before were merely nodding acquaintances. As a result it is now
quite common to hear someone

RADIO RELAY LINK

FOR TELEPHONE

saying, "Eug-eyes is all right when
you get to know him." Or "I have
gotten to like that kid recently."
When you stop and think, or run

AND

TELEVISION

and forget, these sudden changes
of opinion shew that we all are to'
apt to boss judgment on ever>

Tinv radio waves, shorter than any used before in commercial
telephony, will link New York and Boston in a new experi-

Tom, Dick, and Harry whether we

mental "jump-jump ~ relay system for the transmission of
telephone speech and television programs.

herent and revealed a complete know them or not. When we do get
ignorance of the status q|uo.
I to know them better, we realize
personally know Professor Tillot- the folly of early impressions.
son was deeply concerned with the There always will be a lot of peocriticism, and hope that these few ple that cne will not be particularremarks will bring him some con- ly fond of just as there will be a
solation and assure him, at least, lot of people who don't exactly
of the undergraduates' loyal sup- jump up and down when they see
port in all his musical endeavors.
you. That's normal. But. what is
The Bowdoin and Brunswick not normal, is adding ten or twenChamber Music Society is under ty other names to the first list
the capable leadership of Profes- when one doesn't even know them.
sor Tillotson. I have known Mr.
- c
Tillotson as a citizen of the town
As the magazines in the Mquland as a friend. Now, I know ton Union have been abused and in
him as my professor of music. some cases stolen, it seems that
Ever since I have known him, he every student should know that
has never chajiged his musical these magazines are eventually
aim. The name Tillotson has been sent to soldiers in New Guinea.
and will forever be associated
with the finest in music. Professor
Tillotson has persistently refused
to cater to the mediocre.
The

^

These waves travel

in straight lines like

beams of

light.

Because of the earth's curvature, the distance will he spanned
in a series of straight-line jumps between transmitting and
receiving stations about 30 miles apart.

The
this, to

Bell System plans post-war improvements in ways like

extend

its

nation-wide service by providing more Long

Distance telephone

facilities for

peacetime needs.

m

s - r
Every institution must have
rules and regulations. Bernardo
Gicovate, Doctor of Philosophy
"Interested Citizen" truly revealand Letters, who is an assistant ed his ignorance by
labeling Mr.
instructor in the Spanish DepartTinayre's music as "high browed."
ment, wants to get -a Bowdoin deMr. Tinayre himself states that
gree. In addition to his many Engone of the most enthusiastic reslish courses and teachings, he has
ponses to his music came from a
to spend an hour a day taking
poor, illiterate. French peasant.
physical education.
The acquisition of a keen and
s - r
practical sense of evaluation for
"Coco-cola is five times as the finer things of life should
be
strong as coffee" is a statement a part of every college
student's
which is always being tossed career. Bowdoin's aim, obviously,
around whenever one brings up the is to teach us the finer things, of
"lift" received in the drink. The life.
When it comes to music,
real facts, according to Consumer Bowdoin students are assured
of
Reports, a monthly publication of the very best, because it is part
the Consumers Union, are that of Professor Tillotson's life to pre-

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

'Service to the Nation in

Peace and War"

Have a "Coke" = Eat, drink and enjoy

yourself

"some manufacturers add

caffein, sent only the very best the field
however, to give the drinks a more of music has to offer.
"stimulating" effect; but even so,
The knowledge of Mr. Tillotthe greatest amount of caffein son's aim is worthy of our confound in a six-ounce drink of any sideration, and he in turn, is worof the 12 bands in CU's tests was thy of every undergraduate's conno more than a quarter of the tinued and loyal support in all his
amount of caffein in a cup of cof- musical undertakings.

AMBROSE

fee."

A.

SAINDON

'46

. . .

or.

adding refreshment

Plenty of ice-cold Coca-Cola helps

Have plenty of "Coke"

MAKE EVERY PAY DAY

remember to

BOND DAY
J0W THE MY- ROIL

ice-cold

to

a backyard barbecue

^

make eay harbacua a

the pause that refreshes,—-has

become a high-sign of

eOTTlK) UNDER AUTHOWTY

171

live.

Park Street

(tBLgefe

Star,

hospitality in

"Coke**= Coca-Cola

ft

OP THf COCA-COIA COMPANY IT

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

SAV1M8S PLAN

success.

and ready to drink. When you shop,

ash for Coca-Cola. Everywhere, Coca-Cola stands for

the American home.

INC.
Lewiston. Maine

naweal foe
JSrT'abl
abbtcviaacquire friendly
jroa hear

That
Coca-Cola

iriocis.
>

.0'*««rtoC.CC*«
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I firmly believe, and the evidence
confirms, that compulsory chapel
not only contrary to the Christian religion, but also that it has
two major detrimental consequences. To compel a student to gc
to chapel does not change his attitude toward religion, if his convictions are already firmly established contrary to religious, belief.
Students, to whom chapel is just a

is

LYONS AND ALTMAN
SOLO IN "MESSIAH"

Alumni Meetings

Mustard and

ORIENT:

is

is
the country's poorthe way Oswald Garrison
Villard describes the Boston papers
that Bcwdcin students read just as
the sun rises over the Bowdoin
pines. It reminds one of the toooften told tale of the man that
went from Boston to Buffalo and
upon his return was given a civic
reception
because
wasn't
he

tically

s

the ideas of authorities in varied fields
Professor Herbert

of

To

Works

is

college.

The

A.

"Boston

chief

a college chapel isn't conducted
like a church, because, by its very
nature,

By David

who remain.

providing inspiring leadership

COMMUNICATION

Campus Survey

ahBatai

^^^
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS
By

4. F.

The

Kimball and

C

Inter-fraternity

aroused much interest

K. Travis

THREE

Miller Outlines Year's

Rifle

Qub Prexy And Cross Country Winner

Swimming Prospects

polar bearings

By Bay

Swift

The tank team made a good start last Wednesday in their win over
Although conceeding that the
Road Race sponsored by the White Key has
the airbase outfit. It should be mentioned though that the fliers lost
and has attracted many comments—good, bad several good men just prior to the meet. Coach Bob Miller has several Bowdoin swimming team will be
outclassed in its November 25 meet

and indifferent. The decision to restrict competition to non-varsity men
is certainly a wise one and will make the race slower, but more interesting The absence of any sure winners will make it much easier to

strong individuals but there is not enough talent for a well-rounded
team. The breaststroking department is especially hard up. The
next meet is with M.I.T.. Saturday, November 27.
induce the would-rot-be athletes to take a try at this two mile epic.
polar bearings
Even so, it will undoubtedly be difficult for some houses to raise a
Neil Mahoney has been touring various rehabilitation centers for
to*m cf seven. By the time you read .this column the race will be over veterans of World War II giving lectures on sports. These lectures
so there is no senv in making predictions. We will, however, go over have met with success and great enthusiasm at both Fort Williams and
brarti. stick our respective necks out etc. and say that some houses Togus, Maine. These talks are part of a Red Cross-sponsored entertainare definitely strong. This may be a bit rash but we have the cour- ment program. At last the local Red Cross is smartening up and giving
age of our convictions. PS. Keep an eye on Richard Rcundy who has the men something they, as a whole, can appreciate and enjoy.
been training in secret and is definitely a threat. Yah!!!!
polar bearings

with

Navy-reinforced

M.

T..

I.

Coach Bob Miller forsees a season
which may compare favorably with
last year's. In their opening encounter Wednesday the tank men
sank the Naval Air Station 36-21.
Eight high school meets will form
the bulk of the schedule.
Bowdcin's strongest point lies in
the freestyle class, which forms the
backbone of any college team. An
all freshman lineup of Jim Eells,
Pete Grant, Woodie Brown, Curt

Mossman, D. Caldwell, and Brad

Backman will perform in this field
as well as on the relay team.
The breaststrckers, Al Bugbee.
Gene Martens and "Rosie" Rosenberg have been developed since the

CLIFFORD

Club Institutes

Rifle

Membership Campaign
A campaign

tc obtain more members for the Rifle Club has been announced by Clifford K. Travis '45,

comand when
President of the organization.
the two boards expected from the
Several Winchester .22 calibre
West Coast ever arrive.
with a sufficient
The meet with M.I.T. finds Bow- target rifles
of ammunition are at the
amount
doin well out-matched against a
the students. The
disposal of
college with so large a Navy comshooting gallery at Adams Hall is
plement, but Coach Miller expects
Tuesday evea reasonable amount of success. open Monday and
The team- then anticipates a round nings.
Several matches are being planrobin consisting of eight meets
More information may be obwith neighboring high schools, ned.
seeing Travis, Austin F.
which will be scheduled soon by the tained by
Hogan, Herbert Sillsby, or Eugene
Maine Interscholastic Swimming
Bernardin.
Association. A meet with the Radar School is also being planned.
Bill

will

The

in the

fill

petitive diving field

if

event will be the

final

New

England Meets at M.I.T. in FebFraternities Compete
ruary, also to be entered by
Brown, Williams, Trinity, SpringIn Road Race Today
field. M.I.T.. and possibly Amherst
and Wesleyan. Bob Miller hopes to
have enough balance at that time
The annual interfraternity road

Bow- race was held this afternoon. It
was expected that this White Key
The swimming team has com- managed event would attract most
peted sixteen years without a of the students in the college who
to place at least a fourth as
doin did last year.

break, through hell and high water, and Bowdoin considers the policy of maintaining a squad comprised of its civilian students to be
well worth while. Although the
swimmers in wartime ace mainly of
freshman calibre, the team is still
"varsity" in the sense that it comprises the best swimmers that
Bowdoin can put forth. The squad
will suffer heavily in the draft this
winter, therefore much more material

is

needed

were fit enough to walk across the
starting line. Seven men were entered from each house that had
that many. The scoring was done
by a method drawn up for the occasion with the hope that it would
encourage more men to run. One
point was given for each man to
start, one for each to finish and
one for each runner the contestant beat.
To give the rest of the college a
chance the cross country team was

order to com-

in

pete successfully in the coming excluded and acted as officials
meets, notably the New England akng >the two mile course. The
Meet. Coach Miller is calling for race was to start in front of the
all students who are interested, re- chapel and run out past the Theta
gardless of experience to enlarge Delta Chi House along the freshthe squad.
man cress country course. As the
ORIENT went to press before the
race was held it was impossible to
course, the airline. When we took obtain results.
off from LaGuardia Field the ceiling was quite low, but it seemed
as though in no time at all we

Bowdoin-On-The-Air

were

in the bright sunlight above
the clouds. John bumped his head
against the ceiling twice on the

trip came to an end with
a great feeling of satisfaction and
aa overwhelming feeling of ex-

is

approximately

fifteen

men, who work out at

3:30,

and a

and the lack

now been

cut to

J.V. club

which

It looks as

home games

the Black and White will be able to play their college
own Gym this winter. New baskets are being ob-

if

in their

tained and the floor

is

j

to be

;

marked with a court running lengthwise.

,

tion are likely to

Radio Show through a friend! In
if it hadn't been for our famfriends our time in New
York would have been fruitless
and harsh. We went to Hildegarde's Program.
Conveniently
enough her sponsor is a cigarette
company. We each took a package on' the way in and on the wayout, thus keeping us in cigarettes
for the rest of the week. The program was very good, and Hildegarde is truly a great show.
Charlie Bamet and five members of his band formed a sextet

DUNCDEWAR TELLS OF
NEW YORK ODYSSEY

fact

ilies'

Ry Dunean H. Dewar
Editor's .Note: This column
was not run in the last issue
due to space limitations.

I'm feing to deviate from the
usual subject of musicians and
music in order to tell about some
of the humorous experiences that
J. Grant, A. Query and I had in

Wonder what the boys who saw Notre Dame smother Dartmouth
last month thought of Saturday's game?
up to our room and left the Kleeping arrangements up to them.
Brother
Weatherill
spent
the
night on the floor and Mr. Fells
curled up in the bath tub.. I've
heard of it being done but it's the
I

|

]

I

first

They

time that
slept this

I

ever witnessed

way

for

it.

two nights

without any lame backs or stiff
necks, so it really can't be too bad.
The next day was a full one. Al.
John and I got up early and walked the streets. Getting tickets to
one of the top plays also was a
hopeless task
without
inside

Thanks to a fraternity
to play a little ditty. Henry Kai- friends.
ser was also a guest on the pro- brother in the head office of Bl o
gram and he spoke in favor of a week we got three tickets for
I might as well start off this
fourth term.
"Voice Of The Turtle." After eatIt was a good protale by warning everyone not to gram to take in. as
tnere have ing dinner in the Astor, Al and I
go to New York if hotel reserva- been many people who said that left John and went to Belmont
tion! haven't been made in ad- Hildegarde's program was terrible Park Race Track.
This is truly
vance. You will wait in a line of but it was interesting. This dis- a beautiful track.
We saw the
thirty people that moves, at times. proves those statements.
running of the annual Grand Naand when you finally do reach the
After the program we whisked tional Steeple Chase. This is perdesk and ask the clerk if there!
back to the Astor by cab. As it haps the most colorful race that
are any rooms instead of answerwas Al's turn to pay the cab, John I have ever seen. It certainly is
ing, he laughs in your face.
This
and I got out first. We heard different and is more thrilling to
happened to us in numerous ho-]
some words being passed around the naked eye than when it ap-

w

New York

|

!

came away ten dollars to the good.
The next fine experience that
we had was seeing that fine play
"The Voice of the Turtle." Margaret Sullavan was fine and she
captured everyone's heart. For a

from the Astor

dorf Astoria.

to the WalThanks to brother

Grant, Query and Dewar, as well
as Grant himself, didn't sleep in
Central Park. John had a friend
whose uncle was a friend of John's
father and a good friend of the

the cab and they were very
cutting ones at that.
It seems
that Alphy didn't tip the cab driver and the old boy really was sore
but I'll assure you that Al got in
the last word.
in

After a little snack at the Astor
manager of the Picadilly Hotel.
Having this inside track we were the three of us returned to The
able to get a room for two nights. Picadilly and our two awaiting
This room that we got was just comrades. We smuggled the boys
big enough for three people.
After we registered and got settled in our room we made a tour ALLEN'S
of Times Square looking for a
M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G., MgT.
place to eat and talk.
As we
were walking down 42nd Street,
we met two of our brethren, Eells 148 Maine Street - Tel. 775
and Weatherill. The boys informed us that they had no place to
We didn't give them much
sleep.
solace and out of the kindaeaa of
oar combined hearts we asked

DRUG STORE

—

ALVIN SETTLE

them to stay in our room. Ttus Continuing the Stuart Print Shop
was a fateful suggestion. We left
them and went into Jack Dempsey's Restaurant to eat. The meal Complete Printing Service
was. fair, but the price was not.
Al had secured some tickets to a Town Bids;. Tel. OT-W Brunswick

]

MAHONEY ANNOUNCES

Cross Country Result
Indicate

Twelve varsity basketball games
have now been scheduled for the

Mahoney men with various

Good Season

Bowdoin trounced Portland
and South Portland high schools

ser-

yesterday.

The

teams and Maine Colleges.
Four J. V. games have also been
arranged with Maine high schools.

respectively.

Several intervening dates are not

sixth.

vice

The

latest

Fred Auten
schedule

is

U

a.s

ing

8 p.m.

17:

Air Station

Camp Langdon

15
16

7 p.m.

Brunswick

V.

J.

hom<

home
away

Fort Williams

the captain cf the
.

play with only three people in the
cast it certainly was new and really fine.
We never stopped praising the fine play or the fine cast
after we left the theatre. It was
fine.

was

(Ed.'s
great.)

Note—We

thought

pears in the movies. That afternoon was not only a colorful one
but a profitable one as We each

PHILG AS

does the cook-

8 p.m. Varsity

;:;

,<:e

We

dropped into the Taft Grille
on and heard Vincent Lopez
and company. This showman still
packs in the crowds after many
later

years in the show business. After
some time our brothers re-joined
us and we all returned to the hotel
for another sleepless night.
Early the next morning John and
I
departed for Boston by the
clean, economical, and rapid form
of transportation, which is, of

'

men

|

A

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

Nov. 15-16

in

.:

-

sixth; and Bill Smith.
Dec. 20: 3:30 J.V. Deering. home ninth. Jacobs of Lincoln placed
8 p.m. Varsity, Presque Isle second.
Air Field,
home
The course was shorter than usaway ual because of the limited training
Deering,
Jan. 9
J. V.,
Jan. 10: 8 p.m. Ft. Williams, home of the men and measured two
home miles, six hundred yards. Auten's
Colby,
Jan. 13: 8 p.m.,
away time was 13:10; Wheeler's. 13:40;
Bates,
Jan. 17
away and Ea.s ton's, 13:50.
J.V., Brunswick,
Jan. 19
away
Maine
Jan. 20
With another week's training behome hind them the team ran against
Maine
Feb. 10
home two strong Portland teams yesterBates
Feb. 15
away
Colby
Feb. 24
day. Next Saturday they will tackle
home Deering High which has been deMaine
Feb. 28
Last week was the first scrim- feated by their Lincoln rivals. By
mage practice. Because of the far the toughest of these meets
great number of men out for the was the triangular meet with Portsport, the team has been divided land and South Portland High
into a varsity and junior varsity. Schools. The results were not
known at the time of this Writing
but the team was more confident
after last week's victory, followed
by a hard week of training.
Recalls
Contrary to the report in the
Boston papers, none of the team
went
to the New England InterCollege
Walsh's
scholastic Meet at Franklin Field
in Boston. Due to the late start
Adam Walsh, our head football the team did shorter work than
coach now at Notre Dame on a such a meet called for. However in
leave of absence, was mentioned in the three weeks that Jack Magee
the November 3 "On College Grid- has had these men he has brought
irons" column of "The New York them up from a bunch of stragglers
Times." Alison Danzig, conductor to some real runners. In another
of the column, wrote that Rip Mill- year these, men should be able to
er, a former teammate of Walsh on make a good showing in the New
the "four horsemen" and "seven Englands
full
and handle a
mules" Notre Dame teams, had schedule.
this to say just before the Navy-

Teammate

Days

Notre

Dame game on November 4

fidence in
center, as

him that he

Adam

;

him play

let

insisted,

in with the

,

with

I

line after the
first
"four horsemen" had been stopped
in their tracks behind l the second
line. Bending over the ball; he looked around and asked sweetly of the
Need some
immortalized backs:
help boys?" After that Stuhldreiv.-r. Criwley.
Miller, and Layden
-

also

Fox News

Short Subjects

Nov. 17-18

Frt.-Sat.

-

PRINTING

Always Top Quality

Joyce Reynolds

POSTERS
STATION ERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

Robert Hutton
Short Subject

Nov. 21

Tues.

When

doing?

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friend*. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.
charge far foreign delivery.

and

Remember

-

The

ORIENT

is

girls

No

extra

the College Oracle

and Reporter

T0NDREAU BROS.

Hears All - Sees AH - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

Maine Street

Brunswick

ONLY

with

Dean

Jarjrer

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone S —

Marriage

Phone 328-M Predelivery

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin lilt'

sssjsjssssjsnskj

like to have your friends know what you are
like to bear of your athletic achievements ?

cus-

Strangers Marry

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

The Orient

Do yon
De you

Would you tike to have your girts get acquainted with the
toms and doings on the campus?
There Is an easy and inexpensi ve way.

also

-

Kim Hunter

Selected Short Subjects

Printers of

$2.50

$2.50

Fancy Groceries

News

WexL-Thurs.

Mate*

Chops

Steaks

.

Maine Street

Brunswick

Nov. 19-20

-

—
—William Sands

200 Maine Street

Short Subjects

Janie

Store

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

AMUSEMENT CENTER

Benny Goodman

—

Book

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

MEN

Paramount News

And Other

Our Jungle Diplomacy

Visit the

sj|s>

Sun. -.Men.

College

and

SERVICE

with
Jean Heathers - Charles Quigiey

Lynn Bari

Ask Us For Quotations

Brunswick

II.

The

Mainstays of Maine-— R. P. T. Coffin
$2.00
The Winds of Fear— Hodding Carter
$2.50
Don't Wait Up For Spring Charles Mergendahl

COLLEGE STUDENTS

National Barn Dance

Yes, We're Interested In

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEES

War

ATTENTION

it

MIKE'S PLACE

World

with

had long experience la
producing for Bowdoin men:

BrunswickHardwareCo.

in

hundred pounds of Dews-

papers will produce fifty canine* for 75-nun. shells.

Sweet And Lowdown

ALL Your

mo.-i

r.~

Camp Langdon Burnham,

it

We have
ing best

.

its

I

took the leadmeet of the
year ;»gair.>
undefeated Lincoln
Academy. Bowdoin won the meet
with a score of 23-33. Also placing
near the front were Jot- Wheeled,
third; Cabot Easton, fourth; Hal
;g

5:

w«s

Autea

>jntr

.-

lows:

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

scores: 30-50-71,

Fred

Joe Wheeler second, Easton
and Burnham were fourth and
first,

yet definite.

Nov. 22-23

Is

A

«

Private

Affair
with
Lena Turner - John Hodisk

Fan News

FIRST NATIONAL

Deliver the

BANK

of Brunswick.

to:

Address

Maine

Capital, $110,046

City, State

Total Resources $3,000,000

Student

ORIENT

$2.00 a year
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Patronage

The Orient
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

mediate Portland area have been hands broken.
invited to come to the program.
"The longest speech Walsh ever
ihur(- ned ti
cf their
On Thanksgiving Day, Thursday. made as captain of the Notre pocket sfull cf press dippings and
November 23, Professor Athern P. Dame, team was the time he came went into high.'
Daggett will discuss the Institute
on Liberal Education. Frederick R.
Woodruff '48, will announce.
In commemoration of the third
anniversary of Pearl Harbor, on
Thursday, December 7, a program
entitled '•Bowdoin Men At War"
will review the fighting records of

j

•

tels.

country

•

\

j

!

who

'47,

meet yesterday.

i

Sate WaSte Paper fOr War!

polar bearings

games with the Radar and Naval Air Stabe scheduled sometime this month.

practices morning's Practice

i

Choirs.
All Bowdoin graduates in the im-

haustion.
at last started for the basketball squad,

very noticeable. The varsity squad has

Continued from Page

[

The

Scrimmage has

B. Al'TFX
triangular cross

won the

"Walsh, one of the finest figures
son will direct the Bowdoin and
of a man these eyes ever set on, is
Wayneflete "Choirs. Following the the quiet-spoken type that inspires
program will be a formal dinner confidence in his squad by his mere
and dance for the members of the presence. Rockne had so much con-

trip.

of experience

FREDERICK

'46, presi-

1

start of the season, and two veterans, "Buck" Erswell and Gene
Bernardin comprise the backstroke
men. Curt Mossman and Jim Eells
are to be developed in distance
swimming to take the place of
George Kern on last year's team.

Barnstone

TRAVIS

K.

dent of the Rifle Club, who has announced a drive for new members.

•MM

Office,

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

1
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Hie Warren

Our

Favorite

Maestros
By Duncan H. Deuar
we have

considered the
male vocalists it seems only fair
that we write next about the female vocalists. The two top chirpcrs of the day arc Dinah and Ginny. Dinah never had any experience singing with a band as she
was picked out of the blue by Eddie Cantor who of course gave her
star billing on his radio show. Ginnie Sims was known to everyone
as the mainstay of the Kyser
band. She made some fine records
while with Kay. When Kay went
to Hollywood with the band to
make a movie the producers saw
the qualities that Ginnie possessed
and of course they offered her a
contract. Everyone expected the
Kyser group to lose a great deal
of its popularity. Instead Kay tried
out quite a few female vocalists
Trudy Erwin being one of them until she hft the jackpot in employing Georgia Carroll. This girl captured every cne*s heart including
K.K.'s to whom she is now married.

After

E. Robinson

Gateway and the President's Gateway are here pictured as they looked

Getting back to Ginnie and Dinah. There has been as much of a
popularity battle between these
two as there has been between
Sinatra and Crosby. The service
men were the big instigators of the
battle and consequently both girls
got a terrific boost leaving neither
as the vitcor. Both of the girls also
have a half hour program of their
own. As an outside observer I
would pick Dinah Shore as the better of the two! One of my reasons
for doing this is that she has a
good sense of humor. Reading over
a few Hollywood columns brings
out the fact that Miss Simms is a
hard person to get along with.
These temperamental gals are
frowned upon by the columnists

Shaw. Connie Haines the old T.
Dorsey chirper used to have that
Abbott and Costello spot until she
left to take up housekeeping. This
girl certainly is full melody for her
size. She got her start with Harry
James and later was picked up by
T. Dorsey and if you will remember
she used to do some swell duets
with our boy Frankie.
Everyone remembers, pr I should
say, how could anyone forget, Helen O'Connel. Her great records are
scarce now and there are many
people who wish they could get
their hands on them. To mention
only a few, you surely will remem-

with the

last

Shaw group

September. For Economy of Time, Money, Space and Effort, the

how

has decided to give excessive copy "the gate."

Mr. Kenneth J. Boyer, assistant librarian at Bowdoin, has recently discovered a rare first edition reposing innocently and unostentatiously in its place on the
Shelves. The book was written by
that grand old hero of Vermont
Boys,
and the Green Mountain
Ethan Allen, and bears the ponderous title "Reason the
Only
Oricle of Man. or a Compenduous
System of Natural Religion." Its
rarity is due to the fact that at
the first printing in Bennington,
destroyed
Vermont, 1784, a fire
the entire first edition, with he
exception of about thirty copies.

Waits For No One." Along with
Dick Haymes she made "Together"
in a Decca special personality series. This record is also a must.
When I was in New York Helen
was playing at the Paramount and
the crowds looked like the ones go-

—

|

l

The

—

Famous

Hall

Mark

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Fifty

Make

MMBB

fire

The volume may be seen
Treasure

Room

in

R.

the men who go to sleep
in church were laid end on end it
would be more comfortable.
If all

100
POUNDS OF YOUR

WASTE
!

,

PAPER

|

the

of the library.

Copies Of 1820 Print

Used By Alumni Fund
As a commemorative item
Alumni Fund has financed

JUST ARRIVED AT

New

was caused by

lightning.
and instigated, said the superstitous people of the. time, by the
the
wrath, of God because
v,r
atheistic tendencies of the book.

t

The Melody Shop

—W. H.

BOYER FINDS FIRST
EDITION OF OLD BOOK

a great deal of recognition. When
Bea Wain started to go downhill
then people looked to the next best
thing that being H. Forrest. Her
very best record is a current one
and has topped a Dccca sales record the record is of course "Time

ing into a Dewey rally yes, they
were enormous. Every personal apgreat these records are. pearance of hers has been attended
"Amapola," "Green Eyes," "All of by capacity crowds. Certainly the
Me," are some cf the best. I doubt crowds can't be wrong. She is due
and consequently Ginnie has re- if there will ever be another band for an increase in stardom and she
ceived very little favorable public- that will have on the bandstand no doubt will get it.
ity. I also think thta Dinah is the two singers as great as Jimmie
better actress having seen them Dorsey had in Helen O'Connel
both on the screen several times. and Bob Eberle. When these two Paintings
There are a lot of good vocalists used to sing duets the dancers
l Continued from Page ; ]
on the air now that receive very- would all be around the stand gazlittle recognition and I don't mean ing at the handsome couple witJb
Kate Smith. Georgia Gibbs a gal that "in another world" look. Hel- of Boston as "Campaign Sketches"
from my home town whose real en is doing studio work now but during the Civil War period and
name is Fredda Gibson is on the the greatest part of her time is the Homer wood engravings which
Abbott and Costello show and is spent in being a good wife to her "Harpers Weekly" printed from
very good by the way. She used to Naval officer husband.
1858 to 1875. This time the Prang
sing on "Your Hit Parade" as well
Have you ever heard Martha Til- Company devised an accurate gelas singing for a time with Artie ton sing "I'll Remember April?" If atin process. However, the gelatin
you haven't you are in for some was so fragile that only a few
fine singing when you do hear it. prints could be made, and the
The accompaniment is by Gordon method was abandoned. Thus Mr.
Jenkins Orchestra and the record Homer's pictures and cne example
is a Capitol. Martha made some owned by the Andover Museum
fine records when she was with and one by Ned Wyeth of BrookGoodman about six years ago. Af- line are the only ones extant.
ter she left the "Clarinet" and Co.
The two watercolors that Homer
she went to Hollywood. Her work submitted for the experiment in
was
only part time and most of her the 1890's, when he was at the
146 Maine Street
singing was done by sound track peak of his powers, are low-keyed
for fdling in a big stars' voice. She in color, but have a brilliant range
has again come back into the lime- of light and shadow, conveying his
light and is now doing radio work. characteristic appreciation for the
Large Shipment of Records,
Some of you may think that I dark shadows "of the Adirondacks
have sclighted someone by not and the rugged wind-blown coast of
Both Hot and Classical
mentioning her. Well the truth is Maine.
I w-as saving the best till last. You
"Adirondacks Guide" depicts a
all know who that must be
none fisherman casting from an Indian
other than Helen Forrest. She is birch bark canoe which floats on
Also Full Line of
the most respected of the female the surface of a mountain lake.
singers today. Her voice is consid- The background is a pine forest
ered tops by the best men and with deep shadows.
women in the vast field of popular
"Eastern Point," the result of an
music. There probably isn't a rec- advertisement for Dr. Munn's cureord fan that hasn't k\ least two of all elixic seen by Homer in the
her best. "He's My Guy" and "I "Boston Post," which showed a
Cried For You" are the two that ponderous old man carrying a light
I have in mine. The best record
for the guidance of mankind and
from
stvles
choose
to
different
that she did while with Artie Shaw standing on a pedestral over the
your selection early
in my estimation is "I Poured My caption, "We save men!" transfers
Heart Into A Song " While she was the figure to a craggy knole above

ber

staff

she received

the

the
preparation of a colored reproduction of the familiar painting
of the college in 1821. The original is the work of an unknown
artist.
It is in the possession of
the college library. The reproductions are hand-colored colloty
prints. They have been produ
by the Southworth-Anthoensen
Press in Portland under the direction of Professor Herbert Brown.
The print shows Maine. Winthrop,
and Massachusetts Halls and the
old wooden chapel. In the foreground of the picture in front of
the college fence is a man pushing a wheelbarrow. A notation In
the hand of George T. Little '77,
for many years librarian of the
college, states that
the man is
"Uncle Tench," vendor of ginger
beer and gingerbread, who made
the rounds of the ends eacn morning. He is the original of "Uncle
Venner*"
in
Hawthorne's The
.

Kettle Cove near Eastern Point at
Prcut's Neck. The details of the
foreground are an epitome of the
rugged terrain at Prt ut's Neck.
Mr. Shelton, who began his development as a marine painter
some years ago at Prout's, took up
the incomparable rocks and surf
at Prout's with a style that is distinctly his own. This "Big Salt
Water" represents the surf tossed
up by the Autumnal storm against
a rock formation.
During recent years Shelton's
marines have enjoyed great success
in New York, where he now exhibits annually. Seventeen -paintings
by him were sold during August
alone. In addition, Shelton has received commendation from such
critics as Royal Cottissoz, so that
he is now established as one of the

marine painters working
America today.
finest

Two Sesquicentennial
Bowl Samples Arrive
Two samples of the Sesquicentennial Wedgwood Bowls have arrived at the Alumni office from
England. Seward J. Marsh, Alumni Secretary expects that the complete shipment of bowls, which
were ordered and purchased last
spring, will be delivered before the
end of the year. A few unpurchased bowls are expected in the shipment, and these will be placed on
•

sale.

Any one

i

in

a*M*M

interested in seeing the

samples should call at the Alumni office. The bowls are 14 inches
in diameter and eight inches in

I

depth. There are drawings of the
college buildings, in blue or in
dark green, around the side, and a
view from the "1820" print filling
the interior surface of the bowl.

mmmmm

House

of Seven Gables. The prints
are for sale for three dollars and
be obtained at the' Libra#y,
the Union, or the Alumni Office.
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"PHADE" RICEiWlU

THE BOW

"PHADE" BICE WILL SPEAK
IN CHAPEL TOMORROW!

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

(74th Year)

Drawn For New

Plans Being

IxfeviOKJ
TOMORROW!

IN CHAPEL

NO. 13

1944

29,

Team

Football

In Fall 1945

D.K.E. Fraternity Celebrates Centennial At Special Banquet In Portland
HOCKEY TEAM WAITS ELIZABETH SCHUMANN "QUILL" BOARD CALLS INSTITUTE RECEIVES
ONLY FOR WEATHER
FOR MORE MATERIAL FAVORABLE
COMMENT
SINGS IN MEM HALL

MONAGHAN SPEAK;
MEN INITIATED AT SPECIAL CEREMONY
HELD TOGETHER WITH 100TH ANNIVERSARY

SILLS, CHASE, LAWLIS,

SIX

The hockey team will begin a»
soon as the Delta rink freezes
A meeting will be called to
look over material for the team.
In case of warm weather a room
in the gym can ba used to practice shooting on the cement
floors. Holden Flndlay '44 lias expressed high hopes for the team.

The Thcta Chapter

of Delta

the lopth anniversary of

its

Kappa Epsilon observed

founding, as well as that of the

national fraternity, at a centennial initiation and banquet,

held at the Cumberland Club in Portland

last

Friday eve-

November 24. The actual date of the anniversary
was November 6, but it was inadvisable to hold the cele-

Miss Elizabeth Schumann, the
noted German soprano, sang at a

program presented, by the Bowdoin and Brunswick Chamber Music Society in Memorial Hall, Monday evening. November 27.
Included in the program were

HAWAnAN MINISTER
SPEAKS TO FRESHMEN
AT PRESroENrS HOUSE

Six Freshmen of the class of
1948 were initiated into the fraternity. They included Albert L.
Babcock of Bangor. Robert J.
Leach of Biddeford, Philip K.

By Dave

Elizabeth.
of /Cape
Leonard
Stephen E. Monaghan of Gardiner,
Rosalvin Robbins of Bar Harbor,
and Hugh P. Robinson of Portland
Harris M. Plaisted '32. president
of the Southern Maine Deke Alumni Association, was the master of
ceremonies at the dinner which
•

1

followed the initiation. After his
introductory' remarks, Richard C.
'46. house president, spoke
on behalf of the undergraduate
members of the fraternity and expressed their thanks to the alumthe Alpha Delta Phi and the Alpha
ni association for having made the
Tau Omega fraternities, respectivecelebration possible.
ly.
Stephen E. Monaghan. who has
Following Professor Chase, the
been the freshman king. during the
floor was turned over to the venpast seven weeks of traditional
erable Judge John Andrew Peters.
Deke pre-initiation hazing, next His pre-banquet instructions were
spoke for the "long suffering
to enliven the stately atmosphere
frosh."
of this centennial celebration with
The next speaker was Professor his famous stories on the comical
college
Stanley P. Chase of the
side of Bcwdoin's past. He fulfilled
faculty. He related a few amusing
this mission to the complete satisanecdotes about "Casey." and then
faction of all present.
read two congratulatory letters
President K. C. M. Sills then defrom the Deke's oldest and young[ Continued vn Pane y )
est sister fraternities at Bowdoin.

Lawlis

Collins '48

"Of 160,000 Japanese in Hawaii,
only 1200, or .7 of V/<, had to be interned following the sneak attack
on Pearl Harbor, contrasted to the
entire Japanese population of California which had to be moved far
inland after the raid," asserted Mr.
Galen R. Weaver, Pastor of the
Church Of The Crossroads in Honolulu, while addressing a group of
October Freshmen at the home of;
President and Mrs. Sills.
Mr. Weaver went en to say that
Japanese loyalty to the United
States in the Hawaiian Islands was
far beyond expectations after Pearl
Harbor. When the U. S. Army called for 1500 volunteers for military
service from the loyal Japanese,
ever 9500 Nisei, or full blooded 2nd|
generation Japanese responded to
that call, and they are now serving
with great distinction in Italy unGeneral Mark
der Lieutenant
W. Clark, after surpassing all
training records in United States
camps. An additional thousand are
proving invaluable to Army Intelligence in the South Pacific area,
while their friends and relatives
still in the Hawaiian Islands are.
doing, a. heroic part of the Terri-

j

!

j

Nathan Whitman

in
'47,

January.
Richard

The

MORROW TO GIVE

Thus, leaders in the fields of organized labor, business and finance,
religion, the schools, science and

government service,
liberal education itself were
invited to look at a common subject
liberal education— "from the
area of their expert knowledge."
and to express their views frankly
technology,

—

and openly.

ac-

The Institute has been a success.
cepted an invitation to give the last
address at the Bowdoin Institute Each of the seven lectures has been
on Friday evening, December 8, in attended by audiences composed of
Memorial Hall. Mrs. Morrow, for- members of the faculty and their
families, students, and residents of
gram here at Bowdoin by inviting merly acting President of Smith Brunswick. The
entire Institute
the audience to join with her in College, will speak upon the topic,
has attracted wide attention and
singing the National Anthem. The "Women Look at Liberal Educareceived
favorable
program for the evening was as tion."
throughout the country.

comment

The widow of Ambassador
Dwight Morrow who also served in

follows:

I.

If

Hermit Eby

Music Be the Food of Love

.

I

Must Change Policies
If They Are To Last, Day Says
Fraternities

WYMAN

PROMOTED
T0MAJ.GEN.BYPRES.

j

''

tion must be broken up on some
basis or other for housing purposes,
then the basis of "personal and social congeniality" offered' by fraternities is not any more undemocratic than any other scheme. He

"If fraternities are to last, they
will have to demonstrate a definite

plus

value

when

the advantages

and disadvantages of the segregated living they offer are taken
into consideration," President Ed-

Coming Events

j

of Cornell University mentioned segregation by courses
told an ORIENT reporter Sunday or career preferences as other sysin an interview on the future of' tems of divisions.
"However," President Day said,
fraternities.
The Cornell president, who was] "in so far as fraternity men acthe seventh speaker in the Insti- centuate a feeling among non-fratute on Liberal Education, spoke on ternity men that they are under"Liberal Education Looks at Itself" privileged, then they leave their
fraternities open to attack."
Saturday evening.
Turning to the second charge,
He said that fraternities are "under fire" for two chief reasons: that fraternities lack educational
they are charged with being "un- purposes. President Day said that
democratic" and "exclusive." and this presented "a real challenge"
they are accused of not having to the fraternities. He cited the
made "a sufficiently important con- trend toward new and better coltribution to the educational pur- lege dormitories with provision for
poses of the institution where they the "dining-in" and "living-in" of
tutors, instructors, and visiting lecare located."
Although he termed the first turers. He said that to this may be
charge "not generally valid." he added increasing competition from
said that it imposes a responsibil- non-fraternal societies.
"The question is, 'Can the fraterity on the part of the institution to
see that non-fraternity men have nities take on some of these eduhousing, dining, and social accom- cational attributes?'" President

mund

E.

Day

BCA Backs Drive For

j

modations equal to those offered Day said.
In order to be sure of survival
by fraternities. He emphasized the
importance of "active student un- he said that the fraternities njust
show that they can do a "campdsions."
He said that if we accept the wide job" of fostering learning, soprinciple that the student popula-

[

Continued on Page

.

3 )

believe, is now in a
better position to adapt itself to
coming peace-time conditions.
s - r

action of the ORIENT was
not possible a few months before
the staff was much smaller.
During the period when the college
had under 150 students, extracurricular activities were run by a
small group of responsible men.
The survival of such activities was
due almost entirely to the efforts
of a few students who bore singlehanded the responsibility of keeping the organizations alive. Committees and executive boards were,
in many cases, non-existant because of limited membership. Now,
however, we have an excellent opportunity to expand the set-up of
our organizations.

The

when

In

Two
Part

Parts
I

The Bowdoin ORIENT has decided that it' is time for a change
A glance at the masthead of this
issue will reveal that the titles and
duties of our staff members have

1

a-r .
Two organizations badly in need
undergone a shake-up in an at- of reconversion at the present time
tempt through subdivision to re- are the Masque and Gown and
distribute the burden of putting out Bowdoin-on-the-Air.
These two
the paper.

•

We

j

—

—

Holden

Backing

For

1

A

—

'

—

—
—

"Meddiebemps"
At

—

"MESSIAH"

SOLOISTS
TO PERFORM DEC.

—

.

.

.

j

i

I

i

I

vital groups. are lagging

because of
their present set-up. Admittedly,
the Masque and Gown cannot

believe that the
change in set-up will increase the
efficiency of the staff, and by decentralization, provide opportunity
for more to attain editorships. The

'

i

i

[
J
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dklENT, we

H. Linderaann. Jr.

—

World

—

SUN RISES

By

World Student

New Group Formed

Continued on Page
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must be

enough material
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$1036 Allotted For Fail

j

—

|

By Blanket Tax Comm.

j

Appropriations totaling $1036
have been allotted eight campus
organizations for the fall trimester,
according to a statement released

for a squad.

According to the Dean, there is
no question about the civilian enrollment steadily climbing during
the next two trimesters, and it is
probable, although not yet certain,
that about three hundred students
will be enrolled next fall.

on November 17 by Profess* ar Morgan B. Cushing. chairman of the
committee.

The report shows that for the
year 1943-1944 total blanket
tax receipts were $2398.59 of which
$2125.52 was appropriated to 13
campus organizations but only
$1659.39 was expended. This left a
balance of $739.20. Receipts for the
summer trimester of 1944 were
$653.75 while expenditures totaled
$403.86. This left a balance of
$989. to which were added receipts
for the fall trimester of $850.00 giving a total of $1839.09. From this
$1839.09 total, the appropriations!
of $1036 for the fall trimester were
voted.
fiscal

I

j

!

Football Coach

|

Adam Walsh

'

From correspondence with

the

For the fall trimester the BCA. University of Maine and Amherst
was allotted $95. This mav be com- College, it has already been ascerpared with the $200 which was ap- tained that these two institutions
propriated for the BCA. during! are also planning on having crrilian
!

:

!

the entire fiscal year 1943-44. The fcotball teams next year, and that
would like to enter in compefigures for the fall 1944 trimester the -v
tition with Bowdoin. If all the prcsar* in every case compared
;, h
materialize, and the Grvent
plans
the entire year 1943-1944 in the
ernin S Bcard makes a favorable
list below. The band this fall received $25; it had received $70 for decision
the fiscal vear. For the summer partment of the College plans to
and fall terms the ORIENT was draw up a schedule, somewhat
allotted $500; it received $750 for more curtailed, of course, than in
the fiscal year. Bowdoin-on-the-Air former years, which will include
and the Masque and Gown each other colleges in the opposition. No
were vcted $100 for the fall: the mention has been made so far of
former organization had received playing any high school or prep
$227 for the year and the later school teams.
|

w

!

:

|

The

$408.62 for the year.

The Music Department was

al-

lotted S50 for records this fall; it
was awarded the same sum for the
preceding fiscal year. The White

j

!

j

financial expenditure will bo
fact

redeemed somewhat by the
that paid admissions can be
lected at the games. Bowdoin

col-

students, however, are admitted free
to Whittier Field,

Key was allowed $66 this falf; it
received $60 in 1943-1944.
Whether all the present plans
Hockey will receive $100 this fall ccme out in the end, depends largeas compared with no appropriation ly on the amount of enthusiasm
no
team.
last year, since there was
r Continued on Page
3 ]
!

had

!

j

:
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Day Return Depends On Juniors;
Saba Urges Old Tradition Revived

Ivy

By Theodore Saba
"Ivy

marches in a
chapel, which

'42

back."

the answer one of
the college administration gave to
this reporter. He said that he
could see no reason for not restoring the traditional Juniors' day and
the houseparties. His only fear was
that there would not be enough
men in the Junior class or- enough
class spirit to plan and carry
through the exercises. Th( work
would fall on the shoulders of the
men in their fifth and sixth terms
here next Spring. If it is to be held
this year, the Juniors must get together now and start forming their
committees and laying the ground-

work.

Some of today's undergraduates,
perhaps, do not know too much
about the Ivy Day festivities. Ivy
Day started back in October, 1865
when the Junior Class planted ivy,
probably at the chapel, with some
speeches, an ode, and a poem. The
ceremony was not repeated until
1875. Two changes were introduced
at that time which were retained
thereafter. First, it was held in the
Spring instead of in the Fall. Second, besides the speaking, certain
honors were given. One honor is
The
real and always the same.
most popular man in the class is
given the wooden spoon.

The other honors have

varied
from year to year and are generally given as jokes. The exercises are
held under the Oak and when they
are over the graduating class

MMMMM

body to the
-does not have to

solid
it

was attend afterward, and holds Senthe members of iors' Last Chapel. The chapel serv-

Day can come

|

aanaaaw

in college to have

and

j
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men
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series.

FRIDAY. DECEMBER

Dwight Whitney Morrow had

Adam

pose of the Bowdoin College Insti- football team next year„rests only on two points.
Govtute of Liberal Education, Presierning Board will have to approve the financial expenddent Sills said in his introductory
remarks to the first lecture of the iture for the undertaking, and at least three hundred

LAST INSTITUTE TALK

tice and sentiment which made the
concert an excellent one and communicated a wealth of lyric feeling
to the audience."
Miss Schumann began the pro-

from men who know

—

Eskilson '45, Corydon B. Duncompositions by Strauss,
ham, Jr., '47, or Theodore R.
Hugo Wolf, and Schubert.
Saba '42 will accept material.
Miss Schumann has achieved
notable success in the opera. One
of her most outstanding performances was at the Covent Garden
Theatre in London.
She has given up opera singing
and is now devoting her time to
8
The
the interpretation of song.
New York Herald-Tribune, in a
"It is fitting that a woman
review of Miss Schumann's most
recent concert in New York, said, should have the last word," re"the concert was an, object lesson marked President Kenneth C. M.
announcing that Mrs.
in
in fine-spun vocal style. It had jus- Sills

MRS.

find out

the U. S. Senate, Mrs. Morrow reOpening the Institute Tuesday
Purcell ceived her B.L. from Smith in 1896. evening.
November 14, in Memorial
Where the Bee Sucks
Arne A trustee of Smith, Mrs. Morrow Hall, with the subject "Labor
received
Haydn
honorary
doctorates
from
She Never Told Her Love
Looks at Liberal Education," KerEccles her Alma Mater. Amherst, New
The She Gallant ..'.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
York University, Princeton, LafayII.
ette, and Colby. She is the author
Wchin
of several books, including "A Pint
Fruehlingstraum
of Judgment" (1939). "The RabAve Maria
'20
t
bits Nest" (1940), and "Shannon"
Der Musensohn _
(1941).
III.
tory's war effort.
Mrs. Morrow is the mother of
When speaking of the status of In dem Schatten Meiner Locken
Du denkst mit einem Faedchen
Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh. Her late
"Territory." Mr. Weaver pointed
husband, the Honorable Dwight
rnich zu Fangen
President Roosevelt has recomout that every Hawaiian is anxious
Morrow, is an honorary alumnus of mended that Brigadier General
[ Continued on Page 3 }
to have it changed to that of
Bowdoin and was an Amherst Willard G. Wyman, Bowdoin '20,
"Statehood." The Islanders realize
classmate and close friend of Pro- holder of the DSC, Silver Star,
too well that their present status is
fessor Charles Theodore Burnett of and Bronze Star, be promoted to
too unfirm.and that the threat of
the Bowdoin faculty.
Major General. Wyman, a native of
permanent Military' Government is
Augusta, was at Bowdoin only one
too strong to be disregarded.
Thu. Nov. 30 Chapel, Earle W.
semester before going to the United
The
most
important
topic
Rice '46, Beta Theta Pi.
States Military Academy at Wesf
Meeting of the Bowdoin Club of
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Point. He is a member of the Zeta
Connecticut at the University
Psi Fraternity.
Relief
Club in Hartford. The Dean. Mr.
After being graduated from West
Ladd, and Mr. Marsh will speak.
Point shortly before the end of
Will Fri. Dec. 1 Chapel, Professor
A drive to raise funds for World World I. he served in the U. S.
Kendrick. Catherine Daggett
Student Relief will begin soon un- Cavalry until 1928 when he was
Discuss
Affairs
and Donald Lyons '48 will sing der the auspices of the Bowdoin
sent to Asia with the Roy Chapman
"O Death, Where is Thy Sting," Christian Association. World Stu- Andrews expedition as chief topogfrom
Handel's
"Messiah."
dent Relief is an international en- rapher. The War Department sent
By William C. Rogers
Last day for submitting applica-. terprise designed to provide food,
him on this expedition primarily to
A "Committee for the Study of
tions for medical scholarships
medical care, clothing, books, and learn the Chinese language.
International Relations" has refrom the Garcelon and Merritt study materials to meet the needs
Upon his return to this country
cently been founded by Theodore!
Fund.
of student victims of war all over in 1932, he instructed in the CavR. Saba '42. and Dr. Ernst C.
Meeting of the Bowdoin Club of the world.
alry School at Fort Riley. Kansas,
Helmreich.of the History departBoston at the Copley Plaza.
The World Student Relief is and he was later put on the War
ment. This committee has taken as
Topic: "Placement." The Dean,
carried out on an "international,
Department General Staff. He has
its
purpose the presentation of
Mr. Ladd, and Mr. Arthur H.
inter-racial, non-political, and nonserved as an aide to General Stillproblems of international importMotley of the C.E.D. will speak.
sectarian" basis. Students of diverse
well in China and Burma during
ance to the members of the colSat. Dec. 2 Chapel,
Professor colors and creeds are being aided
this war, and at present he comlege. It 'Will present six discussions
in 17 countries on four continents
Daggett.
mands an infantry division in this
before the student body during this
The College Entrance fedard with funds which are raised pricountry.
semester.
marily by students. Especially valExaminations. They arc given
The discussions will be introuable work is being done among
in Maine in Portland, Bangor,
duced by Dr. Helmreich who will
student prisoners-of-war, as well
and Augusta.
give a brief background to each
as in China and the U.S.S.R. where
Findlay Calls
Sun. Dec 3 4.30 p.m. Chapel,
subject. The members of the comstudents have been uprooted and
Richard M. Gummere, Chairmittee under chairman Saba will
man of the Committee of Ad- universities destroyed.
Athletic
lead the analysis of the topicThe
The national goal for World Stumission,
Harvard University
members are: J. Frank Kimball
dent Relief this year is $500,000.
will speak. The choir will sing a
In order to create "the greatest
'47, Philip Russakoff '45, Earl W.
Bach chorale, "O How Cheat- Last year Bowdoin's contribution
Hanson '47, and Rjchard A. Rounwas more than $1.00 per capita, asset a college can have college
ing, O How Fleeting."
encourage our teams
dy, Jr.. '47.
Mon. Dec. 4 Chapel, Professor placing Bowdoin on the Highest spirit" and to
Meetings will last exactly one
Honor List. It is hoped that a sim- "to play harder," a large number
Leith. Donald Lyons '48 will
attend home
should
students
of
hour beginning at 6.45 in the eveilar contribution will be achieved
sing "Every' Valley Shall be
athletic contests, Holden Findlay]
ning. The following discussions
this year.
Exalted" from Handel's "Mesdefinite date for the
'44 said in a chapel talk Novemhave been scheduled:
Drive has not yet been set. but it
siah."
Nov. 27, 1944 Polish question.
will be on a fraternity basis, with ber 16.
Review of classes.
"It is pretty serious to have a
Dec. 8. 1944— Near East.
the B.C. A. appointing one man in
8.30 a.m. Massachusetts Hall.
have aVootDec. ll." 1944 Germany and
each
house to handle the contribu- team play at home and
Warnings due at the Office of
ing section that is smaller than
what to do with her.
tions. There will be an exhibit in
the Secretary of the College.
team. This has
Dec. 18. 1944— Facism in the
the Library, and there may be a that of the visiting
9.00 a.m. Massachusetts Hall.
Bowdoin in the
postwar world.
Grades of June and October movie and radio program to sup- happened here at
last year, I am sorry to say," FindJan. 8, 1945 Communism in the
Freshmen due at the office of port the Drive.
lay said.
postwar world.
the Dean.
He said that athletes are our
Jan. 15, 1945 Democracy in the
Thu. Dec. 7 -Bowdoin-on-theWill Sing main contact with other colleges
postwar world.
Air. Bowdoin Men At War.
and have performed creditably in
Sat. Dec 9 Interscholastic DeContest Intermission
addition to supporting extra-curbating Forum.
ricular activities. He then asked.
Mon. Dec 11 Last day for
The Meddiebempsters will make "Why can't we support the athletic
Scholarship
Applications.
18
their first appearance of the season function of the college?"
State of Maine Scholarship Exat
the coming Inter- fraternity
"A squad can do just so much to
aminations.
Sing. They will sing while the attain victory
The soloists for the "Messiah"
but if they
Faculty Meeting.
judges are making their decision. don't have any support it is going
program to be presented by the
Alexander Prize Speaking.
Brunswick Choral Society in MeSecond appearance will be at the to take a lot of the wind out of
Wed. Dec IS— Interfraternity
morial Hajl on Monday evening.
Lion's Minstrel to be presented at their sails and they are not going
Singing Contest.
December 18, will be Donald Lyons
the High School here in Brunswick to play with their hearts in a cruMon. Dec 18— Handel's "Mes'48, tenor, Stanley Altman '47, baron Friday, December 15.
cial game," he said.
siah" presented by the Brunsitone, Mrs. Athern Daggett, alto,
Following this they are to sing at
"I sincerely believe," Findlay
wick Choral Society.
and Miss Cecile Tetu.
the Waynflete School for Girls in said, "that there is no better way
Thu. Dec 2 1— Bowdoin-on-t hePortland in conjunction with the! to establish good relationship and
Included in the orchestral acAir. Joint program of Christmas
Waynflete Glee Club and the Bow- well being in the college than by
companiement will be Tom Akeley
songs
with
the
Waynflete doin Choir on Thursday
'48, cello, David Demaray '47, viola,
afternoon, going out and seeing what the
School.
and Myron Milden '48, violin.
December 21. The group will later: other fellow has got to offer and
Following the "Messiah," the
make a round of service hospitals witnessing his various talents. It is
Choral Society wll hold an informThe Annual Religious Forum has and will also sing at the joint con- fundamental in creating the greatal dance, to which undergraduates
•been changed to the 17th, 18th,
cert to be presented at Oak Grove est asset a college can have colare invited.
and 19th of February.
in February.
lege spirit."
1
•

:

be published

several

j

!

"To

With the return of Coach
Walsh next year, a loottheir business not only what liberal
education can do in various fields
ball team seems very likely for the fall, 1945, season. Malbut in what way this college, like
other colleges of liberal arts, can colm E. Morrell, Director of Athletics, said the final dediscover its weaknesses and plan to
cision of whether or not there will be a Bowdoin College
improve its work" this is the pur-

must have their work
early enough so that the issue

may

W

Maine, Amherst Slated As Tentative Opponents
Already ; New England Coaches To Meet Dec. 1

By Carl Lebovitz

.the "Quill"

in

Final Decision Next June;
Adam alsh Will Return

Reporter Reviews Seven
Lectures In Mem. Hall
As Successful Venture

poetry they have been preparing
to submit to the board as early
as possible. Any type of writing
may be accepted for printing in
the college literary magazine.
Those contemplating writing for

By Simon Dorfman

ning,

bration until the later time.

The editorial board of the
"Quill" decided at the last meeting to urge all undergraduates
to complete whatever prose or

Famous Soprano Is On
Program Of Brunswick
Chamber Music Society

over.

Governing Board Makes

a short one and then the senas a body, lock-step and march
slowly down'the aisle singing Auld
Lang Syne. It is an impressive and
touching scene, not enly for those
in the departing class but for the
spectators as we^T*Vs
The exercise*/ are not the only
attraction. Some of the earlier celebrations had boat races and baseball games. The one back in K4
had a College Field Day. In recent
years the dances were the paramount feature. The last ones to be
held here, just prior to the war.
tended to make Ivy time Bowdoin's
ice is

iors,

most important social function.
There was dancing for the first two
nights at the different fraternity
houses, and on the third night the
entire college joined in the giant
Gym Dance. Couples drifted from
house to house to dance to the mu-

the more popular band* in
the country. Every house held .1
formal banquet to welcome its
guests; and there were picnics, hay
lobster roasts and clam
rides,
sic of

bakes.
Ivy Day is the Juniors' day; Ivy
house parties are fun. It is traditional and if it should be held this

year every member of '46 will have
an added memory to carry with
him of his years at Bowdoin. Ivy
Day can come back ... if the Junior class will go to work now and
bring

it

back.
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The Bowdoin Orrent

_
\Vc were going to say that wc were
sorry that the students stayed

such

Brumnkk, Maine

Rotablitkrd 18:

numbers.
much.

large

didn't miss

away

Perhaps
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represent

who
face. He

aware of the dangers
is a fraternity man himthey
self. However, he is a realist. His warnsocieties

is

from the outside world on
our ivy-covered walls. Wc tend here to
shut our eyes to the problem because
of a false sense of security. "Oh, we've
always had fraternities at Bowdoin, so
wc always will have," might summarize the opinions of most of us. Such an
fresh air

is

dangerous.

The

fact is that

the fraternities nationally arc being

some cases they have
already lost the battle. This is a time
for serious thinking and planning by
undergraduate leaders and alumni

severely tested. In

alike, if their organizations are to sur-

VOIIM. N. V.

•

EdmuiKl

views of a friend of the Greek Letter

attitude

4XO HADItON

of President

of Cornell University

ings should act like a cold blast of

A-Hoeiate Profewor Athern P. Daggett

.

The remarks
E.

vive and grow.

TtuMmct

Let us face a few questions posed by
President Day, but with reference to
Vol.

LXXIV

Wednesday, Nov.

Managing Editor

for This Isaue,

No. IS

29, 1944

W. H. Ronenherg '47

THE INSTITUTE
Leading

in particular.

nities democratic? In

equal to those offered fraternity men?

off for labor,

said several things

Are the fraternormal tynes are
the rooming, dining, and social accommodations for non-fraternity men

Bowdoin

rtermit

which bear

Eby

repeat-

In so far as we cannot answer these

we

questions with an absolute "yes"

advised us to get rid of our
racial prejudices and be willing to

have work

apply general concepts which we

all

ship and provide opportunities for

accept, such as "Justice" to specific

sit-

contact with instructors and visiting

for

lecturers?

He

ing.

Negro problem,

uations, to the

He

example.

said that

if

we

are going

have democracy we have got to be
willing to work for it. "Don't howl

to

about the smoke-filled room— fill it
with your own smoke." Stimulating
ideas. Evangelical. However, he had

few concrete suggestions as to how liberal education could be improved.

The Reverend S.
\ve

must have

Arthur Devan said

"vital religion

.

.

.

deeply

integrated into the educational proc-

Do

and moral courage."

tegrity,

It is a

.

how we can have a "powerful

tjuestion

religious influence" in a class in

Math

might also be
questioned whether one must necessarily be religious in order to possess
"vitality, integrity, and moral couri-2

or Economics

1-2. It

age."

leaders?

come

Cook

Dr. Clarence

speaking
thought that

Little,

evidently

junior high school textbooks in "gen-

emphasis on

eral science" with their

the "scientific
vation,

(2)

method" of

recording,

(4) interpretation,

(1)

obser-

analysis,

(3)

had not been read
audience. In any

by enough in his
was the nub of

his contribu-

case, this

tion to a better liberal education.

President

Edmund

E.

Day

of Cor-

saw a need to rebuild
education to meet the interests

nell University

liberal

of students.

He

suggested:

ideals of liberal education

That the
should be-

come germaine to general education;
That liberal education set up specific
objectives

including

physical

(1)

health, (2) training of the mind, (3)
moral instruction, (4} training in social responsibility, (5) more mental

so absorbed in local affairs that

Do

they result in "combines" and oth-

er unhealthy forms of

Do

tics?

points the fraternities are failing to in-

powwar

'^sore their

We

was disappointing because there was
a general failure on the part of the
speakers to be specific.
We do- not

future.

believe one fundamental

on the Bowdoin campus
by re-dedicating themselves wholeheartedly to the ideals for which they

their positions
is

stand.

By

tice these

actually putting into prac-

aims they cannot

fail to

was only natural that the unusual-

ly large picture
last

on the back page of the

issue of the

paper should cause

some surprise. Economy

is

the explana-

tion.

We

have no store

as to

how

liberal

education

may be im-

proved.

During the war the "nationally

and

in

many

n

nai^ataatiMi mi

ad-

cases cut out altogether

their advertising in college newspa-

This was obviously because of the
sharply reduced enrollments. As a result, the Orient has been receiving
pers.

much

less national advertising than it
used to in normal times. Therefore,
receipts have been much smaller while

on the other hand, have risen.
Consequently, the Orient has been
published at a loss for some time. This
loss is made up by the college blanket
tax. This fall, in /order to stay within
the appropriation voted the Orient
by the blanket tax committee, the paper had to cut its cost per issue subcosts,

The most

determined.

Everyone seems to be dodging
the issue nicely, by saying that
they will "Wait and see what happens." From a source that is reliable, one of America's largest and
most influential group' of educators will soon release a statement
saying that they are going to
"Wait until the peace is signed."
This issue is one that faces us all
today. It will be a problem which
will be facing our children. It will
affect evetfy American home.

Lt.

Robert Kennedy

<jg)

*42,

has been staying on campus for
the past several days. Having half
of his face blown off in a mine explosion,

Lt.

Kennedy

is

a living

proof to many undergraduates that
the price paid by some alumni of
the college for America's free-

dom

is large.

C

-

8

we

up

sub-

have to have more
pictures and less type in each issue.
We are sorry, but it is a matter of receipts and expenditures which we canshall

'

searches" directly for the values in
human history and, experience,"
said Ralph E. Flanders,- President
of the Federal Reserve Bank in

Boston, Wednesday, November 15,
speaking on "Business Looks at
Liberal Education." However, he
continued, "no principles or policies
can be developed fcr liberal education, because the population of our
country as a whole is undecided
and lacks principles of action."

Mr. Flanders believes that students should have the experience of

The college athletic department
was host to the cross-country
team of Deering High School on
November 18. Unfortunately, there
was no official undergraduate
group on hand to welcome the boys
and show them around. Therefore,
appears as if the College didn't
fully utilize its opportunity to interest Deering boys in Bowdoin.

it

Again, everyone passes the buck,
all hands not claiming to be
responsible. A worthy suggestion
has been made that before the college passes out any more bucks, it
make suitable arrangements to entertain the visiting teams.
c - s

with

Two new types of Bowdoin College stationery will be offered for
sale soon in the Moulton Union
store. One variety will have a reproduction of the Polar Bear on it;
the other will have a cut of the
Chapel as its heading. Philip C.
Beam, head of the Fine Arts De-

James M. Blanz '48 left last
week fcr the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center, after having passed the Eddy Test.
Albert L. Babcock '48 expects to
leave fcr the Army Air Corp.; on

December

8.

AS

Stillman P. Hilton '48 is cit
the United States Naval Training
Center. Sampson. New York.
H. DeWitt Page '47 is training
with the United States Marine
Corps at Parris Island, South Cajclina.

Lt. and Mrs. Robert G.
'36 announce the birth of a

Too many

of us are living in the
according to Mr. Findlay.
Illustrating this, he referred to the
18th century "South Sea Bubble."
He said that 30 years after it had

ter.

Linda Jean,

Prcuty
daughAugust 1911.

in

*

collapsed financially, several of its
directors were still clinging to their
Hour exams, week-end "thumb
positions, unable to tear them- rides" to Westbrook. "Forever Amselves away from the past.
ber," and "fluffed-off" work falling
In introducing him. President on our necks, we haven't had much
Kenneth C. M. Sills said that the time to think of big things. It is
college is always glad to have fa- late as we put this to bed with our
thers of undergraduates who are Dubonnet jug as empty as our
members of the clergy come to heads.
- c
speak n the chapel. Mr. Findlay has
a son Holden in the Class of 1944.
Huzzahs and congratulations to
of
mighty
men
the
the results of observations: 3) an- "the mother of jollity"
just
alysis of these records: and (4) in- passed their hundredth birthday
terpretation.
here on campus and proud of their
parties, goat, and fruitless search
Arthur S. Flemming
"The objective of liberal educa- for a good nickel beer,
- c
tion," said Arthur S. Flemming,
Things we like about things
United States Civil Service Commissioner, in his November 25 ad- dept: Danielian's grand entrance
dress on
"Government Service leap in the "Pas de Deux Classithe bloomer girls in
Looks at Liberal Education," "is to que"
provide the government with men "Bloomer Girl" they take 'em off
oysters a la Rockefeller,
who have a knowledge and understanding of the world in which we gulping hot, the way they make
live, and a knowledge and under- them only at Antoine's down in
the clean dairy'
standing of their fellow human be- New Orleans
ings, and a knowledge and under- smell of the little cheese shop on
standing of God, and thus bring West 8th Street ... the "on the
into their lives that driving force ball-ness" of F. D. who knows all
which enables men to lose them- the words and uses them on reporters who ask questions like "What
selves in their efforts to serve."

Among Bowdoin men
ly visited the

Navy
Kennedy
jured

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in-

Lt.

William

Mudge

F.

44,

who

is

credited with downing ten enemyplanes ever Germany.

Robert Qua '43, who saw action
on a landing craft in the Normandy-

m

.

who was severely
bomb explosion.

'42.

a

mand.

.

.

.

in

Cpl. George Mulier, a special
student, who saw action as a paratrooper in the invasion.
James Bagshaw '44, meteorol-'
ogist in the Army Transport Com-

m

DKE

the

in

have recentcampus:
Lieutenant
Robert
M.

service, the following

>

•

invasion.

Booklet About Sesqiri

—

Exercises Wins

.

Award

The Brunswick Record Press,
publishers of the ORIENT, and
Dr. Herbert Ross Brown, English
professor, shared national recognition fcr the recent issue of the ColS. Arthur Devan
lege Bulletin containing an account
Declaring that there has been a
of the sesquicentennial exercises
18?"
about
"divorce between knowledge and
Edmund E. Day
last Juno. The booklet, which was
- c
religion," the Reverend S. Arthur
selected by the Maine Press AssociEdmund E. Day, President of
Devan, Director of the General Cornell University, concluding the
Description of the week: Bruns- at ion's award for 1944, was describCommission on Army and Navy Institute November 25 with the wick is where nothing happens but ed in two articles appearing in the
Chaplains from 1941 to W44, asked subject "Liberal Education Looks morning, noon and night.
like November number of "Who's Who
Friday, November 17, in his ad- at Itself," clearly defined liberal the other one, too, about the Big in the Composing Room" and "The
.
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Chapel sketch.
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A stir was caused in

the Moulton

Friday morning when a

came

through. It was his father calling,
telling Al to clean up his room as
his headmaster was coming up for
a short call. Evidently, the visit
was a success, because the headmaster told Al that he was going
to order his Tabor Academy di-

o

-

s

The swimming team looked in
vain for mention of their names in
The newspapers after the M.I.T.Bowdoin meet. Someone must have
missed the boat.
o - s
Route One has been full of happy hunters and cars loaded down
with deer in the past few weeks.
c Brunswick has a quota of $375,000 in the current Sixth War Loan
Drive
now
being
conducted
throughout the nation. The Houseto-house canvass in the town will
be led by Prof. Charles T. Burnett
and the college solicitation will be
by Prof. Morgan
c

-

B. Cushing.

s

Everyone who had to remain in
college during Thanksgiving appreciated the excellent dinner prepared by the Moulton Union staff under the direction of Don Lancaster.

Music Room Features
Popular Classic Discs

The world

of tomorrow, said Dr.

enterprise,

—

—

D

Wagner— Die Walkuere
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specific objee-

and recognize the .fact that
Devan, needs men and women
"who are not only familiar with the only way to approach these
the beauties of knowledge and two objectives is through training
trained in intellectual and tech- of the mind."
nological tools, but who are to be
If these things are done, he said,
leaders of society in a changing "the liberal education of the future
world men and women with vi- will be a general education at all
tality, integrity, and moral cour- levels for all classes." For liberal
age, who cannot be produced and education at the college level he
sent into the life of the age, unless suggested a number of components
vital religion becomes far more
physical, emotional, vocational,
deeply integrated into the educa- democratic, spiritual, and intellecttional process than it is at the ual. However, he believes that "the

:
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I

tives,

j
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good houseparty time.
- c

I

WBZ and WBZA.

m

Tried again to see "Oklahoma"

—

I

fcur year old boy to dig the hole to
plant the acorn from which the
mighty Oak grew. The wooden
present time."
spoon which by Ivy Day custom is
given to the most popular man in
George S. Counts
the Junior class, was swiped from
m
Speaking November 18 on "The
In addition to the regular lecThings I never knew till now the University of Cambridge where
Schools Look at Liberal Educa- ture, each speaker held a confer- about Bowdoin: George Thorndike it is the sole honor of the Class
tion," George S. Counts, Director ence in the Moulton Union Lounge stole the drumstick belonging to a Dunce.
of the Division of Foundations of either before or after his address.
Education at Teachers College, Co- Attendance was restricted to Bow- ^zT.
lumbia University, called for a "re- doin students, with the exception
vival and strengthening of a liberal of Mr. Counts' conference, which
education" which will "widen the wa*s attended by school teachers
horizons and free the minds of from various parts of the state.
$2.80
Mainstays of Maine— R. P. T. Coffin
men."
President Sills' expression of
"Such an education," he suggest- thanks at the opening lecture "to
$2.50
The Winds of Fear— Hooding Carter
ed, "should strive to give to the
the Faculty Committee and particDon't Wait
For Spring Charles Mergendahl
young a relatively complete mas- ularly to the chairmen, Professors
tery of the tools and processes of
$2.50
Kirkland and Chase, for their abilthe mind, to give at least a modity under the extraordinarily diffi$2.50
Our Jungle Diplomacy William Sands
icum of dependable knowledge cult circumstances of the times to
about the world of man and naprovide such a fine program for our
ture, and to guide the individual in
pleasure and instruction" truly rethe achievement of personal discithe
sentiments
of
flects
the
pline and in the cultivation of the college.
arts through which man civilizes
himself and his surroundings."
•To illuminate the entire problem of how people may be free in
this strange age of industrial civilization which is sweeping the
world" is termed by Mr. Counts as
for Christmas holidays
seats
there are either a myth or a mirage. Registered our grandchildren
liberal education of the future who will be better conditioned for
rests fundamentally .on the love of it when the ducats come through.
truth."
- c
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The

College

Book

Store

—

Up

—

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Have a Coca-Cola = So gfad

you're back

"one of the great tasks of liberal
education in our generation."
Clarence Cook Little
Dr. Clarence Cook Little, Head of
the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial
Laboratory at Bar Harbor, in his
address, November 20, from the
viewpoint of science and technology, indicated that to seek knowledge is' not enough and that, in
spite of its "material advance and
wealth of factual resources, liberal education has developed no new
hold on the imagination, has suppert ed no new philosophy of living,
and has exhibited no new quality
of vitality, evolution and hope for
the future."
"Science (in liberal education)
up to row," he says, "has been the
slave of the tools with which it
works and has failed to give to
man the basic truths of its methods

—
—

Tschaikowsky—Violin Concert n

up

set

Mrs. Smith," (American Printer" as "the most
"Gosh, every night is like Saturday beautiful piece of printing produced
during the past year in a weekly
night."
- c
newspaper plant in Maine."
Have you tried the famous GerPrinted in Baskorville type, the
man potato salad that Bertha brochure contains seven full-page
creates dewn at Vic's Silver Bar halftones and ninety-six pages of
... or Louie's Greek salad with text. The press-work was done unthe real McCoy in black olives and der the supervision of Charles
olive oil ?
Wilkes, superintendent of printing
at the Record Press. An edition of
- c
thousand ccpies is being maililfour
Someone broke into the ATO
house last Wednesday P.M. Nothing ed to alumni and friends of the coltouched but the cobwebs and some lege' as a permanent memorial of
stale beer left in the scholarship the sesquicentennial exercises. The
booklet contains the greetings to
cups.
the College from President Frank- c
The Christmas houseparty ar- lin Delano Roosevelt, the sesquirangement is fine, providing our centennial poem by Robert Peter
dates can be persuaded to hold Tristram Coffin '15, and the adback some holiday spirit until mid- dresses given at the alumni dinner
January Also, less chance of dis- following the formal exercises. Proappointed sleigh-ride groups wheel- fessor Brown, w ho edited the Bulleing around at that time. December, tin, also served as commentator
January,
February anytime is during the broadcast over WGAN.

m

—

Music Room.
Each Brandenburg Concertos No.
5.5,6
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4
Bloch Schlomo
and spirit."
Franck—Symphony in D Minor
Dr. Little suggested that liberal
Mahler— Das Lied von der Erde
education adopt four basic princiMozart— Eine Kloine Nachtmusik ples derived from the technique of
Mozart Symphony in G Minor
the laboratory "as guides in the
Ravel La Valse
search for Truth and a. common'

—

Town from "Mr. and

education as a combination of garEducation": "What is mankind to nering of facts and disciplining of
do with its knowledge?" "That," the mind.
he said, "is a religious question, and
There were three movements in
the colleges haven't answered it."
the nineteenth century which "disThe answer, Dr. Devan made rupted the established curricula of
Clear, will not be found through the old liberal arts institutions."
"more chapels" "which," he says, said the man whom President Sills
"should be used only for worship calls "perhaps the best qualified
and not for assemblies addressed to in the nation" to speak on the substudents and should be compulsory ject. There was "an intellectual
for all who are church members"
awakening, the rise cf the indusor through "more courses in re- trial classes, and the rise of science
ligion," but through "a powerful and technology." In order to- rereligious influence in the subjects build liberal education. President
taught in every classroom and in Day suggested that the institutions
the personality of every professor." "not subordinate it -to any other

—

partment, has been working on the

led

EnlMltinrt

past,

dress on "Religion Looks at Liberal

each ORIENT ten symphonic or
operatic compositions featured on
current programs of concri hall
or radio that may be heard at the

be-

Mustard and

SUNDAY CHAPEL

j

I

number of column inches of linotype
composition, the "news," in each succeeding issue. Pictures which we have
on hand provide the ideal solution

IN
,

We

The Music Department, in. an effort to publicize its varied collection of recorded music, will list In

cause they cost nothing to run. There-

fTOm PaRe

working for a living "under conditions which are common to the
don't want war; and the best way great mass of mankind. Someto stay away from war is to have a where, either before college or in
good program. Wake up, Bowdoin, a sabbatical year during college, or
there may be no Russia and Eng- by some adequate arrangement,
means must be found to introduce
land the next time!
the student to current life," eno - »
The Institute was a good thing abling him to "appraise intimately
in many ways. It is a great privi- the values" of this life and to
lege to be able to sit down and ask "know living as an experience".
questions of the "experts" in their
The answer to whether vital
fields.
new measures of social security
c - s
can be instituted and successfully
Some lads have been tearing up carried out "lies in your hands," he
the papers in the library. Mr. Boy- told his listeners, "and your hands
er wishes that whoever is doing it will be strengthened or weakened
would please stop. A word to the by the viewpoint of life which you
wise is sufficient.
have received from the liberal educ s
cation available to you here."

important way in which
can be done is by reducing the

not avoid.

i

of the post-

war world organization has been

ploma.

vertised brands" have greatly curtailed

, :ont intud

REV. FINDLAY TALKS

'

1

Cress

Al Query '47. After much
rushing around and exchanging of
messages, Al finally got the call

ECONOMY

-

Works

long distance telephone call

stantially

of substantial and concrete suggestions

A.

in for

ucation

is

r

v fr,t *

"To as many as receive Him, He
mit Eby, Assistant Director of Reshall give them power to become
search and Education at C. I. O.
the sorts of God" was the text takHeadquarters in Washington, callPresident Roosevelt's proposal
en by the" Reverend Charles W.
By Ted Saba and Dtek
on modern education to provklcfor a year of compulsory military ed
Findlay, Rector of St. Andrews
"functional citizens who are able
training which is currently the
Church, Albany, in his chapel talk
translate abstract concepts into
to
political "hot potato" has become a
Sunday.
specific action in specific situasubject of spirited" campus discusThe Rev. Mr. Findlay said that
tions" and urged the college and
sion. Professor George S. Counts,
beuniversity to "project itself out in- the world is in its present state
of Columbia University, in his Incause
the majority have yet to folAmerican
of
life
current
to the
stitute conference with members of
and make its influence felt in the low Christ's way. He said that we
the faculty and visiting schoolmencommunity." He pointed out that might well take as example some
solicited the opinion of the educaof the men who have been heroes
if the task is well done, more cititors here ten days ago. Although
as good Chriszens will be able and willing "to of mankind as well
there was a general approval of the
vcte and to go to union and po- tians. He cited particularly Pasproposal voiced by the teachers,
who,
teur,
although
he was strickmeetings."
litical
several members of the conference
en with apoplexy 27 years prior to
group urged that legislators, postRalph E. Flanders
his death, did his greatest work in
pone action until after the war
"A liberal education is one which the latter part of his life.
when the exact nature

By David

Union

sirable institutions.

fore, until advertising picks

forms of education.

ren-

der themselves socially useful and de-

know now "how"

or "why" liberal edsuperior or inferior toother

way

the fraternities can strengthen

that

this

in retrospect, the Institute

poli-

ernment with the administration? Do
they promote social consciousness
among their members? To the extent
that they arc vulnerable on these-

harmonized and be made
from each other.

Judged

campus

they share the burdens of gov-

stantially.

borrow

scholar-

Do they train campus-wide
Or do their leaders often be-

hygiene, (6) the love of truth; That
liberal and vocational education be
to

promote

they lose sight of the broader picture?

It

for science,

in the future.

the fraternities

1

ess" and a "powerful religious influence in the subjects taught in every
classroom and in the personality of
every professor" if we are to produce
"men and women with vitality, in-

do

to

Institute

Campus Survey

in

they

:

foundation for constructive living"

—

(1 > alert observation of the subject; (2) intelligent recording of
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fighting

a

soldier the comforts of borne
it. And nobody knows it better than a

place like

man back on

furlough. Ice-cold Coca-Cola ta

one of

the

comfort* of borne that beloags io your family refrigerator. At the
words Have * "Cafcf", refreshment join* the party. The good old
American aweaoi of the pmmte that atfeajgsjj is spreading in many
lenda aroood tbe globe,— a symbol of oar friendly home-ways.
aomtfl UNOft AUtHOMTV OF THC COCA-COtA

COMMHV

»Y

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANT* JNC
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SWIMMERS NEARLY TIE

MEET AT CAMBRIDGE

M.I.T. IN 28-38
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To Undefeated Season

1

j
'

<

!

ed that the cross country team has
recently completed a "very sucr
cessful season," during which ^ie
team was victorious in all its meets.
original twelve men who
reported for practice in October,
the squad was cut down to a nucleus of eight runners, all of whom
are to receive their letters. This
Frederick
group consisted of

I

t
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Bowdoin-on-fhe-Air,
set-up.
however, has remained on a too- infojrmal basis. The executive board
provided for in the constitution is
merely a figment of the director's
imagination at the present time.
Bowdoin-on-tne-Air is a one-man

:

\

'
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WIN ROAD RACE
Bt SIX POINT MARGIN

A-D/f

|

EMU

"Slip"

First and second went to oppoBowdcin promptly amazed the
stands iti the next contest by pull- nents in the diving, although Willis
ing out of the "hat" a lone 220 Barnstone '48 surprised the stands

The Bowdcin swimming team
lost

M.I.T.

to

Saturday

last

in

freestyle

man, "Woody" Brown

'48,

Boston, where the second meet of who churned his way to victory
the year was held. The score was over two veterans from the opposi28 to 38. Coach Miller's novices tion. 'Brown will be a man to watch
showed definite improvement over in future meets. Time: 2:31.9.
their first meet, with almost every
M.I.T. then answered by producfime being lowered.
irg two fine backstrokers who
The first event was the fifty yard seemed to fly to victory over Ersfreestyle, which %as handed to well and Bernardin. Both Bowdoin!
Grant and Eells, who captured hon- men .swam their best, with lowered
ors in that order. Time: 25 seconds. times resulting in both their cases.
M.I.T. quickly revenged by tak- Time: 1:06.6.
ing first and second from Martens
The 100 yard freestyle was won
and Rosenborg in the 100 yard by Peter Grant, making his second
breaststroke. Gene and "Rosie" had victory in the meet. Second and
their own battle, resulting in the third places being taken by Tech
T.D. nosing out the D.U. by three practically avenged this victory,
feet. Time: 1:13.6.
however. Time: 59:0.
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by an amazing attempt.

fine job, considering that

he had

had no chance to practice at Bowdoin.

The score at this point was 33 to
23 in favor of Tech, which meant
that Bowdoin had to win both re' avs to even tie. Tefch realized this:
also, and hence entered a strong
combination to win over Eells, Erswell, and Backman in the 150 yard
medley relay.
j
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was, except for the lucky in-

S-F
The rushing

dividnals that drove down, with the train giving us about

minutes to get across town to the college. There we
Union Station, when one of the
boys dropped a bottle of orange pop right in the middle
five

mob

of a seething

of people, spattering small dogs,

i
i

:

j

j

i

little
j

childen, and

j

women's nylons.

i

,

An

mob

impatient

i

of Port land-

;

l

on the curb, but

in

our frenzy to

Il00p8C6rS L0SC r ITSt

j

^

i

get to the college, we tore into the
- ir
ift ,««..
c b a ad of hem ?"• yel,ing
30-42 While J.V.
, K
J* to the driver in a
"Westbrook
frantic voice. After we had gone all
the way out to Westbrook (the
town and all the way back into
Portland where Westbrook (the
college) is (or am I confusing (Special Dispatch to the ORIENT)
you?) at long last we reached the
dance, the cabdrlver having knifed
The Varsity Basketball squad
was decisively beaten last night,
us three bills for our small mis-

^

'

|

i

Game

.

Team Wins Over Radar

take.

Tuesday. November 28, when a
strong Navy Radar team played
a 42-3* winning game In tne col-

—V—

Dewar, surrounded by a bevy of
beautiful
dears
and impatient

lege gym.

males, was engrossed in the distribution of dates as we arrived. The
dance was good, as there was only
the usual minimum of social blunders committed, and they only got
around to changing dates once (officially, at least*. And at twelve,
after bidding farewell to the girls
and neatly missing the last bus,
we grabbed a ride back to Portland
on the back of a manure wagon
that smelled of recent use. But a
ride's a ride, and having been kicked off two street corners by Portland cops who couldn't stand the
smell, we hooked another hitch in
the back of a small convertible
(yes, the four of us) to Falmouth.

Mahoney'*

Although

men

showed great promise, it was obvious that they still need more
experience,
"Paeky"
McFarland was high scorer, with 12
points to his name. He was
shooting many foul shots, because the Rater team soon realised1 where MhhoneyVr strength
was.

Lt.

Comdr. Linn

S.

Wells

—

l

.

|

baseball, and hockey, he]
Many an upperclassman was
enlisted in the United States Naval
asked, "What's that building over
Reserve in August, 1942.
football,

|

there?" The reply
frequently
sounded something like this, "Oh,
that's the- Art Building. I've never
been in it, but they say it's pretty

Schumann Concert

—V—

Song"

nice."

[

Continued from Page

i

No, everybody isn't interested in
but the various exhibits on display are surely worth at least one
hour of the four years one spends

]

'

until

Red and the

rest of us

art,

Verbcrgenheit
Mausfallenspruechlcin

Here started the long siege of really were off our trolley. Every
IV.
Maine Highway No. 1. call it Fal- time the delegate to flag the car reRichard Strauss
mouth Fireside if ycu will. A bril- turned unsuccessfully, all the din- Traum durch die Daemmerung
liant soul suddenly thought of the ers gave a cheer with the except ion All mein Gedanken
amazing idea of building a fire with of Red whose forehead became Morgen
some old, moldy leaves, as by this even more deeply lined with fur- Staendchen
time our feet were freezing. But rows at the prospect of putting up
Leo' Rosenek accompanied Miss
soon the fire approached huge pro- with us any longer.
Schumann at the Piano.
portions as wp found large pine
The next concert on the College
V
trees, railroad tics, and fenceposts
Concert Series will be the English
farther away from the road. After!
^
fi
was Duo on Tuesday evening, January
scaring away countless cars with
zL- '»":,„ fast, and
"Jj .u«
«~* grey
„ J™ 16. 1945.
approaching*2S
the nrst
— .- inferno,
«-«__._ two
...~
our
hours later wo „£!!.•,_ ~* ;*..._ ~~.\a w^ „~Z ;-

in college.

»-r
The freshman

j

— —

i

M%

.

.

^

i

.?S

breesed into Red's Diner in Yar- £?fi.t
UlSA
the back of the Sunday!
As another pair of headlights came
" »v..j_.
~, ~~» ,1.11.. _. t» j
down the road the lookout autoand his gruesome waitress whipped
matically yelled out, and the tired
up some hamburgers and coffee,
hitch-hiker whizzed out the- door.
but didn't quite succeed in squeezWe heard frantic cries of "the bus,
ing and freezing us out after we
the bus," so after we chased it for
had paid Anyway, one lad would
about a half mile, we hopped
keep a lookout for the coming cars,
aboard loudly, which made a big
and another would dash out and
hit with all the sleeping occuthumb the ride. In this way, we
pants. But we made Brunswick at
kept our almost perfect score of
two rides out of about two hun- six o'clock anyway, just in time to
that morbid sunrise.
dred cars passed
-

EK^2E2^^«^te

^

—*

About

this time,

SsuTL?

two rather

bt at

specimens from the Chi Psi group
came staggering in, having walked
a good part of the distance frjm
Portland with shoes built for dancing, not hiking. All the rest jf the
night,
inebriated
hunters with
their dears and deers, and leftovers
from local Saturday night parties
would wander in. bringing with
them countless excuses why they
couldn't give us a ride to Brunswick Ard all the time seme music
lover would play "The TrcMcv

—V—

ia

proud and

feels

fortunate that his college makes
the Speech class compulsory. He
will not be graduated without
y
seme training in speaking before
an audience.
s - r
But then, after one term of good
instruction and1 practice in die
art, he is never again called upon
to face an audience while in col
lege.

^JSSLX^JSSSS^JZ

mouth on

»-r
allowing students to introduce lecturers, and speak in chapel
at least two or three times a week,
the college would really be doing

WHITE KEY B EGIN S
WINTER ACTIVITIES

something toward producing, some
s pe akers

good

inter-

.

score of 20 points against 50 and
71 points for Portland and South

145
with

s- r
basketball tournament
It seems too bad that many men
Monday, the winter activities
being sponsored by the White Key work hard in extra-curricular acbegan auspiciously. Duncan H. De- tivities while at college, and rewar '47, President of the White ceive nor recognition whatsoever
Key, announced that the college for it. True, it is not praise that'
fraternity

last

Much faster basketball should be the result of having a much larger
The gym seems pretty dark for night games; wartime priorities

court.

make

it difficult to obtain the necessary lighting fixtures. It is hoped
that stands will be erected for the post-Christmas games that will seat
approximately 400 spectators.

netmen can really put a tall team on the court; they have
one possible combine that averages 6 foot 2 inches. As fhe junhas 5 games before vacation, it is expected that many of the
players will have shown enough ability to be moved up to" the varsity

The

J.V.

at least

ior varsity

The third and last meet of the team to beat.
season was run against Deering
High School on November 18. The
Conch Magee is very much interested in reviving the more than twenDeerinK team showed surprising" ty year old tradition of the "Christmas Gambles." It is an excellent
strength in their runner Seabury means for uncovering hidden talent, with pote-valuters throwing the 35
Fraternities Are Starting who pressed Auten all during the
pound weight, and shot-putters attempting the high jump. The results
race, with the result that Auten
are usually rather interesting.
Basket Tourney In
set a new record of 12:48.
The
score in this meet was 21 points
It seems almost cold enough for ice on the hockey rink, provided it is
Monday evening, November L7, for Bowdoin. and 39 points for
flooded. Let's hope the schemes for a hockey team have not been coninterfraternity
the
basketball Deering.
veniently
forgotten by some of the campus agitators.
tournament got under way with the
The high scorer of the season
-JiTTi us
rr.inaai-j
mm
This was Fred Auten with three first
first two scheduled pame-.
year there will be eleven teams places to his credit. The .sevmd
thtf Interview
participating and a schedule has man was Joe Wheeler with two
been worked out so that each tram second places, and the third man
[ Contintied from Page t ]
l Continued from Pafti ' }
will play ten games. The tourna- was Cabot Easton with
one second

Gym

SB

j

ment

is

slated to end at the end of

MM

and iwo thirds

to his credit.

this trimester.

Because the

gym

not available
every night, it will be necessary to
play three or four games in one
night. Therefore it has b en requested that teams be rea.ly at
their scheduled times. If a team is
pot ready, a forfeit will result, giving each team a point as in the
case of a tie.
is

Hawaiian Minister
[

Continued from Page

l
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Navy Yoeman To Appeal
Fer Radar Enlistments

jailed repeatedly for disorderly con-

to close. He stated that
many different plans have been
formed for the purpose of reopen*

forced

was put under observation for
a long period in order to get at the
root of his trouble, and emerged as ing these "war casualty" chapters
ters. One of the more important
a recognized member of society.
In winding up his brief address, points of his lecture was that any
The urgent need for radar techfraternity that can survive three
Weaver
Mr.
gave
some
tips
stuto
nicians in the United States Navy
will be the subject of an appeal for dents soon 1o enter the service. He wars, can certainly come through
enlistments by Yeoman 2/c William outlined hew it is much more feasi- another conflict with its colors still
Mullen, Portland Naval Recruiting ble for a man to search out a small boldly displayed for everyone to
Station.
community surrounding the Base, see.
and introduce himself to a Church
ttttWWWt
Yeoman Mullen will outline the Group there, than loiter around the
train
naval program designed to
Camp Area and be one of a milradar technicians who will receive lion G.I.'s. Mr. Weaver said that
petty officer ratings at the success- it is important that soldiers balance
ful completion of the course. Pro- their camp-lives with such an orWe«L-Thur».
Nov. 29-39
fessor Nathaniel C. Kendrick, mil- ganized social
life;
and while
Our Hearts
itary advisor, has announced that friendships made in this manner
the Navy will administer "Eddy may not be permanent, they serve
Tests" to determine aptitude for as a desperately needed balance.
with
the radar program. The Tests will This is especially true, he pointed
Dina Lynn - Gail Russell
also
consist mainly of a review of sec- out, in overcrowded areas overseas,
Short Subjects
Fox News
oajlary school mathematics, phys- where
small
churches
duct,

CUMBERLAND
Were
Young And Gay

usually
and elec- abound in outlying districts of
College courses are helpful, some of the larger cities.
but not necessary for those taking

ics,

shop- practice, radio,

tricity.

the

tests.

Bowdoin men who have

been recently accepted for training
in radar include Clement A. Hiefhert '47, Charles W. Curtis '47, and
James M. Blanz '48.
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When

ered an address Saturday which
might have been "much more palatable" to his audience, but that
since he felt that "such a fundamental reorientation of education
is necessary to meet the interests
and needs of future students" he
had thought it better to say just
what he believed.
President Day is a member of the
Theta Delta Chi fraternity.

Steaks

Paul Henreid

-

Sun.-Mon.

PHILGAS

i

i

that is shewn by the college. The cfcrt consciousness and responsibilAthletie Department is counting oa >ty. undergraduate leadership, and
going through with all tentative be of real help in sharing wtth the
educational
the
arrangements, and hopes for coopi- administration
eration from the Governing Board, tasks of fhe institution.
Questioned on the subject of
students, and alumni.
post-war compulsory military training, President Day replied that he
preferred not to' be' quoted inasmuch as he is serving on a commit[ Continued from Page I j
tee of educators which is formulating a statement soon to' be pubwas
His
topic
an
address.
livered
lished
the history of Theta Chapter of
He said that he could have deliv-

brought out in the discussion following the talk was that of Postwar plans for Japan. While Mr.
Weaver declared that he held no
be
will
played
in
.
Games
four firm belief on this subject, he felt
eight minute periods, with mem- that a Commission should be asbers of the varsity basketball team signed full time jobs to draw up
He brought out many interacting as referees. All ar? eligible these plans now for Japan and esting and rare facts in fhej
\
to play except the fourteen mem- Germany separately. He emphatic- course of his. speech.
The final address of the evening
ally showed why this Commission
bers of the varsity team.
should have historians, psycholog- was delivered by Mr. W. W. Elder,
The teams which will compote ists, and a host of other experts the executive secretary for the Naare the A.D.'s, Psi U.'s and Sigma to fill its ranks, diagramming the tional Fraternity of Delta Kappa
Nu's combined, Chi Psi's, Dekes,
fact that we must reach the bottom Epsilon. His speech was based on
T.D.'s, Zetes, D.U.'s, Thorndtttes,
of the trouble and not just scratch the post-war plans of' the fraterBetas, Kappa Sigs, and A.T.O.'s.
the surface. This situation could be nity. He cited several examples of
a parallel to that of the habitual certain chapters which due to the
drunkard, who, instead of being prevailing wartime conditions were

TONDREAU BROS.
Maine Street

Bransnick

Smiling
with
Monty Woolley - Dick

Hayme*

June Haver

,

STATIONERY

BnwswickHardwareCo.

MIKE'S PLACE

Around

college, an enterfaction finally had to de-

MB

Polar Bear aggregation into a smooth working ball club.

Portland respectively. Fred Auten squad.
polar bearings
again took first place with a faster
time of 12:58, which set a new recInterfraternity basketball has .started under the guidance of Dune
ord.
Joe Wheeler took second Dewar, President of the White Key. Warren Court is in charge of arplace.
ranging a schedule. At the present writing the Chi Psi's look like the

,

bridge tourney has been postponed makes the job worthwhile; but
some goal, such as Membership in
to December 3.
According to Duncan H. De- an honor society, mWit prove an
pnsing
war, interest is steadily growing in incentive to students to join in acclare their fake character Phlogg the interfraternity sing set for De- tivities and "work for the college.''
W. Phade dead, as the bills were cember 13. The winning fraternity A system might be worked out
mounting up for numerous trial glee club will be awarded tem- whereby a student's effort could
books and other articles. The late porary custody of the silver cup in be ranked and suitable acknowPhade has received to date four honor of the late Professor Edward ledgment made; food lor thought.'
threats of suit from some seed Hemes Wass, who directed the colMany other ideas must have
oorapaay for keeping their seeds. lege glee club for many years. The
Better that Phlogg die a natural cup was presented to the college sprung up among «* jCudent body
death than sell all that merchan- by Alfred Bnnkler, of Portland, to and gone withojftfMfM.' Why qot
dise or go to prison for life, we stimulate undergraduate interest in make the ORflsUTT flie clearing
music.
house for all sup******"'
think.
P.S.

The

By

With the opening of the

The basketball season was officially opened for both the J.V. and
varsity squads last night with tit doubleheader against the "Radar"'
school. This was the first of eight games for the varsity that are scheduled before Christmas vacation. These games should serve as valuable
"tuneups" for the state series games which begin Jan. 12, with the
"mules" of Colby travelling to Brunswick for a home game. The varsity
schedule now includes about 18 games. These should help mould the

-—

a-r

wm

points.

impresses

Linn Scott Wells, assistant coach
ever fh mind.
of football and head coach of baseball at Bowdoin, now on leave of
There were a handful of men
absence, was promoted to the watching
each cross country race,
rank
L Ul<? a t Command f in anT'the *smn* * with s^immTngl
xr l i?
? rr
the U. S. Naval Reserve, according There are a half-dozen men at each
to an announcement released by
ORIENT meeting. And so it goes;
the Navy at the Pre-Flight School in fact,. the only event this year
at Athens, Georgia, last week.
which was well attended was the
Lt. Cbmdr. Wells and Lt. Comdr.
sex lecture.
Raymond "Ducky" Pond, former
»- r
Yale and Bates mentor, were
Such things as singing at the
among the seven officers to receive dinner table, group sings in the
promotions at the Georgia Primary Union after meads, ehthusiastic
Air Training Command. Lt. Comdr. support of the different clubs, and
Wells came to Bowdoin in 19SI a large body of faithful snorts
from Fairhaven, Massachusetts, fans would go a long way toward
where he was Director of Athletics making this ar five, peppy, and
at Fairhaven High School. After more united college.
eleven years of coaching here in

Earlier in the evening, however, the college Junior varsity

squad defeated a Radar second
team by a score of 29-17. Aronson
scored 7 points, while Baboock
and Devine each scored 4. Begley
third' highest with S

period

one that Bowdoin is a group of fraternities and clubs, enthusiastic
about their college and proud to be
connected with it. After rushing.
this idea takes a Complete reversal, and Bowdoin appears listless as
far as the student body is concerned. There is a definite* lack of
spirit. It would seem that a surefire way for a small college to stay
alive in wartime would be to band
together, wtth each activity supporting the otherk and with the
one goal—the welfare of Bowdoin

>

were, whipping through

151 points.

Psi's took second with
points, and the Zetes third
127.

It might be to the advantage of
the college to hear some of these
opinions, however radical, for as
the student becomes accustomed to
his surroundings he takes it all- in
stride. It is in the "getting acquainted" period that many ideas
can and should be brought out.

By Ray Swift

it

won

the freshMost exciting of several highto the in- lights during the intcr-fraternity
coming student because it is then contest was the finish by Hamblen
that he forms opinions of the col- and Donovan. Hamblen was given
lege. The change from high school the second place, but he was only a
is a great one, and therefore every few inches ahead of Donovan.
little difference is noticed.

combination in the 200 yard freestyle relay by almost half a lap.

Westbrook was swell, but oh brother, what a trip back!
Don't let anybody tell you that hitch-hiking is easy from
Portland to Brunswick (at two in the morning) The trip

A.D.'s

Chi

part*

By Herbert B. Moore
The last race of the day was won
The first few weeks of
by Caldwell, Hamblen, Brown,- and
Grant, who nosed out a weak Tech man year are important

Lftm Welte Is Promoted
Lt. Comdr. In Georgia

as

The

ship.

;

To

down was bad enough

coln

•

1

i

VARIETY

won

fraternity
the intertraternity road race,

A

a

Bill did

The team's first meet with LinAcademy was the most diffi-

The Alpha Delta Phi

held on Thursday, November 16, cult of the season due to the fact
with their five men placing among that the men had only been in
the first sixteen contestants. Rob- training for a few weeks at that
ert C. Miller '47, Chi Psi, won indi- time. Lincoln Academy has been
school-champion for
state
vidual honors by winning with a the
entertainment. The recent play was lead of more than 25 yards. Arthur several years. At the meet on Nothe first original' program in well
Hamblen '48. Zete, was second; vember 2, on the two-and-one-half
over a year. A functioning. execu- Timothy J. Donovan '48, D.U., mile freshman course, the Bowdoin
tive board and a decentralization third; and Clayton F. Reed '46, runners upset the strong Lincoln
team by a score of 23 for Bowof responsibilities into committees T.D., fourth.
doin to 33 for Lincoln Academy.
should vastly improve the quality
The race, conducted by the The first place spot was taken by
of the programs.* The director is
somewhat hampered by the consti- White Key, started from the T.D. Fred Auten with a time of 13:10.
tution of the organization which house, and went a mile out on the
On November 14, in a race behas strict- limitations, but he is still freshman cross country course,
tween Bowdoin, Portland High, and
at fault in delaying freshman covering a total of exactly two South Portland High, held on the
smokers and in not attempting to miles. None of the varsity cross
Bowdcin freshman course, Bowput more men into active member- country team ran in the race.
doin was again successful with a

.

JS

J0 W%

top honors.

present, an organization
that oft>rs Irftk* opportunity to
newcomers, or if it does, is very
secret about publicizing, them. The
faculty talk* andjnstoicar performances, though excellent, do hot by
themselves make' for weH-founded

!

their running seriously. It
coach to see his team

course of hard, intensive training.

show at

By

v

tire

'

fellow-s who took
very gratifying to a
develop the way this one
mest of his men, with
has, and "Jack" said that
more training and experience, wilt be really top-notch. All' three meets
were with high schools but actually our team had very little advantage
in age. Fred Auten starred by winning three oat of three meets. Our

were the

week. The survivors

first

1

f OA<"» JACK MAGEE is here
shown in his Olympic training
outfit.

to a clcse a very

successful season tor the Cross Country team. Getting off to a late *tart,
Ccach Magee worlted his inexperienced material into a smoothry runeliminate the deadwood.
To
Organizatfon.
tough workouts for the
the beys were given extra

Auten '47, Joseph Wheeler '4S, congratulations to the harriers.
Cabot Easton '48, Francis Smith
pofar seariiVgA
'47, Harold Burr.ham, Jr., '48, RobThe recent inter-fraternity road-race was an event of unparalleled
ert Weatherhill '48, Donald Lyons
color and spirit. The event was a real test of fraternity loyalty since the
'48, and Corydon Dunham '47.
prcspect of running or even walking twor miles was hardly one to cause
During the training period. an effervescence of joy. Despite the fears of some, none of the competCoach Magee was confined to his itors suffered unduly from over-exertion, attesting to the' excellent
heme by illness for 10 days, but he physical condition of the undergraduates. All of the forty-one starters
was able to direct the team's prac- managed to cross the finish Hne amid the cheers of numerous spectatice from there. Upon his return to
tors. As predicted by this column, some houses proved to be stronger
work, he started the team on a
than others. The A.R as in most track events of recent years took

%-t
!
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Of the

Bowdoin - on - the - Air showed
promise this summer when it formulated a constitution providing for
an executive board and for a gerteral expansion of the administra-

I

By Cliff f ravK and Frank Kimball'.
The victory wet Deering on Kovemher 18 brought

By Bernard LeBeafu
Coach Jack Magee has announc-

beginning of this term, tne Masque
and Gown, though it may not be
a We to produce a play in Professor
Quinby's absence, should maintain
its administrative structure to keep
the group alive.

i

r^.r^i^^

f

function at usual wfch the absence
of their director, *fr. Quinby. The
organization is at fault in allowing
the executive board ro be inactive,
to have all work suspended, and in
neglecting the freshman smoker
that should have been held at the

I

i

Conthraed from P*§t

POLAR BEARINGS

Magee Leads Harriers

SUN RISES
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NEW ORIENT ROTOGRAVURE
Bleak

And Barren November Campus Will Soon Be Frosty- White With Snow

What Jack

These Winter Scenes From Last Year Show

On

the far left

is

?>'

'

•

"

Frost

^

Has In Store

Massachusetts Hall. The two pictures in the

middle show the Walker Art Building and the middle of the Cam>v.

'
.

pus after an especially heavy snowfall.
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Above is the Dean's house with trees nearly cracking under the
heavy weight of winter. Below is shown the Navy "Muster" on a
chilly morning.
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Delta Kappa Epsilon

Has Five Faculty Members Among Bowdoin Alumni

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do you
Do you

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievement*..'

like to
like to

.

have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?

Would you
There

Is

like to

an easy and Inexpensive way.

the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.
charge tor foreign delivery.

Send a

gift subscription to

Remember

-

The ORIENT

is

girls

No

Above

and

extra

ORIENT

At the right

'46,

President of

is

the College Oracle

President Kenneth C. M. Sills heads the DKE alumni on the Bowdoin FacProfessors Stanley P. Chase, Noel C. Little, Boyd Wheeler Bartlett (on
leave of absence), and Mr. Thomas A. Riley are all Dekes from the Theta
Chapter, i
ulty.
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Freshman Rules Go Out
As Holidays Come In

j

President Says In Chapel

""

o^TcmIn eu

•The fraternity houses are closed for the winter,'' President Kenneth C. M. Sills said Monday in chapel. .'The college policy has been to keep the fraternities going as long
as possible, but we felt it was necessary, because of the ex-

their "rising day"
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The whole matler if fraternity quirements in at least
houses has come lo a head during work. But only 18 per
Kenneth
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professors, will fall a man who is
n the l>onler line in December, in
the hero that the student will improve his studies bv the ^>\<i of Jan- t
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At Cost Of $75
Bowdoin men again
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nortunity to leirn to fl... "Flyers,
Inc. can teach a man to do solo
in eight hours." Howard Moody,
manager, declared last week. The
government recently relaxed private flying regulations, and Flyers,
Inc. now has six training planes
in operation at Douglas Field on
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Fraternally,
the picture had
great variations. The A.D.'s lead
the campus scholastically being
the only fraternity with no major
warnings with the T.D.'s and the
Chi Psi fraternities bringing up the
rear with four and five warnings
apiece. It is also interesting to note
that,the two houses poorest-scholastically live apart from the other;
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instruction,

and he
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Christmas Greetings
Sent 2,307 In Service

arrange

will

transportation. Additional information can be obtained by calling
the field. 657-4

.

Christmas Oreetings from the
college have been sent to BowOoin's 2,307 alumni in the Armed
forces. The card concludes with
"Good luck and a safe return to
the College that will be changed
in some ways but will always be
the same College you all know
and love. Cordially yours, Kenneth C, M.
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Events For Winter
Student
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Committee
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"News From Heaven," from the
Christmas Oratoriale by Bach, will
be sung by the combined choirs.
The Meddiebempsters will follow
with a rendition of "Low How A
Rose 'Ere Blooming," by Praetoreous. Following this, two carols.
"Break Forth O Beautiful Night",
by Bach and "Ding Dong Merrily
On High." a French Carol, will be
sung by the Waynllete Glee Club.
The Bowdoin Choir will then
present "Miserere" by Allegrie and
three Christmas carols, including
"Ye Watchers And Ye Holy Ones."
"A Little Town of Bethlehem," arranged by Catherine Davis, and
"We've Been A While Awandering," an English carol.
x
Following the broadcast, another
half hour of sacred music will hc
presented, by the Bowdoin Choir
and Girls' Glee Club.
The program will conclude with
two joint numbers. "Cradle Song
Of the Sheperds." a Glatz Folk
[
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'

Men" and a fraternity song; Theta
Delta Chi. led by John T\rer 48.
"Who Did" and "Come
Brothers"; Delta Upsilon, led by

will sing

having

previously been listed as missing James Whitcomb '48, will sing
in action.
He was j member of "Aura Lee" and "Hail Delta UpsiZeta Psi lcd b>' Chuck Porry
the Psi Upsilon Fraternity during lon
|'48. will sing "The Surrey With the
Howard '45 and Lieutenant Wil- his two vears at Bowdoin.
li:im H. Davis "39.
In addition.
Lieutenant Bishop, of North At- Fr,n ^° ° n ToD " and a fraternity
Lieutenant H. William Bishop, Jr.. lleboro, Massachusetts, is reported song; Kappa Sigma, led by John F.
W1 "
6
ondr r
•45. is missing in action.
*
missing in action over It al.*'
v. where
.r
T
.-,
And When the Leaves
and
... >a reconnaisance pilot w.th
Ensign Howard, whose lather.
Fi „ Your SteiM ~. Iv. ta
,no lotn A,r torC€
Captain Henry M. Howard, with
Theta Pi. led by Earl D. Hanson
the Army Medical Corps in the
Enlisting in the Air Corps at '47. will sing "The Old Porch
Pacific, is a memlier of the Bow- Miami Beach, he was appointed Chairs" and "Romeo and Juliet";
doin Medical Class of 1921. was a as a cadet at the Radio School, Alpha Tau Omega, led by Thomas
native of Rumford, Maine.
After Scott Field, Illinois.
Thence he H. Chadwick '47, will sing 1he
a year at Bowdoin, where he was went for two months to James- "Whiffenpoof Song" and "When
a member of Alpha Tau Omega, town College, North Dakota, and the A.T.O.'s Put Paper On the
he entered tlu- service two years took pie-flight training at Santa Wall"; and the Thorndike Club, led
ago and was graduated from the Anna Army Air Base in Califor-i.by Warren L. Court '47. will sing
Naval Air Training Station in At- nir. He was commissioned a Sec- "Forward the WTiite" and "The
lanta, Georgia.
Ensign Howard ond Lieutenant on April 15 at Wil- Thorndike Song." Each fraternity
was killed in action in the Pacific. Iiams Army Air Field, Chandler, will announce its songs.
T n 1936 the first Interfratcrnity
Lieutenant Davis, of Hartsdale, Arizona. He was a member of the
New York, was killed in action in Sigma Nu Fraternity.
[ Continued on Puje 2 ]
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opposition to post-

By Fred Wild man

began war conscription.

members
The B.

of the faculty.
C. A^ wants to point out
that this drive for World Student
Relief is not "just another appeal
for money," but an appeal for help
by fellow-students the wbrld over
who are fighting against hunger
and despair. It is to more fortunate
students in countries not overrun

Last Institute Speech
Given By Ex-President
Of Smith College

^^ ™£* £*£ ^^Sf^L ^ S

The winning oration of the AlSeveral said that a large profestheir singing activities last week
with an appearance at the Bruns- sioftaTa^y andnaVJ. wifh offices Monday, was
delivered by Stan- students of China, Russia, and thc
service
academies, j
wick High School Annual Christ- trained at
ley
ey D. Weinstein '47, who chose Occupied Countries, as well as thc
mas Assembly, and also sang at the wculd be a sufficient military
'
from
Wright's countless refugee-.siudente and our
for
United 1*J
the
Alexander Prize Speaking Contest re^ablishmen"
"Native Son.
William S. Lam- °"™ prisoner-of-war students, look
on Monday evening. The group will 5 tateSi
was awarded second for help
Parter 4
Heartily
in
favor
of
conscription
\
make their third appearance of the
f
The Drive has been placed on a
f r
a d rcss on "^na.sP
season tonight at the Inter-Fra- were eight members of the fac?
^r 5
or8 anizat,ona
In
from " Thc f te "j b
J*
„
ternity Sing during intermission. ulty. One pointed out that COttptd.
fT'
reaSOnS and
t0 encoura g e a s P" rit
1
**_**!?*
sory
mUitary
training
^.
They will entertain at various
Frederic R. Woodruff '48 re- of healthy interfratcrnity compeArmy hospitals soon, and will ap- "not so much for preparation for Iceived honorable mention for his tition. Representatives from thc
pear at the musical chapel on De- another possible war. but
recitation of "Good Morning Am- various houses, each responsible
cember 15, and also at the Lioas surance against it."
for the contributions of his group,
bv
A well-trained reserve would re- cnca
Club on the evening of the' same
Addressing an audience of un- have been chosen as follows: A.D.
the
size
of
expensive
standing
duce
day at the high school.
dergraduates. faculty and guests, "Dune" Dewar; Chi Psi, Ray Paynnavy,
several observed
The first radio appearance of the army and
President K. C. M. Sills opened | ten Ptt *-****
Meddiebempsters will take place
Xh e
T.D..
nXest with * brief history "Judge"
Clayton
over
on January 18, in con- we can tell more about the postr t S°
D.U.,
as yet
the origins of this prize speak- Reed;
unknown;
Tnv^f
nection with a program presented war world before making any m
Zeta Psi, Bill Smith; Kappa
°^ cn
£.
by Bowdcin-on-the-Air. Later on plans." This was the consensus of
Sigma.
John
McMorran;
Betas.
Those on ,hc Program who did
in the year, they will make several the four facultv members who were
Hanson; Sigma Nu Woodnot rate among the
l
first
three Earl
:.-.
,£ „ ****. "rrr bridge
»^.r-,
t^„j Saba.
c
other presentations, including the undecided on the conscription is- 'were Robert W.
Brown; AT.
O., Ted
Burroughs 47.
Spring Concert at Oak Grove on sue.
The above representatives have
'48.
and
A typical comment was: "An en- Richard O. Whitcomb
March 3. and a concert at Lincoln
been supplied with a number of
Richard A. Roundy '47.
Academy in Damariscotta on April largement of our peace-time regWhitcomb. fourth on the pro- folders containing information reular Army and Navy, on a volun5.
gram, gave a recitation entitled garding World Student Relief and
Due to the fact that Robert teer basis would seem to be ade- "Dunkirk." by Robert Nathan, statistic concerning the activity of
Hunter '47 has gone into the Navy, quate."
Students "are
Burroughs rendered "Our Roman that organization.
To this program should bo add- Guide."
Robert Weathcrhill '48 will fill his
by Mark Twain. Roundy urged to look at these pamphlets
place in the organization. James ed a continuation of the "worth- delivered a "Eulogy" about Wen- so as to understand the meaning
Whitcomb '48 will also leave soon wmier^ysical training program -at de]] L
ikie. written by John and purpose of this drive. Those dea faculty
for the service and his position will schools and colleges.
siring specific information not con.
S. Bonnell.
he occupied by Phil Richenberg '47. member observed
During the three intermissions, tained in the booklet may consult
In addition. "Summer vacation
Other members of the Meddiethe College Choir, under the di- Bernard Gorton. Chairman of the
Pdgf
Cmh»:
tied
'"11
r
2
J
.Drive.
Continued on Page
[ CVnu'iiued on Page 3 ]•
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Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow recilled her long and intimate friendship with Dr. and Mrs. Charles TBurnett in an interview before her
concluding lecture Friday at the
evening before an audience which
Institute on Liberal Education.
nearly filled Memorial Hall. She
Her late husband, Dwight W.
declared that vocational education
Morrow, who received an honorshould not take the place of the
jary degree from Bowdoin in 1931,
humanities and suggested that the
was in the Class of 1895 at Amcolleges give vocational courses
herst with Dr. Burnett and the
during the summer vacation. She
late President Coolidge.
upheld the value of the four-year
Mr. Morrow said that her husas compared to the accelerated
band, who was ambassador to
course.
Mexico in 1927-30, might be called
President Kenneth C. M. Sills in
thc "first Good Neighbor."
Sinintroducing Mrs. Morrow said. that
said that relations with Mexico
the .college could not find a better
were so strained when they first
woman in the country for the purwent down that they had to travel
pose.
He suggested the phrase
in an armored car.
When she
"
,ne gracious lady" as the one
first arrived in Mexico City, Mrs.
Mrs. I > wight W. Morrow
best describing her. Commenting
Morrow even found notes thrown
on the Institute as a whole, he
jover the embassy garden w*ills
said that the faculty had gained ment offered by Institute speakers threatening the life of her husmuch from it, "even if the under- Mrs. Morrow likened to a state- band. Yet, less than a year later
graduates have not." Not more ment made, by an Army officer the streets and rooftops of Mexico
than a score of students were with whom she sat on the same City were black with cheering
present on Friday night.
platform recently.
Mrs. Morrow throngs as the Ambassador and
Mrs. Morrow described the Bow- said that he had remarked, "ln his wife rode in an open car with
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, their
doin commencement in June. 1931. tr»e Army we' have no problems
when her husband was awarded only solutions: all we have to do son-in-law, who had just mule a
goodwill flight to Mexico.
an honorary degree as "one of Ihe is solve the solutions."
Mrs. Morrow explained that by
Referring briefly to women's
most impressive days of my life."
The difficulty of utilizing the .long struggle for higher education, 'treating the delicate question of
many suggestions for improve-,
[ v_t iitinue J on Page 2 ]
[ Continue J on Pajje 4 ]
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Ambassador Morrow's
Wife Relates Dangers
South Of The Border

Recalls Bowdoin Ties

"I have infinite faith in the liberal arts college." Mrs. Dwight W.
Morrow said in her address "Women Look at Liberal Education,"
which closed the Institute Friday,
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FOUR YEARS WITH VOCATIONAL TRAINING
IN SUMMER ADVISED BY MRS. MORROW
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Three ethers said that the
needs of an international police
force and the conscription policy of
Britain and the Soviet might alter

I

}

Relief sponsored by
the B. C. A. is scheduled for Wed-

"Do you do* [gftJSEZ.

I

ure.
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|

air
r>imi-an a.
rr

has announced
r>hi
i«h1 b>
k*- rv.
Di>
"». K^
war, will sing "The Monk" and a
fraternity sing;
led by
«
~*
_=' Psi Upsilon.
_ o«...^u
< r , ,., r r>
m?
««^;ii
i,. u
"'"'Ul v^. dinail if, will MIIU
..j^ Ma^^.. and.
"Psi U.
\Tmy. Chi psi> led bytheMf>rt Page
46. will sing "Chi Psi Rally" and
"Good King Wenseslas"; Delta
Kappa Epsilon. led by John Whitcomb '48. will sing "Stouthearted
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Now At

Dead

T-nTi^
be awarded till
1945.
Possib y tho winning fratrrnIly
will have a chance to singover sfa .
.: on wGATV
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members were
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Fourteen were opposed, aim at a contribution of $1.00 from
every Bowdoin student, and also at
eight favored the measure, and four were undecided.
a substantial contribution from
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favor postwar conscription.-'"
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World Student

of the faculty
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the fraternity
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Following a canvass

}

.

The numlier of casualties among
Bowdoin men in the service has
risen to 45 with tho deaths in action of Ensign Marshall H. A.

'

i

secretary;
48 Psi U,

Continued on Page
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Deke, Richard Bak-
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Howard, Davis Are Killed

i

Iwith, for instance, votes for three ;!>' sr»'t democratic.
Of course, there are a few minor
A.D.s, three A.T.O.'s. two Kappa
between
differences
Sigs and a few scattered choices, theoretical
Similar ballots came in from the the two systems which can be
But it
T.D. and Chi Psi dining room parried back and forth.
groups. As long as there is any se- can be clearly seen that the Coungregation of fraternities as to din cil should Ik? elected to represent
ing rooms and living quarters, as and to work for the student body.
there was then and is now, the old One wonders how a Fraternity
system will be unfair. The T.D.'s.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
Chi Psi's, and Thorndikes, for example, are practically unknown as
far as the new freshmen in the
*J 1/1 f
'
*«
dorms at the other end of the

|

psi> Jonn

To?

to

Sills

which shows 1he most i^,,,,^
"
"lent in singing in one year. but
sinrp thi>r* i« nn ludt nf rvmnn
ar|
'

!

I
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I

chi

Professor Tillotson, "enthusiasm
whether the singing is good. bad.
or indifferent." The Meddiebempsters will sing during the intermission while the judges are determining the winner.
The "Wass Cup" will be awarded to the winner to be retained until the next Interfratcrnity Sing.
The fraternity winning for three
consecutive years will be given permanent possession of the cup. Usually a cup is 'also awarded by
President

j

™ay

Um "^
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Service

j

follows:.,

•

This is a move to help the undergraduate body t
have a
lilac, where they may entertain

I

,

i

shepard

'47.

i

,

The Committee: A. D.. John
Thomas '48. president; Thorndike.
Lifshitz

decision will be based on attendance (percentage of members of
fraternity), diction, general effect
or artistic results, and, to quote

p.m.. for social purposes.

reporter, he commented
•'The campus looks a little lonely,
and the low-flying Corsairs are
new, but everything looks about
the same."

>
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afternoon, December
interview with an

ORIENT

RADAR PROGRAM
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an

The judges will choose a winner
and one honorable mention. The

j

J
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In

,

•

will be among the undergraduate-only
activities
su|>erviscd,
while vie dances will be held frequently for a limited number of
couples.

their present

j

Monday

11th.

Piano accompaniment of
both songs will be permitted, but
the fraternities must arrange for
their own accompanists.

and Mrs. Kenneth
have graciously ex-

i

opposed unequivocally to the meas-

|

wife

Sills

tended the use of the President's
House at 85 Federal Street to
any Bowdoin College undergraduate group who may desire to
I'm- the ballroom on Saturday
afternoons from three to eight

Captain Everett P. Pope '41,
back from thc Pacific, paid a visit
to the Bowdoin campus with his
i

M.

C.

;

answers from ,6 (hi. week lo the question:

Meddiebempsters

gram.
President

10 LiUflpUS MOIldiiy

j

j

In
Gaps At Sing Tonight;
On Radio Jan. 18
The

j

elected regardless of their fraternity ties. The matters they dealt
their dates while the fraternity
with had nothing to do with any
,*
houses are closed.
particular group or fraternity. In
Captain Everett P. Pope '41 was
Any organization which lias a
dents in college. Under the old
short, these men acted as reprethe- leader of a Marine company
concrete program may contact
tem several houses wepe often
sentatives of the student body.
tha,t held a vitally important hill
'46. President
represented on the Student
Of course, it was quite an honor on Peleliu against numerically Peter A. Curran
of the Student Council.
Nomination was difficult
ci
for a house to have one or two or
superior and better supplied Japs
unfair because it w;is based upo
maybe more men elected to the who constantly attacked the posi"thumbs up" vote by thc inc
Council.
And likewise a house tion throughout the night of Sop-,
Ix-nt Student Council
[fell slighted if none of its memt ember
19. according to a delayed
The Student Council attempt to hers were chosen. Last May, cer- AP dispatch.
houses secretly combined
carry out he wishes of thc .>tudeiit tain
"Ev" Pope led an initial attack
An appeal for enlistments in the
formed
\
body. To obtain a true picture of with other houses and
1:V4 with twelve
twelve marines Radar Training tT
on
:.n
Hill 154
Ix
Proeram
° s am W1
will be
the students' opinions, it is offcnn coalition that controlled the next di
of i.nt
l.tnni,
dawn ni
the rimieon.n
hirine in*
the nawn
nineteenth given L
Yeoman 2^ c ,William
by vJ$
obAs
result
of
this
election.
a
take
fiatfrby
to
polls
necessary
th
hat failed. A later attempt in the Mll „, n of thc Port Mnd Rccruitin:,
the election was
niiios. Each house, consequently, vious combine
.fternocn result,*! in the hills s ,,. ion in the Mou]ton Union
needs some member to represent it voided, and the present system capture.
they
Although
H ' <>;^
night. The
and its views, because the frate: was 'adopted by a miss meeting of exposed on
id. s
Pope and program will also include a movie
nity is admittedly a vital part:of the student body. Under this new
thov
t.:ken In the New Guinea theater
Bowdoin College. Under the old system each house is represented were short of ammunition. Poi>e
n f ncr nn
...'..-..
system, a voice in the government by one member,
.. . .
toUl a Marine Corps Combat Corl n __"
All
men oi- seventeen .:1^
find eigntwas denied to the "weak sisters"
At.
first
this new system made
respondent how the group fought „_ .____ „ f
_rt „.
i..
K . _«,_
((n >Pars of age
who
passc 4the
?•
j
*
jil
that were unrepresented.
.everybody happy, an.i the words with rocks and bare fists m hand- .... ; -. . „„ i l0 _- ri rt _
«-»
t
finally
#'
ftchting. They
'"••^'•jjS^Li
Secondly, the old system leaves "equal fraternity representation" to-hand
""•> were
'"v""'*'
,'
eligible for the Radar Program,
\
.•rooms for combinations; under thij, were thrown around with much relieved the next mrrninj;T
w. *—*
ln „,,^
The
test
includes
physics, shop
Flow, however, thc college
Pope .who graduated in 1941. was ; actit c radBo mathTand electric
pi osent plan, combinations of any joy.
ia^imiiii^ to rl
slowly beginning
Willi VIII.
He piv.
as cl
IX'UV is
l> MI»m>
IIU..UIHM CI
cf Theta
lll'Irl Deltn
Chi. IH
sort
ri HIV
impassible.
it-,
a body
are HIIIXlSMIJir.
», .l,„ ,.,,„~, CI.f,,| ™>mr,lotinn
R member
J,,.
At
ine
successiut
tx)mpieiion
,
r .,
,sys- was prominent in tennis and track., ;IhiddUUiUfos-pwrt voting bl^^ivalr/,« thai the ut ility of this
hc teivmontlTs
ten . months course, the
mon
thc men
VixTJiUl
ITiey see", onrr Oiwmrd
oft*>n were formed, for the greater **m is doubt fuT*
Rati
'witt reo-ive pettv officer ratings.
[xnt unintentionally. For instance, bouse with two or maybe more
at one time, there were four fra- men who should be on the CounThoy also see good men who
ternities eating at the T.D., A.D.. cil.
and Chi Psi dining rooms. Some of were not even nominated by their
ovvn
house.
They see Council men
newer
knew
the
men
onlv the students eating in their dining hall Ica^ and their places automaticand vot.-d accordingly. Blocks of ally fiU«'d by men who fell far
practically identical ballots came in short of being elected. This sure-

FQR STUDENT RELIEF
Post- War Conscript ttOaTOpposed^ DECEMBER 20 AND 21
JS\ 14 Ul ^0 FrOIS III Orient Poll
The drive to raise funds for

ml

The' Bowdoin College Choir will
give a joint concert with the
Waynllete Glee Club on Thursday
aftemoon, December 21. The first
half of the program is to be
broadcast over station
in
Portland from 4 to 4.30 ptm. The
selections to be presented are as

Pays Short Visit
_ ~
__
-

'46

Student Council versus a Fraternity Council is not merely the
problem of one system versus another but is really a test as to
whether or not our student body
must limit itself because of its
own weaknesses. Normally Bowdoin had a Student Council composed of twelve men who were

i

competitive, and social affairs,
especially during, the week ends.
Pool,
billiards,
ping-pong,
chess, and bridge tournaments

l

Sills.

Octet Will

»

t

Zete. Reginald Lombard, '48;

CHOIR
SING WITH WAYNFLETE DEC. 21;
MEDDIEBEMPS PLAN SEVERAL PERFORMANCES
Half Hour Program
Will Be Broadcast;
Dance Will Follow

.

Representatives of each fraternity will meet Professor Tillotson at
6.30 tonight in the Moulton Union
to draw for positions on the pro-

President And Mrs. Sills
Offer Use Of House

HAfH

MarinP9

hr—

ager of the Moulton Union, at a
ma-vs meeting of the College last
Friday night, announced tho
plans for the formation of the
committee, which will supervise

we printed his name, went the
PhD- six per cent better- he saw
two out of three on the "Deans

fraternities. This is somewhat oft
an answer to the cry of what disastrousefTect the dormitories were:
going to have on the grades.

Mr. Moody

r

,

i

i

"Flyers, Inc. will teach you
to fly for 75 to 90 dollars, which
is our pre-war price." he added.
After completing their course,
trainees will have their solo license, and can practice at the field
for their private license.
Flyers, Inc. is open every day
from 9 to 5 p.m. Mr. Moody said
that he would arrange lessons to
fit
the college schedule for any
Bowdoin men who wish to take

p*v|»p

Ji

j

.

Donovan D. I^ncaster, Man-

j

said.

Mildred Thalheimer.

t

*i.J.

judges will be Mrs. Cath-

;

APPEALS FOR MEN

f irnird to guide- student activity
in the I'nion and composed of
representative* from each Fraternity :ind thS Thornilihe Club,
met for the fli>t time yesterday.

]

pushing civilian

The

,

A

—

stu-

dent flyers than the pre-war requirements. Many men who could
not meet the former standards
would be eligible for flight training now that thc government is

a fraternity song.

j

Plans Several Social

t

list."

them

Each
two songs, one

will sing

erine Daggett, Professor Samuel E. Kamerling, and Mrs.

.

who hreatehed
for slander

of

and the Thorndike Club

,

>

Route 1 at Hillside.
"The Civil Aeronautics Author-

and mental qualifications for

,f«

several weeks many persons have
feared the worst. One professor,
\\ he »e name can't bo u<.od for obvious reasons, predicted 'it least 60
P^r cent of the student body w**a)d
receive at least a minor warning

S90

-

'

.

undergraduate Ixxiv tbrenih*«** <* "»»»<*. generally. For

1

FuD Flying
T IVmg Course
tOlirSe

-

:

•

i

Nearby Airport Offers

.

fraternity

|

]

lOJUTttltieS

1)111011

Mem

Frederic E. T. Tillotson as master of ceremonies.

!

G

Scuthworth-Anthnensen

Press of Portland. Maine, containsurgent appeal lo all "sons of
Bowdoin" to contribute to the
Fund, as "the most effective nvenue through which Bowdoin men
«™»>" S»ve tho College the help it

;>n

half of their

|

can ho ar-

it

.

:

,

houses a* sorn
ranged.

i

1

!

M. Sills
said Friday that the mid-semester
sorely needs."
grades were not too im|)ortHnt be- «>.
will do nil in their power lo get thc
cause what really counts are the)
the
into
undergraduates back
semester marks. He said that manv »t
it •
f*
President

I

;

ed minor warnings.

ai>prr-;irhing

1

|

.

j

neces-

A

j

^^^

;

By Bob Burroughs

Tonight at 7 in
Hall rather than the Union
the eighth Interfratcrnity Sing will be held with' Professor

j

in the existing

By Iau Maclnnes

•

^^ ^^^^

j

request of the 1944-

1943 Bowdoin Alumni Fund, although only three days old, had re*46
sulted in one hundred contribu- By Morton F. Page
tions by Monday, December 11th,
Under the present system.
according to Seward J. Marsh, student Council is composed of
...;.i. „~„v. *w,««..
«
Alumni Secretary. As an immedi J »twelve members,
with each frater
ate response this is unprecedented. nity and the xhorndike Club being
From the present indications, this represented by one man. Three
year's Fund may prove to be as nom n ees are selected by each fj-asuccessful as the last, which total- ternity and every man in college is
j »-.» 100 oo ...:«U
„ a^Oa «f «_<tO _
..
.
m
-m ,X1_$52,128.33 with a quota of $40.- a u wed to vote for one of these
ed
000. Charles L. Hildreth '25, this men giving him a total of twelve
year's chairman of the Board of Di- votes to cast. Thus, every house on
rectors of the Alumni Fund, is thej caitl pUSi regardless of its size and
twin brother of Horace A. Hildreth popularity, is equally represented
'25, Governor-elect of the State of on lnc n ast powerful body of

Minor Warnings Run

Ahead Of

make any change

is

Glory

Hall Sing Tonight

j

t

to the Student Council constitution

Mem

In

'

—

doin.
Dartmouth,
at
"Fraternities
Williams, Amherst, and Hamilton
have been suspended due to the
war." he .said, "while here at BowS
LASt Year's
Last
doin the fraternities have been
leased froiri the chapters. President
In
Sills also said that the college pays
for all the insurance, taxes, mortgage charges, and has promised to
One out of every three Bowdoin
restore the houses to the chapters men is failing in at least one subat the end of the war in the same ject, according to the latest schoshape as when they were taken laMic
by tne roan's
over."
office. Thirteen per cent of the 182
.
The decision to close the frater- studenUs in thc
are fai i in g
after
the
was
made
houses
nity
jn , WQ or more of , hrir eoane9t
"careful consideration and after while 20 per cent received minor
everything had been taken into ac- warnings.
count," lYcsidrnt Sills pointed out.
Last year at this time, 15 per
Rut the "decision is definite and cent of the college was put on
final." he s.iid.
"pro" for failing lo meet the re-

Fraternities Seek

|

method. Such
an amendment requires a three-fourths vote of the Council and
a majority vote of the student body.
The ORIENT prints below a discussion of the pros and cons
by two leading proponents bf the two plans Morton F. Page
'46 and Ian Maclnnes '46, both Council members. Page supports
the existing system, which bears his name; Maclnnes advocates a
system'^
return to the prewar system.
sary in order to

would be done to make the winter
houscparty in January a success and that the college was Fund's First Gifts
interested in both the social and intellectual side of 1kmAre 'Unprecedented'
initial

changing the method of selecting Student

plain the issues involved.

from the Chapel

that everything possible

The

possibility of

Council members' was brought up at a meeting of that body
Monday. It was decided to have Peter A. Curran '46, president
of the Council in a chapel talk on Thursday, December 21, ex-

on that Friday, instead of waiting for all upperelassmen to file
out as usual.

pense, to close the houses this winter.'' The President said

k From Pelc« u

-rj

The

|

"^

He said that the Council also
voted .Monday to allow the frosh
to

^

Students Debate Need|
Of Altering Election System!

rules will be lifted
on the last day before the
C'hri«.tma.s vacation, Friday, Deember 22. according to Peter A.
reS,d<' nt
3
°'
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Two

Freshmen

the past few days because of the
house parlies in January. However, the administration
has proniised continually that they

—

I^W—fHH—

'Houses Closed For Winter

.
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(74th Year)

VIC DANCES
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ABOLISH THE PAGE PLAN?
Announcement

Bnmawtek, Maine

urn

Campus Survey

Mustard and

that the president

[

By DavM

Cress

of the Student Council will discuss the

members of that
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Managing Editor

recently.

worthy of the
name it is first necessary to have a clear
understanding of the facts. The "old"
way of selecting Council members was
to have the Council cut down 50 or
so nominations from the fraternities
down to about 25. The student body then voted for twelve out of
this number. The twelve receiving
the highest number of votes composed
the new CouncH. Under the "new" or
"Page" Plan each fraternity and the
Thorndike Club nominates three of
its members. These names are placed
on the ballot, and the college must
vote for one man in each fraternity.
Thus each house must be represented
by one man.
current

Joseph
Wheeler *48
Herbert B. Moore '48

BOWDOIN

which

In order to have an opinion on the

HHMM

.-

•

•

fof this Issue, Philip

Wednesday, Dec.

IS,

May, 1944 elections. At that time it
was quite apparent that certain houses
had deliberately "combined" in order
to elect their candidates and exclude
those from other houses. As a result,

H. Hoffman

No. 14
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should be noted that the "Page"

Plan was introduced to attempt to correct the combine "scandal" of the

the Student Council voided the elec-

APPRECIATION

and

called a mass

meeting of the
meeting that
the "Page" Plan was proposed and
adopted by amending the constitution
tion

students. It was at this

Sometimes the student body

how

to forget

great a debt

is

apt

we owe to

our college. In the midst of differences
inqjoint of view between the administration and the smdent body, we are
inclined to lose sight of our goal. The
student body, like any growing organ-

the "Page" Plan

.

is

ances for high spirits and signs of

does the college

lessness, so

lowances for
that

us.

shall

The

are; they are starving

that

enrollment

is

no

Bowdoin and' its

fraternities are

hump" an artificial and arbi-

dividual fraternity becoming extinct
is passed. Therefore, say these last,
give each house an added incentive to

as

grateful they will be

we, as their contemporar-

order

are generous enough and decent
enough to lend them a helping hand.
ies,

to

its

rushing

affairs well in

order

which will be
worthy of the Council under a system

From such

attract

material

ties of gratitude real international friendships can be born. To

of free, college-wide election.

read some of their letters of thanks
makes one almost embarrassed with a
sense of unworthiness.

the "Page" Plan, which assures to each
house a representation no matter how

realistic in

in

our out-

In this discussion

Or

will

the chief arguments of the two sides.
The decision lies in the hands of the

we prove equal to the task?
we take refuge in selfish and
Let's loosen

we have contented

ourselves with mentioning the essential facts of the situation and some of

Labor Representative Eby would put

narrow isolationism?
— our hearts and our

it

bers with a view toward building real
college leaders.

friendship) to a specific situation" as

Will

may be of it, will infuse
new zeal and energy
selecting and training its new mem-

unworthy

dillies

which he

in

as "I can hon-

estly say that at least ninety per
cent of the American and Domin-

have encountered.
were behaving as cheerfully and
courteously as our own." Sounds
ions' troops I

.

asserted, "that

.

.

World War I prophecies
that liberal education could not
survive in a scientific world.
"I
would like, to declare my faith in
cited the

'outworn

this

Morrow

Mrs.

institution',"

She declared that
a liberal education helps one to
"develop as a person" and become
"a more worthwhile human being." She asserted that such educated people were never more
needed than they are today. She
said.

said that a liberal education gives

one "something that no bank failure can take away from you."
Turning to the subject of vocaeducation,
Mrs. Morrow
said that vocational and technical
courses should not take the place
of the humanities.
Amid the increasing
pressure
of
material
things Mrs. Morrow said that
"preparation of the mind and
heat t is needed."
tional

Although recognizing that it
would necessitate larger faculties
and involve degree credit and fin-

|

Tukey, Jr., "39. of
Air Forces, paid a visit
Col.
to the campus Vast week.
Tukey is oh leave after 119 combat missions with the fighter command, and upon his return to England he will command a ThunderCol. Tukey
bolt fighter group.
holds the Distinguished Flying
Cross with Oak Leaf Cluster, and
the Air Medal With three Oak
Leaf Clusters.
Last Tuesday, Lt. Paul H. Hermann '40. US(NR, visited Bowdoin.
Aboard the subchaser "Osmond
Ingram" for 37 months, Lt. Hermann took part in the invasion of
Southern France and the sinking
Upon comof a German IKBoat.
pletion of a six-week advanced
training course in Destroyer Engineering, he will receive assignment on a new ship.
Lt. (jg) Laurence H. Stone '43,
USNR, was here for a short time
on his leave. Stone has served 15
months on a subchaser which has
seen action on the Salerno and
Anzio beachheads in the MediterCol. Philip E.

the

Army

ancial problems, Mrs. Morrow advocated that colleges teach voca- ranean area.
tional courses during thp summer
vacation. She insisted that sufficient credit has not been given to
the degree of integration of vocational subject matter which has
already taken place in college curit is better!
Another complaint is about the riculums.
houses being closed. Yet, everyQuestioning the value of new
one .who froze last winter in the type inter-departmental courses,
fraternity houses breathes a sigh Mrs. Morrow said, "teach each
of relief whenever a northeaster course well; have the students
blows. The food is the best that make the connections between
could be found in any college or courses and their own life."
institution
anywhere.
Steaks,
With regard to the accelerated
lamb chops, ham, fish.pork and program she said that it was yet
all one e^n eat three times a day.
too early to prophesy its future
Price? $9.50 a week.
value. She said that her own feelRecreation? There are parties
ing was that the lessons to be
once in a while. The campus is
gained lay in the improvement of
deserted Saturday night with the
methods attained in the course of
exodus to Colby and Portland. At
the experience with the shortened
least once every semester there
She felt that the four
courses.
is a large dance here at the colyear "leisurely stroll" is superior.
•»*•
lege.
Athletics?
True, there is no She said that the real question is,
football.
But we do have basket- "How far can we take them in
ball,
swimming, track, baseball, four years, not how soon they can
hockey, tennis, squash, wrestling, meet certain minimum require-

S 2/c Paul W. Moran '47, US
NR, was here on leave last week
the completion of a radio
course in Bedford Springs, Pa.
after

Lt. Henry V. Bonzagni, "41, US
NR, was reported to have shot
down three Jap planes on a single

mission in the recent battle of the
Philippine Sea.
Lt. Bonzagni is
the holder of the Air Medal, the
Navy Cross, and the Distinguished
Flying Cross.

Herbert F. Griffith, '44. of Belmont, Mass., after completion of
his

intermediate

training,

flight

was commissioned an Ensign
the Naval
Florida.

in

Reserve at Pensacola,

Pvt. Joseph H. "Jerry" Shortell,
USAAF, paid a brief visit to
He was chiefly
concerned with buying his old car
back from a Navy lieutenant. He
at an air base in
is stationed
Springfield, Mass.
"47,

campus Sunday.

Three men have recently left
Robert B. Hunter,
and Wilfred Devine. '48. in
the -Navy, and Richard Worth, '48,
in the Army.
for the service:

'47,

war, leader* in X of his classes. Some
who, on seeing the first American courses are being taken by freshtroops land in Britain said, "Here men with a Professor and two or
It
three students in the class.
come the last of the Colonials."
sounds like private tutoring only
- c
like the

Cockney

in the last

—

m

Show we would
week:

like to see this

Thompson,"

"Sadie

the
adaptation of

comedy
June Havoc

musical
"Rain."

raises, just

Somerset Maughan
standby with the Jeanne Eagles'
role plus words and music by
Dietz and Duke.
Speaking of
music, the Cole Porter score for
"Seven Lively Arts," an epi-stravaganza by Billy Rose is sdmething.
We heard Kosteldnetz play it a
while ago and fell in love with
that

the

in

"Is It the Girl or Is It the Gown?"
- c
Sounds heard in the night: the
fraternities
practicing wherever
there is a loose piano for the sing
firecrackers at one
tonight.
"The
o'clock in Hyde Hall.
.
Mate" and his glee club over at

m

.

.

.

.

.

—

Appleton, reading the music off
the bull
"coke" bottle labels.
and everything else that one can
sessions and midnight coffee in
name.
the Union.
.
Bowdoin never was the spot for
- c
playboys. It is certainly not now.
gone,
Mid-semester come and
But for the person who goes to
hour exams over, and Christmas college for some other reason than
The College is merely a degree, Bowdoin is about
vacation ahead.
much disturbed by the restlessness as fine a spot as can be found anyand the number of warnings. where.
/
Bowdoin's old cry of no relaxation
Another rumor that should be
plus the uncertainty of the letter
squashed.
Bowdoin
sophomores
."
that begins with "Greetings.
take great pride in telling each
- c
other what a great drinking coljobs
For one of the finest acting
lege Bowdoin is. The story is still
of all. time, we give a Jong Bowfloating around that in a contest
doin Rah to Clifton Webb for his of a few
years ago, Bowdoin was
work in Laura. He played his barred from the all-American
Woolcott-Beebe role to the hilt team of
college drinkers because
with those qualities of the legiti- it was professional.
This is a great
mate stage so long missing to the
.

.

-

.

ments."
Mrs. Morrow said that it was
natural for this nation dedicated
to speed to seek shortcuts even in
education, but she asked, "Haven't
we enough half-baked brains al-

ready?"
Mrs. Morrow's lecture was sponsored by the Society of Bowdoin

Women.

.

m

.

Wc

Interf raternity Sing

•

nominate him for an

Oscar.

m

-

one to

tell

and

his girl

the boys back in East BackAnyone with respect for
facts quickly realizes that the

wash.

c

While the College
Post-War Plans

thriller for

all

is

considering

might go
it
over the question of degrees. It
has always seemed odd to us that
a man who takes everything but
sciences must graduate with a
B.S., because he never wenHto bed
with Plato.
Its

story-

is

told about every

campus

from Brunswick to Palo Alto. Our
praise be, can't even be
put in the same beverage-consumcollege,

ing league with schools like the
Ivy League and the Big Ten. But
then, never let the facts ruin a

good story.

The

college will soon break up
for Christmas.
Go out as salesmen for the college. Tell the truth
about what a great spot for an
[ Continued from Page i }
education Bowdoin is. Tell about
what a wonderful faculty we have.
Tell about* the men you know
campus are concerned.
Bowdoin men have had a
It is true that, due to certain here.
cliques within the fraternity, the quiet pride in their college for 150
man best suited for the position on years. By their deeds you shall
the council in the eyes of the en- know them!!

Page Plan

student body might not be
nominated. To remedy this situation, I propose a write-in ballot,
either in place of or in addition to
three nominations plan. However, 1
do feel quite strongly that every
fraternity should be represented on
the council regardless of its comparative strength or weakness.
Many of the attackers of this
plan argue that it sometimes results in the election of a freshman
to the council. However, I point
out that freshmen were made
eligible by a student council elected
under the old system for an election to be held under that same
system. It was not the present
method that made freshmen eligitire

Continued from Page

[

l

1

was

introduced by Alfred
Brinkler, acting Professor of Music after the death of Dr. Edward
Wass. Mr. Brinkler donated the
Wass Cup, which was given to the
AD's after they won in 1940, '41,
and '42. The AD's have donated the
"Wass Cup" which will be awarded tonight. Last spring the White
Key tried to organise an Interfraternity Sing, but met with little
enthusiasm in the student body. In
1942 the attendance at the Interfraternity Sing was 100'*.
According to Professor Tillotson, the only other college in the
country with anything comparable
to the interfraternity sing is the
University of Chicago.

Sing

NEW CAMERA "SHOOTS //
FLYING PROJECTILES
WHEN

Army

ballistics experts

needed to photograpn

speeding rockets, scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories built the special "ribbon-frame" camera. Their

experience came from making high speed cameras to
study tiny movements in telephone equipment parts.

The new camera

gets

its

name from

the narrow slot

thousandth of a second.

These

"stills,"

ordinary film, show a fast flying P-47 firing

Continued from Page

ten-

taken on
under-

its

wing rocket.

Prize Speaking
[

one

that exposes a ribbon of film at a speed of

i

This

)

i9

research

of Professor Frederic E.
Tillotson, sang "Misere," "Christ

rection

an example of the many ways Bell System

is

helping to provide better weapons, better

equipment lor war and peacetime telephone

service.

In His Garden," by Tschaikovsky.

and "Ye Watchers and Ye Holy
Ones," arranged by Davison. The
Meddiebempst'ers sang "Lo, How
A Rose E'er Blooming," by Prseto-

Machines
[Continued from Pate

i

1

Council was ever created.
question really Is. Will each
dent vote as fc member of his
ternity or as a member of

The

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

rious.

Professor Charles T. Burnett,
Dean Paul Nixon and Mr. Glenn
the R. Mclntire were judges.

stufra-

Service to the Nation in Peace

and War

college?,

Pope Returns
i Continued from Page

1

]

con la musical
Have a"Coke"=iAdelante
(GET IN THB GROOVE!

being the captain of varsity track
and a member of relay, freshman
football and freshman track teams.
Vice-president of his class, he was
or
a
member of the Student Council
ternity of student council calibre,
perhaps better material than some in his junior and senior years.
Pope came here from Boston High
of the members serving at the .time.
This violates the purpose of the School and Bridgton Academy. His
home is in Wollaston, Massachucouncil, which is to work in close
ble.

may argue that there are
were two men within their fra-

Others

cooperation with the student body,

setts.

Captain Pope was at FJeleliu
and not to honor the persons who
'41
serve on it. In order to obtain this with the late Andy Haldane
'42.
close cooperation I believe it is nec- and Lt. Johnny Williams
essary

to

have

each

fraterniti;

make an equal contribution to the
student government.

each chapter with

look on international relations. All
right, here is a chance for us to "apply
a general concept (international

it.

They

claim that removing the "crutch" of

We as a nation are supposed to have
outgrown isolationism — to have become mature and

The most panned man of the
week is Noel Coward, for his book

screen.

other words, these people see its entering upon a new era of "free competition" in which the danger of any in-

these students, although they be pris-

if

own

result of the

trary protection of the rights of each
fraternity is no longer necessary. In

oners, interned, refugees, or starving,
arc undoubtedly afflicted with the

therefore

increased

"over the

Perhaps you will say, But what does
that have to do with me? Simply this:

and ambitions

As a

doubt a causative factor in the awakening of this controversy. Those who
say they want a change claim that now

and despairing behind the barbed wire
and barricades of the war-ravaged nations of Europe and Asia.

desires,

represents not

membership is entitled to exactly the
same representation as a small house.

of the World Student Relief
Drive conducted by the B. C. A. These
young people are not comfortably
pursuing their educations in the midst

How

member

the fact that the house with a large

medium

all are.

no long-

very inferior grade in an other. Other
opponents of the status quo object to

have an opportunity to give
a small gift to some of our fellow students all over the world through the

we

It is

"et*a» ^Stiidene*'' Council at -all, they
contend, but rather a "Fraternity"

man can be chosen
from each house, no matter how many
splendid leaders may be found in one
house and although leadership material may be totally lacking or of a

Just before the Christmas holidays

same hopes,

representatives,

rule that only one

FOR OTHER STUDENTS

we

Council

"Page" Plan many excellent leaders
have been and are being artifically
kept off the Council because of the

DAW.

—

Richard Eskilson

m

particular group.

there nonetheless.

of plenty, as

avoids "com-

the whole student body but his

Although we have peculiar ways of showing our apprecia-

we

it

into being.

Council. Each

ticular time.

is

that

character of the Council.
%*'

the college does not say "no"

it

is

argue that the net result of the Plan
has been to fundamentally change the

simply for the sake of saying "no."
The administration is doing what is
the wisest and best thing at each par-

tion,

it

choosing

al-

reali/e

can be

Opponents of the "Page" Plan, who
propose a return to the old way of

rest-

make

But we dearly

it

bines," the evil practice which called

emotional and quick to
jump to conclusions. Many times we
infer things which are not there. As
parents understand and make allowization,

By Theodore Saba and

.

of the Council. Therefore,

seen that the big argument in favor of

with long faces, bitterly griping
every time anyone will listen,
"Bowdoin sure was a great place
in peace-time.
I sure missed a lot
by not going to college when the
United Stateswas at peace. Gee,
house parties every weekend, New
York City in the middle of the
week, free beer in all the college
eating houses, no classes nor
just one drunk after
studying
another." Most of these lads are
below-draft age. The last time
Bowdoin had a full enrollment was
ago.
Five
five
years
from
seventeen leaves twelve. Thus
these self-styled playboys were
either in the grammar schools or
had just entered the high schools.
Today—1944 they sit around
They go on for
and complain.
hours about what Bowdoin used to
be like. But they fail to see what
advantages they have now. The
college is about 25% of the normal size. Yet the faculty, which
used to divert its energies over a
college of 640i has only shrunken
Almost every
about one-third.
upper-classman has a Ph.D. as his
.

makes such

Morrow

Lt. <jg) Edward A. Richards,
'44, and his fiancee, Charlotte
Root, returned to Bowdoin for a
short time last Friday, and were
escorted around campus by Peter
A. Curran '46, president of the
Student Council.
Richards
Lt.
has just returned from active duty
in New Guinea.
Jr.,

Bowdoin

]

Wnrks

—

Middle East Diary,

l

Front

has already been debated a good deal

David A. Work*
Reginald F. Spur
#. Frank Kimball
Robert W.

The

Continued from Page

woThere are two types of students men cah study anything has been
at Bowdoin today. The men who proven with a vengeance."
are really anxious to have a good
"But will the use arts drive out
time; and the ones who want an the liberal arts?" she asked.
By Ray Swift
education. The former sit around
In answering this' question, she

organiza-

tion brings to a head a ropic

A.

Mrs.

question of changing the method of

AMoctate Editor*

Morrow Speech

We

student body.
conjure you to listen well to President Currans explan-

up

wallets!

ations

on Thursday, December

21.

Conscription Poll
t

Continued from Pane

I

]

training periods with pay" were
suggested.
One faculty member expressed
his support for the "mobilization
of all woman power as well as all

man power."
On the other

hand, another faculty member, even though not in
favor of post-war conscription, asked not to be placed "in the camp of
the crack-pot evangelical pacifists
or the pity-the-poor-Germans wing
of the B. C. A."

...or getting along in Guatemala
"We

cannot have all we want
our aoldien and sailors an to
have all titty Mad."
if

3
I

Music and Coca-Cola spell friendship amonf our Latin-American
neighbors just as they do litre at home. Have a "Coke'' is aa invitation of welcome a* quickly underwood in Guatemala as in
Georgia. In many lands around the globe, Coca-Cola has become
the same symbol of friendliness that it is in your own living room.
•OT1UD UNOtt AUTHOBTf OF

TM

COCA-COiA COMPANY ft

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC
171 Park Street

i

o
"Coke"rCcK*Cola
h*« natural for popular ruin
to acquire friendly abbreviation!. That's why you hear
tion*.
l,

Coca-Cola called
led

CokV\

Lewtaton, Maine

J>

Maaaai

-*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS
By

MERMEN PREPARE FOR

TWO WEEK-END MEETS

Travta tad Frank Kimball

rilff

The Black and White hoopsters have looked impressive in
With two meets scheduled for
winning three out of their last four starts. Their first loss to the
officers was avenged last Thursday night by a 29-23 the end of this week, one tomorvictory. The eager* had their best night against a supposedly row with the Radar unit and one
Brunswick High
strong J.V. outfit from the Naval Air Station; the Bowdoin ag- Friday with
School, the varsity swimming team
Radar

gregation ran

up

a total of 5

I

points while the visitors tallied 31.

One

of the moat improved basketeers is Dick Edgecomb who,
after an illness during the first few weeks of practice, came back
to draw down the first string canter berth and has been steadily
dropping the aggot through the hoop.
Packy MacFaHand has been shifted to guard, and, with Ray
Boucher, has been doing a good job in the back court.

compete again for the first
time since the M.I.T. meet on No-

will

vember 25.
The Radar tanksters, coached
by Mentor Irving Huether, have
been practicing daily from ten to

o'clock in the morning.
Their progress and achievements,
strict "military"
Robbins however, will be
information until the time of the

eleven

The combination of Monaghan, John Whitcomb, and
have been consistently playing good ball, as was evidenced in meet tomorrow night.
the last Radar game. Steve Monaghan was the individual star
The high school team,
netting

2 points.
team is definitely
I

The
young and inexperienced; however,
Coach Mahoney has whipped the boys into splendid condition
and much of the club's recent success has been due to this fact.
Polar Bearings

Some

of the Chi Psi's who were up to Colby last weekend betting in that league which Mort Page describes as fast, saw an
unimpressive Colby team bow in defeat to Lawrence High
School of Fairfield, Maine.

Bates

is

playing Union College in the Boston Garden, which

indicates a strong

V-

practicing daily from six to seven p.m.,
shows promise, especially with its
back and breaststrokers, and is
expected to put up a good showing Friday night. But with Bowdoin superior in all the freestyle
events and relay combinations, the
outcome of the meet is not much
in doubt.

Pete
will

and

Grant

sponsoring the, track meet between the "Black" and
"White" teams, the White Key is attempting to revive the annual interfraternity meets of peacetime. In normal times these
meets were very colorful with the band playing and with the gallery filled with spectators. Held the night before the Interscholastic meet many high and prep school teams were present
and their coaches served as officials. There were many excellent performances. In fact the world record for the 35 lb. Weight
was made by Niles Perkins on one of these gala occasions. In
the forthcoming meet there will be few spectators, no band, and
no world records will be broken but this should not detract from
the spirit of the competitors. After all, sport for sport's sake. It
is difficult to arouse much team spirit with the combining of
houses but it would be out of the question to hold a straight
inter-fraternity meet. The house* have been combined to make
the teams as evenly matched as possible. The "Blacks" should
have the edge in the field events and the "Whites" in the running. Men out for basketball will be eligible to compete but
those "out for" cal will not. "So let's have everyone with any
talent at all make some effort to help his team to victory.

scheduled as

"Woody" Brown and Art Hamblen will concentrate
yd. distance swim.

.

Polar Bearings

Coach Magee hopes to be able to organize a varsity track
team this winter. With the nucleus of cross country men this

Eells

for Bowdoin in the 50
yd. freestyle events, while

and 100

In

"Slip"

swim

2 outfit at Bates.
Nothing much is yet known of the U. of M., other than the
presumption that there must be some good athletes at Maine
if it was able to field a fairly successful football team.
Polar Bearings
1

well

and

"Brad"

on the 220
"Dee" Cald-

Backman

freestyle

are

swimmers

Backstrokers Gene

in the relays.

Bemardin and

Fred

MacMahon

are training for their 100 yd. event
since George Erswell is working
on other strokes.
Breaststrokers Gene Martens
and "Rosle" Rosenberg have both
cut their times for the 100 yd.
event considerably since the Tech
meet, hut will have to battle hard
in order to defeat John Littlefield,
who is doing very fast time for
the high school squad.

CALL NEW YEARBOOK
"BOWDOIN IN 1944"
"Bowdoin in 1944," a new year*
book containing a pictorial record
of undergraduates and their activities in 1944, will

be issued early

should not be an impossible task. There is also much hidden in the Spring Trimester, accordtalent in the field events. Last spring we had a combination ing to an announcement yesterday
Army-Navy-Student team. Maybe we can have an all student by Ian Maclnnes, '46, editor-in-

And Dave Dance Bowdoin Skiers Await

Dee

At Kent's

Delightedly

Gibson Slopes Opening

Six Bowdoin men last weekend attended a Christmas Dance

Bowdoin
ski-enthusiasts
are
awaiting the opening of the Skimobile, at Cranmore Mountain,

given at Kent's Hill Preparatory
School and Juaior College. Two
former students at the school,

"Dee"

Cal dwe l
l

North Conway,

Una, hath of the class of '48 here,
instituted the party.

"Sam"
Earl Hanson '47,

-Hal" Burnham

reaches the

'46,

ORIENT

that a pre-

war

Fleming '4»,
and Jaime Paris, a special student, were the other men in the
**e«p.
A feature of the evening was
the reunion of the 14 boys who
had comp r ised the male complement of the school in '4S-'44,
Two of the men are at Bowdoin,
aae at the University of Maine,
and two are on active service
with the f. S. Navy.
At intermission Sam Fleming
"sat la" With the band and gave
out with some of that "solid
boogie wooeie" for which he is
known. One of the surprises of
the trip, was Jaime Paris, who
caused quite a stir among the
In fact one
girls at the school.
girl waa heard to remark, "Oh,
Isn't he wonderful? .He's even
better, than Frank Sinatra!"

New

Hampshire,
Saturday, December 16. Although
a bad fire recently destroyed the
motor room of the skimobile, word

and "Dave" Col-

store of parts will enable
the machine to function.
Hannes Schneider's ski school

open

will

the

oh Friday if
between now and

officially

snow

flies

Several of the instructors,
including Herman Ostermaier, Otto Tschol, and Johnny Reld are
back at the school after being discharged from the Armed Forces.
then.

Cranmore's slopes have been
graded and arranged so that first,

class skiing can be done on only
four inches of snow while the Intervale Slope,
a rougher and

tougher

course

which has been

>

—

—

DEAN READS FROM

SERVICE LETTERS

—

—

Wages

Maine

Simpson

Race

Rank 39th

Nation

For

—

A

—

—

—

Union Committee

Marian
judges were Mrs.
"Bugle," and the "Growler."
President, Wood- Holmes, Professors Reinhard L.
Slgnsa Nu
bridge B. Brown '48; Secretary- Korgen and Philip M. Brown.
Treasurer, John Cummins "48.
John P. McGonagle of Cheverus, Thomas H. Chadwick '47, and
President. Paul Bragdon of Deering, Rodolphe Charles H. Perry '48.
Alpha Tm* O eg a
Theodore R. Saba '42; Treasurer, Hamel of Lewiston, and Jeanine
Byron E. Keene '47; Chaplain, Na- Fenwick of South Portland spoke
than T. Whitman '47; Scribe. Rob- on the Affirmative Panel. Malcolm
ert W. Burroughs '47.
Stevenson of Bangor, Richard Gott
The Tan ii tin Clae—President. of Portland, and Pauline Stevens
Brass '46. Vice Presi- of Rockland spoke on the Negative Continuing the Stuart Print Shop
Leonard
dent. Robert W. Miller '48; Treas- Panel
urer, Shepard Lifshitz '47; SecreComplete Printing Service
tary, Stanley D. Weinstein '47.

—

m

—

Raymond Swift '47; Sigma Nu,
Woodbridge Brown '48; A. T. O.,
Harry Lindemann,

Jr., '46.

Stand-

ing committees on Dining Rooms,

Tournaments,

and

Yes, We're Interested In

.

On Exhibit In Library

ALVIN SETTLE

PHILGAS

L

Litt.D. in 1925 President Sills said
of him:
"Edwin Arlington Robinson, leading American poet, son of Maine,
brought up on the shores of the
lovely Kennebec, recognized at

Meddiebempsters
t

lotson for the Sesquicentennial.
Mr. John Richards gave the
manuscripts to Bowdoin in 1943^

[

Continued from Page

Song, and "Angels O'er the

a French carol.
The choir will

Continued from Psgt

Town

t ]

Blag.

Tel.

89-W Brunswick

BrunswickHardwareCo.

I ]

Fields,''

leave on the 10.27

train from Brunswick. Thursday
morning, and, following the rehearsal and concert, will be entertained at lunch at the homes of
alumni of both Bowdoin and Waynflete. Waynnete will entertain the
choir during the evening; a formal
dance being scheduled after supper.

bemptters are as follows: Duncan
H. Dewar '47, Donald H. Lyons '48,
Ambrose A. Baindon '46, Edwin B.
Cutler

'47,

Philip B,

Smith

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

'47,

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOG8
BOTTLED BEEB
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Chops

Fancy Groceries

Maine
Capital, 1 17*. 000

Phone 328-M for delivery

Total

12

m

j

2

plays Bates, Maine and Colby.
3 Early games with strong service
teams were scheduled in an effort
to provide the stiff competition
the team needs. Following is the
3 schedule of the remaining games:

1

.

1

1

9

5

Ma-

honey can go even deeper into

5 sell.
If the team maintains its pres2
4 ent steady progress, it ought to be
6 a well-rounded unit by the time it

1

2

,

23

War

II.

Woodbridge

'48

was

narrator,

Camp Langdon

(here)

16 Fort Williams (away)
20 Presque Isle Air Field

ATTENTION

B.

a

and

COLLEGE STUDENTS

shaw

and

SERVICE

MEN

Visit the

AMUSEMENT CENTER

Mrs. Henry Johnson and family
donated much more of the mate-

200 Maine Street

Brunswick

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Dee. 18-14

ateo

Fox News

Cartoon

Dec

Frl.-Sat.

Bride

15-16

By Mistake

with
Laraim Day - Alan Marshal

Paramount News
Short Subject*
Sun.-Mon.

Dee. 17-18

Do you
Do you

like to have your friends know what you are
like to hear of your athletic achievement* ?

Would you

Ilka hi

have year

girts

doing?

get acquainted with the cus-

toms and deinga an the campus t
There

Is

an easy and Inexpensive way.

ORIENT

to all your girls and
gift subscription to the
extra
friends. Conk* mailed anywhere hi the world.

Send a

No

other
charge tor foreign delivery.

-

Walter Huston

Remember

•

The ORIENT

Paramount News

is

the College Oracle

and Reporter

Dae. 18

Murder In Blue Room
with
Anna G wynne - Donald Cook

Hears All - Sees All - Telia All • No Censorship
Brinf Tout Subscription Today
to die ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

Selected Short Subject*

Jlllesmond

Dec
Pal Wolf

80-21

Sharyn .Moffett

-

Fag News

ONLY

$2.00 a year

Denver the OftttNT

lit

1

Aet

A.
1

Dec

Frl.-Sat.

— Telephones —

22-23
»

Enter Arsene Lupin
Charles Korvin

-

Ella Raines

•

i

Paramount Nl

1

Ihi Orient Owleh,

^MMsasasaaam

5

PG F
2

as these, but

reserves without sacrificing much
29 In talent, and pick on Earl HanPts son, Jim Whitcomb or Don Rus-

Francis K. Smith '47 announced.
"Die four men in the cast, besides,
the authors, were James J. Bag-

The Merrv Monahans

Qaotati oae

Pa«l K. Nlven, Bowdoin lilt

TONDREAUBROS.

j

satisfied

two teams Which show so

much promise

Brown

with
Donald O'Connor - Peggy Ryan

My

The RECORD OFFICE

Any coach would be

I

1 with

1

World

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurm.

Wed.-Thurs.

Always Top Quality
Steaks

J

f

DeC. 15

'

Ask Us For

j

.*_

Wa have had long

Printing

angles.

all

I

rial.

Katharine Hepburn

And Other

WaynfleteSing

from

valuable on the defense
he usually retrives rebounds from both backboards.

'47, Ambrose A. Saindon '46,
home and abroad as having no liv- John Cummin-* '48, and John W.
ing peer, is gladly welcomed by "the Martin '48.
Musical background for the prooldest college in his native state
into the goodly company of her gram was suggested by Professor
Frederic E. T. Tillotson and Richpoets and authors."
Undergraduates will remembei! and C. Chittim. The broadcast also
Robinson's "Twilight Song." which marked the third anniversary of
was set to music by Professor Til- Bowdoin-on-the-Air.

with

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

.

is

as

0j their ability.

2

1
.

to sink the ball

Dick

also,

5| fast breaks.
Mort Page, Norby
2, Carey and Bert Moore alternate
4 at guard and have demonstrated

2

3

Dannie, rf
Quirk, c . . •
Stojowski, e
McGuire, rg
Masline, rg
Findley, lg
Ganahl, lg

a constant threat to opposing forwards; "Pakky" is the best allaround player on the squad.
At center, Dick Edgecomb has
surprised everyone with his ability

RADIO DRAMA GIVEN
ON
OVER WGAN

Dragon Seed

experience In
*
producing for Bowdoin men:

1

1

1

Coach Neil Mahoney has been
working with two terfms which he
can shift at will. The first five
is perhaps the more experienced
and more dependable. At guard
are Ray Boucher and "Pakky"
McFarland, both smaU but brilliant players. Ray is wiry and is

the sesquicehtennial year by the
(here)
Library Committee, tn the exhibiJan. 5 Naval Air Station (away)
tion are first editions and inscribed
10 Fort Williams (here)
copies of his better known works,
DEC, 7
including the very rare "The Tor12 Colby (here)
rent and the Night Before." The
17 Bates (away)
On the third anniversary of the
manuscripts of "Miniver CJieevy"
20 Maine (away)
and "Twilight Songs," as well as bombing of Pearl Harbor, Decem(here)
several letters which show his un- ber 7, Bowdoin-on-the-Air present* Feb. 10 Maine
15 Bates (here)
usual script, are well worthy of ed a' radio drama over station
21 Dow Field (here)
WGAN, entitled "Rendezvous with
note.
24 Colby (away)
Robinson was a native of Maine, Destiny."
Arranged and edited by Stanley
spending his youth in Gardiner. A
Harvard graduate, he was awardeu D. Weinsteir. '47 and H. James
honorary degrees by "Bowdoin and Cook '48, the script told of the part
Yale. At the presentation of hia Bowdoin College men have taken in

ALL Your

ing best

2

The Edwin Arlington Robinson

PRINTING
does the cook-

1

1

exhibit now on display is one of the',
most interesting displays put oh in

.

formed.

Works

1

good teamwork.

Lanky Dan Morrison and Frank
Kimball round out the team at
forward. Dan's height and excellent
passing,
combined
with
Frank's aggressiveness make the
forward line quite efficient.
The second five, which Mahoney
calls "The Kids," is noted for its
speed and endurance.
Although
its height averages under 5' 8", it
has proved successful in tiring its
opponents before the game is long
underway.
Steve Monaghan and Bob Robbins are among the best shots on
3 the squad, and coupled with peppy
2 John Whitcomb, they specialize in

.

E. A. Robinson's

Dances were

T

With the major part of the season yet before them, the Bowdoin
College basketball squad already
promises to be more than an ordinary team. By winning three out
of its first four games, the team
has displayed much ability and

.

on public questions often can be the Brunswick Choral Society in
He said that he was glad to see Morrison, If
trained to debate effectively with a Memorial Hall, Monday evening, the slogan "Buy an extra war Robbins, rf
little practice.
December 18, at 8:15 p.m. Ad- bond" replace the demand that the Kimball, rf
The question to be used in the mission is free to students. Solo- date "live in infamy" as the press Whitcomb, C
debate with Bates will be: "Re- ists will be Cecile Tetut, soprano, observed successive Pearl Harbor Edgecomb, c
Page, rg
solved, That Compulsory Military Mrs. Athern P. Daggett, alto, Don- Days.
Training should be Instituted In ald Lyons '48, tenor, and Stanley
Commending the "ability of our McFarland, rg
Carey, lg
the United States." The same sub- Altman '47, baritone.
citizens to respond in emergenject will probably be adopted^ for
The orchestral accompaniment cies," Commander Little also prais- Boucher, lg
the annual Freshman-Sophomore will include David Demaray '4?, ed the undergraduate body saying;' Moore, lg
contest in which the Edgar Achorn viola, Myron Milden '48, violin,
"But I am sure if Hitler's V-3 on
Debate Prizes will be awarded for Thomas Ackley '48, cello, Harold its transatlantic voyage should
excellence in argumentation. Pro- Kimball '48, clarinet, and Richard miss New York and hit this cam*' Bowdoin Radar
fessor Thayer pointed out that this Norton '46, trumpet.
pus, you would all meet the situa- Morrison, If
debate offers excellent opportunity
tion with the same dash and dar- Motine, If ....
Cox,rf...
for men to receive valuable experiing as those at Pearl Harbor."

—

—

.

4T-SS.

Commenting on the 1942 report earlier defeat by this same dub,
on Pearl Harbor by Associate Jus- the Polar Bears fought desperatetice Roberts, Commander Little
ly all the way and finally pulled
said, "The lesson is this: inadeahead in the last quarter.
quate equipment is no excuse for
The second Ave started the game
lack of alertness. Nobody wilt
and, on baskets by Monaghan and
blame you if you use such talents Whitcomb and a free throw by
as you have to their full advanCarey, led at the quarter by 5-3.
tage. The bright young boy who
The first team was then sent in,
loafs and wastes his time may not
but couldn't seem to get going. The
be court martialed, but he ought to visitors pulled up and at the half
be keel hauled."
the score stood 9-9, Edgecomb havComdr. Little compared the
ing counted for all of Bowdoin's
Roberts Report which "told of
points. The play in this first half
dereliction of duty by high ranking
was* slowed down tremendously by
officers of army and navy on the
the fouls. A total of 25 free throws
spot, freeing from blame headwere awarded.

ALTMAN SING
IN 'MESSIAH' MONDAY

PORTLAND VICTOR
IN DEBATES HERE

PM—

.

LYONS,

CLAYT REED LEAVES
FOR YALE DIVINITY

For Current Trimester

Game

•

Query And Roundy Take
Tournament

The Big White continued Its
winning way last night by
trouneing the Bath Iran Works

Men

DEBATERS MUST HAVE
EXPERIENCED MEN

chief of the annual. The title of
team this year.
ence as preparation for varsity dethe new publication was selected
Polar Bearing*
bating.
Bridge
This may have nothing to do with athletics but after spending to avoid confusion with the traBugle,"
yearbook,
"The
ditional
a solo weekend in Brunswick we welcome, with open arms, Don
which was issued last February.
Al Query and Dick Roundy
Lancaster's idea for a committee to further social life.
Maclnnes's plans for "Bowdoin
took first place In the "experiin 1944" call for a publication of
enced" division of the all-college
about forty pages of extra-heavy
bridge t urn anient Saturday at
Lists Officers
IS
quality paper stock, board covers,
Clayton F. Reed '46 past presiDana Little
the T. D. Mease.
and half-tone illustrations of fra- dent of the B.C.A. will leave Bowand "Judge" Lawlis won second
Fin- doin to begin his studies for the
ternity and activity groups.
.The 'Inexperienced"
honors.
ancial restrictions will make it Congregational ministry at Yale
division ended In a tie between
impossible for all the student ac- University Divinity School, on
CHirran-"Cnuck"
"Pete"
The annual Bowdoin Interscho- tivities to be included, although January 2. While in New Haven, the
The ORIENT herewith prints a
the
Begley partnership and
list of officers of the fraternities lastic Debating League, in which
"Bowdoin in 1944" will, according he is to work with the Y.M.C A. in
for the fall trimester:
two representatives from each of to the editor, "show who went to a new program for the boys' dubs. "Dune" Dewar-Warren Court
combination.
Alpha Delta
President, At* seven Maine high schools Bangor,
Bowdoin in 1944 ahd what they
Reed came to Bowdoin in SepThe "experienced" group was
phonse W. Query, Jr. '47; Vice Cheverus, Deering, Lewiston, Port- did."
tember, 1942, after graduating
made up of those who had prePresident, Edwin B. Cutler '47; land, Rockland, and South Portland
from Pemetic High School, Southcollege
in
viously competed
participated, took place SaturTreasurer, Martin E. Robinson
west Harbor. Maine, where he was
bridge tournaments the "inex'48; Secretary, Philip S. Smith '47. day, December 9, at 2 p.m., in the
president of the Student Council
perienced" of thise who had not.
Psl Ilpslltn President. Arthur Moulton Union. The winning team
and Valedictorian of his class. At
The fact that Curran and
C. Sewall, Jr., '47; Vice President, was Portland, followed by Deering
Bowdoin, he became a member of
Begley came out on top broke
Albert W. Chillson '48; Secretary, and Lewiston.
Theta Delta Chi fraternity, the
the past reputation of D. I'.
The issue discussed was: "ReL. Richard Edgecomb '48.
Bowdoin Christian Association,
Chi Psl President, Francis H. soJved, That for a period of two
Both at a Brunswick War Bond and the Witan. Reed, a James bridge. The ( urran-EHK fiasco
Grant '46; Vice President, Austin years following the surrender of Rally on December 7 and before Bowdoin Scholar and winner of the of last spring was quite forgotten.
F. Hogan '45; Treasurer, John D. Germany the United States should the Brunswick Rotary Club on Sewall Greek prire, was
elected
Claffey '47; Secretary, Frederick adopt a lend-lease policy to aid December 10, Dean Paul Nixon
and initiated to the Alpha Chapter
members of the United Nations in read letters from several Bowdoin of Phi Beta Kappa in Maine this
H. Clerkson, Jr. '45.
.Delta Kappa Epsllon
Presi- the work of reconstruction."
students now in the service.
falL
Two forums were held simuldent, Richard C. Lawlis '46; Vice
At the rally. Dean Nixon read
Teachers'
President, George E. Quaile '48; taneously, one in the Moulton letters from Andrew A. Haldane
Treasurer, Dana A. Little '46; Union Lounge and the other in the '41, Marine captain recently killed See
'03 In
In
Secretary, Donald L. Fisher '46; Assembly Room. Each high school in action. These letters extended
N. H. Senate Post
was represented by a single speak- over a period from the time that
Recorder. Richard M. Baker '46.
combination he entered the service in August,
Ttieta Delta Chi
President, er in each forum.
Maine pays its teachers, princiScott C. W. Simpson '03. presi- pals and supervisors, the poorest
Clifford K. Travis '45; Treasurer, score of both' speakers from each 1942, to late July, 1944.
The
Charles L. Abbott, Jr. '47; Secre- school determined the winning Dean, in addition, described Hal- dent of the Bowdoin Alumni Asso- salaries of any state outside of the
ciation, is being mentioned as a Deep South, according to the lattary, Jay Frank Kimball '47; Re- team. Miss Elizabeth Thomes of dane's career at Bowdoin.
Portland was adjudged the best
corder, Elton O. Feeney, Jr. '48.
Before the Rotary Club, Dean candidate for the next president est U. S. Office of Education figDelta I'pniioQ President, Fred- individual speaker in the Lounge Nixon read passages from letters of the New Hampshire State Sen- ures, which are based on the 1939»
erick B. Auten '47; Vice President, forum and Miss Jeanine Fenwick of written by Roy W. McNlven '41, a ate, according to Oliver Jenkins, '40 school year.
Peter A. Curran '46; Treasurer, South Portland the bent debater in pilot in the Racine area; Jed Stur- political writer of Concord, New
Maine is 39th among the states.
Since the Granite It pays an average of $894 per year.
Eugene A. Bemardin. Jr. '47; the Assembly Room forum. Cer- devant '39, a pilot in Italy; Nor-" Hampshire.
Secretary. Wolfgang .H. Rosen- tificates were presented to all of man O-Gauvreau '43. a Navy flier; State has no lieutenant-governor, The national average is $1441. Newt
the debaters.
berg '47. 4
He the Senate head is not only the York pays its teachers an average
and James B. Hunter '39.
The discussion in the Lounge also read a letter received last leader of the upper house, but he annual salary of $2604 to lead the
President, David
Zeta Psl
Demaray '47; Vice President, Co- was presided over by Professor Al- week from Robert Weiner. a non- also assumes the gubernatorial list. Massachusetts is fifth with an
rydon B. Dunham, Jr. '47; Treas- bert R. Thayer. The judges were graduate of the class of '46, now duties when the governor is away average salary of $2037.
or unable to fulfill his duties.
urer, Francis W. K. Smith '47; Mrs. Catherine T. Daggett, Pro- with the infantry in Germany.
If one eliminates the salaries
Scott Simpson is completing a paid in the southern states to negro
Secretary, William S. Augerson fessors Samuel E. Kamerling and
Roy McNrven, a native of East
'47.
Ernst C. Helmreich.
Boston and a member of the Kap- term as a member of Governor teachers and include only white
On the Affirmative Panel were pa Sigma fraternity, was active in Blood's "executive council and will teachers, Maine sinks to 44th on
Kappa Sigma President. Richard A. Roundy, Jr. '47; Vice Presi- Malcolm Flash of Bangor, Eliza- the Glee Club, the B. C. A., base- enter, the Senate in January. He the list. Maine salaries have risen
Hoffman '45; beth Thomas of Portland, and ball, and track. Norman Gauv- was elected from the Intervale- about $100 per annum during the
Philip
dent.
H.
Treasurer. Harry D. MacNeil, Jr. George Berliowsky of Rockland. reau, of Lewiston, was a member Conway-Freedom district.
past four years, but so have the
"46; Secretary. Edward R. Noyes, On the Negative Panel were John of the Chi Psi fraternity and took
other 47 states and the District of
J. Flaherty of Cheverus, Marcia part in football, track, and the
Jr. '48.
Columbia. Thus, Maine still pays
Beta Theta PI—President. Regi- Hildreth of Deering, Lois Brean of Masque and Gown. James Huntits teachers the poorest salaries
nald F. Spun* '46; Vice President. Lewiston, and Catherine Conway of er, of Newton, Massachusetts, was
found anywhere in the North.
Richard S. Norton "46; Treasurer, South Portland. Professor Athern a member of the Delta Upsilon
Continued
Page
i
from
[
]
David S. Collins '48; Secretary, P. Daggett was chairman of the fraternity and was active in track,
Harold N. Burnham '48; Recorder. forum in the Assembly Room. The the Glee Club, the Choir, the
pa Sig., Richard Elliott '48; Beta,
Raymond H. Swift '48.
C.
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Series Prospects Bright

Addressing the undergraduates

on Pearl Harbor Day, Lt. Comdr.
Mahoney*
Stop
Noel C. Little, USNR, on leave of
absence as head of the physics deRadar 39-23
partment and commanding officer
tn Tight
of the Bowdoin radar school, said,
"Your position is doubly difficult.
You want to get away on active
service and yet it is clearly your
Last Thursday night Bowdoin's
duty to remain here.
The bat- Varsity courtmen extended their
tle of the books, especially in these
winning streak to three games by
times requires as much nerve and
edging out a 29-23 victory over
courage as any other."
the local Radar Ave. Avenging an

closed for several seasons, will reSeveral inns are
also
re-opening and
everyone
throughout the Eastern Slope Region expects the largest season in
years.
Harvey Dow Gibson, '02, a trus* quarters in Washington," with the
The third period witnessed quite
tee of Bowdoin, has been the man recent Army-Navy Report Which
behind the development of this "found insufficient evidence for a bit more scoring, with the forward
lines of both teams opening
whole region. Before Mr. Gibson courts-martial and indicated errors
Journeyed to London as head of in Judgment both at the port and up. Kimball netted Ave points, and
MeFarland, Morrison, and Monthe American Red Cross, he was at home.''
aghan each countered, but this
a familiar sight on the slope; and
Declaring no one yet knew the
he has assured friends that he will eventual significance of Pearl Har- wasn't sufficient, as the Radar led
22-19. However, in
With a debate with Bates ten- be back skiing when he completes bor, Commander Little said, "Sure- at the quarter,
the fihal period, sparked by two
tatively scheduled for the middle his war duties.
ly, I hope it will not be used to
Monaghan swishers, Mahoney's
Of January, Professor A. R. Thayer
perpetuate a grudge against the boys overcame their deficit and
declared yesterday that the varJapanese.
.The forty years of went on to. Win 29-23.
sity team, is in serious need of exmourning between the FrancoThe box score for the game is as
perienced debaters. In urging UnPrussian and the first World War
follows!
dergraduates to try for places on
for the lost city of Strasbourg did
Bowdoin
College
FG F Pis
the team, Professor Thayer said
little to smooth relations on the
Monaghan, If
4
8
that men with definite convictions
The Messiah will be sung by continent."

open very soon.

B.I. W. 47-28

Hoopmen Nick

LITTLE STRESSES
ALERTNESS IN TALK

nmna

lleaito a

rman.

am •wick,

Maine

;

POUR
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AERIAL PICTURES OF CAMPUS DATE BACK TO TROLLEY DAYS

A
(1) Infirmary; (2) rvloulton Union (3) Hyde Hall; (4) Library; (5) Appleton Hall
(6) Gym. Swimming Pool, and Indoor Cage; (7) Chapel; (8) Maine Hall; (9) Winthrop Hall; (10) Adams Hall; (11)
Art Building; (12) Science Building; (13) Memorial Hall; (14) 1878 Gateway; (15) Massachusetts Hall (16) Path to Pickard
Field; (17) Maine Street and Maine Central R.R. Tracks; ( 18) Federal Street and Maine Central R.R. Tracks; (19) Abandoned
Tennis Courts; (20) Heating Plant.
This picture, taken

in

1930's. shows:

the

panorama

of the

Campus and

its

with the Detya Upsilon Fraternity House,

vicinity,

foreground. This picture appeared

in the

;

last

at. 2

59 Maine

Street,

year in the 'Alumnus*' magazine.
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An

old print showing a street car rumbling by

the

Gymnasium had

not yet been

Adams

The Moulton Union, Hyde

Hall.

glass

to

splinters

when

you're

done" seems to have been taken

One-Act Play Contest

Comedian Ralph Raid iris comes through

again!

While

one of which had been turned
inside out, he remarked, "Aw, these gloves aren't any good.
they're both lor the same hand.'' Also, it is rumored that
he still wonders when the February lrosh are going to enGeorge "The Haid" Kern, who visited Bowdotti to
ter
pursue his cultural education and studies* last weekend,
remarked on the unusual number grinding in the library,
but still wondered "where the blank blank have all the
blank party boys gone to?"
\>air of gloves,

V

If the §>lays are worthy of prorumored that R. P. T. Coffin duction, they will be cast and proseen offer a course in cigar- duced
sometime in
February.
ette rolling, as soon as it gets by Otherwise they will be read, as in
the office. Mr. Dahl of the Boston the contest in 1944.
Prospective
"Herald" has made some progres- authors should talk with Dana
sive stops in this field also, showing Little before the Christmas vacain his cartoons some of the finer tion begins.
points in the art. Judging from ob"And Miles Around," a three-act
The highlight of the weekend up by the time the guy got down to servations, however, more and play by Jack Kinnard -11, who
more people are taking up the
wrote a winning play for one of the
at Colby, other than the fact that his shorts, about one-half the
pipe
and
this
by
no
means
ex>previous contests is being produced
two D.U.s and one Beta felt ra- audience was in gales of laughter cludes
the women, either.
Let's
in New York.
ther ill at ease with a dozen odd and all the rest of the theater, injust hope they stop at tobacco
Chi Psi's floating arouna. proved eluding the players, were wonderchewing,
that's
we've
all
got
to
to be during the performance of a ing what the devil the story was.
say.
informed his Astronomy class the
one-act play. One joker was busily A new star was born, right then
Vol her day that two years ago an
changing his clothes off in \he *"<* there,
*
One of the big cjuestions in experiment was made to ascertain
~r
wings in full view of the left hand
The line of "The Bowdoin everybody's mind is, what ever the loudest noise on campus. Afsection of the theater during a rahappened to Tim Donovan's per- ter testing the chapel D£, U. the orther sombre part of the play, andBcata" which goes "smash the
sonal appearance when ((Irish Eyes gan, and the cheers of a football
Are Smiling" was playing at the game, they discovered a jazz band
Cumberland? It certainly wasn't at the Deke House that topped
due to the lack of B.I. A. men there. them all by far. At least jazz has
It looks like we'll have to wait for
one distinction in the music field;
the next Irish "flick" to roll it makes the most racket.
s?
around, or wait until March 17th
.

.

.

It is

will
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Lieutenant-Commander

The

-V

Little

College

Book

—

Article
of the accelerated program will
be extended only for grave famemergeneies according to a
recent ruling by the Governing

Boards announced by President
Kenneth C. ML Sills on Friday
afternoon. Undergraduates who
cannot get to their homes before
H p.m. Christmas Eve will be
granted travelling time. The
ruling was determined by the administration's wish to preserve
a full working schedule of three
sixteen-week terms.

when he

F.
out matches so

MacTavish

we can

light

is

it

.

smells

—WUHam Sands

asleep while operating
the lantern slides during a particularly long talk on one of the
pictures
What's this we hear
about the Chi Psi's harboring a
guest who dropped in a few weeks
ago and can't be gotten rid of?
From all reports, "the lodger" is
really enjoying himself and will
probably stay around a few more
months ... By the way. many of
these Chi Psi's and their dates put
the pressure on me last weekend
to dedicate this week's column to
the Colby gals, so I'd better make
good my promise.
.
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Fort \ -two students applied for
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been set apart for students of certain locality or of specific interests.
is a T. S. Perry scholarship,
for instance, for students 'prepar-

THE MELODY SHOP
1

16

There

Maine Street

New

Large Shipment of Records and Albums of

all

500

CHRISTMAS CARDS
designs to choose from— Make your selection

.

Recently Mrs. Morrow has been
very active in U.S.O. affairs.

Kinds

now.

coming from Warren. Maine*. The
for students coming from Bristol.
Richard Al Lee Fund asks that
Fryeburg Academy. Portland, Buxpreference be given "for a worths
ton, Machias. Bangor High School
member of Beta Thefa Pi." There Augusta. Dexter,
Cape Elizabeth,

The Guilford

Also Complete Assortment of

$2.50

a large college, Smith, often used
to discuss the relative advantages
.;
the two types

ing for the evangelical ministry."
S. Newccmb Scholarship is a fund set up for students

FOR VOIR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

NEW DININC ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

COLLEGE SPA

ROOMS FROM

14 puq* *»«"»'*d b»ot 'c« •** tow »• —tt€l aiW fcnat » • M. rp*:
$rtw» A
mmm n * fo**<c. C*rp«r«h*«.
•ft. Wr*» n d»)

w

|

issue

(Under

are other scholarships that are in.and Richmond.
tended for or express preference

Oe«. Mgr.

rvtei !•» »>p*

iMnh

>,

WM. RICHARD

1

Kwtfvctjr.*

$2.50

A

HINT FOR HOUSEP ARTIES
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY

CALL GUY

New Management)
BUSINESS HOURS:

t

S.

i,

l '

expropriation as a legal rather
than a diplomatic matter and by
inducing the Mexican government
to reopen the churches, Mr. Morrow won the friendship of both
lin government and the peopk* of
Mexico.
"The one was a diplomatic victory". Ihe other an emotional one.'' she said.

our Sir Walter Raleigh.

.

f

Morrow Interview^

"Bowdoin Alumnus" was mailed to February scholarships, according
the Bowdoin men throughout the to Professor Livingston, secret a:\
of the Committee of Student Aid,
world during the past week.
Peary's discovery of the North after the .Monday night deadline on
Thesiapplications
Pole and the painting of the fa- applications.
mous Veddcr Mural were the sub- will be considered by the scholarship committee that is headed by
jects of the feature articles.
The comment of one close obBooks of two Bowdoin alumni. President Sills and including ProRobert P. Tristram Coffin 15. and fessor Hammond as vice-chairman, server of Mr. Morrow's work was
Charles H. Mergendahl '41. were the Dean. Professors Livingston. that lx- fore the Ambassador came
reviewed in the book review sec- Kameiiing, and Thayer, and Mr. ii was considered unpatriotic in
Mexico to be friendly to AmeriLadd.
•
tion.
There was an account of the 100
According to Professor Living- cans: after Mr. Morrow had been
years of the Chi Psi fraternity by ston, scholarships will be given on there some time the reverse beGlenn R. Mclntire '25 in honor of tne basis of a student's needs ana came true.
the recently celebrated contonni
Mrs. Morrow, who is a trustee
his marks. All students applying
Also included were accounts of will be given an interview by a and was acting president of Smith
Bowdoin activities including How- member of the commit tie. These College in 1939-40, w as asked why
doin-on-tho-Air,
James Bowdoin scholarships, gcod February 5 at the accelerated program had been
Day, athletics, and the Institute. the start of the next tr mester. wih dropped there. She replied that it
There was a necrology of Bowdoin be divided into two parts, the sec- had been purely an "emergency
men killed in this war and of alum- end part being given only after a measure." Granting that an acni \vho have died.
review that shows that the student celerated program was indispensThe next issue will appear in is maintaining scholarship marks. able in men's colleges during and
February, also under the editor-" Students going on probation be- immediately after the war, she
ship of Seward Marsh '12.
cause of scholarship failures will nevertheless maintained that her
have their scholarships cancelled. experience indicated that knowA student must have graduating ledge so gained was not as long
Serve Xmas Dinners
marks to be eligible for a scholar- retained as that obtained under
The exact amount is deter- the standard four year course.
Christmas dinners will be served ship.
She praised the "cottage sysTuesday in Union, Wednesday at mined by an integrated scale that
tern" "oi, housing at Smith, saying
the T.D. House, according to Don- weighs a student's needs and his
that it combined the advantages
grades.
ovan D. Lancaster.
of the large and small college.
Mest scholarship amounts are
She said that Mr. Morrow. Who
taken from the general fund, but
had gone to a small college, Amthere
are
some
funds
that
have
IN AT
herst, and- she who had gone to

$2.50

W. CHANDLER & SON

the qualify pipe
tobacco of America

".

APPLY FOR NEXT
TERM SCHOLARSHIPS

passing

Smokes as sweet
as

]

fell

Store

—

boy.

Streets

i

Maine— R. P. T. Coffin
$2.00
The Winds of Fear— Hodding Carter
$2.50
Don't Wait Up For Spring Charles Mergendahl
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Stray Notes Around Campus:
"Hoss" Burroughs really pulled the
coup in Art Class the other day

Mainstays of

"//*5

Boody and Maine

42

About Peary

November

The

ily

:

Our Jungle Diplomacy

C

-

Vacation time for the duration

i

•
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New Alumnus Features

Planned For February
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winter scene taken from above the corner of

Vacation Extensions
Only In Emergencies

•««

J

PWi^F
-

A

quite literally around the dorms
recently, especially when one loyal
rooter
during the Army-Navy
game smashed a window to splinters when the Army was "done"
Dana A. Little '46. president of
finishing off the Navy. Speaking of
the executive committee of the
spirit,
the»e was none lacking
Masque and Gown, has announced
among the rooters in that close that plays
for the One-Act Play
shave of a basketball game with
Contest must be submitted by Janthe Radar School last week. Let's
uary 4, at the end of the Christkeep it up!
mas vacation.
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.Moore Hall, and
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FINE FOODS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

UP

6 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., except Wednesdays, 8 to 12
noon; Sundays, 8 to 10 a.m.

GITS GREENHOUSES

E. A.

SHEEHAN

Res.

.>lgr.

Steaks

-

Chops

-

Chicken

—Guy V. Toothaker & Sons

Successor to Laroek's

—

15 Jordan Avenue

Fust

on

Federal Street

Telephone 31
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The Bowdoin Orient

become

well informed

Maine

No
Hoffman 45

Philip H.

in C^hlrt

one

legislation. If

of

the proposed

and when

do not know what
J

Associate Editor
Managing Editor

Dana A. Little
Wolfiui H. Roaenbera;

*.

Reginnld F. Spurr
Warren Court
"Hound" Sewall
David A. Works
Dick Eakilson
Robert W. Burroucfes
Carl Lebovits
Raymond H. Swift
Joseph C. Whr ler

New*

'

'46

be

will

'4?

precise effects

its

know

not

Editor
Special Advisor
Sub-Editor*

is

natural-

but the very worst thing

trying,

ly

'4?

done would be

that could be

'42

'45

to waste

valuable time and effort in fruitless

'4?

worry and hasty action.

'47

and

Sit tight

'48

Feature Writer*

Ted Saba

'42

THE UNION COMMITTEE

Tom

Jim Cook

'48

Roger*

'48

Dave Collin*
Dee Caldwell
Reg Lombard

'48

Bill

of

Committee

last

Student

the

Union

month promises

be

to

one of the happiest steps taken here

some

for

The Committee

time.

ready accomplished much, and

'48
'48

has

al-

fu-

its

ture plans are encouraging.

Ted Zetterbenr '47
Simon Dorfman '48
Bradlee Rackman 48

.

Donovan

1).

Lancaster, for instigat-

ing and sponsoring the idea before a

'47

mass meeting of the students deserves

.

,

BOWDOIN

a great deal of credit and thanks. Like

BUSHIVa COMPANY

PI

everyone
Director*

.

Aoneelate Profe*»or Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Profeaaer Philip M. Brown

.

.

.

curved women.

PhiUpH- Hoffman

'45

Leonard D. Bell
Arthur C. Sewall, Jr.

'47

cannot go

I

else,

he recognized that Bow-

doin's social life was in a depressing

slump. However, he went further and

m

.. —

-

ii

—

»

'47

'48

Albert C.

came

'47

McKenna

Donald 8. Bloomberg
Bernard LeBeau
Harold Kimball
George Kappas
George Miller
Byron Keene
Robert Good
Ed Noyes
- ——

the

time

members

its

obtain valuable lead-

.

.

'47

The

'48

Christmas dinner, the decora-

.

on Sundays,

tions, the faculty guests

'48

.

^soc'icted Cbtefticie Press

Saturday's movies and the planned

some

vie dances for next trimester are

of the accomplishments to

De-

elate.

hi- weekly

dour comment of an occasion-

spite the
.

al professional cynic,

the Committee

.
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clearly has the enthusiastic support
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of the student body.
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'47

morale boosters.

Committee can succeed

the

If

«.
,

n

W. H. Rosenberg

making

in

the college a center of the stu-

dents' social life rather than a place to
Vol.

LXX1V

No. 15

Friday, January 12, 1845

be

fled

built

from on week ends,

its

it

will

have

own monument. This would

be a turning point in Bowdoin's

DOING OUR PART
During and

we heard that the number
Bowdoin men killed in action has

ern Front,
risen

from 45 to

tightening

is

loins for
.

belt

its

tainty

and girding

an ever-greater war

The manpower
solved.

The United States

50.

There

situation

is

is

its

effort.

not

still

considerable uncer-

among 4-F's now in

college as to

immediate future. Hopes for
football next fall now seem impossible
their

WELCOME, DEAR CREATURES
i

The Orient,

in

many forms and

— frequently cruelly crumpled
and crushed, has nonetheless been a
familiar landmark at Bowdoin house-

shapes

parties for

many

a year.

When

nearly

young damsels see fit to visit
our hallowed and picture- plastered
100

fair

walls these days

it is

only natural that

we should be moved

to unusual efforts

to please

and welcome them.
This
one of these

special edition represents

of fulfillment.

All these factors have their effect on

the student body.

There

is

much

humble

efforts.

soul

good advice, however,
to remain calm and do the job at hand.
Right now we have an educational
is still

opportunity before us. Whether
for a long or short time, it is up
to

make

it

.

be

to^us*

and when the government decides it needs you in some
I

will

it

p until that time,

ant

Commander

to

summon

you.

quote Lieuten-

Little's Pearl

Harbor

Day chapel talk, "
it is clearly your
duty to remain here."
It cannot be disputed that well-educated men will be needed both during
.

and

.

.

Viewed in this light
we have to learn at this

after the war.

the chance

time becomes precious in value, for

it

can benefit both ourselves and society.
Some of us may be able to contribute more directly to the war effort
through such channels as blood banks
and war bonds. All of us can strive to

Although

things

are

necessarily

grimmer than usual around

we
mem-

here,

hope you leave with pleasant

Qua

are both in ser-

vice.

Lt.

Frank K. McClelland

<jg)

'43 has been reported killed in
action in the Philippines. Assigned
to the destroyer USS Hughes, he
was presumably lost in the Leyte

invasion.

Pvt. Gilbert L. Barstow '32 has
been reported killed in action OcPvt.
tober 1, 1944. in France.
Barstow has seen action with the
Fifth Army in Italy, and was
wounded in the invasion of South-

ern France with the Seventh
Army. Holder of the Purple Heart
and the Infantry Conduct Medal,
he is survived by his wife, Dorothy

we hope!

Speaking of houseparties, it maps and his unannounced hourrather reminds cne of the festive exams, we hear.
occasions that used to take place
V
in days of yesteryear. Also, little
It never fails. All major brawls
anecdotes like this one: It's about
the dcrms seem to occur
a character known in some circles arcund
around three o'clock in the mornas the "Gipper." It seems one alcoing. It's too bad some arrangement
holic night, the "Gipper" had been
sampling bottles numerous, and can't be made whereby all brawls
be ruled to start around midnight,
after reaching a high stage of ineso occupants might get a little
proceeded calmly to hold

_ —

briation

ethead,"

somehow managed

The derm

sleep.

up the "Eagle" with a water pistol. The net result of his daring
attempt proved to be a free drink,
which he received without remorse.
Another soul, known as the "Buckto pro-

j

is

•

as quiet as an,

Egyptian tomb from eight o'clock
until way aftcF midnight - then
breaks loose. Beds fry,
all hell
floors groan, windows^hatter. and
the whole dorm trembles on its
ver>' foundations. Some guys arcsomg to move ever to the swim-

cure one of those huge political
campaign flags they hang across
Maine Street, at a very' odd hour ming pool

Many

of the night.

if the Radar officers recently quartered in the dcrms don't
beat them to it.

suspected the

"Buckethead" to be endowed with
mystic powers because of this accomplishment, but others attribute
his accomplishment to the amazing fortitude of Bowdoin men.

__

V

—

Franklin Delano painted a rather dark picture for Bowdoin last
Saturday night in his "Work or
Fight" speech. Think of what
could happen! If the IVFs are
drafted, the civilian students of th%

From here on, however, my stock of
choice tales becomes too lurid for
these hallowed columns, but you
get the general idea.

college

— —

E.

practically

will

cease> to

.

.

Downtown Cafe Society with
all the sepia stars we applaud
Mary Lou Williams at the piano
and moving away
luscious
.

.

.

out in five student council meet- formation
ings, so how do you expect me to ent»time.
give an

answer?

.

.

.

.

.

.

«!

-

c

ories.

eftaa

available at the pres-

•

that
the draft
ineligibles
are
the most eager to get in
the service. They'll probably jump

shouted:

"Austin,

Germany since November 5, 1944.
Veteran of more than a dozen
missions, he holds the Air Medal.
Mrs. Martha L. Moulton, his wife,
resides with his parents. %

.

.

m

is

among

Texas, capital of the

2nd Lt. Willis B. Moulton. II '41 United States!"
at the chance.
Let there
has been missing in action over
Despite objections from numer-

Richard C. Lawlis '48:
Miss Ida James your next bigger- be many Epicureans!
Richard M. Baker, Jr. '46: Have
and-better-than Lena Home) warbling like to make your toe-nails a house!
curl
Timothy J. Donovan, Jr. '48:
Josh White with his ballads trying to get away from all Stay sober! Ask any of the big
the requests and encores
the drunks on the campus; they'll tell
hit of a show of hits.
The fas- you the same thing.
cinating Christmas windows along
Daniel w. Morrison '48: That's
Upper Fifth.
and the animated- a good question!
doll procession of The Christmas
Jay F. Kimball Ml:
Let
Carol in Maoy**
The Villagers T. D.'s stay in Maine Hall.
Jgfounti. their big tree down on
Richard A. Round v. Jr. '47? I
'Washington Square singing all the ain't talkin'.
old favorites and'the fellow on the
Clifford K. Travis '48:
What h
cornet blowing off-notes on his am going to do is not for* puhLixjar.
horn and on his hands to keep tk>n; hut indoor sports are the
them warm.
order of the day. Where, I don't

know.

What did .the Ivory Soap people
Elton O. Feeney '48:
mean in their ad "When you use know, but opening
the

don't

I

houses

.^^.•JrffcM.MoroUy

ous non-Texans,
added:

Now

—V—

Leaf Clusters.
William R. Owen '37 visited
Bowdoin on December 21st on
leave before going overseas with

RVMcMsj

Brown has

o|bejT((d|iyr his

that
at Tallman burses were always
pipe*. .Ond.castf in: &fl*H ty* a
given- By
'By '4Wa<hvIiilan\i in
dburse gWeh
which everyone received the Alpha,
except one, who died in mid-semesThem
ter.
He got the Beta
day^ are gone forever, enter Professor Fleure with his cryptic

|

I

1

!

.

«ome snow

is

I

his.
of
And Wcodie
recently changed from

summer Junior Ccimmando

left

a bad,

our mouth the night
of the Inter-Fraternity Sing when
they sang the ditties used by three
of the houses that p.m. The lads
are good
they know they arc
good— but why hurt other people's
feelings proving it.
If their score
is
so limited, then they fail an
honored name.
in

Anonymous:

Any and

all class-

to a Furtrappcr chapenu.
Ralph iRaldirLs takes enough frrrrj
this Column,
so I will merely acoe
knowledge his- flashy job. All it he
same, these models are a needed
relief' front
all
those freshman
hats. Wei won'f^ee them for'an-

other semester, thank, heaven.

we overheard
Smoke gets

.

visited here briefly last

Communication

foggy
bistro:
in my eyes
but you get in my hair.
After
that we quietly sipped and slipped
To the Editor of the Orient:
away.
A job well-done which has passm-c
On the cigarette shortage Doro- ed almost unnoticed among the
thy Thompson said, "I'm smoking undergraduate body, is the one
Strange Fruit now."
And Fred being done by Holden Findlay '44.
Allen,
on Information Please, Not many of the men on campus
when asked what company used appreciate the time and effort that
to advertise "Does your cigarette "Fin" has spent in getting hockey
taste different now?" quipped it's reintroduced at Bowdoin College.
Unless the reader has actually
just a memory test these days. A
young woman executive we know spent a few hours, shovelling,
wondered where she could find scraping, flooding, and yes, even
praying for good weather condisome good corn silk,
tions himself, he cannot apprecim-c
We announce with deep sadness ate the problems and the hard
that Vic's has closed down for the work which have been Findlay's
next pair of months.
and won- lot at every turn.
Now I don't mean to imply that
der what we will do with ourselves
in the evening when we want a Findlay has been alone in his efplace to study over a schooner of forts. To mention a few, Al Chillin

received a medical discharge after

being in London for five months
Oust the administration.
and landing on the beaches on DI. in my humble way. will add
Day. Cpl. Bacon was returned to
nothing.
I have been told that
the hospital in Philadelphia before
every time I open my mouth. Ibeing discharged.
Well, you ought to know what I
Lt. Thomas L. Downs, Jr. '27, a
mean by now.
professor in Math at Annapolis,
es:

m-c
This

a

.

December.

Pfc. Ropcrt G. O'Brien '44 has
recently been discharged from the
Marines and will return to Bowdoin in February for his final
trimester.

Five Students

Go On

"Moral Pro" For Not

Dick Elliott, Sam Fleming,,
Richenburg, and even the Attending Housepartv
writer have done their bit.
m-c
But it has been Holden Findlay
At this time of the year we
After enthusiastically advocatstick our necks out with the rest who has pleaded with the college
and pick what we think were the authorities for this end' for that, ing bigger and better parties,
best in 1944. It isn't too easy but until as this is being written a along with the rest of the student
we pick the pictures in this or- practice game is being planned for body, a group of five Bowdoin studer: Going My Way, Double In- Tuesday or Wednesday against dents are knifing the success of
demnity, Laura, Voice In the Wind Bates, and the rink is in what the present party in the back by
and The Impatient Years.
The Mai Morrell calls the best shape deserting the campus for the week
end and going to a Colby-sponsortop acting job goes to Bing Crosby he's seen it in years.
There are many on campus who ed winter carnival affair at Wafor his warm portrayal of the
young priest in (Joins; My Way have a tendency to look down terville.
When interviewed, Joseph C.
and the best supporting player is, their noses at anyone, who, like
of course, Barry Fitzgerald in the "Fin," gets interested in a project, Wheeler '48. spokesman for the
same show, with honors to Clifton and then does a little honest work group of those who are going to
Webb for his carrying the show to carry that project through to Colby, said, "I wouldn't dare say
in Laura.
The top feminine job a successful conclusion. Yet those anything about it for the press."
of the year was done by MGM's same people who so look are the His attitude, obviously was one of
indecision,
mixed with
Margaret O'Brien, who brought to same ones who are always com- doubt,
the screen an artistry far beyond plaining in that too familiar whine pangs of remorse and feelings of
her years and a quality of fresh- "There's nothing to do around shame. Nevertheless, the "group"
of live is determined to go through
ness too long missing from the here."
This letter then, is written in with their venture, regardless of
movies. Top directorial honors go
to Leo McCarey for his work in an effort to All a dual purpose. the general campus opinion.
Going My Way, and the tops in First, « bit of well-deserved praise
As a "compromise" measure, afphotography was that of Joseph for Holden Findlay, and second, a ter much pressure and difference
challenge to the rest of you here of opinion with members of the
La Shelle who shot Laura,
similar
behind
get
campus
to
on
m-c
ORIENT staff, Wheeler contended
That's all for now except a very efforts in the future, in an effort that all the Chi Psi's would be
warm, and I do say Warm wel- to have "something to do around here tonight, Friday, and that
here."
they really feel pretty bad about
come to all the lovelies strolling
the campus at these houseparties.
RICHARD A. ROUNDY. Jr. '47 the whole thing.

Another Bowdoin institution

A WELCOME HAND TO BELL

son,
Phil

fassM

SYSTEM WAR VETERANS
Some day we
coming back

women who

We

shall

shall

have the pleasure of wel-

to the Bell System the

are

now

in the

armed

men and

forces.

be glad to see them personally,

glad of their skill and energy for the big tasks

which face the Bell System in the future.
Trained

men and women

of vision and

energy will always be required to build and

maintain this country's nation-wide telephone

system-— and to provide the best telephone
service in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
'Service to the

hel-

met

—

m

bad taste

finally

is

it

headgear
\

1

ously reporfa$|rwM«ng in action.
is- -alive,
although n prisoner in
GermwiJ. Word of bis capture
was received' through the ^fitternational Red CrosKJ Sgt, 'Mtjrphy
holds {he Air' Mt^aT wvth two Oak

that

rather interesting to
note the odd collection of hats that
appear on students' heads. Bernie
Gorton looks like some odd type of
Russian Ski Trooper with that
here,

Yankees will keep on fighting to
help us win the war. we may give
you your freedom!"

previ-

'43,

—V—

conductors

the

"After the war. we'll make Austin capital of the world, and if you

our soap you can step out of your
might help. Meantime, "The ard- PT Sqd. 36. Pacific.
bath ready to face the world"?
Lt. (jg) Ray A. Huling III '41,
uous conscience of humanity will
m-c
not permit failure in this supreme in command of a mine-sweeper,
From our English favorite. endeavor."
visited while home on leave after
Punch, we take this one: A jourAlbert C. MeKerma '47:
You sea duty in the Caribbean.
nalist claims that Hitler has seen
Lt. (jg) Robert L. Edwards was
me!
the writing on the wall.
Up to tellRafael
J. RakUrls '48: Live alone here on campus while his ship, the
now he has ignored it because he
USS Crescent City, is being rethought that it was written by Dr. and like it!
present
Arthur C. Sewall, Jr. '47: "Eat, fitted. Lt. Edwards is at
Goebbels.
drink and be merry,"
Monday a communications officer.
- c
Cpl. Charles N. Bacon '43 has
we'll be dead.
The Meddiebempsters

passing along with the times,

If

other specific slot

planJust let nagirl,

Robert

a rare time,

.

at

ale.

the best possible use of that

opportunity.

trips to Vic's,

to

.

.

searching as to the proper course to
follow. It

right

.

.

—

just after the holiday

While our attention was fixed
bad.
on the serious situation on the Westof

re-

cent history.

period the news has been consistently

no

little

_ —

activities

Inc.

TTjfn;|

With the

13)

.

.

last

very

exist. The college could always
V
Barstow, Y 3c W-V (s) US
start a war plant here on campus
NR, stationed in Washington, D.
It's general knowledge now that
manufacturing
ball-bearings, or
C, his mother and brother.
Vic's is closed, temporarily, at
something.
Or we could roll band2nd Lt. Walter L. Slocum '38 least. The .story goes that the
catches him.
on Sunday.
was killed in action over Italy. place is undergoing repairs, but ages two hours a day at the inm-c
Nate Whitman '47: Forget ev- The Purple Heart was awarded to •after' that, the long treks down firmary. This idea would also be
iNotes Picked Up From A Trip erything you know, because if you him posthumously. He is survived Union Street may commence once handy, as everyone goes over to
the infirmary in the afternoorf anyTo New York: The New Year's ever knew anything you wouldn't by his wife, Lillian T. Slocum, in more.
way to get a class fixed up or to
Eve crowd in Times Square with go.
Boston.
V
get a cal excuse. The ensuing
their painting clothes on
Raymond H. Swift '48: A coeven
2nd Lt. Donald M. Watt '39 has
argument lasts two hours, usually,
It seems th'at passengers on a
the rain didn't dampen their "spir- operative girl assures a good time. been reported killed in action in,
its"
Duncan H. Dewar, Jr. '47: We a plane accident in the Central crowded Texas train appeared ra- so why not roll bandages while you
higher than the buildings.
The big session that night down haven't been able to figure that Pacific Theater. No further in- ther skeptical as a conductor argue? It seems to us. however,

.

.

M'UIIIITIO Pb« NATIONAL

much.

<

ership training.

'48

TV

(2) Don't get too tight!
If you
should, you're liable to miss too

.

.

.

'48

"when rUaeee ar» held by the Student n of
Bowdoin Colleve. Addreaa ne«» communication,, to the Editor
end aubucrietfcm communication* to the Bu*inei( Managrr of the
Bowdoin Publinhinc Company at the Orient Office la the Moulton Union. Bowdoin Ceileee, Brunawiek.' Mala*. Entered m»
•eeuad rt*M wetter at the pact o/litt at, Brunswick. , Maiae.

combination of all three makes
for a perfect weekend.

Maine women who «dev*a up in a ning isn't necessary.
by Peck & Peck and then add ture take its course.
Practically everything de(4)
bobby socks and moccasins
If you can't
eight o'clock classes after a night- pends on the date.
before
moving pictures that get one, there's only one thing to
wave the flag because they have do
nothing else to do
David A. Works '42: Get War
not being
able to understand James Joyce and Peace, retire to the library,
and wondering if he does,
grind all week-end. See the Art
m -c
Museum and all the pretty picDefinition of the weeK: A wed- tures.
Stay away from the evil
ding is a ceremony during which forces. Above all, remember, exrings are put on the finger of the ams are coming!
lady and through the nose of the
Thomas C. Akeley '48: I don't
gent. Or
courtship is a man's go to houseparties.
pursuit of a woman until she
John L. Tryer '48: Go to church

,

'48
'48

all-night

!

Now

tip with a solution.

Committee can give direction to our
week end activities and at the same

Member

Published

for:

A

suit

.
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Business Assistants
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Phil Raaaakoff '4S

Bernard E. Gorton

Creation

.

(

.

Weatherltl '48
Frank Kimball '47

Richard A. Roundy, it. '47
David Dickson '48

Reporter*

.

doin Pines on these winter nights
sniffing up the clean scent of the
trees .... "Herbie" Brown's lectures on the English "seduction"
novels
straight whiskey and

Dick Eakilson
JT.

campus opinion shows^ a varied
and widespread view.
Though M. Qua '46, Lt. fjg) Frank K.
some answers may seem trite, McClelland '43. Pvt. Gilbert L.
they show that the old time feel- Barstow '32. 2nd Lt. Walter L.
ing behind houseparties is not al- Slocum '38. and 2nd Lt. Donald M.
together lacking.
With due res- Watt '39, has been reported. Also,
pect to all concerned, I unbiasedly 2nd Lt. Willis B. Moulton '41 is
I don't know if you do. but I submit the following impressions missing in action.
like: de la Torre's Mexican peon and sentiments on the above quesSgt. Richard II Qua '46, was
cartoons in The New Yorker. .
tion as put to persons both note- killed in action over Germany on
Bennet Cerf's anecdote collection worthy and newsworthy.
December 11, 1944. He had just
Try And Stop Me chocked full
Infantryman's
Peter A. C'urran '4«:
1
Have received the Expect
with the quips and antics of all
Badge and promotion to the rank
the famous characters
hot a date!! Much depends on the type of sergeant, and had seen action
lazangas with buckets of cheese of dear invited. Many are specialboth in France and in Germany.
and a toss-up Italian salad on the ists in their various fields loving,
His brothers. Alan Qua '43 and
side
walking through the Bow- drinking, or just horsing around.
'44,
of

.

Cliff Travis '45
'45

be no bighouse

will

no sunrises at Mere Point: in lac t
remind us of prewar houseparties. But it will
be a worthwhile weekend, and there will be a dance. And

dances,

The number of Bowdoin dead in
the service has reached the fifty
mark as the loss of Sgl. Richard

—

'48

Herbert B. Moore

R<i\ Sxvift

Welcome all houscparty dates! There
name bands, no Lifr photographers, no

Front

campus

current

the

really amounting to a
problem, is that of how to have a
good time at this houseparty. A
hurried, even frantic, canvassing

.

work hard should be our bywords.

'48

of

By

'

We do

in operation.

This period of uncertainty

'46
'47

By Tom Weatherill
One

VARIETY.

'

Bowdoin

questions,

we

how many of thet "pool'' may be called.

Feature Editor
Kpurtai Sport* Editor
"special Sub-editor

Cress

4-F

passed

it is

The

Campus Survey

knows what disposition

yet

be made

will

^r^ltor

Mustard and

the

multifarious problems of the future.

1S7I

fcVtaJrilftlMrf

and responsible

of coping with

citizens capable

Nation in Peace and War*
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Weekend Features

WillBeHeld

Formal Banquet And
Dance Saturday Nite

IN

i

Dean Talks

IN
February

Saturday,

men

undergraduates and
ninth war-

"several"

The ceremony, held
during vacation following exams, will be brief and in-

time graduation since Pearl Harbor.
formal.

A

The Dean opened his talk of has been assigned as the weekend "home" of the more than
January 6 by recounting the feel90 dates who are expected here for the formal dance in the
ings of a father whose high esj
teem for Bowdoin was evidenced
tomorrow night.

tentative list, which does not
.
include some men in the service
who will receive degrees, fol- (^Jfoy
lows: Holden Findlay '44, return
service veteran; Francis H. Grant Held This
'46: Frederick J. Gregory '45, student at McGill Medical School;
The Colby Winter Carnival of
Eric E. Hirshler '46; Thomas R.
Huleatt '45, at Yale; Dana A. Little 1945 is being held this weekend in
'46; Philip Russakoff, special; ClifWaterville. Maine.
ia£ge JXUCLacford K. Travis '45; Carroll F. Ter1

Gym

Winter CamiVal

Weekend

by his sending his three sons here.

When one of the men died in Germany last December, the father

i-

1

A

.

program has been arranged
rell '38, Army; and Clayton F.
Reed '46, now at Yale Divinity extending from this afternoon
through
Sunday with several BowSchool.
tive

will congregate for the

sented

for

skiing,

Courtesy of Portland Press-Herald

BOWDOIN MEN IN PLURALITY AT HILDRETH INAUGURAL— The

top picture shows Governor Horace A. Hildreth, Bowdoin '25, delivering his address, Arthur Chapman, Bowdoin '94, flanks the rostrum
at left, and at right are, left to right, former Governor Barrows, Superior Court Justice Sewall, former Gov'98,
ernor Percival P. Baxter, Bowdoin
Superior C ourt Justice Murray, and Earle L. Russell, Bowdoin
'12. Seated on the rostrum are, left to right, the Rev. Wallace W. Anderson, Bowdoin Honorary '42; Maine
Senate President George D. Varney, Bowdoin '23, and Speaker of the House Barnes. Bottom left, the new
Governor with his mother and twin brother, Charles L. Hildreth, Bowdoin '25. Bottom right. Hildreth with
former Governor Stunner Sewall, Bowdoin Honorary '44.

Coming Events

Many

BRUNSWICK CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY

already

factories, in case the bill does go
through. Some have decided to join
the Merchant Marine and others
are making arrangements to serve
'in the American Field Service.
The greater majority of these students, however, are wisely* and
watchfully waiting for definite legislation before taking any action
themselves.
s - r

;

j

By Art Bewail
Recently there has been a great
deal of interest shown by 4-F undergraduates in radio news broad-

This interest is caused by
President Roosevelt's "work or
we'll make you work" program.
The proposed new program, if and
when it is passed by Congress,
would take all 4-F"s not, now in decasts.

fense industries and place
vital

war

them

in

jobs.

»-r
Although

it

has not yet been enby Sen-

Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick. student military advisor, has
heard nothing which would indicate that college students would
be exempt. However, Professor
Kendrick said that some provision
would have to be made to defer all
pre-medical and pre-dental and
probably science majors because a
certain number of these are counted on by Army an*d Navy authorities. Professor Kendrick believes
that the wisest policy for 4-F men
now in college is to stay on campus until something definite hap-

1

pens which affects them

directly.

a- r

acted, the bill introduced

If the bill is approved the best
ator Josiah Bailey and Representhing for the 4-F students to do
tative Andrew May, is reported to
might be to find employment in
been
received
favorably
by
have
most members of Congress. It has some war plant of their 'own
choice. This should be accomplish.

been endorsed by many members
of both the Republican and Democratic parties. It may be, however,
too soon to tell to what extent the
79th Congress will adhere to the
President's Plans.

ed while one is still two jumps
ahead of one's draft board. The
writer of this column will be glad
to lead a group to the nearest employment agency if the bill should

_

.

..

a

-
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Senior Week-End.
8.00 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
Basketball vs. Colby.
8.00 p.m. Curtis Pool. Swimming vs. Portland Boys' Club.
Sat. Jan. IS—Chapel, The Dean.
4.00-6.00 p.m.—The President's

House. The President and Mrs.
Sills will be at home to all
members and friends of the
college.
8.00-12.00

nasium.
Dance.

THE ENGLlYlI DUO
VIOLA MORRIS, Soprano
VICTORIA ANDERSON, Contralto
•

•

•

•

•

MEMORIAL HALL, BOWDOIN COLLEGE

TUESDAY, JANUARY

16

8.15 P.M.

* •
General Admission
•

*

•
$1.00 plus tax

MEN IN UNIFORM HALF PRICE
STUDENTS FREE

Sargent GymSenior
Week-end

p.m.

Sun. Jan. 14—4.30 p.m. Chapel,
The President of the College.

The

choir will sing "Diffusa est

gratia'.'

by Nanino.

Mon. Jan. 15—Chapel, The President.
4.00 p.m.

Massachusetts Hall.

FACULTY MEETING.
Moulton Union, Coriferance A. Meeting of the BCA.

6.45 p.m.

Democracy in the PostWorld. Leader: Professor
Helmreich.
Topic:

A

year ago, a Negro alumnus
[

Continued on Page $

the sixteenth at

its

house.

mmmmm

FRATERNITY HOUSE

MMi

MMMAAMMMiAi

common

thieves.

talion" .prospects in sight for the

The

lounge was decorated with greens
and lit by candlelight. Professor
Frederic Tillotson played Christmas carols and the brothers sang
"The Surrey With The Fringe On'

Top"

for the guests.

There was

•
dancing by records.
A buffet supper was served later
in the evening.
Faculty members
present were: Dean Paul Nixorf,
Professor and Mrs. Herbert R.
Brown, Professor and Mrs. Robert
P. T. Coffin, Professor and Mrs.
Albert R. Thayer. Professor and
Mrs. Frederic F,. T. Tillotson, and
Professor and Mrs. Morgan B.
Cushing.
Brothers and their dates were
Richard Eskilson 45 and Miss
Leonora Derice of Palm Beach,
Corydon Dunham '47 and Miss
Jeanne Shaw of Portland, Reginald Lombard '48 and Miss Joyce
Bird of Portland, William Augerson "47 and Miss Constance Adams of Bangor, Theodore Zetterberg '47 and Miss Dorothy Tilson
of Worcester, Zimri Oseland '48
and Miss Jeanne Eskilson of Portland, William Rogers '48 and Miss
Eleanor Couri of Portland, Francis Smith '47 and Miss Marilyn
,

of

'48
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Six W'obbly Students Reach Finish
Line In 12 -Hour Chaucer Marathon
By

peated

Carl Lebovitz

Sunday morning

of- this

week

the time when Bowdoin men, weary from nightly bull-sessions and
occasional spurts of study, sleep
to ten and all hours leading to
Chapel time found three students straggling into the Union
at 9:15 a.m. for breakfast.

it several times.
To those who shudder even at
Ivmr-sessions, it can be truthful'y
said -that this class-meeting proved enjoyable and memorable to all

of its

members.

—

The morning session adjourned
At 1:30 the six
at twelve noon.
Chaucerian scholars, temporarily
struggled
food,
by
Katie's astonished ' request for revitalized
enlightenment was quickly com- through the beginnings of a typispecial 12-hour ses- cal Maine snow-storm to reassemplied with.
sion of Professor Chase's Chaucer ble for the continuation of the
The afternoon session
class was being held that day, she reading.
of
learned, beginning at 9:45 in Hhe was highlighted by the collapse
morning. "Are you doing this ev- a folding-chair bearing Mr. GorChase
Professor
o'clock
4
ton.
At
week
ery
now?" she asked.
By 9:45 the six men taking the gave the students and himself an-

A

—

course
Messrs. Cook, Gorton,
Lamparter, Spurr, Weinstein and
Lebovitz had braved the sub-zero
temperatures and were assembled
in Professor Chase's study, ready
to hear his reading of Chaucer's

—

"Troilus and Criseyde."

other breathing spell.
At seven in the evening the six
again gathered. Among the
highlights were the appearance of
Jason, Professor "Chase's cat; a
ten-to-fifteen minute project undertaken by Scholars Spurr and

men

This poem, in five books, was Gorton (whose folding-chair, by
' to
be read aloud to an the way, had been reinforced) to
audience.
Professor Chase, believ- place a log in the fire-place and
ing that the story, because of the start a fire; the playing of a readcontinuity of its flow, should be ing of Chaucer's "Pardoner's Tale"
read in one sitting, began this recorded by Professor F. N. Robspecial
Sunday session several inson, one of the chief American
years ago, making the 'Wew York Chaucerian experts, recording beTimes."
^Continued on Page 8\
Since then he has re-

Edward written

Portland,

.

PSI

j

Were

weekend. Not only have the members
of
the
Student
Council
pledged to do the work of moving
Zeta Psi Christinas
fraternity house furniture to the
beauty are Professors Root, Leith, upstairs rooms of the Moulton
Party Held Dec. 16
and Mentor Mahoney. The winner Union, but they will also undertake
will be announced at the intermis- the mammoth task of clearing the
By Reg Lombard
sion of the formal dance, up to Gym for the dance tomorrow night.
Bill Morrisey '48 is making plans
The Lambda Chapter of Zeta which time the judges will
Psi held its annual Christmas "smooth around" for the purpose to take care of hat and coat checking. Tips will be in order.
Party on the evening of December of making their decision.

Stone

ZETA

j

apiece.

$3.$0

.Amusements galore are being
provided for partying students and
Highlighting the
their
guests.
weekend are two athletic contests
tonight, a basketball match with
Colby and a Varsity Swimming
meet with the Portland Boys'
Club, one event* to be held in the
Sargent Gym, and the other in the
Curtis Pool.
y

Arthur •Hound" Sewall '47 has
possible a "beauty contest"
for a "houseparty queen" and the
judges to choose the winning

Moulton Union. Bowdoin-Bates Intercollegiate Debate. Topic: Post-War Compulsory Military Training.
]%

arrange-

•

made

and Miss Lydia Dulfer
of Belfast, and Arthur Hamblen
and Miss Shirley Peterson of Bangor.
Others present were David
Demaray, Everett Gray, Charles
Perry, James Bagshaw, and Joseph LaCasce.

Continued on Page 8

eating

The Moulton Union will be open
Until 3"a.m. both tonight and tomorrow night. The "grill" "will stay
cpen until 1 a.m. Sunday.

ordered and printed under the
guidance of Duncan H. Dewar '47,
Later tcnight various "groups'"
who announced. w:hen interviewed,
that Navy couples will be welcome. on campus are planning the usual
Advertising and publicity were sleighrides, heyrides, wagonrides,
handled by Shepard B. Lifshitz '47. and stuff.
Lights have been installed over
Ian Maclnnes '46 is in charge of
chaperones. Philip A. Richenburg the skating rink for those "fellas"
'47, rooming director, said that no who have "athletic" dates.
The beautiful Winter scene which
Maine Hall reservations can be
made for dates until a ticket for presents itself on the campus this
the dance has been bought. The week will help immeasurable in
college is furnishing sheets and creating the real winter festive atmosphere so necessary for the comblankets for the girls.
#
plete success of the entire affair.
Several strict rules have been According to Student Council opinenacted regarding the party. There ion, no flowers of any kind will be
Moulton
liquor
in
the
is to be no
in order. This is for the purpose of
Union. Any men found in Maine furthering the war effort.
This
Hall will be treated the same way means no corsages, of course.
women
in
found
with
as any men
The Student Ccuncil, headed by
the other three dorms. Anyone Peter A. Curran '46, and under the
found in the fraternity houses vice-leadership of Ian Maclnnes
which have been closed will be '46, has tremendous "labour battreated like

J

1

Prescott

8.15 p.m.

I

this college."

war

[

MM
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12 Chapel, Professor
Daggett. Duncan Dewar *47
and the Meddiebempsters will
sing "Old Bowdoin" by Peabody-Burnett.

Frl. Jan.

become law.

v

,

.

Dean Nixon discussed racial
prejudice at Bowdoin before the
student body in chapel on Decernber 16. He said, "Racial discrimination does exist. That much is
terribly true.
But, despite the
growth of this discrimination in
the country at large, I am quite
certain that it has decreased at

at a
industrial
Sills,

s - r
of the student 4-Fs have
made plans for securing
jobs in essential industries near
to their homes or in particular

.

of

Tickets, at

cluded.

awards preand

skating,

meeting of snow sculpture.
and civic
prominent
In the evening there will be
leaders, held in New York City,
was appointed chairman for the sleigh rides followed by a "sock"
March of Dimes in Maine to di- dance. The dancing, to an orchesrect the fund-raising appeal of the
tra, will be in a Swiss Chalet.
National Foundation for Infantile
It is unfortunate for both colParalysis. The campaign will start
Sunday, January 14, and run un- leges that the houseparty coincides
til the end of the month, culminat- with the Winter Carnival as both
ing in the annual President's Bal'. promise to be festive affairs.
President

.

be skiing, skating, and tobogganing for everyone and also competition in slaiojR and downhill
skiing. At five o'clock the party

care

and making preparations
which will
precede the dance tomorrow night.
for the formal banquet

Almost one-fourth of the Bowdoin men who have died in this
war were Psi U's, the Dean pointed out in reading a letter from
the father of one of them.
"My
son was always just missing things
.... I hope he didn't just miss
dying for something worthwhile.
The end remains hidden."
The post-war world will be
much like the pre-war world.
Dean Nixon feels. To make the
best kind of world, we must do
something, as far as we can. "and
we can do something," he con-

will

HEADS MAINE

taking
ments,

us under other names."

In the future, provided that the doin men traveling for the festivexecutive committee of the gov- ities.
erning board assents, there will be
Starting off at 7:00 P.M. Friday
a system by which a faculty member may recommend for a degree a is a skating party which is highman who has completed three lighted by the coronation of the
semesters' work at Bcwdoin, and
Carnival Queen and an ice ballet.
who has obtained in the service
the other credits necessary for a
On Saturday afternoon there

PARALYSIS FUND

Headed by Peter A. Cur ran J46,
the Student Council 1s making all
arrangements for the party. Richard C. Lawlis '46 is in charge of
procuring music for the danae, and,
has reported that Carl Broggi was'
signed up. Morton F. Page '46 is

said that his only hope was that
the
"sacrifice
will
accomplish
something. ... He died to save
our institutions from the enemy.
... May we have the vision' to
save ourselves from those here at
home who are trying to destroy

<.

Bowdoin degree.

1

By David Dickson
With the coining of another Bowdoin "Senior WeekIn two challenging chapel talks.
end,'' the college atmosphere has once more brightened
Dean Paul Nixon recently gave a
realistic view of what Bowdoin after the usual mid-winter "slump,"' and girls are arriving
men have died for. and discussed
today and tomorrow from all over the country. Maine Hall
race prejudice at Bowdoin.

in the service will receive degrees in the

SILLS

BAND SIGNED
MAINE HALL HOUSES GIRLS

BROGGI'S

In Chapel

About Race Prejudice
3,.

SWIMMING MEET STARTS
AT 6:30 TONIGHT
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Growler" Reminders Show Bowdoin
Life In A Lighter Vein. The "Growler"
Did Not Always Stick To The Facts!

A STUDY—The

1
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE

CATTLE LOG IN APO STROPHE
By

presents

THE THIRTIETH STUDENT

and Syurr

l.\ktlson

MOULTON UNION
[Die Ohiim

is

SUNDAY,

RfcCI

I

AL

JANUARY

3:00 p.m.
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PROGRAM
Selected Songs

/

MUXMF.BEMrsfERS

College girls leave us complcxed

Some

are low and highly sexed.

Solo for

'cello

— Cavatina

Jamming up our weak thromboses.

Solo for

Tenor

— Old

Raff

t.

Tom

Infecting us with bleak neuroses

Akeley

Words by

Bowdoin

I'cabody '9H
Music by Charles T. Burnett

Duncan Df.war
Chorus

accompanied by James Cutler

The

When I was first here, a "dear" was a deer,
But now I grasp the implication.
There are deers that you chase,
And some you unlace,
If they're not

Top

Surrey with the Fringe on

Z«ta

from 'Oklahoma'
Fraternity

Psi

•

«

Solo for Clarinet

— Inflammatus

from. 'Stabat Mater'

Rossini

Thomas Chadwick
Solo for

Tenor — Bowdoin Sun

too close a relation.

Words by

*
•

R. P. T. Coffin

Music, Czech Folk Song

Donald Lyons accompanied by [amis Cutler
Chorus

the Monk - Alpha

,

Delta Phi Marching Song
Alpha Delta Phi Fraiermiy

Wellesley girls are apt to stress

Dungarees instead of

Duet for piano four hands

dress.

girls

.THURSDAY.

.WEDNE5IW.

Chorus

Mater
Donald Lyons

Dante
John MaiMokran

'.

•

Grieg

I'crgolcsi

Duncan Dt war

-

Solo for Accordion

are not resistors,

Selected

t

James Cur ler

1

Selected Songs

Though they think themselves our
Bowdoin men all realize
That necking crushes family

•

— Stabat

Duet for two tenors

Conceal the reveal in the dungarees.

Westbrook

— Norwegian

Ambrose Saindon

Repentant tresses to their knees

MlMHIMIIIIIHII

sisters.

ties.

Tea

be nerved immediately following the

will

recital.

Chorus

Vassar girls— famed o'er the nation

To haye no
Often
If

point of saturation

"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"

to get the point

fail

you squeeze them

a

in

TRY THE

Joint.

BOWDOIN HOTEL

Choi us

.

RESTAURANT

and

THE I'LACE WHERE HOUSEPARTY GUESTS .MEET

ilulyoke girls resist intrusion
In their iladley, Mass. seclusion;

But when they leave their convent
They may be found in many states.

OPEN LATE TO ACCOMMODATE THE PEOPLE

gates,

Chorus
Colby's girls of staid tradition

Seldom

into perdition

fall

Though (hey can be smooth and
Their skirls are woolen, never

THE MELODY SHOP

svelte,

felt.

146 Maine Street

.

\

/

Chorus

We

To*how they leave us quite perplexed.
When all is said and done and seen

4

'

H

y

!

They leave us on the

K

"'

expurgated text

print this

{

i

"SATURDAY

(Elections, under t*i£

irioctffied

^•J
t Outstanding Selections of
famous Hallmark - Everyday and Valentine
I

"N

and Record Albums of

All Kinds

/\ MUSI^.FO^ MILLIONS"
tN

:

INEES

HOTCl EAGLE NOW OPEN!

Page- Plan;
Anypae^nat

ngxt week,
wishing %o vote for' one of the; three men
nominated by each house, .can ypte for an
un-nominated candidate through the "write
will be held early

Card*»

I

Complete Assortment o{

.•

4:18.

STUDENT COUftOE*

MALM'S .MOST .MODERN RECORD STORE

—

NEW DINING PORCH
NE»r COCKTAIL LOUNGE

NEW DLMNO BOOM

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

in" system.)
S.

*

E. A. SIIKKII AN
Res. Mgr.

WM. RICHARD
Gen. Mgr.

Vote for one man from every group

ALPHA DELTA

PHI: Smith, Cutler, Thomas

PSI UPSILON: Edgecomb,

CHI

The

College Book Store
BUY VALENTINES NOW

Scovil, Hills

PSI: Roulin, Clarkson, Paynter

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON:
THETA DELTA CHI: J. F.

Kimball, Abbott, Mc-

SIGMA NU: Brown, Cummins,

Frost

ALPHA TAU OMEGA: Saba, Chadwick, Kimball
THORNDIKE CLUB: Court, Gottlieb, Gorton
\

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
148 Maine Street

ML

C

Philip S. Smith, Jr.

Geraldine Catlin

Tom

Jeanne Hoagland
Patricia Disney
Joy MofTatt
Sally B. Maurice

Weatherill

Dune Dewar

DELTA UPSILON: Bernardin, Curran, Whitcomb
ZETA PSI: Eskilson, Dunham, LaCasce
KAPPA SIGMA: Richenburg, Miller, Roundy
BETA THETA PI: Maclnnes, Spurr, Rice

Tel. 773

I'KKKiNs, Ph.G.
Manager

John Thomas
R. H. Weathcrii;

PSI

STATIONERY
TICKETS— POSTERS

BOOKLE TS— PRO GRAMS

Haven, Conn.
Brunswick
Westbrook Junior College
Worcester, Mass.
Bates College

Smith College

UPSILON

Rita Malloy

Arthur C. Sewall, Jr.
Richard Edgecomb
John Fallow
Holden Findlay

Hilda Robertson

Packy McFarland

Alice

Ruth Byerly
Margaret Underhill

Mancy

Ray Paynter
Herb Silsby
Austin Hogan

Avril Stuart

John Martin

Carol Rogers

Mary Lou Allard

TownBldg. 89-W Brunswick

HINT FOR HOUSEPARTIES
COR8AGE8 OUR SPBCIAJLTY

If

Westbrook Junior College

Claire Greenlaw

Damariscotta

Reggie Nelson

Westbrook Junior College
Mt. Holyoke College

Edward

R.

Noycs

Ian Maclnnes
Ray Swift

Topsham
Cape Elizabeth

David Collins
Harold Burnham

Lewiston
Gardiner

John McGorrill
Earl Hanson

Mary Leu Thomas

Portland

Newton, Mass.
Westbrook Junior College Woody Brown
Cape Elizabeth
Loomis Sawyer
Brunswick
Lucius Frost
Bill Small

Bill

Feeney

Bert McKenna
Jim Kimball

~Mrt

Mossman

Travis
Dan Morrison
Cliff

Belle Hart
Sheila Moore
Katherine* Roberts
Janice Brown

Belfast

GREENHOUSES

to Larack's—tiny V. Toothaker
Off Federal Street

Cape Elizabeth

Do you
Do you

PI

Marion Jackman
Joan Carstensen
Virginia Smith

Smith College

Pclly Curtis

Tcpsham

•Tanejt

Work

South Portland
South Portland
South Portland

Doris Could
Caroline Keene

A

Sons
Teleptic

21

Theresa Robert
Carol Rook

v

Saba
Harry Lindemann
Bvron Keene
Harold Kimball
Bob Burroughs

Lcis Bowers
Iranette Leighton

Jim Whitcomb

Marv Jane Hammond

Tim Dono%-ah
Chuck Begley
Bert Moore

Marie Feeney

Chaff Easton
Ralph Raldiris

Gen Walker
Janet Pride

Joanne Morse
Phyllis O'Connell

.
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an easy and Inexpensive way.

Portland
Portland

There

Falmouth Foreside

to all your girls and
gift subscription to the
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere la the world. No extra

is

ORIENT

Send a

Kent's Hill Junior College

SIGMA NU,
Mary House
Geraldine Fitzgerald

Damariscotta
Damariscotta

Jane Wooster
Marion Keith

Bangor
Bangor

Remember

Warren Court
Myer Norken

New York City
Westbrook Junior College
Bath
Skidmore College

Martha Morrill

Colby College

Bradlee

Bernice

Backman

Kaufman

Diane Kranick

Leonard Gottlieb

Selma Weinsiein

Norman Snider

Doris Feinberg
Audrey Peletz

Bernard Osher
Paul Aronson
Henry Koritzky
Melvin Heyman

Shep

Lifshitz

Hannah Pemstein
Caroline Trockman
Trudy Lacaillade
Allye McQuillen

MMMI
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The

is

the College Oracle

AH

-

Sees

AH

-

Tells All

-

No

Censorship

Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

Nathalie Small
Margaret Livingston
Carol Hall
Molly Walker

Jeanne LeClerc
Barbara Berger

Bell

-

and Reporter

ONLY
Deliver the

Lawrence, Mass.
Haverhill, Mass.

Bangor

ORIENT

to:

•

'.

tildress

Worcester. Mass.
Newton. Mass.
Newton, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Brookline, Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.

mmm

$2.00 a year

Name

City. State

The Orient

1

Mass

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?

Would. you like to have your girl* get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus

THORNDIKE CLUB
Leonard

Lewiston
Newton, Mass.
Colby College
Westbrook Junior College
Bates College
Roslindale, Mass.
Westbrook Junior College
Winchester, Mass.
Newton. Mass.
Colby College

\

charge for foreign delivery.

T. R.

«

ol'T.

of Illustrated Modern Library Books
$1.50

like to
like to

Hears

Bridgeport, Conn.
South Portland

SOLD

Melrose, Mass.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Free port

everyone

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

'

Patty Gould
Martha Foss
Jeanne Reycroft
Pauline Beck

will find

Wellesley Hills. Mass.
Westbrook Junior College
University of Maine

BETA THETA
Janet Kiscr
Janet Smith
Jackie Scammons

lot

February you

Portland
Portland

Westbrook Junior College
Cape Elizabeth

DELTA UPSILON

Fred Auten
• sum. to 5J0 p.rn., except Wednesdays, 6 to 12 Pete Curran
>; Sundays, 8 to 10 a.m.
Wolfgang Rosenberg
Gene Bernardin

A vtwie Just

Eunice E. King

Jane Harrier
Jeanne Puzas
Sally Baker
Drusilla Congdon

CALL GUY
GUY'S

Phil Richcnburg, Jr.
Philip H. Hoffman

Robert Sziklas
J. Austin Sowles

until

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

Lydia Dulfer
Shirley Peterson
Jeanne Eskilson

Don Fisher
John Whitcomb

Bugbee
Frank Kimball

BUSINESS HOURS:

New

THETA DELTA CHI
ALVIN SETTLE, PRINTER

you wait

Bangor
Worcester, Mass.
Scranton, Penna.
Cape Elizabeth

Ed Stone
Zim Oseland
Everett Gray

Dorothy Aldred
Genevieve Tucker
Evelyn Leavitt
Frances Howard
Audrey Bartlett
Libby Dyer

\\

A

Brown
Nancy St. John
s
Anne Hudson
Lois

George Quaile
Dick Baker
Judge Lawlis
Steve Monaghan
Bob Robbins
Phil Leonard
Hugh Robinson

Quotation without Obligation

To You?

Bill Augerson
Ted Zetterberg
Reg Lombard
Jim Bagshaw

Dick Roundy
James T. Burgess

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

Bob Leach
H'r Print Everything but Money Dana Little

May We Be of Service

Dick Eskilson

If

Portland
Portland

KAPPA SIGMA

Colby College
Ellsworth
Biddeford
Waynfletc School

Faith Jones

PSI

Jeanne Shaw
Helen Churchill
Constance Adams

Cory Dunham

South Portland
Now York City
Wellesley, Mass.
Colby College
University of Maine

CHI PSI

PROMPT

SERVICE
PR|N
LINOTYPE
EQUIPPED TING

New

Cade Sheldon

Jim Cutler

iKenna

ZETA

ALPHA DELTA PHI

Lawlis, Baker, Quaile

m

Office.

Moulton

Union.

Brunswick.

Main.

l

M

.

i
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Two Pages
HOOPSTERS IMPROVE
IN SECOND GAME VS.
FORT WILLIAMS
Wednesday night the Bowdoin
Varsity basketball team dropped
what ha* been thus far the best
played game of the season to Fort
Williams by a 38-27 score. Coach
Mahoney reverted to the two team
system, and the Polar Bears came
up with their best game of the

Mermen Win

Despite Objections

Warren Court,

are Mort Page, lower right,

third

from

left

second row, Jack Claffey, third from right second

comparison of scores with
the earlier game against the soldiers is good proof of the improvement the "Big White" has shown.
In the first 'gime Fort Williams
The imboat Bowdoin 59-24.
provement was l>oth in the individual and team play of both quinSpecial mention must be
tets.
made of the excellent floor game
Dick
that Ray Boucher played.

Monaghan,

row. Also Neil Mahoney, mentor.

FG F

Kimball

2
3

Russell
Rbbbins, rf

1

If

1

Edgecomb

J™ T
To s

Thirteen Bowdoin Service
j

T^-ii

»/r
Men

August

Killed Since

|

February 20th
By W.

L. Court

*

AAF—

MONTGOMERY

August

THEODORE

1

944.

ROBB,

D.

Navigator— killed in plane

'43, Lt.

III

crash over Italy August 30, 1944

DAVID W. FITTS
a hospital

ROBERT

USN—died

Seaman

38,

M. PENNELL, JR. 40,

fantry

—

k

.

Af

,

)

<

CROSS

L.

^

.

'if.

'

,

•

.;

,

j'i

•

ANDREW^

m »ua:

.,

1

1

|

,

I

i

i

«

1

1

.

USA^killed

f .!;•.:•!-'.

7,

I

in action in
.>,..•

-

>•.

.-.

944

Fftufj

HALDANE

A.

1

.

ill

2

to

•

•'.•

i

41, Capt. U. S.

•

i

HOWARD'^,

H. A.

tion in the Pacific

GILBERT

Marines— killed

in

Division

WILLIAM

—

France October

killed in action in

DAVIS

H.

African front"'

USN—killed

in ac-

32, Pvt. Co. K, 30th Infantry. 3rd

"39. 2nd

September 1942 as

early

£nsign

I,

1944

.

—December 1944

December

accident

2nd

'39,

The

one day.

trials

are scheduled

and the

finals

McFarland, rg

3

the first collegiate hockey tilt in nearly three
years was held here, when Bowdoin's student-coached team entertained Bates.
The V-12 Bobcats had to go into overtime to
win a 3-0 decision.
Both teams showed a lack of
practice, and a light but steady
(lurry of snow, which fell on the
rough surfaced ice, proved a handicap to all the players.
For the Polar Bears coach-player Holden Findlay used his entire
squad.
"Art" Simonds, "Mort"
Page, and "Finn" played well for
Bowdoin. Bill Reagen got all the
goals for Bates in the overtime.
Tlje goal tending of Mulvee and
the defense play of Kerrigan stood
out for the winners.

that a full
squad will make the trip With
"Woody" Brown, George Erswell,
and "Slip" Eells touted for the
most points. The loss of "Pete"
It

is

quite

The lineups:
Bowdoin

likely

Begley, lw
Richenberg, rd
Findlay, Id

lw,

Reagen

c,

Wiswell

rw,

Thompson
Rich
Kerrigan
Id.

rd,

Aronson J... g
g, Mulvee
Bowdoin spares, Burgess, Elliott'. Quail, Page, Donovan, Grant,
Grant will prove a big handicap Roundy, Wieldmen, Curran, Mor*
to the team as he had the best
rissey.
Bates spares: Kerns, Tra.

Wiswell

No

To Keep

No

scores.

Calm And Not To Worry

No

scores.
(tripping);

over

FRANK

L.

SLOCUM

Italy April

'38,

December

Army

Leyte invasion, notifica-

in

22, 1944
•

RICHARD

M.

Air Forces—killed

on destroyer "Hughes'—

'42.

probably

killed in Philippines,

tion

Lt.

28,1944

McCLELLAND

K.

2nd

QUA

'46, Sgt. U. S.

Germany December

II,

—

Army

*

killed in action in

1944

PHILGAS

does the cooking best

Penalties:

Chillson

Kerrigan

(beard

86 Maine Street

BrunswickHardwareCo. A PLACE FOR BETTER SHOES

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
(Under

New Management)

ORIENT

Tuesday.

Chops

-

-

Chicken

it

is

Military

Swimming

filled,

Flames

then probably not more than one Class
Beat Off
out of every five 4-F"s wouW be
affected by the legislation if passIt seems that no one has gasoed.
He advised against hasty action and said he could not con- line to burn around here except!
ceive of more than a handful of Coach Bob Miller. At any rate,
the college 4-F's being eventually that's the way it appears, since
Friday .night of houseparties he's
removed from college.
put his military swimProfessor Mitchell, who is head going to
class through the paces or
of Cumberland County's Local ming
least those hardy members of
at
Board 5, stated that he had not
received any directives on the 4-F the group who can stop quaking
question as yet.
Speaking unof- long enough to push across the
with
the
"fire-fighting"
ficially, he advised against jump- tank
ing to any extreme conclusions at breaststroke, and go through the
ether techniques.
this time.

—

ordeal without too many
in college the
It was his opinion singes, but many members of the
that educational deferments might class have expressed cogent skepbe given 4-F's studying sciences, ticism. In case anyone should get
pre-meds, pre-dentists, and pre- into really serious difficulty padtheology.
This would be in line dling around in the flames, a firf
with the educational deferments hose will be available on the side
given early in the war to these of the pool.
The whole thing sounds like a
classes. of students, but later abollot

-

Provisions

Fruit and Vegetables

TAKE
YOUR GIRL

of Brunswick,

TOPS FOR QUALITY

CURTIS

I.G.A.

3
6
3

4

SPLENDID
TEA ROOM

Maine

Woody Brown swam

.to victory
the 100, followed i>y Coffin ol

in

the

Navy team and Caldwell of
Time 59.4 seconds. By

Bowdoin.

first and third in the 100
dash Bowdoin matched the Navy

placing
score.

The

swimmers gained
when Erswell and Hamb-

college

the lead

were the

first to cross the finish line in the 150 medlev swim.

len

Time

1:53.7.

,

:

;

BAGSHAW RIDDLE
PyZZLE_T9ALL
— —

^

|

^

m

Vif*TT^

.

.

j

;

t

,

—

|

j

he did."

PUCKSTERS SUFFER
FROM HANDICAPS

SHIMMING TROPHY
GIVEN AS MEMORIAL

The Bowdoin Track Team
ed training for

The

Athletic

Department

start-

indcor season

its

Monday. Coach Magee announced

ha?)

announced the acceptance of a gift that the college has been invited
In spite cf the manpower shortfrom the family of Capt. Roger by the, Boston Athletic Association
age and the ungrateful weather
to participate in the B.A.A. games
man the hockey aspirants under Dunbar '41. The gift will be in the- February 10. Besides the mile rethe direction of Holden Findlay form of a plaque to be placed per- lay team Bowdoin will enter speInterfraternity Basketball are ready and willing for compe- manently in the gym, The plaqut cial fields including the hurdles.
tition.
will
be in annual competition
Enthusiasm Lags
At the present time no other
The first scheduled scrimmage* which will be in the 150-yard back- meets have been scheduled. Bowof
the season with a group of NavBy W. L. Court
stroke swim. The competition will doin should be able to make a good
showing in any meet with the
The inter-fraternity basketball al Air Station Officers was post- be open to all Bowdoin students'.
quality of material which we have.
league was resumed, this week poned last Sunday because of the
with the playing of a few post- snow. The pucksters will try
Roger
Dunbar
while
in
college
poned games left over from .before again against a Bates six.
The men who have shown most was the recognized Junior Nationvacation.
Each team has played about promise are Jim Aronson and Dick al A.A.U. 150-yard backstroke.'
games, and the D.U.'s, Roundy in the nets, Al Chillsor. champion. His best time was 1:41
three
Dekes, and Chi Psi remain unde- Art Simonds, Dick Baker, Mort flat for the event.
feated. Fred Auten, Charley Beg- Page, on the forward line, and
Jan. 11
"Pete" Curran, and Phil RichenThurs.
ley, and Ralph Raldiris arc the
Capt. Dunbar, the son of Mr. and
nucleus of D.U. club. J. Aronson, burg are the defensemen.
Ministry Of Fear
The boys have shown willingness Mrs. Harry S. Dunbar, was killed
Jack Claffey, and Art Simonds
with
spark the Chi Psi five. Robinson to work and they deserve a lot ol on May 27, 1944. He had 100 camRay Milland and Leonard are the main cogs in credit for keeping hockey alive in bat' hours to his credit flying over
Marjorie Reynolds
such times when conditions arc the Owen Stanley
also
a well balanced Deke team.
Mountains. The
Cartoon
The use of the gym floor is lim- not so inviting. "Fin" has worked swim named in his honor will
Fox News
be
hard
and
all
the
cooperation
he
can
planthis
the
of
because
ited, and
held
for
the
first
time
in
conjuncned eleven-game-per-te-am sched- get in keeping the rink in condiJan. 12-18
Fri.-Sat.
ule will probably fall short of its tion will certainly be appreciated tion with the A.A.U. sanctioned
Bowery To Broadway
mark, but the interest and spirit by him.
meet to be held here on Jan. 20.
with
has been excellent, and a good
Maria Montez - Susanna Foster
wind-up of the league is inevitable.
Jack Oakie
also
tators, who at most will have to
Paramount News
suffer through the soot, and will
Short Subjects
immediately following
take
i

j

\

CUMBERLAND

HOTEL MAINE
ROOMS $1.00 UP
LUNCHEONS - DINNERS
168 Maine Street

RtlAD
The

BOSTON HERALD

DRAPEAITS
PHARMACY

Sun.-Mon.-Tue.-Wed.
Jan. 14-15-16-17

4

— DAYS — 4

Hollywood Canteen
Agents

Dirk Roundy

-

Bill

Morrissy

THE REXALL STORE

with
Bette Davis - Jack Benny

John Garfield

Tel. 1S5

Patrona**

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

BoUolted

HOUR SERVICE

MIKE'S PLACE
Always Top Quality
Steaks

Stands

Splendid Spot

TEL. 1000

Paramount News

No. 11 Hyde Hall

TOWN TAXI

Comer Maine and Mill Streets
Town Hall Place

Brunswick

A

for the
for the

.

Total Resources $8,000,000

24

MARKET

Telephone 435

1:15.2,

breaststroke 1:23.6.

Capitol, $175,000

Student

to the

218 Maine Street

was

backstroke

10 ents.
veteran, is a "bona fide" student of
The Navy retaliated, however,
12
Kritokus
"Dee" Caldwell annexed the Colby College and he will play
winning the 150 medley relay.
6
Perry, rf
100-yard dash, followed by Babig- basketball as he should.
1:42.5. The score now stood
Time
Farrice
kin of Portland High, with BackBoth
Radar 24.
1
1
Stasko, c
Neil Mahoney will probably re- Bowdoin 26,
man placing third. "Dee" has
1
2
Myscl, lg
to his two team system coaches realized that victory in
l>een improving constantly since turn
4
the final 200-yard relay meant vic2
Richardson
this
it
does
Colby.
If
he
against
the beginning of the season and
Coach Miller
3
3
tory in the meet.
McDonald. rg
can be looked to in the future for will mean that the "Kids" cornentered a strong relay team comlowered times in the 100 dash. posed of Monaghan, Robbins, John
38
sed of Backman. Eells, Brown.
15
8
P°
and
Norbie
Mort
Page,
Whitcomb.
His time was 64 seconds flat.
This combination
The scoring was done by Kimin condition, and Erswell.
Erswell of Bowdoin had little Carey, if his back is
best the Navy swimmers
ball, McFarland and Moore who
will form one unit, and Kimball., °*at the
in gaining top honors in
had ^°. °.ffer ', deciding^ he meet m
got 7, 6, and 6 points respective- difficulty
Edgcomb,
Morrison,
McFarland,
Final
score
Monaghan and Robbins were his specialty, the 150-yard medley Boucher, and Moore will form the 5°wdo !n * favor.
ly.
1
very agressive and harassed the swim. Newcomb -f the home team other unit. Thus setup is highly in- Bowdoin 33 points, Bowdoin Raplaced second, while Barnstone
dar 24 points.
opposition into missing their shots.
definite,
it is more than likely
ana
would have earned a third but for
If the collegians continue to go
that Russell, Hanson, and Jim
On December 15 Bowdoin ada poor 'turn. Time 2:01.1.
at the present rate they should
Whitccmb will see service.
ministered a sound drubbing to a
At this stage in the meet Bowdo well against the coming college
weak Brunswick High School
Cclby will present more than
doin was ahead by eleven points.
opposition.
team. Bowdoin won all but two
and especially worthy
Portland had to win the two re- Zecker,
In the 100-yard
of the events.
lays to win the meet.
They pro- mention is lanky "Chet" Woods
IS ceeded by conquering a trio com- the "Mules" center who has dented l)TC3stroko Littlefield of Brunswick showed that he was college
of Bernardin, Rosenberg,,
J posed
The
rr"»^^-^'^reanhg Rosenberg
^. will bank heavily
-i
and Sawyer in the 150 medley re- "Big White
on*
^
Martons lIn the 150 medley
Jim Bagshaw '47 after commit- lay. Time 1:39.3.
the ability cf Packy McFarland
„
an(J jjaribeau of
ting the following joke to memory
Monaghan
to
get
Bowdoin's superiority in the and "Stevey"
Brunswick out swam Barnstone.
puzzled for several hours one night freestyle events was evident in the majority of the points with the
.au^dfd the
recently as to the point of it. Let's the final 200-yard freestyle relay, able assistance of the other play-]
see what you and your dates (an; flaokrnan. EeJlp. SrdWn and Cald- 4iSs. Both teams will employ mai
he
'ftN' frff c> nt
do toward divining the moral of well triumphed by more than a to man defenses although both er»:
Just where the vaUMted
jority.
the story.
lap over the Portland quartet. play zone if necessary.
ijlege spirit of the Bowdoilr siu"There once was a little old Time 1:52.1.
Final score Bow^ball game is
An
excellent
'dent body went on the night of
lady who kept a store op. tJiq>cqr- doin 3». Portland High School 2a
prospect,,«nd
isual the colorful "December 15 is a malter which
Ar :»{is\isua
ner of Pine and Main for -the ex- ' Tonight
for the benefit of all
will bo' provided by the snou id be thorcughlv investigated.
press purpose of selling nails of those with hoUseparty dates) at rooting
Nearby ran a blind alley the Bowdoin pool the swimming eld standbys "Bull Moose" Bell,
yarn.
up and down which a boy used to team meets {he Portland Boys and Al Chillson.
walk on a pair of stilts. His fa- Club at seven o'clock. A large atPossible Relay
ther, coming home from the seas, tendance is expected.
saw him and said, 'look out or
Training FoiJ B.A.A. Meet
you'll break your precious neck'
If

place
the swimming meet, on Friday eveof good clean fun for the spec-*
ning.

BANK

Meats

Time

third respectively.

j

FIRST NATIONAL
-

efforts of Portland's breast-

'

said that if
true that jobs need to be

ished.

Groceries

FG F

berg staged their usual neck-andneck racer placing second and

26.4 seconds.

t

.

Dean Nixon

specifically.

Steaks

Thome,

1

Anyone failing to get the point
Bates, Reagen, unassisted, 50 might profitably contact Bagshaw,
as it has all been explained to him
4-F legislation by Dean Paul Nixseconds
on, Professor Emeritus Wilmot B.
2 Bates, Reagen, .unassisted, 4.45 now.
Mitchell of Portland's Local Board
No one sees any sense in this,
3 Bates, Reagen, unassisted, 8.32
see Bagshaw instead.
5, and Professor Nathaniel C. Ken- Referee, Tucker (Bowdoin).
drick, college advisor on military Time: 3-12's.
1-10 overtime.
affairs, when questioned bv the

ed to rule on the 4-F"s

FINE FOODS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

1

very indefinite but the addition ot
"Benny" Zecker has made what
probably would have been a Bowdoin victory into what shapes up as
a «ery close game. Reports from
Waterville tab Zecker as the difference between a mediocre and a
good ball "club. The game will by
no means be Zecker versus Bowdoin but should the Polar Bears
horsecollar Zecker the task of winning the game should be immeasureably easier for local collegians.
deal
6 is the steadiest man on the swim- Zecker has been given a good
of unfortunate publicity over the
ming team and can always be deprofessional
27 pended on to give a good account fact that he played
farm club
Pts of himself in the backstroke ev- baseball for a Yankee
last summer. Zecker, a returned

The

Pts stroker earned hihi first place in
4 the 100-yard breast roke.
"Rosie"
7 Rosenberg and "Gene" Martens
placed second and third in the
2 event, practically nullifying the
victory. Time for the event 1:19.4.
The 100-yard backstroke was
0'
also won by Portland, but it avail21 ed them little as Bernardin and
6 McMahon placed second and third.
Time 1:12.4.
"Gene" Bernardin

1

Coach Miller explains that it's
Professor Kendrick said that the
government could soon bo expect- really very easy to get through

COLLEGE SPA

.

13

Fort Williams

—and

check
"Wait and See" was the, concen- Overtime:

sus of opinion voiced on pending

To

DAY'S SHOE STORE

j

Team Now

penalties.

)

WALTER

Ig

c

t

I

Penalties,

Third period:
in airplane

Morrison
Boucher,

December Meets

i

(pushing); Thompson (pushing).
Second period:

reported as killed in ac-

Army— killed

Lt.

Bates

Simonds, rw
Chillson, c

1944, Central Pacific.

9,

3

plus

4-Fs Advised

WATT

M.

Moore
Page

time for the 50-yd. freestyle of vis.
Lt. U. S. Army; reported in
any of the competitors of the oth- First period:
"Missing in action over the er colleges entered.
No scores;

tion

DONALD

Bates In Extra Period

A good crowd was on hand to
Amherst, Trinity,
Worcester Tech, and Wesleyan. watch the game, and there was
The meet, because of transporta- enough action to satisfy the fans.
schools

for the afternoon
at night.

November l944i

BARSTOW

L.

-

tion difficulties, will be held all in

I

action Palau islands October 12, 1944

MARSHALL

though Brown, defending champion Williams, and probably M.I.T.
year
for our tanksters, a good showing
should be made hy them.
Bowdoin ..will be competing
against the
above
mentioned

will ~be too strong again this

Paratrooper with In-

Lt.

,1st

the attraction. This year, as last,
the college will run up against
competition from colleges
well-manned by V-12. students.
Last year our mermen finished a
very respectable fourth, and alstiff

'

'

37, Corporal,

Germany September
,

'

at

1944

2,

Holland September 25, 1944

killed in action in
i

HAROLD

pneumonia

of

Pennsylvania, October

in Butler,

Whitcomb, John,

Last Wednesday

Coach Bob Miller and his swimBowdoin Casualties reported since August 14, 1944
mers will return to the M.I.T.
pool on February 20, hut instead
of a dual meet the annual New
killed over England Swimming Meet will be
ALEXANDER
44, Pvt.
Italy in

Hockey Team Loses To

J

,

New Englands On

a

ci«

In

In

By Brad Bankman
The Bowdoin College swimming
With a 5-5 record for the season team, though weakened by the
thus far, Ihe Bowdoin College Var- loss of Peter Grant to the Navy,
their
play
team.will
basketball
sity
won two meets on two successive
most important game of the sea- days. On December 14 the Bowson tonight when the "Mules" from doin mermen defeated the Bowcourt.
home
the
to
on
Cclby come
doin .Navy Radar swimming team
This marks the opening game for by a score of 33 to 24. The Navy
the Polar Bears of the coming six swimmers provided stiff competigames.
Series
Maine
tion for the college teanf.
State of
Bowdoin will play a return game
Roth of the Radar edged out
at Colby, and the home and home
Hamblen
and Eells in the fifty
will
Bates
series with Maine and
round cut the schedule. The set- yard freestyle. Time 26.5 seconds.
The Radar team also proved sumen.
ting for the opening is ideal as
perior in the 100-yard backstroke
In the first event, the 50-yard the houseparty hosts and their
and breaststroke events, capturing
dash, Bowdoin entered Eells and guests will have arrived and a
first honors in both.
However,
Erswell.
The two freestylers large turnout is looked for.
Bernardin and McMahon placed
crossed the finish line far ahead
As far as the prospect for the second and third in the backstroke
of the high school swimmers, Eells game's outcome is concerned it is]
event, while Martens and Rosenedging out Erswell by a foot.

Edgecomb, Mort Page and Danny
Morrison showed to good advantage on the boards against the tall- Time
er opponents.
Bowdoin College

Swimmers Undefeated

I

The swimming team traveled to
the Boys Club in Portland to engage in a hotly contested encounter on January 5 with Portland
High School. The Bowdoin natators had only two days of concentrated practice before the meet,
yet their times for the various
events were the lowest on the average since the M.I.T. meet. Coach
Miller certainly deserves commendation for the results he has obtained from a swimming team
composed almost entirely of fresh-

A

Team Is Pictured Here Because A Gut Of This Year's Team Was Unobtainable.
From H. B. Moore And Other Sources, Here It Is. Still With The Team This Year

GAME WILL
BE CLOSE CONTEST
HERE TONIGHT

Meet COLBY

By Bnullee Backmin

I

season.

Last Year's Basketball

First

Of 1945 Season

Chops

Fancy Groceries

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER

FORTIN'S
-

10S

FUR SALON

J*

Thurs.

Tom Conway

l*

-

Veda Ann Bor*

aim
Short Subjects

MAINE STREET

Jan. 10-20

Fri.-Sat.

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

-

Falcon In Hollywood

The Doughgirls
with

TONDREAU BROS.

Phone 328-M for delivery Dry Cleaning

-

Tailoring

Ann Sheridan

Alexis Smith

-

Paramount News

Maine Street

Complete Line of Furs

Short Subject*

,

»

..

SEVEN

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

*

Sports

£

HBtor^
'

tftjl^^r

31

1

a

;.

if''

i3J

.

I

L™i
FG

Camp Langdon

BOX SCORES OF PAST

Pratt,

GAMES SHOW HOOP-

!

If

F

Pts

>

2

1

;

j

Chavez

1

a
;

Petlick, rf

MEN ARE IMPROVING

2

1

!

Fink

'.

FG

Fort Williams

Thome,
Ludwig

3

Perry, rf
Farrice
Stasko. c

1

4

1

3
2
8
2

j

By W. L. Court
The Bowdoin

i

Lees, c

2

4

Dickerman

2

4

:

Varsity courtmen

!

'

had themselves a busy week end
oh Dec. 15 and 16 when they en- Waleps, lg
gaged Camp Langdon at home on p^ns^
Friday and travelled to the Portland Boys' Club to oppose Fort

!

McDonald, rg
Simbilaris
Brillant

was

the score

r>

1

4

The

51-35.

59

were

fact that the Polar Bears
off on their shooting, and
r

that the B.N.A.S. had made three
new additions to their starting
lineup since the last meeting made
the outcome inevitable.

J

j

j

•

.

.

'.

Haas and

first

their rather small
quite effective.

court

proved

H§9

canto. In the second pe-

Donald their 6

were

soldiers

adept

at scored

17

4

ft.

in.

while

points,

guard ence

forward

Packy dropped

Presque

for

*

club in scoring.
handling the ball but fell down on
McFarland playing on a familiar
the scoring. For Bowdoin, Robbins
The box score
floor
got
14
for
the
collegians,
or
and Morrison picked up 8 points
Bowdoin College
apiece,
the remainder of the over half Bowdoin's points.
points being evenly distributed.
Monaghan,

his

Russell

First Fort Williams Game was a thriller which
Got Big Write-ups In The Portland Papers. Final

The

2

7

1

Robbins

as follows:

3

The box

score of the

game

Monaghan,

as

is

follows:

Monaghan,

1

2

1

1
1

3 Robbins, rf

1

2

2 Morrison

1

2

Hanson
2

2

2

rf

Robbins

1

;5omc

Page

16,

8 John Whitcomb, c

Presque
.

FG

Isle

.

F

Morrison, c

3
1

2

8 Edgecomb

2

j

Solomon,

4

2 Carey, lg

If

7

3

Venable, rf

2

1

3

..o

Pts

Eisner

4

17

FG

B.N.A.S.

5 Lavigane,

F

!

Boucher

.

.

.

.

5

If

8 Contrucci

,•••••

11

1

2

Carey

,

Page

.

.

1

1,

2

4'

6,

2; Moore,,

Hanson

'•!•

-

•

•

Q

Wharton, c

2

14 Tweedy, lg

Lahners

'

-rg

'

.

*•

>'u

.

-

.'.

.

.

6

...

1

..

1

2

14

2

fill

Lesnar, rf

2

1

Ha-nsiHi

0,0

•

I!

McFarland

«

«

.

3

1

Haas, c..,.

6-

5

!fact that cal

Van

ft ess,

rg

Waxman,

lg

Weslcrmnin, rg

4

X

.

••
,

9 cjUired through the prowess of

Alma Mater

Jill/'

teams, the pic lures of

its

=

12

34

16

24

11

r&w&M

3

49

21

i

—— —
»

;

I

:
-

.

come

i,

i

.,

press

iml 'specimen
|Ofr>

to the

RECORD PRESS
its

i

.,

j

ol a

i,

i

and
r

when

is

a

i

I

end

much

.

•

interest

,

is

While vied with the crews
you're hard

balcony.

ItViiice

and quiet

Bowdoin's teams and athletes go over and

tales

talk

is

when

"little''

Brown,

left,

A

sound bodies a\

return of Bowdoin to collegiate hockey ranks was

Tuesday, but the score was not too

last

good an indicator of the brand of hockey played by the

the

and

little

experience in playing together, the outfit showed

<

'

,

u
and much
i

r.u-

•

of this

is

due
i

to .u
the
.

work
1

r

ol

one

'l°'den Inullay.

Polar Bearings

is

one

Finn, practically single-handed, organized the team, pro-

Bowdoin beat "mighty" vided uniforms, equipment, coached,
style,

which team. This

is

anc]

examples

otic of the very rare

managed the
this writer has

seen of an undergraduate carrying out any such an extensive

getting in shape for

its

big race in Bos- asts

This picture shows Professor Herbert Ross

lx>ok,

part in turning out

with Jack

miss.

team

i

Polar Bearings

program

HoJdcn

alone.
relay

pleasant
/
;.

i

The

about

Polar Bearings

The

n

teams have had some mighty interest-

Yale in a relay race, told in Jack's inimitable

you shouldn't

i/£

.

its

:

wcek- not km) impressive

ing experiences which are well worth hearing. There
story about the time

i/>>u

compulsory r
physical
training
j
>

sound minds.

well as

i

Magee.

COPIES MAY BE SECURED ON
APPLICATION TO THE COLLEGE

much more

of

:.

;

that

!

a lot ot promise

prize in state-wide competition.

his

'

A pucksters. Despite the obvious handicaps of lack of practice

sometime, you would like to hear some

He and

,.

j

back

up. IV*

let

.
I

there.

book the best piece
of printing done in a member's plant in 1944 and awarded it first

If,

a while

it

.'

do

the splen-

of.

we can think
..

•

|

this

n.i/

.,,

do we believe

college should

,

this

Mahonev

tough now, you

is

should be retained as part of the post-war curriculum.

Polar Bearings
"

;

telling

.

of other col-

up

.

,

,

'

i4-.

r

if

cal

exercised for forty minutes without a

.

things to

.

.

.,

So

you think that

If

spite the fact lhat

i

....
this exhibit serves to un-

something to do take your date on a tour

for

5ESQUICENTENNIAL
The Maine Press Association pronounced

when you

!*..!

cracked and warped shell reminiscent of the

the Big

The

letters re-

'

teams and
...
maintained an

Polar Bear sent from the Arctic by one

leges in the various regattas.

PROCEEDINGS OF BOWDOIN'S

always

lias

..

•

big

i

i

Bowdoin's famed explorers. Over-head, hanging from

the rafters

days

printing of the

.

,

...

thai lact. Also ol

trs

...'.

HIGHEST MERIT AWARD

•

Bowdoin

.out victorious.

.'.....
with

H

for

.i

i

i

,

...
J.
excellent recorosin athletics

^

,,

,

one nine we could take op the

:

,..

r,

Wells, and Shay.

\

••

,

jthat,,***

••.vrT

v
.

,

Harvard and Yale showing
:

•

.

shown by the

should be glad that you didn't have to take

,»

.

victories over schools such as

'

is

of the trophies attest to
j

— -*

-I

had paid dividends

[acquired at the hands of Messrs. Magee, Walsh.

has ac-

•

.

fostered by

is

[how much they appreciated the conditioning they had

Many

8 which are also on exhibit.

4'

.

soon

of

all

•

which

to the usual griping

from Alumni undergoing military training,

'ceived

l

.
'

down

settled

o'
its

The

first

anything causing any discomfort or inconvenience.

i

'

Page

product

a

is

share of abuse since

its

j

trophies and prizes which our

tl^iifj

<17

program which

introduction soon alter the outbreak of hostilities.

•

Moore, ng

athletic

war has taken more than

'outburst of disapproval which was manifested at

Ac-

existence.

its

play there are just about,

4

•

Polar Bearings

impress a sub

to

t

T

in

be a hard blow.

will

The compulsory

is

it

Amen

Fred L. X.

I

•the

one of the most interesting places on the campus and a
place well worth seeing. On dis-

Pts tually

1

Art Building

or

houseparties

at

even realize

I

Boucher, lg

time

The

visit.

freshman, but the gym balcony is
sehlom thought of because few

j

Edgpcomb

February

good runners on

several

the Art Building the balcony of the gym-

°;when trying

33

Jim Whitcomb

4

2

3

Along with

There are

io.

for the (earn but the probable loss of

and Frank Kim hall

Clin" Travis

nasium itfl place which few ever
is
sometimes "given a break"
J when it is necessary to pass away

Boucher, rg

Russell

By

4

>

ton on February

j

o;

2

,

13

McFarland,

2

1

2 Moore, lg
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POLAR BEARINGS

7

1

1

1

Hanson, rg
Pts Russell

3

If

Kimball

1

3
3

McFarland
2 Moore

1

'.

Kimball, rf

Edgecomb
Pts Morrison, c
Carey, lg

If

Kimball

F

FG

Bowdoin College

F

10 Morrison, c
3
Edgecomb
7
8 John Whitcomb

59.

PBH—HBH

Pts Jim Whitcomb

5

If

The box score follows:
Polar Bears had their best
night from the foul line netting 10
Bowdoin
College
FG
free throws.

Tfce

F

Fort Williams

24,

7

1

.

FG

Was Bowdoin

Score

Packy McFarland, above, Bowdoin's Basketball Star,
Was Recently Nominated For All American Collegiate Player. The Box Scores Show Packy's Skill.

i

4

3

rf

Courtesy of Portland Evening Expre.^

Courtesy of Portland Press-Herald

Pts

2

McFarland,
is

F

Isle

17 points to lead

in

j

Bowdoin McFarland, Robbins and
Kimball get 7 apiece. The game
was played at a very fast tempo,
and the Navy's zone defense on

riod the scoring

The

1

-m

IJk \

Laviga'ne combined to
score 28 of the Navy's points. For

The box score follows:
ball team in Maine. The Army
For the collegians Monaghan,
was even, but the
FG
Morrison, and Edgecomb netted Bowdoin College
Non-Coms
have
the
height
and
exthird saw* a wave of baskets by
19, 8,- and 7 points, respectively.
1
Monaghan, If
Mahoney's boys and their lead of perience that Bowdoin lacks. MacSolomon the Southern All-Confer31-19 was never threatened.
,...3
Kimball
the

Y 40&

On

Dec. 29 the Presque Isle A AF
Bombers flew in, and Jived up to
their nickname by bombing the
Williams on' Saturday. The Polar
12
25 "Big White" by a score of 49-33.
The Pclar Bears came from beBears won the Langdon game
hind in the second period to come
34-25, but dropped the Fort Wil.
„
In the Fort Williams fa
game thp within 3 points of the Army, but
..
,..
59-24.
Hams tussle by a score of(eA
the soldiers used their height to
Polar Bears ran into perhaps one good advantage
and slowly pulled
In the Camp Langdon game
Bowdoin broke fast and led 8-4 at of the best, if not the best basket- away.
.

^

*>

1

26

2

BL
"

A.

6
4

2

.2

^

2
1

j

™

HL

return

1

1

j

Flaherty

The Bowdoin Varsity played a
game with the Brunswick
Naval Air Station on Jan. 5. and
the "Flyers" avenged an earlier
6 setback by handing the Polar
2
Bears their third straight defeat;
'10
6

3

If

2 Richardson
Mysel, lg
1 Kirtikos

1

F

Pts

as
i->

conducting a major sport

one of the few back

who do something about

to

practically

normal enthusi-

instead of continuing to

it

tfroan.

The members

editor of the Sesquicentennial

of the squad also deserve

much

the vvay in which they cooperate with their

checking proofs with Charles Wilkes,

credit for

impromptu

coach during the game.

superintendent of the Record Press.'

A HINT

Finn

is

slated to graduate next February, let's

hockey team finds someone to take

hope the

his place.

Polar Bearings

for the

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE BOWDOIN ORIENT ON ITS FIRST EIGHTPAGE ISSUE!

While on the subject

HOUSEPARTY

would

like to take this

JARVIS RESTAURANT and TEA

BRUNSWICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
1916,

Examples of

this are

visiting

High School

in building

up

the hospitality

MM

mmm
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MMMMMMMI

to

of the

Polar Bearings

The

MM

shown

athletic teams.

basketball

team swings i;uo

its

50-50 chance of defeating the Colby Mules.

M

two

the successful road race,
all

intercollegiate

schedule tonight and the hoopstcrs should have

MMMMMMI

last

this organ-

ROOM

(Near the Cumberland)

Manager

we
Dune

leaving in February,

In this case Dune, too, has had to do a great part
work himself and has proved himself capable.

THE RECORD PRESS
MVEX,

done a great job

bridge tournaments and above

DROP IN AT THE

K.

men

Dewar. Dune, President of the White Key for the
trimesters, has
ization.

PAUL

of

opportunity to tip our hats to

mmtmmaammmmmmmmamtmmmamaammmtmtm

at least

a

—

'

1

EIGHT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Bowdoin Receives Gifts STUDENT RELIEF

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Schedule of Trimester Examinations

January
Examinations in courses not

February 1945

-

listed will

be arranged by the

8:30 A.M.

1

Adams
Adams

I

A

_

08
08

1

1

25

Chemistry 5
Comparative Literature
French 5

Government

1

2

A
FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
Latin

Chemistry

_

1

Memorial
Memorial
Memorial
Memorial
Memorial

.....

.,

-

English

13

German

3

Latin

.

_

Physics 3

Astronomy

Sociology

I

I

I

I

1

Adams 08
Adams 108

3

German

I

....

I

Adams
Adams

7

I

3

„

I

History 5

1

108

English

08

German

1

Memorial Hall
Memorial Hall
Memorial Hall

Adams

5

I

Russian
Russian 3

1

I

1

105

Memorial Hall

I

Walker
Memorial Hall
Memorial Hail
Memorial "Hall

I

Economics 6
English 9
1

1

History
Mathematics
'Philosophy 3

Adams 08
Memorial Hall

I

1

I

„

I

^.

.....

—

Adams

Hall

L.1 Memorial Hall

Zoology 3

he opened the letter from
the lawyers and found a check fur
$300,000, the initial payment on
the fund.
lot until

Another recent gift to the college of $13,000 has been made by
Mr. Hoyt A, Moore, the donor of
Moore Hall. This money is to be
added to a fund that Mr. Moore is
creating, the purpose of which has
not been determined as yet.

Omega, Beta Theta

Pi,

Theta

Richard Baker '46, Richard Elliot
'48, Charles Perry '48, Raymond
Swift '48, Bert McKenna '47. John
Martin '48, Herbert Moore '48,
Herbert Sawyer '48, and Arthur
Sewall '47.

ta Chi, Thorndike Club, Zcta Psi,

Bowdoin has the distinction

of

Independents.

DOBM TELEPHONES
PUT IN BECENTLY

Union,

Don

—

pleted.

Reactions to the news of this
session varied.
One member of
the class was asked by a Mr.

Chadwick whether he had been
Another student, not
Sunday Chapel, wanted
to know what day it was.
On the whole, it was a pleasant
Sunday for all six students—even
though some may not believe it
and (it is hoped) for Professor
Chase as well. We doff our hats
to him for his stamina and his
spirited rendition and his delicious
drinking.
long after

coffee.

To those who may be wondering
what "Troilus and Criseyde" is
about, we offer this happy bit of

—

information there may jie another course on Chaucer in the n.'ar
future.

DeanVChapel

PROFESSOR BROWN

"New England
of

first

this

was elected
ors only last

Alumni Response

Quarterly" on the
month. Dr. Brown
Board of EditJuly at a meeting of

to the

the Board.

Is

subjects in the dictionary, approxerly handled all incoming calls for
imately one-third were graduated
the dormitoengineering students housed in
or
from colleges
Installation of the teleries.
schools.

.

1

-

'

final of

FreerMan

'22.

!

,

was 22. and John Mclnncs '27.
The three other pairs that par"The Whispering Pine*.'' the ticipated were
teams ol
the
AMulrJidryi/cIdVi'e- 'fori itself.' Wtttn publicatibn'of the AWmrii Fund. "Chuck" Begley and "Pete" CurIs on the press and will' be malted
w^rkWtr£<cplle$^atatys/
ran. Dana Little and "Judge" LawJivto all altimni 'this month.
lis, and Al Query and Dick Rouning the veterans to organize or
granting them any special privi^vic^mcA.ipLo.Bowdojn

During Past Trimester

VrrtVcss

life

•the-"'

'

college

-

$

Twenty-five students have Je/t
College during this semester, reducing the enrollment to 170.
In doing so, he said, the
leges.
Babcock '48, and
Albert, C.
Samuel W. Flemming. Ill, '48, student body would be'' divided
the Army Air Forces;
James M. Blanz '48, Arthur Perry
Curt ins '44, Robert C. "Dolan '48,
Peter Osgood Grant '48. Robert B.
Hunter '47, John G. Lyons, Jr.,
'47, Alphonse W. Query, Jr., '47,
left for the Navy. Wilfrid Devine
'48, Leo J. Dunn '47. George H.
Griffin '47, Richard O. Whitcomb
*48. Richard H.
Worth '48, and
for

left

against

wwniiit

ii

iiiism»i

iilif

n

i

' lii iiiiii

"The real solution of the probAt the last meeting of Bowdoin- composed of only twelve hands,
Saba concluded, "is for us on-the-Air in early December, a and the final point score was quite
.a new panel of officers was elected close.
go on being just Bowdoin
college that is expecting some to serve until the end of January.
freshmen and some upperclassmcn Three offices remained unfilled unNavy Recruiting: Every
from a secondary school known as til that time and were subsequentto

.

Armed Forces

.

or the United

Ladd

'29. in

an

COLLEGE TREATED
TO HOLIDAY MEALS

Dr. Russell Injured
In Accident At Cairo

inter-

Dr. Henry GifTon Russell, Instructor in Biblical Literature, now
on leave of absence, has been in27 Placement Committers jured in an automobile smashup in
toed
among influential alumni. These Cairo, Egypt, according to a letter
committees arc located through- received by Samuel A. Ladd, Jr..
Placement Director. Member of
out the country in such important
the United Nations Relief and Relilies as Now York, Jktston, Chihabilitation
Administration,
Dr,|
Montreal, Russell has been working
cago, San Francisco.
in YugoCanada, Washington, D. C, and slav Refugee Camps in Egypt. Acin -; its committees for Texas, Or- cording to the letter, he is enjoyegon, and New Jersey. The pur- ing himself thoroughly in a British
Military Hospital, and is "feeling
pose of these committees is to

announced that
} ehterday,
the Placement Bureau had organview

|

fine."

facilitate

men

the placing of

Bowdoin

in jobs after their graduation.

The newest committee

to

have

|

organized is the Faculty
Committee here on campus.
been

At
in

this trie live

President and Mrs. K. C. M.
Sllla will be "at home" tomorrow
afternoon from 1 to 6. and wel-

committees are

the process of organization in

Albany,

Rtenncapol

s,

St. Louis,

ur.il

Rochester,

to

—

and commended Mr. Don
Lancaster and Mrs. Albertine Dow
dinners,

come.

for their excellent

the meals.

Russell '42

Robert F.
to Miss Florence E.
of

1

Rendall of Augusta was recently
announced. Russell, a member of
the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, is
now attending Boston University/
School of Medicine under the
Navy V-12 program.
1

HOL*

]

remember."

SEPARTY. GREETINGS
f r o

Publicity

Director;

Tuesday In Moulton Union

Grant, Sec-

James
and

Cook,

Woody

2nd Class William Mullen, from the Portland
re,tty Officer

j

of
;

;

i

I

•

Navy Recruiting

During the last month. Bowdoin-on-the-Air has presented two
musical programs, the first with
the combined

choirs of

Station, will be

Unien every
Tuesday from now on to answer
any questions ir receive aj plithe

in

Bowdoin

College and the Waynfletc School
for girls; the second, with the
doublethe
Meddiebempsters,

.Moulton

Navy enlistment. His
are from 9:30 to 12 a.m.

Continued 1>tim

[

The Philadelphia and New York
Alumni Meetings will be held
on Thursday and Friday, January $5th and 26th. The President will speak.

On

Thursday, January 18th,
Bowdoin-on-thc-Air will present the AD's in a program of
songs with Donald Lyons '48
as soloist.

The

first student recital of this
season will be held at the Moulton Union on Sunday afternoon,
January 21st at 3 o'clock. The

public
tend.

is

cordially invited to at- V
will be served.

Tea

An election ol the officers of
the organization will be held Jan17, in Conference Room A,

uary

44

SHE CANT SAY

»

NO!!

h6useparties come but thrice a

YEAR

m the

LET'S

HOPE BY THE NEXT ONE

COMPLIMENTS

WE'LL STILL BE HERE

OF THE
"BILL" BKI.L

STUDENT COUNCIL

WAOGE COURT
PHIL RUSSAKOFF

MEL HEYMANN
HARRY LARC HI AN
"PAUNCH" OSHER

D.U.WILL SHINE

COMPLIMENTS

PAUL ARONSON
HANK KORITZKY

OF THE

TONIGHT!!!

UNION COMMITTEE

THORN DIKE CLUB

t

,

.

]

;

h( :irs

Moulton Union.

5

ciety will present the English
Duo in a program of songs.

quartct-plus-one- of the College.

of the

I'ugr

i

cations for

"KID" GOTTLIEB

preparation of

As one of the students
"It was a time to

later,

,

j

[

Tuesday, January 16th. the
Brunswick Chamber Music So-

Most

Sills

i

Gump

'

On

ZETA PSI

'

alternates are Bumham, Cummins
of the guests suffered
and Koritzky.
pleasantly from eating too much
There will, be no decision. An
of the turkeys, potatoes, peas,
squash, and onions; squared by open forum will follow the deGirls constitute the Bates
plenipotential plum-pudding and bates.
cream soup. At the T. D. House, teams with one exception.
The affirmative teams will travthe room was lighted by candles,
and the tables were decorated el.
The subject debated will be:
with fruit bowls surrounded by
evergreens. Singing at dinner was RESOLVED, that Congress should
led by Professor Frederic Tillot- enact legislation requiring for the
son at the Union, and by Mr. Rich- post-war period a year of continuous compulsory military training
ard Chittim at the T. D. House.
of each able-bodied mile before

occupied by

retary-Treasurer;

Brown, Member-at-largc.

Grounds and Buildings, supervised
installation of sundry
John William Davis '48, the recent
campus
the
in
Donald W. Fogg '48, and Ralph A. improvements
Hughes '47 left for other reasons. buildings now being used by the
Naval Radar Unit*. Shelves and
bookcases have been installed in
the basement of Hyde Hall, and
bathroom facilities have been in15'
creased in the end of the Science
Hall basemen}.

Bates College and Bowdoin will
hold on January 15 a dual debate
on compulsory military training in
Sumptuous Christmas holiday the post-war period, at 8 o'clock
dinners were served at Bowdoin in Chase Hall in Lewiston, and at
on December 19 and 20. Over two 8:15 in the Moulton Union.
P. R. Aronson '48 and S. Weinhundred of the college familystudents, faculty, and Navy cou- stein '47 are on the affirmative
ples were feasted* at the Moulton Bowdoin team: John Thomas '48
Union on Tuesday and the T. D. and H. J. Cook '48 are on the
Bowdoin negative team. Bowdoin
House on Wednesday.

observed

The engagement

Potter,

!

"47.

President and Mrs. Kenneth
he becomes twenty-one years old.
were guests of honor at the

members >f the college
and tttc'.r guests rho may e.ire
e:>r.ir all

Denver.

Don

ly
!

'

n

;

t° min g Events

moral support rb'tho winners with
and groans.

The rather small tourney wa^

BATES DEBATE SET
FOB JANUABY

WIIKNTHESN'OWANDIfEMELT

w

i

the

black and white teams which was
scheduled for before the Chrfstmas recess ana was postponed un"1 sometime after the recess win
probably not be held. This is the
conclusion reached after" talking
with those in charge. There is less
enthusiasm now and the full attenticn cT the coach wfllhavc to bfc
placed* on the relay team, training
l '»'
for he' 'Boston meet.
- • ft • * '}<< j
>;;j uitr
\
f.

\

t

O. Woolf '48, were drafted. States."
Samuel D. Marsh '48 and H. DeWitt Page '47 left for the Marine
Navy Receives Modern
Corps. Jaime Paris, Columbian
special student, left/for the Syra- Bathroom Facilities
cuse Medical School, and Clayton
F. Reed '46 left for Yale Divinity
By "Hound" Sewall
School. Hugh F. Farrington '44 ana
Superintendent

man

|

his smiles

itself.

Thomas

Clifford E. Wilson, Jr. '48, left for
reasons of health. Stanley N. Alt-

%&$*&&n&

MUSICAL PROGRAM
PRESENTED ON AIR

lem."

the

!

'

I

.

.

The track meet between

,

vice

or to any one

£

•

—

I

Conference B *oom. The Warren
chairman, Court-Dune Tewar combination
Perley S. from the "inexperienced half" ei
Theodor R. Saba '42, in his Ashmead White
'19, Huntington Blatchford the earlier tournament won the
Ch?pcl address yesterday, said Turner
•291 Edward P. Garland 16, Stan- playoff and are the present bridge
that the problem of the returning ley
.........
F. Dole '13, Widgery Thottiav honor holders.
P.

me

.,

Intramural Track Meet
PpStpOned Indefinitely

i

the college bridge
tournament was held on Wcdn'cs-j
day evening. December 20, in the.

The

»

.

r^ ^-X^X

'12.

^on'-ckfst<*nf

A.

.

you or to

ice to
else."

COURT AND DEWAR
WIN BRIDGE TITLE

,

25 Men Leave College

Samuel

.

—

—
—

8119: time.. These ;^arly results point
8821; Appleton
Pennsylvania, Maine
of
University
These phones are toward a successful completion of
8270.
Brown. Union, Amherst, and Wil- Hyde
itio. Df ife, whicn may ( exceed last
liams:— in the order listed—put of part of the Brunswick exchange.
year's 125% quota fulfillment.
a total of 181 institutions.
,,,
Plans are now being made for
"Over 46 per cent of Bowdoin's
the annual dinner meetings for
representatives were born between
Fund Directors and Clasfe Agents
1800 and 1819," says the article.
in Portland and "in Boston. 'The
Directors of the Fund are Charles
decided falHng off *o 6.6 per cent,
H
ftteTltfltNEfy
L. Hildreth 25J chairman. Francis

guished alumni were born."

V

} ]

As managing editor, Professor
Brown is now compiling material
tor the Spring number vvhieh will
do is to liberalize the thinking and
The Alumni Office reports a be published in March by the Uni- the feeling of its students.
very gratifying response to the
versity of Maine Press at Orono.
Concluding his letter, the Dean
initial
appeal
1944-1945
of
the
conBowdoin. with 91 alumni listed phones wis delayed because
despite
An Article on Dr. Brown appears wrote, "We are living
in the dictionary, is surpassed only duits had to be laid for the wires. Bowdoin Alumni Fund. More conall appearances to the contrary,
tributors have sent a larger total in the Winter which is now being
by Harvard, Yale, the United
dormitory
the
of
The numbers
under a God whose chief quality
sum
than
has
been
received
in
any
States Military Academy, Prince- telephones arc:
That being so, it won't
is love.
Winthrop— 8293: previous Alumni Fund year at this distributed.
Dartmouth, Columbia, the
ton.
be a matter of permanent injus-

Very Favorable

i»

PLACEMENT BUREAU
COMMITTEES SET UP

Continued from Page

[

of Bowdoin, an Army officer then
stationed at a southern camp,
wrote to the Dean pointing out
that though "Bowdoin says it is
democratic, it accepts racial prejudice as an inherent part of its
social organization."
In reply to the- officer's letter,
the Dean wrote that the President
and he both privately and publicly
urge upon fraternity members the
desirability of forgetting race and
But he pointed
color prejudices.
out that you cannot legislate congeniality and the abolition of prejThe best Bowdoin can
udices.

of the Moulton
Herbert Ross Brown, professor
Lancaster, will be glad of English at Bowdoin, assumed
the managing editorship of the

tivity.

]

of the members of the class
revelation of their inability to pro*
nounce medieval English.
Mr.
Gorton was also good
enough to drink some water while
the Professor's tiring voice struggled to the conclusion of the work.
For a time Mr. Lamparter's nerves
were shattered, but happily he
managed to recover. At approximately 11:23 p.m., the conclusion
The reading of
was reached.
"Troilus and Criseyde" was com-

EDITS QUARTERLY

to offer suggestions to any group
of undergraduates who desire to
present an evening of social ac-

Continued from Vage j

[

by Professor Chase
and phonograph by Mr. Spurr;
and the spelling of Professor
stu- Chase at regular intervals by each
ing supplied

The manager

"Eminent Graduates of
American Colleges," appearing in
Answering the need for better
the December issue of the "Association of American Colleges Bul- telephone service on campus, the
letin."
New England Telephone & TeleThe article is based upon a graph Company recently installed
study of the "Dictionary of Amerpay stations in the dormitories.
ican Biography," which is a Comthe strain
pilation of distinguished men and The new service relieves
women, exclusive of those still liv- on Massachusetts Hall and the
Of all the Moulton Union lines which forming January 1, 1935.

SABA NOT IN FAVOR
OF PRIVILEGES FOR
VETS

Memorial Hall
Memorial Hall

I

college and a letter from a New
York legal office. He made a remark, at the time, that he
wouldn't give a dime for the whole

Chaucer Class

FOR PRIZES

Eleven secondary school
dents from nine Maine schools,
candidates for the coveted State
of Maine Scholarships, were interviewed by the Faculty Committee
in charge of the awards on Thursday, January 4. Announcement of
the time of writing the contribuwhich will further undergraduate the four awards will not be made
tions from the faculty and student
until the candidates' acceptances
body stand at $177, a figure very social life at the Moulton Union.
have been received.
close to the goal of the drive
Plans have been made to hold
"a dollar for every student."
The candidates, whose examinweekly Vic dances in the upstairs
Since contributions are not as in the Union. Such plans, however, ation records were sufficiently
yet complete, there is an excellent need student advice and co-opera- distinguished to receive invitations
to interview the committee, were:
chance that the figure of $200 will tion to be successful.
be reached. This would serve to
Robert W. Bigger of Thornton
In the future the committee
place Bowdoin on the Honor Roll
Academy; Richard Pandora of
of the World Student Service would like to sponsor student
South Portland High School; Lee
Fund, this being the distinction smokers put on by any underP. Jackson of South Portland High
accorded to the colleges who have graduate group who can provide
School; Morton Frank of Portland
contributed more than one dollar entertainment. In the past these
High School; William Kern of
smokers have been held by the
per capita.
Deering High School; Alfred MailOf the $177 collected so far, $83 fraternities with comedy skits as let of Lewiston High School; Wilwere contributed by the faculty, entertainment. There must be a lard Richard of Edward Little
the rest being derived from the comedian or two among the 180 High School; Harvey Jackson of
on campus at
It is pointed out undergraduates
student body.
Edward Little High School; Paul
that, although $230 was contrib- present.
Bishop of Higgins Classical Instiuted by Bowdoin to World StuThe
committee meets every tute; Colby Watson of Foxcroft
two
dent Relief during the last
after lunch and all Academy; and Howard Dwellcy of
Wednesday
years through the Community
students with suggestions or criti- Washington Academy.
Chest, this year's contribution will
cisms are invited to be present.
The Faculty Committee is comconsist of the proceeds of the
Any suggestions or criticisms may posed of Dean .Nixon, Professor
BCA drive only.
also be turned in to the members
The following groups have dis- of the committee. The members Hammond, Mr. Seward Marsh and
tinguished themselves by a 100 are: John Thomas '48, President; Professors Daggett, Smith and
per cent contribution: Alpha Tau Shepard Liftshitz '47, Secretary; Thayer.
Del-

,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2
Mathematics
Mathematics 3

to $450,000.

SUCCESS

.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

Physics

Adams 108
Adams 108
Adams 08
Adams 08

-

I

7

I

Fund up

when interMclntire,
Mr.
viewed, told an amusing story of
the first payment on the fund. He
said that the day's mail had been
brought into his office and consisted of several bills against the

IS

entitled

Memorial Hall

31

I

By Bernard E. Gorton
The Student Union Committee,
The drive to raise funds for under the leadership of John
World Student Relief sponsored
'48, wishes to promote
Thomas
by the Bowdoin Christian Associoration is being concludedjthis week, more student interest in that
by Bernard E. ganization. The committee desires
it
is announced
Gorton, chairman of the drive. At all students to offer suggestions

standing twelfth among 181 cofleges
and engineering schools
which have contributed distinguished personages to the American scene, according to an article

I

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Mathematics
Music

Gym

_

VIE

Glenn R. Mclntire, College Burannounced yesterday that the
final payment of $25,000 on the
John Hubbard Estate had, been received by the College. This final
sum brings the John Hubbard

Notables Ranks High

—

I

Government
Greek

Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym

ELEVEN STUDENTS

By Union Committee

DRIVE

Bowdoin Output Of

I

I

Chemistry
French

„

.

MONDAY, JANUARY 29
Gym
English
Gym
Gym
_
Gym
TUESDAY, JANUARY 30

<

Government
Government

I

„..

I

English 25

French
French

Memorial Hall
Memorial Hall
Memorial Hall

I

I

Philosophy

,....

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
Gym
Geography
Gym
Physics 9
Gym
Spanish
Gym
Zoology
Gym
Gym

Biology 9
Chemistry 3

Economics
Psychology

„

—

I

Hall

Adams 108
Adams 108
Adams 108

_....„

_

History 8

Hall

Hall
Hall

,

Economics 9

Memorial Hall

Hall

Suggestions Wanted

From Hubbard, Moore
sar,

instructors.

1:30 P.M.

THURSDAY, JANUARY
Economics
Mathematics
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Union Committee Plans Many Festive Spring

Activities
Masque And Gown Schedule Depeijds On Success Of Smoker Tonight

"The Impenetrable Shield" Fleure Begins Series
Of Public Lectures On
Highlights Program Tonight World Geography

Tournaments, Group Meals
And Dances To Be Featured

Tonight the Masque and Gown, Bowdoin's dramatic
Moulton Union
Lounge at 7. Featured at the affair will be a reading of a
one-act play by H. James Cook 48 entitled, "The Impene-

program of early spring entertainments, commencing
"Command Performance Night" this Saturday/has
been scheduled by the Union Committee, according to
John H. Thomas '48, President of the Committee. In-

organization, will hold a "smoker" in the

trable Shield."

It

deals with military conscription.

Mrs.

Ruth P. Brown, Professor
Thomas Means, and Richard Maxwell '48 will act the
Katherine

Daggett,

Mrs.

parts.

At a meeting

last

Thursday, the

acts in March. Saba also appeared
in "Me and Harry" by Charles

present members of the Masque
Mergendahl '41 (whose story, "The
and Gown elected Theodore R.
Sweet Revenge," appears in the
Saba '42 president and publicity
current "American Magazine");
manager, Raymond A. Paynter '46
and in "The Taming of the Shrew"
secretary and business manager,
at Commencement. This last perand Stanley D. Weinstein '47 proformance was publicized on the
duction manager. The principal of"Herald"

A

Professor Herbert John Fleure,
visiting Professor of Geography on
the Tallman Foundation, will lecture on "The Mother Countries"
next Monday in the lounge of the
Moulton Union at 8.15 p.m. His
lectures will resume a series of

with a

this lineoip are a series of March Vic Dances,
tournaments, and novelty seating arrangements in the

cluded in

Tallman lectures unbroken from
1928 to 1943.

On successive Mondays Professor Fleure will give three other

Union.

Tallman lectures entitled "The
Seven Seas," "India and Burma,"
and "All the Britains." Professor
Fleure, from the Department of
Geography at the University of
Manchester, arrived last fall from
England to teach Geography to
Bowdoin undergraduates and fac-

Curran Cites Benefits

Executive
ficers of the
Committee of eight members are

.Night,"

President

'46,

ulty.

front page of the Boston
when Director Quinby had to step
into the lead at the last minute. A

SHOWN HERE

Name

Programs,

New

And

I

Tax
Due Now

i
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Seven Entering Veterans Disclose
Their Case Histories For ORIENT

Committee

February

Coming

j

Forum Takes

'

For Theme

WGAN

SUN RISES

j

|

Quinby
College

Returns After
Theatre Survey

of

the

Student

Council, introducing his speech to

the entering freshmen.

In a tra-

reference to Freshmen
Curran commented that
"They are in your handbook. They
will be posted on the bulletin
board. They are to be obeyed."
ditional

Rules,

Departing from custom, Curran
continued his speech with a contrast between pre-war Bowdoin
and its current counterpart, stressing the fact that although there
was a rather glamorous social life
in the old days, a student was
forced to face the hazards of major examinations, S.

CD.

student entertainment.

The

fol-

lowing week end will be inactive
will serve as a buffer to the

and

concentrated attack of Vic Dances
scheduled for the first four week
ends of March. To facilitate Informal group congregations on
week days the Committee has decided to experiment with a clubtable arrangement at dinner and
seat the various campus organizations, regardless of fraternities,
at the same table on varying
nights. This means that such organizations as the Student Council would eat as a body at regular

times throughout the month. .A
definite "timetable" has not yet
been outlined.

C. activ-

The Union Committee also pro"which really made a fresh- posed a set of pool, bridge and
man's life a hell," and a conscien- ping pong tournaments for the
These are being artious program of fraternity hazing. students.
ranged by a sub-committee.
Curran further went on to cite
The facts on the vic-dances
some of the advantages in attend- were recently presented to the stuing wartime Bowdoin.
For in- dents in the form of a mimeoThe groups will
stance, the increased proportion of graphed letter.
faculty to students, the vast op- be limited to three or four fraternportunities for participation ain ex- ities at a time, with the respefetra-curricular activities, the many t^ve dates to be announced shortchances for work and scholarships,
the new Placement Bureau, and
ity

1

increased

the

possibilities

for

knowing everyone in college. He Alumni Fund Ups Goal
answered complaints about an under-nourished social life with the To $55,000 This Year
statement that "Colby, Westbrook,
Maine, Bates, and Pine Manor are
The Bowdoin Alumni Fund has
all flooded with women, all begboosted its quota from last year's
ging for men."
$40,000 to $55,000 for the current
He concluded this welcome to year and is attempting to fniyt
the new freshmen by saying that, five hundred new members. Thieve
"Bowdoin certainly has changed— measures, inspired by the $12,000
some for the good and some for "over-quota" for last year, have
the bad. But the 'good old days' been taken to meet the greater reweren't any better. You are en- sponsibilities of war time, acoon£
tering as freshmen just as thous- ing to Charles L. Hildreth, Chairands of others have done; you are man of the Board of Directors*
starting the first of eight semesMr. Glenn R. Mclntire, Bursar,
;

,,

ters as thousands of others have.
at Bowdoin College, for

You are
which

you should be thankful.
Let's forget about looking back,
but take advantage of everything
we have here. Let's look ahead."

Coffin

reports that at present roughly
$15,000 has been contributed. "This
money is submitted to a general
treasury which votes upon its various uses such as scholarship ar-

rangements.

And Ruohomaa

By Dick EskUson
The English 31 (Creative Writing) crowd felt that they were
really getting under the surface
of their business this past week
when they were treated to the advance proofs of Dr. Robert P. T.
Coffin's poems and the Maine

photographs in the February 12
issue of "Life."

Between the squalls and inundations of Christmas week, Dr.
Coffin and Kosti Ruohomaa, the
famous Finn, free-lance photographer, who covered the Bowdoin

•

A

E

In Model -T To Secure

j

MMIiHi

"Command

Performance
which inaugurates these
spring affairs will feature a com"Tradition is an integral part
bination of popular movies and
of Bowdoin," said Peter A. Curran

Of Wartime Bowdoin

Professor Fleure is an Honorary Secretary of the British Geois the inain Lounge of the Moulton Union which will be the
graphical Association, and an honscene of a new series of "Saturday Nights at the Union" conceived by the
therefore combined in these three
magazine
its
editor of
versatile actor, Saba played comic orary
Union
Committee.
The first program scheduled for Saturday night will include
enis
not
This
stream-lining
men.
"The Taming of the "Geography."
roles in
movie shorts and student entertainment. Four Vic Dances will follow in March.
tirely the result of a small memFifteen other Professors have
Shrew" and "Room Service" and
bership Director George H. QuinTallman
the
Bowdoin
on
visited
the villian of Mergandahl's play
by told the ORIENT. "The club hf.s
Paynter has been secretary of Lecture Fund since 1928, when a
Victory Ship Will Bear
been so inactive since last June
Veterans Readmission
was given by Bowdoin-on-the-Air
the club since June but takes over fund of $100,000
that little value is to be gained
Wil"Bowdoin College"
the duties of business manager Frank G. Tallman. AM., of
who
men
from the experience of
Plans Stress "Fusion"
from Eric Hirschler. "Both Payn- mington, Delaware, as a memorial Schedules
have already served on the Comof his
ter and Weinstein are starting in to the Bowdoin members
The second ship to bear the
mittee, a carry-over which operates
Officers
Elects
name "Bowdoin" will soon slide
new and very important positions family.
Full "Flexibility"
to the club's efficiency in ordinary
Due to wartime difficulties,
down the ways of a Richmond,
and will need many new assistants
times," Director Quinby said. "In
there has been a lapse in the anCalifornia shipyard, according
if their work is to be successful,"
The Bowdoin-on-the-Air staff
By
Dick Eskilson
this smaller committee, the memseries since Yung Ching
nual
to an Associated Press dispatch
said Director Quinby.
bers' hope to concentrate responsiYang, LL.D., L.H.D.. President of had its first meeting to reorganize
Dean Paul Nixon, in an inter"The program for the year is Soochow University, gave the last for the new trimester January of February 4. This launching
bility and authority in order to
view concerning the Administratis in connection with a program
uncertain until the results of the
speed up their program."
Tallman lecture on Chinese Civil- 19th. Five members, elected to hold which will name forty ships now ive Program for returning vetersmoker are learned," the Director ization in 1943.
office for the Spring trimester, are:
under construction, after the ans, stated that Bowdoin, because
By electing Saba president, the added. "If many men signify an
Director, Stanley D. Weinstein '47;
of its small size and close relations
nation's oldest educational inmembers have secured a leader interest in acting, production, and
Assistant Director, H. James Cook
between faculty and student would
stitutions.
who was present during a very ac- the other work of the club, heavy
'48; Secretary-Treasurer, J. Frednot require a "highly formalized
"S.S. Bowdoin College" will be
tive year of the .club's recent exist- production may be planned." For Requests For Blanket
erick Woodruff '48; Publicity Dithe third merchant vessel whose plan" to prepare for these men.
ence. During the year 1940-41, he the first time in the club's history
'48; and
Cummins
rector,
John
name is directly connected with "It has been true in the past and
played in a bill of one-acts in Oc- the candidates for membership will Appropriations
member-at-large, Thomas H. Chadthe college. In 194S the New most likely will be true in the futober, in "Room Service" in De- be asked to offer suggestions as to
wick '47. With more people inter- England Shipbuilding Corpora- ture," said the Dean, "that returncember, and in another bill of one- what plays should be produced.
Professor Morgan B. Cushing
ested in it than for some time. Bow
ing servicemen do not want to be
tion of South Portland launched
announced yesterday that all
doin-on-the-Air has begun to show I jTT
"andlhe pampered but just to be given a
extra-curricular activities should
"^
Decreased activity:
"William DeWitt Hyde," honor- chance to assume their normal
submit requests for Blanket Tax
The following is the lineup of ing respectively the college's role in civilian life at college."
appropriations for the spring
future programs: On February first patron, and .President KenApproximately 650 men have
trimester to him as soon as pos15th, there will be a musical proneth C. M. Sills immediate pred- left Bowdoin without diplomas to
sible in order that they may be
gram consisting of selections from ecessor.
enter the service. A large numconsidered by the Committee.
graduate work in American Literthe thirtieth Bowdoin Student Reber of these men will return withBy Joe. Wheeler
ature.
He comes from Bradford, They must be accompanied by cital. On March 1st, members of
in a year of the end of the war.
financial statements for the last
Massachusetts, and says, "It's good
Zeta Psi Fraternity who placed
These men, in the case of more
Seven men recently released
Executive
to be back.
They
have made me trimester and by budgets Cor the
second in the interfraternity sing
applying for admission than can
from the armed forces have entercurrent trimester, approved by
feel right at home."
contest will go on the air.
On
be admitted, will be given first
ed college for the spring trimesthe Faculty Advisor.
3
March 15th Ernesto Monenegro, Meets
choice.
ter.
Three of these men, Robert
Donald Clark comes to Bowlecturer on Latin- American* RelaIn contrast tp the quite radical
O'Brien "44. Donald Clark '46, and doin from the U. S. Army Air
Russell L. Christopher '46, have Corps in which he received traintion on the Tallman Foundation,
On February 3, Commencement programs being arranged by variwill
previously attended Bowdoin. The ing as an aerial gunner on a B-17.
1940-41.
participate in
a Day morning, there was a meeting ous other colleges and universities
Events
other four are Bernard M. Good- Don received a medical discharge
round table discussion.
of the Executive Committee of the for the returning GI, Bowdoin will
man "47, Edward L. Kallop '48, after spending twenty-two months
For Freshmen and other mem- Governing Board of the College stress the fusion of the ex-serviceman with its traditional Liberal
James B. Longley '48, and Nelson in the service, seven of which he Thurs. Feb. 15 Chapel, Nathan bers of the college who might be with all members present.
Whitman '47, Chairman of the interested in putting together, or
L. Towers '48.
When interviewed. President Arts policy without entering the
spent in the hospital. He has had
on
the ReligBCA
Committee
taking
part
in a genuine radio pro- Kenneth C. M. Sills said, "Various vocational field more than it has
one
semester
at
Bowdoin
and
is
Robert O'Brien was one of the
ious Forum.
gram, the staff of Bowdoin-on-the- matters of business were consid- already.
He
first students to enlist after war working for his A.B. degree.
7:00 p.m. Moulton Union, ConA Post-War Planning CommitAir will hold a meeting tomorrow ered and special appropriations
was declared in 1941. He was transferred from Rennselaer Polyference A. Meeting of Bownight, Thursday, February 15th, at were made.
Gifts and legacies tee, made up of faculty members,
technic
Institute
in
where
1942,
called to active duty in the spring
doin-on-the-Air. New freshmen
7.15, in Conference Room A at the amounting to over seventy thous- Frederick W. Brown, Stanley B.
of 1943. O'B has had a year and he was a Deke. Of Bowdoin, he
are particularly invfted to atMoulton Union. At the meeting, and dollars were accepted.
[ Continued on Page 4 }
a half of active duty with the Ma- says, "Same as it always was; ontend.
those interested will be given a
"Of special interest to underrines during which time he attend- ly a little smaller."
7:45 p.m. Station WGAN. Bowchance to find out what Bowdoin- graduates." President Sills said,
Russell Christopher received a
ed Officers Candidate School. He
doin-on-the-Air.
Musical proon-the-Air is like, and to listen to "was the provision that, on recomwas last stationed at the Quantico, medical discharge from the Army
gram gathered from the first one of our programs. Bowdoin-on- mendation of the faculty, men Religious
Virginia, base, where he received Medical Corps in which he served
student recital.
the-Air is heard every other Thurs- who have had less than four tria medical discharge on December overseas until wounded seriously
8:00 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
day at 7.45 on Station
(590 mesters of residence at Bowdoin "Equality"
by an exploding mine. He has al13.
Basketball vs. Bates.
would be eligible for the, degree,
on your dial).
ready completed five trimesters of
O'Brien, a 'Beta, is in the last
Since the ORIENT last went to provided that such men were callwork here in preparation for med- Fri. Feb. 16. Chapel, Professor
The Bowdoin Christian Associaan
half of his senior year. He is
press, Bowdoin-on-the-Air has had ed into the service, and had, in tion will sponsor a religious forum
'48 and EdLeith.
James
Eells
[ Continued on Page } ]
English major -and hopes to do
three broadcasts. The first was on the service program, completed at the college at the beginning of
win Cutler '47 will play an acBowfor
a
credits
January 18th, a musical program the necessary
next week.
cordian and clarinet duet.
This forum is the
by the members of the Alpha Delta doin degree."
fourteenth annual forum that has
3:00 p.m. The YMCA. Portland.
The committee is presided over been held at Bowdoin and is one
Swimming vs. Deering High Phi Fraternity, winners of the inand
college
the
terfraternity "sing. Donald H. Ly- by the President of
of the leading events of the colSchool.
ons '48 and Duncan H. Dewar *47 consists of the President, three lege program. The subject of this
6:00 p.m. The University Club,
any one of us, and then some.
year's forum will be "The ProbBoston.
Supper Meeting of
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
They feel an obligation to the
lem of Equality."
Alumni Fund Agents.
college and to us who are its stuThe affair will be opened Sun-8:00 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
dents.
How many of us, who are
day evening by a lecture in the
Basketball vs. Northeastern.
receiving the benefits of their
lounge of the Moulton Union given
8at., Feb. 17 Chapel, Professor
knowledge, feel obligated to them ?
by Rabbi Israel Harburg of the
Helmreich.
Here at Bowdoin we are fortuTemple Beth El. Lynn, Mass. He
7:30 p.m. Hyde Athletic Buildnate in having so many extrawill discuss the forum subject
ing. .Brunswick District Scout
curricular activities during warfrom an ethical and cultural standRally.
American Drama has asked "Pat"
By Bob Burroughs
time.
For the most part these
point.
The following Monday and
to present his findings to them
Sun., Feb. 18 4:30 p.m. Chapel,
activities have been kept alive by
Professor George H. Quinby,
Tuesday
evenings will be given
has
survey
spring. His
Rabbi Israel Harburg of Tem- Director of Dramatics, has re- early this
a small group of undergraduates.
over to student discussions in each
that with a few
him
convinced
ple Beth El, Lynn, Mass. The
The least that the rest of us can
turned to the campus after Sabof the college dormitories.
changes, the plans for a litminor
choir will sing an antiphonal
batical leave at Yale University,
do is to give them the necessary
The discussion in Winthrop Hall
Bowdoin which he
chorus,
"Adoramus Te," by where he worked on a comprehen- tle theater at
support to make things successful.
will be under the leadership of the
drew up in 1939 will be satisfacPalestrina.
sive survey of forty-two theatres
There are many students on camRev. Norman D. Goehring, St.
tory.
8:15 p.m. Moulton Union. Oppus who are not athletes, hut there
in American educational instituMichael's Parish,
Milton, Mass.
In an interview with an ORIening Meeting of the Religious tions. He must work on the reBy Art Sewall
are few who do so much studying
Rev. Goehring has worked considForum.
Rabbi Harburg will port for another month before he ENT reporter, "Pat" said that he erably with refugee groups in this
At the opening chapel service of that they cannot get to the games.
boards
the
"treading
fun
great
had
speak.
can "slack off and take up the
country.
the present trimester. President The Student Council, White Key,
In Hyde Hall, the Rev.
again" in a play written by a stuKenneth C. M. Sills stressed the and Union Committee are each Mon., Feb. 19 Chapel. The Pres- Masque and Gown reins."
Cecil H. Rose will lead the disdent at the Department of Drama.
fact that, today, incoming fresh- composed of only twelve men but
He is Director of the
His survey is intended to help While he was in Connecticut, New cussion.
ident.
men immediately become an in- every student should be ready to
the college
theater movement. Haven had a record season of try- Westminster foundation in Bos6:45 p.m. Discussion Meetings
t regal part of the undergraduate co-operate with them and to offer
"Pat" Quinby originally hoped to outs of professional Broadway ton, which is connected with the
of the Religious Forum. Leadbody.
It is definitely true that suggestions of a helpful nature.
visit the theaters, but because of
ers: Winthrop Hall, The Rev.
plays.
Among others, he saw the Presbyterian Church, and he is
the majority of curricular and exSince 1943, when the under•Norman D. Goehring, Rector the wartime travel conditions, he openings of "The Hasty Heart," active in work with students in
tra-curricular activities need frosh graduate enrollment dropped to
worked instead, by correspondence "A Bell for Adano," and "One the .New England area. The Apof St. Michael's Church, Milpleton Hall discussion will be led
co-operation, in order to be suc- its present level, the college has
with the help of the faculty of the Man Show."
ton, Mass.; Apple ton Hall, The
,
However, does every new had difficulty in maintaining facilcessful.
the Rev. Ralph D. Hyslop, DiRev. Ralph D. Hyslop, Director Yale Department of Drama. AfHe attests to the popularity of by
rector of College Work for the
freshman try to do his part to ities for a well rounded college
ter writing for permission from "Harvey"
of College Work for the Congby the fact that he
further college life?
the presidents of the institutions, could not get to see him (who Congregational Christian Churchprogram. A few undergraduates
regational Christian Churches.
There are many students on have had just as hard a time getHyde Hall, The Rev. C. H. he sent out questionnaires to the can) even with his professional es. Rev. Hyslop is coming here
campus at present who do not ting the students to make the best
policy makers of the theaters, the connections with }he theater. For under the sponsorship of the StuRose. Director of the Westminrealize how the college is organ- use of these facilities. Both have
architects, the directors, the busi- all-around effect he enjoyed "A dent Christian Movement in New
ster Foundation.
They seem to forget that done an excellent job and, with
ness managers, and the consult- Bell for Adano." He admits, how- England, with which the BCA has
fated.
7:30 p.m. Moulton Union, Conaffiliations.
the college has 150 years of in- more help, both might be able to
ference A.
Meeting of the jants to the theaters.
ever, that he knew the producer,
The dormitory groups will meet
valuable experience to profit by. do better in the future. The colBowdoin-on-the-Air Executive
"Pat" is still waiting for sorm director, and adapter as fellow
They also forget that the college lege must make its own decisions,
Committee.
jof his material. He hopes to pub- students in the Yale Department immediately after dinner in the
recreation rooms in Winthrop and
is
run by capable governing but we might do well to follow
8:15 p.m. Moulton Union. Dr. lish his survey after visiting some of Drama in the 1920s.
These boards are com- the lead of the few men on camboards.
Herbert John Fleure will give of the theaters personally. The
At iNew Haven he sat in on a Appleton Halls while the discusposed of successful alumni who pus who have been around Bowthe first of the Tallman Lecthost for some visiting scholars course on directing television pro- sion in Hyde Hall is to be held in
think as much of the college as doin longer than most of us.
ures.
from Oxford who are studying ductions.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

normal

Due to the success of the informal movies shown last month.
The

Battle Winter

LIFE Feature

red by boots or wheels. Coffin and
Kosti captured Maine, its freezing
sea, barren fields, handsome barns,
Christmas card churches, black
woods, white skies, and rugged
people— in the dead of winter.
What the photographer committed
to film, the poet expressed in writ;
ten words, and in the last issue
of "Life" the other forty-seven
states were shown what their far
eastern sister, Maine, suffers for
four months of the year.
Dr. Coffin, during that weekj
added to his infinite supply of anecdotes one about a photographer1
and a poet who held each other's!
feet from Harpswell to Brunswick?
to keep them from freezing and!
another about an old lumberman,
selected as a perfect representation of his tough kind of lifeJ
While Kosti prepared to photo-'
graph him, the Paul Bunyan abav4
ed and transformed himself into at
useless Lucius Beebe. Two of the
poems were written while the professor proctored his Freshman
English finals. Dr. Coffin received
the pictures which "Life" chose to
publish on Wednesday, Febiuary
8; he wrote the poems and mailed
them to the magazine the following Friday. Seven days later Mr.
and Mrs. Hummer, the farm couple who appear in one of the
photographs, were
looking
at
themselves in a national publica'

Professor R. P. T. Coffin

,

tion.

Sesquicentennial last June, braved
the frigid Maine winter in a window-less Model-T, borrowed as a
last resort when the doctor's car
refused to move further into the
open than the threshold of his
Trespassing upon secret
garage.

snows and into silent woods whose
white floors had not yet been mar-

-----

This article represents an experiment on the part of "Life" as
well as its creators. It is the first
time that a photographer and: a
poet have worked directly together for that magazine, fusing their
arts.
The success of the article
may set a precedent for a new
trend in such regional illustration.

1

——
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The Bowdoin Orient

Mary

offers us

ity to

point with pride to the splendid

an excellent opportun-

Campus Survey

Mustard $m4

Maine

RutsbHiihcd lilt

freedom of the press. Not o»ry
Orient st udem-run and studem-

- una

U.JW.

ORIENT hag a
an opportunity

- —*-

-

self,

written without faculty censorship in

advance, but

RmrritiM
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it

has enjoyed complete

•
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Rrictnald K. Spurr
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Ted Saba

'4«

I»**p
MnitnKf lag Batten
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Hpor* I****
Feature KdKox

Uuh-Kdito*

Hk* Kamtaa*
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frastlam afofit threats of reprisal be-

cause of the matter which has appear-

ed in its columns. It is a great pleasure
and privilege to work on a completely
free organ of news and opinion. The
staff appreciates this and so does the
student body. We are conscious of our
responsibility and determined to remain true to the trust which is placed

C. "innt* '49
Carl Lebovltz '47
kUtwo**coc 47

'

»

MASQUE AND GOWN SMOKER

David* DtekMxi '4»

David

8. C<rflln» '48
„'

.

.

,

ifcinfttWrtat'M
frank Kimball

4.

'4?

Tonight's Smoker in the

Union and the return
H Quinby from

George

Mouhon

.

of Professor
his sabbatical

leave of absence heralds the revival of

the past two trimesters

Associate Profeasor Athern P. Daggett
Aaaiatant Profeaaor Philip
Brown
Philip Hoffman. 45
AdverMaiaa Maaagoe
Leon** B. Belt '4?
Ctreulatton Ma—fir .... Ai*Jiur C. Sevan, Jr. '47
AMi«taaU
Albert C. Me««wea '*\
.

M

Masque and Gown. Dormant
due to his

the

BOWDOIN MBLlSWV<i fOMPAJW
.

.

sence,

organization has already

this

taken the

for

ah*

steps in preparation for

first

an active season by electing a "streamlined" Executive Committee.

I

Donald 8. Blooniberif *4»
Bernard LeBe«u.'4&
Ckeorgo Passe* '48
George MUJer '48
Robert Good '48
Heary Korttaky '48
mill nn mi m
'

Because the cootpositioa of the
student body changes so rapidly nowadays

very possible that a majority
only a vague idea of

it is

now have

here

i

Masque and Gown's work and
campus importance. For their benefit,
let it be said that the Masque and
the

Associated
U-WMkb warn

Publlah**

Q*e&te Pre*

elaanaa.

am

hahi by th«
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Gown

and
acting phases has always enlisted one
of the largest and most enthusiastic
groups of adherents of any extra-curricular activity on campus. The opportunities for practical training under
an enthusiastic and experienced coach
are invaluable- There are tours with
in

writing, production,

its

their incidental stimulating contacts.

By joining
you

Masque and Gown

the

be joining a going concern

will

with an exciting past and a bright

Monday's Al* dispatch describing
the suspension oi the William and
Mary newspaper because of an editorial by its editor advocating closer
fraternization and association with
Negro students strikes a sour note
here,

Uaowdoin gave an honorary degree
to the Confederacy's Civil War President Jetferson Davis before the war

broke qua; it resisted pressure to revoke the degree all during (he war
years. During the war an unusually
large proportion of

Union

tests

forces.

to that.

its

sons served in

Memorial Hall

at-

Mrs. Harriet Beechcr

future.

HEAITH FOR AVERAGE STUDENT
We

fessor

Bowdoin College

husband.

She

believe
for

Now

Almost anybody will
But when you get down

as a principle that

fine.

agree to

it.

and see that full acceptance of
a "Health for All" program means:
Compulsory physical training for
t.
to cases

all

students for four years even

aft-

Expansion of the physical training
staff and facilities in order to give
all training with supervision ami
individual attention and in order
to offer a broader list of sports to

The

4.

The

meet the

interests of

all.

expenditure of time, money,
and effort to carry out the above.

88-year^old editor of the "Flat

necessity of convincing the

administration, Governing Boards,

and alumni of the need and desirability of a "Health for All" pro-

same

gram.

The

5.

possibility of

having to de-

emphasize the established intercollegiate competitive teams in order to fully meet the needs of the
majority of the students.

Then

it i&

apparent that the issue

not so cut and dried as
peared,

It

is

at first ap-

it

means- a fight against iner-

against the "back to normalcy"

treme; certainly with the majority of

tia,

and against the "everything for
the football team" element.
Since Pearl Harbor we have instituted a compulsory program of athletics,

advocated in liberal quarters as the
solution to America's vexing r*tt

problem.

Bowdoin hag

set

a food!

example in the past. We have had
Negro students here for many years,
and they have been* accepted into our
community. In fact, lets than two
years ago one was ejected to be president of the Student Council.

This arbitrary and uodemocraak
action on the part of Wilham and

•aaai

James

infant columnist severely to the
task.
Why, the poor, harried re*
porter was even accused of usurp*
ing the initials of a rather obscure
Yale poet. Then the critic soundly
flayed him for using "someone's

than he is even if I have been
Moreover, I don't think it's
possible to mooch a cigarette from
him anyway. At any rate, I defy
him to find a Yale poet, obscure or

sick.

are

initials

—m-c

R.

—

Speaking of cigarettes that's
do these days is speak and
I had
shortage

boys,

but

let

gram
letic

us not forget the pitiful pro-

that existed previously.

got excellent coaching

ing and the

test

The ath-

and

train-

were allowed to waste

their time in unsupervised; haphaz-

ard play. College

is

supposed

pare u* for the struggle for

life.

to pre-

Let us

go forward not backward. Let us have
MMe post-war funds earmarked
"health lot the average student."

arriving

Forest

in

up

Belgium with the 422nd

solved.

Never mind how. Suffice to say
went hand into mailed fist with

Robert Rudy

'46,

—

graduate of the

'46,

Trans-

well,

:

I

don't feel

from the "house'*

T.D.'s pitching in?

mistakes are formed in the re"Hound" Sewall came up

al

copying.

with a pip while rewriting "Music
Notes" fcr this issue, when he remarked in all seriousness: "Hero's

two guys who work together
ty well."

A

pret-

peek at the copy

closed the "two guys" were

dis-

Rimsky

and Korsakoff, who according to
the "Hound" should eliminate th.
hyphen in their name in order to
1

simplify recognition.

V:—

Twenty-one Students
Pledge To Fraternities

Lt. (jg) Crowell Hall '37 was vised the bright idea of a pool to
wounded while on duty with a mo- be placed upon the number of
The following men have
tor torpedo squadron in the Pacific words. Dick Eskilson was the lucky
His meritorious service won him man, but he wrote the story and he pledged since last term:
the Navy and Marine Medals. At of all people, should know howPhi:

been;

-

present he

is

recovering in the St.

Alpha Delta

hard he worked!

Eells, Jr. '48,

Albans Hospital.

•

V

•

Nat a tor and

—

'

|

Pv't. Malcolm Chamberlain '46 of
a medical detachment also visited
here a short time ago. He has been
on detached service in Springfield,
Mo., and is now going back to
Camp Wheeler, Ga.
Ens. DeWitt Minich '43 returned
m-c—
The other njght I sat in Sar- wildered senior who hasn't been to college for a visit after seeing
PT boat action in the Pacific. Folgent Gymnasium, beaming broadly able to get to a class yet.
lowing his leave, he will probably
from ear to ear. The reason was.
m-c—
join a, new squadron and go back.
obvious a hard-playing Bowdoin
basketball team was running the
2nd Lt. David Hastings '46, came
I was on the floor doing my
Maine basketball team into the Yogi setups, vainly attempting to back for a short stay from Langpolished boards, with almost etv dope out some method of grace- ley Field, Va.
fortless ease.
Victory was good fully closing this column (loud
Jesse Levin '39, Captain in the
I
remember Bowdoin basketball, shouts of "What kept you?") Army Dental Corps, vLsited here
teams that distinguished them* when the door opened admitting a after seeing service on Kwajalein,
selves only by fighting with fierce ghoul-like apparition.
My tensed Leyte, and other Pacific islands.
and astute courage in numerous features relaxed into a genial grin, He was wounded on Leyte, and will
losing engagements, distinguishing however, when I recognized the'
report back to Fletcher General
themselves by never failing to apr creature as Robespierre, the faith- Hospital, Cambridge, Ohio.
pear for scheduled games even af- ful ol' noun' dog of Bill Craigie
Cpl. William S. McDonough '46
ter they had been soundly thrash- '4.4 (a dreamy eyed individual who
was killed in action over Italy on
ed.
consistently dreamed his way onJanuary 20. After completing his
m-c
to the Dean's list). But what a
training in Atlantic City, New
I remember sitting beside a har- Changed Robespierre!
In place of
and at Scott Field, 111., he
ried, worried, deathly pale Bow- the noble. Light hear ted. gay dog Jersey
doin mentor while he soulfully. of yesteryear, sat a sadly used became radio operator on a Liberator bomber.
yet unsuccessfully tried to

So

,

want 'something

— :Y:—

Every other Sunday evening the

,

for awhile.

my new quarters. How about you

On the second floor of South
Appleton there is a saying, "If you
to happen, just
mention it!" Last week Reg Spurr
been reported missing over Ger- mentioned to "Fudge" Fade, who
many since December 29, 1944. He had an ailing wisdom tooth, that
was commissioned at Craig Field, he was fortunate enough to escape
Alabama.
the pain accompanying said misery.
It was too late, for Reg had com2nd Lt. Harold W. Bishop '45 of mitted himself, and he's still kickmissing
reported
been
has
the AAF
ing himself. You guessed it. Spurr
since November 27, 1944 after a
is now suffering from the same
over the
flight
reconnaissance
malady, and for the record Reg,
Brenner Pass in Italy. His home is
me
too!
in North Attleboro, Mass.

that fine, noble state of North.
Dakota, known to the familiar as
the "Flicker-tail State." Don't ask
me why. I'm still on chapter one Charles Erickson '48, Zete Pledge
in North Dakota lore.
The deal "From what I've seen of the ORI-

worked well

to

Infantry. He is the son of Paul R.
Wyman of Deering.
Lt. William Flynt '44, holdeY of
the 'Air Medal and Cluster, has

Somehow

floor corners to third floor cells.

{

dream of them—J thought
cigarette

first

like hoisting the furniture appropriated

overseas, he swept
through France and the Ardennes

ter

1

all I
this

106th
missing in action since the start of
the German counter-offensive. Af-

:

for "someone efeeV or- vice
versa. (Since then I've never been
able to keep them straight either).
But I'm not afraid. I'm bigger
else."

whose

PfC-

Reports that the T.D.'s are ready to invade Applcton
Hall brought forth vigorous resentment from men who
David Wyman '47 of the
Infantry Division has been don't appreciate being ousted from luxuriously decorated'

Dickson, David A.
Saindon, Ambrose
Ens. DeForest Becker, Jr., '46
Following pointed requests for Psi Upsilon:
Swim Slar: "What the ORIENT was instantly killed in a plane increased attendance at college
Longley. James B.
Sanford, Fla. functions this reporter is pleased,
lacks in talent it makes up in* crash off the coast of
Entering Bowdoin in the summer if not downright happy, about the
gusto!"
Chi Psi:
trimester of 1942, he became a turnouts at the two Maine games,
Frederick
Wildman,
Ernst C Helmreich, Professor of member of Alpha Tau Omega fra- the Bates debacle, and recent home
History and Government "Every- ternity. While still a freshman, ne games. Any supporter will sparkle
Theta Delta Chi:
improving
the*
talks
about
one
left college to train as a navy flier.
when he relates the formation of a
Showalter. Arthur II Jr.
ORIENT, but it seems to me that
Towers, Nelson M.
Cpl. Donald L. Philbrick '44 was "swing" band at the U. of M. game
it is as well run now as it ever
wounded in Germany December last Saturday. What the boys lackhas been in the past."
He was with Patton's ed in musical ability they made up^ Delta Upsilon:
24. 1944.
David A. Works '42, Journalist: Third Army at the time of the for in noisemaking qualities, for.
Emmons. Harry „ Jr.
"The ORIENT'S all right, but it's German
After there was ennough "brass" to supbreakthrough.
Hickcy, George \V.
beginning to suffer from over-con- studying German at Cornell, he ply the Radar school. Happily beating
the
bass
drum
was
Saba
Ted
Instead of improving it was classified as interpreter with
fidence.
Zeta Psi:
is liable to stay where it is: halfthe 95th Division. He holds the and "Bull" Bell, with "Iron-Man"
Damon, Edward K.
way between a mediocre and a Combat Infantryman's Badge and Maclnnes clashing the cymbals.
Erickson. Charles L.
Hal
Kimball
and
Tom
Chadwick
competent campus bi-weekry. Its the Sharpshooter's Medal.
Good, John E.
supplied the reed section, with Bob
editorials are weak and show lack
T/Sgt. Harlan Thombs '38 visit- Burroughs accompanying on a bari- Beta Theta Pi:
of any aggressive policy."
ed Bowdoin recently after arriving tone horn. "Harry' James" of the
Anderson, Richard L.
'48.
Hockey,
Albert W. Chillson
in the States from England Decem- evening was Dick Norton with adKern, William L.
Baseball and Philosophy: "Well, ber 24, 1944. He had been attached ditional trumpeters in Bill Small
now let me see I enjoy reading to the Ninth Air Force, although and yours truly, who was forced to
Sigma iNu
good
think
it's
a
I
the ORIENT.
not flying. While there he married assign the job. of taking tickets to
Harmon. -Donald I.
paper and as far as I know every- an English girl, who will come to a pledge in order to add my
Keirstead. Ralph. E., Jr.
one else does."
this country later.
"tooted" horn to the aggregation.

his laboxings. bringing the

ENT,

think it reflects faithfully
in fact, I'm now attempting to the spirit of the college, and that
convert this corner into a content- is what any school paper should
ed,
self-satisfied
smoker. do."
pipe
Things are tough everywhere.
I

—

ORIENT

Alpha Tau Omega:
Barnstone, Willis G.

gathers together,
hoping somehow that enough copy
will be handed in to make up the
issue. One of the duties of a subeditor is to rewrite stories, and
more often than not many additionstaff

»
1

,

*"',

Hanna. Blake T.
LeBeau, Bernard
Lusher, Harold E.
Miller, Robert
Pappas, George D.

BE

'

m

—

—

—

spiritual aid for his weary charges.
In his place, the other night,
sat a calm, happy, almost gentle
Coach Mahoney, directing his
team to victory with assurance
poise. When "Bull" Bell and
Ragged Rascals (a feature
which added plenty of color to the
game) swung into a merry tune,

and

bis

the Coach's rich baritone took off
in a chorus or two ot happy melr
ody. I liked him better that way.

He's a good family man of fine
old Irish stock and life should be
made easy for him. He had cigarettes, too. Victory was good

—

m-c
Incidently, the Coach has a solid
method of identifying his athletes.
Watching one of his boys scrambling for a loose ball, he turned

—

Lt. Stanley H.

Low

"35,

who

is

"Hello* Robes." I said, "Where to be discharged from the Army in
have you been?"
March, was lately seen about the
"K-9 Corps," he replied wearily, campus. He was stationed in Ire^My, am I beat. Just got my dis- land and England after having
cbarge. Worms, you know. iNow completed his training at Fort
I'm trying to get rehabilitated."
Benning. Ga., and Fort Knox, Ky.
He came back from overseas and
"Oh," I murmured.
Robespierre kept glancing about underwent a wrist operation.
the room in his old sly manner.
Lt. (jg) Paul L. Wheeler '40
Patiently I waited, knowing full came back here after having been
well what his next move would be. on extensive duty aboard subma"Craigie around?" he finally rines. He went through Midshipman's school at Northwestern UniSadjy, I shook my head
.asked,
"How about Murgatroid Schlitz versity and won his Dolphins in
While aboard the USS
•49?" (a dreamy-eyed individual 1943.
who consistently dreamed up bet- Scamp, he was awarded the Silver
Star Medal and a letter of comter prose than this.)
"distinguishing himAgain I could only nod nega- mendation for
self by conspicuous gallantry and
tively.

and
to
It was Robespierre's turn
"There's a great boy. A great mutter "Oh."
competitor.
A good Irishman. Then we both waited, eyeing
And," he added, somewhat smugly, each other furtively. The atmos"He's only flunking two."
phere grew tense. Then dammit,
m-c
he said it.
No wonder people love New
"How about giving an old buddy
England Just when it appeared a cigarette?!!"
that we were doomed to be buried
That was too much! Bounding
under endless reams of snow, the up from the floor and pointing
sun broke through with warmth, toward the door, wrathfully I
reminding
the
oppressed thai shouted "No!! N-O! NO!! Now
spring will come— the last of May! get out
of here!"
And while on the subject of snew.
Robespierre's manner changed
8 Chesterfield at least, to that from <>ne °' humble servility to
staunch character. Bill Coombs, one of crafty bestiality. The old
who endlessly bucks his plow Robespierre materialized before
against the drifts so that Bowdoin me.
boys can go to class without reyou crumb," he
right,
"All
sorting to snowshges.
snarled "I'm going. But this is
said,

them no democracy-loving American
could quarrel. Greater frat*rma*fciog.
rather than segregation hag long been

Ambrose- L. Saindon

fellow townsman of mine took, up- fer from University of Maine
on lumsetf a column aptly titled iGBodman, Ambrose!): "The OR"Variety.'
His highly commend; 1ENT represents a good literary
able efforts had scarcely material-. effort. Occasionally it lacks origi?ed into reality when one of our mahty and has a predominance of
distinguished faculty critics re- com,"

invoke beast.

er the war.

3.

Negroes "in our hearts and uuiuU'"
and added that fraternisation "cannot
and should not be done today* or tomorrow, but perhaps the next <t*>"
Perhaps some of these view* are Mb

on

individual.

the proceedings at Williamsburg.

the coHege» "joi» the

the natural-

— with special emphasis

sounds

Cabin" here. The Harriet
Stowe House on Federal
Brunswick landmark.
Street is a
Therefore, as a HberaV college of the
Northern Doraocraey we feel that we
have a right to at least comment on

attend

w not just

student."

the peculiar needs and interests of the

Beecher

dubs, be our roommates, pin the
same classmates* and marry among
us.
She considered education the
means to bring equal recognition of

average

the

for all students
ly athletic

pro-

Hat/' Marilyn kaeinmerle, who comes
from Michigan, said that the time
should come when Negroes should

of

adequate, physical training

is,

2.

The

principle

the

"Health

wrote 'Uncle

Toms

in

That

Stowe Lived in Brunswick for some
years with her

I'm rather uneasy abou* alt thj*.
Understand, I'm making no apolofor
the
ensuing phrases,
They're mine, att mine, and I'H
stand bx every dirty little- inch of
them.
But once upon a time a

otherwise,
0*B.

Dave Covins

Front

Leave it to the ORIENT staff to
Unit has been
don't think much of the ORIENT Norwich A.S.T.P.
December devise new ways of making its
as a person. The last time anyone missing in action since
members work. Sunday evening a
with
overseas
been
1944.
He
had
16,
Quoted me they missed my point
group of bedraggled editors hagso I don't dare say anything about the 106th Infantry Division for the gled over the counting of words in
two months previous.
'the paper."
a long article, until someone de-

gies

viewed

$yt

sees

By Bob O'Brien
the word ORIENT just to see
This isn't my idea. Practically what effects the suggestion would
Caught in "off" mocrumbling for want of. a eigarette, produce.
I naturally veere** toward the hov- ments, various of the big "pco,"
el where the ORIENT is bi-week- and
"con" men among campus
ly nourished into existence, having characters have bared their innerheard that newspaper man smoke most opinions. If we don't like it,
endless chains of said items of we grant they can say, "You askwhich I, have none. It was easy ed for itr"
to slip in. The door is always unPeter A. Curran '46, President
locked (You, too, can be a feature
Council: "It's a
Greeting the assembled of the Student
, writer).
lot better than it was last
helluva
knaves with rare, hearty hoiyab.'s>
tremendous improveand hiyah's. I pointedly conv summer
menced whistling "Smoke Gets In ment!"
Your Eyes," coyly shifting over to
Robert G. O'Brien '44, Returned
"While a Cigarette Was Burning." Marine and Raconteur Par ExcelThe resulting silence was golden lence: "I think they're doing a
and I now have enough specie to good job to keep, themselves going
challenge the Sort Kao* cohorts in these times.
The men in the
to. a rough game of penny pitching[service appreciate any copy they
at thirty paces, ali kit bander's
get."
barred Bt*t I still don'* have a
Joseph C. Wheeler '48. Track
cigarette.
Star and ORIENT Sub-Editor: "I

it

9 1.

WtLUAM AND MARY'S NEWSPAPER

the

it

—

in us.

A that*
«ob#K W.

Director*

when

to talk about itbaa drifted about muttering

.

wonrmk ml KS35i *?

Feature Writers

right,

VARIETY.

Bowdoin

This column, believing that the

ideal of
is the-

The

By Die* KaWl

record Bowdoin has in upholding the

Vol.

1

intrepidity

in

against, the
patrols." He has

acticn

enemy during war

also seen duty aboard the USS
Sargo and the USS Irex.
Ens Carlton C. Young, Jr., '43,
returned to the campus and spent
a few days with his family before
reporting for duty at San Diego.
He went through Pre-Flight School
at Wesleyan University and was
stationed for a while at the Naval
Air Station in St. Louis. After advanced training at Pensacola, he

was commissioned ensign.
Pfc. Frank W. Alger '43 came
back to visit the college, the Kappa
Sigs in particular. While in college,
Alger played football and was a
member of the S. C. D. C. Because
of a bad knee, he was "surveyed
out" of the O. C. S. He is now stationed at Quant ico, Va.

hellava way to treat an old
a.
In case. Professor Horraell does- buddy. And don't forget, you used
Pfc. George "Punchy" Kaknes
to cut yourself in on plenty of
those free Phillip Morris's from '42 recently came back to college
ties, wbjch should make the course the Zate House in the old days."
fcr a short time. He was a memin American Political Parties ex"Out," I said firmly, still point- ber of the Beta Tlteta Pi Fraternity
citing and interesting in many re- ing toward the door, (ftu've got here. He is now in his fourth- year
spects.
The morning after the to be hard in this racket.)
at Tufts Army Medical School.
recent "big snow" hall of hia class
"AM right, I'm going," he
Lt. Geoffry R. Stanwood '38
appeared at the scheduled class- growled, taking my right index came back to visit the college after
room in the library. The other finger off at the knuckle with one being on special duty for a year and
half which apparently is operating savage .snap.
a half at Pearl Harbor. Among his
"a little left of center." battled its
Good old, faithful Robespierre many activities while in college
way through, the drifts oa into disappeared through the door con- were his founding of the MeddieMemorial Hall, waited patiently tentedly munching mv finger, bempsters. He was also vice presifor fifteen minutes, then adjourned probably figuring he had the last dent of his class and co-captain
of
back to the comfort of the donna word. He really did. you know the track team. Now that his work
It mtght be added that the radi- 1 can't type without my right in- has
been completed, he is to be recals had in their midst a poor be- dex finger. What a solution!!
assigned shortly.
n't realize it* his History 53 course
has split into two divergent par-

Battle Report to all
JLjVERY seaman and

officer

Hands

aboard our Navy's fighting ships

instantly hears the call to action, follows the battle's progress

orer a special type of announcing system made by Western
Electric.

On

carriers the entire crew, topside

and ammunition

oilers

and below deck to

passers, can hear first-hand accounts

from the pilots themselves on how it went "upstairs.''
Meeting the communication needs of our armed forces re-

direct

manpower and manufacturing
why telephone equipment cannot now be

quires all available
That's

#

civilian

use.

and workers

Aj&er the war, Bell Laboratories'
at

Western

facilities.

built for
scientists

Electric will turn again to their

peacetime jobs of designing and making telephone equipment
for the Bell System.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

"Service to the Nation in Peace

®

and War".

i^aa^A«a.
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THE BOWIKUN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS

f

By Frank KimbmU
With the passing of

Travis into the ranks of Bowdoin

Cliff

aiumni, yours truly hereby takes

umn. However,

someone eke wiU ha

after this issue

taking

4 wa#

returned to the court last Saturday
night and trounced the University
of Maine by a score of 64-50. This
victory/ the second over Maine,
gives the Polar Bears three wins
against no defeats in the mythical
State Series,
The "kids" started the game,
minus the services of John Whitcomb, who has joined the Navy.
His place was taken by Don Russell
who fitted right into the lineup,
and turned in an exceptionally fine
game- at center. Sparked by fast
and accurate passing the "kids"
tore the visitors' zone defense, to
ribbons, and piled up a 26-11 lead
before they were relieved with five
minutes left in the first half.
"Stevey" Monaghan and Don Bussell each got 10 points in this session. The bigger five took over for
the remainder of the half, and were
slow in getting started so that the
score at the half was 32-21.
The "Pale Blue" played a wideopen Rhode Island style basketball
on the offense, and a pressing manto-man defease in the second half.
These changes helped the "Oronoites," and proved troublesome for
the "Big White," but with "Danny"
Morrison and "Packy" McFarland
matching "Vern" Byers and Tom

sort ol

meant to him I know 1 didn't until I
he gave a member of our athletic
;

polar bearings

Bowdoin assured
basketball state series
the University of

itself

of capturing the mythical civilian

Saturday night when

title last

Maine

Again

64-5,0.

it

it

defe ased

was the "kids" minus

John Whitcomb who
game. The big surprise of the evening Mian

turned in the outstanding play of the hall

Whitcomb

tacular play in replacing

Eton. Russell's spec-

at center foe the "kids." Al-

though not quite the play maker John was, Don really looked
good on the backboard and also was hitting the hoop for. "2"
consistently. "Rabbit" Robbins has largely taken over Whitcomb's job of feeding and setnng up while Steve Mpnaghan has
been hitting the double figures regularly to pace the "kids" in
scoring.

"Packy" MacFarUnd still rolls on continually playing a
brand of ball fit for superlatives only. Pan Morrison cut loose
against Maine and showed us the kind of ball he is really capable of playing.

polar bearings

The hockey team despite its three setbacks by Bates is improving with each game. The addition to the squad of Bert McKenna as first string goalie has plugged a big gap in the White's
defense. Art Simonds has been a hustler on the line and skates
well

and hard,

Much

getting credit (or several assists.

BIG WHITE

H

Whitmore
Sayage, c

McDonald

2
4

—

Glad to see the White Key continue under
able leadership of Warren Court! The While Kay
fers the opportunity for inbrrfraterni ty jjajstiny

ofit

was quite
quite amazing

night

this year, there

being only two high school meet* left on Bob Miller's program.
It was generally agreed by all coaches at last week end's meet
that Bowdoin did a fine job at Cambridge, especially since Coach

team was the only

civilian

(Continued from Page

ical school

comes

I

next September.

from

Weymouth.

chusetts, and is a
Chi Psi fraternity.

in die held.

CINDERMENLOSEAT

Entering Veterans
[

gsoup

member

}

GARDEN BAA. GAMES

Russ
Massaoi the

Last Saturday evening the Bowdoin relay team competed against

received a
medical discharge after serving
ton months in the Army Ordinance Department. He transferred
to Bowdoin as a sophomore from
the University of Maine.
He
comes from Pert land where he
prepared at Portland High School.
Goodman is a member of the
Thomdike Club and a pre-raedical
Concerning the treatstudent.
ment of veterans here he says,
"The treatment of the vets here is
swell very good."

Northeastern University in the
Boston Athletic Association track

Bernard

Goodman

meet.

Timothy

J.

Donovan

,

If

....

'48,

...

2
10

1

3

4

T Gooch, rg
6
6 Haley

1

4

5

1

1

3

6

6

18

O
8

1

17
A. A. U. Meet was
held at the college pool on Janu-

The Maine

31-

12

74;

'

Cook

and

tenberg College in Ohio. Jim is Executive Committee
on the negative panel, and reprea Psi Upsilon pledge. Of the col[ Continued from Page- 1 }
senting Bates were Barbara Miller
lege he says "Everything is very
members of the Board of Trustees, and Richard Malatesta, on the afgood."
President Sills
and three members of the Board firmative panel.

.Nelson Towers comes to college
presided.
Judge John A. Peafter serving two years and a of Overseers.
Participating in the debate held
month in the infantry and armor- ters of Portland, Mr. John F. Dana
in the Little Theatre at Bates
ed forces. Towers worked with of Portland, and Mr.
Albert T. were Stanley D. Weinstein '47 and
the armored amphibious forces at
Gould
of Boston represent the Paul R- Aronson '48 for Bowdoin,,
the time they were formed. While
on active duty he had attained the Board of Trustees; and Mr. John taking the affirmative side, while
rank of second lieutenant.
'w. Frost of New York, Mr. John Nan Lord and Geraldine Weed for
Towers has lived in Los Angeles, L. Baxter of Brunswick, and Mr. Bates took the negative side.
Each debater presented a tenCalifornia, since ,1926, when he atPhilip
Clifford of Portland, minute speech and a five-minute
tended the Los Angeles City College for a short time.
Nelson serve on the committee from the rebuttal, followed by an open forum. Both were non-decision despent some time in the American Board of Overseers.
bates.
Institute of Banking, and
|

;

a

Hamblen and

Cor tinted from Page

were the

of

Bmnswlok, Mama
CsaMat SUMOv

tend Bowdoin."

HOTEL MAINE
ROOMS tl.00 UP
LUNCHEONS - DINNEB*
Street

24

HOUB SERVICE

ALLEN'S

MUG

141 Maine Street

STORE
Tel. 77s

M. C. PERKINS. Ph.G.

soloists.

COOK WINS ONE ACT
PLAY CONTEST PRIZE

TEL. 1000

To You?

when

j

j

]

c

McFarland Leads Hoop
FRATERNITIES FIGHT
Scorers With 133 Points

charge of

in

FOR COURT HONORS

Team members
have

and including the second Maine
game.
McFarland
1 33

figure that they

hours

twelve

about

spent

The following is a resume of
the individual and team scoring of the Varsity basketball
team thus fax this season, up to

service

into

shovelling, scraping, and flooding,
for every hour they've skated at
the rink, but it seems to be a

unanimous opinion

that

Monaghan
Morrison
Robbins
Kimball

was

it

time well spent. Faculty interest
has been aroused in the sport
through the enthusiasm shown by

The game

Bates proved to be
something of a disappointment,
not only from standpoint of the
at

been preH. James Cook
military training. The first of these
was on January $3rd with Syra- sented a statuette by the Masque

Gown

cuse University. Stanley Weinstein and

contributing the
'47 and John Cummins '48 repre- sole manuscript to be submitted in
sented Bowdoin. Representatives the recent One Act Play Contest.
of Syracuse University were Jean Cook received an "Oscar" made by
Collins and Jean Slade. Professor Gregory Wiggam and presented by
Daggett presided over the discus- an anonymous donor in 1938.
The play, entitled "The Impenesion. The second panel discussion
was on January 30th with Bates trable Shield," from a quotation by
College. Stanley Weinstein '47, and Thoreau, and dealing with military
John Thomas '48 represented Bow- conscription, willlje enacted at the
doin, and Dorothy Strout and Masque and Gown smoker this eveDavid Brigham represented Bates. ning. In the cast Professor Thomas
Means will appear as Prank
Professor Thayer presided.
Adams; Mrs. Katherine Daggett as
Julia Adams; Mrs. Ruth Brown as
for

Anne Evans; and John Martin

ReBgkws Forum
f

Room

Continued from Page

Yes, We're Interested In

than T. Whitman '47, student
chairman, will speak concerning
the forum at the chapel service
tomorrow.

PHIL6AS
does the cooking

Mi MS Brun&wickUardwareCo.

|

(Special Dispatch to

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Maine Street

Fancy Groceries

In the other

White Key Elects New

TONDREAU BROS.

For This Term

Officers

for the spring trimester.
sults

Warren

found

The

Court

re'47

elected president and James Whit'48 elected secretary-treas-

Bow-

hoop scorer,

doin's leading

suf-

fered a leg injury in the

Radar

According

night.

to the infirmary, "Packy's" In-

jury

not serious, and treat-

is

him

will permit
in

two days

in the following

to

see service

Bates game

the

tomorrow

X-rays were taken of the

Injured leg, but they failed to

|
I

disclose

any broken bones.

Due tc renewed interest in the
organization by the student body,
the White Key plans to continue a
program of activity. This schedule
consists rf arranging basketball
games, swimming meets, and other
athletic events. Its functions also
include wtlccming visiting teams
and encouraging the athletic abilites of undergraduates who are unable to make varsity teams. The
winners will be presented some
trophy indicative of their victorv.
The
Key plans to institute
J2£?
an elimination
tournament in inIter- fraternity basketball.

Feb. 14-1.1

Girl

Rush

with
Frances Langford Wally Broun
also

Fox News

the Thorndik-

Jr.,

stood out.

Short Subjects

at that time.

The following is the
standing of the league:

present

Won

Lost

D.U
Dekes

4
3

o

Thorndikes

3

l

Chi Psi

3

1

Betas

2

2

Zetes

2

2

T.D.

1

2

Kappa Sig

1

2

A.T.O.

3

A.D.
Psi

U

3

and

S.N:'

3

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
V

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

game

ers played a tight defensive game
"Lenny" Cottlieg and newly added
"Buddy "Goodman netted ten points
apiece to help make the final score
26- 1<X For the Betas, Earl Rice and

urer.

Do you
Do you

like to
like to

have your friend* know what you are doing?
hear af your athletic achievements?

Would you
Feb. 16-17

like to have yen* girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?

There

with
- George Brent

Hedv Lamarr

is

an easy and Inexpensive way.

Send a

else

Cartoon

ORIENT

gift w aha cr lpt ia n to the
to all year girls and
other friends. Copies malted anywhere In the world. No extra
charge for foreign delivery.

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:
|

POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
ERATERNTTY FORMS

STATIONERY

Feb, 18-19

with
Beanna Durbin - Robert Paige
also

Paramount News

Cartoon

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone S —
Manage*
The Orient

-

The ORIENT is the College
and Reporter

Oracle.

Hears All - Seee All - Toils Ail - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to Hie ORIENT Qfice - Moulton Union

Feb. 20

ONLY

Grissly's Millions

Printing

wftk
Virginia

Gray

-

$2.00 a year

Paul Kelly

Selected Short Subjects

Printers of

Remember

Can't Help Singing

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 191«

delivery

57ft

40.7

comb

Sun.-Mon.

PRINTING

Ask Us For~QuotaUons

Chops

6

5

the final score did not bear this out
as the D.U.'s won by the score of
52-H). The D.U.'s were strengthened by the addition of George
Hickey, while the Chi Psi's missed
the services of Jim Aronson.
"Chuck" Begley, Jim Whitcomb.
and "Pete" Curran divided the
scoring honors for the winners.
This gives the D.U. club a clean
record of four wins and no defeats.

t

Always Top Quality

HOT DOGS

14
13

...."?

—

ORIENT)

McFarland,

"Packy"

Paramount News

ALL Your

18

The D.U. vs. Chi Psi game was
between two undefeated teams, but

"Head" Kern,

Fri.-Sat.

i ]

The meetings last until
and any longer that
the students desire to remain. Na24.

Whitcomb
Moore

Total

McFarland Injured In
Hoop Game With Radar

Experiment Perilous

eight o'clock

59

romped

At the regular Tuesday meeting
The league will continue" until
of the White Key, Bowdoin's inter- the middle of March,
when an
fraternity Athletic Council, the- or- elimination tourney will
be held.
ganization decided upon its officers It will be based upon the
standings

'48

as Eric Adams.

over the Chi Psi's. and the Thorndikers stopped the Betas.

22

Average points per game

of the inter-

SO

20

,

With the renewal

fraternity basketball Jeague sched-

ule last week, the D.U.'s

Russell

Hanson
Page

Psi's,

7.7

Carey

Boucher

score but from the standpoint of
the "rink" on which the game was
played.
Built on a single tennis
court it was far below any sort
of standard size. But worse, there
just wasn't any ice on about onesixth of it which made skating an
impossibility, and made the game
take on something of the aspect
of a game of "shinny."
A good
time was had by all, though, particularly by those boys who stayed
for dates at the Winter Carnival.

RU.'s Lace Chi

Tttorndikes Top Betas,
In Renewed Contests

84

59

Edgcomb

the team members and it isn't too
hard to vision a possible indoor
rink in the not too distant future,
once the war is over.

night.
'48 has

MIKE'S PLACE

Phone 328-M for

May We Be of Service

I

was also
as referee
no other could be secured.
Notes on the Season

ments

1

t

In conjunction with the debating council,
Bowdoin-on-the-Air
had a series of two panel discussions on the question, of post war

Steaks

Mill

J

Dick

coach.

game Monday

And Other

TOWN TAXI

58.1

took third place.

was em-

BANK

Time

In the 100 yard breastroke Rosenberg took third place and in
the 50 yard backstroke Erswell

Bowdoin-on-the-Air
[

Caldwell.

The

j

'

And

FIRST NATIONAL

club with those from out of state.
fact that the "Polar Bears"
are playing two games on succesive nights will be a handicap to
them, but Northeastern has the
our hoopmen.
disadvantage of having to make
The naval entrenched "Bob- [a long trip, to a strange floor. The
cats" from Lewiston handed Bow- "Huskies" five is built around Bill
doin their worst defeat oi the sea- Henry and Joe Walsh, their two
son at Bates in January, when high scorers, both of whom stand
they piled up a 74-41 score well over six feet.
Northeastern
against our team. On the offense defeated the U. of Maine early in
Bates used their fast breaking the season by about 20 points, and
guards to good advantage with this definitely stamps them as
Mitchell and Gooch getting a total strong opposition.
ol 35 points as compared with the
Coach Neil Mahoney will probbulwarks of the forward line. ably continue to use the same sysBernhardt and Andresen who- got tem of starting the "kids," and
29 points. The prospects, for the countering with the "daddies." It
return game are much better is more than likely that "Bob"
from Bowdoin's angle. The reason O'Brien will see action against
for this assumption is based upon both Bates and Northeastern, and
the news that Andreses, the tall he should prove quite helpful
Bates center, is injured, and that against the taller than average
be may only see limited service opposition.
Thursday night. This setback to
The only games remaining on
Bates and the fact that our club the schedule after this week are
will have the psychological advan- the Dow Field and Colby contests,
tage of a home game should mean home and away, respectively. Ala closer game this time.
If the though the season ends officially
"kkte" play the brand of ball they at Colby, February 24th. it is
displayed against Maine last Sat- likely that the varsity and J.V.'s
urday, and if the "daddies" play will both enter teams in the Brunthe type of ball they are capable swick Recreational tournament to
of,- the decision might very well be held at the college the week
be reversed.
of February 26-March 3.

!

40 seconds.

i

tions,

faculty
pressed

i

10

this

night the "Polar Bears*' will be
hosts to the Bates V-12 Ave. and
the following night the "Huskies"
of the University of Northeastern
will provide the opposition for

|

15

Friday night the "Big White"
plays host to Northeastern. This

L^ ^

j

week wil]
the only game on tne Bowthe varsity basketball team wul
schedu] e wit h a team from
be kept very busy wHh two games Massachusetts, and should prove
Tomorrow a good chance to compare our
in as many nights.
For the remainder of

!

—

ployed for eight years in that bus-

Jim Eells Takes First
Dunbar Memorial Race
Over Erswell, McMahon

F

Robert C. Weatherill *48, Harold
H. Burnham '48, and Robert C.
19
11
Miller '47 ran for Bowdoin against
a fast Northeastern quartet.
Boh Miller, anchor man for the
Bowdoin team, who placed first in
Bowdoin
the time trials, cut down a sub- Bates
stantial Northeastern lead, but
was unable to overtake his man. Debate Conscription
Northeastern won the race in
3:40:6; about three seconds ahead
Bowdoin and Bates participated
Edward Kallop was in the in- of the Polar Bear "combo."
Monday evening,
Approximately eight thousand in a dual debate
fantry for three months, before he
15,
on the resolution
January
track
fans gathered, in the Boston
received a medical discharge. He
"That Congress should enact legspent most ol his training period; Garden to witness the meet. The islation requiring for the post-war
in Florida.
He is entering college spectators saw teams from all over period a year of continuous, comas a regular freshman.
Kallop the East compete in relay races pulsory military training of each
prepared for college at the Colum- and special events.
able-bodied male before he beThis event is the last scheduled
bia High School in South Orange,
twenty-one years old."
meet until spring when the team comes
New Jersey.
Part of the debate took place
James Longley received pilot will participate in several outdoor here
in Brunswick, while the other
meets,
according
to
£oach
Jack
training in the Army Air Corps
half was in Lewiston. Representfor two years before being dis- Magee.
ing Bowdoin here in the Moulton
charged.
While in the service,
Union Lounge were H. James
Longley did a year's work at Wit'48
John L. Thomas '48,

iness.
He entered Bowdoin as a
sophomore and is Theta Delta Chi
pledge.
Towers says "It was
worth travelling 3,800 miles to at-

OF AJLU. SWIM MEET

It

Bates, Northeastern

By Warren Court

team, handling the substituetc., in the absence of a

the

CURTB POOL IS SCENE

7

Prom

Sziklas.

Dick Roundy was

14
1

2

[

Pts Mitchell, lg
6 SanduUi

7

3

Bates scored in the first period
as the Bowdoin defense in. trying
to clear the puck saw it deflected
off Mort Page and thence off the
back of goalie Bert McKenna's
stick into the Bowdoin nets. Bates
scored twice more in the second
period, and once again in the third
period, before the Bowdoin sharpshooters could find their eyes.

Bob

«

Pts

ary 20; to which swimmers came
from all parts of Maine to comPage, lg
the Portland Boys
Bowdoin vs. Maine, played at pete. Bowdoin,
4
2
Boucher
Chib, Deering, Edward Little High
Carey
Maine, January 20, 1945.
School, the Portland Navy Yard,
Moore, rg
Bowdoin Radar, Auburn, and
FG F Pts the
2
12 Bflwdela
McFarland
5
Brunswick High were represented
Monaghan, If
5
12 in the program in which events
2
53 Kimball
25
3
2
4|>for women were included.
3
7 " The first Bowdoin College stu1
Pts Robbins, rf
FG
Colby
5 Morrison
3
1
2
Haynes, If
4 dent to have his name on the Rog2 Whitcomb, c
1
Coughlin
1
2 er Dunbar Memorial Plaque will
be "Slip" Eells. Eells won the spec4
Zecker, rf
1
* Edgcomb
1
2 ial 150 backstroke race over Ers7
1
i«*i _
Woods, c
Carey, lg
4
1
9 well and McMahon in 1:55.2 sec1
1
Aarseth, lg
This event will be an an1
1 onds.
2 Boucher
1
SuUivan
nual occurance and is open to any
Moore, rg
Gill, rg
undergraduate member of the colMcFarland ."
7
6
20
lege.
The name of each year's
34
14
6
winner will be placed on the
Bowdoin vs. Bates V-12, played
25
11
61 plaque.
at Bates, January 17, 1945.
The A.A.U. Meet is open comFG F Pts petition for individual honors.
FG F Pts Maine
Bowdoin
Gordon, If
Bowdoin swimmers did well in
1
1
3
Kimball, If
4 Murray, rf
2
Monaghan
4
2
10 the meet, especially in the freeHamblen won the
style events.
4
1
Morrison, rf
91 Savage
50 yard freestyle in a photo finish
6
Robbins
3
Keith, o
2
2
6 in 25.8 seconds, over Wilson of the
Edgcomb, c
Farnsworth
1
2 Portland Naval Station. Caldwell
Whitcomb ..>
..ft
4
18 Byers, lg
16 finished fourth in the event.
8
McFarland, lg
2
*0
2 Ellis ....'
Bowdoin took the first three
1
Moore
2
%
places in the 100 yard freestyle.
Bouchcer, rg
Henderson, rg
1
1
Woody Brown won, followed by
2
1
Carey

Edgcomb

polar hearings

Miller's

3
3
3
3

If

Morrison
Whitcomb, c

uable to the players.

about closed for

8

FG F

those Phillips, rf

I

Robbins, rf

an addition to the erstwhile cheering section. It is
that such a large number of fans have traveled with, the team,
especially the large number the* were at the Maine game away.
It is too bad that some form of score board could not be rigged
up to keep a running score of the game. This would also be val-

is

21

HOOPMEN TAKE

FG F

Monaghan,
Kimball

|

The swimming season

the

Bnwdom

;

game Saturday

2

Henderson, rg
Blackstone

Schoof
games:
Bowdoin vs. Colby, played at Andresen, c
Bowdoin, January 12, 1945.
Luck

polar hearings
at the

1

ed during the start of the blizzard
which lashed the New England
States last week, making things
difficult for both teams.

"Woody" Brown starred for Quailc.
2 Bowdoin by taking second in both
Outstanding for the Bowdoin
16 the 100 and 220 yard freestyle cause were the defense trio of
4 events; George Erswell captured "Big George" Quaile, Phil Rk henacclaim by swimming into second
burg, and goalie, Bert McKenna.
place in the 300 yard medley swim.
Bert particularly covered himself
The medley relay, composed of
with glory, making innumerable
Eugene
Bernardin,
"Rosie"
Rosen50
In the forward line
fine stops.
berg, and Bradlee Backman came
Mort Page, Al Chillson, Dick Elliin fifth, as did the final 400 yard
ott, Art Simonds, and Chuck Begfreestyle relay, composed of Caldley were outstanding.
Other men
well, Eells, Brown and Ersweli.
who played were Fred Wildman,
"Willie" Barnstone amazed many
Jim Kimball, Fred Clarkson and
by taking fifth place in the diving

1

8

event.

is up to the individual groups themselves 1% take advantage of the programs sponsored by the ttajh Aft
too often programs nave lapsed, not beeanse of negligence by the White Key but because of a sudden
dropping of interest by die student body.

The impromptu band

4

1

credit

the

but

1

&

Byers, ig
Boutlier

Roundy
The Bowdoin hockey team went
down to defeat at the hands of a
more experienced Bates team in
a hard-fought 4-2 game played
here in Brunswick on Thursday,
February 8. The game was playBy. .Dick

Then, with about five minutes
left, Al Chillson took one in alone
5 termined the other places. With to score on a pretty screen play.
12 Bowdoin being just touched out in Then Chuck Begley scored, assisted by Mort Page and "Big George"
2 that event.

F

ElKs
Murray, rf

Since the last issue of the
should be given to Dick Roundy for picking up where Finn left
V-l»
ORIENT there have been three Barnhardt.
off, and besides acting as manager he has even served in the
Varsity basketball games which
Bradjfcy
unenviable position of referee.
the
followunreported,
have been
ing are

10,

F

TWO, DROP ONE IN SERIES

polar hearings

February

Murray:, toe Polar Bears increased, 1945, Bowdoin College entered the
their lead slightly during the half only all-civilian swimming team
so that the final count read 64-50. and placed fifth in the New EngFor Bowdoin, Monaghan, Mc- land Intercollegiate
Swimming
Farland, Russell, and Morrison hit meet. The competition was held
double figures with 15, 13, 12 and in the modern pool of M.I.T. be11 points respectively. Byers and fore a packed gallery. Bowdoin's
Murray dropped 16 and 12 points coach, R. B. Miller, was manager
for Maine.
of the entries this year.
The box score follows:
Pts
Out of twelve teams that are
FG
tantanm
7
15 members of the N.E.I.S.A., only
1
Monaghan, If
t^iMlfrftH
1
%
I six entered competition, placing in
4
2
* the following order: Williams ColRobbins. rf
lege first with 75 points; M.I.T.
3
Morrison
4
2
12 second with 45 points; Wesleyan
Russell, c
5
4 University third with 31 points;
Edgcomb
2
Brown fourth with 18 points;
0.
Carey, ig
Bowdoin fifth with 17 points; and
Boucher
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
O'Brien
2 bringing up the rear with 2 points.
Moore, rg
1
1
13 Williams showed its superiority
McFarland J
«
early in the preliminary afternoon
8
64 trials, to coast to an easy victory
24
later that night.
As is the usual
Pts
FG
V. <* Maine
Farnsworth, If
4
9 case, the final 400 yard relay deX

After a layoff of two weeks the
Bowdoin varsity basketball team

all

responsibility.

Speaking of the recent graduates*
touch to saa aid Fmn go. Few
much Finn did for the college, or

Fifth In M.I.T. Meet
Saturday,

Tough Opposition Expected

BOWDOIN PUCKSTERS
BOW TO BATES 4-2

Swim Team Places

Last

(or tain col-

full rrsf»asshs»v>y

"KidV> Spark Second Win
Over Black Bear 64-50

Deliver the

OMSNT to:

VWSQP
Wad.

Feb. 21

Name

Main Street After Dark
wttn
Edward Arnold • Selena Boyle

Fox

N

Clty.Sjtate

Short Subject

I

tfaion.

Brunswick, Maine

\
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THE B6WDOIN ORIENT

SCENES FROM MASQUE AND GOWN'S PAST YEARS

NEW ENTERING CLASS
INCLUDES FOUR VETS
Freshmen and three

21

trans-

Spring Trimester
'This group includes four discharged servicemen.
The majority of the students
come from Maine and Massachusetts with a few from New Hampshire,
Connecticut, (New Jersey
fers entered the

on February

fifth.

and Pennsylvania.
the
students
entering
The
Freshman Class are as follows:
David M. Abrahamson from Worcester Academy, Worcester, Mas-

Richard L. Anderson
from Chauncy Hall School, BosMassachusetts; George E.
Berliawsky from Rockland High
School, Rockland, Maine; William
H. Charles, Jr. from Deering High
sachusetts;

ton,

Portland,

School,

from

Cooper

Maine; Arnold
Portland
High

K. Damon from
Concord High School, Concord
Massachusetts (Bowdoin Scholar-

Edward

School,

ship)

Harry

;

I.

Emmons from

Holderness School, Plymouth, New
Hampshire.
Charles L. Ericson from Worcester Academy, Worcester, Massachusetts (Alumni Fund ScholarMorton H. Frank from
Portland High School, Portland.
Maine (General Funds Scholarship)
John E. Good of New
Hampton School, New Hampton,
New Hampshire (General Funds
Scholarship); Donald I. Harmon
ship);

—
Monday,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 1943

George H. Quinby; Robert Sperry '44. production advisor;
Frank Gordon '46, on campus last
production manager; Dana Little '46. publicity manager; Donald
Koughan '45. president; Frederick Gregory '45. secretary. Both Little and Gregory were graduated this
month. Koughan is a Longfellow scholar at the University of Chicago. Note two of Prof. Beam's posters for
Commencement Plays on wall.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 1942— the

first to use the office in Memorial Hall. L. to R. Caleb
reported missing in action over Austria, secretary; Donald Devine '43, member
David Lawrence '44, production manager; Edward S-monds '43, president; George
H. Quinby; Crawford Thayer '44, member-at- large Douglas Carmichael '44, publicity manager. A full-length play "Shepherd of My People" by Carmichael was played in the summer of
'42. Both he and Thayer were winners of one-act play contests.

Wheeler

L. to.R.:

;

'

'43.

from Fryeburg Academy. Fryeburg, Maine; Blake T. Hanna of
Rockland High School. Rockland,
Massachusetts (Bowdoin Scholarship); George W. Hickey from Tilton School, Tilton, N. H.; Harvey
S. Jackson from Edward Little
High School, Auhurn. Maine (Alumni Fund Scholarship);
Edward L. Kallop from Columbia High School, South Orange,
New -Jersey (Alumni Fund); Ralph
E. Keirstead, Jr. from Hackley
School,
Terrytown, New York
(Bowdoin Scholarship); William
L. Kern from Deering High School.
Portland. Maine (Alumni Fund
Scholarship); Harold E. Lusher
from Girard College, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania Alumni Fund Scholarship); Warren T. ReuMan from
Darien High School, Darien. Connecticut.; Arthur H. Showalter, Jr.
from Williston Academy, Northampton, Mass.; Robert A. Wood
from Houlton High School, Houlton, Maine (State of Maine Schol-

at large;

;

(

arship).
In addition, there were three
transfers: Bernard M. Goodman

from Portland High School and
the University of Maine; James B.
Longley
from
Lewiston
High
School and Wittenberg College:
Nelson M. Towers from Harvard
School and Los Angeles Junior

A

IS
MINIATURE REPRODUCTION of the large colored print of the college campus as it looked about 1820. It is on sale in trre Alumni Office and at the Library for three dollars. It was made in
connection with the Sesquicentenn^al Celebration. Mail orders should be addressed to the Alumni Sec-
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College.

The discharged servicemen are:
Edward L. Kallop, James B. LongBernard M. Goodman and

ley,

REHEARSAL OF JULIUS CAESAR in modern dress, played in arena style (the only Commencement Play ever produced in this manner) on the Art Building in May 1942. Vafiades 42 Only Six Of Sixteen
(back to camera) and Johnson '43 (in profile) watch Jennings '45 refuse to kill Ferrini '42. CrnAnolnA fin Hind
as Brutus, who has discovered the dead body of Cassius. played by Huff '43. Note bleachers UrdUUdlCU VII IldllU
on sides of terrace. Part of the audience sat on the steps of the Art Building and part on the Ta Rpppj VP DlDloiftAS
™
outer edge of the terrace. A spotlight was operated from the roof.
!
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Active Meddiebemp

At Dumbarton Oaks

LISTS

RECORDS

Season In Progress

Curran Reelected Head
Of Student Council

The

The Meddiebempsters look forward to an exciting and active
series of engagements. They sang
on Monday afternoon at the air
station hospital for wounded veterans, and Monday evening they
travelled to Portland where they

Department

has

picked ten selections which

may

Music

At the

be heard at the music room every
dent
night between 8:00 and 11:00.
Feb.
These records, which are currently

appearing on operatic, symphonic,

and chamber music programs

meeting of the Stuheld on Monday,
the important business at

1,

Professor

last

officers

clude: Ibert's •Divertissement" by
sang at Fort Williams. On Feb- the iNew York Little symphony;
on Bald
"Night
ruary 19th the Meddiebemps will Mossorgsky's
Mountain" by the New York City
present a full length program at
Orchestra; Mozart's "String Quarthe Wesley Baptist Church in tet in B Flat" and his "String
Bath.
February 22nd they wili Quartet in D Flat" by the Pro
Rachmaninoff's
appear at the Togus Hospital with Arte Quartet;
1" by the
a program for war veterans. They "Piano Concerto No.
Philharmonic; Ravel's "La Valse"
will appear in Chapel on March
by the Philharmonic; Rimsky2nd and the following day at Oak KorsakofTs "Scheherazade" by the
Grove School for Girls in Vassal- New York City Orchestra; Shosboro. Programs over Bowdoin-on- takovich's "Symphony No. 5" by
the-Air and at the next student the Philharmonic; and Wagner's
recital on Palm Sunday are also "Die Walkyrie" and "Tristan and
scheduled for March.
Isolde" by the Metropolitan Opera.

ran

Re-elec- '46, Dana A. Little '46, Holden
was Peter A. Cur- Findlay '44, Francis H. Grant '46,
Jay Frank Kimball '47 Philip Russakoff '45, and Clifford

'46.

as vice-president, and
*46 was elected
as secretary-treasurer.
The Council agreed to enforce
the ruling of only thrcs unexcused
absences from meetings.
Any
council member taking more than
three cuts will be replaced by the
alternate member of the group
which he represents.

Richard

C

Law lis

K. Travis

list

of

degrees

later at Radcliffe C©llege and Colgate University. In 1933 he became
head of the Government Depart-

ment

roll F. Terrell, Richmond.
Bachelor of Science: George T.
Brown, Linwood, Mass.; Lawrence
M. Demarest, Altamont, N. !pr\

Findlay, Albany, N. Y,; James
Hedges, Rye, N. Y. (all of '44 >;
Wellesley Hills,
Grant,
Mass.;
C. Hanson '42, Wollaston,
Mass.; and the following .from

Frederick J. Gregory, Caribou;
R. Huleatt, Jr., Braintree.
Mass.; .Nelson B. Oliphant, Maplewood, N. J.; Russakoff, Skowhegan; Leonard M. Sherman, Winchester, Mass.; and Travis, Yon-

Thomas

Last autumn he went to M.I.T. to
head a new Department of Inter-

"We

eannot have all we want
our soldiers and sailors are to
have all they need."
Franklin D. Rooitvelt

A

hundred pounds of new*.

papers will produce

75-mm.

fifty

shells.

Luncheon was served

in the

BUY

He continues
advisor

as

special

BONDS

ion following the exercises. President and Mrs. Sills entertained at
tea in the afternoon.

146

MAINE STREET

.

it

and

"IF ITS

best possible faculty counsel.
An
advisor will adjust "the veteran to the slight modifications of
requirements for individuals dependent upon their respective circumstances. For instance, credit
will be given for knowledge of a
language acquired during the war.
Substitutions of one language requirement for another, as Italian
or Spanish for French or German,
will be permitted.

DECCA RECORDS

MUSIC YOU WANT, SEE US"

cussed in
articles

The

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

College

Book

Store

NEW DINING ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

th« quality pipe

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

lot

of Illustrated

iff
•*.

•m.tt

W«*t
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$nw

8.
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RICHARD

mmmm

E. A. SHEEHAN
Res. Mgr.

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

ing February freshmen from '48:
Harold E. Lusher, Blake T. Hanna, Edward L. Kallop
L. Erickson.

and Charles

on the subject.

for

joined the Business Board.

at the

Modern Library Books

Ted

Sewall in rotation.
O'Brien took over "Mustard and
Cress" this week while Saba is in
New York.
Candidates for the editorial staff
receiving their first assignments
were Richard A. Maxwell '48, who
entered in the fall, and the follow-

COURTEOUS SERVICE
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

.

Gen. Mgr.

this issue.

keeping "Mustard and
"Sun Rises" will be written by the Managing Editors and
is

QUALITY FOOD

$1.50
I 2

column after

BOWDOIN MEN PREFER...

THE REPRINTING OF "MAINSTAYS OF MAINE"
BY ROBERT P. T. COFFIN 18 NOW IN

New

ings"

Saba

Cress."

Ralph A. Jensen '48, who enterdis- ed in the fall, and Edward K. Daa forthcoming series of mon '48. an entering freshman,

The various post-war plans
veterans at Bowdoin will be

smells

tobacco of America"

•e

COLUMBIA

"Right Off the Campus"

Smokes as sweet

./

COMPLETE NEW SHIPMENT OF
Brunswick's Largest Selection of Famous Hallmark Cards
Now At Your Disposal

COLLEGE SPA

he starts smoking Sir Walter Raleigh"
and ask him for a raise.

then go in

as

IT!

Join

Smoker

.

—

THE MELODY SHOP
(Next to Allen's Drug Store)

"Waif11

tc

the

j

minister.

FOOD FOR THE MOOD
EAT WHAT YOU WANT!
WHEN YOU WANT
E X*C ELLENT SERVICE
VARIED MENUS OF DELICIOUS FOODS

to

Diplomacy of the Spanish Civil veterans its present system of adWar," and "The Panama Canal In mitting men who have not comPeace and War." His father, a Col- pleted four full years of high
school.
by graduate, was a noted Baptist
Each veteran will receive the

WAR

Un-

national Relations.

serve

State Department.
Professor Padelford has written
three books of- note: "Peace in the
Balkans," "International Law and

—

kers, ,N. Y.

tags for

at Colgate, leaving that posi-

tion in 1939 to go to the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy as
Professor of International Law.

if

1945:

New Men

After
Smith, Robert P. T. Coffin, Samuel E. Kamerling, Fritz C. A.
Koelln, Dan E. Christie, Stanley
Seven men joined the editorial
P. Chase, Reinhard L. Korgen,
and business staffs of the ORIENT
William C. Root. Albert R. Thay- at
a smoker last Wednesday eveer, and Glen R. Maclntire, has
ning in the Conference A Room of
presented a policy for veterans,
the Moulton Union.
emphasizing a liberal attitude
Promotions for the coming tritoward entering veterans rather mester were also announced. Regthan lowering the college's stand- inald
F. Spurr '46 and Herbert B.
ards after they have been admit- Moore 48 have been appointed
"The flexibility and latitude Managing Editors; David B. Dickted.
of the faculty's plan," said Proson '48 and David S. Collins '48
fessor Warren B. Catlin, chairman
are two new Sub- Editors; Warren
of the committee, "will allow a
L. Court '47 will fill the long-vaman to enter the college on ad- cant post of Sports Editor; and
vanced standing dependent upon Theodore
R. Saba '42 becomes the
the amount of credit he has re- new
Feature Editor.'
ceived from his pre-war education
George G. O'Brien '44, Richard
and training accomplished in the Eskilson '45, and Arthur C. Sewall
service."
A facultyy Evaluation '47 have also become sub-editors.
Committee will determine the
Arthur C. ("Hound") Sewall'47,
amount of credit to award a man the Circulation Manager, reprefor such work as his 13 weeks of sented the Business Board and exfundamental training, V-12, Army plained the work of its two deSpecial
Training,
Midshipman's partments.
Sewall is also assoSchool, Officers' Candidate School, ciated with the editorial staff conand the armed Forces Institute.
tributing to "Sun Rises" and other
The college will be faced with lieatures.
There have been some changes
admitting men who have not completed high school but have com- in the columns.
Dave Collins is
pleted credits in the service train- contributing his first "Variety"
ing programs or may pass refresh- this week.
"Campus Survey" is
er courses here by tutoring and being written by Dick Eskilson.
examinations rather than return
J. Frank Kimball '47 may not be
to a preparatory school
Thus,
the college will be extending to able to continue his "Polar Bear%

After receiving his Ph.D. at Harvard University, Professor Padelford taught government there and

conferred follows:
Bachelor of Arts: Hirschler,
Lewiston; Little, Brunswick; Clayton F. Reed '46. McKinley; Car-

Save Waste Paper for War! Richard

!

at the President's House.
Professor Padelford had been present at all the sessions of the Dumbarton Oaks Conference and is
thoroughly acquainted with the
give-and-take that went on there.

FINK !

'45.

The complete

Padelford

was held

ted as president

was chosen

J.

tb a joint meeting of the Brunswick Forum on Post-War Problems and the International Study
Group of the B.C.A. The meeting

for the spring trimester.
in-

Norman

Dumbarton
Oaks Proposals yesterday evening
of M.I.T. spoke on the

'

Council,

hand was the election of

r

Twelve of the sixteen degrees
conferred by the college at special
exercises Saturday, February 3rd, were given in
absentia to men in service who
gained their final credits at other
institutions. President Kenneth C.
M. Sills delivered the single address that marked the brief ceremony in the chapel.
Those present to receive their
diplomas were Eric E. Hirschler

commencement

Towers.

ORIENT

,

I

L.

Vets' Administration

BOWDOIN HOTEL and RESTAURANT
"Nothing But the Best for the People"
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-HOUND" SEW ALL SPEAKS
IN CHAPEL TOMORROW

VOL. LXXIV

THE
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(74th Year)

Students Talent, Flicks

Win Cheers At Union
"Command Performance'

March "New England Quarterly" Is
First Under Prof. Brown's Editorship

Western Mass. Alumni
Hear Senator Burton

Hawthorne

thaniel

green cover will, for the
bear the imprint of
Provide Music
Brunswick, Maine. The Magazine
has been published from universiThe Union Committee finally ties since its founding in 1928, bit
found an open night Friday, Feb- with the recent appointment of
ruary 23, and presented their Professor Herbert R. Brown as its
"Command Performance Night," Managing Editor, it will emanate
featuring Bob Good, Harry Lusher, from a small college.
its staid,
first

time,

Band

—

Hawthorne's inability to
abide by Bowdoin laws of that
no students shall be
period ".
concerned with loud or disorderly
singing in College, nor in Bacchanalian conduct disturbing the quietness and dishonorable to the character of a literary institution
every student seen smoking a
seegar in the street [would] be fined fifty cents" made it necessary
for the future writer to pay a substantial fine at the end of each
term. Hawthorne also made rec-

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

illy

on the Sabbath."

Managing Editor Brown recenttitle "An Historical Review of New ly received a call from Metro-Gold(in the flesh-colored tights) folEngland Life and Letters." It is win-Mayer, asking him for ten
".
His
ofMoocher."
the
lowed
supported in part by the Colonial coppies of a recent issue which
fering two packs of Chesterfields
Society of Massachusetts and on contained an article on the boyto anyone who could duplicate any
board hood of Johnny Appleseed for th?
its distinguished editorial
a
deafenevoked
only
of his feats
arc Samuel Eliot Morrison, author movie "Johnny Appleseed," which
ing silence from the asse mblage.
of the Pulitzer Prize winning book, is now in production.
•The' Bettibempsters (a conscien- "Admiral of the Ocean Sea," ArThe Quarterly Office on the secmade up thur M. Schlesinger, historian and ond floor of Hubbard Hall where
tious, new choral group
of Messrs. Reg Spurr, Dee Cald- author of "Political and Social lights outlast the best of the camwell, Chuck Begley, Tom Weath- Growth of the American People," pus bull-sessions, has a complete
erill, Norby Carey, Hugh Robin- Kenneth B. Murdock. Milton Ellis, file of back numbers.
The Southson, Phil Leonard, and Zeke Szik- and Bernard de Voto, writer of worth-Anthoencen Press of Portgave original arrangements "The Easy Chair" in "Harper's" land prints the magazine which
las,
of "The Monk," "Who Did," and and "The Literary Fallacy."
appears in March, June, Septem"If You are but a Dream." CaldA few years ago "The New Eng- ber, and December. Professor
well is the regular soloist with the land Quarterly" published an arti- Brown was on the board of editors
group, and Sziklas obliged the aud- cle by Manning Hawthorne, "Na- before assuming his new position.

Bob Good

.

i

ience's request for a rendition of

"Sam. Sam."
Harry Lusher, popularly billed
as "The Mad Lushian," did impersonations of Roosevelt, Hitler, and
Harry's first night
Quasimodo.
success will probably induce him
to appear often on these programs.
While refreshments were served,
.

a campus get-up band, listed as

"The Boozer Whatshots," and featuring Dick "Drummer Boy" Baker, slayed current song hits and
Other members of
old favorites.
the ensemble were

Dave

Collins,

Dick Eskilson.

Tom

Chadwick,
Kimball, and

Hal
Jim Eells contrib-

Masque & Gown Spring

Doctor Root Advocates

Schedule Outlined By

Change In Fraternities
Be Made By Students

Executive Committee

Fraternities hi a Post-War BowThe Executive Committee of the doin was the topic of Professor
Masque and Gown "met yesterday William C. Root in his chapel adto outline the policy and production schedule of the dramatic society for this trimester. The committee, headed by Theodore Saba,
and consisting of Ray Paynter and

dress on Saturday, Feb. 24.
Stressing the fact that we ar?
living in a time of change. Professor Root cited the present condition of the fraternities at Amherst
Stanley Weinstein decided to pro- College as an example. With cerduce one three-act play and the tain changes to be made, he urged

uted his version of the "Clarinet
Commencement
Shakespearian
Concerto."
Those entertainers who outlast- play during this season.
Neither of the plays tp be preed the program created a jamdecided upon but
session which outlasted the audi- sented has been
several.
"Honeysuckle Rose" and the committee is reading
ence;
facilities and
stale Cokes were being served long The lack of theatre
facafter "good boys have gone to feminine players is a limiting
tor that confronts the Masque and
bed."
Gown in the selection of plays. At
the meeting, "Front Page'? and
"See My Lawyer" were two plays
that showed the greatest possibility of being chosen as the Spring
and Ivy production. The Commencement selection is to be held

Sun

Rises

a much later date. The

off until

Executive Committee expressed a
hope that members of the student

body would offer suggestions as to
any play that they would care to
have produced.

meet
with the ten men who showed inIt

was planned, as

well, to

terest in playwriting. The Masque
will sponsor a one-act

and Gown

play contest with the main support
built from this group. Scripts will
be called in at some late date in
May and the contest production
will be the first undertaken in the

Summer
By Reg Spurr

BUGLE has
been in the process of production,
but still has not made its appearance. As matters stand, it is not
likely to make an appearance.
For over a year the

is lamentable and will exindignant criticism from reInflamed
corners.
with righteous wrath those many
scholars who sacrificed time and
effort to be photographed will pro-

season.

The announcement of the Spring
play will be given in the. next issue
of the ORIENT and a call for acting and production casts will come
out at the same time.

Bowdoin undergraduates

to maintain the benefits of our present
fraternity system.
"Fraternities," he said, "give

bitterly

if

no indication of

their trials is expressed. The various editors in control of the year-

with scorn and
But although these latter
might deserve some condemnation,
the basic fault lies with the student body.
Obviously the publication of

book

will be lashed

blame.

1944 involves Vork
often of a dull and uninnature.
The facts of a
year must be unearthed, typed,
and organized appointments must
be arranged and executed. This
is a student project and consequently a student burden, which.
were it not for the lack of student
spirit, would constitute a beautiful
.formula.
Unfortunately undergraduate enthusiasm concerning the BUGLE
There is a tendency
is negative.
to assign responsibility for its production on that same group which
is already stretched thin over various organizations. Not only is it
unfair for the same men to conduct many affairs, it is unfair to
Particularly in
expect them to.
these abnormal times with the
vastly reduced number of students
does the task of preserving prewar activities necessitate the full
participation of all those enrolled

BOWDOI.N IN

—work
spiring

—

TONIGHT

experience

not meet.

Victbry Ship "Bowdoin"

Launched Ahead Of Time Holmes Gives Phi Bete

and

is

larger,

faster,

the winner of the JV-BIW game
8:00 p.m. Massachusetts Hall.

FACULTY MEETING
Tbrtirs,

.Mar.

1

—Chapel

Arthur

C. Sewell, Jr.. '47, co-chairman
of the committee for the Red

Cross

War Fund campaign

7:30 p.m.. Sargent Gym. Brunswick Basketball Tournament.
7:45 p.m. Station WGAN.

Bowdoin-On-The-Air. The Zeta
Psi Fraternity will sing.
Frl.

2—Chapel.

Mar.

dent.

The

The

PresiMeddiebempsters will

sing.

8:15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Dr.
Olin S. Pettingill. Jr.. '30 will
give the Mayhew Bird Lecture
"Wildlife in Action." The public
is cordially invited.
Sat. Mar. 3 Chapel,

—

The Dean.

MMM

will sing at

Oak Grove Seminary.

—

Sun. Mar. 4 4:30 p.m. Chapel.
The President of the College.
The choir will sing "Salvation
belongeth to our God," by Tchesnokov.
Mon. Mar. *—Chapel. The President.

Special Review of Classes for
February freshmen and transfers.
The grades are due at
the Office of the Dean by nine

.

plotted to healing sides.

o'clock.

Burma."

.

.

The greatest

suffer-

.

.

7

Miuaiii

training

for

Harvey D. Gibson '02
Represents America
On International Body

all

suade the administration and fac- students is an important and deulty that a boy will be better able sirable end in itself and deserves
to do his college work if he gets time, money, and cooperation in
regular, supervised physical train- order to carry it through.
ing," so said Malcolm E. Morrell.
"If the physical ed people," Mai

Arthur C. Sewall '47 will open
1945 American Red Cross drive
at the noon chapel service tomorrow. Sewall and Leonard D. Bell
'47 are co-chairmen of the drive
which starts throughout the nation tomorrow, March 1, and which

•the

Director of Athletics, in discussing said, "could 'write their own ticket'
the post war plans of his depart- this is what they would propose:
"1.
A unified and integrated
program consisting of physical education activities, intramural com-

ment.

petitions,
sports.
All

and

intercollegiate
of the de- will

Malcolm E. Morrell

Mai Morrell has his post war
plans, and in fact has helped the
athletic departments of small colleges all over New England to
draw up theirs in his capacity as
chairman of the Post
ning Committee of the

I

1

I

I

.Now England and

in

to

Thursday,

until

The aim

15.
is

cam-

of the

contributions

collect

•

War PlanNew Eng-

more men would

in

Columbus, have

percentage of membership.

[

Continued on Page 2

}

In

to be added to the prewar
1941-42 ninety-nine percent of the
staff of six.
"If we are going to reach every student body subscribed to the

Ohio, where the Liberal Arts Division of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association discussed f.uture plans.
Before launching into his specific proposals, Mai stressed the
importance of getting administration support of the "basic phifosophy" behind the plans. Essentially that "philosophy" is that good.

\

;

I

man in college every day in the drive, and for many years peacecollege year we are going to have
time percentage was nearly as
to broaden our program in order
high.
Last year the entire drive
to make it interesting and that
on this campus netted the Red
will take money," Mai said,
The actual program would shape Cross $250, of which the average
up something like this, according contribution was $1.70. The Theta
Delta Chi, Beta Theta Pi, and
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
Zeta Psi fraternities all responded
with a contribution of two dollars

PERRY B. BASCOM '46
TO WED NEXT MONTH

Fleure Analyzes Empire

Traditions

March
paign

amounting to two dollars per student for the Red Cross War Fund.
This request is made by the Red
Cross to provide the necessary
lines of responsibility to the Presifunds for carrying on the vital
dent and Faculty.
"2.
Broaden the whole intercol- work of that organization throughThe Red
legiate program to offer the sports out the coming year.
opportunity to the greatest possi Cross will use these contributions
ble number,
to maintain its active servjpe or"3.
The allotment of adequate
ganizations on the war fronts, at
time to physical training in the
schedules of all four classes of stu- home, and in the liberated coundents' so that their needs may be tries.
fully met."
In past years Bowdoin has built
Mai said that such a three-point
program would necessitate an in- an enviable record for obtaining
crease in the size of the staff and subscriptions to the annual drive.
a general improvement and exten- The college led all other educasion of facilities.
He estimated tional institutions for several years

land College Athletic Association.
He has recently made a report to
President Sills and written an article for the current issue of the
"Alumnus", detailing his conclusions after a series of conferences that at least two
in

continue

members

partment would work on the various phases of these activities, and
the purpose of it all would be to
reach each student in college and
offer him a supervised .-program
that would meet his needs.
The
department would have direct

And Policies

per

man

in their respective houses.

Bowdoin is proud of the fact
that the American Representative
to the International Red Cross in
Europe

Perry B. Bascom '46, at present
stationed at the Brunswick Naval
Air Station, is to be married on
Professor Herbert John Fleure, the 24th of March. The bride-tobe is Miss Kathryn Dawson of
visiting Professor of Geography on
Columbia. South Carolina.
The
the Tallman Fund, speaking in his
wedding will take place in Columsecond lecture of the series of four bia.

In Two Tallman Lectures

is

Harvey

Dow

Gibson

'02.

Mr. Gibson also served in this capacity during World War I. Professor Morgan B. Cushing is the
Home Service Chairman of the
Brunswick chapter. This committee acts as a liaison agency be-

!

tween servicemen and their families, sometimes handling one hunTallman Lectures Monday evening
Bascom, a seaman first class, at- dred cases a month in this district.
at 8.15 p.m. in the Moulton Un- tached to operations at the Air
Emerson Zeitler '18 is the war
ion Lounge on "The Seven Seas," Station, is a member of the Zeta fund director of the Brunswick
He was active in chapter, and Rex Conant '13 serves
told his audience that the British Psi fraternity.
their fascination."
football and tennis while on cam-j as {ne chairman of the Brunswick
Professor Holmes said that Trol- government is voting large sums of pus until he left college to enter
chapter of the American Red
lope's popularity with the Victo- money to improve conditions in the the
Service in May, 1943.
Cross.
rians was undermined "when his Crown Colonies. In his opening lecmethodical industry became public
February
19, on the
Monday,
ture
with the posthumous appearance
of his autobiography. ... He con- subject of "The Mother Counfessed to an interest in financial tries," Professor Fleure had told a
hat one of thej
return."
According to Professor capacit
Holmes, this frankness on Trol- prime contributions to the charac_____^__
lope's part may account for his ter of the British Empire has been
'his usual fine job leading the
the "power of a very long tradi- By Dick Roundy
lack of popularity today.
chcerin S and conducting the "RagEnding his address. Professor tion."
One of the best awav-from-BowProfessor Fleure mentioned the
d
als " J
Holmes quoted this remark by Na,er
dom weekends in the" meTory"f
?5
f
thaniel Hawthorne, a member of attempts to maintain native rule
the writer was enjoyed by some
nai
the Bowdoin chapter of Phi Beta outside of England, the strong rereviou s aJ'eS 3 P
forty students who journeyed to |
t
t * ons w * Ich ha
Kappa: "Have you read the Nov- straint exercised by England on
a PP<* r<* « this
Colby College the past weekend.
els of Anthony Trollope?
They the use of force, and the country's The occasion was two-fold in na- sheett h,s rfirstt l,ove 1S was and
shalt be
Bowdoin.
precisely suit my taste, solid and contributions to the development
ture: two basketball games, and
substantial,
written
on
the of toleration as some of the results
Highlight of the dance was the
the Colby "Demi-formal Dance."
strength of beef through the in- of this long tradition.
character, who, on being introColby coeds were de hghted to j,,„„j , ',u„ „':.,:
2!L
spiration of ale, and just as real
Praising the "unselfish contribuduced to the receiving line,
«f sam
*„-.,
u™.„**„
for
Bowdoin ™„„
men tested that his real name proas if some giant has hewn a great tions" of Scotland and Wales, Pro^
was
J
f
hump out of the earth and put it fessor Fleure turned to the "diffi- altering from the "rattler" which Vladimar Orilzyskic. Any rumor
crept
into the Waterville station
under a glass case, with all its cult subject" of Ireland, where, he
that the lad had been partaking
On arrival of "Onie's" beverages
inhabitants going about their daily admitted, England had made more Saturday afternoon.
too freely
business, and not suspecting that mistakes than anywhere else. Tell- scarcely a man of the group was in the afternoon and most of the*
they were being made a show of." ing his audience that "the Irish- dated. An hour later every man evening may be taken as one of
blood in his veins was squirman doesn't know what he wants with
those vicious things which someand won't be happy until he gets ing a coed.
how get started but have no founIt is rumored that Pete Curran, dation!
Sills Expresses Views
it," he called upon England's fuller
Jim Whitcomb, Hound Sewall, and
recognition of Eire
For most of the men, and their
another
character,
who
for
reaOn Postwar Conscription Tracing England's increase of
dears, the weekend came to an
interest in the sea from the days of son-* of modesty shall remain anon- end with the twelve-thirty curfew
ynaous,
were
seen
standing
at
the
Elizabeth
onward,
Professor
Saturday
night.
However, such
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
viewed Postwar Conscription as Fleure discussed the spread of Eng- Bowdoin-Topsham bridge from 11 characters as Reggie Spurr. Dana
Little, Judge Law lis, Joe Wheeler,
undoubtedly having a social and lish sea routes in two directions
part
from
Brunswick.
They
must
from
England
along
Trade
the
Herb
Silsby,
Jim
military value, but little educaAronson, Pete
have been practicing "cal", for Curran. Jim Whitcomb, Phil Hofftional value, at a meeting of the Wind Belt to the West Indies and
Bowdoin Christian Association at also along the coast of Africa, fol- there were numerous hand mot ions man, Erv Huether, Gene Bernarobserved
and
no
cars
seen
were
to
lowing
din,
the
route
of
Prince
Henry
Dick
Baker,
Ted
Saba, and
the Moulton Union last night.
President Sills feels that the the Navigator. Later, he said, sta- stop. At any rate the quartet ar- the scribe, were seen around the
campus on Sunday. "Hound" Sewproblem of universal service would tions were formed by the British rived at Colby eventually.
Gathering place for the Bow- all was roused against his will to
have to be decided from the point along the African coast, which preof view of the needs of national cipitated the acquirement of terri- doin men in the afternoon was a get the early morning train as he
defense, and that it would be nec- tories spreading inland from these place, which to the unitiated was had a "must" at the Bowdoin
"Noel's", but which, it seems, is Chapel come 4:30 Sunday afteressary for the War Department to ports of call.
more thoroughly acquaint the pubEngland, he emphasized to his known to Colbyites as "Onie's". noon.
An unconfirmed rumor has it
lic with the details of a universal audience, "does not draw money Some of the men fell so for the
service plan, if it expected the from her colonies and dominions place that they reached the Colby that the Editor-in-Chief wasn't at
Field House just as the ball was Sunday's ORIENT meeting by reapublic to give support to the idea. through taxation."
He believes that it would be a very,
Because of the problems of ad- thrown up for the first jump. Oth- son of being detained until 10:30
sad day when the American people ministration and development in ers didn't reach the Colby Field p.m. with the new light of his life.
Herb Silsby seems to have stayed
would turn over. to the military the territories, caused by so many House, (period)
the education of youth in lines languages and "getting the natives
Highlights of a fiercely fought along to keep Phil company.
There seems to be unanimous
other than military.
accustomed to regularity in work," game were the scoring of "Major"
The President's personal opinion Professor Fleure favors the "di- Edgecomb, the brilliant clutch play agreement that Colby men and
is that final decision might well
minution of the British element" in of Frank Kimball, the all-around women really welcomed Bowdoin
Let's do the same
rest until after the war when we Africa when the purpose of teach- inspired play of Bob O'Brien and in fine style.
shall know more about the way ing and the improvement of culti- Packey MacFarland.
for them on their next visit to
the world is to be organized.
On the sidelines the "Hound" did Bowdoin!
vation are attained.
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Four N.E. Clergymen
Last Thursday, February 22, at
chapel,
Bowdoin students were Lead Religious
given a resume of the significance
of Washington's birthday by ProStressing equality and brotherfessor Herbert Brown.
In his hood among men, four (New Engbrief, stimulating address. Profes- land deligious leaders, Rabbi lsreal
sor Brown emphasized how civil- Harburg, the Rev. Norman D.
ian supremacy lay "at the very Goehring, the Rev. R. Y. Johnson,
heart and core of our constituthe Rev. Cecil H. Rose, guided
."
tional, republican government
Bowdoin's fourteenth annual reand how Washington, military man ligious forum through its threethough he was, willingly surren- day sessions.
dered his vast powers when his
The program, which began Suntask
was completed.
Quoting day, February 18, was under the
Charles Beard, Professor Brown sponsorship of the Bowdoin Chrissaid: 'Twice he (Washington) was tian Association and was chairgranted dictatorial powers; twice maned by Nathan T. Whitman '47.
he returned those powers unsulRabbi Harburg of the Temple
lied."
Beth El, Lynn, Massachusetts, opAfter giving a concise picture of ened the forum with a. Sunday
Washington during the revolution- chapel speech on "Suffering." In
ary period, the speaker told how it he said that the meaning of
our first president "became a bul- suffering lies in its redemptive and

dia and

allow themselves

tics which one experiences on reading his six parliamentary novels."
He also said, "It is the people in
the novels the astonishingly real
folk who crowd the pages— that
give Trollope's books their life and

Virtues Of Washington
ident.

DOIN IN

elusive,

In speaking of Trollopc's works.
Professor Holmes brought out especially "the thorough saturation
in the atmosphere of British poli-

to do

,

8:15 p.m. The Moulton Union,
Dr. Fleure will give the third
of the Tallman Lectures: "In-

nimbly

now

ings.

and

to be badgered into activity, blank
library shelves of the future will
testify that there was no BOW-

unless several capable men.

ton Union.
His address was one
of a series being given by members of the chapter at their meet-

"What we have got

.

Wed. Feb. 28—Chapel, The Pres7:30 p.m. Sargent Gym. Brunswick Basketball Tournament.
The Bowdo'in Varsity will play

On Trollope

Prof. Cecil T. Holmes on Monday, Feb. 12, gava en enlightening lecture on Anthony Trollope
before a meeting of Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of Maine, at the Moul-

more powerful than the Liberty
ship "James Bowdoin."

overthrow constitutional govern- ers of this war will be the forement." Professor Brown came to- most leaders in correcting the
ward the close of his address with world's abuses and injustices.
the words of President Washington
Sunday evening in the Moulton
at the time of the latter's resigna- Union Lounge, the Rabbi lectured
tion from political affairs: "I now on the chief ethical concepts of
have the honor of presenting my- Judaism.
He brought out that
self to surrender into your hands Judaism is concerned more with
the trust committeed to me, and what a man does than with what
to claim the indulgence of retiring he believes.
The individual, he
from the service of my country.
said, subordinates his own desires
."
"Under Washington," said to the needs of the community
Professor Brown, "were fashioned under Judaism.
the principles of civil self-governStudent groups were held in the
ment, principles which sons of this dorms Monday and Tuesday night
college and this country are will- to discuss the forum's topic, "The
ingly giving their 'lives to pre- Problem of Equality." Rev. Goeh-

in college.
As the situation rests at present,

Lecture

in

Brown Emphasizes

Morrell Says Athletic Department's
ASK $2 PER STUDENT
Future Plans Need, College's Support

ODT

ship,

Prof.

COMING EVENTS

mote campus

test

I

intimate
The Victory ship "Bowuoin" was
group living, the chance for the launched at noon Saturday, ahead
cultivation of friendships, and an of schedule, according to a teleopportunity to exercise responsi- gram received last Saturday by
bility in a variety of ways."
President Sills. Dr. A. C. Gibson
Stating that a change in the fra- '11, spoke on Bowdoin College at
ternity system is desired, espec- the launching ceremonies.
ially by many of the alumni and
The Victory ship "Bowdoin" is
faculty, he related the action of the third ship to carry the name
the Executive Committee of the of this college.
The first "BowAmherst Alumni Council as report- doin" was owned by Donald B.
ed in the Amherst Alumni Council MacMillan '98, scientist, Arctic exNews. He gave seven of the sug- plorer, and Professor of Anthrogested regulations which were is- pology at Bowdoin.
MacMillan
sued in the report, saying that was a member of the Peary Expethey were grim and called for too dition in 1908 and of the. Cabot
great a change, as they would Labrador Expedition of 1910. He
eliminate much of the present val- used the "Bowdoin" in his explorue of the fraternities.
ations of the Arctic and, when he
"Bowdoin is enough like Am- later turned the ship over to the
herst," he continued, "to make the United States Navy, requested that
conclusions of this committee very the name "Bowdoin" be retained.
disturbing to anyone who believe.* This ship had the distinction of bethat the fraternity system is a ing the first Naval vessel to bear
sound one. I think its good points the name of a college.
far exceed the bad.
It has its
The second ship was the Liberty
faults, but they are not so great ship "James Bowdoin," launched
that the whole system should be at the South Portland Shipyard^ in
abandoned."
the summer of 1943 and was spanProfessor Root concluded his sored by Mrs. Sills. It was named
speech with the suggestion that after the Hon. James Bowdoin /of
Massachusetts, the first Patron of
Continued
on Page 2 J
[
the College.
The new "Bowdoin" is a Victory
valuable

This

cite

Spring Recess Improbable

Urging the adoption of the
plan, Harold H.
Burton '09, United States Senator
from Ohio, spoke at a meeting of
the Alumni Association of WesternMassachusetts, which was held in DECISION
the Hotel Kimball in Springfield,
Mass., last Friday. Dean Paul
Faculty Meeting Will
Nixon, Alumni Secretary Seward
Solve Problem Of
J. Marsh, and Placement Director
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., represented
Vacation Regulations
Bowdoin at the meeting.
In addition Senator Burton relatIn consideration of the Office of
Coned some of his experiences in
Defense Transportation's request
gress. Dean Nixon also spoke and for colleges
to cancel all spring varead several letters from Bowdoin cations. Dean Nixon today disclosmen in the service.
ed that the fate of Bowdoin's EasWilbur Snow '07, Lt. Governor ter recess from March 29 to April
of Connecticut, former Professor 2, will be decided at tonight's facat Wesleyan College, and poet, ulty meeting.
made a plea for the "liberal arts."
This order, issued to ease the
He represented the Bowdpin Club transportation situation by stopof Connecticut, which participated ping a flood of unessential student
in the "ladies' night" dinner party. travel, asked all colleges in the
This Alumni Association also plans country to cancel their Easter vaa spring meeting with subfresh- cations and thus prevent mass exmen.
odi with consequent strains on
Seward J. Marsh, Alumni Direc- train and bus service. President
tor, has announced that the Bow- Sills, in view of the fact that the
doin Club of Boston will meet in majority of Bowdoin men come
the Hotel Statler on Thursday from within a moderate distance
April 12. Featured at the meeting and that the only three days
will be ten of Bowdoin's oldest scheduled for a vacation extended
Professors, both active and emer- over Good Friday and Easter,
itus. President Kenneth C. M. Sills wrote the ODT an explanation of
will give his annual informal re- the college's position with a hope
port on the state of the college at that a waiver might be granted.
this meeting.
,
This was answered by another reThe annual meeting of the Ken- quest to cancel the vacation.
The problem will be solved tonebec Alumni Association will be
held at Augusta in the Augusta night at the faculty meeting, alHouse on Thursday, March 22. though Dean Nixon held little hope
that
the order would be defied. In
President Sills, Alumni Secretary
Seward J. Marsh, and Placement the event that the vacation is callDirector Samuel A. Ladd will at- ed off, tentative suggestions have
been
proposed by the Student
tend the meeting.
Mr. Marsh expects the "Alum- Council for a reading period over
nus" to be out within the next two the same days, during which time
college
activities would continue
weeks.
normally except that classes would

Dumbarton Oaks

.

.

.

.

loway treatment of
gional publication treating New
Moocher" to various action short England
as^a whole, bears the sub-

.
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Red Cross Drive Tomorrow;

Augusta And Boston
Alumni Meetings Set
For March 22, April 12

1820's.

—

Contortionist

1945

Sewall, Bell Inaugurate '45

Bowdoin,"

at

Of particular Bowdoin interest
and the "Bettibempsters". The rewill be an
sults brought forth cheers from in the forthcoming issue
those who attended and regrets essay by Thomas A. Riley, instrucfrom the Phi Bete hopefuls who tor in German here, entitled "New
England Anarchism in Germany,"
"couldn't make it."
and reviews by Professor Edward ompense, wrote Mr. Manning HawJohn Thomas, who acted M. C,
being
thorne, for "playing cards
C. Kirkland and Philip C. Beam.
started the evening with educaThe "Quarterly," now in its 18th at tavern on Saturday night last
tional flicks ranging from the Cal[and] for walking .unnecessarvolume as the only completely re"Minnie the
subjects.

28,

On Dumbarton Plan
by Dick EakUson

When the March issue of the giving an interesting picture of
Good, Lusher, Featured; "New England Quarterly" appears, Bowdoin and Hawthorne in the

New "Bettibemps" And

LATE CITY EDITION
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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The Bowdoin Orient

EASTER VACATION

wick, Maine

Established IH7I

ticklish

matter of the Easter Vacation.

When

the

government

says

There
Hoffman

Philip H.

Manama*

'45

Reflaald V. Spurr '49
IleflMIl B.

Moor*

'44

Cress
By Ted Saba
The trouble with Bowdoin
that there are only two kinds

if it

It

there

L.

Court

*4T

Feature Editor

Let us hope that

we

be given an
opportunity to demonstrate our awarewill

ness of the exigencies of war. Students
Sub-Editor*

Richard E. Eftkllson '45
Rohart W. Burroughs '47
Carl LebovltE '41
'4T
'48

in accordance with the needs of the

Simon Dorfmaa
Joseph C. Wheeler

'48
'48

community.

,

Robert O. O'Brien

'44

Associate Pfofeeeor Athern P. Daggett
Aftftlfttant Professor Philip M. Brown

.

Hoffman

Philip

Advertising Manner
Circulation Manager
Business Assistants
.

Leonard D. Ball
Arthur C. Bewail

'4S
'4?
'4?

Leonard D. Bell
Arthur C. Bewail, Jr.

'47
'47

.

,

Albert C.

.

McKenna

Mcojbrr

wmm um

new vomk.

find so

Wednesday, Fab.

28,

We

Eastern Aircraft.

Wild-

built

cats."

Dick Roundy, '47—"

First
... at

.

.

.

Class Machinist
CIO
United Shoe Company, Beverly,
Massachusetts. Mv advice is don't
do it!"
Phil Smith, '47— "I worked in a
mental hospital but essential!"
.

Dave Works,

.

.

— —
'42

".

sports-

.

.

trying to get inta the act" but not
writer on the "Portland Press Herevery mangy cur is going to get
It was considered essential."
into
& C. I like Robespierre per- kid."
Tim Donovan, '48— "I drove a
sonally but if that hound can't
Post Office mail truck to Army
pack his own cigarettes there's no
p>ost s
I don't know whether it
reason for him to come hanging
was a defense job, but I had to
around the ORIENT office to see
get a release."
what he can scrouge up. He doesn't
Dick Norton, '46-"I rounded
work there anymore and he knows the
on popgjcle sticks from
times are hard all around. Deke is 10
to 7a
for B F Dixfield
p
bad enough with his trying to bum |Company It was lougher than it
"
the very food out of your mouth
SO unds
but he doesn't smoke ... and Psi
Joe Wheeler, '48-"Dairy farmis getting along in years so that he
ing and poultry farming!
I was
just stays up in Hills Opium Den tne old
man s hired man listening to Stravinsky and drinkPacky McFarland, '48 "
ing stale wine. Obie can keep expediter in the
.Yew England
Robespierre and welcome to him Shipbuilding Corporation at South
my loving por tiand, Maine."
woman who can send us cigarettes
Pete Curran, '46 "I worked in
by the small sized gross.
the Boston Navy Yard for two

many

things to be

M

|

!

I

viously been improved and stimulated

|

by

Union Committee
deserving of more than pass-

the work of the

that

it is

I

^r^

j

i

ing mention.

Command

Last Friday night's

Per-

formance Night is a case in point. We
have seldom seen such a large num-

m

m

:

thoroughly enjoying themselves at the
same time and place. Much credit
should go to the organizers of this pro-

gram who

successfully entertained the

somewhat jaded

flagging spirits of a

The vie

dances planned

something

to look forward to.

n. y.

|

here at Bowdoin, has been missing can look forward to a month or
in action
since February 7 in more of slogging through the per-

Ensign William H. Simonton '44|
wrote to his mother in Wilmington,
Delaware,' concerning a narrow
escape which he and the other
members of his L.S.T. crew had
while unloading cargo at a French
port. It seems that a German mine
had attached itself to the ship's
anchor and had been bumping
against the bow a few times before
(

can own several pairs of
of

AH

footwear.

membership

it

CHI PSI

this type

requires

Pres.

is

Pres. J. Frank Kimball '47
V. Pres. Albert C. McKenna
Sec. Elton Feeney '4»
Corres. Sec. James Kimball '48
Treas. Alan Bugbee, '48

channel trips on Christmas Day.
Simonton's L.S.T is stationed in
an English Harbor awaiting re-

DELTA UPSILON

pairs.

Pres.

.

.

.

.

Pres. Corydon B. Dunham, Jr. '47
V. Pres. Joseph H. LeCasce '46
Sec. Richard E. Eskilson '45

KAPPA SIGMA

.

Pres. Philip A. Richenburg '47
V. Pres. Richard A. Roundy, Jr.

"

'47

|
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ATHLETICS FOR ALL

Committee

of the

have discovered that planning and
carrying out these projects takes time
and energy but the benefits derived
therefrom are very

real.

Learning to

-

G. M. C. Philip H. Hoffman, 45
Sec. George W. Miller '48
Treas. William E. Morrissey '48

-

—

.

BETA THETA

.
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Mai Morrell has drawn up an impressive

and

war

attractive set of post

plans for the improvement and expansion of the athletic: department's
here.

He

frankly states that

work

will

it

be

necessary to do considerable "convinc-

many quarters before they will

ing" in

We

gain full acceptance.

properly balance our interests and
time between the social and the pracin living that
college.

ing of his common sense proposals as
they appear in brief form on the first
should then like
page of this issue.
to offer our reasons for supporting

campus

reached

all

program

the

is

students should be

through their college

all

ca-

Having benefited by the compulsory program of athletics instituted
here since Pearl Harbor we should like
reers.

to testify to the highly beneficial ef-

which such a program can have.
Mai Morrell's belief that a boy will be
better able to do his college work
when he has adequate and well superfec ts

vised physical training

we

believe to

be fully justified. We have felt that
as other wartime undergraduates have.
Mai's intention of providing every
student with individual instruction in
various team sports is a notable pro-

The

guided exercise
makes one
feel better physically but improves
one's mental alertness has been amply
demonstrated. In addition, qualities
of poise, confidence and courage are
posal.

and team

fact that

athletics not only

important by-products of
training.

this type of

Surely these are qualities

which the college should seek to
ter in all

its

sons.

fos/

The post war era presents an opportunity for real forward steps in
athletics not only beneficial
tive

and stimulating

making

but

for all

attrac-

segments

of the student body. Such proposed

improvements
rink, squash

an enlarged

as the enclosed

and hand

staff

are

all

hockey

ball courts

and

important pre-

requisites to attaining these goals.

Mai's carefully planned and. broadly

conceived proposals deserve the se

rious attention of

all

friends of the

college.

new

activity, is

THE RED CROSS

.

.

Cross Drive on campus

tomorrow. A minimum two dolman donation is being sought
by the two energetic undergraduate
leaders. It should be noted that they
had nothing to do with setting the
quota. However, it is to be expected
that the usual moans and groans will
go up. Let us stop and think the thing
starts

per

Over a

we

little

before

we

say

how much

will or won't give.

In the midst of total war the

Cross

is

Red

carrying a tremendous load.

performing invaluable services

It

is

all

over the world.

ices directly

Many of

these serv-

benefit servicemen.

A

goodly proportion of us will sooner or
later be direct recipients of Red Cross

However, whether we are or not,
we are fully aware of the indispensability of the work of the Red Cross.
For that reason alone we should help

aid.

and.help gladly.
College men, after

which

is

all,

lead a

life

comparatively insulated from

the hard knocks of the world outside.
Although we are more conscious of the
life of toil and struggle which roars on
outside our windows than many out-

.

.

.

.

.

always the danger that
the impression that

we

we

is still

will create

lack a sense of

We

should constantly combat the tendency to take the
social responsibility.

way— to let the world go hang
while we mind our own affairs.
The world likes to see tangible results. One of the best ways we can show
easy

our appreciation of the seriousness of
world conditions is to sacrifice a few
pleasures, dig a little deeper and really

Red Cross the way it deand the way Bowdoin has tra-

support the
serves

done

in the past.

THORNDIKE CLUB
Pres. Warren L. Court '47
Sec. Leonard L. Brass '46
Treas. Leonard F. Gottlieb

Religious
[

topic of discussion in the sports
world, gambling, Mai stressed the
wide chasm between the snorts of
small liberal arts colleges which
are "controlled by the institution"
and which are played bv college
students who are primarily college
students and are playing for the
love of the game and the commercialized and subsidized sports often
found in some larger universities.
"I've never seen any players
who wanted to win more than the
kids who play on the small college
Prize established in memory of teams," Mai observed,
"and I have
William J. Curtis, LL.D., of the never known one who would listen
class of 1875, to be awarded "to to a proposition to
throw a game."
that member of the college who
Mall pointed out that the post
shall have made during the previ- war
program outlined above was
ous five years the most distinguish- aimed at the entering freshman
ed contribution in any field of hu- without military training. Veterman endeavor." The judges of this ans will not be required to take
prize were the Chief Justice of the formal body building
exercises and
Supreme Court of Maine, and the will be treated individually acPresidents of Harvard and Yale cording to their needs

team and had the "B" that bee's autobiography. It makes you
with that, he was a well realize that this college has not
known figure on the campus and been laeking in turning out men
a very loyal member of the Kappa who have had imagination, insight
Sigma Fraternity. In college he and initiative, men who have been
was not much of a student, speak- pioneers in their particular field.
ing from the strictly academic
The college recognized the abilpoint of view, and on one or two ity and fame of Fred Albee in
occasions he came very near being 1917 by conferring upon him the
dropped from the rolls for defi- honorary degree of Doctor of Sciciency in scholarship. It was not ence, less than twenty years after
until his senior year that he got his graduation.
In 1933 he was
excited about biology.
the first recipient of the Bowdoin
In his autobiography,
A surgeon's Fight to Rebuild Men, ther?
is a picture of the laboratory here
in the Science Building with Albee

Winford Smith, afterwards
Director of the Johns Hopkins
Medical Hospital, engaged in biological work.
Like many others,
Fred Albee in medical school turned completely around so far as at-

his

studies

was con-

cerned and graduated from Harvard well up in his class.
As many of you know, his principal distinction has been in orthopedics.
He did pioneer work in
bone grafting, and it is interesting
to note that he attributed his success to the fact that he was taught
by his grandfather, a good farmer,

Dr. Albee had

many

other distinctions; he had bean decorated
by sixteen different countries of
Europe and South America; he has
had hospitals and operating rooms
for him in many different
places, including that in the University of Brazil.
But far more

named

abil-

ities.

Fraternities
[
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Bowdoin undergraduates make the
necessary changes themselves.

t

to

graft trees, particularly
apple trees. In his book Dr. Albee
writes as follows: "Grafting is not
a very complicated process, but it
requires utmost skill and precision
in every step and in every part."
And carrying out the principles he

1

and

Universities.

-

from

his

grandfather

in

important,' because of his work,
"This time try to do something.
thousands of men and women are You may not want to make any
today walking and doing useful
changes at all. At least, if changes
things who would otherwise have
been crippled or dead. It is well in the fraternity system at Bowthat his name should be held in doin are to be made, make them
reverent memory here at his col- yourselves. Don't wait for somelege.

one to do it^or you."

•^

seclusion of the bleachers.

'
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ring, of St. Michael's parish, Milton, Massachusetts, met with the
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The Red

Pees. Loomis A. Sawyer '48
V. Pres. William U. Small '48
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ditionally
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important

rendering valuable
service to the undergraduates.

lar

them.

proposition that

gain while in
Lancaster, through his

sponsorship of this

We

his

Don

we can

should like

to respectfully suggest a careful read-

Fundamental to

one of the most useful lessons

tical is

PI

Pres. Reginald F. Spurr '46
V. Pres. Richard S.' Norton '46
Sec. David S. Collins '48
Treas. Harold Burnham '48
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the shoes are excellent for Maine
You see, there
winter weather.
being finally freed. The L.S.T. made are all sorts of benefits for the
the last of its twenty-six cross- knowing G. I.

Everyone in life has a cross to
bear and I found mine in the form
Ensign Simonton went overseas of a roommate. He is everything
in March of 1944. He was comis- one could possibly! desire as a coIncessantly
sioned in January of the same year inhabitant of a cell.
at Notre Dame University, where his vie blares forth with solid barhe received his Naval Reserve Offi- relhouse. "None of your commercer's training. Previous to this, he cialized swing for me," he says
had graduated from Bowdoin, rather smugly. At night, he reyears ... in the finance section off where he was an active member of moves the window, sashes and all.
m- a
"Nothing like a bit of fresh air,"
Every paragraph :n this seems tne supply department."
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
"47—"
Warren Court,
says he, as he crawls into bed,
sorted
to end up with something about
covering his massive frame with
women. That's the way we hope fabric for Red Cross hospital slip1 8 at Haverhill, Mass."
fully a score of blankets. What 1
we end up. In our time we have
'47—
Art Sewall,
really object to, however, is his
"One day in the
known some few women
and
Morrell
wry witticisms and puny puns.
we hope that time is not fleeting. South Portland Shipyard— a weld
Saturday, while treking to WaterYou can't say too much about checker. 1^ didn't get paid."
[ Continued from Page 1 ]
Joe LaCasce, '47
ville, he smilingly came up with
"I graded
women as they are still pretty
much a puzzle to most men but lumber for N. T. Fox Co., at Frye- to the Morrell blueprints. For en- this gem» "Slowly, we'll make our
you do have to admit that they are burg, Me."
freshmen,
tering
formal
body way north from Bath, Maine to
Judge Lawlis, '45 " Bird'.* building and conditioning exercises Waterville in three easy showers."
holding their own. Statistics show
that fifty per cent of the married Eye Frosted Foods, supervising the until by passing a strength and That's all. He fell bleeding under
people in the United States alone harvesting of crops by German fitness test given from time to a rain of blows.
are women. And you can comb the Pr 'so ne rstime throughout the year they
Jim Cut,er 4 7— "I worked two demonstrate their ability to transdandruff out of history and find
It really hadn't occur ed to me
fer to some other team sport. Evquite a few interesting squaws, |Week
just how rapidly age is overwhelmin Needham, Mass."
ery man would be required to parThere was Cleopatra, the Nile
Dick Eskilson, '45 (Beautiful op- ticipate in at least one team sport, ing me until the other day when
pin-up, who went lo bed with her
!)— "I instructed and each man would receive in- bustling down to Chandler's, I ran
asp rather than mess around with portunity to
in the Training Department at the struction in sports
with carry over headlong into one of the local
some old, tired Roman wolf
belles of more than average femand Marie Antoinette who tried to New England Shipbuilding Corp. value such as tennis, handball, and
Taught
guys
how
to
build
ships."
swimming. Every man is to be inine attributes. We're both the
feed
the peasants on mouldy
same age and we both reqiember
required to take a swimming
sponge cake but the proletariat exBowdoin when. After the usual
ploded in her face cause they girl's dorm. For want of something course unless he is excused by the
run of small talk I made brief inwanted chocolate frosting
and better to do, the fellows taught Dean or Doctor.
Among the new and improved quiry of her love life. "Lousy,"
Helen of Troy who got plastered them Black-jack and lost all their
she retorted.
"Why, the other
facilities that Mai hopes the post
with Paris and created one helluva dough in the bargain.
•
war era wiljl bring to Bowdoin are night some freshman called me up
domestic scandal
and old
m-o
an indoor hockey rink, which could for a date. Hell, I couldn't accept.
mother Eve who was supposed to
Our definition of the week has even be of wooden construction, to I used to go out with his uncle
have started it all with a rosy apwhen he was at Bowdoin." Someple <but really, it was just a green to do with women too. It goes that: be located under the Bowdoin
how I felt sorry for her. Life is
pear)
and the two Colby co- intuition is what tells a woman Pines near Whittier Field and passing her by.
eds that a couple of Bowdoin chaps she's right when she's wrong. which could give us good, natural
picked up this past week-end. The That's what my girl friend has or ice "from December to April." In
dears said it was too late to go to if it isn't that her father comes in addition, Mai would like to see
The other day I was scanning
the gym dance so the four ambled and turns on the lights.— See you squash and handball courts flank an antique ORIENT when I ran
the g>m and balance the swimover to one of the f>lavrooms in the soon.
across Eames' statement that the
ming pool, improved lighting facil5"
—LJ
ORIENT had seen the last of Roities and folding bleachers for the
bespierre.
That just proves that
H.
gym, another playing field develany lout can come along and
oped in the Pickard Field area, a
knock,
what is apparently "sound
Class of 1899
clay court to replace the cement
prediction, all to hell. By the way,
one in the Pickard Field tennis
has anyone seen the vicious brute?
address by President Kenneth C. M. Sills
court unit.
Last I heard he was down the
Mai
said
that
his travels had
in the College Chapel on February 21, 1945
Hole-in-the-Wall (he couldn't get
convinced him that Bowdoin with
in the Eagle on a bet) cadging
its basketball, hockey, track and
small beers. However, as far as
swimming has been doing more in I
am concerned, he's through with
Last week there died in Ne»v grafting apple tree twigs he bethe field of sports this winter than
York one of the most distinguish- came in a few years "the Burbank
the ORIENT.
most other small colleges.
ed graduates of Bowdoin, Fred H. of surgery." He 6prang into inter"Our weak season is the fall,"
Albee of the class of 1899. Dr. national fame during the First
he said, and he suggested greater
After four years of baskctballing
had been called "one of the great- World War and is said to have
emphasis on soccer in the future under the chastising glare of Maine
est surgeons of all time." He had performed one-half of all the bone
to make up for it.
officials, my vote for the best is
an international reputation and is graft operations in the American
Mai
reaffirmed his faith in foot- duly presented to Jack Fisher,
as well known in South America Army at that time.
ball,
properly coached, as the Ralph Brewer, and Johnny Fortuas he is in this country.
If you students here wish to
greatest of all team games.
"It nate In sharp contrast, there are
I remember him very well when read a thrilling book written by
takes courage because there is an others of Sam McCall's calibre,
he was a studeni at Bowdoin; he one, who, forty years ago, was sitelement of danger in it," Mai said. who should give their whistles to
was a junior when I was a fresh ting Where- you sit in the Chapel
Turning briefly to the current some little boy and retire to the
man, and as he played on the foot- here, I commend to you Dr. Al.

.

Morton

V. Pres. Austin F. Hogan '45
Sec. John D. Claffey 47
Treas. Frederick H. Clarkson '45

one of our national
organizations.
Some of you will
be invited to join one of these fratrenities. I know none will decline
the honor. And always remember
in

;

I

V. Pres. Philip S. Smith, Jr., '47
Sec. Philip C. Weatherill '48

where he was a radio gunner ennial

bog of slush and muck.
Treas. Martin E. Robinson '48
on a Liberator Bomber with the This year I'm fortified to conquer PSI UPSILON
15th Air Force. He had received the conditions with two pair of
Pres. Arthur C. Sewall, Jr., '47
the Air Medal and a Distinguished field shoes, known to their inhabV. Pres. Albert Chillson '48
Unit Badge.
Sec. Richard L. Edgccomb '48
itants as "boondockers." You, too,
Italy,

j
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praised. For that social life has so ob-
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life
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after studying at the University of But why go to all that trouble just
The eleven fraternities and the
and the other on their old
jobs.
We thought it would be in- Rcme. At Bowdoin he was a mem- to get the little scotch I use for Thcrndike Club announced this
week that the following men will
teresting to know what sorv? of ber of the Delta Upsilon frater- medicinal purposes.only.
serve as officers of their respecthe "old jobs" are- -so we did some nity.
v
asking!
tive groups during the spring term.
of
Harold
M.
Hendrickson
Now that Maine's "in-between"
Alec Scovil. '48 —"I worked in
the General Motors Mending Divi- Brunswick, and former student season is here, the Bowdoin boys ALPHA .DELTA PHI
Pres. Edwin B. Cutler '47
sion Plant in London, N. J., for
text

;

Puhllnhcd bi-weekly when cisMca are held by the Students of
Bowdoin College. A4drem nevrn communications to the Editor
• nd nibx-ription communication 4 to the Buninamt Manager of the
Bowdoin Publiahlnif Company at the Orient Office la the Moulton Union. Bowdoin Colle*e, Brunswick. Maine. Entered a*
second clasa matter a* the post office at Brunswick. Maine).

^smbmtcd

Term

have one eye on their

classification

|

ber of the student body so obviously

associated Gofleeide Press

Announce

we see, is still going
with lather about the
mouth over the butt situation. He
took over for us while we were
banging around New York arid we
would have thanked him for his
efforts if he'd kept Robespierre
out of the column. I can't see
where Jimmy Durante has got to
blow his top cause "everybody's

turn to the subject of campus social

'47

Donald 8. Bloomberg '*8
Bernard LeBeau '48
Oaorge Pappaa '48
George Miller '48
Robert Good '48
Henry Koritxky '48

know

feel like a

O'Brien,

THE UNION COMMITTEE

No
my

man

my

around

r

So often these columns are devoted
to serious discussions and criticisms
that it is pleasant indeed to be able to

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
.

mature to be able to limit their actions

Arthur C. Seuall
David Dtafcsea

>

Feature Writers

of college age should be sufficiently

woman

-

that it
refugee out
of a Siberian saga.
You cannot
stagger around the frozen wastes
without sweating out a wolf pack
to come padding along from the
rear shouting,
"Look, no red
points!" A couple of lovely witches
we know complain that just that
happens to them when they try to
cross the campus alone.

,

Warren

of

much snow

so

is

makes you

to be successful.

is

is

weather available. What we have
right now is called Winter but a
little later in the year the natives
go around celebrating the Fourth
of July. In the Winter season,

will require the cooperation of the,,

student body

Sport* Editor

week end.

Bob

Front

a possibility that a "read-

substituted for

VARIETY.

Bowdoin

Eskilnon
The modest proposals for the
O'Brien
By
4-Ps
of
have
extermination
Never again will I doubt the power of the press or of the
brought forth various reactions on
believes in.
sooner had the last issue of
campus. One group, intent upon
a
a volunteer march to Alaska,
gasping complaint about the
the Orient appeared with
drilled on the fourth floor of Hyde
Manfredi Assarita '32 was among
lack of gaspers when I had practically a carload of popular
Hall until some one thought to
320 Italians murdered by the
wonder what they could do there.
direction. Added to them was this
brands unloaded in
outside
Pearl Harbor, Iceland, Trinidad, Nazis on March 24, 1944,
cryptic yet tender message, "You always were about as
and San Diego were also suggest- Rome. President Sills announced
head!
Sec if you can find a cough in
hit
on
the
as
a
subtle
ed, but the lack of bridges and his death in daily chapel.
airplane 1, 2, and 3 coupons flogwhere I can get an iron lung?
these." Anyone
Assarita was a captain in the
ged those possibilities, too.
Thus, this radical attitude to- Italian Army, and a member of the
As a matter of fact, I did so Fraternities
ward the situation has subsided, Resistance forces. He came to Bow- well on cigarettes I'm almost
and the boys in this unhappy doin under an exchange fellowship,
Officers For Spring
tempted to do a column on scotch.

cancel

ing period" or "on campus" vacation

may be

Editor*

is

The

By Dick

will decide the

your vacation there is not much that
can be done but grin and bear it.
BdMoe-Hi-CtHef

Campus Survey

Mustard and

Tonight the Faculty

Director*

"

,

I

J

j

Winthrop students. Rev. Johnson
of the Williston Congregational
Church, Portland, Maine, led the
sessions in Appleton. Rev. Rose of
the
Presbyterian
Westminster
Foundation directed the Hyde
groups. At these meetings, equality in economics and politics was
considered first, followed by a review of the race problem. Religion's attitude toward equality was
stressed throughout the discussions.
The Rev. Rose mentioned
that other fields were influenced
by religious equality.
The purpose of the forum was
to center student thought on religion, according to the B. C. A.
Wrote one of the ministers after
the forum: "There must be proper
education in this matter of equality, especially in dealing with the
races.
That education must start
with the education of ourselves as
a

spiritual

drive fostered to ac-

complish this ideal of brotherhood.

Vic's Re-opening Puts Spirit Into

Men

Hearts Of Thirsty Bowdoin
By Ted Saba
Vic's to re-open on March first.
Just a simple announcement but
packed with feeling for those har-

for the better serving of beer
food.

"Show me,"

I

insisted,

and
and

followed him around on a tour of
inspection with little Bobbie and
George kicking at my shins. (Pop
dy souls who have managed to
sat by the stove puffing on his
weather the drought of the past

few months.
The Romans may
have had their Ides of March but
come the First and we have beer
and spaghetti once again.
There is no need for wailing and
fears that anything will be changed.
The atmosphere is to be the
same although the brightness of
the walls may be a little hard on
the eyes in the early part of the
evenings.
The smoke and grime
of the past five years will all be
painted over although the color
scheme will be the same, buff and
white.
Vic told me this when I
went down in the middle of alterations to check with him and Bertha.
I had heard some pretty
rough rumors that we might wind
up with some kind of black enamel and chroma cubby hole but
Lemiux seemed quit* taken back
that we could even dream of such
a thing. He insists that the place
could burn down before such sacrilige would take place.
The only
changes, Vic insisted, were to be

iMa^^^M**

pipe.)

We

started in that little shed
that Vic used to use for nothing.
It has been built into a large walkin cooler where Vic is going to
store the beer before it hits the
taps. From there, the barrels will
go to a built-in refrigerator under
the bar so that the brew will always be cold and nobody will be
stuck with a head that goes all
the way down to the bottom.

The kitchen has been improved
so that Bertha will be able to feed
you more easily on the new china
service that Vic picked up in Boston.
And along with the chinaware, Lemiux bought some new
steins that weigh two and threequarter pounds!
That means a
little

juggling for feeble arms afone-too-many round.

ter that

The

place is still the same: the
changes are only inward and for
the drinker's benefit
the date
is March the first ... the old
.

Bowdoin

^

of

»on

.

.

.to Vic's.

mmmmm

—

S

mmmm
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS
By Art Hewall sad Dave

Ostites

Since this writer is one of the very few 4-F's who have
escaped the watchful eye of Bill Morgan as potential "cal" majors, this week's column will be entirely

The

unappropriate.

writer

naturally prejudiced against
since the time he

saw

me

is

DISCLOSES TEAMS' SUCCESSES
scoring because they
defensive guards
at the gym of the
long floor and tne bleachers along
the side made a better game to
watch and provided an outlet for
the most spirit this college has
seen for at least five semesters.
The only room for improvement in
the gym would be an electric score
board, and better lighting- Lot us
hoopsters.
The dual victories over Maine hope that the fine basketball seaand Colby were very gratifying son that Neil Mahoney has given
to the team and its supporters and the college will help produce these
'especially to Coach Neil Mahoney improvements next season.

Dick Edgcomb Scores

Basketball

,

The regular basketball schedule
has ended and the final count reads
eleven won and nine lost.
This
provides ample proof that this is^
the best season that any Bowdoin
{basketball team has had.
The
majority of the losses were lo
service teams, Bates V-12 being
the only college to defeat our

Walk

12 Points; J. V/s

Over Colby

Morgan

last a

WINTER SPORTS FLASH-BACK

Coach Mahoney's Fourth Varsity

BOWDOIN TOPS MULES
RETURN TILT

34-31 IN

much

did

were

strict, y

|

J.V.'s 35-20.

The new setup

I

whole

i

dance

at the winter houseparty.

It

Last Saturday night at Water-

took four weeks of hard battling with
the athletic department and the in-

ville

firmary to replace the "cal" excuse
he uaclnred void.

second time this season

like to

in

a hard

fought contest, 34-31. In the afternoon game the J. V.s beat the

polar bearings

This writer would

<

team

the varsity basketball

defeated the Colby "Mules" for the

Colby

remind

FEW

those very
readers who have
struggled along this far that the basketball season

is

not com-

V.s, the score

J.

was

35-20.

Swimming
and Bob O'Brien, who, up until
this year, had experienced few
Although somewhat in the backwins pn the court against these ground because of a lack of col-

Wopds opened the scoring with
a two pointer for Colby, and for
the remainder of the first half the
two teams continued to swap baskets, with neither team ever having a lead of more than three
points.
For the "Polar Bears",

Bowdoin
competition
the
lege
Packy McFarland was fitting- swimming team under' the able
rewarded by being elected Cap- guidance of Bob Miller had a very
tain of the team before the Colby successful year.
game. His play all season long
The team won all their meets
was consistently good, and by net- with the exception of pO.T. and
ting 187 points led the team in
the New England*, where the comscoring.
Defensively he excelled petition was too strong, as Bowclubs.

The team is yet to play in the Brunswick tournament, and the boys still need our support. Since the tournament is to be played in the Sargent gym, this would be a good
time to see how large a crowd we can assemble. After their win Dick Edgecomb, who had his best
night of the season, netted ten
over Colby last weekend the team deserves a little extra sup- points. The score at the. half was

pletely over.

port from us.

19-18, in Colby's favor.

The "Kids"

polar bearings
if

ly

Prospects look good for this year's informal tennis team, and,
the "racketeers" can enlist the services of Professor Nathaniel

started the second
but the "Mules", playing their
best game of the season, continued
to stay in front by a few points.
half,

C. Kendrick as coach, the "Big White" courtmen should have a "Packy" McFarland handicapped
by a bad cold, was unable to find
"hot" season.
the strings, and it seemed possible
polar bearings
that the home club's zone defense
j
Their coverage of the backboards against the "Mules" up in might provide an upset. With only
three minutes left, Steve MonagWaterville last Saturday should win "Major" Edgcomb and
han and Frank Kimball sunk bas*
"Bob" O'Brien a permanent spot in the hearts of loyal Bowdoin kets to put Bowdoin in the lead.
rooters. They both kept the visitors' stands cheering spectacular Leading by one point with forty
seconds remaining, Frank Kimball
plays long after most Colby voices had worn out, either from
again counted with a one-hander
exhaustion or "Big White" ball handling.
from the corner to ice the game.
"Packy" McFarland played outpolar bearings
4.
holding
standing defensive by
There is a group of about ten men on campus who would "Hank" Stillman to four field goals
like to see something definite done about having those old faith- and "Bob" O'Brien played an excellent floor game, being unbeatfuls (and anyone else interested) learn the regular Bowdoin

HERE IS A SHOT OF THE VARSITY

taken earlier in the season. From left to right are Packy McFarSteve Monaghan, Mort Page, Ray Boucher, Bob Bobbins, Norby Carey, Earl Hanson
(who has entered the Marines), Jim Whitcomb. Frank Kimball, Don Russell, John Whitcomb (who
has gone in the Navy), Bert Moore, Dan Morrison, Dick Edgcomb. Bob O'Brien had not yet returned to
college at the time this picture was taken.
land, Captain,

Prospects For Coming
Baseball Season Bright

As

Snow

would be a big help

it

to the

teams

to hear a little organ-

Edgecomb

12' points

got

for

weekend we made more noise Bowdoin, and Stillman and Woods
than the "Gray Mule"* rooters at Waterville, and, if we can do made 14 and 10 respectively, for
Colby.
it in Waterville, here at home should sound like Bill Morgan
The box score follows:
when some innocent freshman cuts "Cal" without an excuse
ized cheering at the games. Last

.

.

.

BOWDOIN

Requiem.

Kimball,

If

FG

F

Hour

Sports Star Of The
By Warren Court
The ORIENT Sports

Against the Radar "Packy" had.
one of his best nights of the season
augurating a "Sports Star of the when he scored 17 points to lead
Hour" column, to be written for our varsity in a 44-38 win. Playing
under the handicap of a bad cold
each issue by the Sports Editor.
in the Colby game "Packy* played
The column will consist of a per- the whole forty minutes' and held
staff

is in-

sonal writeup of the Bowdoin un-

dergraduate who has been most
prominent in sports between issues.
The initial selection of "Sports
Star of the Hour" was unquestionably .an easy one. My choice this
issue is "Packy" McFarland the

Monaghan,

2

4

Edgecomb, c

2

Russell

1

1

4
12
3

O'Brien, Ig

Moore

ly for

-

1

14

6

34

FG

F

Pts.

1

1

10
3

4

2
6

14

S

Poirier, c

Stillman,

5

2

Colby's ace "Hank" Stillman to 14
COLBY
points, six of which were made on
fouls. His consistent line of chatter Woods, If
helped keep the spirits of the team
Coughlin, rf
up when the luck was running bad-

our boys.
Hats off to "Packy" McFarland
captain of the varsity basketball our first "Sports Man of the Hour"
team, whose brilliant play against whose excellent play and leadership
the Bowdoin Radar and Colby bas- all season long, and especially in
ketball teams was instrumental in these last two games helped give
making victories against these Bcwdoin its best basketball year to

lg

McAvoy

2
2

1

Wright, rg
Aarseth

9

11

31

Former Bowdoin Track

Fate Of Miler In Doubt

Star Alan Hillman '44

Among

Magee Taking Complete
Medical Checkup In

Alan G. Hillman

'44,

Jack Magee has been

the

in

Pratt Memorial Diagnostic Institute in Boston for the last week

track squad.

squad.

A

this
advantage developed each
until he climaxed his year
with twelve points against Colby.
Possession of the ball is a pre-

Coach Bob Miller

right at

home

is

Swimming Coach Miller
Laid Up With Pneumonia

captain of the

good catcher, Mort

of the best passing and shooting of the year.
They were also
very helpful through continuous
harrassing
of
the
opposition.
Moore, Page, Carey. John Whitcomb, and Russell filled out the
unit and although they lacked experience they made up for it
through aggressiveness and willingness to work.
Dick Edgecomb was the tallest
member of the team, and by using

game

is

in the batters box.

Bob

The catching department should

Bowdoin swim-

Miller, the

All-Opponent Service

second base, and Donovan furnished the team with seme
Irish spirit in the field.
Don Russell, with a season of

And College Fives Chosen

experience behind him, will be the

Last week a poll was conducted

ability at

style events at the

New

Ehglands.

—Willis Barnstone handicapped by
a lack of practice entered the diving competition at M.I.T. and
turned in a good performance.
George Erswell, the swimming
team's "variety" man, did his best
swimming at Boston when he copped second place in the 300 yard
medley swim Can't forget "Pete"
Grant, who left the team earlier
in the season with prospects of becoming one of the best dash men
in New England.— Caldwell, Hamblen, Rosenberg, Bernardin, McMahon, and Backman, all helped
in making the year a successful
one, and thus providing another

—

requisite for victory and Dick's
splendid work of retrieving rebounds helped the club immeasur- plume
for Bob Miller's well feathably.
ered cap.
Probably the best example of
Track
hustle on the ballclub was Frank
Kimball.
Frank proved a valuThe track season was divided
able asset to the team because of into two parts: Early
in the year
his aggressiveness, and he was the
cross country harriers partook
hard to beat off the offensive in dual meets with high school
boards.
Famed for his one-hand teams and won all their meets.
shots Frank came through against Fred Auten led the Bowdoin
runColby last Saturday, when he made ners and he was aided by Cabby
one of these shots with less than Easton, Joe Wheeler, Don Burna minute to play, to put the ball- ham, Bill Smith, Don
Lyons, and
game safely in the victory column. Corey Dunham, who showed conDanny Morrison blew hot and tinued improvement with each
cold all season long, but did have meet
and got many valuable
one of the top foul-shooting aver- points.
f
ages.
Danny had his best nights
The only other part of the track
against Bates and Fort Williams team's activities was the

forming
which may very well mean that of the relay team which partook
he was best when the going was in, ..the
B.A-A.. competition and
toughest.
placed second to a fast NortheastBob O'Brien and Ray Boucher, ern quartet. The "Polar Bear" rethe big and little guards, divided duties for the season.
Ray
played regularly for the first half
of the season but had to give way
to Obie at the end of the sched-

lay team was composed of Tim
Bob Weatherill, Hal
Burnham, and Bob Miller.
The
alternates were Mike Robinson
and Joe Wheeler.

Donovan,

The advantages that Bob
In closing, congratulations to all
had were his needed height and the winter athletic teams and their
and the valuable asset of ex- coaches for their fine results under
among Coach Neil Mahoney, the perience. Neither Ray nor Bob (he prevailing conditions.
mainstay of an undermanned pitchvarsity basketball team, and the
ing staff. Coach Mahoney's chief Sports Editor to name two all-opBell Elected White
Sets Date
Adam Walsh may be Notre worry is the whereabouts of an- ponent basketball teams, one serv- Sewall
Dame's next acting head football other pitcher. All those who can, ice, and one college. The result of

Adam Walsh Hinted As
Top Notre Dame Coach

ule.

size,

And

•Portland Press Herald."

re-

evidence

be strong this year with Al Chilson ming coach, is recovering from an
attack of pneumonia which followhaving a general checkup on rec- able to give Page a battle for that
ed a cold contracted in Boston
ommendation of his doctor. The position.
Frank Kirflb'all and Ray Bouch- February 10. It is probably a reBowdoin Track coach was sick for
sult of overwork during the M.I.T.
game.
hands
at
the
are
er
old
several weeks last fall and has
meet in which he acted as an offibeen doing only limited work at Frank covered first base in able
cial besides coaching the Bowdoin
the college in connection with the fashion last summer, while Ray
team. It will be another two weeks
fielding
an
excellent
job
turned
in
winter.
It is
track team during the
before he will be on the job again.
hoped that he will soon come back at shortstop.
in good health to coach the spring
Simonds showed marked fielding

who

who was

in

the prospective players

team. Mort Page

Hub

coach, according to a report in ihe

Reported Missing

much

are seven veterans from last year's

O

'

date.

clubs possible.

1

McFarland, Ig

Coach Jack Magee

6

2
5

rf

Morrison

still

enthusiasts of Bowdoin college.

Pts.

3

.

Robbins

is

on the Bowdoin campus and there
is a tang to the air more suggestive
of ski suits than baseball uniforms,
but optimists Coach Neil Mahoney and Manager Tom Chadwick
were the chief organizers of the
first meeting of the ball and bat

able off the boards.

cheers,

Cage Begin

Drills In

by blanketing such men as Still- doin entered the only civilian team.
man and Zecker of Colby.
Some of the season's highThe "Kids" had numerous good points:
Slip Eells won the first
nights during the season, their
annual Roger Dunbar 150 yard
best being the first game with
backstroke
Memorial
Swim
Maine.
Stevey Monaghan and Woody Brown came second in
Rabbit Robbins combined for some
both the 100 and 220 yard free-

Walsh,

on' leave of absence from

is

Bowdoin

for

another year,

is

in

cently reported missing in action, line for the job if the present actis one of Bowdoin's outstanding ing coach, Ed McKeever, accepts
track stars of recent years. In his a permanent position offered him

Mahcney
tice will

means

LF— Bamhardt
RF—Walsh

soon.

For the next few weeks
be

in

prac-

all

the cage,

that there will be no batting

RG— Gooch

Fielding practice, base-

practice.

Bates
Leonard D. Bell "47 and Arthur
Northeastern C. Sewall, Jr. '47 were elected
Directors
of the Bowdoin PublishNortheastern
ing Company at a meeting of the
Maine Directors
Friday in the ORIENT
Bates office.
Colby
The Cosine** Manager is norm-

C —Henry
LO — Byers

which

U
U

terms at Bowdoin he broke six
running .sliding, etc., will be the
by Cornell University.
records in the longer distances.
However, if Walsh does become order of the day with emphasis
During his last outdoor season he
was co-captain of the cross country head coach of his alma mater, it placed on individual instruction.
There can be little doubt with
team. He also took part in interfra- will probably be only for the duraternity athletics for Alpha Delta tion. Regular coach Frank Leahy all the baseball talent on campus,
Phi.
that Bowdoin's fourth wartime
is at present in the Navy and is
Few men have broken as many
nine will have a successful season.
records as Hillman did when in expected to return after the war.
school. He holds the college record Walsh, who played center and capfor:
tained the famous "Four Horsethe outdoor 880 yards ( 1 :55.!i)
men" and "Seven Mules," was head
the indoor 880 in the cage
line coach at Notre Dame this
six

—Stillman
—Mitchell

.

.

—

since
1943, the position of Business Manager has been vacant and
the
largely taken over by
Dow Field the duties
Faculty Advisors.
Bell and
Dow Field Sewall, who are the Advertising
Fort Williams and Circulation Managers respecPresque Isle AAF tively, will therefore have only
one-half a vote apiece.

- Kritikos

U

—Wharton

.

May,

.

.

LG— Kessler
RG— Pholman

For Basketball Tourney

The White Key under the direction of President Warren Court
has formulated plans for the Interfraternity

basketball
tournament.
The tourney will be run
during the week of March 12-17

Bates ally a n-.cmber of the board, of at the college gym. The tournawhich the other members are the
ment draw and dates of play will
Editor-in-Chief and the two Facbe posted on the college bulletin
ulty Advisors.
However,

Sendee
LF— Solomon Preque Isle AAF
RF— Thorne
Fort Williams
C Nurenberg
Bowdoin Radar

U

Key

To Publishing Company

with regularity, make a baseball the poll follows:
College
travel in a curved line should see

board.
The favored teams who
were given preferred positions in

the

draw are

the D.U., Deke, Chi

and Thorndike combinations.
The "Key" is also planning college pool and bridge tournaments

Psi,

for the near future.

(1:57.8)

1,000 yards
cage (2:14.7)
the indoor mile 44:22.2)

the

indoor

in

the past

interfraternity meet mile
(4:23.4)

fall.

i

One reason Bowdoin was

willing

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

CUMBERLAND

to offer Walsh the leave of absence was because the trimester
plan here presents little time for
football, with the fall term opening around October 15. Concerning the leave, Director Malcolm E.
Morrell of the Bowdoin College
Athletic Department said, "The
present arrangement is one that is

Feb. 2BVWarch

Wed.-Thurs.

outdoor two mile (9:43)
Al Hillman, coming from BayLong Island, made himself one
of the great runners of the college.
It is generally believed that he
would also hold the record for the
outdoor mile if he hadn't run in entirely satisfactory to Adam
two different events in the May, Walsh, to Notre Dame, and to
1942, state meet, conserving for Bowdoin College."
each. In that meet he took two

side,

••i

1

Blonde Fever
with
Philip

Dora

Mary Astor

-

also

Fox News

March

of

Time

March

Fri.-Sat.

Practically

Do you

Would you

like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?

Yours

Claudette Colbert

-

There

is

Fred MacMurray

BANK

Brantwtck, Maine

off

OeHfl,
Total
Student

flVMM

Patrons**

C.

action, is

HIUJfAy

**4.

hare shown in a

who has

recently been reported missing in
characteristic pose. He was an outstanding

miler while here.

does the cooking

BrunswickHardwareCo.

lit Maine Street

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

TOWN TAXI
24

HOUR SERVICE

ALLEN'S

DRUG STORE MIKE'S

148 Maine Street

Tel. 77S

M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G.
Ceraer Mass*

To You?

-

Thomas

Mitchell

also

Paramount New*

March

Wed--Thurs.

Steaks

Chops

Fancy Groceries

Street

delivery

T0NDREAU BROS.

ORIENT

The

the College Oracle

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

ONLY

$2.00 a year

Short Subject

March 9-10

Fri.-S»t.

Deliver the

ORIENT

to:

Name
i

Lost In
lflf

A Harem

with
Bud Abbott - Lou Costello

Manager

Address
City, State

al**

The Orient

Paramount New*

i

Cartoon

The Orient

Office,

Moulton

Maiae Street

MHlhaai

is

and Reporter

Nils Asther

— Telephone 5 —
Printer* of

-

with
- Helen Walker

•

The RECORD OFFICE
Paul R. Nlven,

Remember

7-8

The Man In Half Moon

Fox New*

BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Phone 328-M for

Gregory Peck

Printing

Ask Us For Quotation*

ORIENT

gift subscription to the
to all your girls and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world. No extra
charge for foreign delivery.

with

Always Top Quality

HOT DOOS

May We Be of Service
TEL. 1000

PLACE

4-5-6

—

—D

A Y S
Keys of the Kingdom

STATIONERY

'

March

Sun.-AIon.-Tue*.

We have

TEAROOM

Paramount News

8

an easy and inexpensive way.

Send a

Short Subject

PRINTING
THE SPLENDID

also

ALL Your

"Where the Students
Meet to Eat"

BsM tlte d

PHILGAS
ALAN

Yes, We're Interested In

Wmmmm IMHiW

have your friends know what yon are doing?

with

firsts.

FIRST NATIONAL

like to

•Do you like to hear or your athletic achievements'/

2-S

1
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Union,

Brunswick, Maine

;
s

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

Five Fraternities Revel

ORIENT NEWSPICTURES

And Seek Existence Of

OFTHEWEEK

By John
Last

F.

fall,

Athletic Building

PROPOSED SITE OF HANDBALL AND SQUASH COURTS
Included In the Athletic Departof

list

war plans

post

flank the north side of the

shown

Athletic Building

Nestled

the

top photograph and thus balance
the Curtis swimming p<> >1 locat-

ed on the south

Adam Walsh
on

leave of absence as Bowdoin'*

coach of
returned

football,

who

He

spring practice.

is

for

now head

sports page story reports that

may become head

he

c.iach

Ed McKeever accepts a

bid

the

unbowed.

hut
first

floor

of

if

from

Cornell.

Christmas party, they
on floors and

stunning

worked

fiendishly

decorations at their sumptuous
fraternity house, which the Navy
is now using for a mess hall. The
Zete's one regret is that they have
but one house to give to their
country. For the lime being they
can only dream about returning to
their house and Chef Pete Tenneson, whose food is truly fit to be

Zate.

Occupying the first two floors of
North Hyde, the present home of

faced a crisis: four pledges
and no paddles, quite the inverse
proportion on campus nowadays.
A neighborly house, however,
equipped the Sigma Nu's a bit

the A.T.O's is made "a little lower
than the angels." After the fellows moved from the A.T.O. House
on Federal Street to the dorm,

of good will that no doubt made^
a strong impression on the pledges.
With typical subtlety of Mainiacs,
the Sigma Nu's keep their windowsills full of innocent coke bot-

THE PALM,

—

However, a

coach there.

line

on

ON

men

recently

Dame

Notre

to

five

—

side.

COACH ADAM WALSH,

'46

South Hyde is the Sigma Nu suite.
There, any time of day or night
the Sawyer Twins, John Cummins,
and Bill Small are busily studying
whether to bid in spades or no
trumps. Meanwhile, pecking on a
Corona portable and kibitzering is
Jim Cook, dashing off another play
or radio script. Most visitors drop
in on the Sigma Nu's after the
mail comes so they can hear who's
on pro and which House appropriated this week's LIFE. This February the Sigma 'Nu upperclass-

Hyde

in

MacMorran

on the day before

moved

Hyde Hall muddy

which are detailed In a front
page story. The new wing would

Jekyll

the Psi U's are proud of fulfilling Demaray will join a jive band or
minate on PETN. The Kappa
are particularly appreciated by a long-standing wish of Bowdoin Reg Lombard will repeatedly exnoives are shot!"
Althe college carpenters and people Psi U's: To run Vic out of busi- claim, "My
who have announcements to make ness. Scovil, alone, has the dis- though their conservatism wouldbeing philosophical n't recommend their throwing
of
in the Union dining-room. Janitor tinction
Arthur Langford's description of whenever the unmistakable melody more than two or three wastepaTHE STEPS OF PSI U wafts per basketfulls of water on somethem is the most eloquent: he can't
one entering or leaving Hyde,
up through the dorm.
find words to express himself.
they're gluttons for work.
Right
Living with Bohemian abandon
The closest thing Bowdoin has now they are doing concentrated
on the top floor of South Hyde, to a Waldorf (or for that matter, work on a Bowdoin-on-the-Air rewhere the sky's the limit, is the ivory) Tower is the Zete's duplex cital of group singing, which should
Kappa chapter of Psi Upsilon. Af- apartment. For there, indeed, all be sharp. Last fall, before their
ter a weary climb up three flights Zetes but Eskilson speak only to
Sigs

into Hyde Hall
from the shambles of their respective houses, it was a matter of conjecture at the College Office how
well the dorm would survive. On
the day after, it was a matter of
time how -long Hyde could survive.
To everyone's surprise, March finds
fraternities

ment's

Hyde

In

their

national

fication

fraternity

journal

changed their classifrom fratres in rustica to

fratres in urbe.

The

THE HYDE HALL DORMITORY

"Sabu"
the

A.T.O's
are
versatile.
holds the whiplash over

Masque and Gown

in

one hand

Living over the Sigma Nu's are
and the reins of numerous other
On careful obthe Kappa Sigs.
activities in the other.
Kimball
servation, it is probable their phil- of stairs, you duck a flying bottle, Dunham and Dunham speaks only solos with the Portland Symphony,
door
Zetes
are
two
left
a
to
God.
The
the
Jekand
notice
to
your
based
on
the
osophy of life,
and Whitman consumes 10,000
axioms: "Eat, drink, and be mer- yawning open; and beyond the door ylls of Hyde. Although they con- vitamin pills a day. Along with
tones, Chadwick's sax and Burroughs'
in
socially casual
ry," and "Empty barrels make the and a flotsam of furniture you no- verse
most noise," is Eat, drink, and be tice Sewall and Chillson yawning. which for Bowdoin men means euphonium, there's the Mad Lushmerry for we make the most noise. Before you can say anything Chill- anything less than a thunderous ian and Bamstone, the only and
The fellows hasten to point out son has lighted your last cigarette bellow, about classical music or consequently best diver in college.
that the only reason the name and the "Hound" is wondering Havelock Ellis, they puii no punch- With this varied group, the A.T.O's
Kappa Sigs has been flagrantly about last week's German and Ec. es when it comes to rushing and not infrequently treat the occuAfter pins and pants of Hyde to floorshows and
pledging frosh.
corrupted into Kappa Swigs is be- assignments.
Across the hall in a room that wheedles fail to convince the vic- original swing sessions long after
cause the word "Sigs" is becoming
obsolete, due to the tobacco short- may be a combination city-room tims, a baseball bat squad under two a.m.; but no doubt the recent
Containing such personages and penthouse today and Canadian Bill Smith is introduced and if W.M.C. midnight curfew for nightage.
lives these prove unsuccessful in turn, spots will affect these festivities.
tomorrow,
lodge
as "Von" Richenberg, "Father" hunting
Roundy, and Philip Horn Hoffman, Louis Hills and Tom Akeley amid Eskilson takes over.
NOTE:
Any college official
Zeta Psi is notoriously conserv- wishing the bibliography for this
III, Kappa Sigma keeps its finger their Stravinsky, Dubonnet, and
Along with Packy ative. There is no more possibil- article should send ten cents in
in most extra-curricular activities, hospitality.
while A. Sowles and Harry McNeil and the "Rodent's" basketball. ity that they will become extro- coin or stamps and a self-addressed
ponder the effects of mercury ful- Pledge Longley. and Fallow's cast. vertic than there is that Dave envelope to 5 Hyde.

Faculty Meeting

.

THE FACULTY DECIDES
NIGHT what

TO-

to be done about

is

Vacation according

the Easter

a front page story. They are
shown here at a regular meeting.
An O.D.T. order makes things
lock black at the moment.
to

Varsity

And

J.V.

Teams

Enter Hoop Tonrnament
The Brunswick Recreation Committee is sponsoring their annual
basketball tournament during the
next two weeks at Sargent Gymnasium. The college will enter it's
varsity and J. V. teams, with the
former being a pre-tourney favorite along with the Bowdoin Radar
and Brunswick Naval Air Station
teams.

The tournament committee is
composed of Prof. Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, Coach Neil Mahoncy,

Imagine the added horror of

war without the Red

|

i

George Crimmins. Ruth Bangs,
Harry Shulman, and Athletic Director Malcolm E. Morrell.
The teams competing in the
tourney are: V. J Navy. Brunswick Naval Air Station, Bath Iron
Works Whites and Blues, Brunswick Independents, Lewiston Na-

Suppose the Red Cross had
never been created
There would now be no Army of Mercy to save and

comfort the millions of lives wrecked or dislocated
over the world by earth's most destructive war. No
millions of pints of blood would be collected for plasma.

val Air Station Bluejackets, Marines, Bowdoin College, Bowdoin

Bowdoin Radar, Brunswick
Boys Club, and the L. L. Bean

No

Sportsmen.

The

rules for
are as follows:

the

—

1
The selection and assignment
of officials shall be made by the

2

— After

game
in

—

the schedule time for
to start the officials shall

No

complete charge.

tests shall be entertained at
time.

pro-

any

—

3 All games must start at the
scheduled time, and there can be
no postponements.
4 Before the first game each
team shall present a roster of not
more than 15 players.
5 The games shall be played in
ten-minute quarters.
6 All games will be played in
the Bowdoin gym.
The entry fee for each team in
the tournament is $3.00. The officials for the tournament are from
the Central Board. John Fortunate Alfred Parks, Ralph Brewer,
Sam McCall and Charles Wotton.
The official scorer is Harry Shulman. and the official timers are
Warren Court '47, and Sam Lobedecker.
The awards are a Championship
Trophy, a Second Place Trophy, a
Third Place, Trophy, and a Sports-

—

millions of heartening, sustaining food packages

would be delivered to despondent Allied war prisoners.
Noemergency messages from home would reach our men.
No giant hand of compassion would be outstretched
to help the victims of flood, famine and hurricane.
Only chaos would be left in the wake of battle and
catastrophe
if the RED CROSS' hand of mercy were

tournament

Committee.

be

—

all

V.,

a

Cross

j

Ray Brooks, Ervin Huether,

Lt.

J.

this

withdrawn!
Thousands of War Prisoners would be forgotten. That they have not been
abandoned to their fate in this war is the achievement of your Red Cross,
which baa constantly reached them, even in Japan, with morale-building
parcels of food, extra clothes, medicines, cigarettes and other comforts.
More and more of your dollars are urgently needed to keep our men in life,
health and hope until they can be brought safely home!

—

to give in gratitude that your RED
created
and grew to keep pace with the
world's anguished need.
It is

up to you

CROSS was

—

Give your dollars now

—give more than ever before!

—
—

REOPEN ING

TOMORROW-MARCH

*

pas*

1

Seems like a good lime for a large helping of
tender spaghetti; the sauce to be rich with meat
essences, lively with tomato paste, mushrooms
and garlic; the cheese to be romagna, and for
drink, some sparkling lager beer.

manship Award.
at Front would bo tormented by H<mm Worrits. Millions of fighters
Red Cross for relief from anxiety. Each week tV>"+'"yia of
messages pass between Red Cross Field Directors with the troops and
Home Service workers in home towns emergency questions about wives,
t

ALSO

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

Large Special Frankfurt* - Hot Pastroma - Lebanon and KeluaM
Sausage- - C 'torses - Baked Ham • Hon d'Ocuvres - Dutch
Potato Saiad - Liveruurst - Salami - Bologna - Sauerkraut
Dill Picklea • Polish Rye and White Bread • Sandwiches - Swedish
Coffee

NEW

DINING ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

*

ROOMS FROM

LIGHT LUNCHES and SANDWICHES SERVED DURING THE

EVENING

S.

UP

$2.50

WM. RICHARD

Res. Mgr.

Dinners Served from 5 P.M. to 8 P.M. Only
We Open At 4.30 PJM. and Close at 11.30 P.M.

VICS
Tavern

21 Union Street

The
Delicatessen

College

Book

lot

of Illustrated

Modern Library Books

$1.50

1*44

CATERING TO THE BETTER TRADE

F.

SMBSBI

A*

W. CHANDLER & SON
—
*•

***saBefte»fe*Bi

...V

children, sweethearts or parents.

Your

dollars

wul
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COMPLETE NEW SHIPMENT OF
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THE REPRINTING OF "MAINSTAYS OF MAINE"
BY ROBERT P. T. COFFIN IS NOW IN

New

SPECIALIZING IN FINE FOODS
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J. s.

Gen. Mgr.
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die from loss of Wood where they fet This is the first war in
which the folks at home actually saved Uvea at the front. Surgeons General
of the Army and Navy aay blood plasma baa been the foremost life-saver in
this war. The Red Cross, through your blood donations and money, has)
collected and diatributed milliona of pints to the nyrikral I
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Works Stresses Need For

Senor Montenegro Has

New Improvements

To

Publicity

And

In

An Excuse
Day

Celebrate St. Patrick's

Its

Former Tallman Lecturer Characterizes
Self As "Clearing House" Of Information
By Carl Lebovitz

national college,
in

Works

December, 1942,
enrolled

lates jazz craze to the gossip of

—

68%

—

said that
of the 585

3E

Bowdoin came

at

from Maine and Massachusetts,
while only 4% came from outside
the group of New England and
In the
Middle Atlantic states.
same year, the speaker noted, Amherst drew 23% of her ttudents
from the West, the South, and the
Middle West.

Fleure Favors Change

Adam Walsh

Of British Empire Into

Head Coach Of Cleveland

College would gain in every way
by establishing a public-relations
bureau "to be guided by an experienced newspaper man, professionally trained, who will give nation-wide publicity to the compelling advantages of the College
We will hear less of the most irritating of all sayings, 'Bow-doin?
Where is that?"*
.

Son Of

Bill

.

.

Morrissey '48

Is First Class

Baby

peared

who

ap-

in several successful hits in

Boston and .New York.

The baby

Russell Morrisalso bears the title of

was named Sean
sey.

He

the class baby of '48. He weighed
7 lbs. 4 ozs., and was 21'/> inches
long at the time of his birth.

By Cart

»»

Professor Fleure, discussing the
controversial subject of the various
religions found in India, said that
first came Indo-Aryan warriors to
India, erupting the decayed agricultural religion there and bringing forces of various gods, resulting in a succession of great teachers culminated by Buddha, who
wanted "to begin no religion, but
to let his thought permeate the
people."
Professor Fleure thus
questions the authenticity of any

Buddhist religion.
Hinduism, he
clear, "can absorb practically

The stork came once more to
Bowdoin College bearing a son to
Morrissey '48. The infant was
born in the Boston Lying-in Hospital on the first day of March.
His mother is Mrs. Ann Berard
Morrissey, former actress

ers.

made

Bill

Lebovltx

Eight students are currently tak.
ing a course with Professor Coffin
in
literary
composition;
about
twelve men have entered the OneAct Play Contest: the ORIENT
claims the services of several aspir
ing writers; probably there arc
other men on campus who are interested in writing but have not
had the time or impetus what-

—

ever you want to call It— to try
their hand at it. Apparently Bowdoin is a virtual mecca of emembryonic Hemingways. And what
has happened to their most natural
outlet of expression— the "Quill" ?
It no longer exists. For a time during the preceding trimester, there
seemed to be some spurt of revival.
Ted Saba. Dick Eskilson. Nate
Whitman, and Cory Dunham asked
the student body to contribute material and expressed their hopes
that the "Quill" would be ready for
publication on January or February of this year.
Something went wrong. Few con-

MM

a

contract

to

Coach the Cleveland Rams of the
National Football League. Adam
had been on leave of absence from
Bowdoin for the past year, having
served as line coach at Notre

Dame under Ed McKeever.
Adam was captain and center of
the famous Four
of 1924 at Notre

Horsemen team
Dame. He then

praise. This is not the

get

invite

the student

together,
body to a smoker some evening in
the near future, and really try to
get it going again?

With Sparkling Senioi-Week-End
Scheduled For Forthcoming May 4-5

Spring Production

In Memorial Hall
" 'A Bell for Adano', has been
selected by the executive committee of the Masque and Gown as the
play whicb will be produced at the
Ivy Day Houseparty." stated Professor George H. Quinby. director
of the dramatic organization, in a
recent interview.

ANDY HALDANE FIELD DEDICATED AS TRIBUTE TO MARINE HERO

Some Highlights Include
Masque And Gown Play,
House Dances, Picnics
The Student Council announced
that Senior's Week-End would be
held on May 4th and 5th. The traditional Ivy Day exercises, sponsored by the Junior Class, have
been revived and will be held on
the afternoon of the first day.

The Student Council has informthe
Masque and Gown that the
f

&;

time for the performance at
the houseparty will be on Friday,
May 4, from seven to nine in the
evening. The first performance of

"A Bell for Adano," on May 3 will
be for townspeople and faculty and
servicemen in this area may be
Invited to attend the dress rehearsal on May 1 or 2.
Mr.' Quinby has announced that
tryouts definitely will be postponed
until March 22.
Up till then the
manuscript now available may be
read on closed reserve at the library.
If play books are not secured soon after March 22, parts
will be typed for individual actors

The big event of the week-end
formal Senior Prom to
be held on the second night in the
gymnasium. The committee is contacting bands to play for this dance
and the selection will be announced
in a latter issue of the ORIENT.
When interviewed the committee
said that plans are underway for
decorating the entire gym and that
provision would be made to reserve small sections for the different fraternities.
Last week, in the elections held
by the Student Council, the Committee-in-Charge and the Ivy Day
officers were elected by the 'members of the Junior Class. The Committee-in-Charge is composed of
Eugene A. Bernardin '47 chairman,
Richard E. Eskilson '45, and Reginald F. Spurr '46. The Ivy Day
officers are Nathan Whitman '47,
Class Poet; Stanley Weinstein '47,
Class Odist; and Richard C. Lawliss '46, Marshal.
The coveted Wooden Spoon will
be presented at the Ivy ecremdhies
to "Judge'Lawliss who, in his
will be the

before rehearsals commence.
The committee originally decid-

ed upon "Front Page," by Hecht
and MacArthur, and was planning
to hold tryouts on the fifteenth of
March.
However, in writing to
order books for this play from
New York, the Executive Committee discovered that the current

to be released shortly for production by amateur groups. The play
seemed so much more satisfactory
from every standpoint than did
"Front Page" that the Executive
Committee wrote for permission to

'

Courtesy of the Portland Press Herald

HONOR GUARD FROM HALDANE'S K COMPANY

use it. This permission has been
granted but there will be no play
books available for several weeks
and with the play scheduled to go
into production on the thirteenth
of April, it may be necessary to

stands at attention while the held
dedicated to the memory of Bowdoin's former football captain and Student Council president.
is also planning a permanent tribute to Haldane's memory by establishing an annual trophy to be awarded the senior most nearly approaching the qualities exemplified by
Haldane.

is

Bowdoin

Named

Current Red Cross Drive Breaks Campus Record

By Achieving An Average Contribution Of $1.88

—

Sat. Mar. 24 Chapel. The Dean.
8.00 p.m. Moulton Union. "Vic"
Dance under the auspices of the

Union Committee.

—

»ia. Mar. 25 3.00 p.m. Moulton
Union. Student Recital.
Tea
will

be served.

4.30 pjn. Chapel, The Reverend
Donald B. F. Hoyt. Pastor of

the Congress Square UniversalChurch of Portland. The
choir will sing antiphonally
"Improperia" by Palestrina.
Moa. Mar. 2«— Chapel, The Presist

ident.
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The Thomdike Club and the
Delta Upsilon fraternity paced the

campus with an average of two dollars and thirty cents per man in
their respective groups. The Bowdoin Independents also went over
the top with an average of two
dollars and ten cents per man.
Eight

fraternities

reached

the

goal set by the

campus

drive. This goal
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the Student Christian Movement
in New England and held recently
at the University of New Hamp-

^

;

failed.

I

"First," he said, "the caliber of
sh
and aver ^ed better than one
the speeches reached a new all-time Haldane's K Company formed an
!f
dollar
** r contribution.
low," citjng a speaker who had said honor guard, while the Chaplain
The Red Cross town committee
that "the world beyond ours must said a few words; taps followed.
has
expressed
a vole of appreciasalute,
followed
by
a
three-volley
exist because a lot of important
Crowning point of the day was a
people talk about it."
Next, Weinstein called the dele- baseball game between the officers
Prof.
Instructs
gations of all but one of the insti- and enlisted men, which the enlistA fitting
tutions represented "poorly inform- ed men won, 2 to 0.
Hopeful
ed" and "incapable of asking in- tribute to Andy was the remark
telligent questions or discussing in- made by a private: "Captain Hal.

|

,

i

Quinby

Twelve

.

longer required to attend the few
chapel services that remain in its
undergraduate days. The exercises
operation displayed by the under- will then move to the steps of the
graduate members of the college Walker Art Building where the
throughout the recent War Fund Welcoming address, the poem and
other parts of the Ivy ceremonies
drive. The drive, which was conwill take place. The Wooden Spoon
ducted by the student council memwill be given at the close of these
bers under the direction of general
exercises. The Marshal will then
co-chairman Leonard D. Bell '47.
lead the class to one of the 'ends'
Arthur C. Sewall '47, showed a
*i where the class Ivy will be planted
truly creditable amount of pa
and the class ode sung.
triotism among the present day
That night the - Masque and
students of Bowdoin.
Gown
will present, for the underseveral
For
years the college led
graduate body and their guests, the
the other educational institutions
play "A Bell For Adano" by John
of the country in percentage memHershey. This play is still continubership and it is the expressed hope
ing a long run on the Broadway
of Dean Paul Nixon that this year's
stage with Frederic March starring
results may also gain national recin the role of Major Joppolo.
ognition. The' Co-chairmen of the
After the play, there will be
drive wish to thank the members
of the undergraduate body for their dancing in the ATO, DU, and Beta
contributions and the student coun- houses. All of the other fraternity
cil members for their splendid help houses will be opened for the use of
the
undergraduates
and their
as Red Cross workers.
guests. The houses will be open for
social and dancing purposes only,
Ail-Around Senior
Get as the women will be housed in the
tion for the excellent spirit

and

co-

To

dormitories.

Authors Haldane Memorial Cup

any of the problems. dane would have liked that."
Plans to .perpetuate the memory
Cash prizes of $25 and $15 will
Commissioned late in '41. HalOne representative, he said, had
be given to the winner and run- of one cf Bowdoin's finest sons are
stated her opposition to the Dum- dane was considered by his superi- ner-up in the contest to be sponunder
consideration in the proposed
barton Oaks proposals "because ors as one of the finest leaders in sored by the Masque and Gown.
Germany was not represented* on his division. Not only did he lead Eight men who had previously Andrew Haldane Memorial Cup,
his men well in battle, but he also
the Security Council."
signed for playwriting and four which is to be awarded to the most
Weinstein gave as his thi/d rea- was a driving spirit wherever they othec interested students were giv- all-around member of the Senior
son the failure of the conference were. He organized football teams en details concerning a one-act class. Nothing definite has been
"even on the social side." "We did while in a rest camp in Australia, play contest at a meeting with
outlined as yet the cup is to be an
not anticipate square dancing," he and was always looking out for Professor George H. Quinby early
the welfare of his men.
award to stimulate the best in the
elaborated, "and we did not anticiin March.
students, and to assure Bowdoin
pate being expected to sing comIn his meeting Mr. Quinby asked
pletely unknown church hymns."
Reading Period Replaces the playwrights r to limit the num- of more graduates like Andrew
ber of female characters in the Allison Haldane '41, who was killed
.

;

cast as much as possible since the
lack of actresses is a handicap to

The Independent students of the
college recently presented a petition to the Student Council requesting official recognition. They
adopted the name of the Hawthorne Club in honor of the fa-

mous alumnus, Nathaniel Hawthorne.

This group comprised approxi- ulty had actually no alternative
mately seven per cent of the stu- but to accede to the wishes of this
dent body and was composed of all bureau. As was noted on the bulthose students who belonged neither letin board when the news was
to a fraternity nor the Thomdike posted. "Students must certainly
Club. Because of this group's per- understand that the College can
centage of members, they desired properly take no other action than
recognition and representation on to follow what is virtually a wartime order of the government."
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
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in action

South

last

Pacific.

October 12

in

produced by their authors during
the first half of the summer session.
If any student being graduated
in June submits a script which the
judges consider worthy of production, he will be asked to choose a
director from among the returning
students to produce the play.

The final day will be highlighted
by the formal banquet in the Moulton Union and the formal Senior
Prom.
To aid both the undergraduates
who are unable to get a date and
to further the success of the weekend, the Student council has set up
a Date Bureau, headed by Philip
Richenburg. This bureau will help
any undergraduate in getting a
date for the week-end.

Moore Chosen President
In 1948 Class Election

the

Herbert B. Moore was elected
President; Stephen E. Monaghan.
Vice-President; and Martin E.
Robinson, Secretary in the election
of officers for the class of 1948
held March 7th in Adams Hall, under the auspices of the Student
Council.
Moore was a member of the basketball team, is a Managing Editor
of the ORIENT, and Editor-inChief of "Bowdoin-in-1944." Monrine, he won the Silver Star cita- aghan was also a member of the
tion at Cape Gloucester for con- basketball team and Robinson was
spicuous gallantry in action.
on the relay team.
Unlike pre-war years, when new
The Memorial Cup is intended to
go to men of the calibre of Andy elections for each class were held
Haldane. to foster character, serv- yearly, and the permanent officers
ice,
leadership, scholarship, and were chosen in their senior year,
athletic excellence in the sons of these men will remain in office for
Bowdoin.
the duration.

Masque and Gown.
Andy himself was a top-notch
As a result of the Faculty meetThe playwrights were urged to
ing held late last month, the spring submit first drafts to Mr. Quinby student. He won many honors at
recess has been definitely canceled. not later than April 15 and to sub- Bowdoin. As well as this he was a
The extended week-end of March mit final drafts in quadruplicate distinguished athlete, being a
29 to April 2 has been changed as an aid to both the judges and prominent member of the baseball
into a reading period, and attend- the actors.
Scripts for the con- team, and playing on three state
football
teams.
ance will be taken.
test must be submitted by May 15 championship
The Office of Defense Transpor- in order to be read by a panel of While in his junior class, he was
tation made this request to curb judges
before
Commencement. voted the most popular man on the
the flow of unnecessary travel dur- Three or four of the best scripts campus and was elected President
ing the Easter holidays; the Fac- to be picked by the judges will be of the Student Council. As a mathe

Hawthorne Club Petition

enough, the "spoon" traces its ancestry back to Oxford University
it was the sole honor of the
class dunce.

where

,

telligently"

Student Council Rejects Cancelled Spring Recess

most honored undergraduate award
and the list of men who have won
it in the past reads as a minor
Bowdoin "Who's Who." Oddly

With 100% membership the present undergraduate members which will be conducted by Presiof the college broke the campus record in the recent annual Red dent SilLs. At the conclusion of this
traditional ceremony, the Seniors
CroS8 War Fund Drive. The drive obtained three hundred and
will lock-step and slowly march out
.
_
,
„
rour dollars and sixty cents as part or the Brunswick town quota singing Auld Lang Syne. By the
same tradition, this class is no
of seventeen thousand five hundred dollars.

Red Cross for the
was two
dollars per man. The Alpha Delta
-. ,.„ —
.,
,-.. . ... ...
D Psi
Phi,
Upsilon, Delta Kappa Ep~.„r~ t^i.„ r-v.: i *Z t»
..
,on
**"?
™£»
operation, Haldane had been prom- ^
!i
Sigm^Beta
Thcta Pi, and
ised that this would be his last
fraternities all
A,pna Tau °me
well-earned
battle
oauie before
Detore a wen
earnea trip
triD
obtained 100 r/f mem bership. The
Chi Psi and the Sigma Nu fraterIt was an impressive ceremony.
nitics both achieved 100^ memberthat dedication. Thirty men from

stein
cited three reasons why a
religious conference, sponsored by

classmates' opinion, is the most
popular man in the class. The
Wooden Spoon has long been the

The week-end will be open with
the holding of Seniors' Last Chapel

On

BCA.

veloped and from it they have gone
on to gain national recognition and

Day Ceremoiiies Coincide

Lively Ivy

became head coach at Santa Clara
fr~m"19B5 to 1928. From 1928 to
1934 he served as line coach at begin rehearsals before the play
Yale and then a year at Harvard. books are available.
The executive committee also Haldane Field
He became head coach at Bowdoin
considered "A Woman's Place," by
in 1935, turning out many fine
Crawford
Thayer '44 who is now In Honor Of Bowdoin
teams. In fact, during his regime
Bowdoin won or tied for the state a graduate student at the University of Iowia.
"Although the com- Hero Killed
Peleliu
title every year save one.
There is a clause in Walsh's five- mittee enjoyed the play, it did not
year contract, which states that he believe it should be done at this
dedicatHaldane
Field,
recently
may break it at the end of either time because of its limited male ed on an island "somewhere in the
"There
the first or second year. As Mal- cast," said Mr. Quinby.
Pacific,
is the latest honor to be
are
a
great
many
members
of the
colm E. Morrell, director of AthMasque and Gown who are inter- bestowed upon one of Bowdoin's
letics, says, Bowdoin is in no imoutstanding war heroes.
mediate need of a head coach for ested in acting."
Captain Andrew Allison Haldane
Mr.
Quinby
will
discuss
the
cast
football.
Also he says that the
Jr., USMC, Class of '41. from Mecollege still considers that Adam and history of "A Bell for Adano"
thuen, Mass., was killed by a Jap
is on leave of absence.
These two in a later issue of the ORIENT.
sniper's bullet on October 16, 1944,
considerations mean that there is
on Peleliu, in the Palau Island
an outside chance of his returning
Group. Holder of the Silver Star,
to Bowdoin when conditions war- Weinstein Enumerates
"Andy" first met enemy fire on
rant fielding a football team again.
Guadalcanal, and then moved to
According to the record, Adam Reasons For Failure
take part in the Cape Gloucester,
was Bowdoin 's most successful
New Britain campaign. It was for
coach in some years. His teams Of Religious Conference his
heroism and valor in the Bathad 34 wins. 15 losses, and six ties
tle of Walt's Ridge that he was
in his eight years of coaching at
decorated.
Bowdoin.
Capt. Haldane went in on Peleliu
Questioning the value of student
Certain it is that Bowdoin will
religious conferences in his chapel on D-Day, Sept. 15, and was in
do all in her power to lure Adam
talk on March 15, Stanley D. Wein- battle constantly until his death.
back to Brunswick at the war's
,
„ '.
rt.
»u .
'47
of nine Bowdoin men in that
One

—

The "Quill" has had a long and
interesting history. In it some excellent Bowdoin writers have de-

NO. 18

1945

,

week signed

COMING EVENTS

perhaps be exploited.

21,

Adam Walsh, head coach at Broadway hit, "A Bell for Adano,"
Bowdoin from 1935 through 1942, from a novel by John Hersey, was
last

anything," whereas Mohammedanism emphasizes the simple creed
of a single God and accepts no
compromise.
Thus has resulted end.
the clashing of these varied types
of, religion, which, says ' Professor
Fleure, "to the Indian people is
the most important thing in life."
The Mohammedans, he added,
Wed. Mar. 21—Chapel, The Presclaim that the Hindus,, because of
ident.
the conglomeration of their creeds,
can never organize India and want
7.30 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
Finals of the Interfratcrnity
the country to be divided into two;
Gandhi, however, the leader of the
Basketball Tournament.
Hindus, refuses to have this done.
Thu. Mar. 22 Chapel, Raymond
Praising the British rule in InA. Paynter '47. President of the
BCA. Miss Jeanette Van Alen of
( Continued on P«ge 2 1
the American Friends Service
Committee will speak.
Miss Van Alen will be available
from eleven in the morning to
three thirty in the afternoon to
speak to those interested in the
Committee.
it's true. The student body in gen6.30 p.m. The Augusta House.
eral should also share in the scoldMeeting of the Kennebec Aluming. Despite the lack of any publicni Association. President Sills,
ity or campaigning Bowdoin men
Mr. Marsh, and Mr. Ladd will
nevertheless had their chance to
attend.
contribute and did not do so. Per8.00-10.00 p,m. Memorial Hall.
haps they felt themselves not capThe Masque and Gown Office.
able enough; perhaps they were
Tryouts for "A Bell for Adano,
busy flunking hour exams. Still,
•
the spring play.
they could have tried and have givFri. Mar. 2»—Chapel, The Presien their bit towards rescusitating
dent The Bowdoin String Trio
a publication that helps Bowdoin
will play.
really live up to its reputation in
6.45 p.m. Moulton Union, Conthe liberal arts field. Those memference A. Mr. Sherwood H.
bers of the faculty who are interReisner will speak on "The
ested in writing and, although the
Church's Stake in Reconstruc"Quill" should predominantly contion" under the auspices of the
sist of student contributions could

time for it
to plop down dead; it should be
fighting harder than ever for its existence. Why don't the editors of
tributions were submitted, and the the temporarily deceased "Quill"

"Quill" quietly folded up.
So far this has been practically
a tirade against the "Quill's;' editorial tftt. They made a good start

Signs As

"Unlimited Association" Rams; Leaves N. D.

Telling his audience that he fav"I firmly believe that the Col- ors the transformation* of the Brilege would be a much stronger, tish Empire into an "unlimited asmore cosmopolitan and more stim- sociation," Professor Herbert John
ulating place if we did try to raise Fleure, visiting Professor of Geogthis figure of 4% to 25%."
David raphy on the Tallman Foundation,
Works said that it would take concluded his series of four Tailtime and definite planning to gain man Lectures March 12, speaking
nation-wide representation among on "All the Britains." On March 5
he had delivered his third lecture
the students, but that he felt that
entitled "India and Burma."
the College realized the advantages
In his discussion of India, Proof such representation.
fessor Fleure mentioned the treThe younger alumni. Works con- mendous difficulties of organizing
tinued, realize that the College is
education there, as well as the difpractically unknown outside of the ficult population
problem existing
northeast corner of the country. there, caused
by about three mil"Anyone who loves the College and lion births a year on land half the
has justified pride in its accomp- size of the United
States.
It is
lishments realizes the desperate not known how cattle attained
need for a public-relations office their sacredness in India, he said,
which will tell the whole nation hut the situation is now so that
the daily story of Bowdoin."
"money is even left to provide
The speaker concluded that the homes for these disease spread-

Selects

Tryouts Scheduled
For Tomorrow Night

faded into ob"I am practically an Irishman, Katie and Emma
you know," Senor Ernesto Monte- livion as we talked with Senor
negro laughed as we convened in Montenegro. Since his visit here
Speaking before the largest the Union for an interview. Our four years ago he has been travelchapel attendance of the year, Da- mouth clicked shut again when he ling around the country, coast to
vid A. Works '42 called for im- hastened to explain that his an- coast, and in Canada and Mexico,
provement in the College, includ- cestors were among the Celts who lecturing and teaching in various
ing new and more adequate build- came to Chile from northern Spain. schools and universities.
Happy
ings, a representative student body
Our -astonishment was natural, about his return to Bowdoin, he
of a truly national character, and since to the layman Senor Monte- considers it a virtual homecoming.
a publicity bureau. Works praised negro certainly seems typically
Since 1941, Senor Montenegro
the College's contribution to the Spanish.
•
has found a number of differences
war effort, the revitalized alumni
This distinguished scholar, es- in inter- American 'relations, one
groups, and the increasing import- sayist,
economist and novelist of them being an increase of
ance of the placement bureau. spent the past week here during Spanish teaching.
"I have just
"Excellent as are all these signs his brief return to the campus
come back from the middle west,"
of progress," said Works, "they having been the visiting Tallman he said, "where I lectured in a
should hot blind us to certain def- lecturer at Bowdoin in 1940-41
college in Illinois to over two huninite deficicnces."
embroiled in a B.C.A. conference dred students— in Spanish. That
As evidence of the crying need on Tuesday evening, a Bowdoin- was not possible four years ago."
panel discussion on
Senor Montenegro was born in
for modern physical equipment, fhe on-the-Air
speaker reminded his hearers that Wednesday afternoon, a lecture in central Chile, the "California porMemorial Hall— built in 1861— is the Moulton Union lounge on tion of our country," at the foot
the most recently completed reci- Thursday evening, and lectures to of Chile's highest mountain, Acon"Therefore," he said with
tation building on the campus, and President Sills' Comparative Lit- cagua.
that the library is sorely-pressed erature class and various classes a twinkle in his dark eyes, "Maine
in government and history.
weather has no terror for me."
for bookspace.
The cacophonic atmosphere of Having suffered infantile paralysis
To support his plea for a more the Union from a rendition of the
f Continued on Page 4 ]

men

Masque & Gown

"A BeH For Adano" For

Buildings

Also Suggests College
Enroll More Students
Outside New England

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

(74th Year)

ATTEND STUDENT RECITAL
THIS SUNDAY AT 3:00 P.M.
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of

and it has pint

us

ern Architecture? by the
MfclM

,

U01

Modern

Architecture

our forward age, that everything but archito thinking-

Lt

seems queer,

moved ahead. Our
bow humbly to an out-

college plants

4

Hoffman

Philip H.
!••.•..».

*46
*

•

moded

*

& MweMI

on a time

Warren
Feature Rdltaa

L.

Court

'47

,

Tb+fdor» H. 8ak»

Rieftard E. Eaklteaji '*ft
HuriwtwlMt '41
Bofioat
( art l*t»»m '47
Arthur €. SewaM •?

W

Simon

Jowph

Modern

us.

buildings are not just

bare boxes of glass and concrete

'48

Huffman '*

C. Wheeler

The only things

using a W.C. such as a medieval monk
might have employed but still we
have the Neo-Gothic style all about

'*2

ttb-Kdlton

David Dickson

s© different.

modem on otir campus are our toilets
and kitchens. One would not think of

g iWir

Sporte

to impress the

try

and limitations of our ancestors

spirit

Rojrmnld F. Spur* 46
Hrrbeet

We

past.

McKim, Mead,

are the versions of the

a»rrt
Thoma* C.
,

O. O'Brien '44
WeatfeerUI '48

,

1

filled

with black enamel aud chrome. Those

•»

Feature Writer*

and White schools whose spirit is not
in our time. The modern building, is
a 'machine for living:.' You wouldn't
buy a Roman chariot to drive around
m, would you? Yon get a new Detroit
car. Why have Roman pilasters and
Greek columns and small, Colonial
window-panes and Gothic dormers
pastered all over our buildings? Why

j

,

BOWBOIX PUBLISHING COMPACT*

not utilize the glass brick, large panes,

poured concrete, insulation and

steel,

the tither hundred-and-one things that
the scientists have given us?

modern

.

Fb$ocio*eci Gbteeicte

PoMUm* M-wfhti
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fJiU

(on
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not

.

architect

.

has the insight to plan buildings
that are pleasing to the client and bis
tect

environment; and

»» ana »

Why

... a Frank
Lloyd Wright or a Carl Koch or John
who would- build our campus
Funk
buildings in the post war days scientifically, as this is an age of science;
psychologically, for the modern archiuse a

•

chitecture

is

ever

artistically, for ar-

first

other reason than

an

no'

art. If for

us have a

this, let

modern building to represent the new
styte

VokkXXIV

—

-

all

the others are represented

T.S.

here.
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Most

SPEECH

in

colleges,

their

Post- War

need for a closer fusion of the curriculum with extracurricular activities. This adjustment
is expected to bring about a better balance of mental, athletic, and social purplans, are stressing the

A

suceessCul

awl long-estabhshed

institution such as

la becom*
averse

c

Bowdoiu

is

likely

omplateiu, apathetic, and

to changes.

Occasionally an

suits in the individual undergraduate.

undergraduate with sincere interest in

In the past,

and affection for his Alma Mater will
awaken the institution to an awareness of

cru-kinni.

structive

In

recognized

fields gradually rather than
by radical additions to or subtractions
from the college's program. This method' has been successful. For example,
special attention has been given to
Dramatics ami Radio at respective
times. We have on our factdty now,

recent

his

chapel speech, David A. Works '42,
contended that the College wottkl be

improved by establishing a publicity
bureau and by enrolling more students
from the South and the West.
Opinions

will differ as to the value

of publicity of the sports-page and

autumn

tions. It is

of the

only since the publication

Summer

June, 1943, that

School

Bulletin

of

Bowdoin has had a

handsome catalog to send

to prospec-

tive students.

The
possess

best
is

publicity a corh?ge*can

an enthusiastic body of un-

alumni associations are uow functioning from Maine to Florida to California. These groups should be provided
with distinguished and effective publicity

by a professionally-trained pub-

relations expert at ftowdoin.

M

the

alumni associations could offer scholarships with an attractive stipend to subfreshmen from their
lege

vicinity, the col-

would have achieved the dual and

complementary ixnprovemciu of good
publicity

and

which affords uni-

que training in self-expression, public
and practical writing, seems to
be sorely neglected. The Orient which
in peace time produces a weekly Bow*

doin diary, has weathered oppression
and depression without faculty assistance since it was founded in 1871. It

an enviable

stand-

college newspapers.

The

has also maintained

ard

among

and reporter* tram or accustom themselves to their positions, and
editors

occasionally, at the invitation of the
staff,

a professor of English "sits in" at

an assignment meeting and gives an

in-

vigorating analysis of the past issue.

dergraduates and alumni Thirty-three

lic

devote a

these activ-

interest,

of pre-

found virtually no Bowdoin publications in school libraries; whereas many
of the colleges with which we Like to
compare ourselves were well-represented by catalogues and student publica-

to.

their time

a phase of writing

throughout the country. A member of
the Preparatory School Committee,
his tour last

who

good part of

Journalism, as a campus activity and

can deny the value of more effective
aimed at sub-freshmen
publicity

paratory schools in the Middle West

experts in these fields

ities.

rotogravure section variety. But no one

during

has been Bowdoin'

policy to meet requirements in newly

shortcomings through con-

its

it

a student

body of a thor-

oughly national character.

mm
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A faculty member who would divide
between Journalism and Engwould fill this noticeable vacancy

his time
lish

and

establish a course in training, for
the creation of Bowdoin publicity.

R.E.E.

NEW CAL

*

Tbrotjgrt

Maze Of Acadeaic Kaleiteop
the loud-speaker system by silvervoiced Elliot, and his appropriate,
often embarrassing, and always
President
unpredictable asides

By Dick B&llsen-

A

weeks

few

ago,

own

Sills sent a letter in his

.

hand*

more than fifty-seven missions. A
writing to a Portland ahimnuB,
Mustang pilot and an operations who, on seeing the President, told
of

POLICY

The latest move of the Atbietk
Department week-long "car" holidays
every seven weeks for those in "good
standing" and excusing completely
those students obtaining a high score
on the Navy test indicates intelligent

and forward thinking.

An incentive is thus provided for
keeping oneself in top physical shape;
we ave also getting a preview of the
policies the Department is planning
for the postwar era.
Thus far they
look good.

.

c-s
The two

rustles of spring

which

hire how honored tie felt to have struck the campus like the soar of
temporarily
abolished
received a full-length letter in such tympani,
a distinguished hand even though coats, jackets, wool shirts, and
he did have difficulty in reading it. beards, improved business at the
"U brings to my mind," said the Infirmary, widened the walks, and
Portland Bowdoin man, "an inci- thawed out the museum lions to
such an extent thai they took a
dent that occurred when I studied
stroll,
exchanged pedestals, and
of the Zeta Psi Fra- Comparative Literature with you.
roared on Sunday morningblue
after the
received

the Eighth Air Force,

Major Wilson had reQeived the Distinguished Flying Cross with two
Oak Leaf Clusters and the Air
Medal with a Silver Oak Cluster.
While at Bowdoin, Wilson was an
active

member

We Were over to. Mass Hail*, last week and dropped in to see
Great White Father. We cadged one of his cigarettes and fell
chinning about the Spring Dance this year and of same of the
l*ty brawls in the past. "Yes," he said, "those were the days."
('Breathing a sigh of relief! ) "Yes," we said, "those were the
nWy." (Toase clouding o*ur eyes. ) We remembered one Ivy when
a gang from the Icebox and their dates, up to their bow-ties in
cold, ocean, were down at Mere Point playing Roger's Rangers
and the bleary-eyed couples, who
versus the Abenackis
stayed up all night to see the sun rise, truding sleepily into crass
and a group of f reshly-elipped^by-rhe-SCDC freshmen doing
and rolling cheeran Indian was dance In front of the chapel
ily from house to house, all night rong. to catch the different
drink
the
grub
another
and
formal
banquet that
and
bands
came before the big Gym dance, when you gave your girl a lovebecause
you
were
really
kissed
her
now
corsage
and
old friends
ly
thjs

1

to>

C. WvntliorUi

Majt John H. Wilson '41, was reported bulled in action over France
on Feb. 14, after he had completed

officer

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
ah. Ivy
book
my
I
c-s
V
final exam in the course, and not
Midshipman Richard K. Bird '46,
being able to decipher your writWorth
an
editorial and mention 9 The ATO's on this campus give
was among 1,023 men to be comten comment, I asked- you to read in a better column than- this is the a rather good idea of international
missioned as Ensigns in the United
It said If this examina- valiance shown by the three men living. Their group isn't too large,
it to me.
States Naval Reserve. The ceretion had been written more legibly, who have accepted positions on just a baker's dozen, but they can
monies took place in December,
you' would probably have received the newly thcught-up Date Bu- manage to round up a conference
1944, at the Cathedral of St. John
a better rank'."
reau. Where these "Fixers" leave table to babble on in French, Spanthe Divine in New York.
off and "The Fixed" take over, ish, Italian, German, Greek, and
c-s
AS Clifford C. Little '46, seen
what specifications are exchanged Arabic. They also have an Englishrecently about Bowdoin, was at
The, Saturday night vie dances,
(and how honestly), what bribes
without an accent, a Scot
Harvard in the V-12 and is to re- devised and promoted by the Un- are accepted, and what means of man
without a burr, and an Irishman
port to pre- midshipman school ion Committee, are living up to defense the committee
intends to without a brogue.
the traditional spirit of Bowdoin employ
when his present leave is over.
when the battle begins will
V
AS Robert Michaud '46 came gaiety a* Saba and the old "Ori- be interesting' items as they occur,
back to. Bowdoin for a short visit ents" tell the story. Unique touchIt came as a shock, when I rec-s
recently.
He is studying Techni- es are: (1) The Saturday ajn.
Boston
from
this week-end,
turned
cal Engineering in the V-12 pro- safari which parades beds from
The threatening policies being to find out that Bowdoin was
gram and is to report back to Maine, Winthrop, Hyde and Ap- adopted toward national fratern- really built upon earth and sand.
pleton to the upstairs Union, and ities by some colleges and univers- Now those of you who stayed
M. L TLieut (jg) Val W. Ringer '42 the Monday a.m. sad-sack set of ities are inspiring some beneficial around this week-end may have
has also visited the campus recent- stragglers who drag them (the introspection on. the part of our taken this evolutionary miracle in
(2) The profes- local chapters.
A good thing to your stride but it still awes us. We
ly.
He graduated from Columbia beds) back
University as an Ensign following sional if not polite treatment of know what we are all about!
mean to ask Dr. Fleure if this is
o
m
his
the passing of the Ice Age from
graduation from
Bowdoin.
While here Lieut Ringer was a
this corner of the world ... and
member of the Chi Psi Fraternity.
if Brunswick will become inhabitCorp. Robert R. Rudy '48 is a
able.
prisoner of war in Germany. Rudy
Y

ternity.

t

%-MSnb*

Hwreglypkks, Salaries, aid Liu* Strtit

Front
By Thooias
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VARIETY.
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just doesn't enter into the makeup
of the Australian male, and they
like it. They are a good-looking

—

crowd not so many
as you see in the U.S.
tractive cnes— if ycu
line of distinction.

.

pretty faces
but more atget that fine

There is an
preponderance of
probably because
the girls are athletic and have ridden bicycles since infancy. They are
healthy, intelligent, possess an excellent sense of humor, and are
grand sports. They're a frank
crowd, completely genuine and

astounding

.

knockout

|

figures,

lacking in the pseudo-sophistication that is such a common affliction among the sweet things at

home."

We

still

don't

know where

it all fits in but he did mention
drinking lots of freshmilk and sitting in a civilian automobile again.

And we know we
anybody

ter 'n

like

women

bet-

e)se.

Mustard and Cress

— —

was in the A. S. T. P. at .Norwich
and then went into the Infantry.
Overseas since October, he was re>

Mustang Screams Through AppJetaa HaB

ported missing in action since De-

cember

And Thus

16.

Places Cohflmt

On Low Plane

A

Pfc. Donald
Sears 44. on
leave from the Air Forces Techni- By Bob O'Brien
cal School at Lowry Field, ColoIt was bound to happen and finrado, came back to visit Bowdoin.
ally it did!
The other morning
He is to return there as instructor. was awakened from a deep dream-I
Lieut, (jg)
Richard Adams less slumber by a loud roaring
'42. seen about the Bowdoin camnoise, followed by a splintering
pus last week, graduated as Ensign crash.
Sitting upright in bed, i
from Midshipman's School in 1942. saw wedged between Spurr's bed
After going to Naval Mine War- and mine, the front half of a Musfare School at Yorktown, Ya., he
tang shorn of its wings. The buzzwas assigned to a small mine- boy in the cockpit grinned down
sweeper.
Adams is to report to at me. (I'll never wear that nightSan Francisco after his leave.
shirt with the lace collar again.)
Second Lieutenant Frank EL An"Well, cut holes in my head and

a

never saw anyone move faster than
did that Pfc.
All the while, I was sitting in
the corner in a stony, piqued silence, absently dulling my pencils
and wishing that I lived in Hyde
Halt where nothing ever happens.
Being in a wishing mood, I kept

The North Station is located in a
sweet, provencial mart we know
and Sunday afternoon we had to
wait for a train. We found a cozy,
snug bar called the Lincolnshire
that races Boston Common and decided to do our sitting there. There
were all sorts of shy, young things
flitting about but we shared a
lounge by the window with an enwho
tertaining
handled a martini admirably. We
learned, that the world consists of

grandmother

Hawthorne Club
[

Continued from Pa^e

1 J

the Student Council, the White
Key, and the Union Committee.
Along with the petition a constitution was presented showing they
possessed a formal organization,
with officers and regular meetings.
In discussing this movement the
Student Council emphasized the

fact that in the post-war future
there would be no need for two
surrounded by separate independent organizaat it until I found myself wishing Boston and that the Lowells speak
tions, as the present fraternity
I were bock in THE CORPS. That orify to the Cabots, but times being
quota system would be abandoned.
was going too far.
what they are, the Cabots can only
As I was wiping the cold, beady spare God a minute now and then. Another factor was the possible
sweat from my forehead, I heard
lack of permanent membership,

Haw-Vud which

is

a loud shout. The Whistler was
standing on the threshold of the
"40 is said to have set up
call me a bombardier," he said
one of the best "P. X.'s" in Eng- laughingly, "If I didn't go and bedroom pointing frantically at a
bed.
land. Entering the service in Jan- overshoot the field!"
Understate"Hey," he shouted, "There's a
uary of 1942 and having been over- ment is a specialty with flyers on

We don't know where this fits in due to the number cf members who
but we took it out of a letter an are eligible for admission to fraterold buddy of ours wrote to us tonities.
day. He had just had a rest leave
Several other points were also
in Australia and said of the wom"
altogether charmed brought out in the discussion, and
entold him,
by the Australian women.
the measure Was defeated because
sleeps like

drews

BOWDOIN AND JOURNALISM
rVO/fJTS

Bowdoin

in

tecture has truly

RtfNUFH

Campus Survey

The

We have been reading What ts Mod-

seas since May, 1943, Lt Andrews special occasions.
On this one. I
says that, next to letters from was especially impressed,
home, the boys most enjoy seeing
Waving
a friendly hand at me,
large display placards of familiar
he casually strolled out of the room
American products.
to phone for a wrecking crew. He
Ensign William Hopp, 11 '46 is had his troubles though. He kept
another visitor to the campus. Af- tripping over his long, white silk
ter being at Bates College under scarf which was knoy^d nattily
the V-12. he was sent to Fort around his neck.
Schuyler, where he received his
The results he got were a little
commission. He is going to the short of terrific.
I had scarcely
University of Colorado where he is time to slip into my mauve dressto study Oriental languages.
ing gown when a crew consisting
Capt. Robert L. McCarty '41 is of ten Master Sergeants and one
now home on a twenty-one day Pfc. descended on the room, plungfurlough after spending a year in ing into work jn typical whirlwind
India and seven months in Burma. fashion.
Wearer of the Distinguished FlyThe pilot and one of the sering Cross with two Oak Leaf Clus- geants got into a vicious game of
ters, the Air Medal with three Oak cribbage, all the while chatting
Leaf Clusters, the Asiatic theatre about women and joints they had
ribbon and two major battle stars known.
They had known some
(representing the battles of Assam pretty good ones too. Evidently,
and Northern Burma), Captain neither had misspent their younger
McCarty has 158 missions to his days in pool haHs.
credit, totalling 468 combat hours,
Six of the sergeants formed the
with the Tenth Air Force. A. re- social circle necessary for any dice
cent citation said of him: "He has game where specie is used as an
accomplished with distinction
incentive to do well. One of them
fighter combat missions over en- explained to me that they had
emy-held territory ... In the exe- been playing together as a unit
cution of these flights he has with for six months.
"After all," he
eagerness and vigor attacked en- said, "when you play this way,
emy installations and troop con- you're either only lending or borcentrations, inflicting severe dam- rowing money."
age to these, as well as bridges,
I had never thought of it like
airdromes, and other communica- that. Someday, I want to find a
tion facilities.
The initiative and combine 1 can fit into. I'm tired
ability displayed in these opera- of being in the debtor class simply
tions reflect much credit upon him- because 1 play toe haphazardly.
self and the Army Air Forces."
Two of the sergeants went to
Active in hockey, football, base- sleep, while the other wandered
ball and swimming while at Bow- around the room staring intently
doin, McCarty was a member of at Spurr's pin-up girls and emitthe Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
ting long, low, piercing whistles.
Harold M. Hendrickson '42 has I guess they captured his fancy.
In the meantime, the Pfc. bussafely arrived at his base after
having been previously reported ied himself with clearing away the
goaded on by the
missing in action since February wreckage,
7.
He first enlisted in the Marines thought that in two months, he
would
be
too,
a sergeant. Once he
and then transferred to the Army.
radio gunner on a Liberator stopped for a rest. Someone cas.

.

.

^

.

A

bomber

in

Italy,

Hendrickson

is

holder of the Air Medal and Distinguished Unit Badge.

Captain Laurence A. Morgan '28,
has reported to the Marine Corps
Air Station at Cherry Point, North
Carolina, for/ duty with the Ninth
Marine Aircraft Wing, Commissioned in the Marine Corps on December 10, 1942, Captain Morgan
has had fifteen months- of overseas
duty. Before Captain Morgan graduated from Bowdoin, he was active
in polo and fencing, and was a
member of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.

mentioned something about
Man. you

ually

infantry replacements.
r.
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imper-

signedly.

"How do you

ever get him up?"

"1 growl like this."
I

growled,

Someone

m

Whereupon

me

with a dog biscuit; I never found out until yesterday that Spurr has been working part time for the Rover Dog
hit

Food Company.
After what seemed an interminable time, they finally left. The
wreckage had been cleaned up in
time by the Pfc; in fact, he
even did a little jig while he worked. The big trouble came with the
rest of the working party.
The
jig

head sergeant was chatting dreamily about a woman named Gertrude
or Evelyn, and people don't make
a 'habit of disturbing the dreams
top sergeants.

of

The

athletes

were having a heated discussion.
It seems one of the boys, who had
pulled off twenty passes, was trying to explain that the dice had
rounded corners only because they
had been used so much. It sounded logical to me.
blew
Fortunately,
someone
"chow humps" over by the Union
and they disappeared abruptly
even the two sleepers, who couldn't have been very wide awake, as
they took, the door jambs with
them.
Peace, once again settled over
the room.
I wandered into the
bedroom and there was Spurr sitting up in his bed.

"What's the matter." he said
"Something happen?"

softly,

a Jfuming

to the current condiAustralia, New Zealand
relation
of the self-governing colonies to
the> mother country,
Professor
Fleote said that "government of
the people, by the people, and for
the people, has been attained* in
the dominions." He attributed the
smallness of the populations of the
dominions to the British policy of
encouraging industrialism, which
lowers the size of the peasant poptions

in

and South Africa and the

1

}

Professor Fleure nevertheless
admitted that "it might have been
better for the world' in the long
run if the Dutch had been in control of India."
The- Indian people,

he says,, feel their inferiority in
every way. He hopes for improvement, however, in the closer relationship
between the different
'

and

.

-

dia,

castes
ism.

in here!"
"Don't be silly," I
"That's only Spurr. He
They make no bones about liking
that all the time."
American men, for we show them of its impracticality and
Everyone stopped to take a good
a courtesy and consideration that mancy.
look at the phenomena
"E-Gad, what a head," said the
pilot,
"1N0 wonder
the sarge
thought he was riVad." I sounded
a solemn "Amen."
"Does he sleep like that all the
time?" someone asked,
"All the time," I murmured re-

1

Professor Ffeure
C

dead guy

in the rise of industrial-

ulation.

"The dominions know now that
Lt. Frederick G. Lewis, com"The link between England and they are a part of the world sysmanding officer of Navy Composite India," he told his listeners, "is tem," he said, "and that they must
Squadron 78, which operated at one of the great heritages of world take part in its defense. They
Paulau and in the Philippines, is development," and expressed his could make a separate peace toreported to have returned to the hope that the Hindus, Moslems and morrow, if they wanted* to, but

United States. Lieutenant Lewis, Christians will learn to understand
a torpedorboraber pilot, led his one another.
squadron through recent camThere is no compulsion on the
paigns, including those of Leyte part of the dominions of the Britand Luzon, without any loss in per- ish Empire to be members of the
sonnel or aircraft Commissioned a family, Professor fleure mainNaval aviator November 14, 1940, tained while discussing "AH the
Lieutenant Lewis was serving at Bri tains," but "pure choice" with
Pearl Harbor when the Japs struck "no bonds whatever except those
on December 7, 1941.
of loyalty and friendship."

they will not."
Despite a number of imperfections "race prejudices, religious

—

prejudices, differences of economic
status which are difficult to equalize,

all

a decrease of population, and
sorts of legacies of? old ideas,"

concluded Professor Fleure, "we
need the British Empire and you
need the British Empire."

Fighting moisture

and fungus—

communication'* jungle enemies.
Ever-present dangers to military communications are
the twin enemies of die jungle moisture and fungus.
By impairing the efficient working of telephones and
radios, they can halt vital messages aa effectively as

—

cutting the wires.

The long experience of

Bell Laboratories engineers

in dcai going telephone equipment for use

under

all

climatic condition* has helped the Signal Corps in

counter-attacking these enemies of the jungle.

Lessons learned in this wartime emergency will aid
in building better communications equipment Cor
War and

peace.

•ELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"Servo*

to the

Nmtion in Peace and

®
War"

^^^^tMMM*
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POLAR BEARINGS

MTLLEfPS

J.V/s Scare Varsity;

MERMEN PAUSE FOR THE CAMERA

D.U.'s Battle Chi Psis In

LoseThriller By 48-32
Spa»g
besehaU at Pfchecd Field Uack at Whittier FieU. In
tetania on the PVcaard. Cou#ta, bag liagut baji gemcs oh the sadi©.
and an optimistic outlook on life
*
.

.

feeble

M

brain

litfck

Patrick's

day on

pagne, patty
dungs looked a

hi*

little

Saint

mowing

(Sunday

I

tournament

a cham-

to

m

in

team

ium.

Among

were

the

the teams entered

Bowdoin

\

Bath Iron Works Blues by a conmargin to enter the second round against the Varsity.
Coach Neil- Mahoney handled the
Junior Varsity for this game, while

for

poles bearings

Spring also brings to mind thoughts of the Scottish national
sport
golf. Bowdoin is to have a five-man team this year
which should include such notable divot diggers as Earle Rice,
.

Major Edgcoaab, Dick

Eskilson.

The team

wilt probably

be

bom per ed

ft Jj

-V'

__

'

m

JHbnm

^r^rW

r^Wm

'

ft

Boeovea* T.
I utroo. r.

it*

»

Varsity,

P

Pos.

,F

Wbieeeeah,

-
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(Ivy)
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away

May 15—Colby
19

Games

4
1

May 5— Maine

Wed May

3
9

2

28—Colby

heme

— Maine

to be

away

played at

week days and

2:fte
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p.m.

Saturdays.
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Siroonds, A.
i'laffcy, J.
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Hogan. A.
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Boucher
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By Warren Court
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Tonight at the Sargent Gymnasium the D.U.'s will face the
Chi Psi s ia the final game of the Interfratemity Basketball Tournament. The presentation of the White Key trophy will be made
to the winners immediately following the game.

!fc!*

i-Mn^H

The

D.U.'s are the favorites to
because of
showing during the league
and tourney games. Undefeated in
four league games, the Delta U.'s
beat the Thorndikes Monday night

win

Silsby

the tournament

men

as guards. Both

are

very good defensive players. In the
they have Fred
, position
Clarkson, who has been outstanding in the past few games. Fred has

their

1945
Tennis, Golf Schedules

(Swimmers Plaee High

1945

—Naval Air Station
Thurs. Apr. 19—Bates
-home
Wed. Apr. 25—Bates
away
Sat. Apr.

\

B.'

L

9

3

i

Swift.

1

\

'•

which won all but two of its meets
shown above. Seated: Hamblen, L. Sawyer, Brown, Eells,
Bernardin, Erswell, Caldwell, Backman, Mossman; Standing: Coach Miller, Martin, Stone, Bugbee, Rosenberg, McMahon, Barnstone, and Mgr.

4

3

Gaum Time:

this season, is

....

.

:

THE VARSITY SWIMMING TEAM,

4

4

J.

Hlfkny. G.

'*

Officials;

T

2
2

O'Brien, rg

consciousness.

Mi

cm fsi

UEfcTA 1;ps*t on

tWT *Ls-' r

center

chalked up his points from under
the basket, and he very rarely
misses. The two forwards of the
The Chi Ps^ club gained the finals Chi Psi's, Jack Claffey and Art
by stopping the Zetes 2»23 last Simonds are the key to the te am's
week, and by taking the Dekes
Tney have received experi-

In Boys' flub Meet

in the semi-final round, 28-11, aft-

TENNIS -1945

Sat. Apr. 14

polar bearings
Monaghan, If
sponsoring a pool tournament for the easily Kimball, If
recognizable group with neon. tana. Tbe tournament is scheduled Robbins, rf
to start this week and continue by elimination for about four Moore, rf
weeks. The popularity of the game room in the Moulton Union Russell, c
should be adequate testimony to the fact that them are some
Edgecomb, c
pretty good "cue" handlers in college. The White Key has exCarey, lg
pressed the hope that some of the college he-men will supplement the spectre-like crowd in the tournament. With the com- McFarland, lg
ing of the hot days, however, it Wilt soon be hard to discern Page, rg
between an athlete and a mere hulk of a man around here! (Self Boucher, rg

May 5— Maine
May 12 Colby
May 15V—Colby
May 19^ Maine
Five man team—5

er walloping the

—
—

Minus ailing Coach Boh Miller
the varsity swimming team traveled to the Portland Boys Club on
March 9 to compete for the Maine
A.A.U. championships. Good per-

heme
home
away

1

2 doubles.

formances were turned in by Jim
Eells, George Erswell, Dee Caldwell and Gene Bernardin.

GOLF

May
May

Eells took third place in the
men's open fifty-yard dash and was
nosed out for first place in the
220-yard freestyle event by Pilinger of the Portland Boys Club.
Caldwell followed Eells to the finish line in both events.

Man

5

1945

-

—Colby ...:...... away
home
— Colby
man

Five

for

'

team.

MCtxs$

,

#noe in the JV/s and p, ay veiy
good ball together. Their passing
has beert excellent, and they have
combined their skill to make 35

man,

on paper, the
D.U.'s
are stronger than the
Chipsies. The Upsilons have two
good guards with Junior Varsity
experience.
Chuck Begley and
George Hickey. These two boys
have played steady ball, and have
been excellent off the boards; in

12
1

Sigs 84-13.

32-18 in the semi-finals.

and

singles

Kappa

points in the

games thus

far.

Both teams are primarily fiveman clubs, although each one has
Morrell Discloses Maine
a giant substitute, Dick Maxwell
for the Chi Psi's, and Cabby EastOver
Chest Quota
addition, they have scored 14 and on for the D.U.'s. It would be very
Two Bowdoin backstrokers, ErsMalcolm E. Morrell, Director of 17 points respectively in two tour- colorful to see these two boys play
well and Bernardin, made a sur- Athletics at Bowdoin and Chair- ney games. Jim Whitcomb in the against one another.
prisingly good shpwing in the men's man of the State War Chest Cambucket for the D.U.'s has been the
Offensively, the D.U.'s haw* exopen 150-yard Dackstroke. George paign, announced in a recent War
won the event for Bowdoin's only Chest Bulletin that Maine had gone main punch in the few games he hibited more strength. They have
has
pivot
shot
has
fast
played.
His
first place of the evening, and Gene over the top in the campaign, hava very good passing ball club, which
swam to a well-deserved third ing attained 101 '/, of the goal and netted him 39 points in the two clicks effectively against both
tourney games. The two forwards, man-to-man and zone defenses.
place.
having contributed a sum total of
Donovan,
Tim
Curran
and
Pete
The Chipsies' main hope rests upSince the meet was held to de- $642,491.70.
covered the opponents' boaed very on the height advantage and the
termine individual honors and not
Cumberland County, he revealed,
team scores, certificates were is- was second in the County Honor well. Pete and Tim are both very ;one defen;e" W hidi7he7win throw
posi
their
aggressive,
and
handle
against the Upsilons. From this
sued to the finalists in each event. Rcll, with 119 r4 of the goal. In adtions with ease. They have made
corner, it locks 1'ke the D.U.'s; but
It is to Coach Miller's credit dition. he cited the Brunswick11 and 10 baskets respectively in
the Chi Psi's have played good ball,
that. despite his absence, most o;" Tcpsham Community Chest and
and with the trophy near their
the team continued practice and its workers as being the Banner
The Chi Psi five have a very grasp they will provide close cornwere in good condition for the Community of Cumberland County
tight zone defense, with Hogan and petition.
meet
with 25 per ce nt over the quota.
~"
~
"T nrr ttttm b
. ! !
IB

War

'

polar bsnsiwgi

15 10 40

Speaking of hot weather, it should he easier bumming about
the state to support the various teams these days. This writer has
a poignant recollection of riding twenty miles on the back of an
open truck at ten below zero to see the basketball team play at
the University of Maine. After that, walking up to Orono on
May 1 9th to see the Bowdoin nine and the Big white courtmen
go into action against the Black Boars will be a cinch.

—

Junior Varsity, Pea.
Rogers, rf

Whitcomb,

P F T
2

Simonds, rf
Leonard, If

2

Stone,

f>

If

Tyrer, c

i

6

2

rf

In the Interfratemity Basketball

6

2 14

Hay

5,

1:80 I*.m.

— Discus

.

6 throws

.

H
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Bowdoin's Baseball Club As

It

Looked In 1943 Season

with 31

left school, added 30 points to the
Chi Psi's record before leaving, and
is sixth on the list of hiph scorfrs.
Jack Tyrer, a tall T.D., captured
seventh place with 30 points. *
The next three spots en the list
include Art Simonds of the Chi
Psis. and Ed Stone and Will Rogers, both cf the Zetes. All three had
23 points when the league games

ended.

tofir roar y

Nurses EaKs t

Afternoon bull sessions at the held house, open necked, shirts,
la
"dears" with bare legs on campus week-ends, the Masque and
Gown rehearsing the commencement production outdoors, meltLaura
ing snow and plenty of fog
spring at Bowdoin.

Army Nurse

.

Mais

-

—880 yd. Run
p.m. — IMffh Jump
—Shot ...... 6 throws
p.m. — Bread .lump 4 jumps
p.m.

|

"

Jim Aronson, another fellow who

2:30 p.m.

M5

I

"

due to injuries was unable to play

Kinul

-

j

Warren Court of the Thorndikes,
who played Varsity last year; but
this year, took fifth place
points to his reccrd.

Bush
p.m.^l ,HHe Run

*:*0 jfcni.— r00 yd.

i

finished.

MMrt

1:30 I*.™.— MX* yd.

!:{*>

'

-

at Rranswiek

2:15

netted 63 points for the

Fred Auten of the D.U.'s, finished
third
and fourth
respectively.
4 32 Both of these men left school, however, before the league games were

polar bearings

1:45

Me

I

The new

"cal" policy of the athletic department deserves a
great deal of commendation. Under the new system any student
who has not overcut and who. in the opinion of Coach Mahoney,
is deserving will not be requ ired to attend "cal'' every seventh
week. Also, any undergraduate who is able to maintain an average of sixty in the Navy physical fitness tests does not need to
sign the "cal" sheet except- once every six weeks, when he is required to re-take these tests. This plan has two obvious advantages. First, those who are in good condition are not burdened
with a daily "cal" requirement and. second; smaller classes will
allow the instructors more time to devote to each man in need of
daily "cal."

scorer.
D.U.'s.

Earl Rice, the star of the Beta
2 team, kept right on Begley's tail
all the way, and placed second with
54 points.
6
Sam Flemming of the Betas, and

rumored about the campus that Coach Neil Mahoney
l
been rewarded for his winter coaching job with a truly enthu- Rice, rg
siastic baseball squad this spring. The diamondmen, anxious to Hickey, lg
3
get off to a good start, are sleeping with the bats, that they Weatherill,
lg
hope to slug their way to victory with, beneath their mattresses.
Tim Donovan, the superstitious Irishman, has to sleep on the
14
floor in ordes that all the bats he has appropriated from the cage
may get a comfortable night's nest. The student body and other
Maine Informal
loyal rooters are all for the team.; may they all be blessed by
Lady Luck herself.
Track Meet
It is

Begley Leads Scaring
in Fraternity Basketball

4 League, Chuck Begley was the high

Osher, c
has Begley, rg

.

^B!3r*&

LMrAl AA

'

vantage to win the thrill-packed
game by a score of 40 to 32. Robbins and McFarland were the outstanding players for the Varsity,
each with 9 points. Tyrer, who,
with 14 .points, was the evening's
high scorer, also played an excellent defensive game, ably assisted
by the two Junior Varsity guards,
Hickey and Begley. The box score

is

.

&AM

Iff

during practice by other "golfers" like Ted Saba,
Feigie Spurr. Rick Roundy, and the writer, who will be out en
the course breaking clubs, losing precious balls, and creating
of the game follows:
general havoc among the serious players.

The White Key

Hvt
JM

Mtegtoy, €.

*

bad an eight point ad-

the Varsity

belles.

.

ffl.

Sports Editor Forecasts Ctese Gan»e;
White Kev Cup Goes To Victorious Five

V
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Tournament Final Tonight
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4,

and

Varsity

those undergraduates woo are interested in competitive athletics and- not
varsity reams sounds
a good
idea. Games have been tentatively scheduled with Colby and it Warren Court, basketball managshould be easy to find some good local competition. Last yeac er, took over the reins of the Varseveral teams were in operation around Brunswick and local in- sity. The game was hard fought,
terest was high. It should also give those campus Don Juans with neither team taking a sizable
with spring fever a chance to strut their stuff before tbe Brunswick lead until the final period when

on

-

WWL.i

Junior Varsity squads. In a first
round match the JV's walloped the

dull**.)

soft boll

It- '1

Gymnas-

Sargent

'

The proposed

"1

fcB"

1

has been conducting a basketball

plowed

he-

mud on

way

Tournament Game

For the past two weeks the
Brunswick Recreational League

among those hearty souls who survived a rugged New England winter.
All these things taaw to- litis writes**
through the campus

V- * ft*

Corps

Beam Art Course Hants
Hidden Campus Talent

M. Whitcomb. college
The formation of an informal
nurse for ten years, has completed art course has been announced by
Professor Philip C. Beam. As yet
in
the Army Nurse
in an embryonic state, this course
Corps.
Laura is expecting her is primarily intended to encourage
final orders to report to Fort Devany latent undergraduate artistic
ens, Mass.,
about the first of talent. It will be an
extra-curricApril.
Laura was trained in Dr. ular activity, given without credit
Drummond's Hospital in Portland and following no prescribed proand took a course in physiotherapy gram.
and orthopedics at Harvard during
Although the time and place of
the summer of 1938. The Army
meeting of the course have not
gives enlisted nurses about six
yet been definitely established, it
weeks boot training and then ships is probable that classes will
meet
them overseas as general nurses.
for an indefinite period one night
Elizabeth (Betty) Darling has
a week and on Thursday afternoon.
also enlisted under these same con- All painting will be done with oils,
ditions and is awaiting orders to and after being given the basic
report for physical examination. principles of painting, students will
Betty, from Belfast, will probably be allowed to choose any subjects
be called before the end of the they wish, provided there is some
term.
idea of organization behind their
Georgette Fortin, who was a work.
nurse here up until about seven
months ago, is now an ensign at
Saint Albans (Long Island) Naval
Hospital. She has been stationed
there for about six months.
enlistment

Hdnes Bales

Prsf.

Nfcty Recruiter Advises

Utf Test Asftraite
Latest faculty
the spotlight

is

member

to

occupy

The College Placement Bureau

Professor Cecil T. has been given information by Petty Officer W. J. Mullen of the

Holmes, whose question sent to
"Information Please" won for him
500 dollars in War Bonds plus a
set of the Encyclopedia Britannica,
Professor Holmes,

who

Portland Recruiting Station on the
best subjects for study, in preparation for the

sent the students

Eddy Test taken by

wishing

to

qualify

for

According to
question in over six months ago, training in Radar.
was pleasantly sur prise d, to hear information from Mullen, knowthe "intelligentsia" of the nation ledge of the following subjects will
all three parts of his musical he of very great help in qualifying

miss

question on

Monday

night.

Much

for the

Radar program.
Be able to em-

Mathematics:

5.

The question had la- do with ploy the high school algebra and
naming the month and day con- basic trigonometry; Physics: Renected with, special passages of view general principals of laws of
classical music.

The

last part was heat,

Meadelsson

s Overture to "MidNight's Dream," to which
the correct answer was June 23rd.
The second Mag, the insntrarion
for the entire njwirlnn. was the
Overture to Pirates of Feasance,"
by €Hlbert and Sullivan, and the

summer

answer was March

sound, mechanics

and

When

questioned.

Mumps Crack Stone

iar with simple direct current cir-

II

and the elements of A. C.
electricity: Radio: Be acquainted
with the- fundamentals, and the
cuits

Murray

Seone

precision instruments..

fettx Officer Mullen ia toasted
Professor |n the Moulton Union every Tuesdol- day raorauig between the hours of
Si 30 a.ra. and 1:00 p.m.

'48,

player,

wit*
the use of hand tools, soldering

part of the question
submitted by Professor Holmes, alNOTE: Most high school texts
though it concerned the same date. in mathematics and physics will
Both had to do with the Witches' contain the material outlined
Sabbath, the night before May Day, above.
ene) nenee April 39th.

COSTS MONEY
f Mvt yovr boy's f

IT

magnetism; Electricity: Be famil-

The third
had nee been and

1st.

light,

is

the

by

draw his
The nurses hope that

letting pretty girls

t4

norm seryite

MIKE'S PLACE

up

to rate tim«.

N

Always Top Quality
Steals

CUTE

+.M0*£l

ex-

DOGS

Chops

Faacy Greet ries
Pfcont 328-M for delivery

MOW!

ttea witt be tfce waly caae this
year as no others have been oon-

Holmes admitted the* the S80lars "would come in handy."

TOWN TAW

GIVE

PRIN wmw
EQUIPPED
INC
Print Everything but Money
Quotatio n without Obligation

ALV1N SETTLE, PRINTER
Town Bldg. 89-W Brunswick

TEL MOD

SBSM

his varsity career at

Brunswick, Maine

Capitol, $175,000
Total Resources $3,000,000
Student Patronage Solicited

Match 22

Wed.-Thur*.

Eadie
Ann

PHILGAS

Was A Lady

with
Miller - Joe Besser.
Hal Mclntyre
also

1

does the cooking

y

Fe« News

Short Subject

KSHSS

| Frit-Sat

B rBnsw kkHardwareCo.

Lake Placid Serenade
with
Vera Hruba Ralston

PRINTING

also

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?

like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus
Is

aa easy aad Inexpensive way.

March 25-26

ORIENT

to all your girls and
girt subscription to the
friends. Copies mailed anywhere la the world. No extra

Send a
other

Short SubJeetH

Sun.-Mon.

like to
like to

Would you
There

Paramount News
,

Do you
Do you

-

William Frawley

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

CUMBERLAND

BANK

'of

charge far foreign delivery.

Remember

-

The ORIENT

is

the College Oracle

and Reporter

Frisco Sal

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Turban Bey

-

Susanna Foster

also

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNILETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Paramount News'
Short Subject

March 27

Tues.

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotation*

I

STATIONERY
TICKETS—POSTERS
BOOKLE TS— PROGRAMS
We

TONDREAU BROS.

left)

FIRST NATI0x\AL

blood plasma there? To get extra food
to him, if he'a a prisoner? Give morel
He wtds your Red Cross at his aide.

Ed is lighting boredom
Ml heun' werk a day sad

picture.

(upper

who began

How much is it worth to you -to bare

mumps.
witti

SHOWS THE BASEBALL SQUAD OF 1*43. Only two of this group. Coach Neil Mahoney
and catcher Morton F. Page '46 (lower left) now remain in college to aid this year's team. Page,
Bowdoin on the 1943 team will captain thie season's squad which will be
coached by Mahoney.
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Swing Hostess
Martha Tilton

•
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The Orient

ONLY
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Four Undergraduates "In The News"

North Winthrop Vies South
For Crown As Quietest End
Is This

Inferno

Or

Sweet Potatoes, Butyric
Acid Add To The Gaiety
Of Chi Psi North End

South Winthrop? Myer
Asks Gazing Aghast
!

^}»w »« '

»

m

.

hm vswi

By Bob

By Myer Norken

I

Miller

North Winthrop Hall is .infested
by the local chapter of Chi Psi.
aided and -abetted only by W.
Smythe Lamparter. Oh, and an
assist by Nat Kendrick, the lucky
occupant of an office on the first
floor.
"Never even heard ya,"
mutters the good Prof., if we apologize when Maxwell and Woodruff,
the two extroverts in a neighboring suite, go on a rampage. Across
sparking up for their week-end as- the hall Wildman checks his phosault on skirtland.
And in room tographic equipment, while Ers4, Cy Dorfman is puncturing his kine plays nightly with his ultraeardrums hut Mike Milden con- violet machine.
The denizens of the second floor
tinues to saw away on his fiddle,
attempting to obliterate the hor- include Zollo, Wheeler when Colror of yours
truly
screaming by can spare him and Hogan, the
"When The Lights Go On Again" Mad Irishman. When Clarkson
can prevail upon Martin to shut
in the room above.
Be careful, stranger! Don't as- off his radio, the two of them produce their "sweet potatoes" and
cend those stairs!!
No, stranger, you're wrong. All
those tumultuous shouts, roars and
screams bursting forth from South
Winthrop don't mean that. Saturn
has opened up Hell. I merely indicates that the Thorndikes are on
the loose again. Stranger, be careful when you enter the first floor,
for those four tin-can cassanovas
the "Ajaks" (Aronson, Jafee,
Abrahamson and Koritsky) are

—

—

—

—

Eugene A. Bernardin, Jr. '47, who
has been elected chairman by the
Junior Class of the Committee in
Charge of the Ivy Day Ceremonies.

THE KAPPA SIGMA CHAPTER HOUSE
930 and remodelled in
servance of the Golden Jubilee of
rebuilt in

1

which was first-built about 40 years ago. It was
be the scene of a reunion and celebration in obthe Chapter when wartime travel conditions permit.
1

940.

It

will

KAPPA

Robert G. O'Brien '44, who, aside
from returning from the Marines
this trimester to finish his degree

130-Page Kappa Sig History
CELEBRATE 50th WITH
Marks First Half Century RADIO PROGRAM

Of Chapter's Existence Here
For the first time a * Bowdoin
fraternity will mark its anniversary
with the publication of a complete
history when the Alpha Rho Chapter of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity
publishes soon a 130-page book in
conjunction with the observance of
its first half century on the Bowdoin campus.

By permission

of

George

P.

Hyde

hymn

written by President
1906 will serve as a keynote to the book. It will be dedicated to those brothers who have giv'08,

a

Hyde

in

en their

lives in

World Wars

I

and

SIGS WILL

The

—

thirsty

trio
Backman, Osher and Adolfson, are charging for the coke ma-

requirements, has now unofficially
taken over as the undergraduate
leader in the daily "Cal" classes.

chine on the first floor. And you
wonder about the magnetic force
of the telephone on the second
floor when the long-distance boys
are milling about it. We find "Bull"
Bell trying to date up the operator; and Bud Goodman pleads for

jam

hold a

One

session.

of these

days they're going to cross each
other up and play the same tune
at the same time. The rumor has
been substantiated that Page once
got hold of one of their instruments and had to be offered four
cigarettes

and some cookies before

"Come Gather All Ye
Merry Men" Will Be
Presented March 29th
One of the founders of the Alpha
Rho Chapter of the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity, James E. Rhodes, 2nd
'97, will be heard in the cast of the
Thursday, March 29th Bowdoin-onthe-Air program which is devoted
to the founding and history of that
Chapter, 1895-1945.

II.

Frederick H. bole '97, of Boston,
the editor-in-chief of the history,
is a charter member of the fraternity. He consented to edit the book
at the request of an undergraduate
committee. He had edited a history of his class, that of 1897, eight
years ago and in so doing devised
the method of having alumni memtors, four years or a college generation apart, write the history.
This method was used in this book.

"Come Gather All Ye Merry
Men" is the title of the script written and directed by John F. Mac-

forthcoming history of the Chapter.
Following the broadcast there
will be a small dinner at the Columbia Hotel in Portland for underThe following men contributed to
graduate and alumni members.
The tentative cast for the broadthe history: Dole '97; Harry Cloudman pi, the great athlete; William
cast includes: Mr. Rhodes, William
Kappa Sigma Seal
E. Morrissey, Jr. '48, Richard A.
Flye '02; Galen Hill '04, city librarian of Quincy, Mass.; Professor
Personal sketches of all living Roundy, Jr. '47, Richard M. Elliott
William A. Robinson '07 of Dart- alumni will be given, showing in '48, Philip A. Richenburg, Jr. '47,
mouth; Charles Oxnard '11, presi- general their business and profes- and George W. Miller '47, who will
dent of the chapter house corpora- sional careers since leaving Bow- announce.
tion Robert D. Leigh '14, ex -presi- doin, with brief data of families,
Although the actual date of the
dent of Bennington College; Dr. wife and children. A list of mem- awarding of the charter to the
Ralph Thayer '17; President Irving bers who are deceased with date of Chapter was March 4, 1895 and
Richards '20 of the Cambridge Jun- death will close the book.
most of the founders were initiior College; George Davis '23; L.
Every living alumnus will receive ated March 22 of that year, a forCrawford Churchill '24; Clifford a free copy. Several complimentary mal celebration and reunion on
Gray '28; Dwight Andrews '31; copies will be given away in addi- either of these two dates has had
Richard Goldsmith '34, principal tion.
to be deferred indefinitely due to
Exact date of publication is not travel regulations. It is hoped that
of Bridgton Academy; William
Klaber '37; Robert F. Russell '42; as yet known, but the manuscript by fall such a celebration may be
'45.
is already with the printer.
Philip H. Hoffman
held at the Chapter House.

Griffin '47, now of the
of the United States, has been

George H.

Morran '46; it is based on recollections of the founding of the Chapter written by Mr. Rhodes for the

Army

campus this week; he is
former Managing Editor of the

visiting the

a

ORIENT.

W. Query, Jr. '47, now of
the United States Navy, former president of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity; he visited the college last week.

Alphonse

Montenegro Interview

;

The Ever-Growjng Body Of Returned Servicemen On Campus

[

Continued from Page

l

]

an early age and deprived of
the normal life of a child, he was
"forced" to become studious and
educate himself. The results have
certainly been successful. He has
managed to go over all of Chile,
most of South America, part of
Europe and the United States,
meeting people
"an unending
source of interest and experience."
at

—

on the

Excused Cuts To Blood
Donors March 26th to 30th

and arts of the United
At the same time he has

life

States.

Excused cuts

attempted the reverse process with
Latin American subjects in American newspapers and magazines.
"Yes." he added, "I
of

one-man exchange,

—a

am
if

those students

has worked

for

the

in

a sort

30,

you wish

be

given

Portland between March 26according to Dean Paul Nix-

on.

clearing house for reciprocal
information between the Ameri-

The blood plasma bank under
Red Cross auspices is located in

cas."

the vestry of the State Street
Congregational
The
Church.
.March 26-30 period has been set

largest

aside especially for Brunswick
residents. The 30th, a Friday, Is
the first day of the spring "reading period."
Complete details on the plan
may be obtained by consulting
the Dean.

—

and novels both in Eng- after fifteen years to return in
lish and in Spanish; and has gain- 1939, and has been in this country
He is familiar with
ed a knowledge of French, Italian, ever since.
German and Portuguese. His ex- some of the world's great authors.
tensive travels and his discussions
He speaks fondly of the "fine
with people of many nationalities recollections" he has of his previhave made him nearly unconscious ous stay at Bowdoin and has often
of race or language.
thought of Bowdoin's "young scholHe mentioned that his policy of ars and gentlemen" such as the
lecturing and teaching without the late Charles Stepanian '41— who
aid of notes is constantly being have given or are giving their
questioned.
He remarked upon the
"The truth is," he lives.
says lightly, "being a most anti- change in Bowdoin since 1941 and
methodical person and not having is surprised and happy that it is
a single idea in my head when I still doing go well, considering contry to get one. I can only think ditions.
and speak when I rub my brains
From here he goes to Bates Colagainst other brains. iNotes will lege
and the University of Maine.
only trip me."
He laughed and He is having a hard time making
added, "I am only a doctor by up his
mind where to go after that,
courtesy and a scholar by the grace having
received invitations from
of God."
several colleges throughout the
When he had mastered his Eng- country, including Notre Dame.
lish through talking and listening
One thing he 'appeared to have
to people, through daily newspalittle difficulty in deciding. "I have
pers, and finally through the finest
enjoyed my stay here greatly," he
literature of the language, Senor
told us, "and the courtesy of PresMontenegro hit upon the idea of ident and Mrs.
Silfs and the mempassing on to his Latin American bers
of the Faculty, and the cordpublic his impressions of American
iality of the students.
I have also
literature. For about twenty years
enjoyed my contact with the preshe has been sending to Chilean ent Tallman
lecturer, Professor
and Argentine newspaj>ers stories Flcure."
stories,

will

who wish to doRed Cross

nate blood through the

Senor Mantenegro has three
American-born sons and ope Chilnewspapers in South America; has ean-born son, now scattered in the
translated books in several lanarmed forces. He first came to
guages; has written book reviews,
the United States in 1915, leaving
essays, social studies, poetry, short

He

the phone for his heart-throb is on ihe would desist.
the other end of the wire. Then
Room 26 is strangely desolate.
Benny Gottlieb steps into the cor-'
ridor and requests quiet so he can It seems that some perverted humcount his roommate's blood cells orist applied butyric acid to the
accurately.
radiator a fortnight ago and great

Suddenly the door of room 5,
adjacent to the phone, opens, and
Pres. Court politely begs for less
uproar, in order to continue his
informative discourse with Winnie
Weinstein and Encyclopedia
Bloomberg regarding the vital
question, "What are the Red Sox's
chances for winning the pennant
in 1952?"
An to top it off. Bob
Good posts a defiant note upon the
door No. 10, and proceeds to pump

some

infidel

rhapsody on his horn

while tumbling over the desk. And
across the hall, the eternal scene
Snyder lecturing to two innocent
freshmen Frank and Cooper.
And when the stranger exclaims,
"I've seen many a strange sight in
my life, but never the like of this.
I'm sure it's Hell broke loose."
Then Brass and Larchian reply in
unison, "Make no mistake, stranger. You merely hear the sweet
sound of South Winthrop, throbbing and vibrating, glad to be

—

was the odor

thereof.
Page has
been forced to move his headquarters to „the Chateau Lamparter,

where the owner languishes amid
his anchovies and Chaucer.
And
Claffey, alias Pope John XXIV, is

now

holding services in Paynter's

den.

Simonds and your humble
have

inherited

apartment.

scribe

Longfellow

the
cross

we have

to

bear takes the form of the furor
that ensues when Silsby and Pouhold one of their unique little
"board of experts" sessions, the
who can shout loudest
being acclaimed the most expert.
When all of us get rolling on one
lin

individual

of the typically enlightening topics,

the

results

are

truly

amazing.

booze, babes, never books

Bull,

North Winthrop.

that's

alive."

The

—

TWENTY-TWO OF THE TWENTY-FIVE DISCHARGED SERVICEMEN now in the student body are shown above. They are: Seated: Silsby
'48, Philoon '45, Saindon '46, Towers '47, Files '47, Clark '46, Christopher '46. Fisher '46, Poulin '45, Hogan '45; Standing: McFarland '48,
Morrissey '48, Worjts '42, Saba '42, Fallow '48, 0'6rien''44, McGorrill
'48,

Richenburg '47, Roundy '47, Baker

'46,

Boucher '45, Longley

'48.

.

SUPPOSE THE RED CROSS

"""QUIT!
How would YOU sleep tonight, if
made your Red Cross tail •
lonely men or war prisoner? Their
Red Cross it YOU
it depends
on YOUR sifts. GtM morel
you'd

—

solely

CIVE

iWeVf

What

if

we don't get picked up
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FUTURE RADAR EXPERTS
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are,
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from

W.

Gray,

all

from
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948.

Courtesy of the Portland Press Herald
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ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE
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MEANS JUST A LITTLE MORE
WHEN YOU SEND

The

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

.

test.

IT

our Sir Walter Raleigh runs out?"

.

Eddy

students have passed the

Stephen L. Monaghan, Edward M. Stone, Conrad N. White, and Ever-

left to right:

WM. RICHARD
Gen. Mgr.

$2.50

j. s.

lot

of Illustrated

Modern Library Books

Res. Mgr.

F.

We have a large selection of special
now on

MMI

types of Easter Cards

display.

This Easter give a gift that lasts

COLUMBIA

and

...

DECCA RECORDS

THE MELODY SHOP

W. CHANDLER & SON
IMMMMI

.

EASTER GREETINGS

$1.50

mcdoNald

.

HALLMARK

Book Store

THE REPRINTING OF "MAINSTAYS OF MAINE"
RY ROBERT P. T. COFFIN IS NOW IN

New

UP

College

146

MAINE STREET

(Next to Allen's Drug Store)
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